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FOREWORD BY THE MINISTER

In February 2008, the National Executive Council approved as Government Policy the National ICT 
Policy 2008, which was set out in the National ICT Policy document dated April 2008. 

The National ICT Policy sets out a strategic framework for meeting the Government’s objectives for 
the ICT sector where increased competition in the supply of telecommunications services is a 
central feature of this strategy. Under this policy the Government reaffirmed its commitment to:

• the staged introduction of open competition in the telecommunications sector; and

• the transformation of Telikom into a viable and efficient competitor upon the introduction 
of open competition.

This staged approach involved an initial ‘Phase 1’ transitional period during which the existing 
telecommunications industry structure would be preserved.  Specifically, during Phase 1, Telikom 
would remain as the sole holder of a general carrier licence and no new general or mobile carrier 
licences would be issued.  Telikom would also continue to have exclusive rights to install and 
maintain reserved line links and international telecommunications gateways.

We are now ready to set the key parameters for moving into ‘Phase 2’ open competition. 

As the Minister for Communications and Information I have been directed by the NEC to 
commence and complete by March 2009 a review of the ICT sector.  Under this direction I am 
required to assess and report on the current state of the market, including the operation of the 
regulatory regime, competition and progress towards the transformation of Telikom. 

I am also required to recommend to NEC a timetable for the introduction of open competition in the 
ICT sector and a transition to Phase 2. Specifically, I am to:

• report on the desirability of developing a Community Services Obligation regime (or 
Universal Access Scheme). The primary objective is to provide a strong funding basis to 
aid in the development of telecommunications networks and the provision of 
telecommunications services to residents in rural centres in PNG; and

• undertake a review of regulatory structures and processes, including the mandate to each
of the telecommunications regulators and to report to the NEC with recommendations on 
any appropriate amendments aimed at securing more efficient regulatory arrangements.

The Department of Communication and Information has retained expert advisers to assist in 
undertaking these tasks. There has already been extensive consultation with many interested 
parties who have participated in discussions and a public forum and provided a number of detailed 
submissions. I am grateful to all those who have contributed to this public process.

As part of the public consultation process, I am delighted to release this comprehensive draft 
Experts’ Report on National ICT Policy Phase 2 Reforms which sets out the proposed 
recommendations for continued reform of the ICT sector as we move to Phase 2. 

The draft Experts’ Report deals with important and complex issues and draws upon the expertise of 
the Department’s advisers as well as that of the many interested parties who have made 
submissions. 

I commend the draft Experts’ Report and encourage all interested persons to consider and provide 
their detailed response to these recommendations. 

Signed By

Hon. Patrick Tammur MP
Minister for Communication and Information
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1 BACKGROUND

National Executive Council Decision NG 21/2008 reaffirmed the Government of Papua 
New Guinea’s commitment to:

• the staged introduction of open competition in the telecommunications sector; 
and

• the transformation of Telikom into a viable and efficient competitor upon the 
introduction of open competition.

In doing so, NG 21/2008 approved that the existing telecommunications industry structure 
would be preserved during a ‘Phase 1’ transitional period.  Specifically, during this period
Telikom would remain as the sole holder of a general carrier licence and no new general 
or mobile carrier licences would be issued. Telikom would also continue to have 
exclusive rights to install and maintain reserved line links and international 
telecommunications gateways.

However, as a precursor to the introduction of ‘Phase 2’ open competition, Decision NG
21/2008 directed the Minister for Communications and Information to commence and 
complete by no later than March 2009 a review of the operation of competition in the ICT 
sector.  This review was required to assess:

• the state of the market;

• the manner in which competition is operating at that time;

• the operation of the regulatory regime, including a review of applicable 
legislation; and

• progress towards the transformation of Telikom.

The review was intended to recommend a timetable for the introduction of open 
competition in the ICT sector and a transition to Phase 2.

Contemporaneously with the development of this Phase 2 implementation plan, the 
Minister was also directed to:

• consider the desirability of developing a Community Services Obligation (CSO)
– often referred to internationally as a Universal Access Scheme (UAS);

• undertake a review of regulatory structures and processes, including the 
mandate to each of the telecommunications regulators (the ICCC and 
PANGTEL); and

• review the operation of competition in the ICT with a view to recommending to 
the NEC a timetable for the introduction of open competition into the ICT sector 
and the transition to Phase 2.

Freehills and Concept Economics were engaged as advisers to the Minister under terms 
of reference directed at these various National ICT Policy Phase 2 tasks.
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2 PUBLIC CONSULTATION PROCESS 

Between 29 September 2008 and 3 October 2008, the Department, with the assistance of 
Freehills and Concept Economics conducted an introductory consultation process.   Many 
parties indicated a strong interest in the process and general support for the objectives of 
Government in the context of the Phase 2 reforms.   A series of one-on-one and group 
consultation workshops were undertaken between 20 October 2008 and 24 October 2008 
in relation to the proposed Universal Access Scheme (UAS).  The sessions were 
attended by the Department and representatives from Freehills, Concept Economics and 
the World Bank.  The UAS consultation sessions were productive and provided the 
advisers with a clear indication of the major challenges associated with developing a UAS
scheme for PNG.  Freehills and Concept Economics have worked with the World Bank in 
order to co-ordinate the UAS review with other aspects of the Phase 2 review process.

A document with a number of key issues for feedback was distributed to assist interested 
parties with preparation of written submissions. Many interested parties subsequently 
provided written submissions to the Department.  The Department and its advisers have 
reviewed these submissions and they have been taken into consideration in the 
preparation of this draft report.   Additional meetings and discussions have taken place 
between the advisers and various interested parties.  

This draft Experts Report represents the outcome of the review and consultation process 
undertaken by Freehills and Concept Economics in relation to the National ICT Policy 
Phase 2 tasks.  

3 RECOMMENDATIONS

The substantive recommendations made by this draft Experts Report are listed in the 
next section.  

The recommendations comprise:

• six key recommendations directed at the key issues raised by this review; and

• a range of associated recommendations addressing particular issues.

The recommendations identify a timetable for the implementation of open competition in 
the ICT sector and a transition to Phase 2.   

4 PUBLIC CONSULTATION

This draft Experts Report is being released for public comment and written submissions 
are sought from interested parties.   

Submissions should be submitted to the Department by the date and in the manner 
indicated in the accompanying letter.  Generally, it would be preferred if submissions are 
directed at the specific recommendations made by this report as set out in the next 
section.

Ultimately, a final version of this Experts Report will be presented to the Government so 
that the Minister can report to the NEC during March 2009.

February 2009
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

The six key recommendations made by draft Experts’ Report on National ICT Policy Phase 2 
Reforms are as follows.

1 TIMELY AND COMPREHENSIVE MOVE TO OPEN COMPETITION 

The move to open competition should be comprehensive and implemented on a timely 
basis, subject to transitional arrangements and the time required for proper formulation
and introduction of new regulatory structures.  

Under a substantially revised licensing regime, existing licensees and new entrants 
should be able to identify where and how they wish to compete within the terms of new
individual and class licences.  Such entities should have a greater ability to tailor their 
individual operations to match their chosen business model. 

The existing approach of dividing telecommunications markets based on technology and 
reserved rights should be replaced with a licensing regime that is more technologically 
neutral and therefore better reflects PNG’s technologically-convergent markets. 

A move to such a technology-neutral licensing regime does not imply a change in 
Government Policy with respect to the number of mobile operators or of broadcasters. 
However, the new regime will be capable of accommodating such a change, should one 
occur, which is a matter that would have to be determined by Government Policy and the 
ICT Regulator operating within the framework of PNG law.

2 LIBERALISATION OF INTERNATIONAL GATEWAY SERVICES

Immediate liberalisation of the international gateway should occur by permitting all
network licensees to operate international gateways if they meet certain minimum 
licensing criteria.  

Liberalising the gateway in this way means operators can secure a legal substitute to 
Telikom’s international links. This creates an opportunity for Telikom to maximise the 
commercial potential of its assets but with the competitive discipline imposed by the 
alternatives available.

International gateway infrastructure should initially be exempted from the access regime
in order to preserve investment incentives.  However, that exemption should be subject to 
periodic review with regard to competition criteria.  

3 A NEW ACCESS REGIME FOR WHOLESALE SERVICES

The cooperative development of important ICT infrastructure should be encouraged by
implementing a new regulatory regime for wholesale access and interconnection. The 
amended regime should address weaknesses in the current regulatory regime by 
extending the potential scope of regulatory protection and ensuring that regulation is 
more efficiently and predictably applied.

Specifically, certain services such as fixed terminating access, mobile terminating access, 
domestic backhaul, inter-carrier roaming and co-location (tower sharing) should be 
deemed to be declared services within these new access arrangements. Other 
wholesale services should be capable of being declared by the Minister on 
recommendation by the ICT Regulator.  
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Declaration of additional services should occur based on whether access to the facility or 
service provided over the facility is essential to the promotion of competition. In 
considering this, the ICT Regulator must take into account:

• whether the facility to which access is sought is provided exclusively or 
predominantly by a single or very limited number of suppliers;

• whether the facility can be economically or technically substituted in order to 
provide the service;

• whether lack of access would pose a barrier to entry that is likely to make 
otherwise efficient entry into the market uneconomic; and

• whether access would compromise the incentives for otherwise efficient 
investment, including as a result of creating undesirable regulatory risk.

Once services are declared, licensees should continue to commercially negotiate their 
terms of access and facilities sharing.  However, if such commercial negotiations fail, 
licensees should have the ability to seek arbitration from the ICT Regulator.  

The ICT Regulator should resolve arbitrations by identifying reasonable terms with regard 
to legislated price and non-price principles.  

These recommendations take the current negotiate/arbitrate model that applies only to 
interconnection services, extending a refined model to a greater range of services.

4 REMOVAL OF RETAIL PRICE REGULATION  

The implementation of more effective and efficient access regulation will enhance the
competitive disciplines applied to retail pricing, hence existing retail regulation will
become redundant and potentially harmful.  Existing retail price regulation should 
therefore be removed from mobile and fixed network services.  

5 A NEW UNIVERSAL ACCESS SCHEME

A new universal access scheme should be developed for the ICT sector that retains
existing mobile network mandatory roll-out obligations but improves their effectiveness.  

A Rural Communications Fund should also be established.  The Fund should be
administered by a Board under accountable and transparent Government oversight.  

The Rural Communications Fund should be financed by a combination of industry levies, 
international donor funding and the Government. 

6 NEW INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

The introduction of a new regulatory regime calls for a new converged regulator 
that has all powers and functions for the sector.

PANGTEL should be re-organised and restructured to form this new ICT Regulator.  

The new ICT Regulator should be the primary regulator for all issues in the ICT 
sector, including both telecommunications and broadcasting. It should be required 
to consult with ICCC on certain competition and economic matters. 

The ICCC will continue to administer the competition provisions of the Independent 
Consumer and Competition Commission Act 2002 (ICCC Act) as applied to the 
ICT sector.
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SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

PART B THE PATH TO OPEN COMPETITION

1 LICENSING ARRANGEMENTS

Recommendation 1.1 Licensing responsibilities should be assigned to a single ICT 
Regulator and the licensing application process should be 
codified within a legislative instrument.

Recommendation 1.2 A simple, three-tier horizontal licensing structure should be 
implemented in PNG based on the categorisation of operator 
licensees as network providers, service providers or content 
providers.

Recommendation 1.3 All new operator licences should be technology and service 
neutral thereby ensuring that licensees are not artificially 
constrained with regard to their service and technology 
decisions. Operator licensing should be kept conceptually 
distinct from the use of licences to ration scarce resources, 
such as telecommunications radiofrequency spectrum.

Recommendation 1.4 The distinction between class and individual operator licences 
should be clarified.  Class licences should be automatically 
granted if the applicant meets minimum eligibility criteria.  
Individual licences should be capable of being granted at any 
time based on a case-by-case analysis.

Recommendation 1.5 Regulatory barriers to market entry should be reduced via the 
greater use of class licensing in conjunction with increased 
regulatory forbearance.

Recommendation 1.6 The radiofrequency spectrum management regime should be 
reformed with an emphasis on key policy principles and 
spectrum management plans.  A clear mechanism for 
spectrum allocation and assignment should be adopted.

Recommendation 1.7 All licence fees should be made consistent and transparent, 
underpinned by a requirement that licence fees should seek 
to better reflect actual costs (including, where relevant, 
opportunity costs, as in the case of scarce spectrum).
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2 INTERNATIONAL GATEWAY LIBERALISATION

Recommendation 2.1 Immediate liberalisation of the international gateway should 
occur by permitting all network licensees to operate 
international gateways if they meet certain minimum licensing 
criteria.  

Recommendation 2.2 International gateway infrastructure should initially be 
exempted from the access regime in order to preserve 
investment incentives.  However, that exemption should be 
subject to periodic review every 3 years with regard to 
competition criteria.  

Recommendation 2.3 Care should be taken in setting minimum criteria for the 
obtaining of a licence to operate an IGW so that the ICT 
Regulator does not lose control over the IGW market.  VSAT 
operators may be potential candidates for class licences.

3 WHOLESALE REGULATION AND ACCESS

Recommendation 3.1 Wholesale access and interconnection obligations should be 
applied to regulated ‘declared’ services and facilities, not
particular regulated entities. All relevant licensees should be 
subject to, and benefit from, such regulation.

Recommendation 3.2 A schedule of deemed declared services should be 
legislated.  As well as core interconnection services, this 
schedule should include facilities sharing and mobile roaming 
to the extent it is uneconomic to duplicate infrastructure.

Recommendation 3.2 Declaration of additional services should occur based on 
whether access to the facility or service provided over the 
facility is essential to the promotion of competition. In 
considering this, the ICT Regulator must take into account:

• whether the facility to which access is sought is provided 
exclusively or predominantly by a single or very limited 
number of suppliers;

• whether the facility can be economically or technically 
substituted in order to provide the service;

• whether lack of access would pose a barrier to entry that 
is likely to make otherwise efficient entry into the market 
uneconomic; and

• whether access would compromise the incentives for 
otherwise efficient investment, including as a result of 
creating undesirable regulatory risk.

Recommendation 3.4 The ICT Regulator should undertake declaration inquiries and 
make recommendations to the Minister for Communication 
and Information.  The Minister should make declaration 
decisions.  
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Recommendation 3.5 Pricing principles should be legislated and removed from all 
other regulatory instruments.  The principles should adopt 
internationally well-established costing methodologies.  The 
principles should promote infrastructure investment by 
ensuring full cost recovery.  

Recommendation 3.6 The ICT Regulator should determine access disputes for 
declared services under a negotiate/arbitrate model.  Within 6 
months of its establishment, it should be required to publish 
guidelines detailing how it will apply the legislative pricing 
principles to various types of access disputes.  

Recommendation 3.7 Access providers should be permitted to submit binding 
Reference Interconnection Offers (RIO) to the ICT Regulator
for pre-approval for an appropriate period (for example, 3 – 5
years).   

Recommendation 3.8 All service declarations should be subject to regulatory review 
within 5 years.  If the criteria for declaration are no longer 
met, the declaration should be permitted to expire.

4 RETAIL REGULATION AND PRICING

Recommendation 4.1 All retail price regulation of Telikom’s mobile services should 
be removed.

Recommendation 4.2 All retail price regulation of Telikom’s fixed services should be 
removed unless the ICT Regulator can justify the need for 
such regulation under a market power analysis.  

Recommendation 4.3 To the extent any retail price regulation is retained, regular 
reviews should occur with a view to reducing that regulation 
as competition develops.  

PART C FUTURE OF COMMUNITY SERVICES

5 UNIVERSAL ACCESS SCHEME

Recommendation 5.1 A new universal access scheme should be developed that 
retains the existing mandatory roll-out obligations but 
improves the effectiveness of the arrangements.  

Recommendation 5.2 A Rural Communications Fund should be established to meet 
the other Government objectives for the universal access 
scheme including Internet access and voice access outside 
the mandatory roll-out areas.  
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Recommendation 5.3 The Rural Communications Fund should be financed by a 
combination of industry levies, international donor funding 
and the Government.

Recommendation 5.4 The UAS should be administered by a Board.  The Board 
should assess proposals against statutory criteria and report 
to the Minister under a fully transparent process.  The final 
decision on the allocation of funds should be made by the 
Minister. Once projects have been selected for funding, their 
administration should be carried out by the ICT Regulator.  

PART D SUPPORTING ARRANGEMENTS

6 INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Recommendation 6.1 A new converged ICT Regulator should be the primary 
regulator for the entire ICT sector. PANGTEL should be 
reformed and reconstituted into this new ICT Regulator.  The 
new ICT Regulator should regulate the entire ICT sector and 
possess all licensing functions and powers.

Recommendation 6.2 The new ICT Regulator should administer the access and 
interconnection regime while the ICCC retains jurisdiction 
over price regulation and generic competition law.   

Recommendation 6.3 A member of the ICCC should sit on the arbitral panel for all 
interconnection and access arbitrations.

Recommendation 6.4 The new ICT Regulator should be required to consult with the 
ICCC on all other competition and economic matters.  
Legislative obligations should require both regulators to co-
operate to ensure efficient and consistent decision-making.  

Recommendation 6.5 The new ICT Regulator should be governed by a small board 
of 3 to 5 persons all of whom would be ‘ICT Commissioners’.  
The terms and conditions of appointment would be set out in 
legislation.  The ICT Commissioners should elect the 
Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner. 

Recommendation 6.6 The ICCC should be under an obligation to consult with the 
ICT Regulator in relation to all ICCC decision-making on ICT 
matters.

Recommendation 6.7 The new ICT Regulator should have sufficient financial and 
human resources to fulfil its mandate and maintain its 
independence.  The ICT Regulator should only receive 
funding from permitted sources as set out in legislation.
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Recommendation 6.8 The new ICT Regulator should be open, transparent and 
accountable to Parliament and the courts in its operations.  It 
should keep audited accounts, comply with codified 
consultation procedures and be subject to appellate review. 

7 INFORMATION SECURITY

Recommendation 7.1 Criminal laws should be enacted against attacks on the 
security and integrity of computer systems to criminalise 
hacking, illegal interception and interference with the 
availability of computer systems.

Recommendation 7.2 Clear procedures meeting international privacy standards 
should be established for government access to 
communications and stored data when needed for the 
investigation of crimes. Such procedures should provide an 
adequate level of assurance that the government cannot 
unjustifiably monitor private communications. 

Recommendation 7.3 The new privacy standards should be embodied in a national 
law for interception of communications (telephone calls, email 
and other electronic communications), and for search and 
seizure orders for computer data.

Recommendation 7.4 Laws and procedures should be implemented to facilitate 
electronic payments and to ensure that consumers and small 
businesses who transact business online have recourse if 
transactions fail or online purchases are unsatisfactory. 
Protections should be established to prevent merchants from 
misusing consumer data.

Recommendation 7.5 PNG’s existing intellectual property laws should be reviewed 
to ensure that they provide adequate protection for digitised
forms of intellectual property.

Recommendation 7.6 Procedure should be established to take all critical systems 
offline in the event of a war, disaster or civil disturbance 
which might otherwise place those systems at risk.

8 TECHNICAL REGULATION

Recommendation 8.1 The proposed numbering plan changes should be completed, 
numbering forecasting requirements relaxed and response 
times to applications improved.

Recommendation 8.2 The new ICT Regulator should undertake industry 
consultation and a cost-benefit analysis in relation to the 
introduction of mobile number portability.

Recommendation 8.3 The ICCC and PANGTEL Interconnection Codes should be 
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consolidated within one interconnection code as part of a 
review of interconnection technical arrangements.

Recommendation 8.4 The new ICT Regulator should undertake industry 
consultation and a cost-benefit analysis in relation to the 
introduction of pre-selection.

Recommendation 8.5 All fees for services provided by the ICT Regulator should be 
clearly set out and determined in accordance with a 
transparent cost-recovery methodology.

Recommendation 8.6 The existing spectrum radiofrequency band codes and 
technical specifications should be reviewed to ensure they 
accurately reflect current usage. 

PART E TIMING AND IMPLEMENTATION

9 TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Recommendation 9.1 The move to open competition should be comprehensive and 
implemented on a timely basis, subject to transitional 
arrangements and the time required for proper formulation 
and introduction of new regulatory structures.

Recommendation 9.2 Licence migration is to be undertaken on a voluntary basis. 
Existing licensees should receive sufficient benefits under the 
new licensing structure to offset any detriments they receive 
by surrendering existing licences so that their net position is 
unharmed.

Recommendation 9.3 New licences should only be issued under the new licensing 
regime.  However, in issuing new licences, the ICT Regulator
should have regard to Government Policy and any rights held 
by existing licensees.

Recommendation 9.4 The ICT Regulator should aim to complete migration of 
licences from the old regime to the new regime within 12 
months of commencement of the new regime.

Recommendation 9.5 The transition to a new ICT Regulator should occur by 
comprehensively reforming the governance and institutional 
structure of PANGTEL, but without incurring unnecessary 
costs in relation to the transfer and reform of underlying 
organisational structure. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND GLOSSARY 

3G Third generation mobile telephone networks

ACCC Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 

ACMA Australian Communications and Media Authority 

APNG-2 The ’CAPNG-2’ submarine telecommunications cable between Sydney 
and Port Moresby

ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode, a telecommunications protocol used in 
networking

cable station Submarine telecommunications cable landing station

CLI Calling Line Identification

CMTS Cellular Mobile Telephone Services 

CSO Community Service Obligation, being the provision of certain 
telecommunications services on a universal access basis 

Department The Department of Communication and Information 

Digicel Digicel (PNG) Limited and/or its related companies

Digicel’s Public Mobile 
licence

Licence issued to Digicel by ICCC dated 27 March 2007

DDSO Digital Data Service Obligation, being an Australian variant of a UAS for 
basic digital data telephony services

earth station International telecommunications satellite earth station

FCC Federal Communications Commission of the United States of America

GATS General Agreement on Trade in Services, forming Annex 1B of the 
Agreement establishing the World Trade Organisation
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GATS Annex Annex on Telecommunications, forming part of the GATS

GATS SSC Schedule of Specific Commitments written by the Government of PNG, 
forming part of the GATS

Government The Government of the Independent State of Papua New Guinea

GreenCom Green Communications Limited and/or its related companies

GreenCom’s Public 
Mobile licence

Licence issued to GreenCom by ICCC dated 27 March 2007

ICCC Independent Consumer and Competition Commission 

ICCC Act Independent Consumer and Competition Commission Act 2002 of PNG, 
as consolidated

ICCC Interconnection 
Code

Telecommunications Interconnection Code of Practice, published by the 
ICCC, 17 November 2006

ICT Information and Communication Technologies

ICT Regulator The proposed re-organised and restructured PANGTEL which will be the 
primary regulator for all issues in the ICT sector, but will be required to 
consult with the ICCC on certain competition and economic matters.

ICT Regulators ICCC and PANGTEL

IGW International telecommunications gateway

ILEC Incumbent Local Exchange Company in the United States

Intelsat Intelsat Ltd, the world’s largest satellite communications service provider

IP Internet Protocol, being a protocol used for communicating data across a 
packet-switched network

IPBC Independent Public Business Corporation of PNG, created pursuant to 
the Independent Public Business Corporation Act 2002

ISDN Integrated services digital network, being a circuit-switched digitised 
telephone network for voice and data

ISM band Industrial, Scientific and Medical frequency band

ISP Internet Service Provider
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ITU International Telecommunications Union, a specialised agency of the 
United Nations

LRIC Long-Run Incremental Cost

Minister Minister for Communication and Information

National ICT Policy National Information & Communications Technology (ICT) Policy, 
published by the Department, April 2008

NEC National Executive Council of PNG

NPDB Number Portability Database

Numbering Code PANGTEL’s PNG National Communications Numbering Plan, Revision 
3, March 2007

OECD Office for Economic Cooperation and Development

OFCOM Office of Communications, being the telecommunications regulator in the 
United Kingdom

Open Competition Liberalisation of the PNG telecommunications sector pursuant to 
National ICT Policy

PANGTEL Papua New Guinea Radiocommunication and Telecommunication 
Technical Authority

PANGTEL 
Interconnection Code

Multi-carrier Interconnection Technical Code of Practice, published by 
PANGTEL, 31 January 2007

PPC-1 The proposed ’PPC-1’ submarine telecommunications cable between 
Sydney and Guam

PMC Pacific Mobile Communications Limited, a subsidiary of Telikom

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network

PNG Independent State of Papua New Guinea

QOS Quality of Service

Radio Spectrum Act Radio Spectrum Act 1996 of PNG, as consolidated

Radio Spectrum 
Regulations

Radio Spectrum Regulation 1997 of PNG, and any other regulations 
made pursuant to the Radio Spectrum Act
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Reserved Rights certain rights reserved for holders of a general carrier licence pursuant to 
Part V of the Telecommunications Act

RMAC Retail minus avoided costs, being a methodology for calculating of an 
access price

RPI+/-X A retail price is adjusted for inflation using a retail price index adjusted by 
an ’x’ factor, being a methodology used to set a retail price cap

RTSS Rural Telephony Subscriber Service

SMEs Small and Medium Enterprises

SMS Short Message Service

Spectrum Usage 
Agreement

Agreement between PANGTEL and Telikom dated 15 October 2007

Telecommunications 
Act

Telecommunications Act 1996 of PNG, as consolidated 

Telikom Telikom PNG Limited and/or its related companies

Telikom Regulatory 
Contract

Telecommunications Regulatory Contract between Telikom and ICCC 
dated 16 July 2002

Telikom’s Public 
Mobile Licence

Licence issued to Telikom by ICCC dated 18 July 2002

Telikom’s value added 
services licence

Licence issued to Telikom by ACCC (undated)

UA Universal access, having the same meaning as CSO – see above

UAS Universal access scheme, having the same meaning as CSO – see 
above

US Universal service, having the same meaning as CSO and UA - see 
above

USO Universal service obligation, being the Australian variant of a CSO for 
standard telephone services

VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol

VSAT Very Small Aperture Terminal Satellite Dishes 
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WLAN Wireless Local Area Network

WLL Wireless Local Loop

World Bank The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and/or the 
International Development Association, as members of the World Bank 
Group

WTO World Trade Organisation

WTO Reference Paper WTO Regulatory Reference Paper, annexed to the WTO SSC – see 
above
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1 THE EVOLUTION OF NATIONAL ICT POLICY

The National ICT Policy 2008 is the culmination of the Government’s efforts in reforming 
the ICT sector in Papua New Guinea. It builds upon a number of earlier policy decisions 
of the National Executive Council (NEC) aimed at reforming the sector. 

1.1 REFORMS IN 2001/02

The reform package of 2001/2002 (during the Sir Mekere Morauta term of government) 
culminated in the passing of the Telecommunications Industry Act 2002 (which amended 
large portions of the Telecommunications Act) and the creation of the ICCC under the 
ICCC Act.

These significant reforms provided the legislative context and put in place the institutional 
attributes aimed at strengthening the state owned enterprises in PNG (including Telikom) 
and facilitating privatisation initiatives. 

For the telecommunications sector these reforms transferred certain powers and 
functions previously held by PANGTEL to the newly formed ICCC.

1.2 MOBILE COMPETITION AND ICT POLICY FORMULATION

Reform of the ICT sector in recent years can be traced back to 2005 with a series of 
decisions by the National Executive Council impacting on the sector. These included:

• in November 2005 the NEC’s decision for the early introduction of competition 
for mobile telephone services (NEC 257/2005). By this decision 2 new mobile 
licences were to be issued by the ICCC with a view to introducing network 
based mobile competition by March 2007. This subsequently led to the issuing 
by the ICCC of 2 new mobile licences (to Digicel and GreenCom). Digicel 
commenced operations in July 2007, although GreenCom has not commenced 
operations;

• in December 2005, the NEC agreed to establish an Inter-agency ICT Taskforce 
(NEC 280/2005) to take steps to formulate a National ICT Policy. This decision 
was made in response to the Draft National ICT Policy Framework approved by 
the NEC earlier in 2005; and

• in June 2006 the NEC approved the development of an Integrated Government 
Information System (IGIS) to govern the use of information services in PNG 
government departments (NEC 124/2006). The IGIS decision is aligned to the 
focus within the Medium Term Development Strategy (2005-2010) on the use of 
ICT to improve government service delivery.

1.3 NETCO/SERVCO MODEL – NEC 188/2007

A significant shift in ICT policy direction was intended by the National ICT Policy 
approved by the NEC on 21 June 2007 (NEC 188/2007).  

This policy (if it had been implemented) would have moved the focus of ICT sector reform 
away from network-based mobile competition. The focus was upon identified deficiencies 
in network infrastructure and incorporated as a central feature the development of a state 
of the art ICT infrastructure network as the backbone of PNG’s ICT sector. 
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Under this policy the infrastructure development work was proposed to be undertaken by 
a significantly reformed Telikom PNG that was to be vertically split into a NetCo (the 
network owner/operator) and a ServCo (the retail service provider). 

So as to permit Telikom PNG (NetCo) to undertake this large scale infrastructure 
development, it was proposed to have been the sole owner and operator of 
telecommunications networks (mobile and fixed) in PNG for an indefinite and unspecified 
period – i.e. a network monopoly would continue.  Competition would be permitted but 
only on a resale basis with the newly formed NetCo operating as the wholesale supplier 
of telecommunications services to reseller competitors. 

Under this policy, the previous mobile competition model would have been abandoned 
and licences changed accordingly. 

This policy decision was not implemented. 

1.4 REFINEMENTS TO NATIONAL ICT POLICY – NG13/2007

In October 2007, the NEC approved refinements to the National ICT Policy (NG13/2007).

A central feature of this refinement contemplated a staged introduction of open 
competition to the ICT sector together with a focussed effort to transform Telikom PNG as 
the incumbent operator. 

By this policy refinement, key elements of the National ICT Policy approved by NEC 
188/2007 were abandoned. Specifically, the refinements removed the proposal for the 
operational separation of Telikom PNG into a NetCo/ServCo model with NetCo having 
indefinite network monopoly and competition being limited to a resale-based model. 
Rather, policy was re-orientated to an approach that provided the greatest space for 
competition through a staged transition to fully competitive markets.

Under this staged approach, the period of network monopoly for Telikom PNG and the 
period in which only resale-based competition would operate were to apply only during 
the transitional Phase 1 period. 

Phase 2 would bring open competition. 

1.5 CURRENT NATIONAL ICT POLICY – NG21/2007, NG58/2008

The current National ICT Policy was approved by the NEC in February 2008 
(NG21/2008). This policy further refined NG13/2007 by removing the temporary network 
monopoly and resale-based competition as elements of Phase 1. 

In April 2008 the NEC approved certain amendments to the Telecommunications Act to 
give effect to Phase 1 of the National ICT Policy (NG58/2008) and also approved the 
National ICT Policy document as reflecting the National ICT Policy approved in February 
2008. 

The National ICT Policy maintains the Government’s commitment to competition in the 
supply of telecommunications services. In this regard the ultimate aim remains to 
introduce open competition in all ICT sectors. It is the Government’s view that open 
competition provides the best means of delivering benefits to consumers over the long-
term by promoting:

• innovation, differentiation and choice;

• efficient investment and production practices; and

• improvements in service quality and/or lower prices.

However, as a precursor to the introduction of Phase 2 open competition, NG 21/2008 
directed the Minister to commence and complete by no later than 1 March 2009 a review 
of the operation of competition in the ICT sector.  This review was required to assess:

• the state of the market;
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• the manner in which competition is operating at that time;

• the operation of the regulatory regime, including a review of applicable 
legislation; and

• progress towards the transformation of Telikom.

The review was intended to recommend to NEC a timetable for the introduction of open 
competition in the ICT sector and a transition to Phase 2.

Contemporaneously with the development of this Phase 2 implementation plan, the 
Minister was also directed to:

• consider the desirability of developing a Community Service Obligation (CSO) –
often referred to internationally as a UAS (Freehills and Concept Economics are 
working alongside the World Bank in relation to this aspect of the project); 

• undertake a review of regulatory structures and processes, including the 
mandate to each of the telecommunications regulators (the ICCC and 
PANGTEL); and

• review the operation of competition in the ICT with a view to recommending to 
the NEC a timetable for the introduction of open competition into the ICT sector 
and the transition to Phase 2.

Freehills and Concept Economics were engaged as advisers to the Minister under terms 
of reference directed at these various National ICT Policy Phase 2 tasks.

1.6 GOVERNMENT ADVISERS FOR ICT SECTOR REFORMS

The Department of Communication and Information has retained Freehills, an Australian 
law firm, to advise and assist the Minister in the preparation of his report to the NEC on 
the implementation of Phase 2 of the National ICT Policy. 

Concept Economics has also been retained as economic adviser to provide support to 
Freehills.

1.6.1 Freehills

Freehills is an Australian-based international law firm and one of Australasia’s leading 
and largest law firms.  Freehills has the resources and expertise of around 1000 lawyers, 
including more than 200 partners across offices in Australia and South-East Asia.   
Freehills has specialist expertise in telecommunications regulation.

Freehills acts for more than 75 per cent of Australia’s top 100-listed companies and 
undertakes high-level legal work for private and public sector clients on every continent 
across the globe.  However, Freehills was not retained to advise on PNG law. 

Further information relating to Freehills can be found on its website at:

http://www.freehills.com  

The Freehills team is led by Chris Jose, a partner based in Freehills’ Melbourne office.

1.6.2 Concept Economics

Concept Economics specialises in the application of economic analysis to complex issues 
of public policy, through the development of economic arguments, models and evidence.

The Concept Economics team has been consulting to organisations in Australia, Asia, 
Europe and the United States in the telecommunications, resources, financial services, 
health, energy and other industries for over 20 years.

Concept Economics includes some of Australia's most respected economists and experts 
in the areas of competition economics, public policy and regulatory analysis, and 
business strategy. 

www.freehills.com
http://www.freehills.com
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Further information relating to Concept Economics can be found on its website at:

http://www.concepteconomics.com.au

The Concept Economics team is led by Henry Ergas, Chairman.

2 GOVERNMENT OBJECTIVES FOR ICT SECTOR REFORM

The Government’s objectives for further ICT sector reform are aimed at securing the 
following.

1 Social and economic benefits of an efficient ICT sector, in such areas as 
education, health, national security, justice, agriculture, government 
administration and ecommerce.

2 Efficient ICT infrastructure as the backbone of ICT policy with use of technology 
appropriate to circumstances of PNG.

3 Increased access to basic telecommunications across PNG with service 
available at affordable prices.

4 The transformation of Telikom, the State-owned incumbent telecommunications 
operator, into a more efficient and viable operation with:

• upgraded technical capability of its network;

• increased geographic scope of its network;

• strengthened management; and 

• transformed operational practices.

5 Effective and sustainable competition: 

• built upon a clear and achievable ICT policy;

• with a path from the current environment to the ultimate aim;

• with appropriate regulator powers and functions and a clear 
delineation and distinction between policy (which is the responsibility 
of Government) and regulation;

• with efficient and transparent regulatory processes;

• guided by a strong legal framework.

6 Improved international capacity and connectivity.

7 Increased availability and use of the Internet.

To achieve these objectives, the National ICT Policy incorporates a staged introduction of 
open competition in all ICT sectors. 

3 PUBLIC CONSULTATION PROCESS

Between 29 September and 3 October 2008, the Department, with the assistance of 
Freehills and Concept Economics, conducted initial consultations.

Figure 1 identifies the organisations who participated in these initial consultations. 

www.concepteconomics.com.au
http://www.concepteconomics.com.au
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Figure 1: Organisations participating in initial consultations

Department of Treasury & Finance ICCC

Department of Commerce & Industry Telikom

Business Council of PNG GreenCom

PNG Manufacturers Council Daltron

Chambers of Commerce (PNG, Port Moresby, Lae) Global Technologies

National Research Institute Bank of South Pacific

Media Nuigini (EM TV) Institute of National Affairs

PANGTEL Data Nets

Digicel HT PNG

Datec

Overall, the consultations were very successful. Many of the parties indicated a strong 
interest in the process and general support for the objectives of the Minister and the 
Government in the context of the Phase 2 reforms.  

A document with a number of key issues for feedback was also distributed to assist 
interested parties with preparation of written submissions.

In each session, the advisers outlined the policy and process which the Government is 
following as it pursues its objective of introducing open competition into the 
telecommunications sector.

Interested parties were alerted to the Minister’s obligation to report to the NEC by March 
2009 with an implementation plan for phase 2.

Many interested parties subsequently provided written submissions to the Department.  
The Department and its advisers have reviewed these submissions and they have been 
taken into consideration in the preparation of the draft recommendations. 

Additional meetings and discussions have taken place between the advisers and various 
interested parties.  

3.1 KEY ISSUES RAISED DURING PUBLIC CONSULTATION

There were a range of issues and concerns raised during public consultation. 

It was also clear that there are many frustrations that have developed both amongst 
suppliers and users of telecommunications services as well as those charged with the 
responsibility to regulate the industry and administer the law and Government Policy. At 
the same time, though there were differences of emphasis between participants, the 
consultations highlighted the belief that open competition, accompanied by appropriate 
regulatory arrangements and by effective measures to promote universality of access, 
provides a sound direction for future development of PNG’s ICT capabilities.

3.1.1 Introduction of open competition

There was broad support for the objectives of the Minister and the Government to 
introduce open competition into the telecommunications sector.  Almost all participants 
agreed that the regulatory framework needed to be reviewed. 

This view was tempered in some cases by concern about whether these reforms would 
be implemented in a timely manner. Some participants expressed strong concerns that 
further delays will be to the detriment of PNG.
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3.1.2 ICT infrastructure

A number of stakeholders commented on a current lack of infrastructure across PNG. 
This includes regions that have no access to ICT services, unreliable service delivery and 
capacity constrained infrastructure.

There was no consensus as to whether it is necessary for PNG to maintain a fixed line 
network, or whether services should be provided entirely on the basis of the wireless 
network. However, a majority of Internet service providers indicated that, at least based 
on current technology, wireless is inadequate for high speed applications such as Voice 
over IP (VoIP).

Telikom expressed concerns regarding landowner access and vandalism of its network 
units.

3.1.3 Institutional arrangements

Determining the structure and functional powers of the regulators is important to provide 
clarity and to also guide the UAS project. 

It was also clear that the institutional arrangements will be very important to ensure 
effective, efficient regulation. A number of stakeholders raised concerns regarding a 
perceived lack of transparency and consistency in relation to the decision making by the 
regulators (the ICCC and PANGTEL).

These concerns appear to stem from the overlap between the two regulators under the 
current regime, which gives rise to differences of opinion and approach. Both the ICCC 
and PANGTEL commented on the preference for a single regulator. However, no clear 
consensus emerged regarding which regulator should be responsible for issuing 
telecommunications licences or the scope of the mandate of each regulator.  

There was strong support for ensuring that ICT regulation is conducted by an 
appropriately independent regulator. 

Telikom suggested that the regulatory structure is confusing and made difficult by the fact 
that the regulators report to separate Ministers. Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
expressed concerns that the regulators were running in different directions with their own 
individual agendas and were not dealing with longstanding issues.

3.1.4 Internet service providers

A major complaint, particularly by the ISPs, is the lack of access to required services. For 
example, the fixed copper network was identified as a relatively stable and important 
investment. 

Access to sufficient international capacity was also a major complaint, with allegations 
that Telikom was limiting capacity to ISPs to prevent the supply of VoIP services and 
discriminating in favour of its own downstream Internet services business. Domestic 
transmission capacity is limited and ISPs are currently reliant on Telikom for service. 

Many of these complaints linked to the current exclusive reserved rights over the 
international gateway held by Telikom as general carrier. 

3.1.5 Retail price regulation

A number of concerns were raised about the effectiveness of retail price regulation that 
need to be addressed including the need to obtain approval from ICCC for fixed line retail 
prices. Telikom claims that it has been waiting for 18 months for the ICCC to approve its 
retail ADSL tariffs so is now selling the service for free. The ICCC, however, points out 
that its role is to either approve or not approve proposed Telikom tariffs and it has made 
decisions not to approve the retail tariffs submitted by Telikom. The concern of the ISPs 
is compounded in circumstances where they are wholesale customers of Telikom and 
Telikom appears to be offering ADSL services for free.

The ISPs suggested that one of the reasons that Internet was so expensive in PNG is 
because STD call charges are imposed to connect.
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A wide range of stakeholders raised concerns regarding Telikom’s Internet prices both at 
the wholesale and retail level. One apparent effect of high data costs is to encourage
grey market activity by operators who do not have a telecommunications licence or a 
spectrum licence.

Overall, there seems to be some confusion as to the scope and operation of the existing 
regulatory regime. It is not clear why any perceived price squeeze conduct could not be 
dealt with effectively under the existing regulatory structure.

3.1.6 Monitoring and reporting

There appear to be problems in terms of information asymmetry.

For example, the ICCC does not have access to basic industry statistics such as 
subscriber numbers and traffic volumes. It is essential that an ICT Regulator have the 
ability to access this sort of information in order to ensure good regulatory outcomes. 
Without appropriate information, it is impossible for the ICCC to make informed decisions. 
Some of the information problems may stem from the absence of adequate systems in 
place within Telikom that allow the relevant information to be compiled.

PANGTEL expressed similar information concerns and considered the regulatory 
structure promoted reactive responses, not pro-active management.

3.1.7 Licensing arrangements

There are also issues of enforcement. It was reported that a number of operators 
(sometimes outside the bounds of the regulatory framework) appear to be supplying 
services reserved for general carriers, including operating international gateway or very 
small aperture terminal satellite dishes (VSAT) facilities. This creates a situation where 
some operators are always at a competitive advantage compared to other market 
participants, regardless of whether they are the most efficient supplier of those services.

The issue of the current GreenCom licence was also identified as needing to be resolved 
(including the need to ensure scarce spectrum is properly utilised). 

The general carrier reserved rights was said to be impacting upon Digicel’s ability to 
install payphones under its licence conditions – this could directly impact on UAS issues if 
not addressed.

3.1.8 Spectrum issues

Currently, spectrum is restricted to those that have appropriate licences. This has created 
some problems in PNG. For example, ISPs are limited to using the ISM band, which is 
now congested. To resolve this, PANGTEL has proposed a fee per link, which the ISPs 
claim will undermine their viability.

The ICCC has also determined the ISM band is to be unregulated (based on the 
approach of the ITU) but PANGTEL appears to have contrary views. There is concern 
about the definition of the ISM band and the fact that it has become congested and is 
being used on a ‘first come first served’ basis without appropriate regulatory oversight. 
Queries were also raised as to the source of the ICCC’s power to make a determination 
concerning the status of the ISM band.

PANGTEL indicated that the legislation is unclear on the treatment of spectrum. Should 
spectrum be made available more widely?  If so, how does this tie in with licensing?  How 
should spectrum be allocated? Currently, the process appears ad hoc and at the 
discretion of PANGTEL.
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3.2 UAS CONSULTATION 

3.2.1 Consultation process

In accordance with the National ICT Policy, the Minister is to consider the desirability of 
developing a CSO regime (widely referred to internationally as a UAS) to apply to the 
telecommunications sector in PNG.

As part of this process, the Department has also retained the services of the World Bank 
(as part of the World Bank PNG Country Assistance Program) to assist in considering the 
viability of a rural connectivity scheme. Freehills, Concept Economics have worked with 
the World Bank in order to co-ordinate the UAS review with other aspects of the Phase 2 
review process.

During the week 20–24 October 2008, representatives of Freehills, Concept Economics 
and the World Bank participated in a series of one-on-one and group consultation 
workshops in Port Moresby in relation to the UAS. Over 30 individuals attended the 
workshops from the organisations as set out in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Attendees at workshops

World Bank PNG Chambers of Commerce

PANGTEL PNG Chamber of Mines & Petroleum

ICCC Manufacturers Council PNG

Department of the Prime Minister & NEC Business Council PNG

Department of Finance & Treasury Data Nets

Dept of Communications & Information Global Technologies

Office of Rural Development APNGBC PNGCCI

Department of Defence Bank South Pacific

Department of Health Daltron

IPBC Datec

Telikom PNG HT PNG

Digicel KPMG

GreenCom Interoil

HiTron Institute of National Affairs

3.2.2 Issues raised during UAS consultation

The UAS consultation sessions were productive and provided the advisers with a clear 
indication of the major challenges associated with developing a UAS scheme for PNG.  
These challenges include:

• land ownership issues (with general uncertainty over who owns the land);

• vandalism and theft;

• extremely low incomes and failure to pay bills, impacting on the viability of 
investment;

• reliance on Telikom backhaul with limited capacity;

• lack of power, power fluctuations and theft of solar power equipment;

• extremely low Internet penetration with about 10,000 - 11,000 lines provided 
only in urban areas.

It also became clear that a number of issues would need to be addressed if a new 
arrangement, financed through a contributory fund, were created. These include:
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• altering licence conditions of existing players to include contribution to fund;

• potential lack of interest in contributing to and/or tendering for any UAS projects 
(should the new arrangement be based on competitive tendering);

• the need to ensure transparency, independence and accountability in the 
management and administration of the scheme; and

• the need to ensure that reforms do not create ‘just another’ authority.

There were a number of specific issues that were identified as requiring specific attention, 
including:

• interconnect arrangements in rural areas and specifically whether the 
recommendations will include de-averaged, cost-based interconnect charges.  
This information is critical to modelling of the required subsidies.

• licensing arrangements are important in order to determine the potential 
involvement in the reverse auction. 

• spectrum allocation and assignment, in particular, what spectrum is available 
and who will be eligible to use it?

• tariff regulation and whether retail tariff regulation will be proposed for mobiles 
in rural areas.

• the regulations that will apply to quality of service and whether these differ 
between urban and rural areas.

• the interaction between the scheme and the institutional setting for regulation 
and enforcement in the sector, as well as its relation to the timetable and 
process for opening the ICT sector to competition.

3.3 EXPERTS’ REPORT AND FURTHER CONSULTATION

Freehills and Concept Economics were requested by the Minister to prepare an Experts’ 
Report on National ICT Policy Phase 2 Reforms.  This document comprises a draft 
version of that Experts’ Report.  A final version of the Experts’ Report will form the basis 
for the Minister’s report to the NEC.  

The substantive recommendations made by this draft Experts’ Report comprise:

• six key recommendations directed at the key issues raised by this review; and

• a range of associated specific recommendations addressing particular issues.

These recommendations are summarised in the Executive Summary and are detailed in 
the various chapters of this draft Experts’ Report.

The recommendations identify a timetable for the implementation of open competition in 
the ICT sector and a transition to Phase 2.

This draft Experts’ Report is being released for public comment and written submissions 
are sought from interested parties.   

Submissions should be submitted to the Department of Communication and Information 
by the date and in the manner indicated in the accompanying letter.  Generally, it would 
be preferred if submissions are directed at the specific recommendations identified in this 
consultation document.

Ultimately, a final version of this Experts’ Report will be presented to the Government so 
that the Minister can report to the NEC during March 2009.
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1 LICENSING ARRANGEMENTS

The licensing regime is fundamental to the regulation of the ICT sector in PNG. It is an 
important vehicle for the translation of Government ICT Policy into telecommunications 
industry regulation.

However, as identified in Part A of this report, a number of concerns were raised during 
public consultation regarding the continued suitability of the current licensing regime in 
PNG. A common concern among stakeholders was that the current licensing structure 
may not facilitate efficient and effective competition.

All participants in the public consultation process showed a willingness to consider an 
alternative licensing regime. PANGTEL, in particular, identified alternative licensing 
options, including those implemented in Singapore and Malaysia. There was a general 
consensus in public consultation that a technology and service neutral licensing regime 
would be effective in PNG.

In light of these issues, this Chapter 1 undertakes a detailed review of the licensing 
arrangements in PNG.

Specifically, Chapter 1:

1 sets out the existing regulatory regime for telecommunications licensing in PNG, 
including:

• the types of licences currently available and their salient 
characteristics; and

• the manner in which regulatory oversight of the current regime occurs;

2 identifies international best practice in relation to telecommunications licensing 
with a specific focus on issues of technological neutrality and convergence; 

3 undertakes an analysis of the various issues and concerns raised during public 
consultation and the manner in which those issues and concerns could be 
appropriately addressed and resolved; and

4 identifies a range of key recommendations to improve the current licensing 
regime in PNG.

Each of these matters is addressed in turn below.

2 EXISTING REGULATORY REGIME

This section considers the current PNG licensing regime, as set out in the relevant 
legislation, regulations and the licences that have been issued to date.

In particular, this section outlines the structure of the existing licensing regime in PNG, 
the different types of licences available and their salient characteristics, and the powers 
granted to the ICCC and PANGTEL in relation to licensing.

2.1 TYPES OF LICENCES AVAILABLE

PNG has a ‘vertical’ licensing regime that includes individual operator licences, class 
licences and spectrum licences. This regime is codified in the Telecommunications Act
1996, the Radio Spectrum Act 1996 and the Radio Spectrum Regulations 1997. 
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This ‘vertical’ licensing regime replicates, in many respects, the licensing regime which 
existed, for example, in Australia prior to 1997. It is consistent with many licensing 
regimes that existed throughout the world during the 1990s and in some regimes that 
remain in place today.

Specifically, an entity in PNG requires an individual operator licence in order to provide 
‘general carrier services’, ‘public mobile services’ and ‘value added services’. If such 
services require the use of radio spectrum, operators are also required to hold an 
associated ‘spectrum licence’.

In early 2008 (pursuant to the Telecommunications (Amendment) Act 2008), a further 
licensing category was introduced, namely the Private Network Class Licence. This single 
category represents the full extent of the class licence regime in PNG at this point in time
(although to date no class licence has been granted under this scheme).

Figure 1 below sets out the basic ‘vertical’ structure of the PNG licensing regime and the 
key licences that may be granted and/or issued for particular types of services.

Figure 1 : Basic ‘vertical’ structure of the PNG licensing regime
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2.1.1 Telecommunications licences on foot

At the time of this report, the following telecommunications licences were on foot:

• one national general carrier licence, issued to Telikom;

• a number of regional carrier licences;

• three public mobile licences (one to each of Telikom, Digicel and 
GreenCom); and

• eight value added service licences (issued to, inter alia, Telikom and 
the various Internet service providers operating in PNG).

2.2 REGULATORY OVERSIGHT OF THE EXISTING REGIME

Licensing powers in PNG are split between the ICCC and PANGTEL. In broad terms, 
PANGTEL remains responsible for spectrum and equipment licensing, while the ICCC 
retains the operator licensing powers.

2.2.1 ICCC’s licensing powers

The ICCC has general telecommunications operator licensing powers and may issue 
general carrier, public mobile and value added licences (Telecommunications 
Licences).1 The ICCC also has the power to issue cable television service licences and, 
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under recent amendments, issue a private network class licence (although no such class 
licences have been issued).

(a) Grant of licence
In relation to the Telecommunications Licences, the ICCC has broad powers set out in 
Part VI of the Telecommunications Act. The ICCC is responsible for managing licence 
applications2 and, in its absolute discretion, either granting a licence or refusing a licence 
application.3

A PNG citizen or a body corporate incorporated in PNG (compliant with the Investment 
Promotion Act 1992) is eligible to apply for a Telecommunications Licence. For the 
purposes of the 2006 mobile tender process, the ICCC clarified the eligibility criteria and 
noted that any applicant would need to:

(a) be a citizen of PNG, or 

(b) be an enterprise owned by a citizen of PNG, or 

(c) be a ‘national enterprise’ (being an entity which is at least 50% owned and 
controlled by a citizen) or 

(d) a ‘foreign enterprise’ (being a body incorporated in PNG that is not a national 
enterprise or a citizen, which has obtained a certificate under PART IV of the 
Investment Promotion Act 1992).

The issue of a Telecommunications Licence must be consistent with Telikom’s 
Regulatory Contract.4 Furthermore, the ICCC must refuse an application for a 
Telecommunications Licence if the grant would not be in accordance with ‘Government 
Policy’. 

In relation to cable television service licences, Part XIV of the Telecommunications Act 
sets out fairly comprehensive application, issuance, variation and revocation provisions.

In relation to private network class licences, Part VI, Division 3A of the 
Telecommunications Act sets out a detailed class licence regime. The legislation again 
sets out issuance, variation, registration and deeming procedures, but has not, to date, 
been used.

(b) Ongoing oversight
Under the Telecommunications Act, the ICCC retains the right (subject to certain 
conditions) to suspend or revoke, approve the transfer, impose conditions, renew or 
direct a carrier to recommence licensed services5 and take over a carrier’s operations 
where a carrier has contravened a condition of its licence or any other requirement of the 
Telecommunications Act.6

Section 61 of the Telecommunications Act provides comprehensive guidance on the 
conditions that must exist in a Telecommunications Licence. The ICCC may (through a 
declaration under section 63 of the Telecommunications Act) declare that licences are 
subject to additional conditions. It was via this right that the ICCC recently imposed 
universal access style roll-out obligations on Telikom, Digicel and GreenCom.

In relation to private network class licences (under section 65F of the 
Telecommunications Act) and cable television licences, there exists a right for the ICCC 
to vary the licence conditions provided certain legislated procedures are followed.7

Further ancillary licensing responsibilities of the ICCC include:

• maintenance of a register of private network services,8 with the power 
to declare that services are unlicensed;9 and

• collection of information from licensees, and in some instances, 
disclosure of that information to carriers, PANGTEL or other 
persons.10

There are a number of limitations on the ICCC’s ongoing licensing powers, for example: 
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• the transfer of a licence must be consistent with Government Policy;11

and 

• licence conditions must be consistent with Government Policy, the 
Telecommunications Act and any relevant Regulatory Contract.12

2.2.2 PANGTEL’s licensing powers

PANGTEL has the power to issue spectrum licences, station licences and cabling 
licences.13 PANGTEL also manages a permit process associated with 
telecommunications equipment. These powers are set out under the Telecommunications 
Act, the Radio Spectrum Act and the Radio Spectrum Regulations.

(a) Grant of licence
Under Part XIII of the Telecommunications Act, PANGTEL is responsible for:

• issuing permits to connect customer equipment to a 
telecommunications network and a comprehensive application, 
issuance, variation and transfer regime is set out in sections 88 – 99 
of the Telecommunications Act; and

• licensing customer cabling providers and a comprehensive 
application, issuance and variation regime is set out in sections 100 –
111 of the Telecommunications Act.

PANGTEL may also issue licences (on such terms and for such period as PANGTEL 
sees fit) under the Radio Spectrum Act for:14

• use of a radio frequency or group of frequencies;

• the establishment, erection, maintenance and operation of stations 
and apparatus for receiving and transmitting radio communications or 
providing a radio communications service; and

• dealing, letting, hiring and repairing radiocommunications apparatus.

In licensing under the Radio Spectrum Act, PANGTEL must, as far as practicable, give 
access to radio spectrum to permit operation of a licensed telecommunications network 
under the Telecommunications Act. Accordingly, PANGTEL must issue radio spectrum 
licences to align with the general telecommunications licences (including in relation to 
term). This is provided for in section 7(3) of the Radio Spectrum Act.

PANGTEL must also consult with ICCC on decisions to issue or not issue, or suspend or 
revoke such a licence. The ICCC’s view prevails if the regulators cannot agree. 

(b) Ongoing oversight
The terms and conditions of licence are left to the discretion of PANGTEL and there is 
little guidance as to the terms and conditions within the regulatory texts. This discretion 
extends to the licence fee amounts (which can be freely determined by the PANGTEL 
Board from time to time).15

The Radio Spectrum Regulations set out rights in favour of PANGTEL to vary licence 
conditions. These rights are largely unfettered. The Radio Spectrum Regulations also set 
out terms and conditions associated with suspension, revocation and assignment.

2.3 GENERAL CARRIER LICENCES

(a) General
The Telecommunications Act provides that one or more general carriers may be granted 
a general carrier licence.16 General carriers are:

• the primary providers of PNG’s line based and satellite based public 
telecommunications capacity; and
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• the primary suppliers of telecommunications services by the use of 
line links and satellite based facilities or microwave facilities.

To date, only one general carrier licence has been issued. That licence was issued to 
Telikom on 18 July 2002. To deal with specific issues for private networks and 
government services, the ICCC has also issued what it describes as restricted general 
carrier licences. Two such licences have been issued to the Department of Finance (for 
Government network services) and Schlumberger (for an own use VSAT service).

(b) Reserved rights
The Telecommunications Act reserves a number of rights to general carriers. Rights that 
are reserved to general carriers include: 

• the right to install or maintain a reserved line link in any area in PNG 
which it is permitted by its licence to operate as a general carrier;17

• the right to install or maintain a reserved line link between a place 
within PNG and a place outside PNG;18 and 

• the right to supply telecommunications services using satellite based 
facilities or microwave facilities (although, by virtue of amendments 
set out in the Telecommunications (Amendment) Act 2008, a mobile 
carrier may supply a telecommunications service using satellite or 
microwave facilities but only in relation to the supply of public mobile 
telecommunications services).19

Where a person has engaged, or is proposing to engage, in conduct that would involve 
contravention of a reserved right, a general carrier may apply to the National Court for 
relief.20

The ICCC and PANGTEL may also exercise their enforcement investigative powers 
against parties operating contrary to reserved rights of a general carrier.

2.3.2 Contents of Telikom’s general carrier licence

(a) Grant of licence and term
Telikom’s general carrier licence authorises Telikom, to install, maintain and operate a 
public telecommunications network for the provision of telecommunications services (in 
essence, a licence to operate and provide services over a fixed line, satellite and 
microwave linked network).21

Telikom’s general carrier licence does not authorise Telikom to operate a public mobile 
telecommunications service, although it does allow Telikom to operate public access 
cordless telecommunications services connected to the public telecommunications 
network operated by Telikom.22 Telikom’s public mobile service rights are set out under a 
(separately issued) public mobile licence. 

The general carrier licence allows for Telikom to provide telecommunications services by 
itself or through its agents.23 Section 50 of the Telecommunications Act also allows 
Telikom to permit another person to do on its behalf what it is entitled to do by its licence.

The term of Telikom’s general carrier licence is 15 years, commencing on 18 July 2002. It 
may be renewed by Telikom for a further 10 years (unless Telikom is in material breach 
of the licence provisions on the date of its renewal notice or the date of renewal itself).24

(b) Obligations to supply
For as long as Telikom remains the only licensed general carrier, Telikom must offer to 
supply a standard telephone service to any residential premises or to any commercial 
premises within ‘designated operations areas’ at prices, terms and conditions set out in 
the Telecommunications Act.25

Telikom requires the approval of the ICCC to close down any part of its public 
telecommunications network (so long as it is the only licensed general carrier operating in 
the designated operations area).26
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Telikom may refuse to supply telecommunications services if a security deposit for the 
supply of those services is not given or where supply would breach any law or its general 
carrier licence.27

(c) Public service obligations
Pursuant to the terms of its licence, Telikom is subject to various public service 
obligations:

• Telikom must maintain and keep up-to-date a telephone directory of 
all customers connected to a public telecommunications network 
throughout PNG.28

• Telikom must also operate and maintain an emergency call service for 
all customers connected to Telikom’s public mobile 
telecommunications network 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.

• For as long as Telikom remains the only general carrier licensed to 
operate in the designated areas (set out in the Regulatory Contract), 
Telikom must maintain and operate a national relay service to enable 
connection of VHF and HF radio communications to Telikom’s public 
telecommunications network.29 Such obligations also apply in respect 
of a national maritime radio safety service.30

• Telikom must also provide assistance to law enforcement agencies, 
security agencies and defence agencies.31

(d) Compliance and quality of service
Telikom must undertake annual audits of its operations as a general carrier and its 
compliance with its obligations under the licence, Regulatory Contract and under any 
applicable codes, rules, codes of practice or technical codes of practice.32

In addition to its obligations under the Telikom Regulatory Contract, the general carrier 
licence requires compliance with additional network performance standards.33

(e) Transfer
Telikom is permitted to transfer its rights under its general carrier licence to a Controlled 
Corporation, to conduct its operations under the licence through an operator, or 
encumber the licence, provided that doing so will not relieve Telikom from any obligations 
under the general carrier licence.34

(f) Other requirements
The general carrier licence also contains a range of additional conditions. Telikom must, 
inter alia: 

• comply with applicable laws (including the Telecommunications Act), 
ICCC directions, determinations and orders, Codes of Practice, the 
Regulatory Contract, certain relevant international conventions and 
the provisions of any Land Access Code;35

• furnish to the ICCC as requested information related to the business 
run by Telikom under the licence;36 and

• provide access to any other licensed carrier to enable that carrier to 
interconnect to Telikom’s public telecommunications network.37

We note, general carrier licence fees are not provided for in the terms of the general 
carrier licence. Rather, the fees are applied in accordance with section 19J(5) of the 
Telecommunications Act. We understand, in 2008, Telikom paid K2,451,170 in annual 
general carrier licence fees.
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2.4 PUBLIC MOBILE LICENCES

The Telecommunications Act establishes a system for licensing one or more mobile 
carriers on the basis that they are to be the primary suppliers of public mobile 
telecommunications services (as defined) in PNG.38

To date, three public mobile licences have been issued by the ICCC to the following 
entities:

• Telikom, issued on 18 July 2002; 

• Digicel, issued on 27 March 2007 ; and

• GreenCom, issued on 27 March 2007.

Both the Digicel and GreenCom public mobile licences provide for a commencement date 
of 17 October 2007 (unless the ICCC and appropriate licensee agrees upon an earlier 
date).

These public mobile licences authorise each operator to supply, install, maintain and 
operate a mobile telecommunications network for the provision of public mobile 
telecommunications services within PNG and between PNG and places outside of PNG 
(via an international gateway operated by a general carrier).39

Each mobile licence is both technology and service specific (i.e. requiring mobile services
to be provided via a mobile telecommunications network). 

2.4.1 Contents of the public mobile licences

(a) Term of licence
The terms of the various public mobile licences are 10 years from the commencement 
date for Digicel and GreenCom and 15 years commencing on 18 July 2002 for Telikom.

All three licensees may renew their licences for a further 10 years, provided they are not 
in material breach of their licence immediately prior to renewal (for Digicel and 
GreenCom) and on the date of expiry (for Telikom).40

(b) Obligation to supply
The licensees may not refuse to supply public mobile telecommunication services to any 
person seeking connection to their respective mobile networks unless the person fails to 
lodge a security deposit, the supply of the public mobile telecommunication service would 
breach any law or licence or the handset (or SIM card under the Digicel and GreenCom 
licences) had been unlawfully obtained.41

All mobile licensees may refuse to supply public mobile telecommunications services if it 
is not reasonably practicable for technical reasons for them to supply such services. 

Under both the Digicel and GreenCom licences, the international gateway of a general 
carrier must be used if communications are to be carried between PNG and places 
outside of PNG. The terms of the licence, however, permit the ICCC to consent to Digicel 
or GreenCom using its own gateway. An ‘interim’ consent was granted to Digicel by the 
ICCC pursuant to clause 2.4 of its public mobile licence as considered in further detail in 
Chapter 2 of this report. The legal status of that consent is the subject of legal 
proceedings.

(c) Alternative network technology
The licences further restrict the type of technology that can be used.

All public mobile licence holders may supply public mobile telecommunications services 
using GSM standard networks.42 Telikom may also use an analogue network (a right 
included to ensure Telikom could continue to use, and eventually phase out, its analogue 
network).43

Subject to ICCC consent, both Digicel and GreenCom may supply public mobile services 
using a GSM compatible advanced technology such as 3G or WIMAX and may, with the 
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approval of the ICCC, migrate customers from the GSM network to the advanced 
technology network.44 A similar provision is not found in the Telikom public mobile 
licence.

No public mobile licence holder may shut down or decommission any significant part of 
its existing mobile network without the consent of the ICCC.45

(d) Emergency call service
All mobile carriers must operate and maintain an emergency call service for all customers 
connected to their public mobile telecommunications network.46

(e) Inter-carrier roaming
Although not a mandatory obligation, both Digicel and GreenCom may seek roaming 
services from other mobile carriers.47  

(f) Confidentiality and privacy

Neither Digicel, GreenCom nor Telikom may monitor, record or intercept any 
communication over their public mobile telecommunications networks except in 
accordance with a lawful order or for the purposes of assessing the technical quality of 
their respective services.48

(g) Operation and compliance audits
All three mobile operators must undertake annual audits of operations in relation to 
compliance with their obligations under their respective licences, applicable codes, rules, 
codes of practice or technical codes of practice. Telikom is also placed under an 
additional audit obligation in relation to compliance under its Regulatory Contract.49

(h) Quality of service
Digicel and GreenCom are required to achieve the network performance standards set 
out in Schedule II of their respective licences.50

The ICCC may not take any action to suspend or revoke a licence for the reason only that 
either Digicel or GreenCom failed to achieve the performance standards set out in their 
licences.51 Digicel and GreenCom must provide to the ICCC such information as is 
necessary for the ICCC to report to Parliament52 and must use their reasonable 
endeavours to provide public mobile services which conform to internationally accepted 
technical and performance standards.53

Telikom’s quality of service obligations are different to those imposed on Digicel and 
GreenCom. In addition to its quality of service obligations under the Telikom Regulatory 
Contract, Telikom is required to achieve the performance standards set out in its public 
mobile licence. The ICCC may not take any action to suspend or revoke the licence for 
the reason only that Telikom failed to achieve the performance standards set out in the 
licence.54 Telikom must provide to the ICCC such information as is necessary for the 
ICCC to report to Parliament55 and must use its reasonable endeavours to provide public 
mobile telecommunications services which conform to internationally accepted technical 
and performance standards.56

(i) Transfer
Telikom, Digicel and GreenCom are permitted, with the consent of the ICCC, to conduct 
operations through an operator, to transfer or assign their licence to a qualified third 
party, or encumber their licence, provided that doing so must not relieve them from any 
obligation under their licence.57

(j) Roll-out obligations
Telikom, Digicel and GreenCom are required to comply with conditions specified in any 
applicable declaration made by the ICCC under section 63 of the Telecommunications 
Act. 
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The ICCC declared certain roll-out obligations for all mobile carriers pursuant to section 
63 of the Telecommunications Act.58 This requirement is, in essence, a universal access 
obligation to progressively roll-out, over a period of 5 years, the mobile networks to a total 
of 229 (minimum) locations throughout PNG, comprising 8 main centres, 14 mid-sized 
centres, 87 district administrative centres and 120 smaller population centres. 

The roll-out licence conditions contemplate inter-carrier cooperation in order to meet the 
requirements. At the date of this report no cooperative arrangements have been agreed.

A completion guarantee was required from both Digicel and GreenCom to guarantee the 
roll-out commitments.

(k) Licence fees
The obligation to pay licence fees is set out under section 19J(5) of the 
Telecommunications Act and clause 23 of both the Digicel and GreenCom licences. The 
annual licence fee is determined by the Minister for Treasury and Finance and is an 
amount which provides a reasonable contribution towards administrative costs.

Digicel’s obligations are to pay (in addition to the annual licence fee under section 19J(5)
(being K943,245 in 2008)):

• US$ 10 million prior to commencement date; and

• US$ 7.2 million in nine equal instalments of $800,000 on each 
anniversary of the licence term. 

These payments are made to the Consolidated Revenue Fund of the State of Papua New 
Guinea. As at the date of this report, we understand Digicel is in compliance with its 
payment obligations. 

GreenCom’s obligations are to pay (in addition to the annual licence fee under section 
19J(5) (being K943,245 in 2008)):

• US$ 3 million prior to commencement date;

• US$ 3 million no later than the fifth anniversary of the commencement 
date; and

• K37 million (comprising K27 million for ‘Universal Service Obligation 
purposes’ and K10 million for ‘community services’). 

The ICCC has stated that GreenCom has not paid licence fees in 2008 and that it 
considers those fees to be due. 

Licence fee obligations are not contained within Telikom’s licence. In 2008, Telikom paid 
K943,245 per annum in mobile licence fees.

(l) Other relevant obligations
All mobile carriers must: 

• comply with applicable law (including the Telecommunications Act), 
Codes of Practice, certain relevant international conventions and any 
Land Access Code. GreenCom, Digicel and Telikom must also comply 
with any conditions related to a declaration (under s 63 of the 
Telecommunications Act) and any directions, determination or order 
made by the ICCC;59

• provide the ICCC with information about their public mobile 
telecommunications business and network.60 The ICCC may forward 
to PANGTEL any technical information provided;61

• inform the ICCC of all major changes to their public mobile 
telecommunications network.62 The ICCC may, at its discretion, 
forward such information to PANGTEL;63

• prepare separate accounts for each of their networks and services;64
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• provide assistance to law enforcement agencies, security agencies 
and defence agencies to enable those bodies to carry out their lawful 
functions;65 and

• enable any other carrier to connect its facilities to their mobile 
telecommunications network in accordance with the 
Telecommunications Act.66

Telikom may provide public mobile telecommunications services in accordance with the 
licence, either by itself or through contractors or subcontractors, who must for that 
purpose be acting as agent for Telikom.67 An equivalent licence term is not contained in 
the Digicel or GreenCom licences, however section 50 of the Telecommunications Act
permits another person to exercise a carrier’s rights under its licence on the carrier’s
behalf.

2.4.2 Compliance with the public mobile licences

At the date of this report, we understand that none of the mobile carriers have been the 
subject of any formal non-compliance investigation by the ICCC or associated 
enforcement action. 

As part of the consultation process, the ICCC was not able to confirm the current extent 
of compliance with the mandatory roll-out obligations. The ICCC stated that it believed 
Digicel had been exceeding its roll-out obligations under its licence. This was not able to 
be independently verified.

At the date of this report, GreenCom has not commenced operations and the ongoing 
status of the GreenCom public mobile licence remains uncertain (including the ability to 
terminate the GreenCom licence arrangements if it continues to remain dormant).

As with the enforcement issues associated with the Regulatory Contract, the ICCC has 
indicated that resource constraints have prevented it from effectively monitoring and 
enforcing licence obligations to date. The limited enforcement options have also been 
said to have hindered effective licence management.

2.5 VALUE ADDED SERVICES LICENCES

A value added service is a service other than a service reserved to a carrier that the 
ICCC determines is suitable for the grant of a value added services licence.  

The Telecommunications Act provides that licences for value added services may be 
issued where Government Policy provides for such licensing.68 The Telecommunications 
Act does not otherwise prescribe the contents of any such value added services licence.

To date, eight value added service licences have been granted, including one issued to 
Telikom and one issued to each of the Internet service providers. 

Only the Telikom value added service licence was reviewed for the purposes of this 
report. The ICCC confirmed, however, that the remaining value added service licences 
have terms that are substantially similar to those of Telikom.

2.5.1 Contents of Telikom’s value added services licence

(a) Services
Telikom’s value added services licence authorises Telikom to supply value added 
services which, for the purposes of the licence, are:

“…reserved services which add value to the customer’s information by 
enhancing its form or content or by providing for its storage and retrieval and 
includes but is not limited to, the following:

(a) online data processing;

(b) online database storage and retrieval;

(c) electronic data interchange;
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(d) email;

(e) voicemail;

(f) provision of Internet services; and

(g) video conferencing services: 

utilizing telecommunication services or other reserved services operated by a 
carrier.”69

Telikom may provide services under the licence by itself or through the use of contractors 
or subcontractors.70

The term of the licence is 15 years.

Telikom may give notice to the ICCC that it wishes to renew the licence and provided that 
it is not in material breach of the licence, the licence will be renewed for a further term of 
10 years on substantially the same terms.71

(b) Statutory conditions
Telikom is required to, inter alia, comply with the Telecommunications Act, ICCC 
directions, Codes of Practice, the Regulatory Contract and certain relevant international 
conventions.72

(c) Internet content
If Telikom operates a value added service as an Internet service provider, the licence is 
conditional upon compliance with Censorship Board of PNG directives (issued under the 
Classification of Publication (Censorship) Act 1989).73 Specific mention is made in the 
licence to restrictions in relation to pornographic or seditious material or material of an 
offensive or defamatory nature.

(d) Accounting separation and supply of reserved services
Telikom must account for its value added services business separately from its other 
businesses and reserved services supplied by Telikom to other value added service 
providers must be offered by Telikom on terms not significantly less favourable than the 
terms on which Telikom’s supplies reserved services to its own value added services 
business.74

(e) Fees
Consistent with Telikom’s general carrier licence, value added service licence fees are 
not provided for in the terms of the licence itself. Rather, the fees are applied in 
accordance with section 19J(5) of the Telecommunications Act. We understand, in 2008, 
Telikom paid K474,245 in annual value added service licence fees.

2.6 PRIVATE NETWORK CLASS LICENCES

(a) General
Pursuant to amendments made to the Telecommunications Act in 2008, the legislative 
regime in PNG now provides for class licences for private network services.75

A private network service is a telecommunications service for the carriage of private 
traffic by the person supplying the service or by persons with a common interest. It 
includes a telecommunications service that is supplied (in whole or part) within the 
boundaries of a telecommunications network operated by a carrier, but does not include a 
value added service.76

Private network class services must not infringe on the reserved rights of general 
carriers.77

The ICCC may issue a class licence specifying private network services that persons are 
permitted to supply.78 Such licences may be granted by the ICCC subject to conditions 
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relating to, for example, the manner in which private network services are to be supplied, 
the prohibition of networks for illegal purposes or improper use of private networks.79

The ICCC may only issue a private network class licence where it is satisfied that the 
licence conditions ensure:

• any private network service supplied under the licence will be supplied 
consistent with the licensing principles;

• any equipment or cabling used in the supply of a private network 
service will comply with the relevant technical standards; and

• the licence will comply with the relevant legislation, Regulatory 
Contract, licences and Government Policy.80

Private network class licences may be varied or revoked by the ICCC.81

The ICCC has not issued a private network class licence and therefore the class licence 
regime has not commenced.

(b) Registration
A person may apply to the ICCC for registration under a class licence covering the private 
network service they are proposing to supply.82 It is the registration (rather than the 
application process) which triggers the right to the class licence. That is, the licensee is 
not required to apply and seek an individual licence in a manner consistent with the other 
licences under the Telecommunications Act.

Subject to compliance with section 65L of the Telecommunications Act, the ICCC will 
register the service if it is satisfied that the private network service is or will be under a 
class licence specified in the application.83 If the application is refused, the ICCC must 
give the applicant notice setting out its reasons for the refusal and providing that the 
applicant may within 21 days request that the ICCC reconsider its decision.84

Importantly, private network services provided immediately prior to the amendments to 
the Telecommunications Act are deemed to be supplied under a class licence. At the 
date of this report, no private networks have been registered by the ICCC.

(c) Unlicensed private network services
The ICCC may declare a private network service as an unlicensed service. The 
Telecommunications Act outlines the appeal process in relation to such a declaration.85

Where the ICCC declares a private network service to be an unlicensed service it must 
give each existing carrier written notice detailing the declaration made and the identity of 
the person to whom the declaration was given.86

2.7 SPECTRUM LICENCES

(a) General
The Radio Spectrum Act grants PANGTEL the broad and exclusive right to issue licences 
for the use of radio frequencies and to establish and operate stations and apparatus for 
the purposes of transmitting and providing a radio communications service.87 The Act has 
extraterritorial applicability in relation to the use of the spectrum. 

There are a number of exemptions from the requirement to hold a spectrum licence. 
Accordingly, the Radio Spectrum Act does not apply to the defence force, apparatus 
intended for reception of broadcast services other than broadcast satellite service 
receivers and low-power devices.

(b) Classification of licence
There are a number of different classes of spectrum licence that may be issued by 
PANGTEL under the Radio Spectrum Act and the Radio Spectrum Regulations. 

The Radio Spectrum Act sets out the broad classes of licence, which include: 
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• use of a radio frequency or group of frequencies;

• the establishment, erection, maintenance and operation of stations 
and apparatus for receiving and transmitting radio communications or 
providing a radio communications service; and

• dealing, letting, hiring and repairing radiocommunications apparatus.

The Radio Spectrum Regulations provide further detail to these general classes and 
identify, inter alia, the following different types of licence:

• station licences;

• radio dealers licences;

• broadcasting station licences; 

• earth station licences;

• equipment permits; and

• amateur station licences.

VSAT licences are not specifically referred to under the Radio Spectrum Regulations and 
they are issued as part of an earth station licence. 

The ability to issue such a licence (to an entity other than a general carrier, or in more 
limited circumstances, a mobile carrier) is dependent on Telikom’s consent (under section 
50 of the Telecommunications Act). PANGTEL will generally require evidence of such 
consent either via the ICCC on behalf of Telikom or from Telikom directly. We understand 
that a large number of VSAT licences have been issued (although exact numbers were 
not able to be confirmed at the date of this report).

The Radio Spectrum Regulations also refer to ‘special Iicences’ and ‘short period’ permits 
but do not provide further details on these classifications.

(c) Licence documentation 
None of the Radio Spectrum Act, the Radio Spectrum Regulations nor the 
Telecommunications Act proscribe the form in which PANGTEL is to assign spectrum. 
The Radio Spectrum Regulations provide that the form of licence will be that approved by 
the PANGTEL Board. The associated licence fees are uncertain.

Given the lack of clear legislative direction, spectrum assignment in PNG occurs in a 
number of ways via a number of different licence documents, including:

• test licences;

• interim spectrum licences;

• full spectrum licences;

• bulk spectrum licences (which take the form of a spectrum usage 
agreement);

• corporate spectrum licences; and

• Regulatory Contract provisions.

A bulk spectrum licence is issued for administrative efficiency and ordinarily replaces an 
interim spectrum licence. Bulk spectrum licences have been issued to Telikom, Digicel 
and Civil Aviation and Air Services Limited. 

We understand that Digicel was issued a bulk spectrum licence in November 2008 after 
12 months of negotiations. We are advised that the terms of Digicel’s bulk spectrum 
licence are similar to Telikom’s spectrum usage agreement terms. GreenCom does not 
have a bulk spectrum licence but has spectrum allocated to it under the terms of an 
interim spectrum licence. 

We have been advised that the terms and the pricing principles in the spectrum usage 
agreements are very similar, although the fees that are charged differ. 
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Corporate spectrum licences are issued under the Radio Spectrum Regulations and 
operate in a similar way to bulk spectrum licences. The purpose of issuing corporate 
spectrum licences is administrative efficiency and they also offer certainty to the licence 
holder as they usually operate for a period longer than 12 months. The fee for issuing a 
corporate spectrum licence is less than if each of the licences was applied for separately 
as ‘concessions’ are applied by PANGTEL.

Currently approximately 6 corporate spectrum licences are on foot.

(d) Application, issuance and revocation 
An application for a licence or permit must be in an approved form and contain certain 
specified information. The PANGTEL website contains more than 20 different spectrum 
application forms and further application forms are available from PANGTEL on request.

Upon receipt of an application, PANGTEL, in its discretion, may grant or refuse to grant a 
licence.

Furthermore, PANGTEL may suspend or revoke a licence if (a) the licensee fails to 
comply with its obligations under the Act, Regulations or licence or (b) the Board 
considers it is in the public interest to do so. 

Notwithstanding the discretion to issue, refuse to issue, suspend or revoke referred to 
above, potential carriers must be given access to such radio spectrum as may be 
reasonably required to allow the effective operation of their licensed telecommunications 
network.88

PANGTEL must consult the ICCC before issuing, refusing, suspending or revoking any 
such licence.89 If the ICCC and PANGTEL are unable to agree, the views of the ICCC 
prevail.90

Furthermore, PANGTEL decisions to issue, refuse to issue, suspend or revoke such 
licence may be reviewed by the Appeals Panel. 

(e) Terms of licence
A licence granted under the Radio Spectrum Regulations is subject to terms, conditions 
and restrictions that PANGTEL thinks appropriate in the circumstances and any licence 
granted under the Radio Spectrum Regulations may be varied or revoked. 

The majority of licences have 12 month terms although bulk spectrum licences and 
corporate spectrum licences have a longer term. For instance, Telikom’s bulk spectrum 
licence has a term that is concurrent with its carrier licence. 

Except with the consent of PANGTEL, a licensee must not transfer, assign, sublet or 
otherwise dispose of their licence.91

(f) Fees
Licence fees are set out in Schedule 1 to the Radio Spectrum Regulations. These fees 
can be amended by the Board at its absolute discretion. 

The schedule of fees (under the Radio Spectrum Regulations) is rarely applied. Fees are 
based on a ‘unit’ cost basis. The unit cost is calculated by considering the unit of 
spectrum required as well as the bandwidth and transmitter power required. 

A discount will also be applied where a licensee proposes to reuse the same frequency. 
The discount (although not uniformly applied) aims to encourage spectrum efficiency. The 
precise amount of ‘discount’ to be applied depends on a Board decision and appears to 
vary depending on negotiations between PANGTEL and the licensee.

The fees for licences are said to be aligned to PANGTEL’s administrative costs. 
PANGTEL has acknowledged that in recent times more licences are being issued than 
previously and that PANGTEL’s revenue from fees has thereby increased. During 
consultation, PANGTEL was unable to confirm its administrative costs and how these are 
allocated amongst licensees.

We were informed during public consultation that there is some confusion regarding the 
interpretation of the law and regulations relating to spectrum use fees. This has led to 
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existing market participants refusing to pay, or paying an amount which differs from the 
specified fees.

In 2005, at the time of the mobile tender, Telikom’s annual spectrum fees (for 2 blocks of 
spectrum in the 900Mhz band) totalled K1.1 million per annum.

2.7.2 Telikom’s spectrum licences

Telikom’s spectrum usage is primarily governed by its Spectrum Usage Agreement. 
Historically, it has also been subject to obligations under its:

• initial spectrum licence;

• Regulatory Contract; and

• bulk frequency licence (spectrum usage agreement).

(a) Initial spectrum licence / interim spectrum licence
Telikom was issued an initial spectrum licence in 1999 prior to its full licence being 
issued. The Telikom Regulatory Contract makes reference to the initial spectrum licence 
issued to Telikom, although PANGTEL has stated it does not use this terminology and 
that the initial spectrum licence issued to Telikom is analogous to the interim spectrum 
licences that were issued to Digicel and GreenCom.

(b) Telikom Regulatory Contract
The Telikom Regulatory Contract sets out the process by which Telikom is to be migrated 
from an initial spectrum licence to a full term spectrum licence. The Telikom Regulatory 
Contact provides: 

• Following the initial grant to Telikom by PANGTEL of the initial 
spectrum licences, PANGTEL “must promptly exercise its powers 
under the Radio Spectrum Act to grant Telikom any new radio 
spectrum licence which is requested by Telikom”.92

• “Except in circumstances where Telikom has committed a material 
breach of a radio spectrum licence or where there is an immediate or 
serious threat to life, PANGTEL may only exercise its powers under 
the Radio Spectrum Act to suspend or revoke a radio spectrum 
licence with the written consent of Telikom.”93

• PANGTEL must not vary the conditions of any radio spectrum licence 
in a manner materially adverse to Telikom without consent.94

• Any radio spectrum licence granted by PANGTEL to Telikom must 
allow Telikom to transfer its rights under that licence to a Controlled 
Corporation, to conduct its operations under that licence through an 
operator, or encumber that licence, provided that doing so will not 
relieve Telikom from any obligations under that licence.95

The Telikom Regulatory Contract contains a ‘use-it-or-lose-it’ clause with respect to 
spectrum. If Telikom does not use any part of its radio spectrum, PANGTEL may request 
that Telikom surrender the right to use that spectrum.96 The ‘use-it-or-lose-it’ provision is 
not evident in the licence documents of the other mobile operators.

(c) Spectrum Usage Agreement
PANGTEL enters into spectrum usage agreements with carriers which regulate the use of 
spectrum and regulate technical aspects of spectrum licensing.

On 25 May 2001, PANGTEL and Telikom entered into a spectrum usage agreement, 
which was replaced by the spectrum usage agreement dated 15 October 2007. That 
agreement expires on 17 July 2017.

The purpose of the spectrum usage agreement between PANGTEL and Telikom is to 
“achieve spectrum management efficiency” and define the spectrum Telikom may use, as 
well as the associated fees.
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The spectrum usage agreement which documents these terms gives little certainty in 
relation to fees (and many are to be simply ‘negotiated by the parties’). A breakdown of 
Telikom’s spectrum fees was not provided by PANGTEL, although the spectrum usage 
agreement contemplates a total annual amount of K8,757,151.

2.7.3 Digicel and GreenCom’s spectrum assignment

Digicel and GreenCom’s spectrum usage is governed by the licence documents 
described below.

(A) Interim spectrum licence
Under the Radio Spectrum Act, interim spectrum licences have been issued to both 
Digicel and GreenCom by PANGTEL for the purpose of providing nationwide GSM 
services (i.e. in support of its mobile carrier licence). The interim spectrum licences have 
been granted subject to:

• payment of spectrum licence fees;

• use of approved radio apparatus and infrastructure;

• compliance with orders or directions given by PANGTEL; and

• the public mobile licences held by Digicel and GreenCom.

The interim spectrum licences are subject to the underlying mobile carrier licences.

The interim licences were issued so that the mobile carriers could commence operations 
while the final terms and conditions were negotiated and specific requirements were 
identified. 

The term of both interim spectrum licences apply until replaced by a full term licence.97

Recently, Digicel has replaced its interim licence with a full term licence, while 
GreenCom’s interim licence is still on foot. PANGTEL advises that under GreenCom’s 
interim licence annual fees are required and that these fees have not been paid.

Importantly, the interim spectrum licences do not contain a ‘use it or lose it’ obligation in 
relation to spectrum. If a licensee does not use its spectrum there is no specific 
mechanism for that spectrum to be re-allocated.

(b) Bulk frequency licence (spectrum usage agreement)
As noted above, the interim licences are intended to be replaced by a full term licence.

At the time of this report, a bulk spectrum licence had been issued to Digicel (via a 
spectrum usage agreement between PANGTEL and Digicel, dated November 2008). This 
document was not made available for review in the preparation of this report. 

2.7.4 Other spectrum licences

(a) Test licences
PANGTEL has issued a number of ‘test licences’ to various interested parties. We have 
been advised that these licences are issued for one-off events, for example, to entities 
requiring spectrum for short term aviation purposes, or spectrum requirements for a 
specific event on a temporary basis.

For example, the Bank South Pacific has a test licence which permits it to install and 
operate its own data network. The test licence is supported by a consent granted by 
Telikom under section 50 of the Telecommunications Act. This test licence continues for 
a 12 month period and is renewed by PANGTEL, subject to confirmation from Telikom 
that its ‘section 50’ consent remains.

Divine Word University is also using VSAT via a ‘test licence’ for a number of educational 
institutions including the University of Goroko, University of PNG, University of 
Technology, Vudal University, Divine Word University and the Pacific Adventist 
University. We understand that Divine Word University does not have a ‘section 50’
consent from Telikom or any telecommunications carrier licence.
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(b) Broadcasting stations licences
PANGTEL issues both broadcasting station licences and broadcasting service licences. 
The latter is not a licence categorisation provided for under the current legislative regime 
(although it is referenced in the Radio Spectrum Act under the broadcasting station 
categorisation). 

The right to issue such a licence (and the general right to regulate broadcasting services, 
and not just the underlying infrastructure) is now the subject of litigation. Details in 
relation to this litigation were not available at the time of this report.

To date, the following broadcasting station licences have been issued:

• MTV (30 stations);

• National broadcasters (30 stations); and

• PNG FM channel operators (30 stations).

Section 68 of the Radio Spectrum Regulations provides that a broadcasting station 
licence authorises the licensee to operate a broadcasting service. This would suggest 
that PANGTEL’s licensing powers extend beyond the mere licensing of the broadcasting 
station. This ambiguity has created confusion within the industry. The Board of PANGTEL 
has determined that a broadcasting service licence should be issued under its general 
licensing functions to address the ambiguity in the current legislative framework.98

(c) Earth stations and space segment licences
PANGTEL may issue a licence to establish, erect and operate an earth station.99 A 
satellite service operating in PNG must be approved by PANGTEL and a licence fee must 
be paid.100

The earth station licence is used to licence VSAT operators. We understand that 
PANGTEL will issue such a licence upon confirmation that Telikom has given its consent
under section 50 of the Telecommunications Act.

During recent consultation discussions, PANGTEL was unable to confirm the exact 
number of earth station licences on issue and has some concern that many are operating 
illegally.

(d) Special licences
Section 6(2) of the Radio Spectrum Regulations provides an unspecified, catch-all 
licensing categorisation for stations that are not specified in the legislative texts.

2.8 OTHER LICENCES UNDER THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT

(a) Customer equipment permits
PANGTEL may issue a permit allowing a person to connect customer equipment or a 
type of customer equipment to a telecommunications network.101

Any application for such a permit must comply with section 88(2) of the 
Telecommunications Act and include a detailed description of the equipment or type of 
equipment and a report issued by “an accredited test house on compliance by the 
equipment with the technical standards determined by PANGTEL under Part XI”.102

Any application for a permit must also be accompanied by the prescribed fee.103

Where PANGTEL decides not to issue a permit it must give written notice, together with 
reasons for its refusal.104 PANGTEL may require disconnection of customer equipment for 
which there is no permit and may cancel permits.105

The holder of a permit may at any time transfer that permit to another person subject to 
PANGTEL receiving written notice outlining the transfer details.
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PANGTEL may limit the application of equipment permits in relation to specified classes 
of customer equipment by reference to “the technical characteristics of the equipment: or 
by reference to the functions of the equipment”.106

PANGTEL may vary customer equipment permits.107

(b) Licensing of cabling providers
The Telecommunications Act provides for the issuing of cabling provider licences by 
PANGTEL.108

An application for a cabling licence must include details of the “applicant’s qualifications, 
knowledge and experience of cabling work”109 and the payment of a prescribed fee. 
PANGTEL may issue a cabling licence “subject to such conditions as PANGTEL must 
determine”.110

PANGTEL must not issue or vary a cabling licence unless satisfied that the licensee has 
the “necessary qualifications, knowledge and experience” and that the issue of the 
licence or variation would not be contrary to Government Policy.

PANGTEL may vary cabling licences. Before varying a cabling licence, PANGTEL must 
provide the licensee with a notice “setting out the text of the proposed variation” and 
inviting a response (in accordance with section 107 of the Telecommunications Act).111

PANGTEL may cancel a cabling licence if the licensee has contravened the conditions of 
the licence.112 Any cancellation must include a notice setting out PANGTEL’s reasons for 
the cancellation and inviting the licensee to respond.113

PANGTEL may limit the application of cable licensing requirements in relation to specific 
kinds of customer cabling by reference to “the technical characteristics of the cabling; or 
by reference to the functions of the cabling”.114

(c) Cable Television Service licences
The ICCC has the power to licence cable television services.115 Part XIV of the 
Telecommunications Act sets out comprehensive application, issuance, variation and 
revocation provisions.

To date, 14 cable television services licences have been issued.

2.9 TELIKOM’S REGULATORY CONTRACT

The ICCC and the Minister responsible for Treasury have the ability to declare an entity a 
‘regulated entity’ (or a service or good, a ‘regulated service’ or ‘regulated good’) under the 
ICCC Act and enter into a Regulatory Contract with such a regulated entity.116

The counterparty to the Regulatory Contract must comply with that contract and the 
licences subsequently issued by the ICCC or PANGTEL must (in general) be consistent 
with the Regulatory Contract. 

A Regulatory Contract between Telikom and the ICCC is currently on foot. It is due to 
expire on 31 December 2011.

Although the Telikom Regulatory Contract is primarily a regulatory instrument, it takes the 
form of a common law contract. It is not therefore a licence. However, the Telikom 
Regulatory Contract contains certain ‘Telikom specific’ provisions akin to licence 
conditions. 

The Telikom Regulatory Contract regulates, inter alia, the following aspects of Telikom’s 
operations:

• pricing;

• tariffs;

• capital expenditure;

• regulated pass through (in relation to force majeure events, taxes and 
national services);
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• methods of calculation and review of local call minute charges;

• service standards and customer rebates; and

• price caps.

The Telikom Regulatory Contract also sets out rights and obligations in relation to:

• the introduction of competition;

• amendment and termination of Regulatory Contracts;

• radio spectrum licences;

• telecommunications licences; and

• reporting on the ICCC’s costs and fees.

As contemplated by section 52(2) of the Telecommunications Act, the Telikom Regulatory 
Contract sets out a period limiting the ICCC’s ability to issue licences. This clause 
effectively granted exclusivity to Telikom to supply fixed and mobile services. These 
periods have now expired.117

Digicel and GreenCom were issued with public mobile licences pursuant to the 
Government Policy decision to bring forward the monopoly period.

The Telikom Regulatory Contract may be amended by written agreement between the 
ICCC and Telikom.118 It will terminate if Telikom is no longer declared a ‘regulated entity’.

The requirement to regulate Telikom (and therefore issue Telikom with a Regulatory 
Contract) was a consequence of the 2002 legislative changes and the policy at that time. 
This policy contemplated a monopoly period which would support infrastructure 
investment and the policy of the Government at that time to privatise Telikom. 

The Regulatory Contract also contains a number of provisions that are not Telikom 
specific. For example, the Telikom Regulatory Contract imposes a contractual obligation 
on the ICCC to report on the performance of its functions and the exercise of its powers 
in relation to the regulation of the telecommunications industry.119

Furthermore, consultation with the ICCC has revealed that some obligations imposed on 
Telikom by the Telikom Regulatory Contract are not currently enforced. We understand 
that Telikom has never formally been brought to account in relation to its obligations 
under the Telikom Regulatory Contract despite a belief by the ICCC that many aspects of 
the Telikom Regulatory Contract have not been complied with. The ICCC has indicated 
that resource constraints have contributed to this situation.120

2.10 OTHER METHODS OF MARKET ENTRY

2.10.1 Section 50 Telecommunications Act

Section 50 of the Telecommunications Act provides an alternative means of market entry. 
This section provides:

“This Part [Part V – Reserved Rights] does not prevent a person from doing 
anything for or on behalf of a carrier which that carrier would be entitled to do 
itself under this Act or under the provisions of its licence.” 

This provision has been used by Telikom (as endorsed by both the ICCC and PANGTEL) 
as a way of permitting third parties to provide services that would otherwise be reserved 
to the general carrier or a mobile carrier.

Neither the ICCC nor PANGTEL could confirm, during consultation, the precise number 
of entities operating pursuant to a ‘section 50’ consent. We understand that there are at 
least 10 operators who have arrangements on foot with Telikom and there are a number 
of others who claim to have subordinate rights pursuant to an entity’s ‘section 50’
consent. We understand that entities operating under a ‘section 50’ consent include the 
Bank South Pacific, various mining companies, Newsat Ltd and the Department of 
Finance.
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The ‘section 50’ consents have come under increasing scrutiny in recent times, due 
largely to the litigation between Newsat Ltd and Telikom (in which the ICCC and the State 
of PNG were enjoined).

2.10.2 Nominated Access Seeker

The ICCC Interconnection Code appears to introduce a further operator category, 
primarily for the purposes of negotiating interconnection and access. 

A ‘Nominated Access Seeker’ is “a person who has applied for a carrier licence and 
whom the Commission has declared is likely to be awarded a carrier licence…”.

The Telecommunications Act does not contemplate this ‘pre-licensed’ categorisation and 
it was confirmed, during consultation, that the ‘Nominated Access Seeker’ concept was 
introduced by the ICCC to try to facilitate timely interconnection (by enabling negotiations 
in advance of the grant of a licence). For this purpose the attempt did not succeed with 
Telikom challenging the ICCC legally and interconnection having been delayed.

The current status of the ‘Nominated Access Seeker’ categorisation remains legally 
uncertain. 

2.10.3 Test licences

The consultative process revealed that a number of operators are operating VSAT 
equipment (a right reserved to the general carrier and therefore one currently only 
Telikom or an operator with a ‘section 50’ consent can operate). Some of these VSAT 
operations may not currently be licensed or otherwise authorised. Others may be the 
subject of ‘test licences’ issued by PANGTEL. 

By these ‘test licences’ PANGTEL is permitting some operations to proceed in 
anticipation of a section 50 agreement between Telikom and that person.

This has created some confusion, as identified by the ICCC in its written submission:
“These contradictory approaches to VSAT operations from PANGTEL and the 
Commission are highly undesirable and create confusion for VSAT users…” 

3 INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE

The rules that regulate market entry are fundamental to a country’s liberalisation path. 
PNG is no exception. 

There are a number of relevant common attributes that facilitate a comparative analysis 
between different jurisdictions. These include:

• the licensing authority (who is responsible for issuing and monitoring 
licensees). There is an overwhelming preference, internationally, for 
the telecommunications regulator to take responsibility for licensing.121

Licensing by a multi-sector regulator remains an unusual licensing 
model;

• the authorisation process. This can vary markedly between countries 
and is often reflective of the state of the market, political influence and 
historical developments (see below for a summary based on material 
from the ITU); 

• application, renewal and revocation regulation. This is inextricably 
linked to the authorisation process itself.

Furthermore, in response to the challenge of ‘convergence’, many countries are seeking 
to adopt technology neutral licensing regimes. A model licensing regime would be both 
technology neutral (where the licensee is not constrained by the terms of the licence as to 
the technology and equipment it uses) and service neutral (where a licensee can elect 
the service it wishes to provide).
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This Section 3 focuses on the future of ICT licensing and structural aspects of licence 
regimes, rather than the administrative or process aspects. This includes the question of 
convergence of telecommunications with broadcasting. Although this question is outside 
the immediate scope of this report, it remains a relevant consideration as part of any 
telecommunications reform. Accordingly, for completeness, the analysis of international 
best practice below considers the impact of licence reform on the broadcasting sector at 
a general level. 

3.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF TECHNOLOGICAL NEUTRALITY

3.1.1 Convergence in the licensing context

There is no single definition of the term ‘convergence’. It is simultaneously a 
technological, market and regulatory phenomenon.122

Convergence can refer to:

• the fact that increasingly a single technology is able to provide various 
services;

• the integration of previously separate end-user equipment, for 
example that telephones, radios and cameras may be combined in a 
single device;

• consumer perceptions that different services are substitutable for one 
another, for example the way that consumers may choose to have a 
mobile phone instead of a fixed line phone;

• regulatory trends, for example the creation of a single regulator 
responsible for information technologies, broadcasting and 
telecommunications.

The trend towards technology and service neutrality was succinctly described by the 
GSM Association in 2007123 and can be illustrated in the following manner:

“Two key trends are impacting traditional licensing frameworks. First, 
technology convergence is enabling different network technologies (such as 
fixed, cable and mobile technologies) to offer competing services. Second, 
there is a growing recognition of the benefits of competition in delivering lower 
cost and better quality services and in encouraging the introduction of new 
services.”
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Figure 2 : Trends in convergence
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However, the phenomenon of ‘convergence’ is placing an increasing strain on 
established service and facility based licensing. For example, VoIP has blurred the line 
between traditional voice and data communications. Similarly the evolution of fixed-
wireless technologies (WiMAX, WiFi) has obscured the difference between mobile and 
fixed line services. 

3.1.2 Moves to technology neutral licensing

Traditionally, licences have been classified based on the type of service, facility or 
technology provided. This is the case in PNG, where licences are classified according to 
service and technology requirements (i.e., general carrier, public mobile and value added 
licence).

The difficulty with service specific and technology specific systems is that they often 
struggle to keep pace with technological developments. This is because technology-
specific restrictions have been put in place. Without revision or updating, licence regimes 
can thus become obstacles to full development of ICT markets and can hinder technical 
developments. Technology specific licences can also prevent operators from choosing 
the technology best suited to their needs.

Converged licensing regimes, in contrast, tend to be ‘technology-neutral’. That is, they 
authorise a licensee to undertake an activity (such as provision of network facilities, 
provision of network services or provision of content) without restriction on the technology 
it may use to do so. The problem of adapting legislation to new technologies thus no 
longer arises.

Countries that have introduced fully converged licensing regimes have relied on this 
advantage as a major justification for that reform.

Other motivators for a move to technology neutrality are well documented, including:

• the change in mobile telephony from a product primarily for the 
wealthy, to that which is used more ubiquitously;

• wire line and wireless services are now competing with each other 
and technology specific licensing is artificially restraining development 
(a good example exists in PNG at the moment, where Digicel is not 
permitted to operate wireless pay phones despite the apparent 
commercial incentives to do so, because the licence regime does not 
permit it to offer this fixed line substitute); and

• consumer benefits of convergence are numerous, including enabling 
(a) lower costs due to economies of scale and (b) common billing 
platforms.
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Above all of these motivators, there is the fundamental network efficiency in technology 
neutral licensing. It arguably encourages the use of different technologies and maximises 
the use of existing infrastructure.

The European Union's Commission Communication COM (1999) 108 stated, in respect of 
comments from more than 200 market players:

"There was a broad consensus that the new regulatory framework should cover 
all communications infrastructure and associated services, building on the 
conclusions of the convergence consultation. It was generally felt that this 
would help to make the new regulatory framework more robust and 
capable of dealing with the challenges of rapidly developing markets and 
technology.”

3.2 BASIC LICENSING APPROACHES

There are three key licensing approaches which are well documented in various 
reputable regulatory texts:124

• individual operator licences;

• class licences or (alternatively referred to as) general authorisations; 
and

• licence exempt regimes (where there is no licence requirement at all).

These three models are not mutually exclusive. An effective legislative framework may 
well incorporate elements of each of the above.

In 2004, the ITU published the following table (adapted) in Figure 3 below which 
summarises these licensing approaches:125
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Figure 3 : The basic licensing approaches

Type of licensing 
requirement
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Individual operator 
licences

• Issued to a single, named service 
provider

• Usually a customised and detailed 
licence

• Frequently granted through some 
form of competitive selection 
process

• Useful where:

1. a scarce resource/right is to 
be licensed (eg, spectrum) 
and/or

2. the regulator has a significant 
interest in ensuring that the 
service is provided in a 
particular manner (eg, where 
the operator has significant 
market power)

• Basic PSTN services in a 
monopoly market

• Mobile wireless services

• Any service requiring spectrum

Class licences or 
general authorisations 

• Useful where individual licences 
are not justified, but where there 
are significant regulatory objectives 
which can be achieved by 
establishing general conditions

• Normally sets out basic rights and 
obligations and regulatory 
provisions of general application to 
the class of services licensed

• Normally issued without selection 
process; all qualified entities 
authorised to provide services or 
operate facilities

• Data transmission services

• Resale services

• Private networks

• International services

• VSATs

Licence exempt • No licensing process or 
qualification requirements, beyond 
rules generally applicable to the 
ICT sector

• Registration requirements or other 
rules of general application are 
sometimes imposed by regulation

• Internet service providers 

• Value-added services

• WLAN hotspots

• Tele-kiosks

The WTO Reference Paper provides little tangible guidance on innovative licensing 
regimes. This is not surprising given the document was negotiated in 1997 (a year before 
Malaysia introduced the first recognised fully converged, technology neutral licensing 
regime) in an environment when mobile technology was largely confined to developed 
countries and market entry was largely based on vertical licensing structures. 

Relevant articles in the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) include:

• Article II – market entry between WTO member countries must be ‘no 
less favourable’ (as between these countries);
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• Article III – trade rules must be published (eg, licensing requirements); 
and

• Article VI – there should be no unnecessary barriers to trade (eg, 
market entry requirements).

The WTO Reference Paper itself only touches on licensing criteria and the terms and the 
requirement for transparency. 

3.2.1 Individual operator licences 

The PNG licensing structure is a regime based on the Australian licensing structure of the 
early nineties. However, Australia itself moved away from this licence regime in 1997 and 
other countries that have maintained a similar regime have been migrating away in the 
years since. Very few countries now maintain the vertical licensing regime that exists in 
PNG.

(a) European Union
The European Union's Directive 2002/21/EC of 7 March 2002 on a common regulatory 
framework for electronic communications networks and services, aims to respond to the 
phenomenon of technical convergence by including all electronic communications 
networks and services within its scope. 

Recital 7 of the Directive states: 

“The convergence of the telecommunications, media and information 
technology sectors means all transmission networks and services should be 
covered by a single regulatory framework.”

Consequently, the licensing regime set forth in Directive 2002/20/EC of 7 March 2002 on 
the authorisation of electronic communications networks and services, applies both to 
traditional telecommunications and traditional broadcasting activities.

As a specific example of the European Union's approach, the United Kingdom introduced 
a converged licensing regime set forth in the Communications Act 2003 (UK).

Under section 33(1) of this Act, a person must first notify the United Kingdom's regulatory 
authority, OFCOM, before undertaking certain activities, categorised horizontally, namely:

• providing a ‘designated’ electronic communications network;

• providing a ‘designated’ electronic communications service;

• making available a ‘designated’ associated facility;

• providing certain content services.

An electronic communications network, electronic communications service or associated 
facility is designated by OFCOM through the issuing of Notices of Designation.

(b) Argentina
Telecommunications and broadcasting are regulated separately in Argentina. 
Telecommunications is governed by the Telecommunications Law 19,798 and associated 
Regulatory Decree 764/2000, while broadcasting is governed by the Broadcasting Law 
22,285 and associated Regulatory Decree 286/81.

Annex 1 to Decree 764/2000 establishes a single licence known as the Unique Licence 
for Telecommunications Services (ULTS) which authorises the provision to the general 
public of any kind of telecommunications services (fixed or mobile, wired or wireless, 
domestic or international) regardless of the infrastructure used. 

Telecommunications is broadly defined as meaning “every transmission, emission or 
reception of signs, signals, written material, images, sounds or information of any nature 
whatsoever through wire, radio electricity, optical means and/or other electromagnetic 
systems” .

Licences are granted on an open-regime basis subject to demand. Licences are not 
granted for a specific timeframe and they can be modified, transferred or assigned 
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subject to authorisation by the Communications Secretariat. Authorisation cannot be 
denied provided certain conditions are met.

An additional permit issued by the National Communications Commission is required if 
the telecommunications service makes use of the radio spectrum. The allocation of radio 
spectrum is regulated by Annex IV of Decree 764/2000.

(c) Brazil 
Although in Brazil, the provision to the public of telecommunications services is largely 
liberalised, the provision to the public of broadcasting services remains subject to 
exclusive rights.

This has meant that it has not been possible for Brazil to introduce a harmonised 
licensing regime for telecommunications and broadcasting players offering their services 
to the public.

Brazil has, however, introduced a converged licensing system for private networks.

According to the ITU Report entitled ‘Brazil Mini Case Study 2003: Brazil's SCM 
Licensing Service Category - A Step Toward Convergence’, (ITU Brazil Case Study)the 
Agenda Nacional de Telecominicagoes (ANATEL) issued Resolution n° 272/2001 on 
multimedia communication services on 9 August 2001.

Under Resolution n° 272/2001, multimedia communication services (‘services de 
comunicacao multimidia’ or SCMs) relate to audio, video, data, voice and other sound, 
image, text and related signals.

The Resolution allows private network operators to provide all SCMs on the basis of a 
single SCM licence, regardless of the means of transmission (cable network, terrestrial 
radiofrequency network, satellite network). Previously, 15 different licences were 
applicable in respect of the provision of this group of services.

The licence is essentially a class licence: the applicant is only required to meet certain 
minimum requirements.

By early 2004, 151 different companies had obtained an SCM licence.

The ITU Brazil Case Study concludes:

"A key lesson from Brazil's experience is the need to grant telecommunications 
licences in a manner that facilitates their adaptation to technological 
developments. Although [as a result of subsisting monopolies in the public 
broadcasting sector] ANATEL concluded that it could not move to a completely 
technologically-neutral licensing approach, it was able to introduce SCM 
regulations as a transitional mechanism. The SCM regime has enabled 
Brazilian operators to provide additional services that were previously not 
available and to allow new operators to compete, at least partially, with the 
incumbent operators."126

(d) Philippines
Telecommunications providers (including providers of fixed, mobile and satellite services) 
are subject to both franchising and licensing requirements. A franchise is granted by the 
Philippine Congress, while licences are granted by the National Telecommunications 
Commission, part of the Department of Transportation and Communications. Franchises 
and licences are non-exclusive. There are various criteria which an applicant must 
satisfy, including nationality requirements.

The primary licence issued is a certificate of public convenience and necessity (CPCN). 
Other regulatory requirements include:

• for mobile service providers: a frequency allocation;

• for broadcast companies: approval for the lease of space segment 
capacity and direct-to-home TV services.
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Radio frequency that is not used for a period of one year can be recalled under the Public 
Telecommunications Act and NTC regulations in order to optimise the use of the radio 
spectrum and ensure that it is used efficiently and effectively to meet public demand.

Internet service providers and VoIP providers must register with the NTC as ‘value-added 
service’ providers and obtain a certificate of registration. These providers do not require a 
franchise or CPCN.

(e) Nigeria
The Nigerian Communications Act 2003 introduced, amongst other reforms, a revised 
licensing regime for actors in what it calls the ’communications’ sector.

According to Article 31(1) of the Act:

"No person must operate a communications system or facility nor provide a 
communications service in Nigeria unless authorised to do so under a 
communications licence or exempted under regulations made by the [Nigerian 
Communications] Commission under this Act."

Communications licences may be class or individual licences. 

In 2005, the Nigerian Communications Commission introduced a new Unified Access 
Service Licence. Existing licensees can migrate to the unified licence upon payment of a 
fee.

Although the Nigerian Communications Act, 2003 does not expressly exclude 
broadcasting from its ambit, the National Broadcasting Commission Act, 1992 (as 
amended by the National Broadcasting Commission (Amendment) Act, 1999) was not 
repealed by the Nigerian Communications Act, 2003.

The National Broadcasting Commission Act, 1992 (as amended) established the National 
Broadcasting Commission and charged it with the responsibility, amongst other things, of 
receiving, processing and considering applications for the establishment, ownership or 
operation of radio or television stations, including cable television services, direct satellite 
broadcast and any other medium of broadcasting.

Hence, despite the broad wording of the Nigerian Communications Act 2003, television 
and radio stations in Nigeria currently continue to be licensed separately from 
telecommunications operators under the National Broadcasting Commission Act 1992 (as 
amended).

In the meantime, the “content applications service providers” currently licensed under the 
Nigerian Communications Act, 2003 are limited to those companies who supply content 
that can be sent via traditional telecommunications systems only.

3.2.2 Facilities based and service based distinctions

(a) Singapore
The Info-Communications Development Authority (IDA) of Singapore has developed a 
two-pronged licensing approach for the telecommunications sector that differentiates 
between licensees based on whether they undertake facilities-based operations or 
services-based operations.

A facilities-based operator (FBO) is a person who is licensed under Section 5 of 
Singapore's Telecommunications Act (Cap. 323) to operate a telecommunications system 
for the purpose of offering to other persons all or any of the following:

• telecommunications switching capacity;

• telecommunications switching services;

• telecommunications transmission capacity; or

• telecommunications transmission services.127

A services-based operator (SBO) is a person who is licensed under Section 5 of 
Singapore's Telecommunications Act (Cap. 323) to lease from an FBO any 
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telecommunication system, including network elements (such as transmission capacity, 
switching services, ducts and fibre) to provide telecommunications services to third 
parties or to resell the telecommunications services of FBOs.128

FBO licences are individual licences and apply to the following activities, amongst others:

• public switched telephone services;

• public switched data services;

• public cellular mobile telephone services;

• public mobile data services;

• leased circuit services;

• terrestrial telecommunications network for broadcasting purposes; and

• satellite uplink/downlink for broadcasting purposes.

The inclusion of these last two categories of activity demonstrates the partial extension of 
Singapore's legislative convergence to the broadcasting sector.

SBO licences are either individual licences (for example, public Internet access services 
and resale of leased circuit services) or class licences (for example, international calling 
card services and resale of public switched telecommunications services).

It should be noted that FBO licences include all the rights of SBO Licences. Thus, in 
addition to operating their network, FBO licensees are able to offer all the services that 
SBO licensees are able to offer. In contrast, an SBO licensee that wishes to construct 
and operate its own network after building up its market share would have to apply for an 
FBO licence.

(b) Australia
Australia's Telecommunications Act 1997 (Cth) established a three-tiered categorisation 
of market players:

• carriers (network owners) (Part 3 of the Act), subject to an individual 
licence regime;

• carriage service providers (Part 4 of the Act), subject to a class 
licence regime; and

• content service providers (Part 4 of the Act), subject to a class licence 
regime.

Under Section 42 of the Act, a carrier is the owner of a ‘network unit’. Network unit is 
defined in Sections 26 to 29 on a technology-neutral basis, and includes single line links, 
multiple line links and designated radio communications facilities. Broadcasting networks 
are excluded pursuant to Section 48.

Under Section 7, a ’carriage service’ means a service for carrying communications by 
means of guided and/or unguided electromagnetic energy. This would include, for 
example, an ISP. Broadcasting carriage services are excluded pursuant to Section 93.

Under Section 15(1), a ‘content service’ is:

• a broadcasting service as defined in the Broadcasting Services Act 
1992 (Cth) (for example, a pay TV service); or

• an on-line information service (for example, a dial-up information 
service); or

• an on-line entertainment service (for example, a video-on-demand 
service, an interactive computer game service or a telephone sex 
service); or

• any other on-line service (for example, an education service provided 
by a State or Territory government); or

• a service of a kind specified in a determination made by the Minister.
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Thus, although broadcasting activities are excluded in respect of carriers and carriage 
service providers, Australia's technology-neutral approach extends to broadcasting 
activities undertaken by ‘content service’ providers.

Because carriage service providers and content service providers are subject only to a 
class licence regime, and because the obligations in this class licence regime are 
oriented principally towards carriage service providers, regulation of content service 
providers under the Telecommunications Act remains minimal.

Indeed, the legislative intent as evidenced by the Explanatory Memorandum to the 
Telecommunications Bill 1996 regarding the concept of content service providers is that 
this concept is not intended to be used to impose substantial regulation on these persons 
under the Telecommunications Act 1997. The Explanatory Memorandum to the Bill 
stated:

“Service providers will continue to include persons engaged in the supply of 
carriage services to the public using carrier network infrastructure (Division 3 of 
Part 4), but will also include a new group of persons supplying content services 
to the public (Division 4 of Part 4).

The incorporation of a new concept of 'content service providers' is not intended 
to be used to impose substantial regulation on these persons. The regulation of 
content remains a matter for the Broadcasting Services Act 1992.”

(c) Malaysia

Malaysia is credited with pioneering the fully converged licensing regime for 
communications activities. Its regime, introduced in 1998, does not take account of 
whether the licensee would, under traditional categories, be regarded as a 
telecommunications or broadcasting company. Instead, four ‘horizontal’ categories were 
established. These categories are:

• network facility providers;

• network service providers;

• applications service providers; and

• content applications service providers.

These categories cut across the telecommunications / broadcasting divide. Under this 
system, communications infrastructure can be used to provide any form of 
communication service that it is technically capable of providing. For example, a company 
that offered cellular mobile transmission services and a company that offered 
broadcasting distribution services would both be regarded as network service providers, 
and each would be able, under just the one licence, to provide the services of the other.

(d) Tonga
Tonga introduced a fully converged licensing system for communications activities in 
2000.

Based on the Malaysian model, Part V, Division I of Tonga's Communications Act 2000
sets forth four categories of individual licences, which may be granted for periods of 
between 5 and 10 years:

• ownership of network facilities;

• provision of network services;

• provision of applications services; and

• provision of content applications services.

In addition, Part V, Division II sets forth a number of class licences.

(e) Sri Lanka
Telecommunications activities in Sri Lanka are licensed by the Minister responsible for 
telecommunications, upon recommendation by the country's Director-General of 
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Telecommunications, under Part II of the Sri Lanka Telecommunications Act, No. 25 of 
1991.

Companies wishing to engage in the provision of public retail switched-access network 
services may apply for authorisation, without regard to the nature of the technology to be 
utilised, including fixed wireline, wireless local loop, or Internet Protocol. Services may be 
provided over facilities-based networks, or via resale of other network services, or a 
combination of both.

(f) Tanzania
In 2003, a fully converged licensing regime was recommended for Tanzania as part of a 
World Bank sponsored assistance program. After cementing a new converged regulator, 
in 2005 Tanzania was noteworthy in that it implemented the first full converged, 
technology and service neutral licensing framework in sub-Saharan Africa. In 2007, at the 
35th Research Conference on Communication, Information and Internet Policy129 a paper 
was presented on Tanzania’s licensing framework. The paper states:

“The East African country of Tanzania constitutes a remarkable exception on 
the African continent…regulators and operators throughout the Southern 
African region frequently refer to Tanzania as a pioneer on the sub-Saharan 
continent, particular because of its implementation of a full converged, 
technology and service neutral licensing framework…”

The Communications (Licensing) Regulations 2005 set out 4 different licensing 
categories, consistent with the model developed in Malaysia. These categories are:

• network facility providers;

• network service providers;

• applications service providers; and

• content applications service providers.

This regime has been credited with a significant increase in market entry and lead to 
many, throughout southern Africa, referring to the Tanzania Communications Regulatory 
Authority as the model ICT regulator. 

3.2.3 Unified licensing

(a) India
India's Unified Access Service licence (UASL) regime, introduced in November 2003, 
brought together both basic fixed services and cellular services on a single platform. By 
Notification No. 39 dated 9 January 2004, the Indian government expanded the definition 
of telecoms services to include both broadcasting and cable services and as a result 
these services are currently regulated by the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India 
(TRAI).

UASL operators are free to provide, within their area of operation, services which cover 
collection, carriage, transmission and delivery of voice and/or non-voice messages over 
their network by deploying circuit and/or packet switched equipment. Further, the licensee 
can also provide Voice Mail, Audiotex services, Video Conferencing, Videotex, E-Mail, 
Closed User Group (CUG) as Value Added Services over its network to the subscribers 
falling within its service area.

Under the Guidelines For Unified Access (Basic & Cellular) Services licence (the UASL
Guidelines), issued by the Indian Ministry of Communications and Information 
Technology on 11 November 2003, migration of existing licensees to the UASL licensing 
regime is voluntary, but all future licences issued in this area will be unified.130

The legislation sets forth the five following horizontal categories that cut across the 
traditional distinction between telecommunications and broadcasting activities:

• ownership or provision of network infrastructure facilities; 

• provision of networking services;
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• provision of network applications services;

• provision of content applications services; and

• provision of value-added network applications services.

(b) South Africa
The Independent Communication Authority of South Africa is the regulator for the South 
African communications sector, responsible for the regulation (and licensing) of 
broadcasting, postal and telecommunications services.

The Electronic Communications Act 2005 (ECA) provides a technology-neutral licensing 
regime for telecommunications and broadcasting services, although these services are 
regulated differently in some respects and the Broadcasting Act 1999 continues to have 
some application in the broadcasting industry. 

The regime includes both individual and class licences. Individual and class licences 
differ in terms of the geographic region that licensees are authorised to serve, the nature 
of the undertaking (commercial versus community, free-to-air type services), and the 
impact that the services have on socio-economic development. 

The ECA recognises three main types of individual and class licences: ‘electronic 
communications network services’, ‘broadcasting services’, and ‘electronic 
communications services’. 

• ‘Broadcasting services’ licences are required to provide “unidirectional 
electronic communications intended for reception by (a) the public; (b) 
sections of the public; or (c) subscribers to any broadcasting service”, 
with certain limited exceptions. 

• ‘Electronic communications services’ licences authorise the provision 
of the services that consist, in whole or in part, of the conveyance by 
any means of electronic communications over an electronic 
communications network, but not including broadcasting services. 

• ‘Electronic communications network services’ licences authorise a 
person to provide services over an electronic communications 
network, whether by sale, lease or otherwise, to that same person to 
provide electronic communications services or to another electronic 
communications services licensee, or to a reseller of electronic 
communications network services. 

Chapter 15 of the Electronic Communications Act 2005 provides for mandatory migration 
to the new authorization regime through a conversion of existing licences to one or more 
licences granted on no less favourable terms than the existing Licences. 

Mobile telecoms service providers must also have a radio frequency licence.

3.2.4 Class licences

Of the countries referred to above (as countries which converged regimes), a number 
also include class licence regimes. A class licence regime is one which permits a 
potential operator to provide certain services without having to go through any formalised 
licence approval process. The licence exists by default merely by providing the relevant 
service. The terms of licence will often be found within the legislation or subordinate 
regulation.

(a) Australia
Australia’s licensing regime envisages both individual licensing and class licensing. In 
Australia carriage service providers and content service providers are subject only to a 
class licence regime.

(b) Tonga
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Tonga’s Communications Act 2000 includes individual licensing as well as a number of 
class licence categories. Tonga’s class licence categories include two which comprise 
sub-categories of the ‘applications services’ category:

• provision of Internet access services; and

• resale of content applications services.

(c) Nigeria
Nigeria has both an individual licence and class licence system. 

(d) South Africa
South Africa also has both an individual licence and class licence system.

3.2.5 Licence exempt (open entry)

Unrestricted, open entry is an unusual model. Certainly, as part of a licence regime which 
consists of individual and class licences, areas of exemption are often part of the 
regulatory mix.

Telecommunications activities have not traditionally been the subject of licensing 
requirements in Canada. Instead, detailed rules guiding market players' behaviour are set 
forth in regulatory texts and decisions by the Canadian Radiocommunications and 
Telecommunications Commission under the Telecommunications Act 1993. The 
Commission did however introduce a system of licensing requirements for international 
service operators and international submarine cable operators in 1998.

3.3 EXTENT OF RECOGNITION OF TECHNOLOGICAL CONVERGENCE

An analysis of the approaches taken across the world by legislative bodies leads to a three-
way categorisation of countries:

• those that are maintaining distinct licensing regimes;

• those that have introduced limited converged licensing regimes; and

• those that have introduced more or less ‘fully’ converged licensing 
regimes.

3.3.1 Countries maintaining distinct licensing regimes

Certain countries have not incorporated the concept of convergence into their 
telecommunications or broadcasting licensing regimes. That is, distinct licensing regimes 
are applied to telecommunications activities, on the one hand, and broadcasting 
activities, on the other hand. In addition, within each sector, separate licences are issued 
depending on the type of technology used to provide the services concerned:
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Figure 4 : Distinct licensing regimes

TELECOMMUNICATIONS LICENCES BROADCASTING LICENCES

Prior to reform in Tanzania, the broadcasting and telecommunications sectors were 
separately regulated. The licensing structure for telecommunications was similar to that 
existing in PNG at present (defined vertically, according to technology).

There are three principal reasons why certain countries decide to retain vertical licensing 
regimes and distinct licensing regimes for the telecommunications and broadcasting 
sectors.

(a) Lack of market pressure
In many countries, advanced converged technologies, such as television via 
telecommunications lines and third generation mobile telephones, remain distant 
prospects. There is thus no pressing need to address the issues that regulators in other 
jurisdictions, such as the European Union, have to face as those technologies become a 
reality.

(b) Lack of supporting legislation
Some countries have more pressing legislative priorities than introducing converged 
licensing regimes. 

(c) Concern about negative effects
Some countries are concerned about the risks associated with converged regulation. 
More particularly, there is often resistance from those that hold monopoly positions or 
successful mobile operations on the basis that migration or transition will strip the existing 
participants of valuable rights. Moreover, transition from an existing set of arrangements 
to a new system may itself be a costly process. Certainly, in PNG, the consultation 
process has highlighted concerns about migration.

3.3.2 Countries introducing limited converged licensing regimes

A number of countries are incorporating the concept of convergence into their licensing 
regimes, but only to a limited extent.

Most countries adopting a limited approach to convergence have established a 
converged licensing regime within the telecommunications sector only (i.e. they no longer 
issue fixed line licences or mobile cellular licences etc, but rather technology-neutral 
‘provider’ licences), while retaining a traditional vertical licensing scheme in their 
broadcasting sector:
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Figure 5 : Limited approach to convergence (telecommunications)
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Other countries have established a converged licensing regime within the broadcasting 
sector but not within the telecommunications sector (for example, Canada). 
Consequently, they do not issue licences according to the type of network used to 
distribute broadcasting signals (such as terrestrial analogue, terrestrial digital, satellite, 
etc.), but instead issue horizontal ‘undertaking’ licences which allow the use of any 
technology:

Figure 6 : Limited approach to convergence (broadcasting)
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A final group of countries has taken a third position by incorporating a very limited 
number of broadcasting activities into their converged, technology-neutral 
telecommunications licensing regime. Unlike the two systems described above, this 
approach recognises a degree of convergence not just within a sector but also between 
the telecommunications and broadcasting sectors:
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Figure 7 : Convergence between telecommunications and broadcasting

Countries that move towards a limited form of converged licensing appear to be 
motivated by the potential benefits of facilitating the introduction of converged technology, 
in particular the ability of market players to provide a broader range of services to 
consumers.

At the same time, they appear to recognise that, while their telecommunications industry 
has become mature enough to benefit from such an approach, most broadcasting 
activities in their country are not yet ready to become part of a converged licensing 
regime.

(a) Increasing choice for consumers
The Preamble to Argentina's Decree No 764 dated 3 September 2000, which introduces 
a converged licensing regime for telecommunications, states:

"It is deemed necessary that a regime be established that will allow every 
responsible provider capable of investing and contributing to increase the 
supply of services and customers' and consumers' choice to do so with no 
restriction whatsoever, as provided for by the international commitments 
recently undertaken and ratified by the HONORABLE ARGENTINE 
CONGRESS ... in order to make that possible, it is necessary to create a 
licensing regime that will survive in time, in a sector where technological 
convergence and the integration of services turn improper, in a few month's 
time, definitions that impose artificial restrictions; that will not limit changing 
technologies with rigid standards; that will not seek to impose a design 
for the provision of services that is pre-established by the Administration 
in a field that must be respectful of the free initiative of providers. who will 
know how to adapt their ways of providing services to the market's 
changing realities."

The same Preamble makes it clear that the retention of distinct licences for fixed and 
mobile technologies was not considered tenable:

"Were the former regime to be maintained, the restrictions imposed by these 
licences would limit, in an artificial way, the types of services that companies 
are able to offer to their customers and would stifle providers' capability of quick 
response to customers requirements and to a greater demand of services."

India's motivations appear similar. In its Consultation Paper on Unified Licensing Regime 
dated 13 March 2004, the TRAI declares: 

"The key objectives of the Unified Licensing / Authorisation Regime is to 
encourage free growth of new applications and services leveraging on the 
technological developments in the Information and Communications 
Technology (ICT) area."131

The Indian Government echoed this conviction that a converged approach was in the 
interests of consumers. In the introduction to the Guidelines For Unified Access (Basic & 
Cellular) Services licence of 11 November 2003, it states:
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"Given the central aim of NTP-99 to ensure rapid expansion of teledensity; ... 
given the fact that advances in technologies erase distinctions imposed by 
earlier licensing systems; given the fact that even more rapid advances in 
technologies are imminent; ... given the fact that the provision of 
[telecommunications] services at the cheapest possible rates and by the most 
reliable mode is the sine qua non for India to consolidate its position as a 
leading hub of communications systems, information technology, JT-enabled 
services, and of establishing itself as a leader in new disciplines such as 
bioinformatics and biotechnology; given the recommendations of TRAI in this 
regard; Government, in the public interest in general and consumer interest in 
particular, has decided to move towards a Unified Access Services Licensing 
regime."

(b) Less litigation
Some of the countries moving towards a limited form of converged licensing have 
indicated that retaining traditional distinctions can lead to inconsistency of treatment 
amongst market players, which can lead to frustration and ultimately litigation.

For example, TRAI, in its Recommendations on Unified Licensing dated 27 October 
2003, points out that "... technological developments lead to a situation wherein one 
service provider may offer the services which are licensed for another service provider 
and this leads to disputes and litigation."132

A licensing regime which can help reduce operators' frustrations is likely to contribute to 
sector growth. As the TRAI explains, "the litigation-free environment resulting from a 
unified licensing regime always helps faster growth in telecom services, which in turn, 
because of competition and larger volume of traffic, benefits to consumers".133

(c) Limit: lack of supporting legislation

A lack of appropriate supporting legislation does not just affect countries which maintain 
traditional, distinct licensing regimes for telecommunications and broadcasting.

In preparing this report, discussions were held with regulatory officials in Sri Lanka, for 
example, concerning the rejection of that country's proposed national communications 
policy of 2002, which had recommended, amongst other things, a converged regulator 
and converged licensing regime for telecommunications and broadcasting. The regulatory 
officials stressed that, before considering the possibility of a fully converged licensing 
regime, Sri Lanka had to put into place effective anti-competition laws to anticipate the 
mergers and acquisitions that might follow the introduction of a converged approach to 
licensing.

(d) Limit: broadcasting is not digitalised

One of the principal justifications for converged licensing regimes for telecommunications 
and broadcasting activities is that, due to technological advances, the networks used to 
carry telecommunications and broadcasting services are becoming indistinguishable. 
More precisely, they are becoming digital networks carrying binary information only.

In this regard, some countries have decided not to extend converged licensing to 
broadcasting technologies, since much of their broadcasting system remains analogue. 
Indeed, analogue broadcasting technology is not capable of carrying a two-way 
telephone conversation or a flow of Internet data: such technology has not ‘converged’
with its telecommunications counterpart and so there is no logic to applying an identical 
regulatory regime.

Botswana's National Broadcasting Policy dated April 2003, for example, explains one 
reason why broadcasting is likely to remain analogue for some time in that country and 
thus not be ready to be integrated into a converged licensing regime:

"... set-top box (decoder) and/or receiver costs will have to come down for the 
new [digital] system to be attractive... People do not buy new television sets 
very often (on average every 12 years), so it will be quite some time before 
everyone can convert."134
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(e) Limit: broadcasting is a cultural issue
Much more than telecommunications activities, broadcasting activities have a major 
impact on the culture of a country. This is because, while a telephone call is often made 
only to one person, a television or radio broadcast will be received by many thousands or 
millions of people.

In this context, the stakes involved in liberalising the broadcasting sector are often 
considered to be much higher than those involved in liberalising the telecommunications 
sector. For example, if broadcasting licensees are no longer required to maintain a 
certain percentage of local shareholding, there is a potential for loss of local perspective. 
Some countries consider that such a loss could hamper efforts to maintain local culture 
and traditions. 

Canada, in particular, has demonstrated a determination to preserve its broadcasting 
sector from the open competition forces at work in the telecommunications domain. As 
pointed out by many authors: “[t]he political imperative of resisting the cultural pull of the 
United States has been the driving force behind broadcasting policy regulation [in 
Canada] since early in the [20th] century".135 Thus, although Canada has had a 
converged regulator since the 1970s, it still has distinct legislation for telecommunications 
and broadcasting. Canada's federal government Convergence Policy Statement of 6 
August 1996 states:

"While new technologies allow providers of telecommunications and 
broadcasting services to offer similar services, the distinction between 
telecommunications, broadcasting and their services will remain. Different policy 
objectives require distinct regulatory mechanisms.”136

3.3.3 Countries introducing ‘fully’ converged licensing regimes

A third group of countries has decided to introduced more or less ‘fully’ converged 
licensing regimes. These countries, while often recognizing certain derogations in respect 
of broadcasting content, have harmonised licensing for telecommunications and 
broadcasting activities.

(a) Introduction
Countries that have decided to introduce ‘fully’ converged licensing regimes typically view 
licensees as competing in four economic markets: facilities; connectivity; applications; 
and content applications.

Figure 8 : Fully converged licensing regimes

(b) Examples
Countries having introduced a more or less ‘fully’ converged licensing regime for the 
telecommunications / broadcasting sector include Malaysia, Tonga, the Member States of 
the European Union and, for private networks at least, Brazil.

Details of these regimes are described above.
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(c) Motivations
Countries that have introduced ‘fully’ converged licensing regimes have been influenced 
by the arguments raised by the countries introducing limited converged licensing, namely 
increasing choice for consumers and creating the possibility for less litigation.

They have also pointed to other factors which support converged licences.

(d) Logic
Many of the countries introducing fully converged licensing regimes underline the 
importance of treating ‘like technologies’ in a like manner. The European Union's 
Commission Communication COM (1999) 108, which presents the final results of the 
public consultation on the Green Paper of 1997, stated:

"Although the majority are in favour of an evolutionary rather than a 
revolutionary approach ... a consensus has emerged for a more horizontal 
approach to regulation (ie similar, technologically neutral rules for transmission / 
access to networks, since these play an identical role of transmitting 
information) but with a vertical or sector-specific approach for regulating 
certain aspects for the provision of services such as content..."

If telecommunications and broadcasting networks play an identical role, and are capable 
of functioning in both sectors regardless of their original purpose, logic suggests that such 
networks should be treated identically in law. So it is that, under European Union 
directives, there must be homogeneous treatment of all transport network infrastructure 
and associated services, irrespective of the types of services carried.

(e) Durable legislation
Technologies such as the Internet, digital telephony and interactive television were not 
common at the time when many telecommunications and broadcasting legislative texts 
were drafted.

For this reason, it has proved difficult, in some cases, to deal with these technological 
developments through traditional telecommunications and broadcasting legislation, where 
technology-specific vocabulary (fixed lines, GSM, UMTS ...) were often used.

Converged licensing regimes, in contrast, tend to be ‘technology-neutral’: that is, they 
authorise a licensee to undertake an activity (provision of network facilities, provision of 
network services ...) without restriction on the technology it may use to do so.

The problem of adapting legislation to new technologies thus no longer arises.

Countries that have introduced fully converged licensing regimes have relied on this 
advantage as a major justification for their reform.

The European Union's Commission Communication COM (1999) 108 stated, in respect of 
comments from more than 200 market players:

“There was a broad consensus that the new regulatory framework should cover 
all communications infrastructure and associated services, building on the 
conclusions of the convergence consultation. It was generally felt that this 
would help to make the new regulatory framework more robust and 
capable of dealing with the challenges of rapidly developing markets and 
technology.”

(f) Broadcasting is digitalised
In Malaysia and the Member States of the European Union, much of the broadcasting 
system has become digitalised or at least digitally-capable.

In Tonga, this is because broadcasting was only liberalised with the introduction of the 
Communications Act 2000: there was thus no ‘legacy’ analogue system in the private 
sector.

In Malaysia and the Member States of the European Union, it is because of a strong 
political will to move towards the new technology. Malaysia's State broadcaster Radio 
Television Malaysia (RTM), for example, set the middle of 2004 as the target date for the 
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digital broadcasting of its radio and television networks. European Union countries such 
as the United Kingdom are already offering digital terrestrial television and radio 
services.137

(g) Broadcasting concerns have been addressed
Countries that have adopted fully converged licensing regimes are aware of the potential 
risks to local culture that may result. These countries have, however, adopted strategies 
which they consider sufficient to address such concerns.

France, for example, is very protective of its language and culture, notably in the face of 
US cinematic and television productions. Yet France is in the process of adopting 
legislation that will incorporate into its national law the European Union's electronic 
communications directives and, with them, a common licensing regime for 
telecommunications and broadcasting activities.

This apparent contradiction is possible because the European Union's directives include 
an exception for ‘content’. This exception recognises the limits of the convergence 
phenomenon.

As stated in the European Union's Commission Communication COM (1999) 108: 

"There is a general recognition that sector-specific rules will continue to be 
necessary ... to secure certain general interest objectives, in particular within 
the audiovisual sector."

Consequently, Recital 7 of the Framework Directive states: 

"It is necessary to separate the regulation of transmission from the regulation of 
content. This framework does not therefore cover the content of services 
delivered over electronic communications networks using electronic 
communications services, such as broadcasting content, financial services and 
certain information society services."

3.4 ACTIVITIES NOT SUBJECT TO LICENSING

3.4.1 In countries retaining non-converged licensing regimes

(a) Telecommunications sector
Until the 1990s, in each national telecommunications market, a state-owned 
telecommunications operator enjoyed, in the majority of cases, a monopoly on 
establishing and operating networks and supplying services. With the end of this system 
and the opening of markets to competition, States have set forth rules governing the 
grant to network operators and service suppliers of rights to undertake 
telecommunications activities.

However, being sensitive to the need to create dynamic and competitive markets, and 
conscious that licensing regimes can, in some cases, make access to markets overly 
difficult, certain States have provided, within such rules, not only for licensing regimes but 
also for regimes requiring no administrative formality.

Thus, by way of example, the South African Development Community Model 
Telecommunications Bill contains the following provisions at Article 29:

"The Authority may from time to time determine that a class of licensed services 
must in future be provided without prior approval or licensing and must make 
such determination of unlicensed class of service if it reaches a conclusion that 
no harm to either a service provider or consumers must be occasioned by such 
determination or decision ..."

The Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa Licensing Guidelines, for their part, 
provide:

"No licence should be required for a private ICT network characterised by the 
following:
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1 . established on premises under single/joint ownership/occupation;

2. serving premises interconnected by one or more leased lines provided 
by a public ICT operator."138

(b) Broadcasting sector
It is generally not permitted to provide a broadcasting service without having obtained 
both a broadcasting service licence and a signal distribution (or transmitter) licence from 
the relevant regulatory authority.

Broadcasting legislation often distinguishes between different licence categories, with it 
being easier to obtain licences in some categories (such as community sound 
broadcasting services and low sound power broadcasting services) than in other 
categories (such as commercial sound and television broadcasting services).

Some countries, such as Australia and the USA, permit 'narrowcasting' without a 
broadcasting service licence having been issued by the regulator, although it would still 
be necessary to obtain a signal distribution licence in order to provide such a service.

In some jurisdictions, public broadcasters (many of which held a monopoly until fairly 
recently) are not required to hold licences. However, public broadcasters are increasingly 
required to hold licences, and to comply with licence conditions, like all other 
broadcasting services.

3.4.2 In countries moving to converged licensing regimes

Countries that have moved to converged licensing regimes have also maintained 
categories of activities which are exempt from any licensing requirement, be it individual 
or class.

In France, for instance, the Electronic Communications Code, in its Article 6, exempts 
from all licensing requirements "the construction and operation of internal networks open 
to the public" as well as "provision to the public on such networks of electronic 
communications services". 

In Malaysia, the following types of activities may be undertaken outside the scope of an 
individual or class licence:139

Figure 9 : Malaysian exemptions from individual/class licensing regime

Licence Type No licence required for:

Network Facility Provider Broadcasting and production studios; incidental network 
facilities; private network facilities

Network Service Provider Incidental network services; LAN services; private network 
services; router; Internet working.

Applications Service 
Provider

Webhosting or client server; electronic transaction service; 
interactive transaction service; networked advertising 
boards.

Content Applications 
Service provider

Internet content applications services.
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In Tonga, the following activities are expressly listed in Section 18 of the country's 
Communications Act as being exempt from individual licensing requirements:

Figure 10 : Tongan exemptions from individual licensing regime

Individual licence type No licence required for:

Ownership of Network 
Facilities

Ownership of network facilities solely on the customer side of 
the network boundary

Network Service Provision of a network service solely on the customer side of the 
network boundary

Applications Service Provision of an applications service solely on the customer side 
of the network boundary

Content Applications 
Service

A content applications service which is confined to a single 
dwelling
A content applications service which is only supplied to the 
employees and officers of a single company
The supply of content that is incidental to the service provided
The supply of a limited content applications service

The term ‘network boundary’ is defined in Section 2 of Tonga's Communications Act 2000
as:

• the first equipment socket in a private residence;

• the main distribution frame in a building; or

• the point at which a network facility receives communications from or 
sends communications to a consumer.

3.5 ACTIVITIES SUBJECT TO CLASS AND INDIVIDUAL LICENCES

3.5.1 Class licences as the rule

Class Licences, also known as general licences or general authorisations, are licences to 
undertake certain activities which benefit any person who notifies the appropriate 
authority of his intention to act under such licence.

A class licence regime is thus akin to a declaration regime: no express decision of the 
authority is required, either before or after the commencement of the activities in 
question. However, the terms of the class licence, printed most often in the country's 
Official Gazette, are binding on the person having made the notification.

International practice amongst some countries now shows a tendency, if a licence is 
required, to have recourse in the first instance to a class licence. This is the case, for 
example, in the Member States of the European Union and, in respect of international 
telephony services, in New Zealand.

As an example:
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• Article 3(3) of the European Directive 97/13 of 10 April 1997 on a 
common framework for general authorizations and individual licences 
(now superseded by the Authorisation Directive), stated:

"Member States may issue an individual licence only where the 
beneficiary is given access to scarce physical and other resources or 
is subject to particular obligations or enjoys particular rights ..."

• The Telecommunications Licensing Regulations 2002 issued by 
Belize state in their Article 4(2) and 4(3) that:

"(2) An Individual licence ... must cover the basic Public 
Switched Telephone Network services, mobile and wireless 
services, and any service that requires frequency spectrum.

(3) A class licence must be issued [in all cases] where Individual 
licences are not justified..."140

This approach is reflective of the more general tendency that has emerged to reduce 
barriers to competition in communications markets.

It is based largely on principles set forth in the fourth protocol to the GATS and also on 
regional initiatives such as the European Directive on the authorisation of electronic 
communications networks and services.

The trend is not yet universal, however. Indeed, some countries have individual licences 
as the rule.

3.5.2 Individual licences as the rule

An individual licence has been defined as: 

"an authorization which is granted by a national regulatory authority and which 
gives an undertaking specific rights or which subjects that undertaking's 
operations to specific obligations ... where the undertaking is not entitled to 
exercise the rights concerned until it has received the decision by the national 
regulatory authority."141

In current international practice, the requirement for an individual licence is often a rule 
which may suffer limited exceptions where the subject matter is relatively unimportant.

As an example, the SADC Model Telecommunications Bill maintains individual licences 
as the rule rather than the exception for telecommunications activities. And Hong Kong 
continues to regard class licensing as merely "an effective and efficient means to regulate 
the operation of the less extensive, less complicated or less essential 
telecommunications or radiocommunications installations".142

Individual licences are still very much the norm in broadcasting, also. For example, in the 
United Kingdom and South Africa there is no legislative distinction between class and 
individual licences, which means in practice that it is necessary to apply for what is, in 
effect, an individual licence. In other countries, class licences for broadcasting may exist, 
but they will be limited to certain specific activities. In Australia, for instance, open 
narrowcasting services operate in terms of class licences, although it is still necessary to 
obtain a transmitter licence for such a service.

3.5.3 A mixed approach

A third possibility is, rather than considering one system as an exception to the other, 
establishing a simple division of licence types according to whether or not the activities in 
question are infrastructure-oriented or service-oriented. This possibility has the 
advantage of being technology-neutral.

As an example of the third perspective,

• in Australia, under the Telecommunications Act 1997, ‘carriers’ are 
required to obtain an individual licence while ‘carriage service 
providers’ and ‘content service providers’ are required only to act in 
accordance with a set of class licence rules set out in Section 98.
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• in the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States, the Model 
Telecommunications Bill 2000 required the five Member States 
(Commonwealth of Dominica, Grenada, Saint Christopher and Nevis, 
Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and The Grenadines) to introduce both 
individual and class licences. In Guideline Notes dated 11 September 
2002, the Authority summarised the types of licences that are open to 
application, as follows:
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Figure 11 : Types of licences in Telecommunications Bill 2000

Licence type Activities covered

Individual licence The services that fall under this licence are generally infrastructure-
oriented. Those services often provide the network/foundation upon 
which other services (such as Value-Added Services) can be 
supported.

Class licence: type A The services that fall under Type A Class licence are those for which 
applicants seek to be providers of telecommunications services, such 
Internet Service Provision and International Simple Voice Resale.

Class licence: type B The services that fall under Type B Class licence are those for which 
applicants would be users of telecommunications services. They 
include Amateur Radio, Land Mobile Radio, Maritime Mobile Radio 
and Aeronautical Mobile Radio Services.

Class licence: type C The services that fall under Type C Class licence are those that can 
be construed as other support services and controls for the sector. 
They include Type Approval, Terminal Equipment Dealer's 
Certification and Customer Premises Wiring.

3.5.4 Class and individual licences in a converged licensing regime

Many countries, in their move to a converged licensing regime, have retained, or intend to 
retain, the concepts of class and individual licences.

Tonga, for example, has maintained a clearly-stated regime of class licences in Sections 
16 to 30 of its Communications Act 2000 and a clearly-stated regime of individual 
licences in Sections 31 to 39 of its Communications Act 2000.

However, it should be noted that a number of countries with converged licensing regimes 
have restricted the application of individual licences to very limited circumstances. The 
United Kingdom, for example, has removed the category of individual licence entirely, 
except in respect of content, where individual licences for television and radio "licensable 
content services" must be obtained, pursuant to Sections 232 and 247, respectively, of 
the United Kingdom's Communications Act 2003.

3.6 IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

3.6.1 Transitional and migration arrangements

Any reform of an existing licensing system raises important issues regarding the 
migration of existing licences. Such migration issues can be highly complex, particularly 
where the scope and nature of the new licences differs fundamentally from the scope and 
nature of the existing licences.

International experience to date identifies four possible approaches to the migration of 
telecommunications licences:

1 Maintain a dual licensing regime;
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2 Modify existing licences;

3 Replace existing licences;

4 Voluntary migration to new licences.

These transitional and migration issues are discussed in detail in Chapter 9 of this report.

3.6.2 Controlling market entry

(a) Who is responsible for issuing licences?
The task of awarding licences is typically given to a telecommunication or ICT regulatory 
authority. Until recently, Ministers or Ministries responsible for the ICT sector played a 
more prominent role in licensing.

In the ITU’s 2007 regulatory survey it was found that three quarters of countries surveyed 
vested licensing responsibility in whole or in part to the national telecommunications 
regulatory authority (NRA).143 In the same survey approximately 18% of countries shared 
responsibilities between the NRA and the Ministry. This occurs in Canada, where 
licensing functions are split between the NRA (for international functions) and the Minister 
(Radio Spectrum management). Another example is St Lucia, where the NRA reviews 
applications and advises the Minister, who issues the authorisation.

Other models include powers in the Ministry alone or vesting responsibilities (in whole or 
in part) in other agencies (for example in Costa Rica power is actually vested to the 
parliament).

(b) What is the award process?
Regardless of the licence classification system, granting individual licences necessarily 
involves some form of a selection process. Different mechanisms for awarding licences 
include:

• ‘First come first served’: the regulator accepts applications for a 
limited number of licences on a continuous basis or for a limited 
period of time;

• Comparative evaluations: the regulator accepts licence applications 
from eligible applicants and judges their relative merits;

• Lottery: the regulator randomly selects licence recipients from a pool 
of qualified applicants;

• Auctions: the regulator selects from among the qualified applicants 
based upon willingness to pay. Often the amount offered by the 
winning licensee becomes the licence fee;

A regulator may also adopt various combinations of these methods.

There is no clear consensus on which method is international best practice for awarding 
licences. Ordinarily the best method of licensing is country specific and depends on the 
particular services to be licensed. Nonetheless, a preferred approach is to ensure that the 
licence allocation process is not unduly focussed on revenue raising.

3.6.3 Spectrum licensing issues

(a) Traditional models
According to the traditional means of managing radio spectrum, the regulator would:

• allocate blocks of spectrum for specific uses (eg broadcasting or 
mobile cellular service);

• establish the technical and regulatory terms and conditions governing 
the use of the allocated blocks;
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• assign individual channels or sets of channels for use by particular 
entities (whether by auction or comparative assessment of multiple 
bids);

• enforce the rules, terms and conditions that it establishes.

In carrying out these activities it is fundamental to minimise or prevent interference 
between different uses and users of the spectrum. To prevent these problems, regulators 
developed rules governing the technical characteristics of the radio equipment itself, the 
licensing of individual stations and the licensing of the operators responsible for the 
technical operation of the stations. 

(b) Technological changes
Technological evolution has reduced the need for certain licensing requirements, 
particularly for end users. Rather than issue individual licences for operating equipment in 
relation to specific services, countries may use class licences or adopt ‘licensing by rule’, 
the approach of the United States. ‘Licensing by rule’ requires equipment operators to 
comply with regulations that apply to all users or a band, or to a certain service or class of 
users, with no fees or special qualifications being required.

Recently, fast growing demand combined with technological changes has put increased 
pressures on the traditional, top-down management of spectrum. The traditional system 
has been criticised for its rigidity and its constraining of technical and service innovation.

Possible alternative approaches include:

• taking a market-oriented approach: this may include granting 
licensees greater flexibility in terms of the technology that they 
employ/services offered or allowing certain classes of licences to 
sell/contract their excess spectrum rights;

• spectrum ‘commons’ approach: give everyone access to a certain 
block of spectrum or set of channels, subject only to basic rules 
designed to ensure efficient spectrum sharing and minimise 
interference;

• establishing ‘unlicensed’ or ‘licence-free’ bands: transmissions 
are allowed without a licence, so long as equipment conforms to 
technical standards (eg, power restrictions). 

(c) Licensing procedures
The following licensing and allocation procedure is the overwhelmingly dominant form of 
spectrum management at the present time and has been over the past one hundred 
years, since spectrum first began to be licensed. It is practiced by all spectrum 
management authorities. The components are as follows:

1 Allocation 

• Broad decisions on spectrum use are made on global and regional 
ITU radio-communication conferences. 

• National spectrum regulators prepare their own allocation tables on 
this basis, which usually impose further restrictions on spectrum use. 

• These decisions are formalised in a National Frequency Allocation 
Table.

2 Conditions

• Ordinarily, at the allocation stage, a key feature is that restrictions on 
allowable uses are made by the spectrum manager. 

• Potential users of spectrum can make proposals for allocations - for 
example for new communication technologies, but without the 
allocation being made, matters cannot progress further.
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• Within an allocation, licences have to be assigned to particular users.
Historically assignments were made by methods such as first come, 
first served or comparative hearings (also known as ‘beauty contests’) 
rather than by market methods.

4 KEY ISSUES AND ANALYSIS 

To facilitate the path to open competition in PNG, and to align PNG’s licensing regime 
with international best practice, fundamental licensing reform may be required. Reform of 
this nature goes to the heart of the structure of the regulatory regime going forward. 

This section sets out a number of observations based on our review and feedback from 
the consultation to date, with a particular focus on: 

1 operator licensing, including:

• the current licence structures and categorisations; 

• the bifurcation of licensing powers between regulators; and

• the terms and conditions associated with the granting of licences; and

2 spectrum allocation and assignment. 

This is not an exhaustive analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the current regime. 
Rather, the observations provide some context to the high level recommendations for 
reform that are identified below. 

The analysis and recommendations below are based on achieving the following 
fundamental objectives:

• the licensing regime must be stable and transparent in order to reduce 
regulatory risk (whether perceived or real) and promote private 
investment;

• operator licences should be technology and service neutral (ensuring 
that an operator is not artificially constrained with regards to its service 
and technology decisions);

• barriers to entry should be removed with a policy of regulatory 
forbearance underpinning all licence considerations; and

• operator licensing should remain distinct from scarce resource 
assignment.

4.1 LICENSING CATEGORISATIONS

4.1.1 Observations 

The vertical licence regime that exists in PNG at this time is both technology and service 
specific. It distinguishes between fixed and mobile networks and the services that can be 
provided over these networks. 

The regime reflects, in many respects, the Australian licensing regime that existed prior to 
1997 and is consistent with licensing models that existed in many jurisdictions throughout 
the world during the 1980s – 90s.

In recent years, many countries, whether transitioning or developed, have implemented 
reforms which move away from this licensing structure. These reforms are often 
motivated by the desire to facilitate market entry and create industry flexibility in the face 
of technological and market convergence. 
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Accordingly, the approach embodied in the current PNG licensing regime now remains in 
place in very few countries and it is no longer a regime supported by international best 
practice.

Due the rigidity of the licensing categorisations, we have observed that the current 
regime:

• restricts the use of certain technologies to provide communications 
services, increasing infrastructure costs and exacerbating network 
inefficiencies;

• creates different rules, in relation to market entry and ongoing 
operation, for different players, depending on the network technology 
used;

• restricts competition along technology lines by preventing new players 
entering the market and restricting the ability of existing players to 
diversify; 

• lacks the flexibility to address the rapidly changing shape of the ICT 
sector; and

• arguably encourages the unlawful use of spectrum by those who 
consider the licensing regime to be too rigid and/or restrictive.

Consequently, creative solutions (many outside of the legislative framework (and some 
arguably unlawful)) have been developed by operators and regulators alike in order to 
contrive the flexibility required. Examples of such ‘creative solutions’ include:

(a) the use of the value added service licence as a general ‘catch-all’ licence 
categorisation;

(b) the use of section 50 of the Telecommunications Act to create an avenue for 
market entry;

(c) the use of so-called ‘test licences’ in anticipation of a section 50 agreement; and 

(d) the introduction of the ‘Nominated Access Seeker’ categorisation in the ICCC 
Interconnection Code.

Prior to the Private Network Class Licence regime, so-called ‘restrictive’ general carrier 
licences were also issued by the ICCC to fill a gap in the legislation.144

It is now appropriate to assess alternative licensing structures and consider reform 
options that acknowledge the phenomenon of convergence (both technological and 
market) and provide a flexible and future proof regime.

The structural options to reflect technology and service neutrality are numerous. 
However, by leveraging off proven licensing structures (those that have been successfully 
implemented in countries similar to PNG, both in terms of demographics and geography), 
the opportunity now exists to create an innovative, yet proven, horizontal licence 
structure.

Certainly, the private network class licence is an example of regulatory forbearance which 
evidences a shift in PNG licence policy to a more flexible licensing approach (albeit 
confined to private networks).

4.1.2 Consultation feedback

The need to structurally reform the licensing regime in PNG received, at least initially, 
mixed support from industry participants and interested parties. It appears, in light of 
follow up consultation, that the mixed sentiments existed due to a lack of knowledge of 
recent international reform trends and the options that have proven successful in a 
number of transitional economies. 

The observations set out above are largely supported by the consultation feedback. 
There are, however, divergent views as to how the constraints associated with 
technology specificity and the lack of flexibility in the current regime should be addressed.
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PANGTEL supports a converged, technology neutral licensing regime. In both oral and 
written submissions, PANGTEL notes that the current regime is too restrictive in the 
rights afforded to mobile carriers. The PANGTEL written submission states:145

“The current licensing regime…is not flexible and does not promote competition. 
The current licensing regime limits service innovation and creativity and the 
opportunity to grow the telecommunications sector…A converged technology 
neutral licensing regime would be more effective than the current regime”.

The ICCC takes a different view in its written submission:146

• The ICCC submits that “fundamental change to the types of carrier 
licences is [not] necessary in the PNG environment at this stage”.

• The ICCC contends that it is inappropriate to change the licensing 
regime to allow other players to supply services currently reserved to 
licensed carriers due to the valuable legal rights that exist in the 
current licences. This is a view shared in many respects by the 
Department of Treasury,147 although the Department’s written 
submission primarily addresses the licensing powers, rather than the 
structural aspects of the current licensing regime.

• While the ICCC’s written submission states that it does not wish to 
see changes to the licence categorisations, it does see the utility in 
modifying some of the definitions of services that may be provided, to 
ensure that the licences keep up with current technology. It notes, in 
particular, the current uncertainty surrounding provision of value 
added services. 

In consultation meetings with the ICCC (held subsequent to the receipt of the ICCC’s 
written submission), it was apparent that the ICCC may not have fully appreciated the 
potential for horizontal or unified licences. While its written submission provides that 
horizontal licensing “would be verging on the netco/servco model”, a model which had 
been “rejected as an option”, in oral discussions representatives of the ICCC recognised 
the artificial restrictions inherent in the current regime and were receptive to alternative 
licence structures, including potential reform to remove the vertical licence structures and 
create a unified and/or horizontal licence regime.

Although written submissions were not received by Digicel at the time of this report, 
concerns about the derivation of existing licence rights is a key concern raised in face-to-
face discussions.148 Representatives from Digicel were also receptive to the prospect of a 
licensing regime that opens new markets and provides increased operational flexibility. 

Telikom’s written submission149 opposes structural reform of the licensing regime. 
Telikom believes that a horizontal licensing regime is inappropriate at this time and 
considers that “the current licensing structure as provided under Part VI of the 
Telecommunications Act 1996 is appropriate, in terms of its flexibility and promotion of 
competition in the light of technological and market convergence”. Telikom also contends 
that the current licensing structure appropriately regulates coverage obligations and other 
service targets.

Various other interested stakeholders were less committal in relation to specific licensing 
reform options. Fundamentally, the Internet service providers are interested in licensing 
certainty and the removal of artificial licence (and regulatory) restrictions. Both the PNG 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Institute of National Affairs also submit that 
increased flexibility and scope are important reform considerations. The latter states in its 
written submission150 that “we should not lock into existing technology” and the PNG 
Chamber of Commerce151 submits that “any licensing regime must be flexible”.

4.1.3 Analysis and recommendations

There is a pressing need in PNG to address the uncertainties, complexities and 
inflexibility associated with the current licensing regime, and in the process, create a 
technology and service neutral structure. In this way, the full benefits of open competition 
can be effectively unlocked. The following recommendations are made with this goal in 
mind.
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A simple three tier, horizontal licence structure should be introduced in PNG. This 
structure would categorise market participants (and licence them accordingly) across the 
following lines:

• ICT Network Provider - an entity licensed to construct and/or operate 
communications network infrastructure and/or provide network 
services over such network;

• ICT Service Provider - an entity licensed to provide electronic 
communications services direct to an end-user (whether wholesale or 
retail, business or government); and

• ICT Content Provider - an entity licensed to provide content services 
direct to an end-user. 

Consideration should also be given to a fully converged regime. That is, one that 
combines telecommunications with broadcasting services. However, for the reasons 
discussed elsewhere in this report, full convergence (including broadcasting) will require 
further analysis, outside the scope of this report.

This structure can be illustrated in the following manner:

Figure 12 : Proposed structure for fully converged regime

The horizontal licensing regime above must be supported by a technology neutral 
spectrum assignment regime (which is discussed in more detail below).

This model is consistent with successful horizontal licence regimes adopted in transitional 
and developed economies alike.152 It provides the technology and service neutrality 
required to facilitate open competition while layering the sector in a manner which permits 
market entry on different levels and facilitates network based regulation, if appropriate.

Within the categories set out above, the particular licences should be classified as:

• ‘Individual’ - for activities that require a more rigorous selection 
process and close ongoing scrutiny;

• ‘Class’ - for certain activities that require minimal application 
requirements or merely notification; and

• ‘Exempt’ - for activities that have insignificant impact on competition 
or services to the public.

This categorisation is illustrated in Figure 13 below.
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Figure 13: Proposed licence categorisation

Licence Type Examples153

Individual Provision of network services

Class Construction and/or operation of network facilities

ICT Network 
Provider Licence

Exempt Construction and/or operation of internal network 
facilities for networks not exceeding certain 
dimensions (private networks)

Individual Fixed network service
Cellular mobile service

Class Internet access service
Virtual mobile service
IP telephony service
Messaging service

ICT Service 
Provider Licence

Exempt Web-hosting or client server

Individual Services akin to standard broadcasting (including 
live-streaming television and radio)

Class Internet content

ICT Content 
Provider Licence

Exempt Possible exemptions to be considered further

Further consideration should also be given to defining a geographical dimension to the 
scope of each licence category (for example, international, national, regional and district) 
to address specific market requirements and facilitate the path to open competition 
throughout PNG. In particular, for the purposes of the universal access scheme, 
discussed below, it may be useful to have scope to licence entry limited to particular 
geographies within PNG.

The current licence regime could be de-cluttered further by terminating the Regulatory 
Contract with Telikom and reassessing the value in classifying Telikom as a ‘regulated 
entity’.

Further consideration should be given to a further simplification of the regime through the 
creation of a single unified licence regime, much like the regime adopted in India and 
currently proposed in Vanuatu. 

The existing telecommunications licences in PNG should migrate (over time) from the 
current vertically integrated licensing regime to a technology and service neutral, 
horizontal licence regime. New entrants, however, should operate under this restructured 
regime from the date of market entry.
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Back doors to market entry should also be removed, including the use of the ‘section 50’
consent to circumvent licensing requirements.

4.2 BIFURCATION OF LICENSING RESPONSIBILITIES

4.2.1 Observations and consultation feedback

(a) General
The bifurcation of licensing powers and responsibilities, whereby one regulator (the 
ICCC) issues general telecommunications network and service licences and another 
(PANGTEL) licences associated spectrum, reflects an industry policy in PNG that was put 
in place in 2002.

The separation of licensing responsibilities appears to have created confusion in the 
market place and discontent between the regulators. We have observed a divisive 
regulatory environment in which information flows between the regulators is minimal and 
cooperation limited. Industry players recognise this and appear to leverage off what at 
times borders on dysfunction.154

Given the current state of the market, the changed policy direction and a rapidly evolving 
market, it is now appropriate to reconsider the separation of licensing functions between 
the regulators and consider combining the responsibilities within a single regulator, 
consistent with international best practice.

Certainly, during consultation, industry participants and regulators alike expressed 
concerns about the shared licensing oversight. Almost without exception, the
submissions, including those provided by the ICCC and PANGTEL, suggested that the 
licensing powers should be combined under a single regulator. Not surprisingly, the ICCC 
considers that it is better qualified to take full responsibility for licensing. PANGTEL, on 
the other hand, considers it is the more appropriate licensing regulator.

The ICCC agreed in oral consultation meetings that the current division of powers 
between the regulators creates confusion and noted instances of regulatory uncertainty 
due to the overlap in powers.155 However, the ICCC’s written submission suggests that a 
separation of licensing powers was still workable going forward. The submission states 
that “…Section 7 [of the Radio Spectrum Act] has actually worked well since its inception 
in 2002.”

The Department of Treasury’s written submission also supports a continuation of the 
current licensing powers. However, the Department of Treasury also acknowledges the 
confusion evident due to shared functions and the divergence of views between the 
regulators as to which body has the power or authority to issue a particular licence. In its 
submission the Department of Treasury states: 

“It is clear that the…mandates and functions can overlap. This has resulted in 
confusion and uncertainty, both highly undesirable for regulators and the 
industry itself. Examples of such confusion have arisen in relation to the issuing 
of operating licences and spectrum licences.”

Somewhat paradoxically, the submission also states that 

“…Reform in the division of responsibilities between government departments 
and regulators is not required, and in fact the current arrangement is consistent 
with international best practice and is proving effective in ensuring transparent 
issuance of licences, consistent with Government Policy.” 

The willingness to persist with the bifurcated licensing roles is at odds with the 
submissions of other industry participants.

In its written submission, PANGTEL acknowledges the difficulties associated with the 
dual regulator model. It states that the “…dual regulator regime is not efficient and has 
not achieved its objectives…and is far from satisfactory.” PANGTEL also submits that the 
dual licensing functions result in high regulatory costs, delayed decision making and a 
lack of consistency. 
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This submission is supported by Telikom, which states:

“…the current licensing regime, whereby PANGTEL is the authority that issues 
spectrum licences whilst the ICCC is the authority that issues licences for the 
provision of telecommunications services, is susceptible to confusion and 
delays in the process of licences. Telikom considers that this regime also 
contributes to, and increases, the overall cost of regulation. This cost is 
naturally passed on to paying end users of the services by the licence holders.”

The submission by Data Nets Ltd also states that “…the present licensing regime is un-
coordinated and imprecise resulting in confused outcomes and misunderstanding at 
consumer level”. The submission goes on to conclude that “maintaining the ICCC as an 
impartial and independent body to cover all licensing matters in the communications 
sector is very important. A one-stop shop offers many benefits as well as regulator 
certainty.”

(b) Grant of licence and renewal
In general, consultation feedback supports the view that the ICCC’s licensing powers 
have been exercised in a professional manner, supported by the industry. Certainly, the 
ICCC’s independence from the political process has been commended by industry 
participants and observers alike. This is a noteworthy achievement which remains 
important for regulator credibility going forward.

The Department of Treasury lauds the achievements of the ICCC in the issuance of the 
mobile licences. In its written submission the Department of Treasury states: “…the ICCC 
has adopted extremely transparent and independent tendering and selection procedures 
in issuing licences. This alone is a significant achievement…”

The legislation provides the ICCC with a broad mandate to decide the manner and form 
of the application process. The ICCC takes the opportunity in its written submission to 
clarify that it is the Telecommunications Act itself which permits the ICCC to issue 
licences “in its absolute discretion” (although that discretion is expressly delimited by 
Government Policy).156

Accordingly, the ICCC submits that the manner in which the Digicel and GreenCom 
mobile licences were issued (which involved the participation of a tender evaluation 
committee - including the Chief Executive of PANGTEL) was “…appropriately transparent 
and accountable…” Despite this position, the ICCC suggests that the NEC should 
approve the issuance of national licences moving forward.

The contention that the mobile licence process was transparent is not shared by all 
industry participants. For example, critical decisions, including the ICCC’s claimed 
consent to Digicel to bypass (temporarily it is said) Telikom’s international gateway was 
made with no transparency or consultation with Government or even with Telikom. This is 
despite the fact that Telikom was likely to incur financial costs as a result of the decision. 
Government Policy did not involve granting mobile carriers international gateway rights 
and the ICCC’s own tender documents stated that these rights were general carrier rights 
and were not on offer. The so-called temporary rights have continued for approaching 2 
years and remain embroiled in legal dispute.

In addition, current and model licence terms and conditions remain unpublished and there 
is little certainty as to how operators may be licensed going forward. 

Although the benefits of mobile competition are evident (with Digicel’s successful 
introduction into the PNG market), there remain only two viable mobile operators. It is 
unclear whether GreenCom will be a viable competitor in the future. Contrary to the 
intention of the policy objectives both the incumbent Telikom and Digicel have substantial 
first-mover advantages over the third licensee (assuming it is able to commence under 
the terms of its licence). While significant benefits have flowed from the entry of a 
separate mobile operator, the original policy objectives of having 3 mobile carriers in 
operation in PNG were not achieved by the licence tender process.

The consultation process also raised a concern with the manner in which subordinate 
licences may be issued. The ability for Telikom to act, in effect, as a licensor pursuant to 
section 50 of the Telecommunications Act is seen by some to compromise the integrity of 
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the current regime. Both PANGTEL and the ICCC remain unaware of exactly who 
operates via this right. Moreover, the scope of Telikom’s agreements to grant rights has 
been the subject of complex litigation and court orders that further compound the 
regulators’ concerns. Some complain that the grant of these subordinate rights is 
discriminatory whereby some are authorised to operate while others are denied without 
explanation.

There also remains a lack of visibility on what may be appropriate application 
consideration criteria (i.e. the criteria adopted by the regulator in assessing an 
application’s merits) and selection criteria. 

Finally, the regime grants the holder an option to renew (subject to compliance). The 
certainty this provides current investors, and consumers alike, is a fundamental strength 
of the existing regime. However, given the key licences do not expire for another nine 
years, the effectiveness of the current renewal procedures can not be assessed. It is 
unusual that potential non-compliance throughout the term of the licence is not a 
consideration when the licence is up for renewal (i.e. the licences only provide that non-
compliance at the time of expiration is relevant).

(c) Licence terms and conditions
An assessment of the specific terms and conditions of licences (and their merits) is 
beyond the scope of this report. However, we make the following observations.

The current licences remain unpublished and the terms and conditions that may apply if 
one were to apply for a licence (such as a value added service licence) are not freely 
available for inspection.

There is uncertainty as to the applicability of licence fees. Certainly, the mobile licence 
fees were the subject of negotiation between the ICCC and the operators themselves
through the tender process. 

It is unclear whether the fees align with administrative costs (an assessment of costs 
relative to fees paid was not within the scope of this report) and how the fees were 
assessed. 

Compliance with the terms and conditions of licences is also unclear. We understand 
that:

• Digicel is in compliance with its licence obligations (including its roll-
out obligations);

• Telikom is said by some to be non-compliant in certain areas; and 

• GreenCom is yet to commence operations, apparently in non-
compliance with its roll-out obligations. 

Telikom’s Regulatory Contract imposes specific obligations (akin to licence conditions) on 
Telikom alone. The requirement to regulate Telikom in this manner (and therefore issue 
Telikom with a Regulatory Contract), was a consequence of the 2002 legislative changes 
and the policy which contemplated a monopoly period during which Telikom would 
acquire the management capabilities required to maximise the benefit of a potential sale.

Consultation with the ICCC has revealed that some obligations on Telikom (contained 
within the Regulatory Contract) are not currently enforced, including service quality 
standards and investment plans. The ICCC has not taken action to enforce Telikom’s 
obligations under the Regulatory Contract despite a belief by the ICCC that the 
Regulatory Contract is not being complied with.

Furthermore, the Regulatory Contract contains a number of provisions that are not 
Telikom specific, including, for example, the obligation of the ICCC to report on the 
performance of its functions or the exercise of its powers in relation to the regulation of 
the telecommunications industry.

Accordingly, the relevance of this instrument diminishes with every day as the industry 
becomes more competitive, while the instrument adds unnecessary complexity to the 
licensing regime moving forward.
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4.2.2 Analysis and recommendations

(a) General
Consistent with international best practice and the majority of consultation feedback to 
date (including that from the ICCC and PANGTEL), licensing responsibilities, including 
issuance, monitoring and enforcement, should be placed within a single regulator. 

The question of who this regulator should be (the ICCC, PANGTEL or a new regulator 
altogether) is a vexed one on which there has been no consensus. For the reasons 
discussed in Chapter 6 this report recommends that licensing responsibilities be assigned 
to a single ICT Regulator comprising a substantially restructured and reformed 
PANGTEL.

The new ICT Regulator with the institutional strengthening set out in Chapter 6 is the 
appropriate body to regulate licensing in the sector. This would be consistent with 
international best practice and provide a cost effective reform solution.

(b) Grant and renewal of licences
The licence application process should be codified in an associated regulatory text for 
both individual and class licences. This should provide for:

• eligibility criteria;

• application consideration criteria (i.e. the criteria adopted by the 
regulator in assessing an applications merits); 

• selection criteria;

• published decisions; and

• rights of appeal.

Figure 14 : Grant of licence process

It is acknowledged that a number of the concepts above exist today, however, there is a 
lack of clarity and general uncertainty in the industry as to their application.

Class licences should be granted as a matter of course provided the applicant complies 
with the minimum eligibility criteria. Those areas set aside for class licensing should place 
few impediments in the path of market entry. 

Individual licences should be assessed and granted on a case-by-case basis upon 
application, at any time, subject to consistency with Government Policy.
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Tender or auction processes should only apply for the assignment of scarce resources (in 
particular, frequency spectrum) and only if it is in the public interest to do so.

Ideally, foreign ownership restrictions should be limited and incentives to promote PNG 
participation should be further considered.

Licensees should be PNG incorporated entities, thus subject to PNG company and 
investment laws and any restrictions/criteria set out in such laws (this is an eligibility 
requirement that exists today).

The licence documentation corresponding to the categorisations (i.e. model licences) 
should be drafted alongside any new legislative instruments and made publicly available 
(preferably for viewing on the regulator’s website).

At the end of a licence term, there should be a presumption in favour of renewal to further 
encourage investment and facilitate service security for customers, however, a licensee’s 
compliance with its licence over the course of its term must be a relevant renewal 
consideration.

(c) Licence terms and conditions
More rigour needs to be developed in relation to the assessment and application of 
licence fees and such fees must be documented in advance and applied consistently in 
line with publicised amounts.

Licence fees should be categorised as:

• application-related (paid when applying, and reflective of the 
administrative costs in assessing the application); and 

• ongoing (annual) fees.

The regulator should ensure there continues to be transparency, as regards both 
contribution fees required of licensees and the use to which such fees are put. This can 
occur by ensuring the regulator has regular reporting obligations (ideally, to the 
legislature) in relation to the allocation of such contributions.

All licence fees should be aligned to correspond to the cost involved in issuing licences 
and monitoring compliance with their terms. Accordingly, there needs to be appropriate 
fiscal responsibility in order to ensure the actual costs can be assessed. In particular:

• administrative charges for application and issuance should be 
limited to covering the actual administrative costs involved for the 
regulator in processing the applications and issuing the licence;

• operator annual licence fees should be limited to no more than a 
certain percentage of a licensee’s revenue in the previous financial 
year excluding interconnection or other wholesale revenues (and 
should not fluctuate unnecessarily);

• fees for scarce resources should be ‘reasonable’ and ‘non-
discriminatory’ (even where competitive pricing mechanisms are 
adopted) and should reflect the opportunity cost of those resources; 
and

• the fees should include any additional contribution that may be 
required as part of the universal access scheme.

Further conditions will apply to individual licences, including non-exclusivity (ideally, no 
limit should be placed on the number of licences issued) and interconnection obligations.

4.3 ASSIGNMENT OF SPECTRUM (AND OTHER SCARCE RESOURCES)

4.3.1 Observations and consultation feedback

(a) Spectrum management
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Radio frequency is a finite resource that requires careful ongoing management and 
meticulous planning. 

The concern raised by PANGTEL in its written submission (submitting that a regime that 
issues spectrum licence as a consequential licence does not reflect the fact that spectrum 
is a scarce commodity) is legitimate. In this regard, the current spectrum assignment 
process does not appear consistent with appropriate radio spectrum management 
practices.

The first-come-first-serve model (for all other spectrum assignments) is the manifestation 
of a reactive spectrum management strategy and is unsustainable in the medium to long 
term. The model does not allocate spectrum with a view to maximising the value of 
spectrum as a scarce resource and promoting market growth and efficiency in the ICT 
sector. This fact was acknowledged by PANGTEL during the initial consultation process.

Accordingly, given that radio frequency is a key, scarce resource, more proactive, forward 
looking management is required.

(b) Allocation and assignment 
The complexity of the current spectrum licence categorisations and the inconsistent 
application of spectrum fees, creates a cumbersome and confusing model. Significant 
regulator resources are used in PNG merely managing the current regime. This is not an 
ideal scenario, given the ICT expertise and resource constraints that currently exist in 
PNG.

Furthermore, the service specific nature of current spectrum assignment is not consistent 
with a future of technology and service convergence.

It appears that in some instances, the law is not followed for technical or other valid 
reasons. Test licences are issued without underlying operator licences and broadcasting 
services licences are issued without a clear legislative mandate. 

There are also differences in opinion (between the regulators) as to the application of 
frequency licences. The differences in opinion in the licensing of the ISM band have 
created significant confusion in the industry, particularly where the question of which 
regulator should determine the issue is concerned.

(c) Fees
We are informed that there is confusion about the interpretation of the law and 
regulations relating to spectrum use fees. This has led to existing market participants 
refusing to pay, or paying an amount which differs from that set out at law (the various 
interpretations of the handset fee are just one example).157

We have not been able to confirm whether a consistent methodology is applied to reach 
decisions on spectrum fees. We understand that fees are based on a ‘unit’ cost:

• the unit cost is calculated by considering the unit of spectrum required 
as well as the bandwidth and transmitter power required;

• a discount will also be applied where a licensee proposes to reuse the 
same frequency; and

• the precise amount of ‘discount’ to be applied depends on a Board 
decision and appears to vary depending on negotiations.

Furthermore:

• The current spectrum fees are technology specific and, accordingly, 
the fees differ depending on the type of licence being sought (which in 
turn leads to distortions in tariffs for comparable network 
technologies).

• There is no transparency in how fees are assessed or charged. The 
Board decides the amounts and the method of decision making and 
the basis for the final setting of fees is difficult to assess.
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4.3.2 Analysis and recommendations

(a) Need for general reform
Reform should focus on three main areas:

• the policy principles to manage spectrum going forward;

• the spectrum allocation and assignment process; and

• the fees associated with such assignment.

Radio spectrum should be included in the legislative reforms for Phase 2.

Given the confusion evident in the current regime, a spectrum usage audit may be 
appropriate prior to implementation of any new regime.

(b) Spectrum Management
If the path to open competition is to be successful, and appropriately transparent and 
predictable (fundamental pre-requisites for investor confidence), a future looking 
allocation and assignment program must be developed.

The management plan must embody a forward looking policy which appreciates the 
changing nature of PNG’s competitive landscape. It must contemplate allocation of 
additional spectrum to both current operators and new entrants.

(c) Allocation and assignment
A well defined, settled mechanism should be put in place to manage the assignment of 
spectrum going forward. 

This mechanism and the consideration criteria should be published and its application 
must be predictable. It must, necessarily, align with the overall spectrum management 
plan.

Methods of assignment should include the following:

• where a frequency band is not likely to be in great demand, individual 
assignments of frequency should be issued to any person fulfilling 
certain minimum eligibility requirements and who, in the regulator’s 
reasonable opinion, is financially and technically capable of meeting 
its legislative and regulatory obligations as well as the obligations to 
be set forth in the individual assignment concerned; and

• where a restrictive assignment procedure is appropriate (for example, 
where there is significant demand for a particular frequency band), 
provision should be made in legislation to ensure that the regulator 
may use any selection process it reasonably considers appropriate, 
including, without limitation, auctions or calls for tender.

In order to avoid discrimination amongst applicants and/or the appearance of 
discrimination amongst applicants, the procedures adopted by the regulator for the 
assignment of frequencies must in all cases be fully transparent.

Frequencies should continue to be assigned in a distinct assignment, separate from the
operator licence.

Frequency assignment licences should, like operator licences, be divided into three sub-
categories:

• individual licences requiring an express regulator decision;

• class licences requiring notification to the regulator; and

• exemptions.

Figure 15 : Frequency assignment licences
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Individual
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Authorisation to use a given 
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Frequency 
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Eg: All frequency bands not 
expressly subject to a class 

licence or exempted.

Eg: 2.4 GHz band (wifi).

Eg: In home wireless for 
personal use. Consider other 
unlicensed bands, free for 
use provided equipment 
conforms with technical 
standards.

Specific measures should be introduced to prevent spectrum hoarding and consideration 
should be given to ‘spectrum trading’ (although, the latter is not a priority for PNG at this 
juncture).

Consistent with the recommendations on institutional reform, the responsibility for 
licensing radio spectrum should vest with a single converged ICT regulator. 

(d) Fees
Market entry pricing mechanisms must be established and published. 

Consideration should be given to spectrum auction processes, competitive tender 
processes and simple pre-qualification criteria. The process chosen may differ (and 
appropriately so) depending on the scarcity of the relevant band, competitive tensions 
and the spectrum management policy (as referred to above).

Outside of the market entry context, a simple pricing structure must be introduced that 
ensures consistency in the charging of fees. Ideally, this mechanism should not change 
depending on technology used or the service sought.

Consideration should therefore be given to different pricing structures, including pricing 
based on:

• percentage of revenue;

• charges per unit of spectrum; and

• bandwidth or transmitter power.

(e) Content of frequency licences
The frequency licence should contain as few conditions as possible. The legislation 
should provide that conditions attached to frequency licences be reasonable and must be 
limited to what is strictly necessary to ensure compliance with the provisions of the Act 
and its associated regulations.

The frequency licence should be technology-neutral. Frequency licences should simply 
authorise the use of spectrum space and give licensees the freedom to deploy any device 
from any site within their spectrum space, provided that the device is compatible with the 
core conditions of the licence and the technical framework for the frequency bands in 
question.

As discussed above, provision need not be made for the trading of frequency 
licences. It is acknowledged that the transfer of radio frequencies can be an effective 
way of increasing efficient use of spectrum, as long as there are sufficient safeguards in 
place to protect the public interest. However, because it is not certain that, at present, 
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these ‘sufficient safeguards’ exist in PNG, frequency trading need not be a key policy 
principle at this time.

4.4 LICENCE MIGRATION

4.4.1 Observations and consultation feedback

If a new licensing regime is to be introduced in PNG, the manner in which existing 
licensees migrate to that new regime is critical.

In its written submission, the ICCC raised potential migration issues as a reason for 
maintaining the current licensing categorisations.

The translation of vertical licensing to horizontal licensing is illustrated in the diagram 
below:

Figure 16 : Translation of vertical licensing to horizontal licensing
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4.4.2 Analysis and recommendations

Given the complexity and sensitivity associated with licence migration, it must be carefully 
managed and industry participants must be fully engaged.

Licence migration cannot and should not happen overnight. It is a key step in the path to 
open competition, but will not succeed unless the overall package of reforms (and, in 
particular, institutional reform) is implemented.

Ideally, existing licensees should not be deemed to have horizontal licences and should 
not be obligated to migrate to the new licence regime. Licence migration should be 
voluntary however, if the benefits of horizontal licensing are to be received by licensees, 
full migration should be required (in order to ensure full licence migration).

Existing licensees should not be required to lose any of their current rights as a result of 
migration. 

The migration process should be undertaken and completed within 12 months of 
implementation, if possible. New licensees, however, should be issued licences in 
accordance with the new licence categorisations from the date of market entry.

Further incentives to migrate should be considered including: 

• waiver of application fees for those who migrate; and 

• the recommencement of the licence term.
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5 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1.1 Licensing responsibilities should be assigned to a single ICT 
Regulator and the licensing application process should be 
codified within a legislative instrument.

Recommendation 1.2 A simple, three-tier horizontal licensing structure should be 
implemented in PNG based on the categorisation of operator 
licensees as network providers, service providers or content 
providers.

Recommendation 1.3 All new operator licences should be technology and service 
neutral thereby ensuring that licensees are not artificially 
constrained with regard to their service and technology 
decisions.  Operator licensing should be kept conceptually 
distinct from the use of licences to ration scarce resources, 
such as telecommunications radiofrequency spectrum.

Recommendation 1.4 The distinction between class and individual operator licences 
should be clarified.  Class licences should be automatically 
granted if the applicant meets minimum eligibility criteria.  
Individual licences should be capable of being granted at any 
time based on a case-by-case analysis.

Recommendation 1.5 Regulatory barriers to market entry should be reduced via the 
greater use of class licensing in conjunction with increased 
regulatory forbearance.

Recommendation 1.6 The radiofrequency spectrum management regime should be 
reformed with an emphasis on key policy principles and 
spectrum management plans.  A clear mechanism for 
spectrum allocation and assignment should be adopted.

Recommendation 1.7 All licence fees should be made consistent and transparent, 
underpinned by a requirement that licence fees should seek 
to better reflect actual costs (including, where relevant, 
opportunity costs, as in the case of scarce spectrum).
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1 INTERNATIONAL GATEWAY LIBERALISATION

The potential liberalisation of the international telecommunications gateway (IGW) in 
PNG is a politically sensitive and controversial issue. Access to the IGW has been the 
subject of domestic litigation as well as complaints to a foreign government.

This Chapter of the report considers the merits of further liberalisation of the IGW and 
makes a number of key recommendations.

Section 2 provides an overview of the technical and regulatory context. Specifically, it:

• identifies the technical characteristics of an IGW and its role in the provision of 
telecommunications services; 

• explains the current configuration of IGW in PNG;

• identifies the key policy objectives behind the regulation of the IGW in PNG;

• provides an overview of the current regulatory regime; and

• identifies the current international obligations of the Government to ensure further 
liberalisation of the IGW.

Section 3 identifies some of the key concerns with the current regime. Specifically, it:

• identifies the various issues concerning the IGW that were raised during public 
consultation; 

• examines some of the complaints made by Digicel; and

• considers difficulties and issues that have arisen in the current regulation of the 
IGW, including the rise of alleged illegal VSAT operators.

Section 4 identifies the costs and benefits of IGW liberalisation in light of international 
best practice. Specifically, it:

• identifies current trends in international best practice in the liberalisation of IGW;

• analyses the costs and benefits of IGW liberalisation; and

• considers the manner in which IGW liberalisation has occurred in several 
jurisdictions.

Sections 5 and 6 applies these issues to PNG and makes several key policy 
recommendations. Specifically, it:

• assesses potential options for IGW liberalisation in PNG;

• considers whether and to what extent liberalisation of the IGW should occur in 
PNG; and

• considers the manner in which any such liberalisation should occur.

2 EXISTING REGULATORY REGIME 

2.1 WHAT IS AN INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS GATEWAY?

2.1.1 Nature and role of an IGW

IGW are essentially the facilities through which international telecommunications traffic is 
sent and received. More specifically, an IGW is any facility that provides an interface to 
send and receive electronic communications (ie voice, data and multimedia images/ 
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video) traffic between one country’s domestic network facilities and those in another 
country.158

At its most basic, an IGW is a telephone switch within an IGW exchange that forms the 
gateway between a domestic telephony network and one or more other international 
telephony networks, thus providing cross-border connectivity. These international 
networks may be provided by way of submarine cables, satellite or, in some bordering 
countries, by wireless links.159

In practical terms, the IGW can therefore be either the facilities linking domestic networks 
to an international (often submarine) cable system or the earth station facilities that link 
domestic networks to a satellite system.

Some key characteristics of IGW are as follows:160

• The IGW usually comprises a unique network node, equipped for 
interfacing with all international variants of telecommunications 
signalling protocols. The most common international signalling 
protocol used by operators is the SS7 signalling protocol. The IGW 
operates as a protocol converter and translates messages between 
the different protocol formats used in international networks and 
domestic networks.

• The IGW exchange must support international accounting and 
settlement arrangements so that the right domestic and international 
networks can be charged or paid for each international message. The 
IGW exchange has to capture information about the calling and called 
parties, the originating network and each international network over 
which the message travels to the called party.

• The IGW exchange must support the numbering plan of each country 
to which it provides connection (or at least the higher levels of those 
numbering plans) so that outbound calls can be correctly routed.

Figure 17 illustrates the basic network architecture of an IGW and how it is connected to 
the international system: 

Figure 17: Basic network architecture of an IGW161

2.1.2 International connectivity via an IGW

An IGW exchange is connected to IGW exchanges in other countries by one of several 
forms of international connectivity, principally (in the case of island states) by submarine 
cable (known as ‘terrestrial’ access) and satellite (known as ‘space-based’ access).

(a) Submarine cable
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Submarine cable networks are preferred for carriage of voice calls because satellite 
services have an inherent delay. Modern submarine cables also offer very high 
bandwidth, and hence are well-suited to the provision of broadband services. 

Submarine cables are landed at a cable landing station, typically the telephone exchange 
closest to the point at which an international submarine cable is physically landed.

The physical components of IGW access to submarine cable networks include:

• backhaul facilities from the domestic point of presence to a submarine 
cable landing station (cable station);

• switching, digital cross-connects and other interconnection facilities 
within the cable station;

• beach manholes that demarcate the boundary between land and sea; 
and

• the undersea cable itself.

Figure 18 below illustrates the components of a submarine cable system.

Figure 18 : Components of a submarine cable system162

(b) Satellite and wireless
A satellite gateway earth station is the satellite-equivalent of a cable station.  An earth 
station aggregates traffic, converts it to the proper format and transmits it to (or, 
conversely, receives it from) an orbiting satellite. 

As with undersea cable networks, satellite networks are divided into two segments: the 
ground segment, consisting of all earth stations (ranging from major ‘teleports’ to hand-
held terminals), and the space segment, consisting essentially of the fleet of orbiting 
satellites. Communications traffic is aggregated at major earth stations for transmission 
via satellite uplinks to a satellite.

Some more isolated countries are not connected to any cable networks and rely solely on 
satellite for all their international services. Satellite capacity can also be cost effective for 
data transmission, such as downloading content from the global Internet. 

2.1.3 Domestic connectivity via an IGW
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In the absence of scale economies in domestic transmission, the most efficient way for 
every domestic fixed and mobile network to directly interconnect with the international 
network is for each to directly interface with the IGW.

However in an IGW monopoly environment, the incumbent fixed operator may require 
other domestic networks to hand over calls at a lower point in the incumbent’s fixed 
network and indirectly connect to the IGW. This will involve greater carriage over the 
incumbent’s network. In the case of outbound calls, competing domestic operators may 
have to pay higher interconnection charges to cover the additional switching and carriage 
required in the incumbent’s domestic fixed network to reach the IGW. In the case of 
inbound calls terminating on another operator’s network, the competing operator may 
receive a lower share of the charges paid by the foreign operator because the incumbent 
carries the call further over its own network.

Calls are routed between domestic networks and international networks based on the 
dialled number. In the case of an outbound call, the network connecting the calling party 
will recognise the international dialling prefix (eg ‘05’ in PNG) and, without further 
processing the call (ie analysing the rest of the dialled number), will route the call to the 
IGW. The IGW exchange then will analyse the dialled number to identify the country code 
of the called location to determine to which foreign IGW to send the call.

2.2 IGW ARCHITECTURE IN PNG

The current IGW architecture in PNG interconnects principally with one submarine cable 
network. Back-up is provided by satellite capacity.

2.2.1 Submarine cable landing stations

Telikom uses high quality Alcatel and Nortel international switches at its IGW exchanges 
which are connected to the rest of the world principally by the APNG-2 digital fibre optic 
submarine cable. 

Specifically, there are three functional cable station gateways in the Telikom network. 
These gateways are located at telephone exchanges in O. Lae and Ela Beach. 

These cable stations connect to a number of overseas carriers via the APNG-2 optical 
fibre undersea cable: 

• The APNG-2 cable links Port Moresby to Sydney. The APNG-2 cable 
was formerly a Sydney-Guam cable laid in 1995, called PACRIM 
West. Telstra, the former owner, decided to part decommission the 
system in 2005, given that its small capacity was no longer justifying 
its operational costs. 

• The APNG-2 cable terminates at Ela Beach exchange in Port 
Moresby and has a total capacity of 1120 Mbps. As at 2008, APNG-2 
is forecast to answer the needs of PNG for the next 5 years. 
Afterwards, its maximum capacity will not be sufficient and other 
solutions will be required (eg PPC-1).

• The reliability of the APNG-2 digital submarine cable is expected to be 
excellent. Although the cable is 13 years old it has a design life of 25 
years. The original analogue APNG1 cable had exceptional 
performance operating for 29 years until 2006 without failure. There is 
reason to expect that APNG-2 would have similar excellent reliability. 

At the end of 2009 the potential landing and connection of a new Pipe Networks cable 
known as PPC-1 may also provide a high capacity, reliable alternative connection:

• The PPC-1 system is being laid by Pipe Networks in response to ISP 
demand for better pricing for trans-Pacific bandwidth. 

• The pipeline will involve bandwidth of 96 s 2 x 10 Gbps with a spur to 
Madang in PNG. The pipeline will provide PNG with connectivity to the 
United States (via fibre connected to Guam) as well as Australia 
(Brisbane).
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Figure 19: Proposed PPC-1 cable163

IGW equipment in PNG is currently housed in purpose built telephone exchanges with 
adequate security, power backup, and staffing. The switching equipment is covered by 
vendor support contracts with 24 hour assistance for software, system outage and 
disturbance resolution. A photograph of the interior of the cable station at Ela Beach is 
set out in Figure 20 below: 
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Figure 20: Ela Beach cable station

2.2.2 Satellite earth stations

International satellite circuits from the Gerehu earth station, and potentially the smaller 
Lae earth station, are used as back-up for redundancy purposes in the event of APNG-2 
failure. 

Specifically, PNG’s Domestic and International Communications Centre located at 
Gerehu in Port Moresby includes an 18 metre Intelsat Standard A earth station and a 7 
metre Optus antenna providing a global and direct link to Australia.

A second Optus antenna commissioned in September 1996 links Lae to Optus in Sydney, 
Australia. The Optus links are fully digital links utilising CCS7 signalling. An 18 metre 
Domsat antenna serves as a hub for domestic satellite system. 

As well as providing international connectivity, the Domsat network interconnects to 17
provinces throughout PNG using a leased transponder on an Intelsat Satellite. The 
domestic network in addition to telephony services also provides a TV distribution service 
and replaces a troposcatter system to two remote locations and also provides a 
telephony restoration service. It also has a number of transportable Earth Stations for 
emergency purposes.

2.2.3 Current IGW architecture

A diagram of the current IGW architecture in PNG is set out in Figure 21 below. 

This diagram is indicative only and is not necessarily accurate of the current architecture 
at the IGW:
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Figure 21 : Current IGW architecture in PNG

2.2.4 Digicel’s IGW

Digicel has owned and operated two IGW from around July 2007 under a letter issued by 
the ICCC dated 3 July 2007 under clause 2.4 of Digicel’s public mobile licence. By this 
letter the ICCC said it gave temporary consent to bypass Telikom’s IGW.

The respective Digicel IGW are located at the Gordons exchange in Port Moresby and 
the Lae exchange in Lae and are connected to international satellite transmission 
capacity for primary transmission purposes.

2.3 GOVERNMENT POLICY ON IGW REGULATION

2.3.1 Policy framework for current reforms

The current Government Policy decision for the reform of the telecommunications sector 
was notified to the ICCC by letter of 19 February 2008, being NEC Decision No. NG21 of 
2008. By this decision, the NEC:

• reaffirmed the Government’s commitment to the staged introduction of 
open competition in the telecommunications sector in combination 
with the transformation of Telikom into a viable and efficient 
competitor upon the introduction of open competition;

• approved that during Phase 1 the current general existing industry 
structure will be preserved with the reserved rights model to operate; 
and

• approved the amendment to Government Policy specifically removing 
an earlier proposal that all facilities and networks be owned and/or 
operated by Telikom during Phase 1 (and all related steps).

By way of letter dated 19 February 2008, the ICCC was notified of the current 
Government Policy approved by NEC decision No. NG21 of 2008 pursuant to Section 19I 
of the Telecommunications Act. The Government Policy was summarised in a document 
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titled “National Government ICT Policy: revising Government Policy for ICT sector 
reform”.

The NEC subsequently approved a more detailed document titled: National Information & 
Communications Technology (ICT) Policy as reflecting policy approved by NEC Decision 
NG 21/ 2008 (National ICT Policy). 

The National ICT Policy provides further detail as to the Government objectives. 
Specifically, section 2.1 of the National ICT Policy summarises the two key national 
interest objectives as follows:

• the primary national interest objective for the Government is the 
staged introduction of effective and sustainable competition to deliver 
market discipline and economic benefits; and

• the second, but equally critical, national interest objective is a 
transformed and efficient Telikom.

2.3.2 Government Policy during Phase 1

As the only holder of a general carrier licence, Telikom continues to have the rights over 
the fixed line network and the IGW reserved to it under Part V of the Telecommunications 
Act. 

The Government’s clear policy intention is that no general carrier rights will be granted to 
mobile carriers in respect of the fixed line network or the IGW during Phase 1 of 
telecommunications liberalisation in PNG. Rather, any such reserved rights are to remain 
with Telikom and any subsequent change is a matter of Government Policy.

However, as discussed below, legal uncertainty was created by the ICCC permitting 
Digicel to operate its own IGW in apparent contradiction of Government Policy and, 
arguably, the provisions of Part V of the ICCC Act. The ICCC has stated that its so-called 
‘consent’ was only ever intended as a temporary measure to enable Digicel to carry 
international communications using its own IGW until connection to the Telikom IGW was 
achieved. Amendments to the Telecommunications Act were enacted by Parliament on 
13 May 2008 to clarify the scope of the respective rights of general and mobile carriers 
and to more clearly give effect to Government Policy.

In considering the desirability of retaining Telikom’s exclusivity in respect of IGW services 
during the initial Phase 1 stage of liberalisation, the Government took into account the 
following five key factors:

1 Private sector expectations: The Government considered that IGW exclusivity 
had been Government Policy for a significant period of time. Confirming and 
ensuring exclusivity would not alter expectations that were reasonably held by 
the private sector at the time. In this regard, the documents inviting tenders for 
the new mobile carrier licences made clear that 

“Carriers will not be able to establish direct international inter-
connecting without going through the facilities of a licensed general 
carrier (currently only Telikom PNG Ltd) because international traffic 
may be operated only by a licensed general carrier, not a mobile 
carrier.”164

2 Adequate existing facilities: The information available to the Government at 
the time confirmed the ability of the existing IGW facilities to support increased 
traffic and hence to accommodate and facilitate the growth of competitive 
service provision. 

3 General public interest: The Government viewed the right to provide IGW 
services as a highly valuable asset that was not part of the original allocation of 
mobile licences. The Government considered that this right belonged to the 
people of PNG and should not be given away for free to foreign investors. The 
Government indicated it would need time to determine an appropriate approach 
to liberalise the IGW while protecting the public interest.
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4 Reduction in PNG revenue: The Government was not convinced that it would 
be in the interests of PNG for competition to drive down the termination charges 
payable to Telikom for the carriage of in-bound traffic, and was not convinced of 
the efficacy of potential regulatory solutions to that problem. 

5 Continued financial viability of Telikom: The Government considered that 
removing the exclusivity of the IGW prematurely would damage Telikom without 
addressing any clear and pressing purpose, other than effecting a transfer of 
revenue. A phased approach to competition was considered necessary in order 
to ensure the continued financial viability of Telikom and, implicitly, by ensuring 
that Telikom retains the revenues derived from its exclusive rights in order to 
assist in funding the process of transformation for Telikom.

2.3.3 Government Policy during Phase 2

In relation to Phase 2, the National ICT Policy expressly stated that:

• once open competition was implemented in Phase 2 the reserved 
rights model would expire and liberalisation of the IGW would occur;

• liberalising the IGW was a logical step in the staged introduction of 
competition that would further contribute to securing the economic 
benefits of competition in the telecommunications sector; and

• the precise terms and mechanism for IGW liberalisation will be 
determined by Government as part of the implementation of Phase 2.

2.4 CURRENT REGULATORY REGIME

The Telecommunications Act is the primary regulatory instrument which governs the 
telecommunications industry in PNG.

2.4.1 Licensing structure

As identified in Chapter 1 of this Report, the Telecommunications Act establishes a tiered 
licence system with separate licence classes. The licence classes relevantly include:

• general carrier licences, which cover both fixed line networks and the 
IGW; and

• public mobile licences. 

Currently there are three holders of a public mobile licence:

• Telikom; 

• Digicel; and

• GreenCom.

Only Telikom holds a general carrier licence. 

2.4.2 Reserved Rights

Under Part V of the Telecommunications Act, certain rights are reserved for holders of a 
general carrier licence (Reserved Rights). As detailed below, the Reserved Rights 
include the right to operate an IGW.

(a) International connectivity
Under section 15 and section 45(2) of the Telecommunications Act, any cable or line 
between a place in PNG and a place outside PNG may only be installed or maintained by 
a general carrier.165 This reservation also applies to any facility which is ancillary to the 
international cable or fixed line network (section 45(3)).166

In this manner, by section 45, only a general carrier may install or maintain a “reserved 
line link”, a term which is defined in sections 13 and 15 of the Telecommunications Act. 
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Insofar as it relates to international communications a reserved line link is, in effect, a line 
linking a place within PNG and a place outside PNG.167 In PNG’s current situation this is 
Telikom’s APNG-2 submarine cable. 

Importantly, the effect of section 45 is that a mobile carrier that is not a licensed general 
carrier is prohibited from installing or maintaining any line link between PNG and places 
outside PNG. Digicel, for example, is therefore not licensed to install or maintain its own 
submarine cable.168

Section 46 operates so that a mobile carrier may only supply public mobile 
telecommunications between places in PNG using satellite or microwave facilities.169

Section 46 therefore exclusively reserves to a general carrier the right to supply 
telecommunications services from a place in PNG to a place outside PNG by the use of 
satellite based facilities or microwave facilities.170

(b) International gateway
Under section 48 a mobile carrier may supply public mobile telecommunications service 
for carrying international communications. However, those rights do not exclude the rights 
otherwise reserved by section 45 and section 46. That this was the intention was clarified 
by amendments to section 48 in the 2008 amendments to the Telecommunications Act. 
These amendments state that a mobile carrier may supply international communications 
only using a general carrier’s IGW and reflect the requirements of clause 2.4 of Digicel’s
and GreenCom’s public mobile licences.

These amendments also defined an international gateway as: 

“those facilities which are used to send or receive communications between a 
place within Papua New Guinea and a place outside Papua New Guinea where
by line link, satellite-based facilities, microwave facilities or otherwise.” 

The only time at which a mobile carrier may perform any of these reserved rights is if 
acting "for or on the behalf of” a general carrier (section 50).171

In summary, the effect of this reserved rights model is therefore that when supplying 
international communications (something which the mobile carrier can do) the mobile 
carrier must not do the following things:

• install and maintain a line link; or

• use satellite-based or microwave facilities to supply 
telecommunications services, between a place within PNG and a 
place outside PNG. 

These are rights reserved to general carriers.

In this manner, only a general carrier may operate an IGW.

The above represents the traditional understanding of the situation relating to 
international communications under the Telecommunications Act, at least until the new 
mobile licences were issued to Digicel and GreenCom. However, when issuing the 
licences the ICCC took the view that as the term of IGW was not in the 
Telecommunications Act (as it then was) the general carriers’ reserved rights did not 
extend to the IGW. The licences included a provision that permitted the ICCC to consent 
to bypass a general carrier’s IGW. This is a matter that is in dispute and is the subject of 
legal proceedings.

(c) Digicel’s operation of an IGW
Under clause 2.4 of Digicel’s mobile carrier licence, Digicel must not operate its own 
IGW, although that clause is stated to permit the ICCC to consent to Digicel using its own 
IGW.

The ICCC provided a temporary consent to Digicel to establish its own IGW, until 
connection to the Telikom IGW was achieved. Shortly thereafter, Digicel commenced 
using its own satellite to handle international traffic. 

The legality of this consent is the subject of ongoing court proceedings.
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As at the date of this report, Digicel is still operating its own IGW in apparent reliance on 
the ICCC’s alleged consent. 

2.4.3 International treaty obligations 

(a) World Trade Organisation framework
PNG is a member of the WTO and is a signatory to the GATS. The GATS covers trade in 
telecommunications services.

The relevant GATS treaty obligations are set out in:

• the GATS agreement itself;

• the GATS Annex on telecommunications (GATS Annex);

• the Specific Commitments to the GATS (GATS SSC), which identifies 
the basic telecommunications services subject to those obligations 
and any qualifications imposed by PNG; and

• the GATS Telecoms Regulatory Reference Paper (WTO Reference 
Paper) which is listed in the GATS SSC as an ‘additional commitment’ 
and therefore has binding effect pursuant to Article XVIII of the GATS.

Relevantly to telecommunications, the Government of PNG is required to comply with:

• any GATS obligations of general application; and

• the GATS sectoral obligations in relation to basic telecommunications, 
to the extent PNG has made a specific commitment to do so in its 
Schedule of GATS SSC. 

PNG’s GATS SSC indicates that it has agreed to be bound by the obligations in the 
GATS in relation to basic telecommunications. PNG deposited its instrument of 
acceptance of the Fourth Protocol to the GATS (covering basic telecommunications) with 
the Director-General of the WTO on 11 April 2002, with effect from 5 June 2002.

(b) Obligations applicable to IGW
Digicel has made a complaint through the European Union that PNG’s continued 
reservation of the IGW under Phase 1 is not consistent with PNG’s obligations under the 
GATS. While the precise basis for the allegations has not been identified, the relevant 
obligations under the GATS include, for example:

• Article VI:5 (Domestic regulation) of the GATS: PNG must not apply 
domestic licensing measures in a manner that nullifies or impairs specific 
commitments in the GATS SSC where these are more burdensome than 
necessary to achieve quality of service and could not reasonably have been 
expected at the time the specific commitments were made.172

• Article XVI:1 (Market access) of the GATS: With respect to market 
access through a mode of supply, PNG must accord services and 
service suppliers of any other Member treatment no less favourable 
than that provided for under the terms, limitations and conditions 
agreed and specified in the GATS SSC.173

• Article XVI:2(a) (Market access) of the GATS: PNG must not 
maintain limitations on the number of service suppliers whether in the 
form of numerical quotas, monopolies, exclusive service suppliers or 
the requirements of an economic needs test.174

• Clause 5(b) (Access to networks) of the GATS Annex: PNG must 
ensure that any service supplier of any other Member is accorded
access to and use of public telecommunications transport networks or 
services offered within or across the border of PNG and to this end 
shall ensure that such suppliers are permitted to interconnect private 
leased or owned circuits with public telecommunications transport 
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networks and services or with circuits leased or owned by another 
service supplier.175

A detailed analysis of this issue is beyond the scope of this report.  

However, when considering the IGW issue and continued reservation of exclusive rights 
during Phase 1, it is relevant to observe the condition PNG has placed on cross-border 
supply, namely that this supply be “only through the network of Telikom Ltd”.

In any event, in relation to Phase 2, the PNG Government by its National ICT Policy 
expressly stated its intention to further open the telecommunications sector to 
competition, including the liberalisation of the IGW. 

When fully implemented, the Phase 2 policy is intended to remove any doubt regarding 
PNG’s compliance with its relevant GATS obligations.

2.4.4 International settlement obligations

The arrangements for the exchange of international traffic between IGW operators 
historically have been governed by a model originally developed by the ITU called the 
‘international accounting rate system’. This system, in turn, reflected how monopoly IGW 
operators co-operated to build and operate international networks, particularly cable 
systems.176

(a) International accounting rate system
The international accounting rate system determines the payments which each IGW 
operator then makes to use capacity on the other IGW operator’s half circuits to terminate 
international calls. 

The international accounting rate system has three elements:177

• First, the collection rate. This is the retail rate which the calling party 
pays for the end to end call. This rate is set by the retail provider of 
the call, which usually will be the IGW operator.

• Second, the accounting rate. This is the rate agreed between the two 
IGW operators which represents the end to end wholesale value of 
the capacity used in each call. The accounting rate is to cover the 
international capacity and the origination and termination on the 
domestic networks at each end of the call. Accounting rates are not 
necessarily cost related.

• Third, the settlement rate. This is the amount which the originating 
IGW operator pays the terminating IGW operator for termination, 
including domestic termination. The settlement rate is calculated as a 
proportion of the accounting rate, usually 50% to reflect the underlying 
half circuit arrangements. If the terminating IGW operator uses 
domestic networks of other operators to terminate the call, it will be 
responsible for paying interconnection charges to those other 
operators, which it funds out of the settlement rate.

On any given route, one IGW operator pays settlements to another IGW operator only to 
the extent that there is a traffic imbalance – that is, one IGW operator has terminated a 
greater volume of telephone minutes than the other.178

The accounting rate system makes carriers’ net international revenue for international 
service a function of their accounting/settlement rates as well as their collection charges. 
While the underlying economics are complex, as they depend on the extent to which 
outgoing traffic flows at the two ends of a link are inter-dependent, by and large, for a 
carrier that has a significant incoming traffic deficit, the settlement payments which it must 
make to its foreign correspondent IGW limit its ability to reduce its collection charges. 
Conversely, an IGW operator with a net traffic surplus has little incentive to operate more 
efficiently or to reduce the accounting rate because of the net settlement benefits it 
receives under the status quo.179
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In the 1990s, with the liberalisation of domestic telecommunications markets in developed 
economies, the international accounting rate system came under great pressure. 
Collection (retail) rates declined in competitive markets but IGW in monopoly markets or 
in markets which had a net inflow of traffic resisted reductions in the accounting rates. As 
a result, IGW in competitive markets risked facing a price squeeze.180

(b) Involvement of the Federal Communications Commission
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the United States has sought to 
regulate this area. The US has an international settlements policy (IS Policy), which 
contains elements designed to ensure a competitive playing field amongst providers:

• US carriers must be offered the same effective rate and same effective date 
(non-discrimination). This means that if a foreign carrier offers a US carrier a 
reduced settlement rate starting on a given date, it must offer that same rate to 
all US carriers beginning on the same date.

• US carriers are entitled to a proportionate share of return US-inbound traffic 
based upon their proportion of US-outbound traffic. 

• Settlement rates for US inbound and outbound traffic are symmetrical (i.e. the 
accounting rate is divided 50-50 between the US carrier and the foreign carrier). 

In addition to the IS Policy, the FCC took action by setting benchmark accounting rates 
between the US and other countries. The FCC enforced its ruling by prohibiting US 
carriers (and any foreign carriers with foreign subsidies in the US) from agreeing rates 
higher than the benchmark rates. The ITU followed and states similar rates in similar 
bands to the FCC, although these rates are indicative and therefore non-binding.

In 2004, the FCC reformed its rules to remove the IS Policy from US - international routes 
for which US carriers have negotiated benchmark-compliant rates. The rationale for 
removing the IS Policy was to allow greater flexibility to negotiate market based 
arrangements with foreign carriers. In order to be exempt from the IS Policy, a US carrier 
must file an effective accounting rate modification showing that the US carrier has 
entered into a benchmark-compliant settlement rate agreement with a foreign carrier that 
possesses market power in the country at the foreign end of the US – international 
route.181

We note that the FCC has stated that the former PNG Post and Telecommunications 
Corporation (the predecessor to Telikom) is a telecommunications carrier that is 
presumed to have market power.182 The FCC has made no such statement in relation to 
Telikom.

(c) Compliance by PNG with accounting rate system
Pursuant to their carrier licences, US carriers are required to comply with the IS Policy 
and benchmark policy in their arrangements with foreign carriers.183 Due to extra-
territoriality a foreign carrier cannot be sanctioned for failure to comply.

As at the date of this report, we understand that PNG has not been exempted from 
application of the IS Policy (as detailed above) and therefore that both the IS Policy and 
the benchmark policy apply to dealings by US carriers with Telikom.184

The FCC does not regularly publish statements regarding the compliance of carriers in 
specific countries. We understand that as at 30 March 2004, PNG was benchmark-
compliant.185 However, the fact that PNG has not been exempted from the IS Policy may 
suggest that a benchmark-compliant settlement rate agreement has not been made by 
Telikom with any US carriers.

For the purposes of this Chapter, we have not needed to form a concluded view on these 
issues. It is clear that liberalisation of the IGW would not, in and of itself, give rise to 
concerns under the IS Policy. Rather, such liberalisation may be viewed as beneficial in 
reducing any Telikom market power. 

2.4.5 Conclusions 

The key conclusions from the analysis undertaken in this section are as follows:
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(a) International connectivity
PNG is currently heavily dependent for international connectivity on access to the APNG-
2 submarine cable. The cable station gateway at Ela Beach is owned and operated by 
Telikom. The APNG-2 cable has sufficient capacity for PNG for the next 5 years. No 
congestion should be occurring.

Back-up is currently provided by satellite earth stations, principally the International 
Communications Centre at Gerehu.

Once the PPC-1 submarine cable is laid and connected, PNG will have more direct 
access to the Internet backbone in the United States. PNG will also have access to 
domestic cable connectivity far in excess of its requirements.

(b) Policy context and international obligations
Significant domestic and international concern has arisen in the context of the 
Government’s decision not to liberalise the IGW during Phase 1 of PNG’s 
telecommunications liberalisation programme.

The Government has clearly communicated its intention to liberalise the IGW as part of 
the Phase 2 of PNG’s telecommunications liberalisation programme.

PNG has international obligations that, arguably, require it to liberalise its IGW. 
Liberalisation of the IGW should not place PNG in breach of any international settlement 
obligations.

3 KEY CONCERNS FROM PUBLIC CONSULTATION

3.1 PUBLIC CONSULTATION PROCESS

As part of the background work to the preparation of this Report, two rounds of public 
consultation were undertaken in PNG.

1 The first round of public consultation involved two stages:

• initial consultations were conducted in Port Moresby between 29 
September and 3 October 2008; and

• publication of a public notice occurred on 10 October 2008 that invited 
written submissions by 15 October 2008. Any submissions received 
after this date were also considered for the purposes of producing this 
Report.

2 A second round of public consultation will be initiated by the publication of this 
Report in draft form.

The public consultation process identified that the review and reform agenda the subject 
of public consultation would focus on a number of key areas, including:

“liberalising the rights currently reserved exclusively to general carriers under 
the Telecommunications Act, including the rights attached to the international 
gateway, consistent with Papua New Guinea’s international obligations.”

As part of the first round of public consultation, the Ministry invited the public to consider 
(and comment on, if appropriate) the following issues relating to the IGW:

• the nature of PNG’s obligations (if any) to achieve full or partial IGW 
liberalisation;

• the nature of existing international settlement agreements and any 
impact of IGW liberalisation on such agreements;

• the scope and extent of IGW liberalisation in comparable jurisdictions;
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• the costs and benefits of IGW liberalisation to PNG, both from a social 
equity perspective and an economic efficiency perspective;

• the appropriate time frame and sequencing of IGW liberalisation to 
minimise any unintended adverse impacts;

• technical issues associated with IGW liberalisation, including use of 
preselection and call override in relation to international calls; and

• the scope for IGW liberalisation, including issues with VoIP calls, 
Internet access, and call refiling.

3.2 ISSUES RAISED IN FIRST ROUND OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION

The first round of public consultation identified a range of views in relating to the IGW. 
These views are summarised later in this Chapter.

3.2.1 ICCC

The ICCC expressed the view that the Government should commit to a defined time 
frame for the end of the Telikom IGW monopoly and that once set, it should not be further 
reviewed or extended. The ICCC considered this was the only way that PNG could 
comply with its relevant GATS commitments.

The ICCC also relevantly commented on the following issues:

(a) Competition policy

• From a competition perspective, the ICCC would support the removal 
of the exclusivity rights. 

• However, the ICCC is mindful of the reality within the development 
context of PNG, and the continuing need to provide a further window 
for Telikom to improve its competitiveness and performance in the 
face of potential new competitive entry.

(b) Data traffic

• The apparent lack of international data gateway capacity has partly 
led to the proliferation of alleged illegal international VSAT gateways 
for data calls (including VoIP) into and out of PNG.

• There is a need to resolve the issues of the VSATs and other 
apparatus that have been allowed to operated uncontested by 
Telikom with their own IGW in PNG while the IGW for new mobile 
competitor(s) has been curtailed by Government Policy.

(c) Pricing and cost recovery

• Calls from PNG to Australia currently cost K2.7/min, while calls from 
Australia to PNG currently cost K3.34/min. The retail call rates from 
PNG are generally a lot higher than calls to the same destinations 
made from Australia. Such higher call rates impact negatively on 
export industries, tourism and general business activity within PNG.

• Around 2003, Telikom also reversed its previous compliant status 
under the IS Policy and dramatically increased the international 
termination rates it charged its overseas correspondents for 
termination of calls into PNG. This does not accord with the FCC of 
compliance as at 30 March 2004.186 The desire to balance 
international volumes and settlement payments has also resulted in 
higher termination charges for Telikom’s outgoing calls to other 
countries.

(d) International legality
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• PNG is a signatory to the GATS and, as such, has committed to the 
need to allow competition in IGW.

• PNG has not complied with open access provisions in the FCC’s IS 
Policy.

• The ICCC commented that its submission on IGW was not yet 
complete and it intended to comment further on the IGW issues in a 
subsequent submission. As at the date of this report, no further 
submission has been received.

3.2.2 Telikom

Telikom does not favour full liberalisation of the IGW. However, it commented that, if full 
liberalisation is to occur, such liberalisation should be approached with caution.

Telikom viewed any liberalisation as involving the entry of only one further IGW operator. 
Telikom also strongly recommended a minimum time frame of 3 to 5 years before any 
form of IGW liberalisation occurs.

Telikom recommended that the Government must ensure that any steps towards the 
liberalisation of the IGW:

• preserve investment incentives and ensure that international 
operators can earn an economic return on their investment;

• address the risk of by-pass of the fixed line network by VoIP calls and 
preserve existing service quality standards; and

• should not increase the possibility for prohibited traffic that is harmful 
to Papua New Guineans (including, for example, pornography and 
other fraud-related traffic).

Telikom also relevantly commented on the following issues:

(a) Competition policy

• In determining the number of IGW operators, the Government should 
ensure that the number of operators it allows into the PNG market is 
reflective of the stage of competition and state of the PNG 
telecommunications market. 

• If no restriction is set on the number of players that operate an IGW, 
the market may not be big enough to support all the players, hence 
players will enter and exit in a manner adverse to end users. Too 
many operators in a small telecommunications market, such as PNG, 
may prove unprofitable for all stakeholders.

• PNG should allow only two general carrier licence holders to operate 
their own IGW. Since Telikom is one such carrier, public tenders 
should be held for a second general carrier at the appropriate time.

(b) Data traffic

• IP based traffic cannot currently be carried by the Telikom IGW 
facilities.

• The possibility of by-passing the traditional IGW via data traffic such 
as VoIP may lead to licensed operators offering sub-standard quality 
of services to customers.

(c) Pricing and cost recovery

• The first and foremost consideration relating to IGW liberalisation is 
the availability of facilities to connect IGW (eg cost of capacity on the 
APNG-2 cable).
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• Telikom needs to recover its cost of improving its IGW infrastructure 
as demanded by Digicel and ICCC. By immediately liberalising the 
IGW, it is likely that Telikom would be disadvantaged in the recovery 
of these costs.

(d) International legality

• The signing by the Government of such agreements as the GATS 
does not automatically imply an immediate opening up of the PNG 
market in response to the demands of foreign interests and at the 
expense of due consideration for matters of national interest.

3.2.3 Other submissions

Other submissions received during consultation raised the following issues relevant to the 
IGW:

(a) Treasury

• Telikom’s licensing conditions and the current ICT policy gives 
Telikom a definite period of monopoly over the IGW. When this 
monopoly right expires, Treasury would like to see the IGW liberalised 
and operators given a choice to either use the existing IGW facilities 
of Telikom or build their own. 

• Treasury understands that as a GATS signatory, PNG is required to 
liberalise its IGW access. It would send a positive message to the 
international community and potential investors in PNG if the 
Government delivered on this commitment and liberalised the IGW. 

• Liberalising the IGW would also deliver benefits to consumers by 
increasing the opportunities for competition in the ICT sector, for new 
technologies to be adopted, and efficiencies to be achieved by 
participants in the market; all contributing to potentially lower prices 
and better service for consumers.

(b) PNG Chamber of Commerce and Industry

• It is incumbent upon the Government to facilitate fast and reliable 
access for all forms of telecommunication into and out of PNG.

• Liberalisation should facilitate the provision of full international 
services and competitive pricing for businesses in PNG.

• There should be no restriction on the technology used to provide an 
IGW.

(c) National Fisheries Authority

• There may need to be some restrictions on the operation of IGW in 
the interests of national security.

(d) Institute of National Affairs

• Competition should be introduced promptly - in March 2009 - across 
all telecommunication services, including the IGW.

(e) Telikom employee

• Telikom has sufficient transport capacity to cater for any new entrant’s 
traffic requirements on the International segment.

• Telikom should be permitted to recoup the multi-million Kina worth of 
investments that it has made in the context of the rights under its 
general carrier licence.
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(f) Data Nets Ltd

• The reserved rights should be removed, including satellite and the 
IGW.

• Deregulating the IGW will have a very significant impact. It will enable 
ISPs to develop their own VSAT services for rural community access 
at costs which could be well-afforded by those communities. In terms 
of social equity alone, deregulated access to the IGW will deliver 
profound benefits to rural regions at no additional cost to the 
government.

• It is conservatively estimated that the cost of Internet in PNG could 
reduce by up to 50% should the current monopoly Internet IGW be de-
regulated.

3.3 ILLEGAL BYPASS FOR DATA AND VOIP TRAFFIC

We received verbal comments during public consultation to the effect that a number of 
operators (sometimes outside the bounds of the regulatory framework) are supplying 
services reserved for general carriers, including operating IGW or VSAT facilities. This 
creates a situation where some operators are always at a competitive advantage 
compared to other market participants, regardless of whether they are the most efficient 
supplier of those services.

Specifically, the provision of an Internet IGW service is the responsibility of Pacific Mobile 
Communications Limited (PMC), a subsidiary of Telikom. Since Telikom is the sole 
distributor and wholesaler of bandwidth, PMC, the operator of the Internet gateway, 
leases bandwidth from Telikom and resells this product to ISPs under the brand name 
‘Tiare’. However, there has been a proliferation of ISPs that seek to bypass the Telikom 
monopoly on international Internet access via the use of VSAT dishes.

3.3.1 VoIP calls

Prior to the development of the Internet and packet switching, international IGW facilities 
primarily served to transmit circuit-switched telephone calls (and, in the case of satellites, 
analogue broadcasting feeds). That environment has been eclipsed by the rise of packet-
switched data transmission, which now exceeds standard circuit-switched voice traffic 
internationally. In fact, it is a misnomer to term packet-switched traffic ‘data’, because 
much of this traffic is clearly VoIP telephony.

Calls can either be originated as VoIP (in countries where this is permitted) or converted 
into IP packets at gateway switches (and reconverted to circuit-switched calls at the other 
end). IP-based transmission is more efficient and less costly.

One of the major by-products of the shift to IP-based telecommunications has been the 
growth of VoIP as a way to by-pass the circuit-switched accounting system entirely. 
Telephone calls that normally would be charged under international telephone rates –
including settlement charges between carriers – can appear as mere data packets, 
allowing for cheaper (and increasingly reliable) international telephone services. This 
further erodes the revenue base for traditional international operators, adding to the 
effects of arbitrage on various routes.

Increasingly, the international operators that rely on the traditional monopoly IGW 
ownership paradigm are finding themselves in a declining market, watching revenues 
disappear. 

3.3.2 Illegal IGW bypass

Bypass is the use of any telecommunications facilities or services to circumvent facilities 
used by IGW operators to terminate international calls, thereby evading the settlement 
rates incurred in using a recognised international gateway. Bypass is only limited by the 
ingenuity of the bypass operators and bypass methods are constantly shifting and 
developing as technology and market developments open up new arbitrage 
opportunities.187
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The competitive opportunities and pressures in domestic liberalised markets and at the 
international level also fuel illegal bypass of IGW monopolies as competitors seek ways 
to reduce their costs of supply by finding cheaper termination. Low cost technology has 
allowed illegal bypass operators to supply outbound calls in monopoly IGW markets in 
ways which are difficult for the regulator to prevent, detect and stop.188

One relatively easy way to implement bypass, for example, is to utilise a VSAT dish 
installed on a premises. VSAT dishes are relatively small and similar in appearance to 
satellite TV reception dishes, making them harder to detect. The VSAT connects to small 
desktop switches or modems which process the inbound calls to identify the dialled 
number and on-route the call. The illegal bypass operator may route the calls over 
standard subscriber PSTN lines into the incumbent’s PSTN. The incumbent’s switch then 
processes the dialled number and routes the call as if it has been dialled from those 
PSTN lines as ordinary domestic calls.189

Rather than route the calls directly into the incumbent’s PSTN, the VSAT operator may 
seek to disguise the traffic source by routing the calls through a competing fixed or mobile 
network, which then interconnects the calls with the incumbent’s PSTN in the same way 
as any call dialled from one of its subscribers to a subscriber on the incumbent’s network. 
The competing fixed or mobile network may be an unwitting provider of transit services. It 
may also turn a blind eye to the activity because it benefits from the bypass 
arrangement.190

3.3.3 Costs and benefits of tolerating illegal bypass

Bypass of the IGW monopoly reduces the income of the IGW owner in respect of both 
originating and settlement minutes. Given the requirement for rebalancing, this has a 
disproportionate effect on profitability.

The economic effects of bypass are clear:191

• Bypass reduces the economies of scale achievable by legitimate 
operators.

• Bypass reduces the revenue base available to fund network 
expansion, including universal service funding schemes.

• The incumbent’s international revenue will decline.

The carriage of bypass traffic itself may also be inefficient:192

• Some forms of bypass traffic involve third-country routing. The extra 
transit, switching and managerial coordination required is likely to 
make handling such traffic more costly than handling settled traffic 
under established bilateral arrangements. Were charges more cost-
reflective, such inefficient bypass would not occur.

• The voice network on IGW has been optimised for voice traffic and so 
it is more cost efficient for such traffic than infrastructure used to 
support bypass traffic designed for more diverse traffic streams.

• The provision of bypass services may expose a carrier to significant 
regulatory and commercial risks, which raises the cost of bypass 
services relative to traditional settled traffic.

High levels of switched voice bypass can also have wider implications for a Government’s 
ambitions to increase its country’s global connectivity. Many developed countries present 
a marginal case for building international submarine or terrestrial international links, partly 
because bypass traffic is usually carried over illegal VSAT or microwave links. If bypass 
traffic can be brought back within legitimate interconnection arrangements and existing or 
new licensing regimes, and international traffic can be further stimulated by more 
competitive gateway arrangements, the business case for international fixed network 
connections can substantially improve. Those new cable connections will deliver 
substantially increased bandwidth which is available for Internet and broadband services,
as well as voice traffic.193
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Illegal bypass is not, however, completely harmful. Illegal bypass reduces prices towards 
the cost of supply. In other words, illegal bypass performs the role of a competitor in a 
monopoly IGW circumstance. Certainly consumers benefit to an extent, from illegal 
bypass, in the form of lower prices for international services. However, as long as bypass 
mechanisms remain illegal, operators engaged in illegal bypass undermine the regulatory 
system. Bypass operators also avoid contributing to universal access or service funds 
and the payment of licence fees to support regulatory activities.194

3.4 ADEQUACY OF THE EXISTING IGW FACILITIES

Digicel has previously made a range of comments concerning the alleged inadequacy of 
PNG’s existing IGW facilities. 

A brief analysis of some of these comments is set out below. As the analysis below 
indicates, many of Digicel’s claims do not appear to be correct. 

Specifically, this report has not identified any clear evidence that the existing IGW 
operated by Telikom is technically inadequate. No material concerns regarding the 
inadequacy of Telikom’s existing IGW facilities were raised in public consultation.

3.4.1 Can Telikom's network handle Digicel's international load?

Telikom's network does appear to be capable of handling Digicel's international calls. In 
any event, Telikom is:

• undertaking a network expansion which will add additional 
international circuit and switching capacity which will cater for any 
likely growth in international calls in the short and medium term;

• augmenting international capacity at Port Moresby (Ela Beach) IGW 
and on the APNG-2 submarine optic fibre cable which will provide 
substantial increases in international switching and transmission 
capacity;

• currently underutilising its existing international circuit capacity. 
Utilisation has averaged under 40% over the past six months; and

• involved in the PCC-1 submarine cable project discussed earlier in 
this Chapter.

The Telikom IGW seems to be adequately designed and supported so that network 
congestion due to Digicel’s international load would not cause the network to fail.

3.4.2 Don’t Telikom customers complain of network outages congestion and poor 
quality service?

These issues are generally unrelated to the IGW.

There are significant network transmission availability issues for Telikom and its 
customers in the local network and in more remote areas. There are many problems 
especially with power outages and backup generator failures, not to mention vandalism 
and adverse weather effects. Many of these outages take a very long time to rectify. This 
causes problems for, and gives rise to fully understandable complaints from, customers.

In general the Telikom core switching equipment and the transmission plant is designed 
to world standards and so congestion performance and call quality are good.

3.4.3 Could money be saved by using Digicel to provide redundant international capacity 
for fall-back and back-up?

There is a well considered backup plan using existing satellite capacity and earth stations 
in the event that there is a cut to the APNG-2 digital submarine cable. By and large, the 
equipment is in place for this backup. The cost would mainly be in ‘hot’ standby of 
satellite capacity and circuits.

This cost would be similar irrespective of whose equipment (Digicel’s or Telikom’s) was 
used.
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It should be noted that this backup is unlikely to be needed once the Pipe Networks cable 
to Madang/Lae is commissioned late in 2009. At this point a well engineered backup and 
diverse routing capability it to be implemented by Telikom which will benefit Telikom as 
well as Digicel's customers

3.5 CONCLUSIONS FROM PUBLIC CONSULTATION

Given the analysis identified above, the key conclusions arising from public consultation 
are as follows:

3.5.1 Should IGW liberalisation occur?

There is a general consensus view (except Telikom) that IGW liberalisation should occur, 
but there are divergent views regarding the extent and timing of that liberalisation. 

A number of submissions highlight that PNG has international obligations to liberalise its 
IGW.

A number of submissions state or imply that an absence of liberalisation has resulted in 
excessively high international call costs to the detriment of PNG.

3.5.2 To what extent should IGW liberalisation occur?

At one extreme, some submissions favour immediate and complete liberalisation. At the 
other extreme, Telikom favours the granting of one additional general carrier licence after 
a further 3-5 year period.

There is a consensus view that the extent and timing of liberalisation should have regard 
to the status of PNG as a small developing economy with a small telecommunications 
sector.

Telikom highlights the potential adverse effect on its revenue and incentives to invest it if 
were exposed to competition. 

Telikom also highlights that it has sufficient capacity for any new entrant, implying that the 
duplication of IGW infrastructure would be economically wasteful and increase costs to 
PNG.

3.5.3 What other issues should be addressed?

There is a recognised need to address data traffic issues in the context of liberalisation, 
particularly given the proliferation of allegedly illegal VSAT IGW that allow competitive 
bypass via VoIP calls.

Digicel has also made a range of public allegations regarding the inadequacy of 
Telikom’s existing IGW. However, these allegations have not been substantiated.

4 INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE 

4.1 INTERNATIONAL TRENDS IN THE REGULATION OF IGW

The continued international trend is to liberalise the regulation of IGW. Over the last 5 
years liberalisation of IGW has continued to increase. 

The following chart in Figure 22 illustrates the current trends in telecommunications 
liberalisation among the member states of the United Nations International 
Telecommunications Union (ITU). Over the last 5 years, the percentage of ITU members 
with competition in IGW has increased from 60% to 82%.
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Figure 22: Current trends in telecommunications liberalisation195
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The chart in Figure 23 shows the distribution of countries in the ITU that have achieved 
liberalisation or partial liberalisation of IGW as at 2005 (based on a sample of 191 
countries). As indicated by the chart above the ‘not liberalised’ percentage has decreased 
to 18% since 2005 indicating a clear trend towards liberalisation: 

Figure 23: Extent of liberalisation of IGW (as at 2005)

Liberalised, 29.30%

Partially liberalised, 
16.30%

Not liberalised, 
36.60%

Unknown, 17.80%

Of the nations that had not yet liberalised their IGW as at 2005, almost all of those 
nations were either small economies and/or less developed nations. Almost all of the 
larger economies have achieved either partial or complete gateway liberalisation.
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4.2 BENEFITS OF IGW LIBERALISATION

4.2.1 International studies

In the ITU’s Trends in telecommunication reform 2008 (ITU Report 2008), the ITU
reaches the following key conclusions regarding the benefits of liberalisation of IGW:196

1 It is evident from the experience throughout the world that IGW liberalisation 
has brought many benefits to the telecommunications sector. 

2 All analysed countries to a certain extent experienced some or all expected 
benefits from IGW liberalisation.

3 The most significant identified benefits included:

• increased investment, particularly investing in new gateways and 
upgrading existing gateways to meet increased demand;

• greater choice of international connectivity providers;

• lower prices for international communications;

• increased international bandwidth;

• faster market growth via increased traffic and use; and

• a contribution to economic growth, including an increase in state
revenues.

The ITU Report 2008 also made a range of comments identifying the potential 
complications caused by monopoly control of the IGW:197

• An IGW monopoly cannot entirely prevent bypass or arbitrage market 
practices (call back, illegal VoIP). Accordingly, significant expense and 
regulatory attention is required to control illegal bypass and so-called 
‘grey markets’.

• Demand for international bandwidth is rapidly growing. Questions 
arise whether a single operator is able to fulfil all of that demand.

• A monopoly over the IGW is barely sustainable in a world of 
convergence, rapid technological development and globalisation. 
Even if liberalisation of the IGW is just one piece of larger system, it 
may significantly influence market development.

A detailed analysis of the potential benefits of IGW liberalisation in light of various country 
case studies is set out in the comprehensive report “Gateway Liberalisation: Stimulating 
Economic Growth” (GSMA Study 2008).198 While this report has been published by the 
GSM Industry Association, so could be expected to emphasise the benefits, the report 
does comprehensively identify the key benefits likely to arise from liberalisation of IGW. 
The GSMA Study 2008 is cited as authority by the ITU Report 2008.

The GSMA Study 2008 identified that IGW liberalisation delivers substantial economic 
benefits to a nation. These comprise direct benefits in the form of dramatically lower 
international inbound and outbound call prices, increases in international bandwidth and 
lower costs in the provision of international services. 

Moreover, there are often wider economic benefits through lowering the cost of business 
and facilitating trade and investment and thereby raising overall employment and living 
standards. IGW liberalisation has the ability to deliver lower retail prices, better services 
and wider benefits for the country as a whole.

4.2.2 Direct benefits
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The GSMA Study 2008 determined that IGW liberalisation generates substantial direct 
benefits as follows:199

(a) Benefits to consumers via lower retail prices

• The GSMA Study 2008 concludes that average international call 
prices in countries liberalising their IGW fell by at least 31% with 
partial liberalisation and as much as 90% in the years immediately 
following full liberalisation. Prices for other international services such 
as international leased lines also fell.

• The GSMA Study 2008 particularly cites several African countries, 
including Kenya, where international calling prices dropped 70 per 
cent after mobile providers received IGW licences, and Nigeria, which 
achieved a full 90 per cent decline. In Tanzania, international tariffs 
dropped 57 per cent after IGW liberalisation in 2005-06, and mobile 
international tariffs declined 68 per cent.

• These price reductions can represent a substantial increase in 
consumer welfare as consumers retain more of the value of each call 
they make. Of course, that increase in consumer surplus needs to be 
seen in the perspective of possible losses of producer surplus, and of 
transfers of income from domestic to foreign producers.

(b) Higher levels of international call volumes

• In addition to evidence that introducing competition for access to 
international networks lowers prices, there also are indications that 
lower prices for international calling can stimulate demand and result 
in increased traffic levels. For example, the GSMA Study 2008 noted 
that after IGW liberalisation in Kenya, international traffic volumes 
rose 40 per cent, while in Nigeria, international traffic was up 65 per 
cent five years after liberalisation

• Under monopoly, higher international call prices and limited capacity 
acted to constrain demand. Following IGW liberalisation, the case 
studies in the GSMA Study 2008 showed increases in international 
call volumes of between 32% and 104% in the years immediately 
following liberalisation.

• Existing studies and the case studies in the GSMA Study 2008 
suggest a reasonable range for price elasticities for international 
calling from -0.7 to -1.5 or larger in the long-run. This implies that any 
price reductions in international calls will lead to an increase in the 
traffic volumes (though where the elasticities are greater than -1.0, the 
growth in call volumes will not be sufficient to prevent revenues 
decreasing).

• The surplus generated for consumers by these additional calls that 
otherwise would not have been made also represents an overall 
increase in welfare and GDP for the country, albeit partly offset by 
losses in producer surplus and possible transfers of revenue to 
overseas.

(c) More efficient and higher quality telecommunications services

• Multiple IGW providers lead to improved international connectivity 
including greater service reliability and reduced prices for Internet
connectivity.

(d) Increased investment and employment opportunities in 
telecommunications-related industries
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• Liberalisation in Nigeria was followed by substantial new investment 
by new entrants including a €675 million project by Globalcom to 
expand its network and install 3 IGW.

• Countries that made WTO commitments towards liberalising their 
telecommunications sector have generally achieved higher sector 
revenues as a percentage of GDP than comparable countries that 
have not made such commitments.

4.2.3 Wider economic benefits and economic modelling

The GSMA Study 2008 also identifies that IGW liberalisation leads to wider economic 
benefits. 

At its most basic, lower telecommunications prices are a key determinant in the decisions 
of multi-national corporations to invest, given that international connectivity is a basic 
requirement for such businesses. Countries are competing against one another for 
international business.200

Just as low labour costs have been attributed to advances in outsourcing, the countries 
analysed in the GSMA Study 2008 showed a direct correlation between IGW 
liberalisation and the propensity for foreign direct investment. Anecdotal evidence cited in 
the GSM Study 2008 includes the following:201

• Following lower prices and improved reliability for international calls 
resulting from IGW liberalisation, HSBC chose Malta for the location of 
one of its main call centres employing up to 350 new employees.

• Lower international communication prices can also support lower 
businesses that need low-cost, reliable communications to fully take 
advantage of export opportunities.

Research has shown that an improved performance of the telecommunications sector 
yields significant macroeconomic benefits. For example, in a study of Middle Eastern and 
North African countries, it was found that a one percent improvement of their indicator of 
telecommunication sector performance increases the ratio of manufactured exports to 
GDP by 0.37 percent and increases FDI by 0.75 percent.202

The GSMA Study 2008 uses economic simulation modelling to isolate the effects of 
liberalisation of the IGW in Bangladesh. In the simulation, IGW liberalisation is assumed 
to lead to a reduction in economic rents earned by the incumbent provider of IGW 
services. A hypothetical reduction in the cost of gateway services of 50 per cent was 
simulated. The economic simulation showed that:203

• Lower gateway prices would be beneficial to Bangladesh as they 
lower costs faced by the traded goods sector of the economy. This 
would improve the competitiveness of the economy leading to 
increased growth, jobs creation and higher incomes for the 
Bangladesh community. Bangladesh’s overall balance of trade would 
improve.

• Specifically, the reduction in gateway prices was simulated to expand 
output of the Bangladesh economy by about .01 per cent over the 
long term via an improvement in the competitiveness of the traded 
goods sector of the economy.

• Liberalisation would lead to higher employment in the short term, 
creating an additional 5,350 jobs in the initial year after liberalisation, 
but as time elapses this increased demand for jobs is reflected more 
in increased real wages rather than an increase in jobs. 
Consequently, in the longer term employment creation as a result of 
gateway reform falls away.

• On the down side, a relatively large increase in exports may lead to a 
drop in export prices. This implies that some of the benefit of lower 
gateway charges in Bangladesh may accrue to foreigners in terms of 
lower prices for goods produced in Bangladesh. (Although 
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Bangladesh exports would become more competitive in global 
markets)

4.2.4 Benefits to government

The GSMA Study 2008 identifies a range of other benefits to Government associated with 
IGW liberalisation. 

Competitive IGW lead to rapid decreases in the cost of provision of IGW services which is 
passed on to consumers in the form of lower retail prices. As traffic volumes increase, 
liberalised operators generate revenues, become more profitable and make greater tax 
payments to the government.204

Higher investment and employment contribute to raising a country’s overall GDP and the 
living standards of its citizens.205

Changes in technology have substantially lowered the cost of entry in the provision of 
international services, particularly with the deployment of VoIP services and VSATs. 
Technological developments have thereby significantly increased competition, whether 
legitimised through regulation or illegal. Entry into the international sector is now an 
irresistible force which regulatory restrictions are unlikely to prevent and the Government 
is potentially losing licence revenue to illegal operators.206

In countries which have attempted to maintain IGW monopolies, illegal bypass can 
account for 30-60% or more of traffic. Although bypass delivers cheap prices to 
consumers, it does so at a cost: the cost of good service quality and the risk of service 
interruption for consumers when local services relying on illegal technologies are shut-
down. Governments are also faced with significant regulatory and law enforcement costs 
in seeking to prevent bypass at the same time as losing out on the tax revenue that could 
be generated by legitimate services.207

IGW liberalisation makes sense for developing countries and those responsible for 
telecommunications regulation as it creates a feasible case for wide and long-term 
economic benefits.208

4.3 RISKS AND CHALLENGES IN IGW LIBERALISATION

The ITU Report 2008 undertakes a detailed survey of the risks and challenges associated 
with IGW liberalisation. These generally involve three key themes:

• adverse impacts on the incumbent;

• adverse impacts on accounting rate revenues; and

• difficulties in addressing VoIP and bypass issues. 

The conclusions from the ITU Report 2008 on these issues are identified below.209

4.3.1 Adverse impact on the incumbent 

The most direct impacts on an incumbent include the potential for loss of market share 
and downward pressure on prices for international calling and international leased lines 
(also known as ‘international private lines’). The loss of exclusive control over 
international gateway access can often deprive operators of their last remaining 
sanctioned monopoly, particularly in markets that already have legitimised competition in 
domestic mobile and fixed service markets. Incumbents frequently argue, for example, 
that competition can undercut their ability to acquire capital for investment in domestic 
and international network facilities.210

Incumbent operators often retain significant advantages, however, even in liberalised 
markets. Because of the costs involved in constructing new IGW facilities, incumbent 
facilities often continue to function as the dominant infrastructure, even when access is 
mandated through regulation. Moreover, incumbents retain legacy customer lists and 
relationships, established billing and servicing operations, and longstanding links with 
operators in other markets.211
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As Singapore reports, “compared to 10 years ago, the dominant licensee’s overall global 
revenues are three times more than pre-liberalisation days.” Incumbents may have to 
alter their business plans to accommodate their loss of exclusivity, but the resulting 
changes can result in more productivity, new markets and increased shareholder 
value.212

There have been some instances where a deterioration in the incumbent’s situation, 
weakened further by competition, required the government to intervene and reinstate a 
monopolised market. Four African countries, Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra 
Leone and Zimbabwe, for example, reinstated IGW monopolies in a bid to aid the 
incumbent fixed-line service provider.213

(a) Sierra Leone
Sierra Leone’s incumbent, Sierratel, has recently (in August 2008) had its exclusive right 
to operate the country’s only IGW extended for a further five years. Sierratel was granted 
the monopoly in 2006 (prohibiting the existing mobile operators from operating or 
accessing IGW) so that it could generate enough revenue to sustain its business in the 
face of a competitive mobile GSM market. 

In addition to an increase in competition leading up to 2006, much of Sierratel’s existing 
network infrastructure was damaged during the civil war. This is cited as one of the 
primary reasons why Sierratel required additional support through the granting of the IGW 
monopoly. 

Both the original decision to grant the monopoly in 2006 and the decision to extend it, 
have been met with substantial criticism along the lines of welfare reduction, higher call 
prices and the discouragement of foreign direct investment.214

Since being granted the IGW monopoly in 2006, Sierratel has commenced upgrading its 
existing infrastructure, as well as commenced the role out of new next generation 
technology and of diversification into the broadband and multimedia market. 

(b) Central African Republic
In April 2006, Telsoft was granted an exclusive licence to operate an IGW in the Central 
African Republic, reinstating tits IGW monopoly. From 18 September 2006 onwards, 
Telsoft received all international traffic. Prices for international termination immediately 
increased from October 2006. 

As was the case in Sierra Leone, the basis for reverting to an IGW monopoly was to 
support the ailing incumbent. 

(c) Benin
Benin’s incumbent, Benin Telecom, experienced significant financial difficulty following 
IGW liberalisation in January 2007. Benin’s regulators also apparently lost control of the 
IGW market. This factor contributed to the government’s decision to revert to a IGW 
monopoly. 

However, of the 65 countries where full competition in the IGW market has been 
introduced, no incumbent has yet experienced bankruptcy.215

4.3.2 Adverse impact on accounting rate revenues

The traditional correspondent relationship among international operators, in which traffic 
was accounted for on a half-circuit basis, is in decline. There are multiple reasons for this, 
most of them related to – but not caused by – the introduction of competition in IGW 
markets.

A decade ago, the international service market functioned in part as a transfer of wealth 
from consumers in developed countries to operators in developing countries.

Prices for international calling were largely beyond the ability of many consumers to pay 
for outgoing calls in most developing countries, where direct-dialled calling remained the 
province of government and business elites. As a result, most international traffic flowed 
into developing countries from developed countries, resulting in settlement payments 
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predominantly flowing toward the former. During the period between 1993 and 1998, ITU 
estimated that the net flow of settlement payments from developed to developing 
countries amounted to something like USD 40 billion.

In the following 10 years, the picture changed significantly. Developed countries – in 
particular the US FCC – acted to prescribe limits on accounting rates that US carriers 
should pay to correspondents on international routes. In addition, when countries had 
liberalised their international service markets, the FCC acted to substantially de-regulate 
the arrangements between US operators and operators on those routes. As a result, 
there was a proliferation of different contractual arrangements and rates for termination of 
international calls.

Operators began to route calls through countries where rates were lower, further 
undercutting the high settlement rates to countries that maintained traditional accounting 
procedures. In December 1998, ITU-T Study Group 3 formally accepted three procedures 
for call termination payments:

• government-set or operator-set termination charges;

• cost-based settlement rates (which may be asymmetrical); and

• bilaterally negotiated commercial arrangements.

To the extent that opening access to the IGW markets promotes further competition on 
both ends of an international route, it is likely to put downward pressure on call 
termination rates. National regulators can require that operators report or even make 
public their termination agreements with foreign carriers, allowing regulators to protect 
against preferential deals or price-squeezes that might endanger competition. Even with 
such regulation, however, the amount of circuit-switched traffic that regulators can ‘see’ is 
declining, because of the rise of IP-based transmission. To the extent that IP networks 
compete with circuit-switched services, however, regulatory intervention often becomes 
less necessary.

4.3.3 Addressing VoIP and bypass

The practice of converting telephone calls into IP packets and applying least-cost routing 
practices over international private lines is not new. Nor is the better known business 
practice of marketing VoIP calling end-to end over the Internet. Some countries have 
allowed and even tacitly encouraged IP transmission as a way to promote competition. In 
countries where IGW access remains exclusively in the incumbent’s hands, however, 
routing calls over data networks is known as ‘by-pass’ and is usually strictly forbidden.

Criminalising packet-switched by-pass of the monopoly IGW provider has the effect of 
forcing the practice ‘underground’, where it can be nearly impossible to regulate or even 
monitor it. Conversely, legitimising VoIP allows regulators to set standards for 
interconnection with the PSTN and adds to the benefits of competition for consumers.

Ironically, the initial spurt of success that international VoIP bypass operators enjoyed –
roughly in the 1997-2001 period – stemmed largely from the arbitrage opportunity. As 
with re-filing traffic through a third-country, the profit margin was based on the differential 
between data termination costs and the high settlement rates for circuit-switched traffic. 
Once settlement rates began to collapse, the margins declined, and many observers now 
believe that some of the incentive for by-pass declined along with them.

When settlement rates dropped, however, international traffic volumes increased. In 
addition, many operators decided to openly terminate VoIP calls. Worldwide, more than 
60 countries have reported to ITU that they now allow VoIP calls from abroad to be 
terminated within their country.

Those countries that continue to block VoIP have been able to do so partly because they 
control IGW access, as well as the dominant carriers in their domestic markets. Using 
sophisticated VoIP detection technology, they have been increasingly successful at 
excluding traffic they do not wish to be terminated in their jurisdictions. Liberalising the 
IGW network will make that more difficult. At the same time, however, legitimising VoIP 
traffic and allowing multiple IGW and international service providers to terminate it will 
contribute to lower prices and increased traffic volumes.
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4.4 INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES IN IGW LIBERALISATION

When considering the international experiences with IGW liberalisation, it is useful to 
consider economies with comparative economic, geographic and demographic 
circumstances.

In this regard, PNG’s key statistics are:

• Population: 5,931,769 (July 2008)

• GDP per capita (PPP): USD 2,100 (2007 est.) 

• Telephones – main lines in use: 60,000 (2007) 

• Telephones – mobile cellular: 300,000 (2007) 

• Internet users: 110,000 (2006) 

4.4.1 Pacific Island nations

Of the 11 key nations (including PNG) considered to be in the Pacific Island group, three 
have so far liberalised their IGW while one other has implemented partial liberalisation. 
The remaining nations maintain IGW monopolies. 

Most IGW in the Pacific are by satellite. For example, Timor Telecom routes its 
international traffic via satellite to Frankfurt, Hong Kong and Singapore, as it has no 
access to international backbone networks. Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Tonga and 
Kiribati rely entirely on international satellite links. The number of submarine cables 
directly serving the Pacific is limited. These were designed primarily to carry trans-Pacific 
traffic.

As demand for international traffic increases, so may the demand for regional or sub-
regional submarine cable to create a cheaper international backbone network for the 
Pacific. The development of strong wholesale IGW providers in the Pacific, rather than 
smaller vertically integrated IGW/mobile providers, may encourage this type of 
investment. In October 2008, the World Bank completed an assessment and 
implementation study for a regional telecommunications backbone network in the Pacific 
with a view to encouraging the roll-out of greater undersea cable telecommunications 
infrastructure.

(a) Samoa
Samoa’s key statistics are:

• Population: 217,083 

• GDP per capita (PPP): USD 5,400 (2007 est.) 

• Telephones – main lines in use: 19,500 (2005) 

• Telephones – mobile cellular: 86,000 (2007) 

• Internet users: 8,000 (2006) 

Samoa introduced competition in mobile telecommunications in 2006. 

Samoa has one fixed line operator, which is the SamoaTel, two Mobile operators 
(SamoaTel and Digicel) and four Internet Service Providers (Computer Services Limited, 
LESA’s Telephone Services, IPASIFIKA, and SamoaTel).216

Digicel entered the Samoan market by purchasing 90% of Telecom Samoa in September 
2006.

Currently, both SamoaTel and Digicel operate their own IGW. 

Since the commencement of operation of the Digicel IGW, SamoaTel international fixed 
network call rates have reduced by 50% and international mobile phone rates have also 
fallen by more than 50%.

(b) Fiji 
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Fiji’s key statistics are:

• Population: 931,741 (July 2008 est.) 

• GDP per capita (PPP): USD 3,900 (2007 est.)

• Telephones – main lines in use: 108,400 (2007) 

• Telephones – mobile cellular: 37,000 (2007) 

• Internet users: 80,000 (2006) 

Fiji announced pro-liberalisation policies in 2006. In the last quarter of 2007, the 
government of Fiji renegotiated the exclusive licences of their incumbent operators, 
culminating in settlement agreements to phase in competition for telecommunications 
services and issue new licences to all operators, as well as to establish new, independent 
operators.

Fiji International Telecommunications Limited (FINTEL) remains the exclusive provider of 
international private leased services, wholesale international calling access, and 
international transmission capacity through the Southern Cross cable. FINTEL’s legal 
monopoly extends to July 2009, at which time it loses its exclusivity under current 
liberalisation initiatives.

Even after FINTEL’s exclusivity ends, it will remain as the monopoly operator of Fiji’s IGW 
to the Southern Cross cable. Landing a second cable in Fiji is not a near term possibility 
and the economics are not proven. Satellite alternatives are more costly and capacity is 
limited.

As at August 2008, submissions were being made to a telecommunications industry 
inquiry in Fiji to require FINTEL to provide full and non-discriminatory access to the IGW 
on reasonable terms.

4.4.2 Other comparable economies

The following economies exhibit features that are in some way comparable to those of 
PNG:

(a) Malta - similar sized telephone network
Malta’s key statistics are:

• Population: 403,532 (July 2008 est.) 

• GDP per capita (PPP): USD 23,400 (2007 est.) 

• Telephones – main lines in use: 198,100 (2007)

• Telephones – mobile cellular: 371,500 (2007) 

• Internet users: 158,000 (2007) 

Malta liberalised its telecommunication sector, including international gateway services. 
In 2003, Malta’s largest mobile provider, Vodacom, was granted an IGW licence in return 
for having relinquished its previously exclusive mobile licence.

The immediate impact of liberalisation was the mushrooming of Internet service providers 
that began offering international VoIP calling services. Malta’s outgoing traffic volumes 
increased from 35 million minutes in 2003 (just prior to liberalisation) to 53 million minutes 
a year later and an estimated 80 million minutes by 2006.

Similarly, during the initial period after liberalisation, international calling prices (outbound 
calls) fell by about 13 per cent, driven by the advent of VoIP providers. In the second 
quarter of 2004, Vodacom installed a new gateway and cable to Italy, broadening 
international capacity to and from Malta. International calling prices then plummeted 
some 77 per cent, even as traffic increased. The Vodafone gateway has also lowered 
Internet transit and international leased line rates.

(b) Tanzania – similar level of GDP
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Tanzania’s key statistics are:

• Population: 40,213,160 

• GDP per capita (PPP): USD 1,300 (2007 est.)

• Telephones – main lines in use: 165,013 (2008) 

• Telephones – mobile cellular: 9,358,000 (2008) 

• Internet users: 400,000 (2007) 

Liberalisation of the IGW occurred in 2005 together with introduction of a converged 
licensing framework. By May 2006, four new service providers were licensed that are 
rolling out wireless services. An immediate decline in prices was apparent:

• Prior to IGW liberalisation, the average tariffs for international calls 
declined by 38 per cent over the 2000 - 2005 period. After IGW 
liberalisation, the same tariffs immediately declined 57 per cent over 
the 2005-2006 period alone.

• Prior to IGW liberalisation, the average tariffs for mobile calls declined 
by 49 per cent over the 2000 - 2005 period. After IGW liberalisation, 
the same tariffs immediately declined 68 per cent over the 2005-2006 
period alone.

4.4.3 Singapore – developed country with similar population to PNG

Singapore’s key statistics are:

• Population: 4,608,167 (July 2008 est.) 

• GDP per capita (PPP): USD 49,900 (2007 est.) 

• Telephones – main lines in use: 1.859 million (2007) 

• Telephones – mobile cellular: 5.619 million (2007)

• Internet users: 3.105 million (2007) 

In a paper presented in March 2008, the Singapore Infocommunications Development 
Authority (IDA) outlined its experience with IGW liberalisation in Singapore.217

The IGW experience in Singapore was identified as a long learning process with many 
iterations. There were many potential bottlenecks that the regulator did not foresee.218

A key component of IGW liberalisation was to encourage the landing of multiple 
submarine cable systems, with operators being able to access and backhaul their 
capacity on these cable systems effectively and efficiently for the provision of 
international telecommunications services. Singapore now has two operators who have 
four Submarine Cable Landing Stations (SLCS) between them.219

As part of the full liberalisation, IDA required that collocation should be mandated at the 
Dominant Licensee’s cable station, at cost-based rates. This allowed operators providing 
international services to have direct and more efficient access to submarine cable 
capacity. This requirement was put into the Dominant Licensee’s RIO that was approved 
in 2001.220

As a result of IDA’s mandating collocation at the cable station, operators were able to 
access and backhaul their own submarine cable capacity. In addition, competition in the 
backhaul services market was introduced, thereby bringing down the prices of backhaul 
in Singapore and international services.221

An operator who has collocated equipment in the Dominant Licensee’s cable station must 
also connect its national network to a submarine cable system. In order to do so, the 
Dominant Licensee must provide ‘Connection Services’ to the operator. In 2000, while 
IDA mandated collocation, IDA had allowed Connection Services to remain as a service 
to be commercially-negotiated. It had also found that this was usually not a mandatory 
interconnection service in other regimes such as Japan or US.222
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Nevertheless after some industry feedback, IDA reviewed Connection Services and 
assessed that such services would constitute a clear bottleneck service. Essentially, IDA 
had three concerns:

• The first concern was that the Dominant Licensee could set its connection 
services rates unreasonably high because the other licensees have no other 
viable alternatives. 

• Secondly, the Dominant Licensee could offer unreasonable terms and 
conditions which would further delay the ability of competing licensees to 
access and backhaul its own capacity. 

• The third of IDA’s concerns was the potential impact on Singapore’s 
attractiveness as an international communications hub. IDA had found that the 
costs of accessing submarine cable capacity in other countries like Japan, the 
United States and Australia were much lower, for similar connection services. 
The high costs for connection services may cause licensees to reconsider 
lighting up their cable capacity in Singapore and instead they may choose to 
activate the capacity in other markets where the prices were more in-line with 
costs.223

IDA thus amended the Code in 2002 to designate Connection Services as a mandatory 
service under the Code and required the Dominant Licensee to provide Connection 
Services under the RIO at prices that are cost-based and determined by IDA using 
forward looking economic costs and long run average incremental cost (FLEC/LRAIC)
methodology. Connection Service charges have fallen by more than 90 per cent since the 
measure came into effect in 2002.224

From 2004, operators can access capacity that is owned, or leased on a long term basis, 
on any submarine cable at the cable station. Furthermore, these operators can also 
access capacity that is owned or leased by third parties, in order to offer them backhaul 
and transit services. IDA's decision provides greater flexibility and choice to operators in 
accessing, backhauling and transiting submarine cable capacity. However, it may 
undermine the incentives to develop that capacity (and alternatives to it) in the first place. 
Moreover, the extent of regulatory intervention must create regulatory risk and risk of 
regulatory error. Singapore’s well-established reputation for efficient public administration 
and for strict adherence to the rule of law in commercial matters may help reduce those 
risks, but cannot entirely eliminate them. This is all the more the case as few countries 
impose such onerous access requirements on IGWs.

4.4.4 Other case studies considered for this report

In preparing this report, the experiences of a sample of 20 countries were considered, 
drawing from a range of international studies on IGW liberalisation.

In addition to the 5 listed in detail above, case studies for the following further 15 
jurisdictions were therefore also considered in the context of preparing this report:

• United States • Kenya • Indonesia 

• Australia • Morocco • Nigeria

• New Zealand • Thailand • Sri Lanka

• Kenya • Botswana • Egypt

• Sierra Leone • Benin • Central African Republic

4.5 CONCLUSIONS 

The key conclusions from the analysis undertaken in this section are as follows:

4.5.1 International trends in IGW regulation

The clear international regulatory trend is towards IGW liberalisation. Over the last 5 
years, the number of ITU members with competition in IGW has increased from 60% to 
82%.
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Liberalisation first occurred with developed nations. Liberalisation is now occurring in 
smaller and developing nations, such as PNG.

Among the Pacific Island nations (including PNG), only 4 of the 11 have so far achieved 
IGW liberalisation. However, IGW liberalisation is currently the subject of public 
consultation in Fiji.

4.5.2 Benefits of IGW liberalisation

It is evident from the experience throughout the world that IGW liberalisation has brought 
many benefits to the telecommunications sector. All countries analysed experienced 
some or all expected benefits from IGW liberalisation, albeit to varying extents.

The most significant identified benefits included:

• increased investment, particularly investing in new gateways and upgrading 
existing gateways to meet increased demand;

• greater choice of international connectivity providers;

• lower prices for international communications;

• increased international bandwidth;

• faster market growth via increased traffic and use; and

• a contribution to economic growth, including a increase in state revenues.

4.5.3 Risks and challenges in IGW liberalisation

The key risks and challenges from IGW liberalisation involve:

• adverse impacts on the incumbent;

• adverse impacts on accounting rate revenues; and

• difficulties in addressing VoIP and bypass issues. 

There have been some instances where the governments have reinstated an IGW 
monopoly following the incumbent operator experiencing financial difficulties. Four African 
countries, Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone and Zimbabwe, for example, all 
reinstated their IGW monopolies in a bid to aid the incumbent. 

However, of the 65 countries where full competition in the IGW market has been 
introduced, no incumbent has yet experienced bankruptcy.

A reduction in accounting rate revenues will occur to the detriment of the incumbent, but 
will essentially result in a transfer of welfare from the incumbent to PNG consumers and 
to consumers in foreign nations that are dialling into PNG. That said, there will also be a 
transfer to foreign producers (i.e. telecommunications operators overseas), especially 
those that are not operating in strongly competitive environments. 

Legitimising VoIP traffic and allowing multiple IGW and international service providers to 
terminate data traffic will contribute to lower prices and increased traffic volumes. 
However, any requirement for a licence and payment of licensing fees is likely to be 
ignored in the absence of effective enforcement. IGW licences have the potential to 
provide valuable revenue to Government. 

4.5.4 Country experiences

The various country experiences confirm the costs and risks of IGW liberalisation 
identified above. The various experiences suggest that countries have generally adopted 
a cautious approach when liberalising their IGW in order to give the market and 
incumbent time to adjust. 

The experience of IGW liberalisation has generally been positive, although some nations 
have experienced difficulties due to the adverse impact on the incumbent.

The Singapore experience demonstrates that IGW liberalisation has a number of 
dimensions, including the regulation of the terms and conditions of facilities access. The 
Singapore solution was to require such terms and conditions to be set out in a mandatory 
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Reference Interconnect Offer by the incumbent, thereby reducing the scope for dispute.
As noted, this comes at some potential cost in terms of incentives to invest, and may also 
create unnecessary regulatory risk.

5 KEY ISSUES AND ANALYSIS 

The analysis in the earlier sections of this report indicate that answers are required to the 
following six key questions:

• Should liberalisation of the IGW occur and, if so, to what extent?

• Over what time frame should any liberalisation occur?

• What transitional arrangements towards liberalisation are required?

• If liberalisation is to occur, how should licences be allocated?

• Are any additional licence conditions required?

• Are any additional regulatory obligations required?

Each of these key issues is considered in turn below.

5.1 TO WHAT EXTENT SHOULD IGW LIBERALISATION OCCUR?

The key recommendation from this report in response to this question is that full 
liberalisation of the IGW should occur immediately. However, IGW services should be 
exempt from access regulation to protect the legitimate commercial interests of existing 
facility owners and encourage new investment by existing operators and new entrants.

5.1.1 Should IGW liberalisation occur?

There is a broad consensus (except Telikom) that IGW liberalisation should occur, but 
there are divergent views regarding the extent and timing of that liberalisation. 

A number of submissions state or imply that an absence of liberalisation has resulted in 
excessively high international call costs to the detriment of PNG.

A number of submissions have also highlighted that PNG has international obligations to 
liberalise its IGW. This report has considered these obligations and notes that the issue is 
not clear cut given the existence of reservations and uncertainty in WTO case law, but 
IGW liberalisation would generally place such compliance issues beyond doubt.

The analysis undertaken by this report generally supports the consensus view and 
indicates that the benefits of IGW liberalisation may substantially outweigh the 
detriments. 

It is evident from the experience throughout the world that IGW liberalisation has brought 
many benefits to the telecommunications sector. All analysed countries to a certain extent 
experienced some or all expected benefits from IGW liberalisation.

The most significant identified benefits identified in this report are:

• increased investment, particularly investing in new gateways and upgrading 
existing gateways to meet increased demand;

• greater choice of international connectivity providers;

• lower prices for international communications;

• increased international bandwidth;

• faster market growth via increased traffic and use; and

• a contribution to economic growth, including a increase in state revenues.

In contrast, the key risks and challenges from IGW liberalisation involve:
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• adverse impacts on the incumbent;

• adverse impacts on accounting rate revenues; and

• difficulties in addressing VoIP and bypass issues. 

A reduction in accounting rate revenues may also occur to the detriment of the 
incumbent, but will largely result in a transfer of welfare from the incumbent to PNG 
consumers and to consumers in foreign nations that are dialling into PNG. There may 
also be some transfer of wealth to suppliers overseas of calling services to PNG.

There have been some instances where the incumbent, weakened further by competition, 
required the government to intervene and reinstate a monopolised market. Four African 
countries, Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone and Zimbabwe, for example, 
reinstated IGW monopolies in a bid to aid the incumbent fixed-line service provider. 
However, of the 65 countries where full competition in the IGW market has been 
introduced, no incumbent has yet experienced bankruptcy.

5.1.2 Models for IGW liberalisation 

There are two key competitive models for the operation of IGW:

• Model 1: Limited licences are issued for the deployment of IGW facilities. Those 
without a licence are required to use the facilities of a licence holder to provide 
international services.

• Model 2: There is no limit on the number of licences for IGWs. Any operator 
that meets the minimum licence conditions is permitted to establish its own IGW 
and provide international services to its retail and/or wholesale customers.

(a) Model 1 – partial liberalisation
In this model, an operator without an IGW licence acquires wholesale international 
services from one or more IGW operators. The mobile operator, for example, may be 
connected to one or more IGW operators and may route calls to the cheapest IGW 
provider depending on the call destination and the time of day.

Here, the operator without the IGW licence is the retail provider, provides the end-to-end 
international service and collects all retail revenue. It is responsible for the cost of 
providing the service, including the cost of acquisition of the wholesale international 
service from the IGW operator.225

Sri Lanka is an example of a country that uses this model. In 2003, Sri Lanka issued four 
facilities based IGW licences and 29 non-facilities based IGW licences. The non-facilities 
based licences were required to use the facilities based IGWs to provide international 
services. Since liberalisation, there has been strong growth in both the fixed and mobile 
sector.

(b) Model 2 – full liberalisation
Under Model 2, the IGW may be ‘self-provided’ by any operator that meets the minimum 
licence conditions. Alternatively, an operator may choose to use the IGW services of 
another operator.

Under self-provision, the operator is responsible for obtaining its own international 
capacity and for negotiating termination arrangements with IGWs in other countries. 
Under this model, operators compete with other national (whether fixed or mobile) 
operators in supplying international services.226

In this case, the revenue flows are very straightforward. The operator collects all retail 
revenues and is responsible for all costs of providing the end-to-end international service 
(including the international settlement with overseas operators). Malta employs this model 
with great success. Since liberalisation in 2003, the volume of outgoing calls has 
increased dramatically. Within a year of IGW liberalisation the outgoing minutes jumped 
by 18 million minutes from 35 million minutes to 53 million minutes. In 2006, this figure is 
believed to have grown to 80 million minutes. Additionally, international call prices 
decreased by 79% between Q3 2002 and Q3 of 2004.227
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In 2006, Kenya adopted this model when it awarded IGW licences to the two main mobile 
operators. Since obtaining the licences the mobile operators have announced new prices 
including the announcement by Safaricom in September 2006 of a 70% reduction in its 
international call prices.

The recommendations set out in this report would implement a form of Model 2, as 
discussed in further detail below.

5.1.3 To what extent should IGW liberalisation occur?

The potential for adverse effects on Telikom as the incumbent clearly indicate 
liberalisation should be undertaken in a manner that:

• does not disadvantage Telikom in relation to IGW infrastructure in respect of 
which Telikom needs to recover its investment; 

• preserves Telikom’s ability to compete; and

• maintains Telikom’s incentives to continue to invest in IGW infrastructure.

In this respect, it is also clear that Telikom has already been subject to a degree of 
competition from Digicel in the provision of IGW services via satellite bypass hence 
Telikom’s ability to continue to compete has already been established. Under the interim 
arrangement mandated by the ICCC, Digicel was permitted to operate its own IGW on a 
limited basis. Accordingly, some of the price adjustment from the provision of IGW 
services will likely have already occurred in PNG to Telikom’s detriment and it is evident 
that Telikom has withstood this.

Furthermore, there is significant anecdotal evidence that satellite bypass via the use of 
VSAT is occurring on a material scale in PNG. Given this, Telikom (via its subsidiary) is 
likely also already experiencing competition in relation to the provision of IGW for Internet
access.

On this basis, this report recommends that:

• Immediate liberalisation of the international gateway should occur by permitting 
all network licensees to operate international gateways if they meet certain 
minimum licensing criteria.  

• International gateway infrastructure should initially be exempted from the 
access regime in order to preserve investment incentives.  However, that 
exemption should be subject to periodic review with regard to competition 
criteria.  

Immediate and full liberalisation is aimed at imposing an effective competitive constraint 
on Telikom’s behaviour with respect of IGW services. Telikom’s pricing decisions both at 
the wholesale and retail level will be constrained by the threat of bypass and Telikom will 
have the incentive to make better use of its IGW facilities. 

The exemption from access regulation is recommended to protect the legitimate interests 
of owners of existing IGW infrastructure. In particular, it should permit such owners to 
recover the costs of their investment in IGW infrastructure, including a return 
commensurate with its investment risk. 

Additionally, the recommended exemption from access regulation limits the burden on the 
regulatory system, which will need to focus, as a priority, on implementing new access 
and interconnection arrangements domestically – a large and challenging task in itself. It 
would, in our view, be undesirable to overload the regulatory system, especially in the 
transition to a new model of regulation. 

Finally, we note that the widespread access to satellite capacity, and the likelihood that 
the cost of that capacity will continue to fall, will place continuing pressure on Telikom to 
optimise the use of its gateway, even with the exemption in place. If Telikom does so
respond, it can reap material commercial rewards; but if it fails to use this opportunity, it 
will simply find its competitive position further eroded. As a result, this recommendation 
puts the burden squarely on the shoulders of Telikom’s Board and management to make 
good use of a valuable asset.
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Therefore, our recommendation provides an opportunity both for potential users of IGW 
services such as ISPs to obtain more reasonable terms and conditions of access and 
also for owners of IGW infrastructure to more efficiently utilise their IGW facilities.

5.1.4 Over what time frame should IGW liberalisation occur?

Ultimately, the time frame for the liberalisation of the IGW is a political decision for the 
Government based on the balancing of the interests of PNG consumers against the 
desirability of maintaining an incumbent operator of sound financial health.

The appropriate time frame for IGW liberalisation is guided, in particular, by the following 
key factors:

• the financial health of Telikom and the extent of any adverse impact on Telikom 
of IGW liberalisation;

• the impact of IGW liberalisation, if any, on Telikom’s PNG involvement in the 
construction of the new PPC-1 submarine cable;

• the extent to which existing (illegal) data bypass and the Digicel arrangements 
have already reduced international call and data prices for PNG;

• the overall time frame to be decided for the implementation of Phase 2, 
including the extent and timing of any other transitional arrangements to be 
implemented; and

• the time frame for the connection of the new PPC-1 cable to PNG, estimated to 
be in July 2009.

When weighing these factors in light of the issues and analysis undertaken above, the 
key recommendations from this report on time frame issues are that:

• Immediate liberalisation of the IGW should occur.  

• IGW infrastructure should initially be exempted from the access regime subject 
to periodic review every 3 years with regard to competition criteria.   

5.2 WHAT TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS ARE REQUIRED?

The principal objective of transitional arrangements would be to provide sufficient time for 
Telikom to adjust its business operations so as to reflect the imminent full liberalisation of 
the IGW in PNG.

Transitional arrangements, for example, could have several areas of focus:

• Digicel’s existing IGW;

• tariff rebalancing;

• restrictions on the number of licences;

• asymmetric treatment between the incumbent and entrants; and

• wholesaling and retailing distinctions.

(a) Digicel’s existing IGW
Digicel continues to operate its own IGW relying upon consent from the ICCC. 

The proposed IGW liberalisation recommended by this report would permit Digicel to 
continue to operate its IGW for its own domestic traffic, notwithstanding that the original 
reason for the initial (so called ‘temporary’) consent has passed.

Such an arrangement would also ensure that the wholesale interconnection charges 
proposed by Telikom for its cable gateway would be constrained by Digicel’s ability to 
route its traffic through its own satellite gateway.

(b) Tariff rebalancing 
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Prior to IGW liberalisation in other countries, mandatory tariff rebalancing has sometimes 
occurred to bring IGW services closer to cost price. Such rebalancing is a common option 
to prevent the incumbent suffering a large, and relatively instantaneous reduction in 
revenue. 

However, tariff rebalancing is most important where there is a transition from no 
competition to full competition without any transitioning period. Where a transitioning 
period occurs, the reduction in price is smoothed over the transitional period and hence 
there would be less likely to be a sudden decrease in revenue to the detriment of the 
incumbent. 

In the PNG context, the existence of the IGW operated by Digicel and the existence of 
VSAT-based bypass has to some extent already resulted in tariff rebalancing due to 
increased competition via satellite bypass. For this reason, no mandatory tariff 
rebalancing is considered necessary in PNG.

(c) No quantitative restrictions on the number of licences 
Full IGW liberalisation contemplates that there should be no quantitative restrictions on 
the number of licences issued. Any quantitative restrictions on the number of licences 
may raise WTO issues, as discussed earlier in this Chapter. 

However, a key recommendation from this report is that a licensing system is maintained 
in relation to the ownership and operation of IGW. The relevant types of licences 
applicable to IGW required are discussed in Chapter 1 of this report.

In this manner, only persons meeting certain minimum criteria would be entitled to 
receive a licence. To meet WTO requirements, such criteria should be justifiable and 
apply on a non-discriminatory basis to all licensees. 

Notwithstanding IGW liberalisation, operators of an IGW will therefore still be required to 
obtain a relevant licence. Licensees will be permitted to operate IGW only if they meet 
certain minimum licensing criteria. Any persons operating an IGW without a requisite 
licence should be the subject of enforcement action by the new ICT regulator. 

(d) VSAT operators and implementation of class licensing
The need for enforcement action against existing VSAT operators that do not have 
licences should be considered in light of the discussion regarding class licensing set out 
in Chapter 1 of this report. VSAT operators, in particular, may be potential candidates for 
a form of class licensing for the reasons identified in Chapter 1.

However, there are some key issues to bear in mind when developing any system of 
class licensing for VSAT operators:

• In Benin, part of the reason for the reinstatement of the incumbent’s monopoly 
over the IGW was that the regulators lost control of the IGW market. This 
problem was caused by the introduction of a significant number of unlicensed 
operators and an absence of criteria for the issuing of licences. The situation 
compounded until Benin’s government considered the only way to regain 
control was to revert to a monopoly IGW arrangement.

• It is important that PNG’s migration to full IGW liberalisation does not exceed 
the ICT regulators’ ability to efficiently and effectively control the newly 
liberalised IGW market.

This report therefore recommends that care is taken in setting minimum criteria for 
obtaining a licence to operate an IGW so that the ICT Regulator does not lose control 
over the IGW market. 

(e) If liberalisation is to occur, how should licences be allocated?
Assuming IGW liberalisation were to occur via the issuing of new licences, the licence 
allocation mechanism would depend on the proposed role for the Iicences and any 
revenue that the Government intended would be realised from the licences. 

A detailed discussion of licence allocation mechanisms and appropriate transitional 
arrangements is set out in Chapters 1 and 9 of this report. 
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5.3 ARE ANY ADDITIONAL LICENCE CONDITIONS REQUIRED?

The appropriate licence conditions would depend on the nature of the licence that was 
required to operate an IGW. These issues are discussed in detail in Chapter 1 of this 
report.

However, the appropriate licence fees for the operation of an IGW are an important 
consideration.

(a) Licence fees
Licence fees should be reasonable to avoid becoming an artificial barrier to market entry 
that can confer market power on IGW licence holders.

For example, India originally set these fees too high, at US$2 million plus 11 per cent on 
going royalty. Following a lack of applicants, licence fees were reduced to US$500,000 
with a 5% ongoing royalty. 

UNCTAD has also recommended that Kenya, Uganda, Cameroon, Gabon, and Niger to 
immediately review their IGW licence fees, saying that the current fees prohibit the 
development of information and communication technologies in Africa. 

The following Figure 24 sets out international benchmarks for licence fees for IGW 
licences:
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Figure 24: International benchmarks for licence fees for IGW228

Country IGW licence fee Comments

Nigeria Bundled. IGW licence is part of the global mobile GSM licence. Mobile 
operators operate their own IGW. 

Uganda $50,000 Celtel purchased a separate IGW licence. 
MTN had their licence bundled with GSM. 
For an international data IGW, the annual licence fee is $2000. 

Kenya $214,000 Safaricom prices have dropped by 48% since liberalisation. 

Malawi $50,000 for the 
first year, and 
$35,000 a year 
thereafter. 

Sierra 
Leone

Prior to reverting 
to a monopoly: 
$100,000 to 
access the IGW, 
then $50,000 
annually. 

Prior to reverting to a monopoly: 
There was one IGW owned by the government with equal 
access rights and uniform tariffs to each service provider with an 
access licence. 

Ghana $2 million for 
first year, 
$100,000 
annually. 

Initial IGW as part of licence for the two fixed line operators, 
Ghana Telecom and Westel. New IGW licence awarded to 
Scancom in December 2004. 
The grant of the new Scancom licence was heavily resisted by 
the incumbent Ghana Telecom on the basis that they could not 
properly compete due to their mandated ‘social’ obligations to 
service low-profit areas.229

Cameroon Bundled Bundled with GSM licence. Orange paid approximately $80 
million and the operator who purchased the mobile branch of the 
incumbent paid $200 million for the bundled licence. 
Orange is only allowed to handle traffic and cannot sell 
international minutes to other operators. 

Côte 
d’Ivoire,

Bundled Bundled with GSM since 2004, no additional fee to operate the 
IGW. 

Gabon Bundled Bundled with GSM. The original bundled licence was around 
$100,000.

South 
Africa

n/a Vodacom uses the Telkom IGW (it is 50% owned by Telkom who 
is the incumbent fixed line operator). The second IGW is 
operated by the government-owned Sentech but provides 
effective service to MTN.
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Country IGW licence fee Comments

Zambia An initial 
$100,000 fee 
and $50,000 
thereafter

Recommended by the Squire Sanders and Patmat Legal 
Practitioners report, entitled Advisory services for fair 
competition and liberalisation of the IGW.

Banglade
sh

Auction Bangladesh liberalised the IGW in February 2008. An auction 
was held for three IGW licences (in addition to the licence held 
by the incumbent), with Novotel Limited, Bangla Trac 
Communications Ltd, Mir Telecom obtaining IGW licences. To 
be eligible to bid in the auction, each company was required to 
be a Bangladeshi entity and could not be foreign owned. 
As a condition of the licence, successful bidders also had to 
make an IPO in the Bangladeshi stock market.230

Nigeria Bundled. Unified telecommunication licences were issued in 2006 for $2.1 
million each. 

In essence, licence fees should be set at reasonable levels to avoid licences becoming 
an artificial barrier to market entry that can confer market power on IGW licence holders. 

Chapter 1 of this report sets out various recommendations relating to the manner of 
calculation and application of licence fees. Those recommendations apply equally to IGW 
issues.

6 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 2.1 Immediate liberalisation of the international gateway should 
occur by permitting all network licensees to operate 
international gateways if they meet certain minimum licensing 
criteria.  

Recommendation 2.2 International gateway infrastructure should initially be 
exempted from the access regime in order to preserve 
investment incentives.  However, that exemption should be 
subject to periodic review every 3 years with regard to 
competition criteria.  

Recommendation 2.3 Care should be taken in setting minimum criteria for the 
obtaining of a licence to operate an IGW so that the ICT 
Regulator does not lose control over the IGW market.  VSAT 
operators may be potential candidates for class licences.
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CHAPTER 3

WHOLESALE REGULATION
AND ACCESS
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1 WHOLESALE REGULATION AND ACCESS

The term ‘access’ is used to describe third party use of particular wholesale services and 
facilities provided by a network operator. Access allows the interconnection of separate 
networks so that subscribers of one network can communicate seamlessly with subscribers 
of other networks. Access also allows service providers to use parts of another operator’s 
network or facilities where duplication may be inefficient.231

The access regime sets out the process and rules for determining whether access to 
particular services and facilities should be regulated. Where regulation does apply, the 
access regime specifies the rights and obligations associated with access, including the 
obligation to provide access to particular services or facilities when requested and the 
process and/or principles to be followed when determining terms and conditions of access.

A well functioning access regime, suitable to the local environment, is critical to the 
successful implementation of open competition in the PNG ICT sector. Therefore, this 
section reviews the current access regime in PNG and recommends a number of reforms 
which are necessary to support open competition under Phase 2 of the Government’s ICT 
policy.

The Chapter covers the following three key elements of an access regime:

• the process for determining whether regulation should be applied;

• the rights and obligations that apply to regulated services and facilities; and

• the terms and conditions of access to regulated services and facilities.

The access regime in PNG is assessed with respect to the following features of international 
best practice:

• regulatory forbearance, that is, limiting regulation to where it is required, 
recognising that market outcomes are superior to regulated outcomes;

• regulatory certainty, which involves minimising regulatory discretion in order to 
provide greater certainty for industry participants;

• non-discrimination, which requires that all players in the industry are treated on an 
equal basis to ensure that competition occurs on its merits rather than via an 
artificial advantage; and

• transparency, which involves visibility of regulatory decisions, including the 
regulatory process, analysis and reasoning that led to those decisions.

We have also taken into consideration key aspects of the Government’s ICT policy, 
including:

• encouraging investment in the ICT sector to ensure PNG has efficient ICT 
infrastructure to enable social and economic benefits to be secured; and

• increasing the availability and use of the Internet to secure benefits for PNG.232

This Chapter is set out as follows.

• section 2 provides an overview of the current access regime operating in PNG;

• section 3 summarises our review of ICT access regimes in developed and 
developing countries;

• section 4 presents our assessment of the access regime in PNG, taking into 
account the findings of our international review and feedback from our stakeholder 
consultation process; and

• section 5 outlines our draft recommendations for reform of the access regime in 
PNG that are required to support open competition.
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2 CURRENT REGULATORY REGIME

Access regulation in PNG comprises four distinct forms:

1 Network access obligations: Access regulation applies on a generic basis to all 
licensed carriers in relation to the interconnection of their respective networks.233

Interconnection is mandated on a non-discriminatory basis with terms and 
conditions determined under a negotiate/arbitrate model.

2 ICCC Interconnection Code obligations: All carriers must comply with certain 
codes of practice designated by the ICCC or PANGTEL. Of these, the ICCC 
Interconnection Code sets out additional obligations relating to access regulation 
that are intended by the ICCC to flesh out the network access obligations.234

3 Regulated entity obligations: Further access regulation is applied on an entity-
specific basis to ‘regulated entities’, specifically Telikom, insofar as they supply 
‘regulated goods’ and ‘regulated services’. Regulated entities may be subjected to 
binding regulatory contracts imposed by the Minister or ICCC that set out various 
price controls and quality of service obligations.

4 Individual licence conditions: Finally, access regulation may be applied on an 
entity-specific basis to individual licensees based on unique terms and conditions 
included in their respective licences. Mobile licensees for example, are currently 
subject to access obligations in relation to infrastructure sharing and inter-carrier 
roaming.

Each of these four forms of access regulation are summarised in Figure 25 below.

Figure 25: Access regulation in PNG

Obligations Scope Source Regulatory implication

Network access 
obligations

Applies to all 
carrier licensees 

Part XI, 
Telecommunications 
Act

A generic obligation is applied to all 
carriers to provide non-discriminatory 
network interconnection. 
The obligation provides the basis for a 
negotiate / arbitrate access regime.

ICCC 
Interconnection 
Code

Applies to all 
carrier licensees 

Part VIA, 
Telecommunications 
Act; Part IV, ICCC 
Act

Generic obligations are applied to all 
carriers that flesh out the network access 
obligations identified above and the 
procedure for access arbitrations.

Regulated entity 
obligations

Applies only to 
regulated 
entities

Part III, ICCC Act 
and individual 
regulatory contracts

The Minister or ICCC may issue a 
regulatory contract setting out such 
matters as entity-specific price controls 
and quality of service requirements.

Individual 
licence 
conditions

Applies only to 
the individual 
licensees

Section 61 of the 
Telecommunications 
Act and individual 
carrier licences

Customised regulatory obligations may 
be applied to particular licensees (e.g., 
mandated co-location and mobile 
roaming for mobile licensees).

In addition to the four principal forms of regulation identified above, the generic market 
conduct rules contained in the ICCC Act may be used by the ICCC to address various anti-
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competitive conduct that may arise in a telecommunications access context. For example, a 
refusal to supply a wholesale telecommunications service could constitute a breach of 
section 58 of the ICCC Act, namely the taking advantage of a substantial degree of power in 
a market with a proscribed anti-competitive purpose.

In this manner, the PNG access regime is contained within a number of different regulatory 
instruments with a different manner of application, namely:

• the Telecommunications Act;235

• the ICCC Act;

• various telecommunications licences;236

• the Telikom Regulatory Contract which is binding on Telikom and the ICCC 
pursuant to the ICCC Act; and

• the ICCC Interconnection Code.237

This section sets out in greater detail the precise manner in which these various regulatory 
instruments are currently applied.

2.1 NETWORK ACCESS OBLIGATIONS

Under section 82(1) of the Telecommunications Act, every licensed carrier in PNG has the 
right and obligation to interconnect its facilities to the network of any other carrier in PNG, on 
request, for the purposes of carrying communications across their respective networks.

This fundamental right of network access and interconnection underpins the application of 
the PNG ‘negotiate/arbitrate’ access regime. 

Importantly, interconnection and access must be provided by a carrier to other carriers on a 
non-discriminatory basis. Specifically, the carrier must, to the extent reasonable, ensure that:

• the technical and operational quality of timing of interconnection is equivalent to 
that which the carrier provides to itself; and

• each carrier receives fault detection, handling and rectification of a technical and 
operational quality and timing that is equivalent to that which the carrier provides to 
itself.

The obligation to provide network access and interconnection is comprehensive in scope 
and applies in respect of all telecommunications services supplied between the networks of 
the carriers. However, there is no obligation to provide interconnection where it would have 
any of the following effects:

• preventing a carrier who is already supplied or has a right to be supplied an 
interconnection service from obtaining a sufficient amount of the service to meet its 
own reasonably anticipated requirements;

• preventing the requested carrier from obtaining a sufficient amount of the service to 
meet its own reasonably anticipated requirements; or

• depriving any person of a contractual right as at 13 February 2008.

Further, a requested carrier is not required to provide interconnection if there are reasonable 
grounds to believe that:

• the carrier seeking access would fail to comply, to a material extent, with the 
requested carrier’s terms and conditions, or on which the requested carrier is 
reasonably likely to comply; or

• the carrier seeking access would fail to protect the integrity of a 
telecommunications network or the safety of people working on/using services 
supplied by means of a telecommunications network.

2.1.1 Determination of terms and conditions of access

If the parties cannot agree on the terms and conditions of access, they may request the 
ICCC to arbitrate and determine those terms and conditions. Importantly, this means that the 
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ICCC must await a request from the parties before it can intervene to resolve any impasse in 
commercial negotiations over network access.

In this manner, the access regime in PNG currently contemplates a negotiate-arbitrate 
regime. The regime has the following key characteristics:

1 either or both negotiating parties may request the ICCC to arrange for an ICCC 
representative to attend commercial negotiations; 

2 if the carriers cannot agree upon the terms and conditions of access, either or both 
of them may submit the matter to the ICCC for arbitration;238

3 the ICCC is required to determine a matter submitted to it for arbitration by issuing 
a determination that:

• specifies the facilities and the network concerned; and

• sets out terms and conditions of interconnection; and

• the ICCC’s determination must be consistent with the 
Telecommunications Act, with any charging principles and with 
Government Policy.

Determinations made by the ICCC are taken to be a legally binding access agreement 
between the carriers party to the arbitration. The ICCC also has a broad power to vary a 
carrier’s licence to include any condition necessary or desirable to give effect to any ICCC 
determination. 

(a) Interim determinations
Recent amendments to the Telecommunications Act allow the ICCC to issue interim 
determinations that apply on an interim basis while the arbitration proceeds to a final 
determination. Interim determinations are intended to avoid delays to network access caused 
by the length of the arbitration procedure.

Interim determinations:

• do not terminate an arbitration or relieve the ICCC from its duty to make a final 
determination;

• have effect on the date specified in the determination; and

• remain in force until the end of the period noted in the determination, which must 
not be longer than 12 months.

The ICCC is not required to observe any requirements of natural justice in making an interim 
determination. However, a final determination revokes an interim determination and normally 
has retrospective application to correct the interim determination as necessary.

(b) Ministerial determinations
Recent legislative amendments allow the Minister to determine the terms and conditions of 
access (including charges) at any time. Significantly, the Minister is not required to await a 
request from the negotiating parties.

This Ministerial determination power is intended to provide a means of ‘circuit breaking’ 
disputes between parties regarding interconnection terms and conditions. It permits the 
Minister to intervene where the parties cannot agree but (for whatever reason) they have not 
referred the matter for arbitration. This was the situation that pertained for many months after 
Digicel commenced its operations.

Where a Ministerial determination is issued, the carriers must interconnect their network 
facilities and provide access services to one another within 28 days of the date of the 
Ministerial determination. 

Prior to making any determination, the Minister must consult with the ICCC, PANGTEL and 
the relevant carriers involved. Any terms and conditions determined by the Minister only 
apply if there is no agreement between the parties, or where the ICCC has made no 
determination in an arbitration.
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2.2 ICCC INTERCONNECTION CODE

The ICCC Act and Telecommunications Act both allow the ICCC to issue codes of practice 
and rules:

1 Section 40 of the ICCC Act allows the ICCC to make codes and rules relating to 
the conduct or operations of a participant in a regulated industry. 
Telecommunications is a regulated industry. 

The ICCC must, before making, varying or revoking a code or rule, consult with the 
Minister, any regulated entity to which the code or rule is intended to apply, as well 
as other interested parties considered appropriate.239 Any code or rule must not be 
inconsistent with the terms of a regulatory contract.240

2 Section 66A of the Telecommunications Act also allows the ICCC to determine 
codes of practice to be followed by carriers in the course of their operations. Codes 
of practice may include an ‘Interconnection Code of Practice’.241 The ICCC must 
consult all carriers and other interested parties in the development of a code of 
practice, including, where appropriate, the State, at least one month before 
determining any such code.242

Under the Telecommunications Act, all licensees must comply with codes of practice 
determined by the ICCC under section 66A when providing a telecommunications service in 
accordance with their licence.

The ICCC issued the ICCC Interconnection Code pursuant to these provisions. 

The ICCC Interconnection Code is intended by the ICCC to flesh out the conduct and 
processes which are to be followed by carriers in giving effect to the fundamental obligation 
to provide interconnection set out in the Telecommunications Act. Specifically, the ICCC’s 
stated objectives in issuing the ICCC Interconnection Code were to:

• encourage a regulated commercial relationship between access providers and 
access seekers in the conduct of their operations within the telecommunications 
industry; and

• provide clear guidance to access providers when drafting their access agreements 
and to access seekers when assessing the terms and conditions of access 
agreements.

(a) Non-price terms and conditions
The ICCC Interconnection Code sets out various provisions to guide the negotiation and 
determination of the non-price terms and conditions of access in circumstances where a 
carrier exercises its fundamental right of interconnection. The code:

• sets out key services and principles in the supply of interconnection;

• proscribes the non-price content of access agreements; and

• sets out administrative procedures applicable to access agreements. 

By way of example, Clause 2.2.2 provides that:

“In supplying an Access Service, an Access Provider must treat an Access Seeker 
on a non-discriminatory basis as required by the Telecommunications Act in 
relation to the supply of an Access Service, including but not limited to, if requested 
by the Access Seeker:

Taking all reasonable steps to ensure that the technical and operational quality of 
the service is equivalent to that which the Access Provider provides to itself; and

Taking all reasonable steps to ensure that the Access Seeker receives, in relation 
to the service, fault detection, handling and rectification of a technical and 
operational quality and timing that is equivalent to that which the Access Provider 
provides to itself.”

Clause 2.2.3 then provides that clauses 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 are:
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“…intended to promote fair competition and the long term interests of end-users of 
Carriages Services and services supplied by means of Carriage Services and 
these principles are to be implemented in a way which will promote competition in 
markets for Access Services having regard to (among other things) the extent to 
which relevant things will remove obstacles to end-users of Carriage Services 
gaining Access to Carriage Services.”

Importantly, Chapter 4 of the ICCC Interconnection Code relevantly requires each access 
provider to establish and maintain an updated Reference Interconnection Offer (RIO) 
package for the provision of access services. The RIO package is intended to facilitate 
negotiations concerning the supply of access services and interconnection and is discussed 
in further detail later in this Chapter.

(b) Procedure for access arbitrations
As well as imposing obligations on the parties in relation to the substantive content of access 
arrangements, the ICCC Interconnection Code sets out the procedure that the ICCC will 
follow in determining terms and conditions during access arbitrations. 

By way of example, the ICCC Interconnection Code identifies that:

• either party may submit a matter to the ICCC for arbitration if the parties cannot 
agree upon the terms of an agreement within 30 business days from the date on 
which an access request is made;

• a determination may have precedent value and should be take into consideration 
by access providers and access seekers in ’substantially similar circumstances’; 
and

• an application for arbitration is an avenue of last resort.

The ICCC’s arbitration procedure, as set out in the ICCC Interconnection Code, is depicted 
in Figure 26 below:

Figure 26: ICCC arbitration procedure243
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2.3 REGULATED ENTITY OBLIGATIONS 

As well as a generic access regime that applies access obligations to all access providers, 
PNG applies access obligations to a specific subset of carrier licensees with a substantial 
degree of market power (presently Telikom).

Specifically, the ICCC Act sets out a procedure for regulatory determination and declaration 
whether an entity is a ‘regulated entity’, as well as a procedure for the declaration of goods 
and services (to the extent supplied or capable of being supplied by that regulated entity) as 
‘regulated goods’ and ‘regulated services’.

Once subject to declaration, regulated entities can be subjected to additional obligations set 
out in regulatory contracts in regulation to regulated goods and regulated services.

2.3.1 Declaration process

Both the Minister and the ICCC have the power to declare certain entities and their services 
to be regulated for the purposes of the ICCC Act.

Specifically, either the Minister or the ICCC may:

• by notice published in the National Gazette declare an entity that “supplies or is 
capable of supplying, goods or services in a regulated industry” to be a ‘regulated 
entity’; and

• via the same notice or subsequent notice, “declare any goods or services supplied 
or capable of being supplied by the regulated entity to be regulated goods or 
regulated services”. 

The declaration may identify regulated goods or services by reference to factors that include, 
but are not limited to: 

• the persons to whom the goods or services are supplied;

• the location in which they are supplied; and 

• the purpose for which they are supplied. 

Unlike the Minister, the ICCC is constrained by express statutory requirements in relation to 
the exercise of its declaration powers. The ICCC cannot declare:

• an entity to be a regulated entity unless that entity has a substantial degree of 
power in a market;244 or

• goods or services supplied by that entity to be regulated goods or services unless 
they were supplied, or capable of being supplied, by the regulated entity in a 
market in which that entity has substantial market power.

The ICCC is also not permitted to issue a declaration unless it is appropriate having regard 
to the ICCC’s objectives set out in section 5 of the ICCC Act, namely:245

“To enhance the welfare of the people of Papua New Guinea through the 
promotion of competition, fair trading and the protection of consumers’ interests; 
and

To promote economic efficiency in industry structure, investment and conduct; and

To protect the long term interests of the people of Papua New Guinea with regard 
to the price, quality and reliability of significant goods and services.”

These additional obligations apply only to the ICCC, so do not constrain the Minister.

2.3.2 Revocation process

The Minister cannot vary or revoke a Ministerial declaration once made.246 In this manner, a 
Ministerial declaration is intended to be binding on subsequent Ministers in the absence of a 
legislative amendment.

Unlike the Minister, the ICCC can seek the consent of the regulated entity to revoke part or 
all of a declaration.247 However, the ICCC cannot revoke a declaration unless it is satisfied 
that:
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• the entity does not have substantial market power in the relevant market; or

• the declaration is not appropriate having regard to the ICCC’s objectives contained 
in section 5 of the ICCC Act.

Before revoking a declaration, the ICCC must provide the relevant entity and all persons the 
ICCC considers appropriate with a reasonable opportunity to make submissions, following 
the provision of 4 weeks prior notice to the Minister. 

Once a declaration is revoked, any regulatory contract applying to the regulated entity or the 
relevant goods or services is automatically terminated. 

2.3.3 Regulatory contracts

Once a regulated entity has been declared, the Minister or the ICCC may issue a regulatory 
contract to that entity, for a term not exceeding 10 years, in relation to any regulated goods 
and services that it supplies.

A regulated contract may, for example:

• regulate prices for regulated goods and services in any manner that the Minister or 
ICCC considers appropriate;

• specify service standards that the regulated entity must meet and compensation for 
any failures to meet those standards; and

• specify a process for the issue of a replacement regulatory contract once an 
existing regulatory contract expires (including pricing policies and principles to be 
adopted in the replacement contract).

Procedural differences apply depending on whether the regulatory contract is issued by the 
Minister or the ICCC:

1 if the regulatory contract is issued by the Minister, the Minister is prohibited from 
issuing a further regulatory contract that is inconsistent with the requirements of the 
existing regulatory contract; or

2 if the regulatory contract is issued by the ICCC, the ICCC must first undertake 
consultation and must have regard to various statutory objectives in the ICCC Act 
including:

• the legitimate business interests of the regulated entity;

• the costs of producing the regulated goods and services;

• the return on assets required to sustain past and future investments in 
the relevant industries in which the regulated entity operates; and

• relevant international benchmarks for prices, costs and returns on assets 
in comparable industries.

As with the procedure for declaration, these procedural differences are intended to deter ad 
hoc political intervention in the regulation of regulated entities while ensuring that the ICCC 
acts in a manner consistent with the policy intent. 

The ICCC must not issue a regulatory contract for a regulated entity where the term of that 
contract overlaps with a regulatory contract already issued by the Minister. In this manner, 
the Ministerial powers prevail over the ICCC powers.

As a regulatory contract binds the ICCC, it is also possible for the Minister to issue a 
regulatory contract which requires the ICCC to perform any functions contemplated by the 
regulatory contract. Any regulatory contract issued by the Minister is still characterised as a 
regulatory contract between the ICCC and the regulated entity.

A regulated entity must comply with any regulatory contract issued to it by the Minister or the 
ICCC.248 In the event of non-compliance, the ICCC has various enforcement powers. 
Specifically, the ICCC may issue written provisional or final orders that require the regulated 
entity to comply with a regulatory contract. The ICCC may issue a written order if it:
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“…forms the opinion that, on the balance of probabilities, a regulated entity is 
contravening or likely to materially contravene a regulatory contract and that the 
contravention is of a material nature.”

A failure by the regulated entity to comply with a provisional or final order, or an undertaking 
given by it as to compliance, will expose it to a fine not exceeding K10 million. The ICCC 
may also seek to recover any profits arising from the non-compliance.

(a) Telikom Regulatory Contract
The Telikom Regulatory Contract contains a number of provisions that are unique to 
Telikom. These address such matters as price regulation, the determination of tariffs, service 
standards and customer rebates.

Under clause 2.5 of the Regulatory Contract, for example, Telikom must charge tariffs for 
Excluded Services “on a fair and reasonable basis”. 

Alternatively, if there is a dispute between Telikom and the ICCC over a charge for an 
Excluded Service, the Telikom must charge tariffs determined by the ICCC to be “fair and 
reasonable”, subject to the ICCC taking into account such matters as the relevant principles 
applied in regulating tariffs under the Contract.

The charging provisions set out in the Telikom Regulatory Contract are discussed in detail in 
Chapter 4 of this report.

2.3.4 Appeal of ICCC declarations

Regulated entities may appeal ICCC declaration decisions, and the terms of regulatory 
contracts issued by the ICCC, to the Appeals Panel or to the Minister. Ministerial decisions 
and the terms of regulatory contracts issued by the Minister cannot be appealed to the 
Appeals Panel. 

The Appeals Panel may only consider information that was available to the ICCC when it 
made the decision being reviewed. The Appeals Panel is not bound by the rules of evidence 
and “may adopt such procedures it sees fit”.249

2.4 INDIVIDUAL LICENCE CONDITIONS

In addition to the generic and entity-specific forms of access regulation identified above, the 
three mobile licences in PNG each contain further entity-specific provisions that impose 
further access regulation on the relevant licensees. These provisions are directed at inter-
carrier mobile roaming and the sharing of certain mobile network infrastructure. 

Specifically, the ICCC has the power to make written declarations under section 63 of the 
Telecommunications Act which subject specified licences to conditions set out in the 
declaration (i.e., the ICCC can declare licence conditions). 

The ICCC has issued such licence conditions in relation to the mobile licensees that require 
them to:

1 provide access and interconnection to each other’s networks and facilities in 
accordance with the Telecommunications Act and the ICCC Interconnection Code;

2 satisfy their supply obligations and network coverage obligations through co-
operative arrangements with other mobile carriers. In those locations where a 
carrier does not operate its own facilities, that carrier must ensure that its 
customers have network access to make or receive calls “through inter-carrier 
roaming arrangements or otherwise”; and

3 inform the ICCC of proposals for co-operation in providing network access in such 
locations, including:

• infrastructure sharing or cost sharing proposals for installation and 
operation of facilities and access to other carriers facilities or premises; 
and
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• proposals for access to another carrier’s facilities or premises for the 
purpose of installing or co-locating antennae, masts, base stations or 
other facilities for locations specified in Schedule 3 and 4 of the licences.

2.4.1 Infrastructure sharing

The declaration specifies that any proposals for co-operative arrangements must be 
approved by the ICCC by applying the following criteria:

“No anti-competitive effects: Inter–carrier arrangements must promote competition 
or be at worst competitive neutral.

Consumer benefit: Arrangements must consider the public benefits including the 
benefits for all customers of the parties to the arrangements.

Fairness and equity: Arrangements must not be unfair to any participating carrier 
and any access or interconnection charges must be reasonably cost-based and in 
accordance of the requirements in Part XI of the Telecommunications Act.”

The licence conditions specify that providing network access in some locations may be 
costly and/or unprofitable, hence it permits mobile carriers to agree among themselves on 
reciprocal arrangements with a view to “sharing the burden fairly in providing network access 
in remote and low use locations”. The licence conditions therefore encourage one carrier to 
install and operate facilities in nominated locations, but with customers of the other carriers 
having network access through the first carrier’s facilities. The licence conditions comment 
that:

“The overriding principle in any such arrangements will be that financial burden of 
installing, maintaining and operating mobile networks in more remote locations 
where customer usage may not be high enough to otherwise be commercially 
justifiable, will be shared equally among all mobile licensees who participate in 
those arrangements and will not financially disadvantage any one licensee.”

2.4.2 Inter-carrier mobile roaming

Digicel’s and GreenCom’s respective licences also each contain a further licence condition 
relating to inter-carrier roaming. 

In addition to the generic interconnection obligation set out in Part XI of the 
Telecommunications Act, Digicel and GreenCom may (but are not required to) provide other 
mobile carriers with access, interconnection, billing or other information to enable customers 
of other mobile carriers to use their handsets to roam onto their respective mobile networks.

2.5 CHARGING PRINCIPLES

Section 86(1) of the Telecommunications Act allows the regulatory contract or licence of a 
regulated entity to set out principles to be applied in agreeing on or determining charges 
payable for access being sought for:

• interconnection of facilities;

• carriage of communications across networks of the regulated entity;

• supply of facilities for the purpose of such interconnection or carriages; 

• the grant of rights or interest, or the supply of goods or services; or

• various incidental matters.

Where principles are not set out in the regulatory contract or licence, the ICCC may 
determine, by notice in the National Gazette, the principles that are to be applied.250 Where 
charging principles have been determined, any access agreement agreed to by carriers, 
determined by the Minister or determined by the ICCC must comply with those principles.

A carrier that reaches an access agreement with another carrier must submit the agreement 
to the ICCC for registration.251 The ICCC may only register the agreement if it complies with 
charging principles, and otherwise complies with the Telecommunications Act.252
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2.5.1 Charging principles in the Telikom Regulatory Contract

In practice, charging principles appear in the Telikom Regulatory Contract, in the licences of 
the three mobile carriers and in Telikom’s general carrier licence. The ICCC has also 
included charging principles in the ICCC Interconnection Code, although its legal power to 
do so in light of section 86 of the Telecommunications Act is uncertain.

Under clause 2.6 of the Telikom Regulatory Contract, if Telikom and another carrier fail to 
agree on access and interconnection charges, and the ICCC is required to determine the 
matter pursuant to section 84 of the Telecommunications Act (pursuant to a request by a 
party for ICCC determination), the ICCC must have regard, among other factors, to the 
following matters in determining charges:

• the directly and indirectly attributable incremental capital costs incurred by the 
Access Provider in connection with the provision of the access and 
interconnections services to the Access Seeker(s), being a reasonable return on 
the written down asset base, and including economic depreciation costs associated 
with the asset base, for those assets used directly or indirectly to provide the 
access and interconnection;

• the directly and indirectly attributable incremental operating costs incurred by the 
Access Provider in connection with the provision of the access and 
interconnection;

• full recovery of once off incremental operational and capital costs incurred in the 
provision of the access and interconnection which the Access Provider would not 
have otherwise incurred but for the requirement to provide the access and 
interconnection;

• the requirement for a fair and reasonable contribution to the common costs 
incurred by the Access Provider;

• the availability and capacity of the telecommunications network operated by the 
Access Provider to provide the access and interconnection and the timeframe 
reasonably required to provide access to additional capacity; and

• any other factors the ICCC considers relevant.

2.5.2 Charging principles in the ICCC Interconnection Code

Essentially the same charging principles are also outlined in the ICCC Interconnection Code, 
as well as in carrier licences. 

Clause 2.2.1 of the ICCC Interconnection Code encapsulate the same principles as clause 
2.6 of the Telikom Regulatory Contract. However, it also requires the ICCC to have regard to 
the following factors:

• whether terms and conditions promote the long term interests of end users;

• the legitimate business interests of the access provider and access seeker, and the 
access provider’s investment in facilities used to supply the access service;

• the operational and technical requirements for the safe and reliable operation of a 
Carriage Service, a Telecommunications Network or a Facility in accordance with 
any Technical Interconnection Code of Practice determined by PANGTEL; and

• the economically efficient operation of a Carriage Service, a telecommunications 
Network or Facility.

2.5.3 Charging principles in carrier licences

Condition 19 of Telikom’s general carrier licence contains essentially the same terms and 
also:

• requires Telikom to provide access to any other licensed carrier to enable that 
carrier to connect its facilities to Telikom’s network, in accordance with Part XI of 
the Telecommunications Act;

• stipulates that the granting of access to another licensed carrier be agreed or 
determined by the ICCC in accordance with Part XI.
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Otherwise, condition 19 replicates the provisions of clause 2.6 of the Regulatory Contract.

Condition 14 of Telikom’s mobile licence, as well as condition 15 of the Digicel mobile 
licence and the GreenCom licence, replicate condition 19 of Telikom’s general carrier 
licence.

3 INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE

While recognising that the PNG environment is characterised by some unique features and 
consequently requires a tailored approach to developing an appropriate access regime, 
international experience still provides an extremely useful input into this process. The key 
features of access regimes used in other countries are a useful input into assessing the 
readiness of PNG’s telecommunications access regime to support open competition and as 
a basis for making recommendations for necessary changes and additions to the PNG 
regime. 

Therefore, this section summarises key features of the access regimes used to regulate the 
telecommunications sectors in selected developed and developing countries. 

The experience in developed countries, where the telecommunications sector has been 
open to full competition for many years, provides a useful insight into international best 
practice. The access regimes in these countries have evolved over many years, reflecting 
changes in circumstances and lessons learned from the practical implementation of access 
regulation. The experience in developing countries is also valuable in providing information 
on how access regimes may have been tailored to better suit the circumstances in 
developing countries.

The key features of international experience that we have focused on are:

• the process for determining regulation of services and/or infrastructure;

• the implications of regulation in terms of the rights and obligations; and

• the determination of access terms and conditions.

3.1 DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

The developed countries that have been reviewed are:

• the United Kingdom;

• Australia;

• the United States; and

• New Zealand.

3.1.1 Process for determining regulation

In all developed countries, there are specific conditions that must be met before a 
telecommunications service or facility is subject to access regulation. 

(a) United Kingdom
In the UK, the European Union (EU) directives are followed and require the regulator, OF, to 
undertake a market definition and market power analysis. Where Ofcom finds that an 
operator has significant market power (SMP), it must apply a regulatory obligation that is 
“appropriate and proportionate in relation to the nature of the problem identified”.253

Under the UK Communications Act 2003, Ofcom can also impose more limited access 
conditions without a finding of SMP, for the purpose of securing efficiency, sustainable 
competition and the greatest possible benefit for end-users.254

(b) Australia
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In Australia, the access regime only applies to services that have been declared and is not 
carrier specific (as opposed to the UK approach where regulation depends on a finding of 
SMP). Declaration occurs primarily through a public inquiry process undertaken by the 
regulator, the ACCC.255 The objective of the public inquiry is to assist the ACCC in 
determining whether declaration of the service at issue would be in the long-term interests of 
end-users (the LTIE). 

In order to determine whether declaration will promote the long-term interests of end-users, s 
152AB of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) provides that the ACCC must consider the 
extent to which declaration is likely to result in the achievement of the following objectives:

• the promotion of competition in markets for carriage services and services supplied 
by means of carriage services;

• achieving any-to-any connectivity; and

• encouraging the economically efficient use of, and economically efficient 
investment in, the infrastructure by which carriage services and services provided 
by means of carriage services are supplied.256

(c) New Zealand
In New Zealand, the Telecommunications Act 2001 (NZ) sets out the services that are 
subject to regulation. Each of those services is classified as either a ‘designated’ service or a 
‘specified’ service. The regulator, the NZ Commerce Commission, can determine both price 
and non-price terms of designated services, but only non-price terms of specified services. 
The majority of specified services are limited to services supplied by the incumbent fixed line 
operator, Telecom. The Act also specifies whether there are particular conditions that must 
be met before regulation is applied to the service. 

The NZ Commerce Commission can initiate itself, or commence at the request of the 
Minister, an investigation as to whether the existing list of designated and specified services 
should be altered if the NZ Commerce Commission is satisfied that there are reasonable 
grounds for such an investigation. In carrying out its assessment as to the appropriate 
recommendations, the NZ Commerce Commission is required to consider whether a 
proposed change to the list of regulated services will promote competition in 
telecommunications markets for the long-term benefit of end-users of telecommunications 
services within New Zealand. 

To make this consideration, the NZ Commerce Commission must consider the efficiencies 
that will result from the proposed change. The Minister can either accept or reject the NZ 
Commerce Commission recommendation or ask the NZ Commerce Commission to 
reconsider its recommendations.

(d) United States
In the US, the Telecommunications Act identifies a number of services as being included in 
the scope of regulation. In determining which network elements should be unbundled, the 
FCC applies, inter alia, an ‘Impairment Test’. For other services, relevant provisions apply 
only to Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers (ILECs) or otherwise impose more stringent 
regulations on ILECs compared with other carriers.

In particular, ILECs are required to supply unbundled access, encapsulating any element of 
any ILEC network, regardless of whether the network is fixed or mobile, local or long-
distance. In determining which network elements should be unbundled, the FCC is directed 
by the Telecommunications Act to consider, ‘at a minimum’, whether access to proprietary 
network elements is ‘necessary’, and whether failure to provide a non-proprietary element on 
an unbundled basis would ‘impair’ a requesting carrier’s ability to provide service –
sometimes referred to as the ‘Impairment Test’. 

In practice, the Impairment Test is implemented by considering whether lack of access to an 
ILEC network element “poses a barrier or barriers to entry … that are likely to make entry 
into a market uneconomic.”

Under section 251(a) of the Telecommunications Act, each telecommunications carrier has a 
general duty to interconnect directly or indirectly with the facilities and equipment of other 
telecommunications carriers. In general, services must be provided on an equal and non-
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discriminatory basis as specified in section 202 of the Communications Act. An ILEC, while 
being subject to section 251(a), also faces more prescriptive regulatory obligations in respect 
of interconnection under section 251(c), in that it has the duty to provide interconnection at 
any technically feasible point within its network, of at least equal in quality to that provided by 
the local exchange carrier to itself or any other party to which the carrier provides 
interconnection, and on rates, terms, and conditions that are just, reasonable, and non 
discriminatory.

Additionally, ILECs are required under section 251(c)(6) of the Telecommunications Act to 
provide for “physical collocation of equipment necessary for interconnection or access to 
unbundled network elements at the premises of the local exchange carrier, except that the 
carrier may provide for virtual collocation if the local exchange carrier demonstrates to the 
State commission that physical collocation is not practical for technical reasons or because 
of space limitations.”

Finally, in the US, the Act requires ILECs to offer as resale services all telecommunications 
services that it retails to customers that are not telecommunications carriers.257

3.1.2 Regulatory forbearance

In the countries surveyed there are also specific requirements to withdraw access regulation 
where it is no longer necessary. For example, in the UK, EU directives require that where a 
market is found to be effectively competitive, any existing sector-specific regulatory 
measures should be withdrawn and no new measures should be put in place.258 In Australia, 
the ACCC is required to specify expiry dates for declarations. Prior to the expiry date, the 
ACCC is required to undertake a public inquiry, following the same LTIE criteria as 
discussed above, to determine whether the expiry date should be extended. In New Zealand, 
the NZ Commerce Commission is required to consider at least once every 5 years whether 
there are reasonable grounds for commencing an investigation into whether a specified or 
designated service should be removed from the schedule of regulated services.

In the US, the FCC has broad powers to forbear from regulation. In particular, the FCC can 
forbear from regulation where it considers regulation unnecessary either for protection of 
consumers or to ensure that charges, practices, classifications and regulations are “just and 
reasonable and are not unjustly or unreasonably discriminatory”. A further condition for 
forbearance is that it must be consistent with the public interest. In considering the public 
interest, the FCC must consider the competitive effects of forbearance. Any carrier can apply 
to the FCC for forbearance. The application can be considered approved if the FCC does not 
reject the application within a year from the application date. However, the FCC can extend 
that period by 90 days if required.

In practice, the FCC typically deregulates where it believes such action will not impair 
competition, or where an incumbent has no dominant advantage. State commissions must 
comply with FCC decisions to forbear from regulation. Finally, the FCC is required to conduct 
biennial reviews of regulation in every even numbered year. In conducting its reviews, the 
FCC is required to determine “whether any such regulation is no longer necessary in the 
public interest as the result of meaningful economic competition between providers of such 
service”.259

3.1.3 The implications of regulation

Once regulated, access regimes in developed countries generally impose a set of obligations 
on the regulated operators in relation to the provision of the regulated services or facilities. 

The EU directives empower national regulators to impose the following obligation when an 
operator is found to have SMP:260

• obligation of transparency;

• obligation of non-discrimination;

• obligation of accounting separation;

• obligations of access to, and use of, specific network facilities (including unbundled 
access to the local loop and facility sharing); and
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• price control and cost accounting obligations (while allowing a reasonable rate of 
return on capital).

National regulators have discretion in determining the exact way in which the above 
obligations are translated into specific regulation, as is reflected in the diversity of regulatory 
remedies across the EU member states.

The UK Communications Act 2003 imposes conditions of network access (i.e. a requirement 
to provide access), non-price conditions including non-discrimination and price and cost 
conditions including the imposition of price controls, rules for cost recovery and the use of 
cost accounting systems.

In Australia, declared services are subject to the standard access obligations (SAOs) as 
detailed in section 152AR of the Trade Practices Act 1974. The SAOs include the obligations 
to supply the declared service to access seekers and to provide those services on an 
equivalent basis, in terms of technical and operational quality, as the access provider 
provides to itself.

Similarly, in New Zealand, the Telecommunications Act sets out four principles that apply to 
designated and specified services. These principles require the access provider to supply 
the service to the access seeker in a timely manner, the service to be supplied to a standard 
consistent with international best practice, the access provider to provide the service on 
terms and conditions (excluding price) that are consistent with those it provides to itself and 
the access provider to supply information to an access seeker within the same timeframe 
that it would provide to one of its own business units.

In the US, ILECs have the obligation to negotiate in good faith for the terms and conditions of 
agreements required to provide the services identified in the New Zealand 
Telecommunications Act. The obligation to negotiate in good faith is also extended to access 
seekers.

With respect to unbundled access, ILECs must provide non-discriminatory access at any 
technically feasible point on rates, terms, and conditions that are just, reasonable, and non-
discriminatory. As to interconnection, ILECs obligations include that it must provide a service 
that is “at least equal in quality to that provided by the local exchange carrier to itself or to 
any subsidiary, affiliate, or any other party to which the carrier provides interconnection”261

and “on rates, terms, and conditions that are just, reasonable, and non-discriminatory”.262

For resale services, in addition to being required to offer services at retail minus avoided 
cost, ILECs are also required:263

“…not to prohibit, and not to impose unreasonable or discriminatory conditions or 
limitations on, the resale of such telecommunications service, except that a State 
commission may, consistent with regulations prescribed by the ICCC under this 
section, prohibit a reseller that obtains at wholesale rates a telecommunications 
service that is available at retail only to a category of subscribers from offering 
such service to a different category of subscribers.”

More generally, ILECs also have the obligation to “provide reasonable public notice of 
changes in the information necessary for the transmission and routing of services using that 
local exchange carrier's facilities or networks, as well as of any other changes that would 
affect the interoperability of those facilities and networks”.264

3.1.4 Determination of terms and conditions

In most developed countries, a negotiate-arbitrate model is used for the determination of 
access terms and conditions. Under this approach, the access provider and access seeker 
must first attempt to commercially negotiate the terms and conditions of access. Where 
parties cannot reach agreement, the regulator has the power to arbitrate a dispute. In 
arbitrating price terms of access, the preferred approach of regulators in developed countries 
is some form of cost-based methodology.

(a) United Kingdom
In the UK, a dispute between communications providers may be referred to Ofcom. If 
appropriate, Ofcom will consider the dispute within the required timeframe (4 months). Once 
a determination is made, copies must be sent to all parties of the dispute and Ofcom must 
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publish so much of their determination as they consider appropriate for bringing it to the 
attention of the public. 

In terms of the methodology used by Ofcom for determining price conditions, long-run 
incremental cost (LRIC) is the preferred approach to determining access prices for regulated 
services or facilities. LRIC may either be calculated using a bottom-up engineering model, a 
top-down model based on current cost accounts, or a hybrid approach where bottom-up 
results are calibrated against the top-down model.

(b) Australia
In Australia, the terms and conditions of access can be determined by agreement between 
the parties or, failing agreement, via an access undertaking or, if there is no access 
undertaking in place, by the ACCC. In assessing an undertaking or in arbitrating a dispute 
between parties the ACCC is required to have regard to a number of matters including the 
LTIE and the interests of the access provider and access seeker. 

The ACCC has published general guidelines on the pricing principle it will apply in such 
cases. The ACCC’s preferred methodology is total service long-run incremental cost 
(TSLRIC), which the ACCC considers to be consistent with the relevant legislative criteria. In 
addition to these general pricing principles, the ACCC is also required to determine pricing 
principles for individual declared services, which may contain indicative prices.

(c) New Zealand
In New Zealand, if parties fail to reach commercial agreement either party can request the 
NZ Commerce Commission to make a determination on the terms and conditions of access. 
In its determination assessment, the NZ Commerce Commission must consider the purpose 
of promoting competition for the long-term benefits of end-users by examining the impact on 
efficiencies. 

For designated services, the decision on pricing terms must be made in accordance with the 
applicable initial pricing principles as set out in the Telecommunications Act. A party to a 
determination can apply for a review of the pricing part of a determination in which case the 
final pricing principles as specified in the Telecommunications Act apply. 

In this way, New Zealand differs from most developed countries, where pricing principles are 
not specified in the legislation, but are left for the regulator to develop in accordance with the 
objectives of the relevant legislation (as is the case in the UK, Australia and the US). The 
New Zealand Act has also been recently amended to introduce a standard terms 
determination provision. This provision allows the NZ Commerce Commission to make a 
determination on terms and conditions of access (which must include price terms for 
designated services) that apply to all access providers of a designated or specified service.

(d) United States
In the United States, a service provider can voluntarily negotiate a binding agreement with 
an access seeker for the provision of regulated services without regard to the standards or 
obligations imposed on the ILEC under section 251 of the 1996 Act. The negotiated 
agreement must include a detailed schedule of itemised charges, and must be submitted to 
the appropriate State commission for approval. The State commission may reject the 
voluntarily negotiated agreement if it finds it discriminatory against any carrier not party to 
this agreement, or not in the public interest.265 If requested by one of the parties, a State 
commission can mediate differences that arise during the negotiations. 

In the event that an agreement has not been reached within 135 days from the access 
seeker’s request for an agreement, either party can apply to a State commission for 
arbitration. The window of opportunity for such an application to be lodged is up until the 
160th day from when the access seeker first approached the access provider. In resolving an 
arbitration, the State commission must apply the pricing standards identified in the 
Telecommunications Act. 

For interconnection and network elements, the price must be based on cost and be non-
discriminatory. The Act also states that the price can include a reasonable profit. For 
transport and termination of traffic, the Telecommunications Act requires reciprocal cost 
recovery, not precluding the use of methodologies such as bill-and-keep. For resale 
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services, the pricing standard is the retail price minus avoided costs. The resultant 
agreements must be submitted to the State commission for approval. 

The State commission can decline approval of agreements if it considers that they are 
discriminatory or are not consistent with the public interest. The State commission has 90 
days to consider an agreement that was arrived at through commercial negotiation, and 30 
days for agreements adopted by arbitration. If it does not act to approve or reject the 
agreement, then the agreements can be considered approved. 

An option for Bell operating companies is to submit a ‘Statement of Generally Available 
Terms’ to the State commission for approval. The State commission is required to ensure 
compliance with the pricing standards discussed above and has 60 days within which it must 
complete its review or permit the Statement to take effect. It can continue its review after the 
Statement has taken effect. Even if a Statement is approved, the Bell company still has the 
obligation to negotiate with access seekers. 

All agreements relating to regulated services must be filed and the same terms and 
conditions must be made available to other access seekers.

3.2 DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The developing countries that have been reviewed are:266

• Samoa;

• Nepal;

• Kenya; and

• Nigeria.

3.2.1 Process for determining regulation

With the exception of Nepal, each of the developing countries surveyed use some concept of 
‘dominance’ to determine the application of access regulation. In the case of Nepal, 
regulation applies to all licensees.

Because Samoa, Kenya and Nigeria each impose separate regulations upon dominant 
operators, a critical component of these access regimes is the process by which an operator 
is deemed or designated to be ‘dominant’ or ‘major’. Relevant provisions vary in terms of 
how prescriptive the approach is to determining dominance and how much discretion is 
afforded to the regulator. Typically, the determination requires a combination of an 
assessment of:

• a critical market share, above which dominance is presumed. For instance in 
Kenya, a fairly low 25% market share, based on market revenues, is adopted. In 
Samoa and Nigeria, the critical market share is 40% of gross revenues. Certain 
mitigating factors may apply, which allow for an operator to not be considered 
dominant, despite breaching critical market share thresholds; and/or

• analysis of other relevant competition factors. For instance, in Samoa, this analysis 
may be used to demonstrate dominance, even where the critical market share is 
not breached.

Finally, even in these countries that impose separate regulations upon dominant operators, 
there are differences in the extent to which these types of provisions are the exception rather 
than the norm. For instance, of those relevant sections in the Kenya Communications 
Regulations, section 41(4) is the only section that appears to explicitly regulate ’major’ 
operators, whereas other relevant provisions apply to all operators. In contrast, in the 
relevant Samoan Act, most interconnection and access provisions pertain to dominant 
operators, whereas non-dominant operators are subjected to only limited regulations.

3.2.2 The implications of regulation

Unlike developed countries, the focus of access regimes in developing countries is on 
interconnection of infrastructure based operators.267 This may be a result of the early stage 
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of development of the competitive regime in these countries and/or a deliberate measure to 
ensure that incentives for infrastructure investment are maximised.

(a) Provisions applying to all operators
Provisions applicable to all operators tend to be broad and less onerous than those that 
separately apply to dominant operators. For instance, in Samoa, all service providers are
simply required to enter into ‘good faith negotiations’. That said, interconnection agreements 
entered into by all service providers are subject to broad regulatory oversight, enabling the 
regulator to review and amend agreements that are ‘non-compliant’ with, amongst other 
things, the broader objectives and provisions of the relevant Act.

In Kenya, Nepal and Nigeria, all operators are subject to a broader and more prescriptive 
range of rules in respect of interconnection. For instance, interconnection agreements must 
generally be consistent with at least a number of general principles, including at least some 
of the following:

• that interconnection agreements promote efficiency and end-to-end connectivity;

• that interconnection be provided on terms and conditions that are ‘fair and 
reasonable’ (in the case of Nepal), ‘just, reasonable’ (in the case of Kenya) or 
words to that effect;

• that interconnection arrangements be transparent and non-discriminatory; and

• that interconnection charges, amongst other things, not contain or facilitate cross 
subsidisation,268 be cost-based and otherwise be ‘fair’ (or words to that effect).269

Relevant guidelines also generally contain provisions applicable to all operators, which 
govern interconnection procedures, including with respect to interconnection requests and 
their fulfilment, the required form and content of interconnection agreements, the process by 
which regulators may intervene in negotiations, as well as approve and amend agreements.

In addition, they contain provisions in respect of access to facilities and property, including in 
respect of co-location. Co-location provisions typically require network operators to allow co-
location on their facilities upon request, unless technically infeasible. Alternatively, in Nigeria, 
the regulator is required to encourage sharing of certain facilities and property, particularly 
where “other licensed telecommunications operators do not have access to viable 
alternatives”. These provisions also permit the regulator to intervene in relation to co-location 
disputes.

It is worth noting that the relevant guidelines for each of the surveyed countries appear to 
apply to all services, including both fixed and mobile services. Relevant guidelines for Kenya 
contain specific provisions in respect of roaming agreements. In the Nigerian 
Communications Act 2003, the definition of ‘access is clarified to explicitly capture “access to 
mobile networks, in particular for roaming”.

(b) Provisions applying to dominant and major operators
In countries that apply separate regulations upon dominant operators, there are differences 
in the extent to which such provisions are the exception rather than the norm:

• Kenya: In Kenya, of those relevant sections in the Kenya Communications 
Regulations, section 41(4) is the only section that appears to explicitly regulate 
’major’ operators, whereas other relevant provisions apply to all operators; 

• Samoa: In Samoa, provisions pertaining to dominant operators are more wide 
ranging, and pertain broadly to requests for interconnection, interconnection 
charges, requirements to develop RIOs, and the publication of interconnection 
agreements. Specifically, they require dominant operators to meet reasonable 
requests for interconnection at any technically feasible point, as well as ensure that 
interconnection offers, amongst other things, incorporate reasonable terms and 
conditions, be non-discriminatory and be cost based; and

• Nigeria: In Nigeria, provisions pertaining to dominant operators are fairly detailed, 
although arguably reflect the same broad principles as general provisions (albeit 
implemented via more prescriptive regulations). Key distinctions appear to be the 
burden of proof that is explicitly placed upon dominant operators to demonstrate 
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charges are cost based and otherwise justified, as well as requirements in respect 
of cost accounting systems and disclosure of financial information.

3.2.3 Determination of terms and conditions

Guidelines and regulations in each surveyed country regulate the setting of interconnection 
charges, either as part of general provisions (e.g. Nepal) or under provisions pertaining to 
dominant service providers (e.g. Samoa). The extent to which guidelines and regulations are 
prescriptive as to the methodologies to be adopted and the charges to be levied differs 
across the countries surveyed:

1 Samoa: In Samoa, the Telecommunications Act requires charges to be ‘cost 
based’. Dominant operators are required to RIOs for regulatory approval. 
Interconnection offers must be no less favourable than RIOs. A dominant operator 
may be directed to implement charges determined by the regulator.

2 Nepal: In Nepal, the relevant Guideline requires charges to be ‘cost-based’, and 
that the cost methodology be an ‘established’ cost methodology. In addition, it 
requires operators to ensure charges cover attributable costs, include the cost of 
capital as part of attributable costs, allow for a reasonable rate of return, be usage 
sensitive where appropriate, and otherwise be based on “efficient provisioning 
standard and internationally acceptable practices”. 

Operators are required to develop RIOs, which must be sufficiently detailed so that 
access seekers can accept the prices, terms and conditions without having to 
engage in negotiations with the access provider. The Guideline contains a 
schedule of Interconnection Usage Charges that the regulator must rely upon in 
determining terms and conditions pursuant to a request to determine an 
interconnection agreement between operators.

3 Kenya: In Kenya, general provisions require interconnection charges to separately 
price fixed charges for establishing and implementing physical interconnection, 
ongoing rental charges for use of facilities, equipment and resources, including 
interconnect and switching capacity, and variable charges for telecommunications 
services and supplementary services. 

Major providers must set charges so that they are constructed from “the cost of 
separately identifiable network elements and be computed taking into account only 
those costs directly attributable to interconnection plus a reasonable profit margin”, 
and be “sufficiently unbundled so that an interconnect operator does not pay 
charges that are not related to interconnection”. 

The regulator, the CCK, has determined that interconnection charges be based on 
LRIC, although has also considered benchmarking as being a useful approach. 
The CCK has determined cost-based interconnection rates for mobile termination, 
fixed termination and fixed transit services.

4 Nigeria: In Nigeria, charges must, amongst other things, reflect the principle of 
‘cost orientation’, ‘reflect underlying cost categories’, and include a ‘fair share’ of 
joint and common costs (as well as certain other cost items), based on “the 
principle of proportionality”. 

The regulator, the NCC, is required to develop Model Interconnection Offers, which 
form the minimum set of service descriptions, terms and conditions to be offered 
under an interconnection agreement, unless one of the parties is required to have 
in place a Reference Interconnection Offer. 

Dominant operators are required to publish a Reference Interconnection Offer 
“sufficiently unbundled, giving description of the interconnection offerings broken 
down into components according to market needs and the associated terms and 
conditions including tariffs”.270 As noted above, the provisions that pertain to 
dominant operators explicitly place the burden of proof on the dominator operator 
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to show that interconnection charges are derived from relevant costs, including a 
reasonable rate of return on investment.

A wider review of interconnection arrangements in developing countries undertaken by the 
ITU, covering Africa, America and Asia Pacific, respectively, is consistent with the findings 
outlined above. Specifically, the regulatory frameworks of developing countries prescribe a 
cost-based methodology for determining interconnection charges based on either a forward 
looking incremental cost model (e.g. LRIC, TELRIC) or fully allocated historical costs (e.g. 
FDC). In a number of countries, accounting separation requirements are also imposed.

In the event of disputes between parties, relevant guidelines and regulations for each of the 
countries surveyed contain dispute resolution provisions in relation to interconnection 
disputes specifically and/or as part of general provisions. The provisions in the Samoan
Telecommunications Act are relatively brief, while provisions in guidelines for other surveyed 
countries are relatively more detailed and prescriptive.

Generally, these provisions allow for negotiation parties to bring disputes before the 
regulator or the regulator to intervene only after commercial negotiations fail. The regulator 
then has the power to resolve the dispute and determine the charges, terms and/or 
conditions that are the subject of the dispute. 

Typically, a timeframe is imposed on when the regulator must make a determination. As part 
of the determination process, the regulator may be required to allow parties to make 
submissions addressing relevant issues. The regulator generally must provide reasons for 
any determination.

The regulator’s determination is binding, although aggrieved parties may have rights of 
appeal to a court or tribunal, typically within a certain timeframe from the date of the 
determination. For instance, in Nigeria, parties may appeal to the Federal High Court within 
30 days of the regulator’s decision. In Kenya, parties may appeal to an Appeal Tribunal 
within 15 days of the date of any decision.

4 KEY ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

The access regime that currently operates in PNG is outlined in Section 2 above. Based on 
our analysis of the regime, our review of international experience and the consultation 
process with stakeholders in PNG, it is our view that there are both strengths and 
weaknesses in the current regime. A number of the weaknesses arise as a result of the 
legislation being inadequate to support the Government’s policy to implement open 
competition in the ICT sector. Therefore, while the legislation may have been appropriate for 
regulating the telecommunications sector in the past, changes are required going forward to 
support an access regime for open competition.

This section proceeds on the same basis as the international review section above.

4.1 PROCESS FOR DETERMINING REGULATION

4.1.1 Threshold test

In PNG, the legislation does not always require a threshold test to be met before services 
are subject to regulation. As discussed in Section 2 above:

1 The Act simply provides a right of access for any carrier to interconnect its facilities 
to a network of any other carrier, where a carrier is defined as a general carrier or a 
mobile carrier. No threshold test is applied to determine whether regulation is 
warranted and the process is inconsistent with the process used to regulate 
services under the ICCC Act.

2 Section 32 of the ICCC Act allows the Minister to declare a state owned entity 
(SOE) as a regulated entity and to declare the goods and services of that regulated 
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SOE as regulated goods and services. There is no threshold test that must be 
applied to determine whether regulation is warranted.

3 Section 33 of the ICCC Act allows the ICCC to declare any entity and the goods 
and services it supplies as regulated. However, in this case, a threshold test is 
applied. Specifically, the ICCC must be satisfied that:

• the entity concerned has substantial degree of power in market; and

• the declaration is appropriate having regard to the ICCC’s objectives set 
out in Section 5.

The lack of criteria or conditions that must be met prior to the regulation of particular 
operators or goods and services is inconsistent with international best practice and the 
experience in most developing countries. In particular, unintended consequences of Section 
32 of the ICCC Act, which allows for the regulation of SOEs with no test regarding market 
power, could be to reduce efficient investments and hinder the ability of Telikom to efficiently 
compete against other players in the ICT sector.

As discussed in Section 3 above, all developed countries reviewed apply a threshold test to 
determine whether regulation is warranted. In the UK a significant market power test must be 
applied to determine whether regulation is appropriate. In Australia, it must be demonstrated 
that the application of regulation would be in the long-term interests of end-users. In New 
Zealand, regulated services are pre-determined in the legislation and, if further services are 
to be regulated, then it must be demonstrated that this would promote competition for the 
long-term benefit of end-users. In the US, in determining which network elements should be 
unbundled, the FCC applies, inter alia, an ‘Impairment Test’. In all but one of the developing 
countries we reviewed, some type of threshold test is used to determine the extent to which 
regulation should be applied.

The imposition of a threshold test for regulation is extremely important, as it minimises the 
costs associated with regulatory error. Error costs are the efficiency costs to society of 
incorrect decisions on whether or not to intervene in the market. In making this decision, the 
regulator must weigh the social costs of incorrectly identifying market failure (Type I error) 
against the costs of not correcting market failure (Type II error). 

Currently, the access regime in PNG is at a high risk of Type I errors, as the threshold test 
for regulation is relatively low or in some cases does not exist at all. Type I errors can be 
extremely costly as they can distort investment decisions in many ways. A high propensity 
on the part of regulators to enforce access regulation and the risk that they may do so at 
inefficiently low prices271 significantly distorting incentives to invest in new network 
technology by reducing or creating uncertainty about the returns to investors272 as well as 
causing other regulatory harm.273

This is not to say that Type II errors are costless. A failure to prevent market failure may 
foreclose efficient service-based entry and therefore limit the benefits of competition. 
However, it is generally recognised that Type I errors, particularly when assessed over the 
longer term, are likely to be more costly.274

Given the potential costs involved, it is important to impose a threshold test to ensure that 
regulatory intervention is limited to circumstances where it is required.275

The imposition of a threshold test also provides a means for reassessing the need for 
regulation on an ongoing basis as competition develops. As discussed above in Section 3, 
international best practice includes specific requirements to withdraw access regulation 
where it is no longer necessary. For example:

• In the UK, EU directives require that where a market is found to be effectively 
competitive, any existing sector-specific regulatory measures should be withdrawn 
and no new measures put in place;

• In Australia, the ACCC is required to specify expiry dates for declarations and prior 
to expiry undertake a public inquiry to determine whether these dates should be 
extended;
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• In NZ, the NZ Commerce Commission is required to consider at least once every 5 
years whether there are reasonable grounds for removing services from the 
schedule of regulated services; and

• In the US, the FCC is required to conduct biennial reviews of regulation in every 
even numbered year. As part of these reviews, it is required to determine “whether 
any such regulation is no longer necessary in the public interest as the result of 
meaningful economic competition between providers of such service”. The FCC 
also has broad powers to forbear from regulation.

In PNG, while the ICCC may revoke a declaration, there is no requirement in the legislation 
for reviewing whether ongoing regulation is necessary.

In submissions to this review, industry participants and interested parties have expressed 
views that appear to be support a threshold test. In particular, as outlined below in the 
consumer protection analysis, industry participants and interested parties concur that some 
type of market power test should underpin any requirement for price regulation. Commenting 
on interconnection and access issues, PANGTEL says that the extent of services subject to 
regulation should be “proportionate and reflective of the market structure. In principle in a 
transition market all services should be subject to regulation and as the market develops 
there should be progressive withdrawal relying more on market force”.276

4.1.2 Consistent process

In PNG, the process used for determining the application of regulation is not consistent 
across operators or services. As discussed above, there is one approach used for 
interconnection services between mobile and general carriers, another approach used for 
the regulation of SOEs and another approach used for other entities. 

Moreover, the approach set out in the ICCC Act is not specific to access regulation. Rather, 
it appears to be more focused on the application of retail service regulation, with wholesale 
services being captured in the process by default.

There are a number of potential difficulties with these inconsistencies:

1 First, inconsistencies across operators or services could breach the principle of 
competitive neutrality. Having different approaches for different services and 
different operators could result in the unequal application of regulation, which could 
unfairly disadvantage some operators and advantage others. If this occurs, then 
the desired results of open competition may not be achieved. 

Competition will not occur on a level playing field when some operators are 
artificially advantaged or disadvantaged over others. This will undermine the 
competitive process by which more efficient means of supply displace those that 
are less efficient. The result will be to limit the full benefits of competition from 
being delivered to consumers.277

2 Second, wholesale services could end up being regulated as a result of the 
application of retail regulation. By having a combined process for regulating both 
retail and wholesale services, it is not clear that wholesale or access regulation is 
being applied only in situations where market failure exists. For example, it may be 
the case that Telikom’s fixed line services become subject to retail price regulation 
to address the Government’s social objectives. However, if Telikom provides 
corresponding wholesale services, these automatically become subject to price 
regulation.

4.1.3 Facilities Access and Roaming

There is no process in PNG for considering the application of regulation to facilities or inter-
carrier roaming. The only references in the PNG legislation regarding facilities access and 
inter-carrier roaming are made in the three mobile licences. The ICCC declaration made 
under Section 63 of the Telecommunications Act, which sets out the mandatory roll-out 
obligations of the mobile carriers, refers to both inter-carrier roaming and facilities sharing.
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Condition 10 of the declaration states that if carriers choose to satisfy their obligations 
through co-operative arrangements they must ensure that their customers have network 
access to make or receive calls through inter-carrier roaming arrangements or otherwise. 

Condition 11 of the declaration requires carriers to inform the ICCC of proposals for co-
operation in providing access in locations specified in Schedules 3 and 4 of their licences, 
including infrastructure sharing, cost sharing for installation and operation of facilities and 
access to another carrier’s facilities or premises. Condition 12 sets our fairness principles for 
co-operative arrangements. This requires such arrangements to be approved by the ICCC, 
which will apply the following principles in deciding whether to grant approval:

• No anti-competitive effects: Inter–carrier arrangements must promote competition 
or be at worst competitive neutral.

• Consumer benefit: Arrangements must consider the public benefits including the 
benefits for all customers of the parties to the arrangements.

• Fairness and equity: Arrangements must not be unfair to any participating carrier 
and any access or interconnection charges must be reasonably cost-based and in 
accordance of the requirements in Part XI of the Telecommunications Act.

This ICCC approval process for co-operative arrangement departs from the 
negotiate/arbitrate model that applies for interconnection.

Therefore, while the mobile carrier licences allow for facilities access and roaming, there is 
no regulated right of access or process for determining the terms and conditions of access in 
the event of a dispute. This is inconsistent both with international best practice and the 
experience in developing countries.

In developed countries, access rights and obligations generally exist for access to other 
operators’ facilities, with the regulator able to arbitrate terms and conditions of access in the 
event of a dispute. This is done to encourage competition where infrastructure duplication is 
uneconomic. 

In most developed and developing countries, there is at least a process for determining 
whether regulation should apply to inter-carrier roaming. For example, in Australia the 
regulation of roaming services was considered by the ACCC but rejected because roaming 
was already being provided on a commercial basis. However, the ACCC signalled that it 
would intervene if the incumbents refused to supply roaming services to new entrants. In 
New Zealand, roaming is regulated in the legislation as a specified service so only non-price 
terms can be determined by the regulator under the access regime. In Nigeria, roaming is 
regulated, with the obligations including a requirement to provide national roaming services 
on a reciprocal basis to every other cellular operator that requests such service. Failing 
agreement on terms and conditions of access, the regulator may make a final and binding 
determination.

Facilities access and inter-carrier roaming are particularly important for relatively small 
countries such as PNG with a highly dispersed population and terrain that makes the 
duplication of infrastructure outside urban areas highly inefficient. The access regime should 
at least include a process for considering whether the regulation of such services is 
warranted.

4.2 THE IMPLICATIONS OF REGULATION

As discussed above, Section 82 of the Telecommunications Act provides a right of access 
for general and mobile carriers to interconnect. In other words, when the A and B parties of a 
call are subscribers on different networks, the Telecommunications Act imposes an 
obligation on the carrier to which the B party subscribes to terminate the A party call.

The Act also requires, to the extent possible, that interconnection occurs in a manner that 
ensures the technical and operational quality of timing of interconnection is equivalent to that 
which the carrier provides to itself and that each carrier receives fault detection, handling and 
rectification of a technical and operational quality and timing that is equivalent to that which 
the carrier provides to itself.
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Section 82(1A) sets out circumstances under which the obligation to interconnect does not 
apply. Specifically, these are where the obligation would have any of the following effects:

• preventing a carrier who is already supplied or has a right to be supplied an 
interconnection service from obtaining a sufficient amount of the service to meet its 
own reasonably anticipated requirements;

• preventing the requested carrier from obtaining a sufficient amount of the service to 
meet its own reasonably anticipated requirements; or

• depriving any person of a contractual right as at 13 February 2008.

Further, the obligation on the requested carrier does not apply if there are reasonable 
grounds to believe that:

• the carrier seeking access would fail to comply with terms and conditions of the 
carrier providing access;

• the carrier seeking access would fail to protect the integrity of a 
telecommunications network or the safety of people working on/using services 
supplied by means of a telecommunications network.

These obligations for access to interconnection services are consistent with international 
best practice. However, these obligations only apply with respect to interconnection between 
general and mobile carriers. They provide no rights of access for other service providers 
and, in particular, value-added service providers in PNG. This approach is inconsistent with 
international best practice, where access providers have equivalent obligations to all access 
seekers, regardless of whether the access seeker operates its own network or what final 
services it produces.

While a number of non-discriminatory regulations do apply with respect to some access 
services, these are indirect and weaker than the access obligations set out in the 
Telecommunications Act for interconnection. For example, the market conduct rules 
contained in the ICCC Act could be used by the ICCC to deal with a refusal to supply a 
wholesale service or could be used to prevent anti-competitive pricing of wholesale services. 

The Regulatory Contract also sets out a list of ‘Excluded Services’, to which tariff conditions 
apply. Excluded Services include a digital transmission service and a number of data access 
services including Internet access. The tariffs that apply to Excluded Services are set out in 
clause 2.5 of the Regulatory Contract and basically require Telikom to charge on a fair and 
reasonable basis. In the event of a dispute, the tariffs can be set to an amount that the ICCC 
determines to be fair and reasonable (taking into account any relevant principles that are 
applied in regulating tariffs under the Contract and the reasonable costs that would be 
incurred by Telikom in providing the service in an efficient manner).278

While these provisions provide some powers to the regulator to impose access conditions, 
they do not provide a direct, consistent and comprehensive approach to determining the 
obligations of access. Rather, the current access regime is designed primarily to support 
infrastructure-based competition (i.e. the interconnection of networks). Service providers that 
do not wish to deploy local access infrastructure to directly connect customers must 
commercially negotiate with network operators for access or rely on the weaker provisions of 
the ICCC’s powers discussed above.

To date, the limits of the current access regime have been most problematic for facilitating 
competition from value-added service (VAS) providers ie the Internet service providers. 
During our consultation in PNG, it was clear that service providers currently operating via a 
VAS licence could not directly obtain a regulated right of access to wholesale DSL services 
from Telikom, nor did such providers have an access regime that ensured access on 
reasonable terms and conditions to domestic transmission services or international gateway 
services. 

In its submission to this review, Data Nets, an ISP currently operating in PNG, explains a 
number of difficulties it faces in operating in PNG. These include:

• Telikom’s withdrawal of DSL access via a refusal to install 2 wire and 4 wire voice 
grade circuits;

• Telikom providing DSL connections at no cost to the customer;
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• constrained access to low cost spectrum;

• high rates associated with the use of the monopoly gateway; and

• bottlenecks at the interconnection gateway.279

Similar difficulties were also noted by the ICCC in its submission to this review. In discussing 
the issues that the current review needs to consider, the ICCC included:280

“The need to resolve the never ending problems with allowing VAS providers 
access to telecommunication services at appropriate prices and terms and 
conditions to allow a competitive market for these services to develop and allow 
provision of services at world standards to end-users which are displaying a pent-
up demand for reasonable service.”

Given the relatively small population of PNG, its dispersed nature and the challenging 
terrain, it may be inefficient to encourage widespread duplication of local infrastructure as the 
only means of competing. In reality, it is unlikely that PNG will be able to efficiently support 
more than three mobile networks in urban areas and most likely a single network in many if 
not all non-urban areas. Therefore, limiting the access regime to one that supports only 
infrastructure-based competition is likely to limit the intensity and depth of competition that 
could otherwise be achieved in PNG. 

In particular, niche players such as the ISPs currently operating in PNG may not be 
interested in deploying infrastructure beyond ISP-specific equipment. This may not be part of 
their commercial strategy and most likely not be their key strength. These types of players 
may be happy to rely on Telikom’s core infrastructure to deliver services if they can obtain 
access on reasonable terms and conditions. However, under the current regime they have 
no direct means of doing so other than commercial negotiation, which seems not to have 
operated successfully.

Obviously, careful consideration needs to be given to extending the access regime to 
services other than interconnection so as not to undermine the investment incentives of 
either the existing network operators or potential new network operators. Although effective 
access is crucial, it would be undesirable to make the access regime into a ‘free kick’ for 
access seekers at the expense of investment and genuine diversity of sources of supply.

4.3 DETERMINATION OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

4.3.1 The process

Consistent with international best practice, the access regime applying to interconnection in 
PNG currently provides for a negotiate-arbitrate model for determining the terms and 
conditions of access for carriers. Where two carriers cannot agree upon the terms and 
conditions of access either or both carriers can submit the matter to the ICCC for arbitration 
under Section 84 of the Telecommunications Act.

As previously identified, section 84(3) of the Telecommunications Act requires that a 
determination by the ICCC to:

• specify the facilities and the network concerned;

• set out terms and conditions of the interconnection; and

• be consistent with this Act, with any charging principles determined under section 
86 and with Government Policy.

The Telecommunications Act also specifies that the terms and conditions of a determination 
shall only relate to the following issues:

• technical standards for interconnection;

• points of interconnection;

• supply of facilities for the purposes of interconnection or carriage;

• supply of information about traffic or other information necessary to ensure the 
efficient supply of telecommunications services; and
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• charges payable for the interconnection or carriage, for the supply of such facilities 
or information, or for related matters.

In practice, there has only been one ICCC interconnection arbitration between Telikom and 
Digicel (although this arbitration was split by the ICCC into two separate determinations on 
domestic and international interconnection). The contents of the ICCC’s determinations
remain confidential. In its submission to this review, the ICCC noted that while the negotiate-
arbitrate model does have its drawbacks in terms of time and costs, the process did work 
and occurred in a relatively short timeframe between March and August 2008. In conclusion, 
the ICCC recommended:281

“So, in the current circumstances, and giving priority to competition, we would 
strongly suggest that we would stay with the ‘negotiate and arbitrate model’. Any 
direct intervention by the Minister should be carefully considered although we 
would not support such an approach as it will likely lead to further complex litigation 
which will delay the benefits from competition flowing to consumers.”

Treasury too acknowledged that, despite some drawbacks, the current negotiate arbitrate 
model “works well, given the current circumstances in the sector”.282 Moreover, like the 
ICCC, Treasury submitted that Ministerial intervention in the determination of interconnection 
issues had the potential to increase to increase the political risk of investment in the absence 
of transparent systems and structures and, as such, should be avoided.283 Telikom, on the 
other hand, advocated greater Ministerial discretion.284

While the process itself is consistent with international best practice and appears to have 
worked in practice, we do have a number of concerns:

1 One of the key difficulties encountered during the process was clearly the lack of 
data available to calculate the costs of interconnection. This contributed to the fact 
that the arbitrated price, as determined by the ICCC, is only to apply for 12 months 
and is thus interim in nature. The issue of information gathering powers is 
examined Chapter 6 of this report.

2 Another weakness of the process appears to be the lack of transparency in the 
ICCC’s decision-making process, particularly in relation to its reasoning. This lack 
of transparency is despite the requirement in clause 2.6 of Telikom’s Regulatory 
Contract that the ICCC’s determination be made available to the public. While we 
recognise that some of the data relied on may be confidential to the parties 
involved, the ICCC’s determination decision and reasoning should be published to 
the fullest extent possible without divulging commercially sensitive information. 
This lack of transparency makes it impossible for us or other interested parties to 
assess the reasonableness of the ICCC’s determination. This process also 
undermines the opportunity for a prior determination to guide parties in subsequent 
interconnection negotiations (a purpose acknowledged in clause 53.3 of the ICCC 
Interconnection Code).

3 The non-price terms that the ICCC is permitted to consider are very limited. While 
these may have been the key potential issues at the time the legislation was 
drafted, it is unlikely that disputes will be limited to such issues in the future, 
particularly as competition develops. Experience in developed countries suggests 
that as the access regime matures and competition develops, the focus of access 
disputes moves from being solely about price terms to a range of non-price related 
terms and conditions of access. In our view, the list of issues that the ICCC is 
permitted to arbitrate is overly restrictive and not flexible enough to accommodate 
potentially important issues that may arise as competition in the ICT sector 
develops. 

4.3.2 Pricing principles

International best practice involves the use of cost-based pricing principles as the primary 
methodology for determining access prices. In a number of countries, the use of Retail Minus 
Avoided Costs (RMAC) is also used to determine prices for resale services (a wholesale 
version of services that the access provider sells at the retail level). For example, RMAC is 
used in Australia for determining the access prices for wholesale line rental and local call 
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resale. Similarly, RMAC is used in the US for determining the access prices for resale 
services.

The RMAC price is calculated by taking the access provider’s retail price for the service and 
deducting the costs that the access provider can avoid by not retailing the service itself. 
These avoided costs usually include retail-specific functions such as billing, marketing and 
helpdesk functions. In some cases, they may extend further, depending on how the resale 
service differs from the retail service in terms of functionality. For example, a resale ADSL 
service may not include a modem, installation and data usage. If the retail ADSL service did 
include these functions, then they would need to be included in the avoided costs when 
calculating RMAC.

In most developed countries, pricing principles are prepared by the regulator. The regulator 
will generally issue guidelines detailing how the pricing principles will be applied with 
reference back to the relevant objectives of the regime. New Zealand is an exception, where 
pricing principles are legislated in the Telecommunications Act. Pricing principles and 
guidelines are extremely important for providing certainty to industry participants on how the 
regulations will determine price terms in the event of an arbitration, and may therefore 
provide some useful bounds for commercial negotiations.

(a) Experience in PNG
In PNG, the charging principles that are to apply in agreeing or in determining terms and 
conditions about charges payable may be set out in the regulatory contract of a regulated 
entity or the licence of a carrier. Otherwise, the ICCC may determine, by notice in the 
National Gazette, the principles that are to be applied. Where charging principles have been 
determined, the Telecommunications Act requires carriers to comply with them.

In practice, charging principles appear in the Regulatory Contract between the ICCC and 
Telikom, in the licences of the three mobile carriers, in Telikom’s general carrier licence and 
in the ICCC Interconnection Code.

The pricing principles require the ICCC to have regard to the following factors when 
determining charges for access and interconnection:

1 The directly and indirectly attributable incremental capital costs incurred by the 
access Provider in connection with the provision of the access and 
interconnections services to the Access Seeker(s), being a reasonable return on 
the written down asset base, and including economic depreciation costs associated 
with the asset base, for those assets used directly or indirectly to provide the 
access and interconnection;

2 The directly and indirectly attributable incremental operating costs incurred by the 
access Provider in connection with the provision of the access and interconnection;

3 Full recovery of once off incremental operational and capital costs incurred in the 
provision of the access and interconnection which the Access Provider would not 
have otherwise incurred but for the requirement to provide the access and 
interconnection;

4 The requirement for a fair and reasonable contribution to the common costs 
incurred by the Access Provider;

5 The availability and capacity of the telecommunications network operated by the 
access Provider to provide the access and interconnection and the timeframe 
reasonably required to provide access to additional capacity; and

6 Any other factors the ICCC considers relevant.

An additional two principles appear in Section 2.2.1 of the ICCC Interconnection Code (but 
not elsewhere):

• The operational and technical requirements for the safe and reliable operation of a 
Carriage Service, a Telecommunications Network or a Facility in accordance with 
any Technical Interconnection Code of Practice determined by PANGTEL; and
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• The economically efficient operation of a Carriage Service, a telecommunications 
Network or Facility.

The legal status of these additional principles is uncertain given section 86 of the 
Telecommunications Act.

The Regulatory Contract and the ICCC Interconnection Code each require the ICCC’s 
determination to be made public, but confidential data provided by the Access Provider for 
the purposes of making the determination must not be disclosed.

The use of cost-based pricing principles is consistent with international best practice and 
with the experience in developing countries, as is the public disclosure of determination 
decisions (except where this may disclose commercially sensitive information). However, as 
discussed above, the ICCC has not publicly released its determination decision.

The ICCC’s pricing principles are reasonably clear in terms of which costs can be included in 
the cost pool. However, there is little guidance provided on what approach the ICCC may 
use for asset valuation (i.e. historic costs, current costs, forward-looking costs), how shared 
costs may be allocated across services, how charges may be structured across different 
geographic areas with different cost profiles, what ‘other factors’ the ICCC will make into 
account of the weighting to be given to any such other factors against the stated principles.
Further, there are no guidelines published by the ICCC that explain how it will interpret the 
pricing principles for implementation in the event of a pricing dispute.

(b) Concerns raised during public consultation
A number of concerns regarding pricing principles were also raised during our stakeholder 
consultation process, especially by Telikom.285 While there was general support for the use 
of cost-based pricing,286 there were concerns raised about the interpretation and level of 
discretion involved in the application of the pricing principles. In particular:

1 The need for clearer guidance on the interpretation and implementation of the 
ICCC’s pricing principles;

2 Concern that the existing pricing principles are too broad and allow the regulator to 
make judgements on other criteria to suit a particular position;

3 Concerns that access determinations made to date have been inconsistent with the 
pricing principles, the current legislation and Government Policy;

4 Inappropriateness of using information from other jurisdictions to determine 
interconnection rates;

5 The need to involve PANGTEL in determinations on technical issues;

6 The need to attach a pro-forma Reference Interconnect Offer (RIO) to either the 
ICCC Interconnection Code or to the Telecommunications Act to limit discussions 
to essentials; and

7 Need to review the ICCC Interconnection Code in consultation with industry to 
make it more practical.

In our view, a number of these concerns appear valid. In particular, it is our understanding 
that the ICCC used international benchmarks to determine particular access charges in a 
recent pricing determination. We understand the ICCC relied on the pricing principle of “[a]ny 
other factors the ICCC considers relevant” in making this determination. In our view, this 
appears unreasonable considering the full set of pricing principles to which the ICCC is 
required to have regard.

(c) Observations
As a whole, the pricing principles suggest that the ICCC would set access charges in line 
with costs. While it may consider other factors it believes are relevant, it would be 
reasonable to expect that the over-arching requirement would be for charges to be set 
consistently with the costs incurred by the access provider, with benchmarking used to 
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perhaps inform the ICCC as to the reasonableness of particular parameter values for use in 
the costing exercise.

As discussed above, we also agree with the need for clearer guidance on the interpretation 
of the pricing principles. The suggestion of limiting areas of dispute through the use of an 
RIO may also be useful and could be implemented through a process where the ICT 
Regulator approves (or rejects) elements put forward in an RIO for a given period of time.

4.4 OTHER ISSUES

4.4.1 World Bank Rural Connectivity Fund Project

As part of the World Bank Rural Connectivity Fund (RCF) project, the issue of access pricing 
in potential RCF areas has arisen as an important issue. Specifically, the World Bank is 
concerned that the level of terminating access payments in RCF areas is set equal to the 
cost of providing that terminating service so that it is not unprofitable for operators in RCF 
areas to terminate calls. 

It is anticipated that termination services in RCF areas will be an important source of 
revenue for RCF operators, as the majority of traffic in RCF areas is inbound traffic 
(approximately 70%). The level of termination payments that an RCF operator receives from 
the originating network operator is therefore critical to determining the appropriate level of 
funding for RCF operators.

There is nothing in the current legislation or pricing principles that would prevent the ICCC 
from setting the structure of termination payments to reflect de-averaged costs by area in 
PNG. However, it would be useful for there to be guidance on this issue. 

Even in the event that termination payments were set at average cost across all geographic 
areas in PNG, it would be highly unlikely that the termination charge in an RCF area would 
fall below the incremental cost of termination. Therefore, it is unlikely that an RCF operator 
would make a loss as a result of providing terminating services, although it may be the case 
that it fails to recover it total (fixed) costs.

In either case, the fund available to the RCF operator should be set to reflect the level of 
terminating access charges that are determined by the ICCC. The tender documents for the 
RCF for each project could be specified to accommodate either outcome.287

The ITU provides some guidance on this issue in its ICT Regulation Toolkit,288 suggesting 
that there may be a case for asymmetric interconnection rates:

“Rural users receive more calls than they make, thus the incoming traffic to, for 
example, a rural wireless base station, may be considerably higher than the 
outgoing. This becomes a significant part of the business case. However actual 
per-minute costs for the operator are higher due to lower population density and 
higher capital and operating expenditures. Some form of geographically de-
averaged terminating rate regime may be justified as both a measure to meet the 
costs of rural network segments, and an economically justified, non-subsidy 
measure to increase the commercial incentive for operators to invest in rural 
expansion.”

However, the ITU also notes that the precedent for asymmetric mobile rates is limited:

“Whereas there is broad precedent for asymmetric interconnection rates between 
fixed and mobile worldwide, and between traditional fixed network urban and rural 
operators in North America, Chile and Peru, the application of this principle in the 
mobile industry and on a geographically targeted basis remains limited. 

As is fully discussed in the Reference Document Telecommunications Challenges 
in Developing Countries: Asymmetric Interconnection Charges for Rural Areas, the 
reasons for this are twofold:

As mobile operators typically still receive higher interconnection rates, there is less 
need for geographically de-averaged interconnection rates for rural areas; and 
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The implementation of a geographically asymmetric interconnection regime adds 
complexity and entails some challenges.”

Therefore, the ITU recommends asymmetric interconnection rates only where there is a 
strong case for implementing such a regime:

“In order to consider and implement an asymmetric interconnection regime, there 
should be a strong case outweighing the costs of implementing such a regime. For 
example, this could be challenging terrain or the requirement of high-cost 
technology. It might be necessary to create incentives to reach the last and most 
challenging 3-5 per cent of a country’s population, possibly using satellite 
technology, VSAT or GMPCS. This might be the case in countries with extremely 
low population densities such as Botswana, Mongolia, parts of the Russian 
Federation, etc.”

4.4.2 Streamlining the legislation, Contract, Code and Licences

The current access regime is contained in and, in some cases, duplicated across a number 
pieces of legislation and other documents, namely the Telecommunications Act, the ICCC 
Act, the Regulatory Contract, the ICCC Interconnection Code and carrier licences. This, for 
instance, was a concern of Telikom. In particular, Telikom submitted that there was 
significant overlap, and inconsistency between the Code and the provisions of the 
Telecommunications Act and the Regulatory Contract.289 There is substantial scope to 
streamline the provisions of the access regime, which should provide greater clarity to the 
industry regarding the operation of the access regime in PNG.

For example, the Regulatory Contract was developed for the purpose of preparing Telikom 
PNG for sale and was aimed at providing some certainty to the potential new owner 
regarding the future regulation of the company. Therefore, the Regulatory Contract contains 
regulations that apply to both wholesale and retail services, but does not cover the specific 
obligations around interconnection, which are dealt with in the Telecommunications Act and 
the ICCC Interconnection Code. 

It is questionable whether the Regulatory Contract in its current form is still required or 
whether provisions relating to wholesale access could be dealt with in a consistent and 
comprehensive manner in the Telecommunications Act and ICCC Interconnection Code, 
leaving the Regulatory Contract to deal only with Consumer Regulation issues (i.e. retail 
price controls and quality of service). 

We recognise that the Regulatory Contract can only be altered with the agreement of both 
the ICCC and Telikom and does provide some constraint on the behaviour of both parties. 
Therefore, any changes to the Contract would need to provide assurance to both parties that 
their interests would be adequately dealt with in other parts of the access regime.

Another example is the pricing principles that apply to interconnection and access. These 
principles appear in the Regulatory Contract, twice in the ICCC Interconnection Code, in the 
licences of the three mobile carriers and in Telikom’s general carrier licence. In the case of 
the ICCC Interconnection Code, two additional pricing principles are included Section 2.2.1 
which do not appear in any of the other documents.

5 ANALYSIS AND OPTIONS FOR REFORM

Our recommendations for reform are designed to address the key shortcomings of the 
regime identified in Section 4 above, taking into account findings from our international 
reviews and feedback from our consultation process. Many of the issues identified in Section 
4 specifically address the changes required to support the Government’s policy of opening 
the ICT sector to competition and recognise that the development of a well functioning 
access regime is an ongoing process, which must be adapted over time to address changing 
circumstances. 

The following set of recommendations will ensure that the access regime in PNG is 
consistent with the principles of best practice regulation and with key Government objectives. 
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In particular, the access regime recommended above (together with our other 
recommendations), should promote competition at different levels while still protecting the 
legitimate interests of network owners. 

For example, the current difficulties faced by ISPs operating in PNG would be addressed 
under the recommended access regime and the liberalisation of the international gateway. 
ISPs could request the regulation of a wholesale ADSL service, domestic transmission would 
be regulated and international gateway services would be subject to competition. 

If ISPs could not reach commercial agreement with Telikom or other network owners over 
access to regulated services, then the non-discriminatory application of access regulation 
would allow them to obtain an arbitrated determination from the ICT Regulator on the full 
range of terms and conditions of access. 

The pricing principles recommended would ensure that ISPs obtained reasonable price 
terms while still permitting network owners to recover their costs.

5.1 PROCESS FOR DETERMINING REGULATION

Our draft recommendation is for the establishment of a single process for declaring access 
to services and facilities. This process should be set out in the Telecommunications Act and 
should include a threshold test which is applied consistently to all operators and services 
under consideration.

There are a number of potential options for establishing this process with differing levels of 
regulatory discretion. We have illustrated four options in the diagram in Figure 27 below.
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Figure 27: Options for reform

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

Transitional provisions Declare terminating access under the 
new regime to allow continuation of 

interconnection

Declare terminating access under the 
new regime to allow continuation of 

interconnection

N/A Declare terminating access 
under the new regime to 

allow continuation of 
interconnection

Schedule of declared 
services

N/A N/A Legislate Schedule of Declared 
Services in Act to include 

terminating access, domestic 
transmission, inter-carrier 

roaming and tower access.

Legislate Schedule of 
Potential Declared 

Services in Act

Trigger for ICCC to 
undertake inquiry to 
declare a service or 
facility

Any party can request an 
investigation but only proceeds if the 

ICT Regulator determines it is 
warranted.

Any party can request an 
investigation but only proceeds if the 

ICT Regulator determines it is 
warranted. Otherwise, at the request 

of the Minister.

Any party can request an 
investigation. If the ICT 

Regulator determines it is 
warranted then recommends an 

investigation to the Minister. 
Investigation only proceeds if 

approved by the Minister.

Any party can request an 
investigation. If the ICT 

Regulator determines it is 
warranted then 
recommends an 

investigation to the 
Minister. Investigation only 
proceeds if approved by 

the Minister.

Threshold test: SMP or 
promotion of 
competition

Must be applied to determine whether 
any other service or facility should be 

declared as regulated.

Must be applied to determine whether 
any other service or facility should be 

declared as regulated.

Must be applied to determine 
whether any other service or 
facility should be included in 

Schedule of Declared Services.

Must be applied to 
determine whether any 
service or facility in the 
Schedule of Potential 

Declared Services should 
be declared as regulated.

Declaration 
determination

ICT Regulator determination ICT Regulator makes 
recommendation to the Minister. 
Minister makes determination.

ICT Regulator makes 
recommendation to the Minister. 
Minister makes determination.

ICT Regulator makes 
recommendation to the 
Minister. Minister makes 

determination.

More ICCC discretion Less ICCC discretion
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Figure 27 involves the following key features.

5.1.1 Option 1

Option 1 involves the most regulatory discretion. It involves the establishment of transitional 
arrangements under which mobile network terminating access and fixed network terminating 
access would remain regulated services in recognition of the need to ensure interconnection 
between networks. The legislation would specify the trigger for the ICT regulator290 to 
undertake an inquiry to declare any new service or facility. Under this option, the trigger is a 
request from any party, but only where the ICT Regulator determines the inquiry is 
warranted. This eliminates the need for undertaking inquiries in response to requests that 
are clearly inappropriate or frivolous. The threshold test for determining whether regulation 
should be applied would be set out in the Telecommunications Act. The threshold test may 
take the form of an SMP test or a test regarding the promotion of competition. If the latter 
test is used then a specific criterion relating to the need to protect investment incentives 
should also be included in the test to ensure this is adequately factored into the analysis. 
This test must then be applied to determine whether any other service or facility should be 
declared as regulated. Under Option 1, the ICT Regulator would make the final 
determination.

5.1.2 Option 2

Option 2 is the same as Option 1 with the following exceptions which limit the level of 
regulatory discretion:

• An additional trigger to undertake an inquiry to declare any new service or facility is 
added. This is at the request of the Minister; and

• The final determination to regulate a service or facility is not made by the ICT 
regulator. Rather, the ICT Regulator makes a recommendation to the Minister and 
the Minister makes the final determination.

5.1.3 Option 3 (as recommended option)

Option 3 is similar to the New Zealand regime where a schedule of regulated services is 
legislated in the Telecommunications Act. We propose that this schedule comprise the 
following services:

• mobile network terminating access;

• fixed network terminating access;

• domestic transmission;

• domestic inter-carrier roaming in areas where network duplication would be 
inefficient; and 

• mobile tower access in areas where tower duplication would be inefficient. 

Additions to the schedule can be made over time but only following an inquiry to determine if 
regulation is warranted. As with Options 1 and 2, any party can request an investigation. If 
the ICT Regulator believes the request is valid then it makes a recommendation to the 
Minister for an inquiry to be undertaken. The inquiry only proceeds if approved by the 
Minister. The inquiry must involve the application of the threshold test as is required in 
Options 1 and 2. The ICT Regulator then makes a recommendation to the Minister on 
whether to alter the schedule of regulated service. The Minister makes the final 
determination.

5.1.4 Option 4

Option 4 is the same as Option 3 except that the Telecommunications Act sets out a 
schedule of potential services for regulation. Inquiries can only be undertaken and 
determinations made with respect to services on this schedule.
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5.1.5 Recommendation

Our recommendation is for the implementation of Option 3. 

In our view:

• Option 1 provides too much regulatory discretion and there are benefits in 
separating the decision to regulate services and facilities from the ongoing 
regulation of those services and facilities. In particular, this prevents the regulator 
from extending its own powers in terms of determination decisions by simply 
bringing more services under the regulatory framework. 

• Option 4 involves difficulties associated with determining the appropriate set of 
potential services which may be regulated. It may also distort commercial 
negotiations if parties are aware that particular services or facilities are considered 
candidates for access regulation. 

• While Option 2 and Option 3 are similar, Option 3 provides for a list of regulated 
services to be legislated in the Telecommunications Act. This allows the 
Government to ensure that regulation is applied to services which it considers 
important for promoting competition and delivering benefits to consumers. 
Specifically, it allows the Government to ensure that inter-carrier roaming and 
mobile tower sharing are subject to access regulation.

It is our view that the decision with respect to adding or removing services from the schedule 
should be made by the Minister. In adopting this view, we note that:

• Regulation fundamentally modifies the property rights of a facilities 
owner. Such changes in property are of such importance that they are 
properly taken by a Minister accountable to Parliament.

• The Minister’s decision would be based on a recommendation made by 
the regulator and presented in a report that would be published. The 
Minister’s power would be limited to the right to accept or reject the 
recommendation.

• Once a service was regulated, determination of the terms and conditions 
of access would be a matter for the regulator in which there would be no 
Ministerial involvement, other than by way of the setting of general policy.

In recommending Option 3 as the process for determining the application of access 
regulation in the ICT sector, we also recommend the following important changes.

1 Removal of all other existing processes for determining the application of 
regulation under the current regime. In particular, the process for declaring entities 
and goods and services in the ICCC Act would be removed. In addition, the 
provisions set out in the mandatory roll-out section of the mobile carrier licences in 
relation to roaming and infrastructure sharing would be removed and replaced with 
a reference to the single comprehensive access regulation process set out in the 
Telecommunications Act.

2 Explicit exclusion of international gateway services (international transmission and 
the gateway itself) from access regulation. A full discussion of this issue is provided 
in Chapter 2 of this report.

3 The establishment of a corresponding process for the removal of access regulation 
where it is no longer warranted. The trigger for an inquiry into the removal of 
regulation would be the sooner of:

• a request from any party or the Minister (i.e. the same trigger as for the 
application of regulation); or

• 5 years from the time the service or facility was declared.
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5.2 ACCESS OBLIGATIONS

As discussed in section 4.2 above, the current access regime is focused on supporting 
network competition by providing for clear access rights and obligations for the 
interconnection of general and mobile carrier networks. The access regime does not support 
other forms of competition that could potentially be useful in delivering benefits to the people 
of PNG. In particular, the current access regime does not provide clear rights of access for 
value-added service providers or operators that may wish to deploy on limited networks and 
rely on services and/or facilities of other network operators.

Given the relatively small size of PNG, its difficult terrain and dispersed population, 
widespread duplication of networks is likely to be highly inefficient. It is highly unlikely that 
the urban population can support more than the existing licensed mobile and fixed network 
carriers and it is unlikely that more than one network operator could operate efficiently in 
most, if not all non-urban areas. Therefore, if the access regime remains focused on 
supporting only network operators then competition in PNG is likely to remain limited and the 
people of PNG could miss out on the benefits that other forms of competition can deliver. 

Therefore, our draft recommendation is to adjust the access regime to support a range of 
competition including:

• Network-based competition;

• Services-based competition; and

• Combinations of the above.

This can be achieved by amending the legislation to provide non-discriminatory rights of 
access to all access seekers, regardless of what licence they hold, what networks they 
deploy or what final services they offer. This includes providing all access seekers with a 
general right of access to regulated services upon request and extending the arbitration 
powers of the ICCC for price and non-price terms and conditions of access to all access 
seekers. 

5.3 DETERMINATION OF TERMS OF ACCESS

With respect to the process used for determining terms and conditions of access, we 
recommend maintaining the negotiate-arbitrate model with interim determination powers, 
while introducing the following changes:

• Extend arbitration powers to non-price terms and conditions for all access services. 
The current legislation only provides powers to the regulator to arbitrate disputes 
on non-price terms for interconnection between general and mobile carriers. As 
discussed above, non-price issues are likely to become more important over time 
as competition develops and the regime matures. Therefore, it is important to 
provide a process for resolving disputes in relation to non-price issues to ensure 
that all players can compete effectively and deliver maximum benefits to PNG 
consumers.

• Extend arbitration power for non-price terms beyond current limited scope by 
removing limitations on the non-price issues over which the ICT Regulator can 
arbitrate. As identified above, the Telecommunications Act limits the non-price 
issues over which the regulator can make a determination. While this may have 
been sufficient in the past when access related issues were limited primarily to the 
interconnection of two networks, this is unlikely to be the case going forward as 
competition develops in PNG. 

• Limit issues in dispute by introducing a pre-approval process for terms and 
conditions in the RIO. In its submission to this process, Telikom recommended the 
use of the RIO to limit the number of potential issues in dispute. In our view, this 
proposal appears valid and could add to the efficiency and transparency of the 
access regime. The process would need to provide for the regulator to undertake 
an assessment of any RIO lodged by an access provider and approve or otherwise 
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the individual terms and conditions of access. The approval of an RIO should have 
a limited time period, as the ICT environment can change rapidly. We recommend 
a maximum time period of 3 years for the approval of terms and conditions 
submitted in an RIO.

5.4 PRICING PRINCIPLES

In relation to pricing principles, we recommend providing greater regulatory certainty to 
network owners by limiting the level of discretion contained in the current pricing principles. 
We also recommend the introduction of the RMAC pricing principle to be applied to resale 
services (including inter-carrier roaming). Specific pricing rules are recommended for inter-
carrier roaming and mobile tower sharing to ensure interim determinations are made in a 
timely manner for these services which are of high importance to the Government. Specific 
pricing for these two services is to be applied by the ICT Regulator immediately upon the 
lodgement of an access dispute in relation to inter-carrier roaming or mobile tower sharing. 
This specific pricing solution will take the form of an interim determination. The ICT 
Regulator will then undertake a full assessment based on the over-arching and intermediary 
principles to make a final determination.

Our recommended set of amended pricing principles makes it clear that the over-arching 
objective of access charges is to ensure that the access provider can recover its total costs, 
in recognition of the desirability of providing incentives for ICT investment in PNG. This is 
particularly important in PNG, where much of the infrastructure that may be subject to 
regulation under our recommendations is yet to be built.  To encourage such investment, 
infrastructure owners need to be certain that the access regime will enable them to recover 
their actual costs.  In our view, this over-arching principle is necessary in PNG given our 
understanding that at least one of the pricing determinations made to date has failed to 
adhere to principles of cost recovery. While we do not mandate the use of actual costs in the 
pricing principles, if the ICT Regulator deviates from the use of actual costs it must be 
positively satisfied that actual costs are inefficient.  In other words, where the ICT Regulator 
uses efficient costs as the basis for setting access prices, the onus of proof sits with the ICT 
Regulator to demonstrate that actual costs are inconsistent with efficient costs.  

Our draft pricing principles are as follows.

5.4.1 Over-arching principle

Access prices must be set to ensure that the access provider can recover its total costs, in 
recognition of the desirability of providing incentives for ICT investment in PNG. Where the 
ICT Regulator determines the efficient costs differ from actual costs, it must be positively
satisfied that actual costs are inefficient.

5.4.2 Intermediary principles

For access services which involve the resale of a retail service, RMAC pricing is to be 
applied except where this results in a price below cost, in which case, cost-based pricing is 
to be applied. 

In determining a RMAC price, the ICCC must have regard to the following factors:

• where more than one price point exists for the relevant service, the starting retail 
price should be calculated as the weighted average of the retail price points for the 
relevant service; 

• the avoided costs deducted from the retail price should reflect the costs that the 
access provider can actually avoid by not retailing the services itself; and

• any other factors the ICCC considers relevant, to the extent that such factors are 
consistent with the over-arching principle of cost recovery and the above principles 
of RMAC pricing.

For all other access services, cost-based pricing is to be applied. 

In determining a cost-based price, the ICCC must have regard to the following factors:
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• the total service costs of access, being the direct and indirectly attributable capital, 
operating and maintenance costs actually incurred by the access provider in 
providing the service to itself and the access seeker(s);

• the return on capital, which reflects the opportunity cost of that investment taking 
account of its risk;

• the requirement for a fair and reasonable contribution to the access provider’s 
common costs;

• the requirement for a non-discriminatory allocation of costs between the access 
provider and access seeker(s);

• full recovery from access charges of operational and capital costs incurred in the 
provision of access and interconnection, which the access provider would not have 
otherwise incurred but for the requirement to provide access and interconnection;

• any price regulation that applies to the access provider to ensure full cost recovery 
can be achieved;

• the availability and capacity of the telecommunications network operated by the 
access provider and the timeframe reasonably required to provide access to 
additional capacity; and 

• any other factors the ICCC considers relevant to the extent that such factors are 
consistent with the over-arching principle of full cost recovery and the above 
principles of cost-based pricing.

5.4.3 Specific pricing

In making an interim determination on domestic inter-carrier roaming, the ICT regulator will 
apply the RMAC principle and calculate the RMAC price by:

• calculating the weighted average domestic peak retail price of the access provider;

• deducting 10% of that starting average retail price (as an approximation of avoided 
costs);

• to arrive at the wholesale price for domestic inter-carrier roaming, which is to be 
applied on a reciprocal basis in the event of any future access determinations.

In making an interim determination on tower sharing, the ICT regulator will apply the cost-
based principle and calculate the cost-based price by:

• estimating the costs associated with the tower at issue in line with the intermediary 
cost-based pricing principles;

• dividing the resulting tower costs by the number of operators sharing the tower;

• to arrive at the wholesale price for tower sharing.

5.4.4 Mandatory requirements

In addition to the above pricing principles we also recommend the following.

• Pricing principles are to be legislated in the Telecommunications Act and removed 
from all other legislation, codes and licences. This simplifies the regime, removes 
the potential for inconsistencies and limits regulatory discretion.

• Impose a requirement on the ICT regulator to publish guidelines detailing how it will 
implement the access pricing principles in the event of a dispute. This must be 
done within 6 months of the establishment of the ICT regulator. This increases 
transparency and provides certainty for industry players.
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 3.1 Wholesale access and interconnection obligations should be 
applied to regulated ‘declared’ services and facilities, not 
particular regulated entities.  All relevant licensees should be 
subject to, and benefit from, such regulation.

Recommendation 3.2 A schedule of deemed declared services should be legislated.  
As well as core interconnection services, this schedule should 
include facilities sharing and mobile roaming to the extent it is 
uneconomic to duplicate infrastructure.

Recommendation 3.3 Declaration of additional services should occur based on whether 
access to the facility or service provided over the facility is 
essential to the promotion of competition. In considering this, the 
ICT regulator must take into account:

• whether the facility to which access is sought is provided 
exclusively or predominantly by a single or very limited 
number of suppliers;

• whether the facility can be economically or technically 
substituted in order to provide the service;

• whether lack of access would pose a barrier to entry that is 
likely to make otherwise efficient entry into the market 
uneconomic; and

• whether access would compromise the incentives for 
otherwise efficient investment, including as a result of 
creating undesirable regulatory risk.

Recommendation 3.4 The ICT regulator should undertake declaration inquiries and 
make recommendations to the Minister for Communication and 
Information.  The Minister should make declaration decisions.  

Recommendation 3.5 Pricing principles should be legislated and removed from all other 
regulatory instruments.  The principles should adopt 
internationally well-established costing methodologies.  The 
principles should promote infrastructure investment by ensuring 
full cost recovery.  

Recommendation 3.6 The ICT regulator should determine access disputes for declared 
services under a negotiate/arbitrate model.  Within 6 months of 
its establishment, it should be required to publish guidelines 
detailing how it will apply the legislative pricing principles to 
various types of access disputes.  

Recommendation 3.7 Access providers should be permitted to submit binding RIOs to 
the ICT regulator for pre-approval for an appropriate period (for 
example, 3 - 5 years.   

Recommendation 3.8 All service declarations should be subject to regulatory review 
within 5 years.  If the criteria for declaration are no longer met, 
the declaration should be permitted to expire.
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1 RETAIL REGULATION AND PRICING 

In addition to regulation applied at the wholesale level to regulate the relationship 
between different telecommunications operators, regulation is also applied to regulate the 
relationship between telecommunications operators and end consumers. 

Such regulation typically seeks to address information asymmetries and imbalances of 
bargaining power, but may also include the direct regulation of retail prices in 
circumstances where monopoly pricing could otherwise occur.

This Chapter:

• provides an overview of the regime that is currently in place in PNG for 
regulating consumer issues and, in particular, retail prices and quality of 
service;

• identifies international best practice in relation to retail regulation and pricing 
with a particular focus on the costs and benefits of retail price controls;

• considers and analyses the feedback provided during public consultation; and

• makes a number of recommendations for reform. 

2 EXISTING REGULATORY REGIME

Consumer regulations in PNG are predominantly imposed via the Telikom Regulatory 
Contract. The Telikom Regulatory Contract is binding on Telikom and the ICCC pursuant 
to the provisions of the ICCC Act and the Telecommunications Act. As explained in 
clause 2.1, the Telikom Regulatory Contract provides for the protection of consumers, in 
the form of both price and non-price regulations. In particular, the Telikom Regulatory 
Contract imposes:

• Price cap regulation on certain fixed and mobile services (clause 2.1.1);

• Less prescriptive regulation of the prices of other Excluded Services (clause 
2.1.2); and

• A set of service standards that, if breached after a certain period following the 
commencement of the Telikom Regulatory Contract, require Telikom to 
compensate customers (clause 2.1.3).

In addition to the specific regulations imposed in the Telikom Regulatory Contract, 
consumers are also protected via quality of service conditions contained in carrier 
licences held not only by Telikom, but also other carriers (clause 2.2). Further protections 
are also contained in the Telecommunications Act and the ICCC Act (clause 2.3).

2.1 TELIKOM REGULATORY CONTRACT

2.1.1 Price regulation

Price cap regulation applies to Fixed Network Services and Mobile Network Services, as 
defined in the Telikom Regulatory Contract. As of the commencement of the Telikom 
Regulatory Contract, Fixed Network Services comprised:

• business line rentals;

• residential line rentals;

• business connections, reconnections and disconnections;
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• residential connections, reconnections and disconnections;

• business line installation; 

• residential line installation;

• outgoing international calls (all bands);

• national long distance (or toll) calls (all bands);

• fixed to mobile calls;

• local calls; and 

• Internet dial up calls.

Fixed Network (Access) Services exclude CPT, Customer Cabling Services and 
Excluded Services. Fixed Network Access Services are defined so as to only include 
connections to Telikom’s network made in a so-called Designated Operations Area. 
Similarly, Fixed Network Services are defined to only include services where the 
transmission originates or terminates in a Designated Operations Area.

As of the commencement of the Telikom Regulatory Contract, Mobile Network Services 
comprised:

• mobile Network Access Services, capturing rental or subscription for any 
periodic fee, activation and reconnection;

• outgoing international calls (all bands);

• mobile to mobile calls (all bands); and

• mobile to fixed calls.

Mobile Network Services exclude customer handsets, short message services on the 
signalling channel, recorded message services and Excluded Services.

Excluded Services are outlined in Schedule 4 of the Telikom Regulatory Contract, and 
include the following services “except to the extent they are used to provide Fixed 
Network Services or Mobile Network Services”:

• digital data services;

• digital transmission services;

• Internet access services;

• ISDN;

• ATM; and

• Frame Relay.

As will be summarised shortly, the most important clauses that regulate the prices of 
these services are clause 2 (Regulation of Prices) and clause 3 (Tariffs). In turn, these 
clauses refer to a series of Schedules that contain regulatory principles as well as 
detailed formulas and assumptions to be used for calculating, amongst other things, 
Maximum Average Price Caps for regulated services.

Thus, clause 2.1 requires Telikom, by the second Friday of each Regulatory Year 
(Passed Regulatory Year) or any date in the Past Regulatory Year the ICCC and Telikom 
otherwise agree to, to provide the ICCC a statement setting out its calculation of:

• actual average call and average access prices for Fixed Network Services, 
Mobile Network Services, Fixed Network Access Services and Mobile Network 
Access Services, respectively, for the Past Regulatory Year (clause 2.1(a));

• proposed maximum tariffs for these services for the next Regulatory Year, 
referred to as the Relevant Regulatory Year (clause 2.1(b)); and

• estimates of actual average call and average access prices for these services 
for the Relevant Regulatory Year (clause 2.1(c)).
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The ICCC may request further information from Telikom to verify calculations of the first 
and third items, and Telikom must fulfil such requests within “a reasonable time specific 
by the ICCC in its request” (clause 2.2).

For the purpose of the above, prices for fixed and mobile network services are expressed 
in Kina/minute, aside from Fixed Network Access Services (which is expressed in 
Kina/subscriber line) and Mobile Network Access Services (expressed in Kina/mobile 
service).

Clause 2.3 allows the ICCC to request Telikom to adjust the proposed maximum tariffs 
referred to in clause 2.1, if the ICCC is satisfied that the following condition ‘is likely to 
occur’ for Fixed Network Services, Fixed Network Access Services or Mobile Network 
Services:

Likely Actual Average 
Price (AAP) for the 
Relevant Regulatory 
Year (i.e. forthcoming 
year)

Actual Average 
Price (AAP) for 
the Past 
Regulatory Year

>

Maximum Average Price Cap 
(MAPC) for Relevant Regulatory 
Year (i.e. forthcoming year)

Maximum 
Average Price 
Cap (MAPC) for 
the Past 
Regulatory Year

x 1 +

Over or 
Under 
Recovery 
(OUR) for 
Relevant 
Regulatory 
Year

Where, for each of these services:

• in respect of the Actual Average Price (AAP):

• for Fixed Network Services and Mobile Network Services, the AAP for 
the Relevant Regulatory Year is estimated on the same basis as the 
manner in which the AAP for the past year is calculated pursuant to 
paragraphs C.1 and C.3 of Schedule 2, for Fixed Network Services 
and Mobile Network Services, respectively, except that the estimate is 
for the Relevant Regulatory Year;

• for Fixed Network Access Services, the Actual Average Access Price 
(AAAP) for the Relevant Regulatory Year is estimated on the same 
basis as the manner in which the AAAP is calculated pursuant to 
paragraph D.3 of Schedule 2, except that the estimate is for the 
Relevant Regulatory Year;

• the Maximum Average Price Cap (MAPC) for the Relevant Regulatory Year is 
calculated in accordance with paragraph A of Schedule 2; and

• the MAPC for the past year and Over or Under Recovery (OUR) for Relevant 
Regulatory Year are as defined in paragraph A of Schedule 2.291

The contents of Schedule 2 are discussed further below. The ICCC must make such a 
request under clause 2.3 by the later of:

• the first Monday in December of the Past Regulatory Year or any date in the 
Past Regulatory Year the ICCC and Telikom otherwise agree to; and

• 21 days after the statement referred to in clause 2.1 and any information 
requested by the ICCC pursuant to clause 2.2 is provided to the ICCC.

Upon such a request by the ICCC to adjust proposed maximum tariffs, Telikom must:

“(a) Adjust those proposed maximum tariffs for the Relevant Regulatory 
Year so that none of those conditions is likely to occur; and
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(b) Provide evidence satisfactory to the Commission that the new 
proposed maximum tariffs for the Relevant Regulatory Year are such 
that none of those conditions is likely to occur.”

If the ICCC does not give notice within the timeframe outlined in clause 2.3, the ICCC will 
be deemed to have accepted Telikom’s statement made pursuant to clause 2.1 (clause 
2.4).

Clause 3 regulates tariffs. Clause 3.1 permits Telikom to change maximum tariffs for 
regulated services during a Regulatory Year, provided that changes do not raise 
concerns over a breach of the conditions outlined in clause 2.3. If such concerns are 
raised, the ICCC may, within a stipulated timeframe, request Telikom to adjust its 
maximum tariffs to alleviate such concerns. Telikom must then:

• adjust its maximum tariffs to alleviate the ICCC’s concerns;

• notify the ICCC of these adjustments; and

• provide evidence satisfactory to the ICCC that its adjustments have alleviated 
the ICCC’s concerns.

The ICCC is granted powers to request relevant information, and Telikom is required to 
fulfil such any such request, as part of this process (clause 3.2).

Clause 3.3 effectively imposes a retail price cap, by prohibiting Telikom from charging 
tariffs for Fixed Network Services and Mobile Network Services that exceed the 
applicable maximum tariff that it is permitted to charge under the Telikom Regulatory 
Contract.

Clause 3.4 stipulates that Telikom “will not discriminate unreasonably between 
Customers who are in substantially the same circumstances”, and allows the ICCC to 
force Telikom to revise any prices it considers are discriminatory.

In addition to the provisions contained in clause 2 and clause 3:

1 Clause 5 allows for the Regulatory Pass Through of certain costs pertaining to 
Force Majeure, tax changes, National Service Events, and telecommunications 
licence and regulatory fees.

2 Clause 6.1 requires Telikom to provide the ICCC, within the first year of the 
Telikom Regulatory Contract, statements that set out:

• The method by which Telikom will calculate call minutes for Fixed 
Network Services and Mobile Network Services, for those services 
where Telikom’s equipment does not automatically or accurately 
record that information;

• The process by which Telikom intends to measure its network and 
service performance; and

• The billing procedure that Telikom proposes to use to bill and monitor 
payment by its customers;

3 Clause 6.2 (which, as noted above, is referred to in clause 2.3) allows Telikom, 
subject to Telikom being able to measure minutes of use for local calls on a 
timed basis for at least 70% of the subscriber lines included in its fixed network 
(the Relevant Time), to require the ICCC to determine the average minutes of 
use of the fixed network for local calls made over any consecutive period of 12 
months occurring after the Relevant Time (the Relevant Period). The relevant 
clause sets out the formula to be used for calculating Average Local Call 
Minutes (ALCM).

Finally, clause 8 sets out the conditions under which Telikom may submit a proposal to 
the ICCC to vary the calculation of Maximum Average Price Caps prescribed by the 
Telikom Regulatory Contract. In particular, such a proposal may only be submitted under 
the following conditions:

• in the event of a force majeure (clause 8(b)(i)); or
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• after 1 January 2004, subject to no such proposal having been submitted under 
this condition within the 3 previous years (clause 8(b)(ii)).

Any such proposal must specify the proposed variations, with reasons.

Moreover, Telikom may only propose a variation under certain circumstances, for 
instance, if it is appropriate in light of differences between:

• actual and forecast O&M or capital expenditures;

• actual and forecast weighted asset ages and economic lives of assets; or

• actual and assumed value of the asset base.

Certain forecasts and assumptions that must be used in calculating these differences are 
contained in Schedule 8.

If clause 8(b)(i) is invoked to propose a variation, the ICCC may need to review any 
calculation of the Maximum Average Price Caps prescribed by the Telikom Regulatory 
Contract, subject to certain conditions. In contrast, if (clause 8(b)(ii)) is invoked to 
propose a variation, the ICCC must undertake such a review, taking into consideration 
the reasons given for the proposed variation and any other relevant matters.

If the ICCC conducts a review under this clause, then subject to certain qualifications, it 
may propose variations to the calculation of the Maximum Average Price Caps prescribed 
by the Telikom Regulatory Contract, and may, subject to providing Telikom with 
reasonable opportunities to make submissions, implement those variations to the 
calculation of the Maximum Average Price Caps.

Where a proposed variation is made under clause 8(b)(ii), the ICCC is deemed to have 
agreed to Telikom’s proposed variations if the ICCC does not notify Telikom of its 
proposed variations to the calculation of the prescribed Maximum Average Price Caps or 
notify Telikom that it does not intend to agree to any of the proposed variations.

As noted above, the Telikom Regulatory Contract includes Schedules that contain 
regulatory principles as well as detailed formulas and assumptions to be used for 
calculating, amongst other things, Maximum Average Price Caps for regulated services. 
Most relevantly, Schedule 2 outlines Tariff Formulas, and comprises 4 paragraphs:

• Paragraph A contains formulas for Maximum Average Price Caps. In particular, 
Paragraphs A.1, A.2 and A.3 contain formulas for the Maximum Average Price 
Caps for Fixed Network Services, Fixed Network Access Services and Mobile 
Network Services, respectively;

• Paragraph B contains the formulas for the Cumulative Weighted Index (CWI), 
which is an input into the calculation of the Maximum Average Price Caps;

• Paragraph C contains the formula for the Over/Under Recovery Adjustments 
(OUR). In particular, Paragraphs C.1, C.2 and C.3 contain formulas for OUR for 
Fixed Network Services, Fixed Network Access Services and Mobile Network 
Services, respectively; and

• Paragraph D contains formulas for Actual Average Call and Access Prices. In 
particular, Paragraphs D.1, D.2, D3 and D.4 contain formulas for calculating the 
Actual Average Call Price for Fixed Network Services, the Actual Average Call 
Price for Mobile Network Services, the Actual Average Access Price for Fixed 
Network Access Services and the Actual Average Access Price for Mobile 
Network Access Services, respectively.

In addition, Schedule 3 contains assumptions, data and formulas to be used for the 
purpose of deriving certain variables and indices that feed into formulas outlined in 
Schedule 2, in particular:

• a Smoothing Factor (X) that is used in the calculation of each of the MAPC, as 
well as a Capital Efficiency Factor (CEF) that is used in the calculation of the 
MAPC for Fixed Network Services and Mobile Network Services; and

• indices for the Adjusted PNG CPI, the Kina/USD Exchange Rate, the US CPI, 
which are used to calculated the Cumulative Weighted Index (CWI).
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2.1.2 Price regulation of Excluded Services

Tariffs for Telikom must charge tariffs for Excluded Services “on a fair and reasonable 
basis” (clause 2.5). Alternatively, if there is a dispute between Telikom and the ICCC over 
a charge for an Excluded Service, the Telikom must charge tariffs determined by the 
ICCC to be “fair and reasonable”, subject to the ICCC taking into account:

• relevant principles applied in regulating tariffs under the Telikom Regulatory 
Contract; and

• reasonable costs Telikom would incur in providing the Excluded Service in an 
efficient manner.

Regulatory Principles contained in Schedule 1 of the Telikom Regulatory Contract that 
are relevant in this respect include that:

• incentive regulation be adopted for the purpose of regulating prices (Principle 
3);

• a building block approach be applied in considering the pricing and supply of 
retail (and wholesale) services (Principle 4); and

• consideration be given to establishing a glide path adjustment to share 
efficiency gains between Telikom and consumers (Principle 5).

2.1.3 Non-price regulation

In addition to the tariff regulations described above, Telikom is also subject to non-price
regulation. Clause 7 deals with Service Standards and Customer Rebates. Telikom is 
required to use ‘best endeavours’ in respect of Designated Operations Areas to:

• connect customers to its fixed network no later than the Required Connection 
Date, in accordance with a prescribed schedule (Table 1 of Schedule 5); and

• rectify any fault in a service provided by the fixed network no later than the 
Required Service Restoration Date, in accordance with a prescribed schedule 
(Table 2 of Schedule 5).

After December 2003, failure in respect of either of the above targets by Telikom required 
Telikom to pay compensation to the customer, unless that failure is as a result of an 
event that could not reasonably have been prevented or foreseen by Telikom 
(Uncontrollable Failure). Clause 10.2 allows the ICCC to alter certain provisions of clause 
10.1 – clause 10.1 confer upon Telikom exclusivity in the supply of relevant services for 
certain periods – if Telikom persistently fails to comply with service standards under any 
licence held by it under the Telecommunications Act.

2.2 LICENCE CONDITIONS

Quality of service obligations are also imposed on both Telikom and other carriers via 
conditions contained in their respective licences. For Telikom, these obligations are on 
top of those obligations just described.

Thus, clause 22 of Telikom’s General Carrier Licence imposes quality of service 
obligations over and above those new installation and fault restorations obligations set 
out in its Regulatory Contract (discussed above). The specific service requirements are 
contained in Schedule 1 of the licence.

Telikom must meet quality of service standards by the end of each year specified in the 
schedule. Persistent failure to do so in any year after the second anniversary of the 
commencement date of the licence, but prior to 31 December 2006, permits the ICCC to 
take action under clause 10.2 of the Regulatory Contract (see above), although the ICCC 
is prohibited from taking any other action. Subsequent to this date, the ICCC may take all 
actions permitted under the Telecommunications Act in relation to non-compliance, 
including directing Telikom to comply with its obligations, although it cannot suspend or 
revoke Telikom’s licence on the basis of a failure to achieve service standards.
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Clause 22 additionally requires Telikom to provide the ICCC with required information 
concerning its quality of services and compliance with service standards. Pursuant to this 
clause, Telikom must also use its reasonable endeavours to operate its network to 
provide services which conform to internationally accepted technical and performance 
standards. Following the second anniversary of the commencement date of the licence, 
the ICCC must review the quality of service standards and may vary those standards, 
“but not so as to make those standards more onerous for Telikom to comply with”.

Under Telikom’s Public Mobile Licence, clause 17 imposes quality of service obligations. 
The specific service requirements are contained in Schedule 1 of this licence. This 
schedule sets out quality of service standards in respect of the following, for the period 
2002 to 2011:

• GSM Mobile Network Performance;

• GSM call drop out rate;

• GSM failure to connect due to congestion; and

• % of population with GSM coverage.

This licence then contains conditions that parallel those clauses contained in its General 
Carrier Licence. In particular, Telikom must meet quality of service standards by the end 
of each year specified in this schedule. Persistent failure to do so in any year after the 
second anniversary of the commencement date of the licence, but prior to 31 December 
2006, permits the ICCC to take action under clause 10.2 of the Regulatory Contract (see 
above), but is prohibited from taking any other action. After this date, the ICCC may take 
all actions permitted under the Telecommunications Act 1996 in relation to non-
compliance, including directing Telikom to comply with its obligations, although it cannot 
suspend or revoke its licence on the basis of a failure to achieve standards.

As with its General Carrier Licence, clause 17 of its mobile licence additionally requires 
Telikom to provide the ICCC with required information about its quality of services and 
compliance with standards. Telikom must also use its reasonable endeavours to operate 
its network to provide services which conform to internationally accepted technical and 
performance standards.

Telikom also faces quality of service obligations under its Value Added Services Licence. 
In particular, clause 8 requires Telikom to comply with certain broad quality of service 
obligations. In particular, Telikom must use ‘reasonable endeavours’ to operate its 
network so as to provide VAS that “conform to internationally accepted technical and 
performance standards”.

Other carriers also have quality of service obligations imposed upon them via their 
licences. Quality of service obligations imposed on Digicel are outlined in clause 19 of its 
Public Mobile Licence. Schedule II to the licence contains the specific standards imposed 
upon Digicel. The first and second parameters are based on ITU definitions.

Figure 28: Digicel Licence, Schedule II: Quality of Service Standards

Parameter Value

Call drop out rate 3%

Failure to connect due to congestion 2%

Total network availability 99.99%

Network fault repair times: Main centres 6 hours
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Parameter Value

Network fault repair times: Mid-sized centres 24 hours

Network fault repair times: Administrative district centres 2 working days

Network fault repair times: Smaller population centres 3 working days

If Digicel fails to meet these standard in any year after the second anniversary of the 
commencement date of the licence, the ICCC may take all actions permitted under the 
Telecommunications Act in relation to non-compliance, including directing Digicel to 
comply with its obligations, although it cannot suspend or revoke its licence on the basis 
of a failure to achieve standards. This clause also requires Digicel to provide the ICCC 
with required information about its quality of services and compliance with standards. It 
additionally requires Digicel to use its reasonable endeavours to operate its network to 
provide services which conform to internationally accepted technical and performance 
standards.

The quality of service obligations set out in clause 19 the GreenCom Public Mobile 
Licence are the same as those contained in the Digicel Public Mobile licence. Schedule 1 
of GreenCom’s licence contains the same service standards as those in the Digicel 
licence, in terms of both performance parameters and values (other than in respect of 
network fault repair times for main centres, for which the target value is 8 hours instead of 
6).

2.3 OTHER PROVISIONS THAT PROTECT CONSUMERS

Certain other provisions contained in the Telecommunications Act and ICCC Act also 
provide (scope for) further consumer protection.

Section 66A of the Telecommunications Act confers powers on the ICCC to determine 
Codes of Practice to be followed by carriers, including:

• a Customer Service Charter Code of Practice (2(a)); and

• a Complaints Handling Code of Practice (2(b)).

This is subject to the ICCC consulting with carriers and other interested parties.

Section 78 contains overarching provisions pertaining to Tariffs. This section, amongst 
other things, confers power on the ICCC to disallow tariffs that do not comply with the 
Telikom Regulatory Contract. In particular, the section:

• requires carriers to provide the ICCC with a written tariff of the carrier’s charges 
for the services it supplies, in a form approved by the ICCC an in compliance 
with the requirements of this particular section;

• requires that the tariff include a number details, including with respect to the 
period over which the tariff is to apply, a service description, charges payable, 
as well as performance characteristics of the service;

• requires carriers to supply further details related to proposed tariffs, as 
considered necessary by the ICCC for the purpose of monitoring compliance;

• confers power on the ICCC to disallow tariffs that do not comply with the 
Telecommunication Act, the ICCC Act or the carrier’s Regulatory Contract; and

• prohibits carriers from charging more than the charges payable under tariffs.

The section also prevents the ICCC from disallowing charges payable under a tariff or 
variation of a tariff related to regulated services provided by a regulated entity, where 
those charges are in accordance with that entity’s Regulatory Contract.
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Section 155 confers powers upon the ICCC to investigate matters, including matters that 
may constitute a breach or contravention of a licence condition, Code or Practice, as well 
as, more generally, matters relating to the supply or failure to supply telecommunications 
services.

Finally, Part VII of the ICCC Act contains general provisions in relation to Consumer 
Protection, in relation to:

• Consumer Affairs Functions of the ICCC (section 106);

• Product Safety Standards and Unsafe Goods (section 108); and

• Product Information Standards (section 109).

3 INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE

This section summarises consumer protection in the telecommunications sector in 
developed countries, namely, the UK and US, as well as in developing countries, Samoa, 
Nepal, Kenya and Nigeria.

3.1 CONSUMER PROTECTION IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

3.1.1 United Kingdom

(a) Retail Price controls
OFCOM has withdrawn retail price control (RPC) regulation from the telecommunications 
sector since mid-2006 after a finding that, inter alia, regulation at the wholesale level and 
other consumer protection measures are effective in keeping retail prices competitive. 
Prior to that, retail price controls were in place in the UK since 1984, when BT was 
privatised.

Under the EU regulatory framework as outlined in the EC Communications Directives292 –
implemented in the UK by the Communications Act 2003 (the 2003 Act) – retail price 
controls may be imposed by National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs), including OFCOM, 
where there has been a finding of SMP. These controls are set out as part of the SMP 
conditions. Procedures for monitoring compliance, if any, are also set out within the SMP 
conditions. These retail price controls can be in the form of a charge ceiling, fixed for a 
period of time or in the form of an RPI+/-X control, where the maximum charge increase 
in any year is limited to the rate of inflation (RPI) plus or minus ‘X’. The value of X is 
typically set to bring charges into line with forecast costs in the last year of the control 
period. Prices then follow a ‘glide path’ starting from the price fixed or prevailing at the 
start of the control. RPI+/-X charge controls may be either overall basket charge caps (for 
a basket of products or services) or simple individual charge caps.

The UK’s previous set of controls were implemented in June 2002 by Oftel's review of the 
fixed telephony market entitled Protecting consumers by promoting competition: Oftel's 
conclusions. The controls applied from 1 August 2002 to 31 July 2006. Those retail price 
controls regulated the price of a basket of residential retail telephony services, namely:

• local, national and international calls;

• calls to mobiles;

• operator assisted calls; and

• exchange line rental.

The RPC applied to the expenditure on these services of the lower 80% of BT’s 
residential customers by spend. The effect of the controls, which was set at RPI+0%, is 
that BT cannot increase charges for the basket of services in real terms (ie, overall retail 
prices cannot go up by more than RPI). These controls and their scope were confirmed 
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by the market review statement dated 28 November 2003 entitled ’Fixed Narrowband 
Retail Services Markets – Final Explanatory Statement and Notification’.293

This document set a condition placing the original control of RPI-RPI on the services BT 
provides in the relevant markets under the new European regulatory framework. 
However, it allowed for the control to be relaxed to RPI+0% after BT had provided a fit-
for-purpose (FFP) Wholesale Line Rental (WLR) product (introduced in 2002) that was 
being taken up actively by BT’s competitors. In 2005, BT’s WLR product was found to be 
a FFP WLR product, and the retail charge controls were changed to RPI+0% with effect 
from 1 January 2006.

The example of BT’s WLR service shows the UK’s preference for wholesale price 
regulation rather than retail price regulation to keep retail prices competitive.

(b) Quality of service
OFCOM, through its Content Board, has a duty to conduct, publish and take account of 
research on consumers’ experiences and opinions on the standard and quality of service 
(in the provision of services, access of facilities, and resolution of complaints and 
disputes) provided to them.294

Universal service in the UK (and more broadly the EU) is also subject to quality of service 
standards as set out in the Universal Service Directive.295 NRAs are required to ensure 
carriers publish information concerning their performance in the provision of universal 
service based on quality service parameters. NRAs are able to set performance targets 
concerning quality of service and persistent failure to meet these targets may result in 
specific measures being taken in accordance with the Authorisation Directive (including 
financial penalties and suspension or withdrawal of provision of service and rights of 
use).296

In 2005, OFCOM issued a Direction (the QOS Direction) on the provision of Quality of 
Service information.297 It requires certain fixed voice providers to publish defined quality 
of service information for business and residential customers on an independent website. 
Mobile operators can provide QOS information on a voluntary basis. The QOS 
information includes supply time for initial completion (ie order completion), fault rate per 
access line, fault repair time, bill correctness complaints (ie billing accuracy), complaint 
handling capability (ie how promptly complaints are resolved), and a parameter for testing 
the number of disconnections for non-payment (limited to consumers).

OFCOM is currently reviewing its QOS information requirements. It is in the process of 
concluding the first phase of its review dealing with the provision of customer service 
information. Future phases will include the provision of technical and network quality of 
service information.

3.1.2 United States

(a) Retail Price controls
Retail prices are generally not regulated at the Federal level except in the case of 
geographically uniform long-distance retail prices. The FCC also has the obligation, in 
setting universal service policies, to base it on the principle, inter alia, of providing quality 
services at “just, reasonable, and affordable rates”.298

Local retail prices to residences and single line businesses continue to be regulated by 
State commissions that use a variety of approaches from rate freezes to price caps. 
However, State commissions only minimally regulate rates for multi-line businesses.

Long-distance retail prices are not subject to rate-making regulation, but are subject to 
the rate averaging and integration requirements of the 1996 Act. Specifically, all long-
distance carriers are required to offer geographically uniform prices – the prices that a 
long-distance carrier charges its subscribers in rural and high-cost areas cannot be 
higher than the prices that it charges to subscribers in urban areas:299

“… the rates charged by providers of interexchange telecommunications 
services to subscribers in rural and high cost areas shall be no higher than the 
rates charged by each such provider to its subscribers in urban areas.”
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Similarly, prices charged to subscribers in one state cannot be higher than prices charged 
to subscribers in other states by the same provider:300

“… a provider of interstate interexchange telecommunications services shall 
provide such services to its subscribers in each State at rates no higher than 
the rates charged to its subscribers in any other State.”

(b) Quality of service
The FCC does not impose QOS standards on common carriers. Instead, it annually 
monitors QOS data submitted by ILECs (which serve about 90% of the US’ access lines) 
and periodically publishes reports on QOS trends.

The QOS data tracks the quality of service provided to both retail customers (residential 
and business) and to access customers (interexchange carriers). Data includes statistics 
about company responsiveness to network failures and associated customer complaints. 
It also includes comparative data about various service parameters including installation, 
maintenance, switch downtime, and trunk blocking, along with associated customer 
perception data.

However, in regards to interconnection and access, ILECs are required to provide 
interconnection services that are at least equal in quality to that provided to itself or its
affiliates.301

3.2 CONSUMER PROTECTION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Having summarised the approach to consumer protection in developed countries, this 
section briefly summarises approaches to consumer protection in 4 developing countries, 
Samoa, Nepal, Kenya and Nigeria. It shows that that each of these countries imposes 
some form of price regulation – at least on dominator operators – whether in the form of 
price cap regulation (following a period of rebalancing), or the requirement to file tariffs 
and have them approved by the regulator.302 In addition, there are generally further 
guidelines and regulations (eg in relation to service quality) intended to protect 
consumers. Finally, consumer protection mechanisms are reinforced through conditions 
contained in operator licences.

3.2.1 Samoa

In Samoa, section 40, which pertains to tariff filing and approval:

1 requires a dominant service provider to file with and obtain approval for all 
tariffs, rates or charges for telecommunications services in markets in which the 
Regulator has designated it as dominant;

2 allows the Regulator to remove these requirements where it determines that 
either:

• competitive market forces will be sufficient to protect the interests of 
customers; or

• there is not a significant risk of harm to competitive markets as a 
result of the removal of requirement to file and obtain approval of 
tariffs;

3 requires that tariffs for services provided by dominant service providers be 
based on “the cost of efficient service provision and shall not contain excessive 
charges which are made solely as a result of the service provider’s dominant 
position”;

4 allows the Regulator to require tariff changes in instances where the above 
principles are considered contravened. In such cases, the Regulator must 
nominate the new tariff amount and give reasons for the required change; and
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5 stipulates that tariffs subject to these provisions only be effective subsequent to 
approval by the Regulator.

In addition to these provisions:

• Section 41 contains requirements in respect of the publication of tariffs.

• Section 43 outlines ‘General principles for Tariff Regulation’, which allow for the 
Regulator to adopt any form of tariff regulation that is consistent with the Act, 
including price cap regulation, rate-rebalancing and other forms of cost-based
regulation, while obligating the Regulator to ensure that service providers earn a 
‘reasonable return’ on investment.

• Section 45 explicitly allows for the regulator to issue an order requiring a service 
provider to propose or participate in the development of a method of price cap 
regulation.

Note that section 27(f), pertaining to abuse of dominance, prohibits anti-competitive 
cross-subsidisation.

3.2.2 Nepal

In Nepal, the NTA established the Tariff Approval Guideline pursuant to Section 52(b) of 
the Telecommunications Act 1997. Section 5.1 requires that tariffs be ‘proper and 
reasonable’, be ‘cost based’ to the extent possible, and be approved and published by 
the NTA. The requirement for a cost based tariff does not apply to the Rural 
Telecommunications Services operator. In addition, licensees must:

• ensure that tariffs do not entail cross subsidies (section 5.2);

• establish a separate company or profit centre based units to run the services 
specified in the licence (section 5.3); and

• establish and maintain separate accounts for each service specified in the 
licence (section 5.4).

Finally, section 5.5 states that: “In the cost based tariff model, the maximum allowed rate 
of return on investment should be 25%.”

The Guideline notes that different levels of tariff regulation will apply to different 
categories of services (section 6.2):

Figure 29 : Different levels of tariff regulation in Nepal303

Approach Description

Fixed Tariffs “The tariffs, which are approved by NTA, shall remain unchanged until a 
new proposal is presented and approved by the NTA.”

Maximum Tariffs “The tariff which is fixed as maximum by NTA. The operator can decrease 
tariffs without prior approval from the NTA but prior notification is 
essential.”

Non-regulated 
tariffs

“The tariffs which is not regulated by NTA. The operator can decrease or 
increase tariffs without prior approval from the NTA but prior notification is 
essential.”

NDCL was required to rebalance basic telephony tariffs in a phase-wise manner by 2004, 
and then to adhere to a price cap mechanism (section 6.3).
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Figure 30 : Application of price caps to basic services in Nepal304

Services Until 2004 After 2004

Local Call Charge Fixed Tariff Price Cap*

Rental Charge Fixed Tariff Price Cap

STD Call Charge Fixed Tariff Price Cap

ISD Call Charge Fixed Tariff Price Cap

Connection Fee Fixed Tariff ** Non-Regulated Tariff 

Deposit Non-Regulated Tariff Non-Regulated Tariff 

Leased Line Charge Fixed Tariff Price Cap

For WLL operators, the Guideline established the following regime. 

Figure 31 : Price regulation for WLL operators in Nepal305

Services Until 2004 After 2004

Local Call Charge Fixed Tariff Price Cap

Rental Charge Fixed Tariff Price Cap

STD Call Charge Fixed Tariff Price Cap

ISD Call Charge Fixed Tariff Price Cap

Connection Fee Non-Regulated Tariff Non-Regulated Tariff 

Deposit Non-Regulated Tariff Non-Regulated Tariff 

Leased Line Charge Fixed Tariff Price Cap

For cellular mobile operators, the Guideline established the following regime (section 
6.5):
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Figure 32 : Price regulation for mobile operators in Nepal306

Services Level of regulation

Connection Fee and Activation Charge Non-Regulated Tariff

Deposit Non-Regulated Tariff

Air Time Charge Fixed Tariff

Rental Charge Fixed Tariff

Land Line Charge Fixed Tariff

Roaming (International) Non-Regulated Tariff

Value Added Services are regulated under the maximum tariff regime (section 6.6), while 
other minor tariffs are not regulated (section 6.7). The Guideline notes that: “[p]rice cap 
regulation of tariffs and the Guidelines for the price cap regime will be prepared and 
introduced in due time” (section 6.9).

The NTA website presents tariffs ‘Published in Consumer Interest’, for various services, 
including basic telephony, mobile and IP telephony services, supplied by Nepal Telecom, 
as well as other mobile and WLL operators.

Other than these direct price regulations, consumer protection appears to be imposed 
under general consumer protection regulations and legislation, rather than those that are 
telecommunications specific, most notably, the Consumer Protection Act, 1997 and 
Consumer Protection Regulation, 1999.

3.2.3 Kenya

Kenya imposed a two stage process, comprising a rebalancing period during the five year 
exclusivity period of the incumbent operator, followed by further price cap regulation 
applied to dominant SMP providers of basic services. In addition, the regime requires 
licensees to adhere to various tariff filing requirements. Thus, the CCK notes:307

“The Commission has instituted tariff rebalancing in the exclusivity period of the 
incumbent operator

Establish price cap regulation in a liberalised market

Price regulation applied to providers of basic services and with significant 
market power.

Licensees under the Commission’s price regulatory regime file tariff schedules 
including:

• Proposed tariff rates,

• Applicable standard terms and conditions.”

The CCK elaborates on the approach as follows:308

“In the fixed network service segment, Telkom Kenya Ltd (TKL), the incumbent 
fixed telecommunications service provider was given specific pricing targets to 
implement in charging for its services for a five-year period commencing from 
1st July 1999. In the initial licence period, TKL was required to rebalance its 
tariffs to ensure that prices charged, as much as possible, reflect the real cost of 
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service provision and eliminate any cross-subsidies between local, long-
distance and international telecommunications services. This entailed a rise in 
local call charges and a drop in long-distance and international call charges 
respectively. All these charges had to and still have to be filed with the 
Commission before TKL can implement them.

In the long run, a price cap method will be used to arrive at charges for fixed 
services. The price cap method, often denoted by the formula RPI-X% [where 
RPI refers to the retail price Index or the relative prices of a basket of goods and 
services indexed to inflation. The Ministry of Finance and Planning calculates 
the Retail Price Index, while X refers to a productivity factor]. Under this regime, 
charges shall not be allowed to go beyond the price cap until full competition is 
introduced, when demand and supply forces are sufficient to regulate prices.”

With specific respect to mobile and international call services, the CCK notes:309

“In the Mobile Cellular Sector, it is expected that competitive forces will align 
prices accordingly but mobile operators are required to present their prices to 
the Commission before they can use them.

In the International telephone arena, administrations settle telecommunications 
payments through bilateral agreements. One method used in international 
settlements [payments] has been the International Accounting Rate System. An 
Accounting Rate is:

• agreed bilaterally between organizations concerned in providing an 
international telecommunication service. 

• reflects the amounts operators require for making their facilities 
available. 

• a Total Accounting Rate includes: Terminal charges + Transit charges 

• is calculated in units of Special Drawing Rights (SDR) rates and paid 
in US dollars. 

There is however a movement towards reforming this system as countries 
continue to liberalise their telecom markets and implement cost-based 
methodologies in calculating settlement rates.”

Part XI of the Kenya Communications Regulations 2001 regulates tariffs, and applies to 
“licensed services which are not open to competition and whose tariffs are subject to 
regulation by the Commission” (section 90). Section 91 explains the price cap as follows:

“(1) All licensees whose tariff rates are subject to review by the 
Commission pursuant to the price cap condition provided for in 
respective licences shall file with the Commission applications for the 
adjustment of such tariff rates.

(2) All licences for services that are subject to price cap condition shall 
contain the period in which such tariffs may be adjusted once a year.

(3) The obligation to comply with the terms and conditions of the price 
cap shall extend from the date on which a licence becomes effective 
up to the period when the services whose tariffs are regulated are 
open to competition as provided for in the relevant licences or as may 
be determined by the Commission.”

Other relevant sections of Part XI outline the process for tariff approval (sections 93 and 
94), describe the Commission’s powers to investigate a licensee’s tariffs (section 95) and 
outline licensee tariff filing requirements (section 96). Tariffs for Telkom Kenya, as well as 
mobile operators Safaricom and Celtel, are published on the CCK website.

As to regulations pertaining to quality of service, the CCK notes that licensees are 
required to “Maintain information records, in a form to be agreed with the Commission 
including call completion ratios, fault occurrence and clearance statistics, serviceability of 
payphones” and that “Failure to meet minimum quality of service standards result in 
penalties”.310
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Finally, consumer protection mechanisms are reinforced through conditions contained in 
licences. For instance, the CCK website published draft licences for a recent public 
consultation. Condition 6 of the relevant draft Network Tier 1 licence (which is applicable 
to the largest national network facilities providers, including Telkom Kenya and Cellular 
Mobile Operators) contained the following conditions in respect of Quality of Service 
(QOS) Requirements:

“The Licensee shall meet the quality of service requirements as set out in 
Annex 2 below or/and as prescribed by the Commission from time to time.

The Licensee shall be liable to pay such penalties as set out in Annex 3 for 
failure to meet the Quality of service Requirements.

The Commission reserves the right to review the Quality of Service (QOS) 
requirements periodically.”

Annex 2 and Annex 3 of this draft licence are blank, noting that Quality of Service 
Requirements and Applicable Penalties will be specific to the operator to which the 
licence pertains.

3.2.4 Nigeria

The Nigerian National Policy on Telecommunications, signed in May 2000, required the 
NCC to establish ‘Tariff Regulation’ for dominant operators providing “basic and essential 
services to the public”, as well as for other, non-dominant operators.311 Thus, the NCC to 
establish appropriate criteria for determining market dominance, as well as the extent to 
which services were ‘essential’. The Policy required that such regulations become 
applicable to operators at the time of licensing, with “[s]imilar tariff rules and requirements 
shall apply to operators in similar markets on a non discriminatory basis”. The NCC was 
to be guided by principles:

That tariffs be “‘cost-oriented’, reflecting the actual cost required by operators to provide 
the services in question”;

That tariff setting rules be transparent;

That tariffs allow for “sufficient revenues for regulated operators to compensate for their 
investments”;

That tariffs not contain cross-subsidisation:

“In certain cases, limited cross-subsidies may be permitted, only in connection 
with an explicit public purpose such as the promotion of universal access, and 
where such subsidies can be effectively targeted to accomplish that purpose at 
minimum cost.”

Finally, to the extent that the present tariff levels of NITEL and M-TEL were found to be 
inconsistent with these principles, the Policy required the NCC to undertake a tariff review 
and re-balancing process, in coordination with the privatisation and restructuring of these 
companies.

The NCC’s powers to impose consumer protection regulations are conferred under 
Chapter VII of the Nigerian Communications Act, which pertains to ‘Consumer Affairs’. In 
addition to providing overarching rules that operators must comply with in a number of 
areas, they confer powers on the NCC to issues guidelines and regulations in these 
areas. Provisions in respect of tariff regulation:

• Prevent operators from imposing tariffs until approved by the NCC (section 
108(1));

• Prevent operators depart from approved tariffs without the NCC’s approval 
(section 108(2));

• Require operators to publish tariffs and any subsequent modifications approved 
by the NCC (section 108(3));

• Require operators to establish tariffs on the basis of principles the NCC may 
stipulate in guidelines or regulations, including the following:
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“(a) tariff rates shall be fair and, for similarly situated persons not 
discriminatory ;

(b) tariff rates shall be cost-oriented and, in general, cross-
subsidies shall be eliminated;

(c) tariff rates shall not contain discounts that unreasonably 
prejudice the competitive opportunities of other providers;

(d) tariff rates shall be structured and levels set to attract 
investments into the communications industry; and

(e) tariff rates shall take account of the regulations and 
recommendations of the international organisations of which 
Nigeria is a member.”

• Allow the NCC to intervene and set tariffs for any ‘non-competitive’ services “for 
good cause or as the public interest may require” (section 109);

• Allow the NCC to make rules and rules or regulations on the determination and 
publication of tariff rates (section 110); and

• Require the NCC to prescribe and enforce financial penalties for operators that 
set tariffs above approved tariffs (section 110).

Consistent with this policy and these guidelines, price caps are used in Nigeria to 
regulate retail prices. A June 2003 presentation notes:312

“Tariff regulation to continue on the basis of Price Cap regulation to ensure:

• Reduced regulatory lag and ensure timely price adjustment

• Better incentives for efficient services.”

In a February 2007 Information Memorandum concerning a Spectrum Auction, the NCC 
noted both the tariff approval process and the use of price caps:313

“The Commission requires initial tariff and tariff changes to be submitted for 
approval. Tariffs must be submitted in a format approved by the Commission no 
later than one calendar month before the launch of commercial services or the 
publication of details thereof. The Commission will advise of approval or 
otherwise in writing within 45 days.

For the avoidance of doubt, it is not the intention of the Commission to regulate 
retail tariff levels. However, the Commission has consistently adopted a price 
cap policy since 2002.”

As to other aspects of consumer protection, the same June 2003 presentation noted 
above outlined the following intentions in relation to consumer affairs and quality of 
service, under ‘Future Direction’:314

“Set up automated call centres

Monitor and investigate manner in which operators handle consumer complaints 
and sanction erring operators

Encourage industry self regulation by definition of codes

Elaborate and publish concepts to monitor and report QoS indicators

Finalise and publish conditions to be included in subscriber contracts with 
operators after due consultations.”

More recently, the NCC has noted that it has been “has been very active and innovative 
over the years in protecting and promoting the interest of consumers of communications 
services”.315 In particular, it highlights the following initiatives aimed at providing 
consumers with public forums to voice their complaints:

“The Telecom Consumer Parliament (TCP): - It is a platform created by the 
Commission to bring together stakeholders in the industry (i.e the Telecom 
Regulator, Operators and Consumers) to openly discuss problems affecting the 
Consumers of Telecommunication services. This novel approach in dealing with 
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consumer issues has been acknowledged by the ITU as an innovative and 
effective mechanism for resolving the complaints of consumers. It is held every 
month across the six (6) geopolitical zones of the country.

Consumer outreach program (COP): -Is an initiative of the Commission to 
address specific consumer issues, provide vital information, create awareness 
and bring operators face to face with consumers, thereby ensuring that telecom 
consumers are protected.

Customer Care Centre: - This centre is established within the Commission to 
collate and respond promptly to consumer enquiries and complaints through e-
mails, formal letters, telephone calls, etc. Many consumers have had their 
complaints resolved through this medium.

Support for Consumer Advocacy Groups: - The Commission is supportive of the 
activities of several Consumer Advocacy Groups. This is novel approach in the 
history of consumer care in Nigeria.

Collaboration with Consumer Protection Council (CPC): The Commission has 
signed an MOU with the CPC aimed at collaborating to further ensure protection 
of Consumers in relation to telecom service delivery.”

Nonetheless, the NCC has noted some quality of service challenges facing the 
industry.316 As part of the plan to meet these challenges, the NCC has developed (Draft) 
Quality of Service Regulations 2006, using powers conferred upon it by Sections 70 and 
104(a) of the Nigerian Communications Act 2003. These regulations contained detailed 
schedules of service quality requirements, measurements and targets. The Regulations 
note that the standard defined have been developed in accordance with principles that 
include that, “[m]easurements should be required only for features of Services that are 
significant, with an emphasis on Services that are subject to limited competition” (¶4(a)).

Consumer protection mechanisms are reinforced through conditions contained in 
operator licences. For instance, Condition 4 of a licence for Local Exchange Operators, 
obtained from the NCC website, includes the following provisions in respect of tariff 
notification requires that:

“The Licensee shall lodge a notice of tariffs with the Commission which sets out 
in relation to each kind of service that the Licensee proposes to offer:

a) a description of the service;

b) details of the nature and amounts of charges payable for the service, 
and

c) the method adopted for determining the charges.

If the charges in the tariff plan vary, in nature, in their amounts or both, the 
notice must set out, why and how the charges vary.

The notice must be precise and detailed enough to be used to work out the 
nature and amounts of charges payable for the supply of the particular service.

…

The Licensee shall not impose any terms and conditions for the provision of any 
specified telecommunications service until such terms and conditions have 
been approved by the Commission.

The Licensee shall provide the specified telecommunications service at the 
charges, terms and conditions so approved by the Commission and shall not 
depart therefrom without prior written approval by the Commission of the 
proposed charges, terms and conditions.”

This licence also contain provisions, amongst other things, prohibiting cross-subsidies, 
‘linked sales’, requiring the preparation and publishing of a Code of Practice for 
Consumer Affairs.
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4 OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 CONCERNS RAISED DURING PUBLIC CONSULTATION

With respect to consumer protection issues, the focus of industry participants and 
interested parties has been on the issue of price regulation, in particular, the appropriate 
test for whether such price regulation is necessary, the effectiveness of the current 
approach to price regulation, and the requirement for price regulation going forward in 
retail markets.

Submitting parties concur that price regulation in a market is only required in markets that 
are not effectively competitive. Recognising that the costs of regulation are potentially 
high, parties submit that it is only in markets where there is market power (i.e. competition 
is not effective) where the benefits of regulation are likely to outweigh the costs. In 
particular:

• Telikom believes that price regulations is generally “second best” and, hence, 
should only be applied where a lack of competition prevents a market from 
driving efficient outcomes.317 Treasury notes that regulation “has potentially high 
costs”, including that it substitutes the regulator’s judgement for market 
interactions and, for this reason, price regulation should only be used if the 
expected benefits outweigh expected costs. In particular, price regulation 
should only be imposed if the absence of regulation would lead to excessive or 
exclusionary prices.318 Treasury believes that, given the potential costs of 
regulation, any ICT Policy should focus on fostering conditions that allow the 
competitive process to deliver efficient prices;

• PANGTEL believes that, as the market evolves, the determination of a 
regulated entity should be based on SMP analysis and ongoing monitoring, 
rather than by a regulatory contract.319 PANGTEL believes that in “a matured 
competitive market”, it is preferable to allow market forces to determine prices. 
PANGTEL submits that price regulation should be removed as market power 
diminishes and, correspondingly, competition increases; and

• Noting the impact Digicel has had on service provision in PNG, the Institute of 
National Affairs states: “Competition provides the best way to keep service 
providers efficient and focussed upon customer needs … Price regulation 
should be avoided, with competition providing the best grounds ... for service 
provision at realistic and affordable prices.”320

• Such views are also implied by the ICCC, and expressed by the Papua New 
Guinea Chamber of Commerce and Industry.321

Submitting parties have commented on the effectiveness of current price regulation and 
the need for price regulation going forward. Submitting parties, in some instances, 
distinguish between the requirements for regulation in mobile services, as compared with 
fixed services.

Aside from seeking to achieve social objectives, Telikom believes there is no need for 
both wholesale and retail price regulation, and that “additional regulation can cause 
significant distortions from an efficiency perspective”.322 Telikom considers that price 
regulation is not conducive to service innovation or improved service quality.323 Telikom 
considers the regulatory burden associated with current price regulation has increased, 
and most regulatory costs have been absorbed by Telikom.324 Telikom considers that 
current and likely future competition between mobile operators means that regulation in 
this sector is unnecessary.325

In contrast, other submissions appear to advocate some form of ongoing regulation, at 
least with respect to fixed services:326

• The ICCC believes that the current price cap arrangements in Telikom’s 
Regulatory Contract with respect to fixed line services reflect the fact that 
“Telikom’s fixed network is effectively a monopoly and accordingly consumer’s 
welfare and interest will be jeopardised if Telikom’s fixed network is not 
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appropriately regulated”.327 The ICCC believes fixed network services should 
continue to be price regulated “while ever Telikom maintains exclusivity in the 
fixed network and there are no countervailing powers that consumers can bring 
to bear on the pricing of services … There is clearly not any competitive tension 
in the service provision of fixed network which could be argued would eliminate 
the need for some form of price control”.328 Moreover, in respect of mobile 
services, the ICCC believes that “only the network roll-out by the third licensed 
carrier would allow sufficient competition to support an argument for reduced or 
eliminated price control arrangements”.329 The ICCC does, however, recognise 
the importance of market power tests in determining whether there is adequate 
competition in the market and, hence, whether price regulation can be 
removed;330

• Treasury notes that mobile prices have “fallen markedly” since the introduction 
of competition and that, in light of this, there is no need for price regulation of 
these services, even if ongoing ICCC monitoring and review may be 
appropriate.331 With respect to fixed services, Treasury notes that Telikom’s 
fixed line business is currently subject to price regulation and that, absent 
regulation, consumer interests could be jeopardised;332 and

• PANGTEL’s concerns appear to be mainly over predatory pricing.333 It believes 
that “some form” of price regulation should be retained to avoid predatory 
pricing (e.g. floor pricing), subject to ongoing review as the market evolves.

4.2 OBSERVATIONS

The process for determining whether retail price regulation should apply is the same 
process as used for determining whether to declare entities and the goods and services 
they supply is discussed in Chapter 3 of this report. Therefore, the same set of difficulties 
applies. In particular, an SOE and hence the prices of its goods and services can be 
regulated without the application of a threshold test. Therefore, even where an SOE has 
no market power its goods and services could still be subject to retail price regulation. 
This could result in Telikom being subject to unnecessary and onerous retail price 
regulation, which could hinder its ability to compete effectively.

While the price cap approach to retail price regulation is consistent with international best 
practice and the experience in a number of developing countries, it is applied more widely 
in PNG than elsewhere. The application of price caps is usually limited to services where 
wholesale price regulation or competition is inadequate to constrain prices. Therefore, in 
a number of countries there is usually no (or minimal) retail price regulation applied to 
mobile services.

As discussed above, the retail price controls are contained in the Telikom Regulatory 
Contract. Therefore, there is limited opportunity to alter the price controls, effectively only 
at the end of the contract period or by agreement between the ICCC and Telikom. Given 
the current Telikom Regulatory Contract is dated 2002 and ends on 31 December 2011, 
this means that there may be no adjustments to retail price controls for a period of up to 
10 years. Given the pace at which developments can occur in the ICT sector, particularly 
given policy changes that alter the competitive landscape, this period appears excessive. 
While it may be possible to withdraw or relax parts of the price control arrangements on 
agreement between the parties prior to the end of the Telikom Regulatory Contract term, 
there does not appear to be any requirement to regularly review the arrangements. This 
would seem particularly important given the rate at which competition from Digicel has 
progressed to date.

The inclusion of quality of service regulation in the licence conditions of the carriers 
appears reasonable and consistent with the practice in developing countries, although it 
is unclear why the service standards are different between the carriers.
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4.3 ANALYSIS

In our view, there is no evidence to suggest that Telikom has substantial market power in 
the provision of mobile services in PNG. Therefore, unless the ICT Regulator, using the 
appropriate competition analysis, can demonstrate that Telikom has market power in the 
provision of mobile services we recommend the removal of retail price regulation from 
Telikom’s mobile services. As noted above, the ICCC, in effect, appears to be suggesting 
that vigorous and effective competition would only be possible if there were three mobile 
networks deployed in PNG. There is no basis for such a conclusion. Rather, as the ICCC 
itself acknowledges, the appropriate economic analysis involves defining the relevant 
market and undertaking an assessment of market power.

In relation to fixed network services, despite suggestions to the contrary by other industry 
participants, it is highly questionable whether such services should be subject to retail 
price regulation. In particular, contrary to the claims of the ICCC and possible concerns of 
other industry participants, there is no doubt that Telikom faces competition from Digicel 
in the provision of fixed voice services from mobile voice services.

As a matter of economics, the appropriate analysis involves defining the relevant market 
and then undertaking an assessment of market power. It is incorrect to simply assert that 
ongoing price regulation of the fixed network is required. We recommend that a market 
definition and market power analysis be undertaken for fixed network services to 
determine whether ongoing retail price regulation is warranted. We do not believe it is 
appropriate to wait until 2011, as suggested by the ICCC, to undertake this review. 
Regulation is not costless and the unnecessary imposition of regulation can distort 
otherwise competitive and efficient outcomes.

Finally, if retail price regulation is to continue then we recommend regular reviews of the 
retail price control arrangements, particularly in terms of reducing the extent of regulation 
applied to Telikom’s services as competition develops. This includes assessing the extent 
to which mobile competition constrains Telikom’s pricing behaviour on both the mobile 
and fixed networks.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 4.1 All retail price regulation of Telikom’s mobile services should 
be removed.

Recommendation 4.2 All retail price regulation of Telikom’s fixed services should be 
removed unless the ICT regulator can justify the need for 
such regulation under a market power analysis.  

Recommendation 4.3 To the extent any retail price regulation is retained, regular 
reviews should occur with a view to reducing that regulation 
as competition develops.  
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1 UNIVERSAL ACCESS SCHEME 

One of the key objectives identified in the Government’s National ICT Policy of April 2008 
is ensuring that ICT infrastructure is available to as many Papua New Guineans as 
possible at affordable prices.  This goal was set in recognition of the opportunities that the 
increased use of information and communications technology can provide to the people 
of PNG in facing challenges associated with the economy, geographical isolation, 
education and health.

One of the primary strategies for meeting the Government’s ICT objectives is the phased 
introduction of open competition.  By progressively opening the ICT sector in PNG to new 
entry, the Government seeks to harness the benefits of competition including extended 
deployment of infrastructure, efficiency in operations, innovation in product development 
and creative pricing and marketing strategies, all to the benefit of PNG consumers.

However, the Government also recognises that competition alone will not be sufficient to 
achieve its ICT objectives.  In many areas of PNG, delivery of telecommunications 
services remains commercially unviable and for these areas a universal access policy is 
critical to securing the economic and social benefits of ICTs.  As foreshadowed in the 
National ICT Policy, the development of a UAS is an important component of the Phase 2 
reforms of the ICT sector.

This section sets out an overview of the current UAS regime in PNG and provides a 
review of international experience in the implementation of alternative UAS models.  We 
examine the key features of the UAS being proposed by the World Bank, the ‘Rural 
Connectivity Fund’ (RCF) and present our recommendations for the implementation of a 
UAS in PNG.

2 EXISTING REGULATORY REGIME

There is currently no formal or legal universal access regime in PNG designed to bring 
expanded telecommunications services to those more remote areas of PNG which do not 
have access to telecommunications.  However, certain roll-out obligations have been 
imposed on the three licensed mobile carriers in PNG (pursuant to section 63 of the 
Telecommunications Act) and have been described by the ICCC as a ‘de facto 
Community Service Obligation’. 

This requirement is in essence a condition to progressively roll-out the mobile networks to 
a total of 229 (minimum) locations throughout PNG, comprising 8 main centres, 14 mid-
sized centres, 87 district administrative centres and 120 smaller population centres. 
Broadly speaking, the obligation requires each public mobile licensee (carrier) to provide 
network coverage in the localities specified in Schedules 1, 2, 3 and 4, by no later than 
certain specified dates (outlined below), and to continue to provide ‘network coverage’ in 
those locations for ten years from the commencement date in its licence, or from 17 
October 2007, whichever is the earlier (condition 1).

• Schedule 1 lists the Main Centres of PNG;

• Schedule 2 lists the Mid-sized Centres of PNG;

• Schedule 3 lists the Administrative Districts Centres of PNG; and

• Schedule 4 lists the Small Centres of PNG.
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‘Network coverage’ is defined as:

“coverage to a generally accepted commercial standard, being the ability to 
make and hold, or receive and hold, a mobile phone call form 90% of the 
locations in the network coverage area for 90% of the time” (condition 2). 

In turn, a ‘network coverage area’ is defined as:

“an area centred upon the town, village or locality specified in Schedule 1, 2, 3 
or 4 in which it is generally recognised that at least 75% of the population of that 
town, village or locality are living”. 

The condition accepts that coverage may not be possible in a small number of locations 
within a network coverage area due to terrain limitations, and such ‘black spots’ will not 
be included when calculating network coverage Figure 1 summarises the supply 
obligations for each of those locality types noted above. As noted in the table, in addition 
to stipulating a timeframe in which the supply obligation must be fulfilled, if the carrier 
cannot provide network coverage to the standard required by condition 2 by the date 
specified in the relevant condition, the carrier will be deemed to have not breached the 
relevant condition provided that it achieves certain other roll-out requirements.1

Figure 1: Summary of carrier supply obligations

Locality Requirement for each 
carrier

Timeframe for 
completion

Secondary requirement (if carrier 
cannot provide network coverage to 
the standard required by condition 2 
by the date specified)

Main Centres

(condition 3)

Provide network 
coverage through its 
own facilities (with or 
without the use of 
another carrier’s mobile 
or fixed facilities as well) 
in each town specified 
in Schedule 1

The later of:

(1) Within 15 months 
from the 
commencement date 
in its licence; or

(2) 30 September 
2008.

If, by the specified date, it is providing 
network coverage in at least 60% of the 
locations within that town for 90% of the 
time and if, within a further period of 
fifteen months, the carrier extends its 
network coverage to the standard 
required by condition 2.

Mid-sized 
Centres

(condition 4)

Provide network 
coverage through its 
own facilities (with or 
without the use of 
another carrier’s mobile 
or fixed facilities as well) 
in each town specified 
in Schedule 2

The later of:

(1) Within 2 years from 
the 
commencement 
date in its licence; 
or

(2) 30 June 2009.

If, by the specified date, it is providing 
network coverage through at least one 
normal power or high power base 
station within that town for 90% of the 
time and if, within a further period of two 
years, the carrier extends its network 
coverage to the standard required by 
condition 2, whether by the installation 
of additional base stations or otherwise.

Administrative 
district 
centres

(condition 5)

Provide network 
coverage, either through 
its own facilities or in co-
operation with another 
mobile carrier or carriers 
using those other 
carriers’ mobile or fixed 
facilities, in each centre 
specified in Schedule 3

The later of:

(1) Within 3 years from 
the 
commencement 
date in its licence; 
or

(2) By 30 June 2010.

If, by the specified date, it is providing 
network coverage through at least one 
normal power or high power base 
station within that centre for 90% of the 
time and if, within a further period of two 
years, the carrier extends its network 
coverage to the standard required by 
condition 2, whether by the installation 
of additional base stations or otherwise.
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Locality Requirement for each 
carrier

Timeframe for 
completion

Secondary requirement (if carrier 
cannot provide network coverage to 
the standard required by condition 2 
by the date specified)

Smaller 
population 
centres

(condition 6)

Provide network 
coverage, either through 
its own facilities or in co-
operation with another 
mobile carrier or carriers 
using those other 
carriers’ mobile or fixed 
facilities, in each centre 
specified in Schedule 4.

The later of:

(1) Within 5 years from 
the 
commencement 
date in its licence; 
or

(2) By 30 June 2012.

If, by the specified date, it is providing 
network coverage through at least base 
station within that locality for 90% of the 
time.

Carriers may enter into inter-carrier reciprocal arrangements for the roll-out of 
infrastructure in remote and low use areas in Schedules 3 and 4. This means that each 
carrier is not required to provide duplicate infrastructure in these areas but can agree to 
use each other’s infrastructure. Condition 13 provides for a fair sharing of the burden 
associated with providing network access in remote and low use locations subject to the 
overriding principle that the financial burden will be shared equally among all mobile 
licensees who participate in those arrangements and will not financially disadvantage any 
one licensee.  Any inter-carrier reciprocal arrangements will be approved by the ICCC.  
Other arrangements may also be approved subject to the over-riding principle that 
burdens will be shared equally and where the interests of customers in those areas are 
protected and promoted. Further details regarding allowable reciprocal arrangements are 
contained in the discussion on the PNG access regime.

This rollout obligation is to be completed progressively over 5 years from the time the 
licensees commence operations.  At this date, Green Communications has not 
commenced operations. 

The only additional requirement placed on Digicel and Green Communications (but not 
Telikom) is a ‘completion guarantee’ set out in condition 24.1 of the licences. The ICCC 
required this ‘completion guarantee’ to ensure that, in the event that a carrier fails to roll-
out its network to all of the 229 locations as required by its licence, there will be sufficient 
funding made available to the ICCC for it to arrange for others to complete the network. 

Failure to complete the rollout obligations by any licensee would constitute a breach of 
the licence and could result in enforcement action by the ICCC (which could include 
suspension or revocation of the licence or the ICCC taking over the carrier’s operations in 
accordance with legislation). 

3 INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE

This section summarises approaches to universal service (US) and universal access 
(UA) in both developed and developing countries.2 It reviews the US/UA targets that have 
been adopted and some of the implementation aspects of the schemes including funding 
models and the institutional and governance arrangements.  A full review is provided in 
the Addendum to this Chapter.

3.1 APPROACH TO US/UA IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

US/UA targets in developed countries are often broader in nature than those in 
developing countries. This reflects the relative maturity of these markets, and the fact that 
services in these countries are often already widely deployed and accessible. 
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3.1.1 Australia

In Australia, the regime is comprised of two distinct obligations:

1 Universal Service Obligation (USO). This is the obligation placed on universal 
service providers (Telstra is currently the sole ‘declared’ universal service 
provider) to ensure standard telephone services, payphones and prescribed 
carriage services are accessible to all people in Australia on an equitable basis. 

2 Digital Data Service Obligation (DDSO). This is the obligation placed on a digital 
data service provider (Telstra is currently the sole DDS provider) to ensure that 
digital data services are accessible to all people in Australia on an equitable 
basis. The DDSO consists of two obligations:

• The general DDSO for people in general digital data service areas 
(approximately 96% of the population); and

• The special DDSO for people in special digital data service areas 
(approximately 4% of the population, usually living or working at a 
distance of more than 4.5 kilometres from their local telephone 
exchange).

As the USO provider, Telstra is obliged to have a policy statement and marketing plan 
approved by the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA), a statutory 
authority within the federal government portfolio of Broadband, Communications and the 
Digital Economy. These documents outline how Telstra intends to fulfil its obligations as 
universal service provider, including fulfilling its obligations to people with a disability, 
people with special needs and eligible priority customers. Similarly, as the DDSO 
provider, Telstra is required to have in place a special and a general digital data service 
plan that sets out how it will fulfil its obligations as the digital data service provider within 
each area.

In 2001 an agreement was made between the Federal Government and Telstra to 
provide untimed local calls and upgraded services in extended zones covering Australia’s 
most sparsely populated areas – approximately 80% of the Australian land mass. $150 
million was allocated to fund these initiatives. Untimed local calls were introduced in July 
2002 and the network upgrades were completed in March 2004.

USO and DDSO provision is funded by the telecommunications industry, in particular, all 
licensed telecommunications carriers. The Minister may expand the funding base to 
include carriage service providers, although this has not occurred as yet. Each carrier’s 
contribution to USO and DDSO subsidies is determined by ACMA based on the 
participant’s ‘eligible revenue’ – a measure of the telecommunications earnings of a 
carrier and its related parties – within the relevant period. In particular, each carrier’s 
eligible revenue, expressed as a fraction of the total eligible revenue of all the carriers, 
determines its ‘levy contribution factor’, which then dictates a carrier’s USO levy. The 
calculation is undertaken by ACMA in accordance with the formula set out in the 
legislation. Funds are kept in a Universal Service Account, which is administered by 
ACMA.

Funds from the Universal Service Account are then disbursed as subsidies. Amendments 
to legislation mean that there is no prescribed methodology for calculating, or otherwise 
establishing, USO subsidies. Rather, subsidies are determined by the Minister (after 
consultation with ACMA) for each claim period for each service obligation in each 
universal service area. Providers of the USO and DDSO are able to submit levy credit 
claims to ACMA for the USO subsidies at the end of the financial year. ACMA is required 
to make a written assessment, in respect of such claims.

As noted above, Telstra is currently the sole universal service provider. However, a 
carrier or carriage service provider can apply to ACMA for approval as a competing 
universal service provider for a universal service area in respect of a contestable service 
obligation. A contestable service obligation is a service obligation in a given universal 
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service area that is the subject of a determination by the Minister under section 11C of 
the Telecommunications Act.

3.1.2 New Zealand

In New Zealand, the original Kiwi Share, as amended by letter exchanges, required 
Telecom to:

• maintain a local free calling option for ordinary residential telephone service; 

• cap the standard residential rental for ordinary residential telephone service to 
increase by no more than the rate of inflation;

• apply the same standard line rental charge equally to rural and urban areas;

• provide directory assistance with price increases capped at the level of inflation; 
and 

• continue to make ordinary residential telephone service as widely available as 
at 11 September 1990.  

The Kiwi Share was updated to:

• clarify that free local calls include standard calls to the Internet and fax calls; 

• bring basic Internet access to virtually all New Zealanders by upgrading 
Telecom's network to provide 9.6kbps data capability to 99% and 14.4 kbps to 
95% of existing lines over the next two years while maintaining existing kbps 
data capability if higher than 9.6kbps or 14.4 kbps; 

• extend the network coverage obligation to reflect the current levels; and 

• require Telecom to meet detailed service quality measures and report to the 
Crown and the Telecommunications Commissioner. 

A review of the Telecommunications Service Obligation (TSO) is currently underway. The 
Minister of Communications issued a discussion paper in August 2007 (in accordance 
with the consultation requirements under the TSO framework) seeking community and 
industry feedback on a number of issues including:

• the current levels of service and infrastructure, particularly in rural and regional 
New Zealand;

• the merits of introducing a broadband TSO to address shortfalls in the 
availability of broadband services in rural areas;

• the compensation regime for Local Service TSO Providers and whether 
contestability should be introduced;

• eligibility requirements for TSO local services;

• the emergency call service requirements; and

• changes in pricing levels for TSO services.

The review has not yet been concluded and the Minister of Communications of the newly 
elected government is currently considering the appropriate renegotiation of the TSO.3

The TSOs are funded through an industry levy payable annually by TSO liable persons 
(any person whose network is interconnected with a fixed public switched network 
operated by Telecom). The levy is paid to the TSO Provider directly. The TSO Charge (or 
the total amount payable to the TSO Provider in fulfilment of the TSO) and the proportion 
of that charge allocated to each TSO liable person is determined each year by the 
Commerce Commission. The Act sets out the formula that the Commerce Commission 
must use for calculating the levy payable by each TSO liable person.

The TSO Charge may be specified in the TSO instrument (e.g. the Relay Service TSO 
Deed) or may be left to be determined by the Commerce Commission based on the net 
costs incurred in supplying TSO services (e.g. the Local Residential Telephone Service 
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TSO Deed). The Commerce Commission’s decision can be appealed to the High Court 
on points of law.

Telecom was designated as a TSO provider under a deed entered between the Crown, 
Telecom Corporation of New Zealand and Telecom New Zealand in 2001.

3.1.3 United States

In the United States, the Telecommunications Act 1996 mandates universal service for 
the purpose of:

• promoting the availability of quality services at just, reasonable and affordable 
rates for all consumers; 

• increasing nationwide access to advanced telecommunications services; 

• advancing the availability of such services to all consumers, including those in 
low income, rural, insular, and high cost areas at rates that are reasonably 
comparable to those charged in urban areas; 

• increasing access to telecommunications and advanced services in schools, 
libraries and rural health care facilities; and 

• providing equitable and non-discriminatory contributions from all providers of 
telecommunications services to the fund supporting universal service programs.

In the United States, the FCC has established several programs to fulfil its universal 
service objectives. The costs incurred by eligible providers in providing services under 
these FCC’s programs are funded by the Universal Service Fund. All common carriers 
may provide approved services and apply for subsidies from the Fund. The various 
programs and the Fund are administered by the Universal Service Administrative 
Company (USAC), an independent not-for-profit company appointed by the FCC. 

Under the FCC rules, all telecommunications carriers providing international and 
interstate telecommunications services must contribute to the Fund. The amount of the 
contribution is determined based on Fund size projections and revenue projections 
(calculated by USAC based on quarterly reports provided by the carriers). The ‘expected 
contribution factor’ is calculated by the USAC but is ultimately determined by the FCC 
after reviewing all the information provided to it.

3.2 APPROACH TO US/UA IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

3.2.1 US/UA targets in developing countries

A wide variety of US and UA targets have been adopted in developing countries. In some 
instances, countries have a single simple objective, pertaining to fixed voice services. In 
more advanced regimes, US/UA regimes may be relatively more sophisticated, 
incorporating multiple service objectives. Such objectives may extend beyond simple 
telephone services to more advanced telecommunications services, including in relation 
to Internet services and telecentres.

(a) Voice services

The most common hard target for voice services takes the following form: 

“A phone in [x] per cent of settlements containing at least [x] inhabitants.” 

In particular:

• The specified service typically takes the form of one public or shared community 
phone per settlement. However, there are exceptions to this. For instance, in 
Thailand, the target is 2 public telephones in targeted villages.
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• The settlement is usually specified as a village, or some variant on this (e.g. 
rural village, commune, district, locality, population centre). In China, certain 
targets have been set with respect to families and organisations. Thailand has 
targeted certain types of institutions (e.g. educational institutions, places of 
worship, medical facilities and social service agencies).

• Of greatest interest is the minimum number of inhabitants per settlement to 
which the US/UA target applies. The range is roughly anywhere between 100 
(Brazil) to 5000 (e.g. Zambia) inhabitants. The median number of inhabitants in 
the countries surveyed is around 500, although the average is somewhat 
higher.

• Typically, the targets apply to 100 per cent of settlements. This assumption 
seems reasonable where no further specifications are given. However, there 
are exceptions. In Nigeria, the proposed target was to apply to 80 per cent of 
population centres.4 In China, a short term goal was for the target to be 
achieved for 95 per cent of villages.

• For some countries, there does not appear to be a timeframe for achieving 
these targets. Rather, they appear to represent broader policy objectives. 
However, many countries stipulate (or have previously stipulated) target 
timeframes for achieving these objectives. In some instances, these timeframes 
have passed, and new timeframes appear to have been put in place. China, for 
instance, had set targets for 2000, and then established progressive targets for 
2005, 2010 and 2020.

In addition, or alternatively, hard targets for voice services may take the following form: 

“A telephone service within [x] km or [x] minutes walking distance of inhabitants.”

In particular:

• The specified service typically takes the form of one public or shared community 
phone per settlement.

• The target is usually specified as an objective for the country as a whole, 
although in some instances, the target applies to rural areas or villages. In 
Thailand, there is a target of this type that applies to low income communities.

• Of greatest interest is the target maximum distance (expressed in km) that the 
service should be from inhabitants. The most common target distance is 5km. In 
South Africa, this has been interpreted as equivalent to a 30 minute walk. The 
range of targets is broad, ranging from as low as 100m to 20km.

• In some instances, there may, in addition or alternatively, be stipulated times 
(expressed in minutes) within which inhabitants should be able to access the 
service. As just noted, in South Africa, the target distance of 5km has been 
interpreted as equivalent to a 30 minute walk. In Bangladesh, the target is 
expressed as a 10 minute walk. In Bolivia, although not ultimately implemented, 
one project pertaining to rural areas stipulated a target distance of 2km, 
translated as a 24 minute walk.

• Typically, the target is for all inhabitants to be within the target distance. 
However, there are exceptions. For instance, in Zambia, the medium term 
target for 2010 is that 50% of Zambians have access to basic telephone service 
within 10km, and the long term target for 2012 is that 80% of Zambians have 
access to basic telephone service within 10km.

• In certain cases, targets only apply to areas with a certain minimum number of 
inhabitants. For instance, in the case of Thailand’s targeting of low income 
communities, the service obligation only pertains to communities with at least 
100 households.

Hard targets for voice services may also be expressed in terms of teledensity:
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“[x] lines per 100 inhabitants” (or as an increase in teledensity):

• The target is usually specified as an objective for the country as a whole, 
although in some instances, there may be delineation between targets for urban 
and rural areas (e.g. Kenya and India).

• For those countries surveyed, the maximum target teledensity is 20. However, 
where this has been the target, the context is significant. In Kenya, this target 
applies to urban areas only. In South Africa, this target was considered by 
certain analysts as overly ambitious and unrealistic. In Rwanda, this is the 
target teledensity for 2020 – i.e. it is a long term timeframe. The lowest target 
teledensity is 2 (Uganda), although this was a target set back in 1996. The 
median target teledensity is around 6.

• Tonga appears to have adopted a target that is relative to other countries in the 
Pacific Islands and the Asia Pacific. In particular, a 2002 presentation by the 
Assistant Secretary of the Prime Minister’s Office of Tonga suggested that the 
Department of Communications was to set the target for telephony penetration 
equal to the Pacific Island average within 5 years and the Asia Pacific average 
within 10 years.5

Finally, some countries have, at certain points, set targets in respect of total lines and, in 
the case of Mexico, line growth. However, these targets are perhaps not especially useful 
for the purpose of the current exercise.

(b) Internet and data access services

Many developing countries have set hard targets in respect of Internet and data access 
services and, in some instances, telecentres, which generally take the following form: 

“An Internet connection/data access service/telecentre per settlement (subject to 
certain qualifications)”

In particular:

1 The type of service may be specified as an Internet service – in the case of 
Nigeria’s proposed objectives, the Internet connection was specified as a 
terrestrial Internet connection – data service and/or data access points. As just 
noted, many countries have specific targets in respect of telecentres or similar 
types of centres, for instance, Community e-Centres (Asia), Community 
Information Centres (Bhutan), Public Telecom and Info Centres (India) and 
Telephone cabins (Brazil). Targets may specify the minimum speed that applies 
to the targeted service (e.g. 56kbps, 64kbps or 256kps).

2 Targets are generally expressed on a per settlement basis. The type of 
settlement may be a village, district, administrative sector, commune, county, 
community, locality, town, municipality or local government area. In Uganda, the 
target is expressed at the level of the household. Alternatively, in some 
instances, some aggregate target pertaining to the country as a whole (e.g. 
Bangladesh is targeting 40 telecentres in the country by 2011), or to rural areas 
(e.g. a United Nations ESCAP objective is for 5 Sustainable Community e-
Centres in rural areas of each of Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal), may be 
adopted. Rwanda, Uganda and India have expressed targets specifying the 
maximum distance (in km) that the service should be from inhabitants. In some 
instances, targets are set with respect to institution types (e.g. higher education 
institutions, secondary schools, health units, social service agencies, places of 
worship).

3 Generally, the targets are for 1 service (e.g. Internet connection) per settlement. 
However, there are exceptions. For instance, Zambia has a target of 4 
telecentres per district, while Brazil has a target of 4 telephone cabins per town 
(subject to certain qualifications).
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4 Generally, the objective is for the target to be achieved for 100 per cent of 
settlements. However, there are exceptions. In Nigeria, the proposed target was 
to apply to 80 per cent of local government areas or higher education 
institutions. Zambia intends to have 4 telecentres in 50 per cent of districts by 
2010 (although it does have an objective of 4 telecentres in all districts by 
2012).

5 In some countries, the US/UA target applies only for settlements of a certain 
size. For instance, Brazil’s targets with respect to telephone cabins apply only to 
towns with 50,000 inhabitants. India’s objectives with respect to High Speed 
PTICs apply only to Village with at least 2000 inhabitants.

6 Tonga appears to have adopted a target that is relative to other countries in the 
Pacific Islands. In particular, the 2002 presentation by the Assistant Secretary of 
the Prime Minister’s Office of Tonga suggested that the Department of 
Communications was to set the target for Internet penetration equal to the 
Pacific Island average within 5 years.

3.2.2 Implementation aspects of US/UA approaches in developing countries

(a) Funding models

The approach used in many developing countries to fund US/UA schemes is some form 
of levy or tax imposed on operators. The range of levy is typically 1 to 2 per cent, 
although can be as high as 5 or 6 per cent, for example:

• Nigeria: in Nigeria, the Universal Access and Universal Service Regulations 
2007 imposes a cap on any USP Levy at 1% of net revenues of the licensees 
from which the Commission collects annual levies;

• Uganda: in Uganda, there is a levy set to 1% of Gross Annual Revenue (GAR) 
of operators;

• Malaysia: in Malaysia, initially, regulations required all licensees except 
Content Applications Service Provider (CASP) licence holders, whose weighted 
net revenue derived from the designated services exceeds a minimum revenue 
threshold of RM500,000.00 in a calendar year, to contribute 6% of their 
weighted net revenue to the USP Fund. Subsequent amendments increased 
the minimum revenue threshold to RM2 million, effective 1 January 2004;

• India: in India, USO funds are raised through a Universal Service Levy (USL), 
currently set at 5% of the Adjusted Gross Revenue (AGR) of all 
telecommunications service providers aside from pure value added service 
providers, such as Internet, voice mail and email service providers; and

• Peru: in Peru, OSIPTEL collects 1% of gross revenues from the 
telecommunications sector to finance FITEL.

Amongst those countries reviewed, only Chile does not impose operator levies.

That said, operator levies are not the only means by which countries raise funds. Indeed, 
it is often the case that relevant regulations or legislation allow for funds to be collected 
using a range of funding options, including from the Government, development partners 
(e.g. the World Bank), as well as via donations and gifts. Thus, amongst those developing 
countries reviewed:

• Nigeria: relevant legislation in Nigeria notes that sources may be derived from 
(although not limited to) funds appropriated to the USP Fund by the National 
Assembly, contributions from the NCC based on a portion of annual levies paid 
to the NCC by licensees, as well as gifts, loans, aids, and such other assets;
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• Uganda: in Uganda, the RCDF may receive funding from the National budget, 
as appropriated by Parliament, donations and grants from development 
partners, the UCC, as well as donations, gifts, grants and loans acceptable to 
the Minister of ICT and the Minister responsible for Finance. In the past, the two 
main sources have been operator levies, and donations and grants from 
development partners (e.g. the World Bank);

• Malaysia: in Malaysia, when the relevant universal service fund was created, 
Telekom Malaysia, the incumbent, was initially the sole USO operator, with the 
cost recovered from a USO charge on all interconnecting traffic;

• India: in India, in addition to the USL, the Central Government may also provide 
grants and loans; and

• Chile: in Chile, the FDT is financed from the Chilean national government 
budget, with a specific allocation approved for FDT purposes each year. There 
were several underlying motives for using this form of funding, including to 
avoid economic inefficiencies that result from cross subsidisation between 
telecommunications services, as well as to reflect the government’s view that 
universal access was a social policy issue, and therefore a responsibility of 
government, rather than telecommunications operators or telecommunications 
subscribers.

This is consistent with the observations of Intelecon6 (2004):

“Universal access funds can be distinguished by their sources for funding. 
Depending on the country and its particular situation, the sources for funding 
have included national budgets of governments, charges on interconnecting 
services, levies on subscribers (e.g. on access lines) and levies on operator 
revenues. Funding from international development agencies is also an option. 
Universal access funds today tend to collect their revenues from government 
sources or operator levies on a widely based range of telecommunications 
services (as opposed to only from specific “high margin services”, like 
international long-distance). Broad based revenue collection mechanisms are 
favoured because they have less of a price distorting effect on the 
marketplace.”

The disbursement of funds is typically via ‘least subsidy’ competitive bidding, although 
there may be some scope for using other methods. Thus, in Nigeria, although the 
relevant regulations explicitly refer to minimum subsidy auctions as being a possible 
approach to disbursement, and requires the Secretariat to adopt this as a default 
approach, it does leave open the possibility for alternative approaches. This is consistent 
with a preceding Nigerian Universal Service Provision Fund (USPF) Non-Binding 
Consultative Paper, which proposed that disbursements be via USP-Defined Competitive 
Output-Based Aid (OBA) tenders, grants and awards, while noting that it the USP 
Secretariat would be willing to consider “other innovative disbursement mechanisms that 
could be used to award and disburse USPF financing in a manner that is competitive, 
efficient, transparent and accountable”.

(b) Institutional arrangements

As to institutional arrangements, generally, telecommunications regulators have 
significant involvement in administering US and UA regimes, with powers conferred upon 
regulators by relevant telecommunications legislation. In certain countries, responsibilities 
and powers are shared between various participants, including boards, which comprise 
representatives from not only regulatory authorities and/or Government, but also other 
industry stakeholders. Thus, amongst those countries reviewed:

• Nigeria: in Nigeria, functions are split between various participants, including a 
board, a secretariat that resides within the regulator, as well as a separate fund 
manager. The USP Board is required to provide supervision and broad policy 
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direction for management of the USP Fund. The USP Board must comprise a 
broad spectrum of Government, regulator and private sector members. The 
USP Secretariat is required to reside in the NCC, and is responsible for the day 
to day administration of the Universal Service Provision. The USP Board, in 
consultation with the NCC, must appoint an “independent and competent 
investment management firm” as USP Fund Managers. USP Fund Managers 
are responsible for maintaining USP Fund financial accounts and records, as 
well as determining the revenues required to meet USP policy objectives and 
ensure the USP Fund remains fiscally sound;

• Uganda: in Uganda, the RCDF is administered by UCC ‘at arms' length’. Its 
management is directed by a dedicated Board of Directors, composed of 
representatives from the UCC (which has two representatives, these being two 
Commissioners that hold the position of Chairman and Executive Director of the 
Board, respectively), the Postal Sub-sector, Uganda Consumer Protection 
Association, Uganda Institution of Professional Engineers, Financial Sector 
(Uganda Institute of Bankers), and the Ministry of ICT;

• India: in India, the administrator is attached to the Department of 
Telecommunications;

• Chile: in Chile, the FDT is administered by a special Ministerial Council 
presided over by the Minister responsible for Telecommunications. The FDT’s 
Executive Secretary is the head of the telecommunications regulator, SUBTEL. 
SUBTEL has substantial involvement in the overall process, and is responsible 
for collecting requests for services, grouping projects, and financially evaluating 
and ranking potential projects. However, it is the FDT Ministerial Council that 
selects the projects that will be opened to competitive bidding (based on 
SUBTEL’s financial evaluation); and

• Peru: in Peru, FITEL is administered by the regulator OSIPTEL. That said, 
upon preparing a list of projects eligible for subsidy, FITEL must forward this list 
for approval by the Ministry responsible for Telecommunications.

4 ANALYSIS OF KEY ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

This section provides an assessment of the existing universal access arrangements in 
PNG and then focuses on the RCF project being proposed by the World Bank.  We 
assess the proposed targets and key features of the implementation of both schemes in 
relation to best practice.  In particular, we examine the extent to which targets align with 
Government objectives and deliver the maximum benefit to the people of PNG.  In terms 
of implementation we examine accountability, transparency credibility and efficiency.

4.1 EXISTING UNIVERSAL ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS

4.1.1 Targets

As discussed above, the mandatory roll-out obligations contained in the three mobile 
carrier licences require network coverage to be provided in each of the 229 areas 
specified in the licences.  Network coverage is defined as coverage to a generally 
accepted commercial standard, being the ability to make and hold, or receive and hold, a 
mobile phone call from 90% of the locations in the network coverage area for 90% of the 
time.

Therefore, the targets associated with the current arrangements are limited to providing 
access to voice services in limited geographic areas.  As a result, the targets do not fully 
address the Government’s key objectives and in particular, that of increasing the 
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availability and use of the Internet.  It is also unclear whether the 229 areas chosen for 
access to voice services deliver the highest value or the maximum net benefit to the 
people of PNG.

In submissions to this review, interested parties have commented on appropriate 
universal access targets, both in respect of the geographic and service scope of such 
targets:

• As to geographic scope, Telikom appears to consider the current mandatory 
mobile roll-out plan to be appropriate.7 On the other hand, the ICCC and 
PANGTEL believe that geographic targets should be extended beyond current 
mandatory roll-out areas.8 In particular, PANGTEL suggests that the list of 
mandatory rollout areas stipulated in carrier licences may be “very 
conservative”, in light of Digicel’s rollout to areas that are not among those listed 
as mandatory.9 PANGTEL adds that the geographic scope should include all 
areas where power mains is available or which are connected with road 
infrastructure, while other areas should be served in accordance with population 
density or number of people per square kilometre, rather than on a per village 
basis;10 and

• As to the service scope, Telikom believes that voice and internet access via 
community Telecenters “could be the main UAS objective”.11 PANGTEL argues 
that the relevant “basic or standard service” be defined as one or more of the 
following: a PSTN service; a reasonable number of public payphones; a 
reasonable number of public payphones and/or multipurpose 
telecommunications centres for rural and remote communities at designated 
locations; various operator services; access to emergency services; access to 
telecommunications services for schools, health care providers, libraries and 
other government services; and Internet and/or broadband connectivity.12 The 
Papua New Guinea Chamber of Commerce and Industry notes that the 
challenge for a UAS scheme will be to facilitate the provision of data and 
internet links to rural areas.13

Our recommended targets, which are outlined below, take into account these views.

4.1.2 Implementation

In terms of implementation, the current arrangements have the important benefit of 
administrative simplicity.  They avoid the need for costly funding and governance 
arrangements to be implemented and therefore in terms of administration are extremely 
efficient.  In our view, these efficiencies should not be underestimated when considering 
alternatives.

However, the current arrangements do pose a number of challenges.

1 Limited transparency: First, there is limited transparency regarding the 
success of the arrangements in terms of delivering access to services in 
unprofitable areas. There is little information available on the extent to which 
either Telikom or Digicel have complied with the mandatory roll-out obligations.  
Further, it is unclear to what extent the areas where network infrastructure has 
been deployed are in fact unprofitable.

In its submission to this review the ICCC claims that:

“The network roll-out by Digicel has been exceptionally good, with its 
network coverage now extending to more than half of the required 229 
locations (and some other locations not required to be serviced), only 
15 months after the commencement of its network.  This has brought 
telephony to many population centres which have never previously 
had any telephone access, with extremely heartening social and 
economic consequences.  At its present roll-out rate, Digicel will have 
completed its network roll-out obligations to all 229 locations and 
more, in less than half of the five years allocated.
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Telikom too has been significantly extended its mobile network, 
though it is not doing so as rapidly as Digicel.  Nevertheless, 
Telikom’s GSM network now has much greater coverage than it had 
18 months ago, and is expanding continually.”

On this basis, the ICCC concludes that:

“Overall, the mandatory mobile network roll-out has proved to be an 
outstanding success in extending the reach of telecommunications to 
many parts of PNG never before serviced by any telephony.  This has 
been achieved without any government subsidy, either for installation 
or for operation, and at (apparently) affordable prices.”

However, it is far from clear that Digicel’s network deployment would have been 
any different absent the mandatory roll-out obligations. The areas where 
Digicel has deployed its network to date may simply be the result of commercial 
decisions rather than licence conditions.  At least one of the submissions made 
to this review suggests that the areas in which both Digicel and Telikom 
currently operate are profitable.

2 Accountability: While a completion guarantee is included in the licence of 
Digicel and GreenCom, there is no such guarantee in Telikom’s licence. 
Therefore accountability with respect to Telikom’s operations is questionable, as
the consequence of failing to meet the obligations is the suspension or 
withdrawal of the licence, which is unlikely to occur in practice. In addition, it is 
unclear how the obligations are affected by the failure of the third mobile carrier 
to commence operations in PNG.

3 Process definition: Third, the current arrangements lack a well defined 
process for facilitating the roll-out to all 229 areas.  The obligations appear to 
recognise that the duplication of infrastructure in all 229 areas (by 3 separate 
mobile operators) would be inefficient, by allowing for facilities sharing and inter-
carrier roaming.  

However, the licences leave it up to the mobile carriers to cooperate in the 
provision of network coverage in Administrative District Centres and Smaller 
Population Centres (i.e. areas in Schedules 3 and 4).  It is not clear how an 
equitable division of areas between carriers would be achieved.  

4 Technological neutrality: Fourth, the current obligations are technology 
specific.  They are imposed only on mobile carriers which are only permitted to 
supply, install, maintain and operate public mobile telecommunications 
networks.  In our view, it is inappropriate for the obligations to be technology 
specific given that there may be more efficient means of supplying 
telecommunications services in some areas.

As discussed above, the more commonly used approach in developing countries is to 
directly fund network coverage in unprofitable areas via an industry fund or combination 
of industry and other funding options where all eligible industry participants are required 
to make an equitable contribution to the fund. A reverse subsidy under competitive 
tendering arrangements is then used to determine the operator that will receive the 
subsidy and provide service.  The requirements for tenders should be technology neutral 
with the choice of solution left to the tendering operators.

In submissions to this review, interested parties noted the importance of transparency, 
accountability and independence in any universal access regime. Treasury believes that 
“the body delivering the RCF be developed with regard to the governance principles of 
independence, transparency and accountability”, with an ‘arms length’ approach being 
preferable, so as to allow better decision making in respect of any contentious issues that 
may arise in respect of project prioritisation.14 Treasury proposes that a committee model 
be adopted for the management of any proposed CSO policy, rather than a separate 
statutory authority.15 The ICCC believes that the UAS should “be administered by a body 
that is independent of government and immune from political interference”,16 and believes 
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that it is such an independent body.17 If not the ICCC itself, the ICCC believes the 
administrator should be a body with “equivalent statutory independence and tenure”.18

A number of interested parties have commented on the appropriate approach to funding 
any UAS in PNG, as well as the disbursement of any UAS funds. A wide variety of 
possible funding options has been suggested:

• The ICCC believes that a fund should be set up “with a steady source of 
income, for allocation annually on designated projects”, comprising a mix of 
donor and government funding, as well as industry/customer levies, with any 
government funding from the annual budget being guaranteed by legislation, to 
ensure certainty.19 The ICCC suggests that a possible avenue of sourcing the 
UAS (at least partly) may be to impose a surcharge on all customers of all 
carriers (and perhaps service providers);

• PANGTEL believes that all carriers, ISPs and other telecommunications 
licensees should make a Universal Service Contribution (USC) to defray the 
cost of the USO.20 PANGTEL believes that a combination of general 
government revenues, interconnection charges, revenues from licensing, a 
universal service fund and/or telecommunications operators contributions could 
be used for funding the USO.21 PANGTEL argues that these alternative 
approaches should be provided for in the legislation;

• Telikom recommends that the Government establish, by legislation, a trust 
account for the UAS, with contributors being users (content providers) of the 
ICT services other than those licence holders that are already implementing the 
roll-out at their own expense.22 Alternatively, Telikom proposes that UAS sites 
be funded by the Government and be either maintained by a separate entity or 
subcontracted to the carriers. Although not advocating such an approach, 
Telikom believes that any approach based on carrier funding should not depend 
upon relative revenue or profit shares (which, it is contended, may unfairly 
penalise efficient business practices), but instead should be based on the 
number of commercial (as opposed to UAS) sites operated by the carrier (i.e. 1 
UAS site for X commercial sites operated by a carrier), with the appropriate ratio 
being determined in consultation with the carriers. A further option suggested by 
Telikom is to have the UAS program funded by tax credits, with a variable rate 
depending on the location of the UAS site built;

• Treasury does not consider an industry levy optimal, on the basis that this is 
likely to lead to cross subsidisation across consumers (arguing that the levy 
would be passed on to existing profitable consumers). In contrast, Treasury 
considers that direct budget allocations (e.g. a subsidy grant) would be 
transparent and allow prioritisation of such expenditure against competing 
pressures.23 Treasury argues that such an approach would still allow for 
delivery through contracting out and competitive bidding;24 and

• The PNG National Working Group on Removing Impediments to Business, 
Subcommittee on Import and Export Monitoring appears to favour an approach 
of funding from the annual budget.25

As to the disbursement of funds, interest parties believe that an approach involving 
competitive tendering should be adopted. Thus, the ICCC believes that all the projects 
should be put out to competitive tender, and that “Under no circumstances should 
projects be allocated to existing carriers without considering alternative suppliers”.26

PANGTEL notes that competitive tendering is a possible approach to achieving USO 
objectives.27 Under PANGTEL’s approach, operators with a service obligation would 
either ‘play’ or ‘pay’. A tendering framework would address the definition of geographic 
coverage, the process of competitive tendering and the duration of the USO franchise. 
Treasury also appears to favour a process of competitive bidding.28

4.2 WORLD BANK RURAL CONNECTIVITY FUND

The World Bank has advised the Government on the establishment of an RCF, and has 
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made provision in the context of the Country Assistance Strategy to support 
implementation. The detailed design of this program is still ongoing, in consultation with 
the Government, regulators and the telecommunications industry. It has not yet released 
its final report on the proposed RCF and Rural Communications Project.  Therefore, the 
following discussion is limited to the key features of the proposal based on consultation 
with the World Bank team and summary documents they have provided.

4.2.1 Targets

The World Bank RCF proposal involves the establishment of a fund for the provision of 
access to services in areas where an ‘access gap’ exists.  The access gap is illustrated 
by the World Bank’s diagram in Figure 2 below.  It comprises areas where the provision 
of access to services would remain unprofitable even with a well-functioning competitive 
market under a stable regulatory environment.  Within the access gap, the World Bank 
identifies the sustainability frontier and the universal service frontier.  The sustainability 
frontier comprises areas where a once-off subsidy is required to fund the provision of 
access to services after which the supply of services should be self-funding.  In contrast, 
to reach the universal service frontier, ongoing funding would be required.

Figure 2 : Sustainability frontier29
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The World Bank initial target areas for inclusion in the RCF project are those areas that 
are within the sustainability frontier.  Within these areas the World Bank initially identified 
the following service targets:

• public access point (eg public phone/village phone) available within 5km of all 
villages with fewer than 500 inhabitants;

• one public access point (eg payphone) per 500 inhabitants, in villages with 
more than 500 inhabitants;

• availability of telecommunications service coverage for households in locations 
with more than 1,000 inhabitants; and
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• internet access at speeds of at least 64kbps in locations with more than 1,000 
inhabitants.

However, following a consultation process in PNG, the World Bank team has 
reconsidered these targets, particularly the Internet target which may need to be scaled 
back due to very limited penetration throughout the country, limited power supply and low 
PC penetration.  We understand the World Bank is also giving consideration to 
transmission network infrastructure to reduce operators’ costs and facilitate broadband 
Internet access over the medium to long term.  The following revised targets are 
proposed for aggregates of villages, or ‘Village Groups’ within 5km X 5km areas:

• public Telecommunications Points of Presence in the largest Census Unit in 
every 5 km by 5 km Village Group containing a population of 500,

• telecommunications service coverage in the largest Census Unit in every 5 km 
by 5 km Village Group containing population of 1,500 or greater using VSAT 
unless the Village Group is within 30 kms of the backbone break in point, in 
which case a terrestrial microwave link is constructed.

In addition:

• internet public access points in all district centres with a population over 500. 

In its first phase of operation, the RCF would make available one-time capital subsidies 
for achieving these minimum targets in areas where they have not been met by market 
forces and whether they are unlikely to be met in the medium-term. 

4.2.2 Funding arrangements

In terms of funding arrangements, the World Bank is proposing a ‘smart subsidy’ scheme, 
to be financed through the RCF.  As we understand it, the smart subsidy scheme is a 
reverse auction where service contracts would be awarded following a competitive tender 
process to bidders requesting the lowest capital subsidy to provide target services is 
selected target areas. We also understand that the World Bank is proposing an output 
based aid approach to funding which would see a percentage of the subsidy paid on 
signing of the contract, a further percentage paid following particular deployment 
milestones being met and the remainder paid following a set period of continuous 
operation. These performance milestones would be independently verified.

The RCF would be resourced primarily by contributions from the telecommunications 
industry (through a levy on net revenues or other appropriate and transparent 
mechanism).  The World Bank has not provided a final position on contributors to the 
RCF but notes that it would be unfair to include ISPs as potential contributors to the fund 
but exclude them from being able to apply for the tenders.  It is our understanding that the 
World Bank proposes to provide an investment subsidy for the RCF of approximately 
US$13 million in the form of a World Bank loan.  This seed funding would support the first 
set of tenders, both as a pilot for the newly formed entities and to jump-start the program.

4.2.3 Institutional arrangements

The World Bank has put forward several institutional options for the most appropriate and 
effective institutional framework to administer the RCF. The World Bank has evaluated 
these options against sound institutional criteria such as transparency, accountability, 
credibility, efficiency and compatibility with other functions. Further analyses on these 
institutional criteria are set out in Chapter 6 of this report dealing with institutional 
arrangements. We summarise the World Bank options and evaluation below.

(a) Government as RCF Administrator

Structure

Under this model Government manages the RCF directly. The regulatory functions of 
licensing and spectrum allocation and technical standards would continue to be carried 
out by the ICT Regulator(s).  
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Figure 3 : Government as RCF administrator
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Evaluation

1 Accountability = MEDIUM

Accountability may diminish from the mixing of responsibilities and obligations 
of the Ministry.

2 Transparency = LOW

Where funds are mingled in the general revenues of Government, it may be 
difficult to track and make judgments regarding priorities and implementation. 

3 Credibility = LOW

The limits on accountability and transparency described above hamper the 
credibility of this option. Further, where private players are competing, issues 
relating to conflict of interest may further undermine credibility.

4 Efficiency = MEDIUM

Having the Government as fund administrator may impinge on the efficiency of 
the RCF. Firstly, demands which are inevitably placed on the Ministry’s 
resources may lead to delays and compromises. Such compromises include 
reprioritisations which will affect the viability of the RCF. Further, issues may 
arise where bidders are not licensed and licensing arrangements have to be 
made to allow a successful bidder to operate. Finally, private operators may be 
unwilling to provide competitive information that may be required to conduct 
effective audits.

5 Compatibility with other functions = MEDIUM

The function is compatible with other Ministry functions.

(b) RCF as a separate institution

Structure

A new and separate institution is created that carries out all the functions related to the 
RCF (Agency). The Agency would be a new agency of the government and have a 
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separate institutional existence. It would have a governance regime, staff, offices, budget 
and the authority and powers to carry out all of its functions.

Figure 4: RCF as separate institution

Subsidy

Param
eters Lic

en
ce

Evaluation

1 Accountability = HIGH

This institutional option would present a clear picture of the workings, priorities 
and operational costs of the RCF. As such, accountability and reporting 
relationships would be clearly identified.

2 Transparency = HIGH

Given the Agency and identified individuals have clear roles and relationships, 
the criteria for decision making could be specified and clearly defined. 
Transparency of decision making would be enhanced with the implementation
of appropriate audits and evaluations.

3 Credibility = HIGH

Due to the accountable and transparent nature of the institution, it will generate 
credibility. 

4 Efficiency = LOW

The creation of a separate institution lacks efficiency for the following reasons:

• scarcity of expertise. There is a limited number of individuals in PNG 
who could staff such an agency (particularly in a reformed regulatory 
environment);

• duplication of organisational resources; and

• the work of the Agency may be sporadic, with a heavy initial workload 
and more limited project initiatives in later years. 

5 Compatibility with other functions = NOT APPLICABLE

Given that the Agency is specifically designed to carry out the functions of the 
RCF, compatibility concerns are addressed.
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NOTE: The low efficiency rating may mean that the potential high levels of accountability, 
transparency and credibility would fail to materialise. 

(c) RCF within the ICCC

Structure

Under this model there is a close relationship between the RCF and the ICT Regulator(s). 
The Minister and the Government would continue to be responsible for policy 
development and direction and PANGTEL for spectrum allocation and licensing. 

Figure 5 : RCF within the ICCC

Parameters Lic
en

ce

Evaluation

1 Accountability = MEDIUM

The level of accountability will depend on the ICCC’s ability to improve its 
accountability to the Government, Parliament and citizens.

2 Transparency = LOW

As the fund-related activities are only a part of the overall functions of the ICCC, 
monies may be commingled and the clear operating costs of the RCF may be 
difficult to identify. In such an environment, it is difficult to maintain a transparent 
organisation. However, with special reporting requirements and the preparation 
of public reports, the lack of transparency could be overcome.

3 Credibility = MEDIUM

The relative independence of the ICCC from the day-to-day politics of the 
Government gives its decisions enhanced credibility. However, the ICCC may 
not have the requisite expertise to deal with the functions associated with the 
RCF. Moreover,  the ICCC’s general credibility with stakeholders may decrease 
if fund-related activities divert the ICCC from other activities.

4 Efficiency = MEDIUM

The ICCC administering the RCF promotes efficiency gains by using existing 
expertise and institutional organisational structure. Given the ICCC would 
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ordinarily monitor the licensing obligations of the operators and performance 
measures, it could easily monitor the implementation of a project under the 
RCF. The ICCC is well equipped to divert resources from other regulatory 
matters for the administration of the RCF. However, there is the potential for 
resources to be diverted from the RCF. 

5 Compatibility with other functions = MEDIUM

There would be congruence between the licensing function of the regulator and 
any licensing requirements that might accompany a new project that is eligible 
for subsidy from the RCF. Moreover, the ICCC’s other functions, in particular 
competition regulation, may give it an advantage in dealing with certain 
economic and accounting issues that are likely to arise in the context of the 
RCF.

(d) RCF within PANGTEL

Structure

This option is similar to that discussed above in relation to the ICCC but the regulator 
given responsibility for the RCF would be PANGTEL. Assigning the responsibility for the 
RCF would require an enhancement of PANGTEL’s powers and authority to deal with the 
range of functions.

Under this model, the Ministry and Government would continue to be responsible for 
policy development and direction. The ICCC would continue as the sector regulator. 

Figure 6 : RCF within PANGTEL

Evaluation

1 Accountability = MEDIUM

Refer to discussion for ICCC.

2 Transparency = MEDIUM

Refer to discussion for ICCC.

3 Credibility = LOW

The credibility of this model will depend largely on the existing credibility of 
PANGTEL. Currently, many stakeholders do not believe PANGTEL has 
credibility given its close relationship with the Ministry. As such, the structure of 
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PANGTEL may make it difficult to engage stakeholders. Moreover, PANGTEL 
may lack expertise in certain areas (i.e. economics and accounting) necessary 
to administer the RCF.

4 Efficiency = MEDIUM

Similar to the ICCC model, efficiency gains could be made by using the existing  
institutional structure and arrangements of PANGTEL. Moreover, telecom 
technical expertise would be available to administer the functions. However, 
expertise and resources are limited and other priorities may divert attention 
away from the RCF.

5 Compatibility with other functions = LOW

PANGTEL’s existing functions do not indicate it is well placed for some of the 
new functions that would be required of it were it to assume responsibility for 
the RCF. 

(e) RCF within a new ICT Regulator

Structure

This model proposes the creation of a new regulatory agency (New ICT Regulator) that 
combines the functions and responsibilities of the two current regulators (ICCC and 
PANGTEL) and would have responsibility for the RCF. 

Figure 7 : RCF within a new ICT Regulator

Evaluation 

1 Accountability and transparency = HIGH

A separate legal personality with an appropriate institutional design would foster 
transparency and accountability.  

2 Credibility = HIGH

The combined resources of the two existing regulators make it more likely that 
the necessary expertise can be found to carry out the RCF’s functions. It will be 
dependent on the actual institutional design of New ICT Regulator (e.g. 
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accountability, independence of decision making, transparency, relationship 
with Ministry).

3 Efficiency = HIGH

The possibility of resources being diverted is unlikely under this model as there 
will be a greater level of expertise available. However, the blending of two 
cultures may inhibit the co-operation required to obtain the full benefit of the 
range of expertise expected to be available under the new arrangement. 

Under such a model it is crucial that the institutional design be such that the 
most efficient solution can be achieved. 

4 Compatibility with other functions = MEDIUM

Functions are essentially compatible in the sense of the skills likely to be 
needed for both broad functions. Any potential conflict must be dealt with by 
closely involving the regulator in the governance of a fund. 

4.2.4 Assessment of the RCF

At this point in time a full assessment of the RCF project is not possible.  There are many 
aspects of the project that are yet to be finalised.  However, our current views on the key 
features that have been proposed are set out below.

In general, the proposed RCF fund appears consistent with international best practice, 
particularly in terms of the use of a smart subsidy, technology neutral tender specification 
and strong institutional arrangements. However, there are a number of assumptions and 
details within the proposal that require further consideration, particularly with respect to 
their suitability to PNG circumstances.

• First, the RCF fund will be made available to subsidise access to pre-defined 
services in pre-defined areas.  In our view, this approach may be overly 
restrictive and may not result in the highest value projects being implemented.  
For example, it may be commercially unviable to provide Internet access to a 
school in Port Moresby but the value of such a project may be very high (that is, 
the subsidy required is likely to be very low as the school would already have a 
power supply, while the potential benefits would be very high).  Under the World 
Bank’s proposal, such a project would not be eligible for funding, as it is not 
located in one of the pre-defined areas.   

• Further consideration is required in relation to the complexity involved in the 
implementation of the smart subsidy mechanism, including the possibility of a 
very limited response to this tendering process.  For PNG a less complex model 
may be more appropriate such as seeking expressions of interest from carriers 
operating in PNG for a once-off payment under which a carrier would enter into 
a service obligation (which would come with interconnect, roaming, tariff and 
other obligations).  At a minimum, consideration needs to be given to what will 
happen if there is limited response to the competitive tender process.  For 
example, in Uganda where a smart subsidy scheme based on an output based 
aid approach was implemented, much effort went into the design process and 
the calculation of subsidy requirements.  However, only one compliant bid was 
received.  For one of the three areas tendered the bid exceeded the maximum 
available for the region and was not awarded.  The region was later rebid and 
finally awarded to the same operator.

• With the exception of the once-off World Bank seed funding, the proposed 
funding model is an industry levy, calculated as a percentage of net revenues 
for eligible operators.  Extending funding sources beyond the ICT operators 
may be appropriate given the benefits that ICT delivers to the rest of the 
economy. 
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• The period of the service contract is not clear at this stage but consideration 
needs to be given to what happens at the end of the contract term, particularly if 
the service provider wishes to discontinue the provision of service in that area.

• PNG has had particular difficulties with monitoring and enforcement in the 
telecommunications industry, including the provision of information, service 
quality and pricing.  The details associated with monitoring compliance and 
enforcement are yet to be fully considered.

• During our consultation in PNG, operators identified vandalism and theft of 
equipment as a major concern, particularly in rural and remote areas of PNG.  A 
potential solution that was identified at the time was the tendering for a subsidy 
to deploy infrastructure such as a mobile tower.  The community or landowner 
where the tower was deployed would receive at least part of the funds 
associated with providing access to the tower to operators who wished to 
supply services in the area.  This would provide an incentive for the community 
or landowner to ensure that the equipment remained secure.  It may also 
address land ownership issues.   

• The current mobile licences were issued at a time where there was no RCF in 
place so careful consideration needs to be given to changes to the licences to 
accommodate an RCF, particularly if it involves industry funding.

4.2.5 Concerns expressed by the Treasury

Treasury has raised concerns that a sector specific policy rather than a whole-of-
Government Policy is being proposed:30

“Treasury holds significant concerns about a sectorally focused CSO regime, 
solely addressing the concerns of the ICT sector.

Given the need for reform of SOEs across a range of sectors, and the common 
issue of CSOs to many SOEs, Treasury proposes that a broader CSO policy 
than just ICT should be pursued.  Such an approach would ensure that all 
sectors are considered by one consistent policy, instead of each sector 
developing its own policy.  Such a coordinated and comprehensive approach 
would avoid the duplication in policies, and inconsistencies in the activities 
considered to be CSOs across sectors”.

While we acknowledge that there are benefits in pursuing a comprehensive and 
consistent CSO policy across all sectors, the ICT sector has characteristics that make a 
sector specific scheme preferable:  

• First, there are externalities involved in the provision of network access in 
unviable areas which can be captured via a sector specific scheme.  End-users 
in urban areas benefit from being able to communicate with people and 
businesses in rural areas of the country.  A sector specific scheme provides a 
mechanism for urban customers to directly contribute to the funding of these 
benefits.  

• Second, the issue of a CSO or UAS in the ICT sector is not limited to SOEs, as 
in many other industries.  The ICT sector is already open to limited competition 
and, if the recommendations in this report are adopted, will soon be open to full 
competition.  Therefore, unlike many other industries the approach used in the 
ICT sector must ensure that competitive neutrality is maintained.  It is 
inappropriate to unfairly burden any single operator with the provision of 
unviable access without a mechanism that maintains a level playing field among 
all industry participants.  This can be most readily accomplished via an industry 
specific scheme.

• Third, it is appropriate to give the ICT sector priority in recognition that it is an 
enabler to economic development.  Designing a cross-industry CSO policy 
would be a lengthy process and would unnecessarily delay the extension of ICT 
coverage in rural areas.  
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However, we do believe that it is legitimate to ensure proper coordination of development 
investments and our recommended approach, set out in Section 4.3 provides for this.

4.3 ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS

Based on our review of the current regime, international experience and our analysis of 
the World Bank proposal, our recommended option for a UAS scheme in PNG is as 
follows:

1 Continuation of the current mandatory roll-out obligations to achieve access to 
voice services in the 229 areas identified in the licence conditions of the mobile 
operators.  However, a number of reforms would be implemented to address 
the weaknesses of these arrangements including:

• a clear monitoring and compliance program;

• a technology neutral specification to allow the most efficient solution to 
be used to provide access to services; and

• a process for facilitating infrastructure sharing and domestic roaming.

2 Establishment of an RCF to provide access to voice and Internet services 
outside the areas covered by the mandatory roll-out obligations, which would 
involve:

• a competitive bidding process for pre-defined areas and services as 
proposed by the World Bank;

• a request for proposals for specific development projects;

• funding from a range of sources including an industry levy, direct
Government funding, loans and gifts;

• administration via a Board reporting to the Ministry;

• a program of technical audits undertaken by the ICT Regulator to 
monitor contract compliance.

In our view, this UAS is consistent with achieving the Government’s UAS targets, will 
deliver the maximum benefit to PNG consumers and is consistent with best practice 
implementation criteria.

4.3.1 Targets and key implementation features

The recommended UAS for PNG is illustrated in Figure 8 below and involves identifying 
three sets of targets:

• Target 1: Access to voice services in the 229 areas covered by the mandatory 
roll-out obligations.

• Target 2: Access to voice services outside the 229 areas covered by the 
mandatory roll-out obligations where provision is commercially unviable and 
access to Internet services in all areas where provision is commercially 
unviable.

• Target 3: Proponent initiated development projects.
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Figure 8: Option one for PNG universal access scheme

Voice Services in 229 Areas
Voice Services Outside 229 

Areas & Internet Services in All 
Areas

High Value Projects

Maintain Mandatory Roll-out 
Obligations

Pre-defined area and services 
based on World Bank targets

Request for proposals for High-
Value Projects

with the following reforms

Clear monitoring and 
complicance program with "play 

or pay" consequences

Award technology neutral tenders 
based on either:

Award tenders based on an 
assessment of criteria aimed at 

maximising value for PNG
- competitive bidding

Technology neutral specification - expressions of interest

Process for facilitating 
infrastructure sharing and 

roaming

Funded by existing carriers with 
no external funding mechanism 

required.

Implement strict monitoring and compliance program with a "pay" 
requirement for breaching contract obligations

Funded through a combination of industry levy, direct Governement 
funding, development funding and donations/gifts

PNG Universal Access Scheme 

(a) Target 1

The target of providing access to voice services in the 229 areas will be met by 
maintaining the current mandatory roll-out obligations in the licence conditions of the 
existing carriers.  However, the following reforms are recommended to address the 
problems with the current arrangements:

• First, a clear monitoring and enforcement program will be established to ensure 
that carriers are complying with their obligations.  Central to this will be 
determining the areas in which each carrier will be required to deploy network 
infrastructure.  A ‘play or pay’ mechanism will be introduced to address non-
compliance.  In the event that obligations are not met (i.e. a carrier fails to ‘play’) 
then the carrier will be required to fund the provision of access by another 
carrier in the areas where it has failed to meet its obligations (it will need to 
‘pay’).

• Second, consistent with our recommendations on horizontal licensing (see 
Chapter 1), the obligations will be technology neutral.  Therefore, carriers will be 
able to use any technology they consider to be most efficient to provide access 
to voice services in their designated areas.

• Third, consistent with our recommendations on the access regime (see Chapter 
3), a clear process will be established to facilitate access to domestic roaming 
services and facilities sharing.

This target is funded by existing carriers and therefore no external funding mechanism is 
required.

While we considered the removal of the mandatory roll-out obligations as an option for 
the UAS in PNG, we believe it has important advantages and therefore should be 
maintained.  As discussed above, the mandatory roll-out obligations are relatively 
straight-forward from an implementation perspective.  Maintaining the obligations also 
has the important advantage of ensuring that past commitments are delivered.  
Therefore, communities that had the expectation of voice access being provided by the 
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dates set out in the mandatory roll-out obligations will not be disadvantaged under the 
new UAS.

However, maintaining the existing arrangements is not sufficient to achieve the 
Government’s objectives.  The UAS also needs to extend the scope of services covered 
to align with the Government’s objective of increasing access to the Internet.  The UAS 
must also include a mechanism to increase the geographic coverage of ICT access 
beyond the 229 areas identified in the mandatory roll-out obligations.  To achieve this, 
and to maximise the flexibility around the types of projects that can be funded under the 
UAS, two additional targets are recommended.  

(b) Target 2

The target of providing voice access outside the 229 areas and access to Internet 
services in all areas is a long-term target of the UAS, which will be met progressively 
using the approach proposed by the World Bank.  Initially, funding will be limited to areas 
where a once-off subsidy is sufficient to make the ongoing provision of service coverage 
commercially viable.  Over the medium to long term, funding will be extended to areas 
where ongoing funding is required to subsidise access to services.  Requests for tenders 
will be sought for pre-defined areas and services based on specified targets. Funding will 
be determined based on either:

• a competitive tendering process, where the operator with the lowest required 
subsidy will be awarded the funding; or

• a process where expressions of interests will be sought from eligible operators 
to provide service.

While the World Bank envisages an output based aid approach for ensuring service is 
provided over the short-term, we recommend a longer-term monitoring and compliance 
program to operate for the full term of the contract.  Breaches of the contract will result in 
a fine being imposed on the contracted operator.

Target 2 will be funded via the RCF.  However, we recommend that the RCF be 
comprised of a combination of industry funding, direct Government funding, development 
funding and donations/gifts.

(c) Target 3

Target 3 involves proponent initiated projects.  These are specific development projects 
that are suggested by the proponent which are likely to deliver a high net benefit to the 
people of PNG.  For example, they may be projects that require relatively low levels of 
funding but deliver large benefits to the community such as Internet access in schools 
which already have access to power or the provision of ICT services in hospitals or health 
centres.  Infrastructure projects could also be funded under Target 3.  For example, 
operators could submit a proposal for funding of domestic backhaul infrastructure, which 
would be subject to the access regime with pricing that would take into account the 
subsidy provided.  Alternatively, funding could be sought by communities for the 
construction of mobile towers.  Space on these towers could then be rented to mobile 
operators to provide service in areas that would otherwise be commercially unviable.

The implementation of Target 3 will involve a request for proposals for specific 
development projects from interested parties.  Funding will be awarded based on an 
assessment of the net benefits that the project delivers to the people of PNG. Projects 
that deliver the highest net benefit will be provided with funding set aside for Target 3.

As with Target 2, a monitoring and compliance program will operate for the full contract 
term with fines imposed for breaches.  Target 3 will also be funded from the RCF.  
However, if a project is funded under Target 3 then it is excluded for funding under Target 
2.

4.3.2 Administration of UAS

Given that our recommendation requires an external funding mechanism for achieving 
targets 2 and 3, we also recommend a structure for administering the UAS.  Our 
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recommendation involves the establishment of a Board to administer the RCF, with the 
ICT Regulator undertaking compliance monitoring.

(a) The Board

The Board would have overall responsibility for administering the UAS.  The key function 
of the Board would be the assessment of proposals for UAS funding, however, other 
important responsibilities include:

• recommending to the Minister potential target areas, services and specific 
projects that would be eligible for funding under the UAS;

• benchmarking costing of projects;

• designing and implementing the bidding/proposal process;

• determining service contracts;

• determining the collection of levies and payment of funds;

• monitoring progress with respect to Government policy; and

• interaction with stakeholders.

The Board would be comprised of Departmental Secretaries, with our draft 
recommendation being the Secretaries of the following departments:

• Communications and Information

• Treasury

• National Planning

• National Economic Fiscal Commission

• ICT Regulator

The Government Board appointments are statutory appointments, meaning that the 
composition of individuals on the Board is determined solely by who holds the position of 
Secretary of the relevant departments.  Therefore, the Board composition cannot be 
altered at the discretion of the Minister. 

In our view, this composition provides expertise relevant for the functions identified 
above, including ICT-specific expertise, financial expertise as well as a comprehensive 
understanding of community priorities.  The Board could also include representatives 
from the business community such as the Chamber of Commerce and a relevant NGO.  
At this stage we have not come to a final recommendation on the non-government 
composition of the Board.

In undertaking its key function of assessing proposals for UAS funding, the Board would 
be required to use the objective and assessment criteria set out in the legislation.  

Our draft recommendation is that the overarching objective that the Board would be 
required to use when assessing proposals is:

“Promotion of the economic and social development of PNG by 
improving access to and use of telecommunications and information 
technology.”

To assist in assessing proposals with respect to the overarching objective, the Board 
would be required to consider the following assessment criteria:

• the net contribution that the proposal is estimated to deliver to the people of 
PNG by considering the costs and benefits of the proposal;

• the consistency of the proposal with the overall development strategy of PNG; 
and

• the likely efficiency and effectiveness of the proposal, including the financial and 
technical ability of the proponent/s to deliver the proposal.

The Board could not recommend a project for UAS funding unless it was satisfied that:
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• the proposal delivers a net benefit to the people of PNG;

• the proposal is consistent with the Government’s overall development strategy;

• that the principle of competitive neutrality has been adhered to in the 
assessment process by ensuring the criteria have been applied in a manner 
that does not discriminate between proponents on the basis of ownership 
structure; and

• the proponent/s have the financial and technical ability to deliver the proposal.

The Board would not be permitted to consider any other criteria in the assessment of 
proposal, other than those set out in the legislation.  

The Board would rank proposals and report its findings and recommendations to the 
Minister.  This report, including the ranking of projects and the reasoning used to rank 
projects, would be made publicly available to ensure transparency and discipline of the 
process.  

The Minister would then approve or reject the recommendations of the Board.  The 
Minister would be required to use the same assessment criteria as the Board in reaching 
their decision.

The proposed structure is summarised in Figure 9 below.

Figure 9 : Proposed governance arrangements
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(b) The ICT Regulator

The ICT Regulator would have responsibility for overseeing the implementation of the 
UAS and would be required to report back to the Board.  Specifically, the ICT Regulator
would be responsible for monitoring the progress of the UAS providers in meeting the 
milestones set out in its contract.  This would involve undertaking periodic technical 
audits including progress on network deployment, provision of services and quality of 
service provided.

The ICT Regulator would report its findings to the Board, which would then be used by 
the Board to determine the disbursement of funds against project milestones and whether 
enforcement action is required.

(c) Management of funds

There are a number of possibilities for the management of funds collected for the 
purposes of the UAS ranging from inclusion in consolidated Government revenues to an 
independent funds manager.  At this stage, we have not come to a final view on the 
appropriate mechanism for managing funds but note the following.
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• It is important that funds collected for the purpose of the UAS are released in a 
timely manner to maximise the benefit to the people of PNG.  In many 
developing countries, the failure to disburse funds has led to substantial 
underutilisation of these funds.  For example, a comprehensive study of UAS 
models in Latin America found that across the 13 countries surveyed only 
11.3% of funds raised for UAS programs had been disbursed or utilised.31  
Reasons for non-disbursal included jurisdictional or legal disputes between UAS 
fund administrators and other ministries, diversion of UAS funds for other uses 
than those for which they were designed and restrictions imposed on UAS 
funds to improve fiscal balance.

• It is important that accounts, financial audits, short-term investments, payment 
arrangements, and receipt of monies must be dealt with according to accepted 
standards of prudence and probity.32

In our view, the structure outlined addresses issues associated with accountability, 
transparency, credibility and efficiency set out by the World Bank and discussed above.  
In addition, having the UAS administered by a cross-Government Board provides useful 
synergies with other Government functions and in particular, can help ensure 
coordination of telecommunications projects with other economic and social development 
investments.  

1 Accountability: The recommended administrative structure for the UAS can be 
assessed with respect to horizontal and vertical accountability identified by the 
World Bank.  Horizontal accountability is the capacity of state institutions to 
check abuses by other public agencies and branches of government.

Given the cross-Government Board structure and the fact that the same criteria 
will be used by the Board and the Minister, our recommendation has a very high 
level of horizontal accountability. It would be very clear to other Government 
Departments who sit on the Board if the Minister made a decision inconsistent 
with their recommendations. Vertical accountability is the means through which 
citizens, mass media and civil society seek to enforce standards of good 
performance on officials.

By having an elected representative responsible for the final UAS decision (and 
appointed officials with statutory responsibility for assessing proposals and 
making recommendations) there is direct accountability to the general 
public.  Public reporting of the decision-making process further increases the 
vertical accountability of our recommendation.

2 Transparency: As noted by the World Bank, transparency is closely related to 
accountability, that is, a transparent organisation is more likely to be held 
accountable for its actions. Our recommendation provides transparency in 
terms of the decision making process by having the objective and assessment 
criteria used for assessing UAS proposals set out in the legislation and by 
making the Board's report on the decision-making process, ranking and 
recommendations publicly available. Given that the sole function of the Board 
would be to administer the UAS, its judgement process and priorities of the 
Board should also be clear.

3 Credibility: An institution that is accountable and transparent will generally be 
considered credible.  The accountability and transparency attributes set out 
about contribute to the credibility of the regime. 

4 Efficiency: Efficiency relates to the least costly and most timely way to reach a 
particular level of achievement by the UAS. While some additional resources 
are likely to be required to administer the fund, this would be the case wherever 
these responsibilities reside.

Furthermore, having a cross-Governmental Board is likely to lower the 
additional resources required, as the burden will be shared across different 
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departments.  Further, the split of functions between the Board and the ICT 
Regulator makes efficient use of resources and expertise.  Functions that 
require only once-off or annual decisions, primarily regarding project selection, 
are undertaken by the Board which would convene periodically for making such 
decisions while the monitoring function that requires ongoing action would be 
undertaken by the ICT Regulator which would have the resources and technical 
expertise to undertake this function.

5 Compatibility with other functions: The UAS functions are highly compatible
with other functions undertaken by Government.  In particular, it makes sense to 
consider decisions regarding ICT investment in the context of the wider 
economic development strategy of the Government. Further, by having a cross-
Government Board a wider cross-section of community priorities are likely to be 
taken into account.

4.3.3 Consistency with approaches adopted internationally

The approach of administering the UAS via an entity or board advising the Ministry is also 
used in a number of developing countries.  As discussed above in Section 3.2.2(b) and in 
the Addendum to this Chapter:

1 In India, the USO Fund is headed by an Administrator, which is empowered to 
formulate procedures for implementation of the USO and disbursement of funds 
from the USOF. The Administrator’s office functions as an attached office of the 
Department of Telecom, Ministry of Communications and IT.

2 As noted in the case studies for Chile and Peru, although regulators play a 
substantial role in implementing UAS processes, relevant Ministries have input 
at certain stages, in particular, the approval of UAS projects:

• Chile: In Chile, the FDT is administered by a special Ministerial 
Council presided over by the Minister responsible for 
Telecommunications (although the FDT’s Executive Secretary is the 
head of the telecommunications regulator, SUBTEL). SUBTEL is 
largely responsible for implementing this process for disbursement of 
funds. However, the FDT Ministerial Council selects the projects that 
will be opened to competitive bidding, based on a ranked list of 
projects based on SUBTEL’s financial evaluation.  In addition, winning 
bidders must apply for a public telephone concession. The Ministry 
responsible for Telecommunications issues concessions, based on 
the recommendation of SUBTEL.

• Peru: In Peru, even though the UAS Fund (FITEL) is administered by 
OSIPTEL, upon FITEL preparing a list of projects eligible for subsidy, 
it must forward that list for approval by the Ministry responsible for 
Telecommunications.

While the UAS in developed countries are usually administered by an independent body, 
it is important to distinguish the role of the UAS in these countries.  Generally, the UAS in 
developed countries is concerned with the continuing obligation to supply service by an 
incumbent operator.  Telecommunications networks in these countries are usually 
ubiquitous and the main issue at hand is the costing of the UAS obligations to determine 
industry contributions to the UAS fund.  For these reasons, the UAS administration in 
developed countries often sits with the regulator, which has expertise in the costing 
exercise required for the UAS.

This is in contrast to the situation in most developing countries and particularly in PNG 
where the focus of the UAS is on network extensions.  In developing countries, the role of 
the UAS administrator is therefore to determine funding for new infrastructure projects.  
This is a role usually undertaken by Government. Indeed, a similar allocation of functions 
occurs in developed countries where funding for network extensions is concerned. For 
example, in Australia, the allocation of outlays for extending Internet access has been 
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determined by the Minister on the basis of advice from the relevant Department. The 
approach we have proposed for PNG has a higher level of transparency and 
accountability than that adopted in Australia, as the recommendations on which funding 
decisions are based are to be made fully public. 

5 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 5.1 A new UAS should be developed that retains the existing 
mandatory roll-out obligations but improves the effectiveness 
of the arrangements.  

Recommendation 5.2 A Rural Communications Fund should be established to meet 
the other Government objectives for the UAS including 
Internet access and voice access outside the mandatory roll-
out areas.  

Recommendation 5.3 The Rural Communications Fund should be financed by a 
combination of industry levies, international donor funding 
and the Government.

Recommendation 5.4 The UAS should be administered by a cross-government 
Board.  The Board should assess proposals against statutory 
criteria and report to the Minister under a fully transparent 
process.  The final decision on the allocation of funds should 
be made by the Minister. Once projects have been selected 
for funding, their administration should be carried out by the 
ICT Regulator.  
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ADDENDUM – INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE

5.1 OVERSEAS US-UA ARRANGEMENTS

This section summarises approaches to US and UA in both developed and developing 
countries. In particular, the purpose of this section is to:

• First, summarise US/UA targets that have been adopted in both developed and 
developing countries; and

• Second, consider other aspects associated with UA and US administration and 
implementation in developed and developing countries, with a particularly 
emphasis on understanding funding models, as well as institutional and 
governance arrangements.

This Addendum is set out as follows:

• Section 5.4 contains case studies for 3 developed countries: Australia, New 
Zealand and the United States; and

• Section 5.5 contains case studies for 6 developing countries: Nigeria and 
Uganda in Africa, Malaysia and India in Asia, and Peru and Chile in South 
America. In addition, this section presents tables summarising US/UA targets 
and other key features of US/UA arrangements in a number of other countries 
in these regions.33

The following section summarises the findings from the survey.

5.2 APPROACH TO US/UA IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

5.2.1 Scope of universal access regime

US/UA targets in developed countries appear broader in nature than those in developing 
countries. This likely reflects the relative maturity of these markets, and the fact that 
services in these countries are already widely deployed and accessible. In Australia, the 
regime is comprised of two distinct obligations:

1 USO: This is the obligation placed on universal service providers (Telstra is 
currently the sole ‘declared’ universal service provider) to ensure standard 
telephone services, payphones and prescribed carriage services (none have 
been prescribed to date) are accessible to all people in Australia on an 
equitable basis. 

2 DDSO: This is the obligation placed on a digital data service provider (Telstra is 
currently the sole DDS provider) to ensure that digital data services are 
accessible to all people in Australia on an equitable basis. The DDSO consists 
of two obligations:

• The general DDSO for people in general digital data service areas 
(approx 96% of the population); and

• The special DDSO for people in special digital data service areas (the 
4% living more than 4km from their local exchange).

In New Zealand, the original Kiwi Share as amended by letter exchanges required 
Telecom to:

• maintain a local free calling option for ordinary residential telephone service; 
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• cap the standard residential rental for ordinary residential telephone service to 
increase by no more than the rate of inflation;

• apply the same standard line rental charge equally to rural and urban areas;

• provide directory assistance with price increases capped at the level of inflation; 
and 

• continue to make ordinary residential telephone service as widely available as 
at 11 September 1990.  

In 2001, the Kiwi Share was updated to:

• clarify that free local calls include standard calls to the Internet and fax calls; 

• bring basic Internet access to virtually all New Zealanders by upgrading 
Telecom's network to provide 9.6kbps data capability to 99% and 14.4 kbps to 
95% of existing lines over the next two years while maintaining existing kbps 
data capability if higher than 9.6kbps or 14.4 kbps; 

• extend the network coverage obligation to reflect the current levels; and 

• require Telecom to meet detailed service quality measures and report to the 
Crown and the Telecommunications Commissioner. 

In the United States, the Telecommunications Act 1996 mandates universal service for 
the purpose of:

• promoting the availability of quality services at just, reasonable and affordable 
rates for all consumers; 

• increasing nationwide access to advanced telecommunications services; 

• advancing the availability of such services to all consumers, including those in 
low income, rural, insular, and high cost areas at rates that are reasonably 
comparable to those charged in urban areas; 

• increasing access to telecommunications and advanced services in schools, 
libraries and rural health care facilities; and 

• providing equitable and non-discriminatory contributions from all providers of 
telecommunications services to the fund supporting universal service programs.

5.2.2 Implementation of universal access regime

As noted above, the second component of the survey is to consider more broadly aspects 
associated with UA and US administration and implementation in developed and 
developing countries, with a particularly emphasis on understanding funding models, as 
well as institutional and governance arrangements.

1 Australia: In Australia, funds are raised through levies imposed on industry 
participants. The amount of the levy is determined by ACMA – a statutory 
authority within the federal government portfolio of Broadband, Communications 
and the Digital Economy – based on the participant’s eligible revenue within the 
relevant period and levy contribution factor as calculated by ACMA in 
accordance with the formula set out in the legislation. Funds are kept in a 
Universal Service Account, which is administered by ACMA.

Funds from the Universal Service Account are then disbursed as subsidies. 
Eligibility for a subsidy is determined by the Minister (after consultation with 
ACMA) each claim period for each service obligation in each universal service 
area. Telstra is currently the sole universal service provider - the ‘primary 
universal service provider’ - however a carrier or carriage service provider can 
apply to the ACMA for approval as a competing universal service provider for a 
universal service area in respect of a contestable service obligation. A 
contestable service obligation is a service obligation in a given universal service 
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area that is the subject of a determination by the Minister under section 11C of 
the Act.

2 New Zealand: In New Zealand, the TSOs are funded through an industry levy 
payable annually by TSO liable persons (any person whose network is 
interconnected with a fixed public switched network operated by Telecom). The 
levy is paid to the TSO Provider directly. The TSO Charge (or the total amount 
payable to the TSO Provider in fulfilment of the TSO) and the proportion of that 
charge allocated to each TSO liable person is determined each year by the 
Commerce Commission. The Act sets out the formula that the Commerce 
Commission must use for calculating the levy payable by each TSO liable 
person.

The TSO Charge may specified in the TSO instrument (e.g. the Relay Service 
TSO Deed) or may be left to be determined by the Commerce Commission 
based on the net costs incurred in supplying TSO services (e.g. the Local 
Residential Telephone Service TSO Deed). The Commerce Commission’s 
decision can be appealed to the High Court on points of law.

Telecom was designated as a universal services provider under a deed entered 
between the Crown, Telecom Corporation of New Zealand and Telecom New 
Zealand in 2001.

3 United States: In the United States, the FCC has established several programs 
to fulfil its universal service objectives. The costs incurred by eligible providers 
in providing services under these FCC’s programs are funded by the Universal 
Service Fund. All common carriers may provide approved services and apply 
for subsidies from the Fund. The various programs and the Fund are 
administered by the USAC, an independent not-for-profit company appointed by 
the FCC. 

Under the FCC rules, all telecommunications carriers providing international 
and interstate telecommunications services must contribute to the Fund. The 
amount of the contribution is determined based on Fund size projections and 
revenue projections (calculated by USAC based on quarterly reports provided 
by the carriers). The ‘expected contribution factor’ is calculated by the USAC 
but is ultimately determined by the FCC after reviewing all the information 
provided to it.

5.3 APPROACH TO US/UA IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

5.3.1 Scope of universal access regime

Turning to the approach to US/UA in developing countries, a wide variety of US and UA 
targets have been adopted in overseas jurisdictions. In some instances, countries have a 
single simple objective, pertaining to fixed voice services. In more advanced regimes, 
US/UA regimes may be relatively more sophisticated, incorporating multiple service 
objectives. Such objectives may extend beyond simple telephone services to more 
advance telecommunications services, including in relation to Internet services and 
telecentres.34

(a) Voice services

The most common ‘hard’ target for voice services takes the following form: 

“A phone in [x] per cent of settlements containing at least [x] inhabitants.”

In particular:
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• The specified service typically takes the form of one public or shared community 
phone per settlement. However, there are exceptions to this. For instance, in 
Thailand, the target is 2 public telephones in targeted villages.

• The settlement is usually specified as a village, or some variant on this (e.g. 
rural village, commune, district, locality, population centre). In China, certain 
targets have been set with respect to families and organisations. Thailand has 
targeted certain types of institutions (e.g. educational institutions, places of 
worship, medical facilities and social service agencies).

• Of greatest interest is the minimum number of inhabitants per settlement to 
which the US/UA target applies. Our research indicates that the range is 
roughly anywhere between 100 (Brazil) to 5000 (e.g. Zambia) inhabitants. The 
median number of inhabitants in the countries surveyed is around 500, although 
the average is somewhat higher.

• Typically, the targets appear to apply to 100 per cent of settlements. This 
assumption seems reasonable where no further specifications are given. 
However, there are exceptions. In Nigeria, the proposed target was to apply to 
80 per cent of population centres. In China, a short term goal was for the target 
to be achieved for 95 per cent of villages.

• For some countries, there does not appear to be a timeframe for achieving 
these targets. Rather, they appear to represent broader policy objectives. 
However, many countries stipulate (or have previously stipulated) target 
timeframes for achieving these objectives. In some instances, these timeframes 
have passed, and new timeframes appear to have been put in place. China, for 
instance, had set targets for 2000, and then established progressive targets for 
2005, 2010 and 2020.

In addition, or alternatively, hard targets for voice services may take the following form: 

“A telephone service within [x] km or [x] minutes walking distance of inhabitants.”

In particular:

• The specified service typically takes the form of one public or shared community 
phone per settlement.

• The target is usually specified as an objective for the country as a whole, 
although in some instances, the target applies to rural areas or villages. In 
Thailand, there is a target of this type that applies to low income communities.

• Of greatest interest is the target maximum distance (expressed in km) that the 
service should be from inhabitants. Our research indicates that the most 
common target distance is 5km. In South Africa, this has been interpreted as 
equivalent to a 30 minute walk. The range of targets is broad, ranging from as 
low as 100m to 20km.

• In some instances, there may, in addition or alternatively, be stipulated times 
(expressed in minutes) within which inhabitants should be able to access the 
service. As just noted, in South Africa, the target distance of 5km has been 
interpreted as equivalent to a 30 minute walk. In Bangladesh, the target is 
expressed as a 10 minute walk. In Bolivia, although not ultimately implemented, 
one project pertaining to rural areas stipulated a target distance of 2km, 
translated as a 24 minute walk.

• Typically, the target is for all inhabitants to be within the target distance. 
However, there are exceptions. For instance, in Zambia, the medium term 
target for 2010 is that 50% of Zambians have access to basic telephone service 
within 10km, and the long term target for 2012 is that 80% of Zambians have 
access to basic telephone service within 10km.

• In certain cases, targets only apply to areas with a certain minimum number of 
inhabitants. For instance, in the case of Thailand’s targeting of low income 
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communities, the service obligation only pertains to communities with at least 
100 households.

Hard targets for voice services may also be expressed in terms of:

teledensity (i.e. [x] lines per 100 inhabitants), or as an increase in teledensity:

• The target is usually specified as an objective for the country as a whole, 
although in some instances, there may be delineation between targets for urban 
and rural areas (e.g. India and as proposed in Kenya).

• For those countries surveyed, the maximum target teledensity is 20. However, 
where this has been the target, the context is significant. In Kenya, this target 
was to apply to urban areas only. In South Africa, this target was considered by 
certain analysts as overly ambitious and unrealistic. In Rwanda, this is the 
target teledensity for 2020 – i.e. it is a long term timeframe. The lowest target 
teledensity is 2 (Uganda), although this was a target set back in 1996. The 
median target teledensity is around 6.

• Tonga appears to have adopted a target that is relative to other countries in the 
Pacific Islands and the Asia Pacific. In particular, a 2002 presentation by the 
Assistant Secretary of the Prime Minister’s Office of Tonga suggested that the 
Department of Communications was to set the target for telephony penetration 
equal to the Pacific Island average within 5 years and the Asia Pacific average 
within 10 years.

Finally, some countries have, at certain points, set targets in respect of total lines and, in 
the case of Mexico, line growth. However, these targets are perhaps not especially useful 
for the purpose of the current exercise.

(b) Internet and data access services

Many developing countries have set hard targets in respect of Internet and data access 
services and, in some instances, telecentres, which generally take the following form: 

“An Internet connection/data access service/telecentre per settlement (subject to 
certain qualifications).”

In particular:

• The type of service may be specified as an Internet service – in the case of 
Nigeria’s proposed objectives, the Internet connection was specified as a 
terrestrial Internet connection – data service and/or data access points. As just 
noted, many countries have specific targets in respect of telecentres or similar 
types of centres, for instance, Community e-Centres (Asia), Community 
Information Centres (Bhutan), Public Telecom and Info Centres (India) and 
Telephone cabins (Brazil). Targets may specify the minimum speed that applies 
to the targeted service (e.g. 56kbps, 64kbps or 256kps).

• Targets are generally expressed on a per settlement basis. The type of 
settlement may be a village, district, administrative sector, commune, county, 
community, locality, town, municipality or local government area. In Uganda, the 
target is expressed at the level of the household. Alternatively, in some 
instances, some aggregate target pertaining to the country as a whole (e.g. 
Bangladesh is targeting 40 telecentres in the country by 2011), or to rural areas 
(e.g. a United Nations ESCAP objective is for 5 Sustainable Community e-
Centres in rural areas of each of Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal), may be 
adopted. Rwanda, Uganda and India have expressed targets specifying the 
maximum distance (in km) that the service should be from inhabitants. In some 
instances, targets are set with respect to institution types (e.g. higher education 
institutions, secondary schools, health units, social service agencies, places of 
worship).

• Generally, the targets are for 1 service (e.g. Internet connection) per settlement. 
However, there are exceptions. For instance, Zambia has a target of 4 
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telecentres per district, while Brazil has a target of 4 telephone cabins per town 
(subject to certain qualifications).

• Generally, the objective is for the target to be achieved for 100 per cent of 
settlements. However, there are exceptions. In Nigeria, the proposed target was 
to apply to 80 per cent of local government areas or higher education 
institutions. Zambia intends to have 4 telecentres in 50 per cent of districts by 
2010 (although it does have an objective of 4 telecentres in all districts by 
2012).

• In some countries, the US/UA target applies only for settlements of a certain 
size. For instance, Brazil’s targets with respect to telephone cabins apply only to 
towns with 50,000 inhabitants. India’s objectives with respect to High Speed 
PTICs apply only to Village with at least 2000 inhabitants.

• Tonga appears to have adopted a target that is relative to other countries in the 
Pacific Islands. In particular, the 2002 presentation by the Assistant Secretary of 
the Prime Minister’s Office of Tonga suggested that the Department of 
Communications was to set the target for Internet penetration equal to the 
Pacific Island average within 5 years.

5.3.2 Other aspects of US/UA approaches in developing countries

(a) Funding vie operator levies

As to other aspects of US/UA approaches in developing countries, in terms of funding 
arrangements in many countries, some form of levy or tax is imposed on operators. 
Summary tables below indicate that the range of levy is typically 1 to 2 per cent, although 
can be as high as 5 or 6 per cent. Amongst those countries for which case studies have 
been developed:

1 Nigeria: In Nigeria, the Universal Access and Universal Service Regulations 
2007 imposes a cap on any USP Levy at 1% of net revenues of the licensees 
from which the Commission collects annual levies;

2 Uganda: In Uganda, there is a levy set to 1% of GAR of operators;

3 Malaysia: In Malaysia, initially, regulations required all licensees except CASP 
licence holders, whose weighted net revenue derived from the designated 
services exceeds a minimum revenue threshold of RM500,000.00 in a calendar 
year, to contribute 6% of its weighted net revenue to the USP Fund. 
Subsequent amendments increased the minimum revenue threshold to RM2 
million, effective 1 January 2004;

4 India: In India, USO funds are raised through a USL, currently set at 5% of the 
AGR of all telecommunications service providers aside from pure value added 
service providers, such as Internet, voice mail and email service providers; and

5 Peru: In Peru, OSIPTEL collects 1% of gross revenues from the 
telecommunications sector to finance FITEL.

Amongst those countries for which case studies have been developed, only Chile does 
not impose operator levies.

(b) Other funding options

That said, operator levies are not the only means by which countries raise funds. Indeed, 
it is often the case that relevant regulations or legislation allow for funds to be collected 
using a range of funding options, including from the Government, development partners 
(e.g. the World Bank), as well as via donations and gifts. Thus, amongst those developing 
countries for which more detailed case studies have been developed:
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1 Nigeria: Relevant legislation in Nigeria notes that sources may be derived from 
(although not limited to) funds appropriated to the USP Fund by the National 
Assembly, contributions from the NCC based on a portion of annual levies paid 
to the NCC by licensees, as well as gifts, loans, aids, and such other assets;

2 Uganda: In Uganda, the RCDF may receive funding from the National budget, 
as appropriated by Parliament, donations and grants from development 
partners, the UCC, as well as donations, gifts, grants and loans acceptable to 
the Minister of ICT and the Minister responsible for Finance. In the past, the two 
main sources have been operator levies, and donations and grants from 
development partners (e.g. the World Bank);

3 Malaysia: In Malaysia, when the relevant universal service fund was created, 
Telekom Malaysia, the incumbent, was initially the sole USO, with the cost 
recovered from a USO charge on all interconnecting traffic;

4 India: In India, in addition to the USL, the Central Government may also provide 
grants and loans; and

5 Chile: In Chile, the FDT is financed from the Chilean national government 
budget, with a specific allocation approved for FDT purposes each year. There 
were several underlying motives for using this form of funding, including to 
avoid economic inefficiencies that result from cross subsidisation between 
telecommunications services, as well as to reflect the government’s view that 
universal access was a social policy issue, and therefore a responsibility of 
government, rather than telecommunications operators or telecommunications 
subscribers.

This is consistent with the observations of Intelecon (2004):

“Universal access funds can be distinguished by their sources for funding. 
Depending on the country and its particular situation, the sources for 
funding have included national budgets of governments, charges on 
interconnecting services, levies on subscribers (e.g. on access lines) and 
levies on operator revenues. Funding from international development 
agencies is also an option. Universal access funds today tend to collect 
their revenues from government sources or operator levies on a widely 
based range of telecommunications services (as opposed to only from 
specific ‘high margin services’, like international long-distance). Broad 
based revenue collection mechanisms are favoured because they have less 
of a price distorting effect on the marketplace.”

The disbursement of funds is typically via ‘least subsidy’ competitive bidding, although 
there may be some scope for using other methods. Thus, in Nigeria, although the 
relevant regulations explicitly refer to minimum subsidy auctions as being a possible 
approach to disbursement, and requires the Secretariat to adopt this as a default 
approach, it does leave open the possibility for alternative approaches. This is consistent 
with a preceding Nigerian Universal Service Provision Fund (USPF) Non-Binding 
Consultative Paper, which proposed that disbursements be via USP-Defined Competitive 
Output-Based Aid (OBA) tenders, grants and awards, while noting that it the USP 
Secretariat would be willing to consider “other innovative disbursement mechanisms that 
could be used to award and disburse USPF financing in a manner that is competitive, 
efficient, transparent and accountable”.

As to institutional arrangements, generally, telecommunications regulators have 
significant involvement in administering US and UA regimes, with powers conferred upon 
regulators by relevant telecommunications legislation. In certain countries, responsibilities 
and powers are shared between various participants, including boards, which comprise 
representatives from not only regulatory authorities and/or Government, but also other 
industry stakeholders. Thus, amongst those countries for which case studies have been 
developed:
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1 Nigeria: In Nigeria, functions are split between various participants, including a 
board, a secretariat that resides within the regulator, as well as a separate fund 
manager. The USP Board is required to provide supervision and broad policy 
direction for management of the USP Fund. The USP Board must comprise a 
broad spectrum of Government, regulator and private sector members. The 
USP Secretariat is required to reside in the NCC, and is responsible for the day 
to day administration of the Universal Service Provision. The USP Board, in 
consultation with the NCC, must appoint an “independent and competent 
investment management firm” as USP Fund Managers. USP Fund Managers 
are responsible for maintaining USP Fund financial accounts and records, as 
well as determining the revenues required to meet USP policy objectives and 
ensure the USP Fund remains fiscally sound;

2 Uganda: In Uganda, the RCDF is administered by UCC ‘at arms' length’. Its 
management is directed by a dedicated Board of Directors, composed of 
representatives from the UCC (which has two representatives, these being two 
Commissioners that hold the position of Chairman and Executive Director of the 
Board, respectively), the Postal Sub-sector, Uganda Consumer Protection 
Association, Uganda Institution of Professional Engineers, Financial Sector 
(Uganda Institute of Bankers), and the Ministry of ICT;

3 India: In India, the administrator is attached to the Department of 
Telecommunications;

4 Chile: In Chile, the FDT is administered by a special Ministerial Council 
presided over by the Minister responsible for Telecommunications. The FDT’s 
Executive Secretary is the head of the telecommunications regulator, SUBTEL. 
SUBTEL has substantial involvement in the overall process, and is responsible 
collecting requests for services, grouping projects, and financially evaluating 
and ranking potential projects. However, it is the FDT Ministerial Council selects 
the projects that will be opened to competitive bidding (based on SUBTEL’s 
financial evaluation); and

5 Peru: In Peru, FITEL is administered by the regulator OSIPTEL. That said, 
upon preparing a list of projects eligible for subsidy, FITEL must forward this list 
for approval by the Ministry responsible for Telecommunications.

Intelecon (2005) states that “Almost all recent Fund legislation and regulation 
internationally seems to recognise this and establish, in the regulation, the requirement 
that the Fund account shall be separate from Government, or any Government controlled 
agency, even from the regulator”.35 It notes that Guatemala was a country in which this 
did no occur, and this had negative consequences. Intelecon (2005) further notes that “In 
order to increase the degree of separation of the Fund accounts from Government or 
even from the regulator, some countries appoint an independent financial manager to 
collect, hold, invest and/or distribute the funds. The actual role and responsibilities of the 
external Financial Manager vary from country to country. However, three countries that 
have used or plan to use an external financial manager are Peru, Nigeria and 
Mongolia”.36

5.4 US-UA ARRANGEMENTS IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

5.4.1 Australia

Part 2 of the Telecommunications (Consumer Protection and Service Standards) Act 
1999, the Telecommunications (Universal Service Levy) Act 1997 and the 
Telecommunications Universal Service Obligation (Eligible Revenue) Regulations 1998 
provide for a regime whereby:

1 one or more carriers are declared ‘universal service providers’ and are obligated 
as such to fulfil certain USOs, and
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2 the cost of fulfilling those obligations are shared among all carriers.

The USO applies only to standard telephone services (as defined), payphones and 
prescribed carriage services (although at this time no carriage services have been 
prescribed). A separate obligation (the Digital Data Service Obligation) applies to the 
provision of data services such as the Internet.

Telstra is currently the sole universal service provider - the ‘primary universal service 
provider’ - however a carrier or carriage service provider can apply to the ACMA for 
approval as a competing universal service provider for a universal service area in respect 
of a contestable service obligation. A contestable service obligation is a service obligation 
in a given universal service area that is the subject of a determination by the Minister 
under section 11C of the Act.

(a) Obligations

The regime is comprised of two distinct obligations:

1 USO: This is the obligation placed on universal service providers (Telstra is 
currently the sole ‘declared’ universal service provider) to ensure standard 
telephone services, payphones and prescribed carriage services (none have 
been prescribed to date) are accessible to all people in Australia on an 
equitable basis. 

2 DDSO: This is the obligation placed on a digital data service provider (Telstra is 
currently the sole DDS provider) to ensure that digital data services are 
accessible to all people in Australia on an equitable basis. The DDSO consists 
of two obligations:

• The general DDSO for people in general digital data service areas 
(approx 96% of the population); and

• The special DDSO for people in special digital data service areas (the 
4% living more than 4km from their local exchange).

(b) Funding

The cost of fulfilling obligations under the USO is funded through subsidies from a 
Universal Service Account administered by ACMA. Eligibility for a subsidy is determined 
by the Minister (after consultation with ACMA) each claim period for each service 
obligation in each universal service area. Funds in the Universal Service Account consist 
of levies imposed on industry participants. The amount of the levy is determined by 
ACMA based on the participant’s eligible revenue within the relevant period and levy 
contribution factor as calculated by ACMA in accordance with the formula set out in the 
legislation.

(c) Extended zones

In 2001 an agreement was made between the Federal Government and Telstra to 
provide untimed local calls and upgraded services in extended zones covering Australia’s 
most sparsely populated areas - approximately 80% of the Australian land mass. $150 
million was allocated to fund these initiatives. Untimed local calls were introduced in July 
2002 and the network upgrades were completed in March 2004.

5.4.2 New Zealand

In 1990 the New Zealand government privatised Telecom. Clause 5 of Telecom's 
constitution contains the Kiwi Share obligation concerning the supply of the local 
residential telephone service. This obligation has evolved over time as the obligation has 
been periodically reviewed to reflect technological changes and market dynamics.

The Kiwi Share (as updated) is contained in a Deed between the Crown and Telecom 
and is deemed to be a TSO instrument under the framework established by the 
Telecommunications Act 2001.
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(a) Obligations

The original Kiwi Share as amended by letter exchanges required Telecom to:

• maintain a local free calling option for ordinary residential telephone service; 

• cap the standard residential rental for ordinary residential telephone service to 
increase by no more than the rate of inflation; 

• apply the same standard line rental equally to rural and urban areas

• provide directory assistance with price increases capped at the level of inflation; 
and 

• continue to make ordinary residential telephone service as widely available as 
at  11 September 1990.  

In 2001 the Kiwi Share was updated to:

• clarify that free local calls include standard calls to the Internet and fax calls; 

• bring basic Internet access to virtually all New Zealanders by upgrading 
Telecom's network to provide 9.6kbps data capability to 99% and 14.4 kbps to 
95% of existing lines over the next two years while maintaining existing kbps 
data capability if higher than 9.6kbps or 14.4 kbps; 

• extend the network coverage obligation to reflect the current levels; and 

• require Telecom to meet detailed service quality measures and report to the 
Crown and the Telecommunications Commissioner. 

A review of the TSO is currently underway.  The Minister of Communications issued a 
discussion paper in August 2007 (in accordance with the consultation requirements under 
the TSO framework) seeking community and industry feedback on a number of issues 
including:

• the current levels of service and infrastructure, particularly in rural and regional 
New Zealand;

• the merits of introducing a broadband TSO to address shortfalls in the 
availability of broadband services in rural areas;

• the compensation regime for Local Service TSO Providers and whether 
contestability should be introduced;

• eligibility requirements for TSO local services;

• the emergency call service requirements; and

• changes in pricing levels for TSO services.

The review has not yet been concluded and the Minister of Communications of the newly 
elected government is currently considering the appropriate renegotiation of the TSO.37  

In addition to the Kiwi Share, a further TSO is encompassed in the Relay Service TSO 
Deed between the Crown and Sprint International New Zealand. This was established to 
meet the needs of hearing and speech impaired people by providing a relay service.

(b) Funding

TSOs are funded through an industry levy payable annually by TSO liable persons (any 
person whose network is interconnected with a fixed public switched network operated by 
Telecom). The levy is paid to the TSO Provider directly. The TSO Charge (or the total 
amount payable to the TSO Provider in fulfilment of the TSO) and the proportion of that 
charge allocated to each TSO liable person is determined each year by the Commerce 
Commission. The Act sets out the formula that the Commerce Commission must use for 
calculating the levy payable by each TSO liable person.

The TSO Charge may specified in the TSO instrument (e.g. the Relay Service TSO 
Deed) or may be left to be determined by the Commerce Commission based on the net 
costs incurred in supplying TSO services (e.g. the Local Residential Telephone Service 
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TSO Deed). The Commerce Commission’s decision can be appealed to the High Court 
on points of law.

5.4.3 United States of America

The Telecommunications Act 1996 mandates universal service for the purpose of:

• promoting the availability of quality services at just, reasonable and affordable 
rates for all consumers; 

• increasing nationwide access to advanced telecommunications services; 

• advancing the availability of such services to all consumers, including those in 
low income, rural, insular, and high cost areas at rates that are reasonably 
comparable to those charged in urban areas; 

• increasing access to telecommunications and advanced services in schools, 
libraries and rural health care facilities; and 

• providing equitable and non-discriminatory contributions from all providers of 
telecommunications services to the fund supporting universal service programs.

The FCC has established 4 separate programs to fulfil these aims:

• The High Cost program. This program is aimed at ensuring consumers in 
rural, insular and high-cost areas have affordable access to telecommunications 
services that are reasonably comparable to those available in urban areas.

• The Low Income program. This program provides discounts on telephone 
installation and monthly telephone service charges to eligible low income 
consumers. Additional discounts are available to consumers living on tribal 
lands. Eligibility is determined by State criteria, or where a particular State does 
not provide state-funded discounts, by Federal criteria. Under the Federal 
criteria a consumer will be eligible if they participate in any of a number of 
specified government programs aimed at alleviating financial hardship or if the 
household income is below 135% of the Federal poverty guidelines. 

• The Schools and Libraries program. This program is designed to provide 
affordable telecommunications services (including Internet services) to all 
eligible schools and libraries. The level of discount on the cost of eligible 
services is dependent on the level of poverty and the urban/rural status of the 
population served. Discounts range from 20% to 90% of the cost of eligible 
services.

• The Rural Health Care program. This program is aimed at improving the level 
of health care provided in rural areas by ensuring that health care provides have 
access to affordable telecommunications services (including broadband 
services). Discounts (capped at $400 million annually) are available to eligible 
health care providers for eligible services to ensure that prices actually paid 
largely reflect those available in urban areas. 

In addition, a Rural Health Care Pilot Program was launched by the FCC to provide 
funding of up to 85% of the costs associated with rolling out broadband infrastructure in 
rural areas where no infrastructure currently exists. 

(a) Funding

The costs incurred by eligible providers in providing services under these programs is 
funded by the Universal Service Fund. All common carriers may provide approved 
services and apply for subsidies from the Fund. The various programs and the Fund are 
administered by the USAC, an independent not-for-profit company appointed by the FCC. 

Under the FCC rules, all telecommunications carriers providing international and 
interstate telecommunications services must contribute to the Fund. The amount of the 
contribution is determined based on Fund size projections and revenue projections 
(calculated by USAC based on quarterly reports provided by the carriers). The ‘expected 
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contribution factor’ is calculated by the USAC but is ultimately determined by the FCC 
after reviewing all the information provided to it.

The FCC publishes information on the Fund in its annual Monitoring Report.

5.5 US-UA ARRANGEMENTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

5.5.1 Africa

(a) Nigeria

In Nigeria, US provision has been implemented via the Nigerian Communications Act 
2003, as well as the Universal Access and Universal Service Regulations 2007
developed by the Nigerian Communications Commission (NCC) using powers conferred 
upon it by this Act. The following summarises the key relevant provisions of the 2003 Act, 
the 2007 Regulations developed pursuant to the 2003 Act, as well as US targets that 
have been adopted or proposed in practice.

Sections 112 to 120 of the Nigerian Communications Act 2003 deal with US provision. In 
particular, the Act required the NCC to design and determine a system of “Universal 
Service Provision” to “promote the widespread availability and usage of network services 
and applications services throughout Nigeria by encouraging the installation of network 
facilities and the provision for network services and applications services to institutions 
and in unserved, underserved areas or for underserved groups within the community” 
(section 112). It further required the NCC to define the terms “institutions”, “unserved”, 
“underserved areas” and “underserved groups within a community” (section 113).

Section 114 required a “Universal Service Provision Fund” (USP Fund) be established. 
Section 114(2) stipulates that, amongst other things, funds “shall comprise funds derived 
from but not limited to”:

• Funds appropriated to the USP Fund by the National Assembly;

• Contributions from the NCC based on a portion of annual levies paid to the 
NCC by licensees; and

• Gifts, loans, aids, and such other assets.

The Act also established and delegated responsibilities to the USP Board, the USP 
Secretariat and USP Fund Managers:

1 The USP Board is required to provide supervision and broad policy direction for 
management of the USP Fund (section 115), and must comprise a broad 
spectrum of Government, regulator and private sector members, as follows 
(section 116):

• the Minister shall be the USP Board Chairman;

• the Board Chairman of the Commission shall be the USP Board Vice 
Chairman;

• 2 Commissioners;

• 1 representative of the Ministry;

• 1 representative of the Minister of Finance;

• 1 representative of the Chairman, National Planning Commission; and

• 4 private sector representatives.

2 The USP Secretariat is required to reside in the NCC, and is responsible for the 
day to day administration of the Universal Service Provision (section 118(1)). It 
is responsible for receiving applications for loans and grants, and 
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recommending to the USP Board which applications should be funded. The Act 
lists the functions of the USP Secretariat as including (section 118(2)):

• receiving applications for loans and grants from eligible persons such 
as community-based communications operators;

• reviewing the applications in paragraph (a) of this sub-section and 
making recommendations to the USP Board as to which applications 
should be funded;

• liaising with other departments of the Commission in processing 
licences for funded applications;

• providing loan recipients and grantees with technical and managerial 
assistance, such as resolution of equipment vendor issues and setting 
up of billing systems;

• evaluation of project performance and effecting such actions as may 
be necessary to ensure that loan recipients and grantees meet 
objectives for network expansion and provision of service;

• enforcing standards for quality of service in rural and underserved 
areas set by the USP Board;

• collecting USP assessments and loan repayments and paying such 
loan repayments into the USP Fund;

• evaluating the effectiveness of the USP in meeting policy goals as set 
by Government and USP Board;

• facilitating collaboration between activities that are funded by the USP 
Fund and other infrastructure and development efforts; and

• liaising between USP Board and USP Fund Managers that will be 
appointed pursuant to section 119 of this Act.

3 Section 119 required the USP Board, in consultation with the NCC, to appoint 
an “independent and competent investment management firm” as USP Fund 
Managers. USP Fund Managers are responsible for maintaining USP Fund 
financial accounts and records, as well as determining the revenues required to 
meet USP policy objectives and ensure the USP Fund remains fiscally sound. 
The Act lists the functions of the USP Fund Managers to include (section 
119(1)):

• maintaining USP Funds financial accounts and records;

• collaborating with USP Secretariat in the collection of USP 
assessments and loan repayments;

• estimating the amount needed annually to sustain the rate of network 
expansion determined by the Commission as appropriate to meet 
USP policy objectives;

• determining the amount of annual revenue required to ensure that the 
USP Fund remains fiscally sound, and calculation of the 
corresponding rate of assessment;

• disbursing funds to eligible entities based upon approvals by the USP 
Board;

• prudently investing USP Funds cash reserves under directions from 
the USP Board and establishing cash management procedures to 
ensure maximum return on investments while meeting short-term 
cash requirements for disbursements;

• regularly reporting on financial performance of the USP Fund to the 
USP Board; and
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• assisting USP Secretariat in evaluating the effectiveness of the USP 
in meeting policy goals as set by Government and USP Board.

Section 120 permits the NCC to make regulations, most notably, concerning contributions 
by licensees to the USP Fund, but also regarding any other matters related to Universal 
Service Provision and the establishment and operation of the USP Fund. Pursuant to 
powers conferred upon by section 120 (as well as section 70) of the Nigerian 
Communications Act 2003, the NCC outlined regulations pertaining to universal service 
provision in Universal Access and Universal Service Regulations 2007. Amongst other 
things, the Regulations elaborate on the functions of the USP Board, USP Secretariat 
and USP Fund Managers.

Regulation 4 outlines the functions of the USP Board, to include appointing and removing 
USP Fund Managers and auditors of the USP Fund, in consultation with the NCC, as well 
as approving Operating Plans (see below). In particular, Regulation 4 lists functions of the 
USP Board as follows:

1 supervising and providing broad policy directions for the management of the 
USP Fund and the USP Fund Managers;

2 appointing and removing the USP Fund Managers, in consultation with the 
Commission;

3 appointing and removing auditors of the USP Fund;

4 approving Operating Plans, which shall include one or more USP Programs and 
USP Projects and a budget for all operations and expenses of the USP Board, 
USP Fund Managers and all other matters to be financed by the USP Fund 
during the period of the Operating Plan;

5 approving standing orders to establish and regulate the activities of the USP 
Fund Manager, and revisions to such standing orders from time to time;

6 approving all processes, procedures, guidelines and decisions necessary to
give full force and effect to these Regulations; and

7 performing all other functions assigned to the USP Board pursuant to the Act 
and these Regulations.

Regulation 24 adds to the role of the USP Secretariat. In addition to undertaking those 
tasks outlined in the Nigerian Communications Act, the USP Secretariat must, amongst 
other things, prepare and recommend Operating Plans to the USP Board, where these 
Operating Plans must include one or more USP Programs and USP Projects (see below). 
Specific tasks outlined in regulation 24 are as follows:

1 preparing and recommending to the USP Board the Operating Plans, which 
shall include one or more USP Programs and USP Projects and a budget for all 
operations and expenses of the USP Board, USP Secretariat, USP Fund 
Managers and all other matters to be financed by the USP Fund during the 
period of the Operating Plan;

2 preparing and recommending to the Commission the standing orders to 
establish and regulate the structure and activities of the USP Secretariat, and 
revisions to such standing orders from time to time;

3 preparing and recommending to the USP Board the standing orders to establish 
and regulate the activities of the USP Fund Manager, and revisions to such 
standing orders from time to time;

4 coordinating with the Commission in order to carry out these functions;
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5 preparing and recommending to the USP Board all processes, procedures, 
guidelines and decisions necessary to give full force and effect to these 
Regulations; and

6 performing all other functions assigned to the USP Secretariat pursuant to the 
Act and these Regulations.

Regulation 27 required the USP Board, in consultation with the NCC, appoint “an 
independent and competent investment management firm as USP Fund Managers” 
pursuant to section 119 of the Nigerian Communications Act, within 6 months of 
commencement of these Regulations (August 2007).

Pursuant to section 119(1)(g) of the Act, regulation 30 requires USP Fund Managers to 
undertake quarterly reporting to the USP Board and USP Secretariat, including on:

1 the financial situation and performance of the USP Fund (regulation 30(a));

2 the NCC’s USP Contribution (regulation 30(b));

3 any USP Levy (regulation 30(c)), including the:

• Reported gross and net revenues of all licensees subject to the USP 
Levy;

• Amount of resulting USP Levy;

• USP Levy amounts collected; and

• USP Levy amounts outstanding.

Part VI of the Regulations describes USP ‘Operating Plans’, and the process by which 
these plans must be prepared and approved. Most notably:

• the USP Secretariat must prepare USP Programs and USP Projects, USP 
Programs being “general macro-level USP initiatives aimed at achieving one or 
more of the USP Objectives, typically over the course of several years” and 
USP Projects being “specific micro-level implementation activities related to 
each USP Program” (regulation 35);

• the USP Secretariat must prepare a strategic management plan for the approval 
of the USP Board setting out its “Vision, Mission and objective”, as well as its 
plans over a five year period (regulation 36).

• at least annually, the USP Board must approve the Operating Plan, this being “a 
plan to direct the operations of the USP Board and USP Fund Managers in 
implementing the specific USP Programs and USP Projects included in the 
plan” (regulation 37);

• at least annually, the USP Secretariat must prepare an Operating Plan for 
approval of the USP Board (regulation 38); and

• each Operating Plan must include one or more USP Programs and USP 
Projects, as well as a budget for all operations and expenses of the USP Board, 
USP Secretariat, USP Fund Managers and all other matters to be financed by 
the USP Fund during the period of the Operating Plan (regulation 39).

As to the disbursement of funds, the Regulations require the USP Secretariat to design 
and implement a “competitive selection process” for awarding USP Projects (regulation 
48), which may include minimum subsidy auctions (regulation 49). The Regulations 
further state that:

“As an initial position to be confirmed or modified in the initial Operating 
Plan, the USP Secretariat shall use minimum subsidy auctions as its 
preferred form of competitive selection process.”
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Details regarding the financing of the USP Fund are outlined in Part IX of the 
Regulations. The most relevant regulations are regulations 71 and 72, which set 
Commission USP Contributions and the USP Levy. In particular:

• Regulation 71 requires the NCC to make financial contributions (i.e. 
Commission USP Contributions) to the USP Fund “based on a portion of the 
annual levies paid to the Commission by licensees” (regulation 71(1)). 
Regulation 71(2)(a) sets the initial amount of the Commission USP Contribution 
at 1% of net revenues of the licensees from which the Commission collects 
annual levies; and

• Regulation 72 then allows the Commission to impose a USP Levy, in the event 
that “the Commission determines that the Commission USP Contributions shall 
be insufficient to meet the estimated financing needs of the current USP 
Operating Plan”. Most relevantly, the regulation requires that the levy not 
exceed 1% of net revenues of the licensees from which the Commission 
collects annual levies, as “net revenues”.

Part X of the Regulations outlines auditing and reporting requirements. Amongst other 
requirements, regulation 79 requires the USB Board to keep records of USP Fund 
accounts for each financial year, and to have these audited within 6 months from the end 
of each financial year by auditors.

The USPF began operations in July 2006 following the inauguration of the USP Board.38

As outlined in a Service Provision Fund Non-Binding Consultative Paper, USPF 
Secretariat proposed that all USPF activities be organized around five major Programme 
areas and that each Programme may have one or more Projects. “Programme Targets 
2011” included the following:39

1 80% of population centres with populations greater than 5,000 to have at least 
one shared community phone by 2011;

2 on average, Nigerians to be within 5 km of a shared community phone. 80% of 
all LGAs with populations greater than 10,000 to have a community Internet
access point of presence by 2011;

3 80% of all population centres greater than 5,000 to have cellphone or mobile 
network coverage;

4 80% of higher education institutions to have a terrestrial connection to the 
Internet with at least 256 kbps capacity by 2011; and

5 80% of all LGAs with populations greater than 20,000 to have a terrestrial 
connection to the Internet with a capacity of at least 256 kbps by 2011.

The same Universal Service Provision Fund Non-Binding Consultative Paper proposed 
that any mechanism used to award and disburse USPF funds be competitive, efficient, 
transparent, and publicly accountable. Mores specifically, it proposed that the following 
mechanisms be used to disburse USPF funds for programmes and projects:40

1 USP-Defined Competitive Output-Based Aid (OBA) tenders;

“Most of the USPF funds will be disbursed using a mechanism 
which links payment of the subsidy to meeting pre-defined 
buildout and service obligations (i.e. outputs) that must be met 
during a specified time-frame. The USPF will publish a tender with 
the award based on one of the following selection methods: (a) 
the least (minimum) subsidy amount requested, (b) the greatest 
coverage provided with a fixed subsidy, or (c) the least cost per 
connected subscriber with a fixed subsidy. OBA tenders using the 
least subsidy are the prevalent mechanism used by universal 
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service funds worldwide and have been used in Nigeria for NCC’s 
universal access pilots).”

2 Grants and awards, although only a small fraction of funds was envisaged to be 
disbursed on this basis; and

3 Other mechanisms. In particular, the Secretariat noted a willingness to consider 
proposals on “on other innovative disbursement mechanisms that could be used 
to award and disburse USPF financing in a manner that is competitive, efficient, 
transparent and accountable”.

(b) Uganda

In Uganda, the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) established and administers 
a Universal Service Fund (USF) for communications in accordance with the provisions of 
the Uganda Communications Act. Section 2 of the Act notes that the objectives of the Act 
“are to develop a modern communications sector and infrastructure”, including by 
“establishing and administering a fund for rural communications development” (section 
2(g)). Section 4 of the Act lists as one of the many functions of the UCC “to establish and 
administer a fund for rural communications development” (section 4(aa)).

The USF is called the Rural Communications Development Fund (RCDF), its main 
objectives being to:41

• provide access to basic communications services within a reasonable distance 
to all the people in Uganda;

• leverage investment into rural communications development; and

• promote ICT usage in Uganda.

RCDF was started in 2003, and its activities are guided by the RCDF policy of 2001, 
which was rolled over for the five year period 2003 to 2007. The RCDF policy programme 
defined by the Policy for the five year period was as follows:42

Figure 10 : RCDF policy programme

SN Programme Area Target

1 Internet Points of Presence At every district headquarters

2 Internet Cafe At every district headquarters

3 ICT Training Centres At every district headquarters

4 Web Portal For every district

5 Public Pay Phones For every 2500 
inhabitants/every parish

6 Research Projects To guide rural communications 
development
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SN Programme Area Target

7 Postal Support Projects Strategic rural areas

8 Multi-purpose Community Telecentres 
(MCTs)

Strategic rural areas

9 School ICT Facilities In line with national ICT Policy

10 Health care ICT facilities In line with national ICT Policy

11 Call Centres Strategic Underserved locations

The performance of the RCDF overall programme is primarily measured against its 
achievements in line with the RCDF policy programme. A new RCDF Policy for the period 
2008 to 2012 was expected to be in force by 1st July, 2008. 

The strategy for rolling out RCDF projects is to start at the district level and then into the 
lower administrative units of the district: “This roll-out strategy allows for service to start 
where it is most needed, where it is most sustainable and allows for awareness into the 
remote areas to take effect before service gets there”.

Implementing the RCDF Policy Programme is described as “a sequential and cyclic 
process”, under which:

• UCC defines underserved areas in line with the RCDF policy programme;

• projects that can deliver sustainable communications services to the 
underserved areas are developed;

• project implementers are sought through a “least subsidy” competitive bidding 
process;43 and

• financial subsidies are provided to project implementers.

Implementation of the projects is governed by contractual terms to ensure that the 
objectives of RCDF are realised. The project implementer “owns the project” and, in 
doing so, accrues direct benefits from the project while also bearing associated risks. The 
UCC monitors and offers technical support to the project through out its stipulated project 
life. The projects are designed to stimulate similar projects in the underserved areas 
without further intervention from RCDF. 

Figure 11 summarises the sequence of steps involved in universal service provision in 
Uganda. 
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Figure 11: Universal service provision in Uganda44

Funds are sourced

ICT Projects for Rural/Underserved 
areas are developed

Project subsidy amount determined

Project implementer selected through 
competitive bidding

UCC and Private/Public partnership
formed

Project supported and run for a stipulated 
period of say 5 years

Monitoring, Review and Impact
Assessment

Closure of the project and handover of
UCC interest to project Implementer

RCDF may receive funding from:

• the National budget, as appropriated by Parliament;

• donations and grants from development partners;

• the UCC; and
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• donations, gifts, grants and loans acceptable to the Minister of ICT and the 
Minister responsible for Finance.

The UCC notes that, in the past, RCDF has employed funding from two main sources:

• the UCC, in particular, the 1% of GAR of operators;45 and

• donations and grants from development partners.46

Other sources of funds were expected to be invoked as the scope of activities expanded.

RCDF managed by a board of trustees operating at arm’s length from the UCC.47 In 
particular, its management is defined by Statutory Instrument 2002, No 52, and is 
directed by a dedicated Board of Directors. The UCC website notes that the RCDF Board 
of Directors for the period 2005 to 2008 was composed of representatives from the 
following:48

• the UCC, which has two representatives, these being two Commissioners that 
hold the position of Chairman and Executive Director of the Board, respectively;

• the Postal Sub-sector,

• the Uganda Consumer Protection Association;

• the Uganda Institution of Professional Engineers;

• the Financial Sector (Uganda Institute of Bankers); and

• the Ministry of ICT.

Obligations on service providers under the universal service regime in Uganda are set out 
in greater detail in the Communications (Universal Service) Regulations 2005, issued by 
the UCC using powers conferred upon it by section 94 of the Uganda Communications 
Act. Amongst other things, these Regulations:

1 Designate universal service providers, as follows:

• The Commission shall subject to this regulation, designate an 
operator as a universal service provider with an obligation to provide 
universal services.

• The USO on a provider may be nation-wide or in a specified universal 
service area, for the provision of the USO or a specified service 
obligation.

• The USO on a provider may be for the provision of a specified service 
obligation nation-wide or in a universal service area.

• Any person may apply to the Commission to be designated a 
universal service provider.

• All operators issued with a facilities-based licence shall be designated 
operators with a USO in respect of the services provided or such other 
services as the Commission shall specify.

• USO shall be a condition in the licence issued to an operator and the 
licensee shall be a designated operator.

• Any operator with an annual turnover above one hundred million 
shillings shall be designated a universal service operator.

2 Allows the Commission to designate a universal service area in respect of one 
or more specified USOs (regulation 8(1));

3 Requires universal service providers to submit to the Commission for approval, 
in respect of a service obligation and/or service area (regulation 9):
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• a draft policy statement, this being ‘a general statement of the policy 
the provider applies in supplying equipment, goods or services as a 
universal service provider’, or a draft variation of an approved policy 
statement; and

• a draft standard marketing plan, or draft variation of an approved 
standard marketing plan;

4 In respect of the USF (regulation 10):

• provides for the provision of universal services obligations by 
designated operators be financed through the USF established by the 
UCC (regulation (10(1)); and

• requires the UCC to implement the USO alongside the Rural 
Communications Development Policy and Programmes (regulation 
(10(2)) and through the Rural Communications Development Fund 
(regulation 10(3)).

The Regulations also outline obligations for service providers in respect of universal 
service contributions and universal service levies. Regulation 11, pertaining to universal 
service contributions:

• requires the UCC to pool resources into the USF by imposing a US levy “or 
other supplementary charges or using similar means”;

• allows the contribution to the cost of the US obligation to take the form of a 
supplementary charge added to interconnection charges;

• requires the UCC to establish a mechanism for sharing the net cost of the US 
obligation between designated operators so that the obligation does not 
represent an ‘unfair burden’ on any operator providing US;

• requires the net cost of US obligation on operators providing US to be 
calculated according to a designated formula;

• requires the calculation of the net cost of US to be audited by the Commission 
or its duly appointed auditor; and

• requires the UCC to publish the resultant audit report, and for the report to be 
open to public inspection.

Regulation 12, which pertains to the establishment and setting of the universal service 
levy, requires, amongst other things that:

• the US obligation to be supported by a US levy imposed on all designated 
operators;

• the US levy be ‘worked out’ on the basis of a designated operator’s eligible 
revenue; and

• eligible revenue for the purpose of calculating a US levy be equivalent to ‘gross 
communications sales revenue’ for the financial year.

Navas-Sabater and Ampa (2007) elaborate on the US/UA approach in Uganda.49 In 
Uganda, Output Based Aid (OBA) projects were used to enhance the supply of 
telecommunications services in 154 of the country’s 920 subcounties, which the two 
national operators declared could not be served on a commercial basis.

Consistent with the RCDF policy programme outlined above, the OBA projects have three 
complementary goals:

• First, to accelerate access to voice telephony by providing at least one public 
telephone per 2,500 inhabitants throughout Uganda (this equates to an average 
distance of about 3 kilometres);
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• Second, to provide Internet access at district capitals by creating broadband 
Internet points of presence (POPs) in 32 of the total of 562 district capitals of 
the country, to provide local-rate dial-up Internet access, as well as dedicated 
Internet access for institutions and Internet kiosks connecting to the POPs; and

• Third, to establish rural multipurpose ‘telecentres’ at ‘vanguard institutions’
(schools, hospitals, associations of farmers and micro-entrepreneurs) outside 
district capitals in selected districts.

The targeting of the OBA subsidies in all cases is based on public or shared access to 
the subsidised facilities in specific geographic areas. Additionally, for the voice telephony 
component, the operator is obligated to provide individual (private) lines, upon request, at 
“commercially competitive rates” in at least 50 per cent of the target locations.

The subsidy is intended to cover only the initial capital investment gap between the total 
project costs and the maximum private investment that would be available to obtain a 
normal rate of return. Operating and maintenance costs are to be covered from user fees. 
(The financing of subsidies has been described above.)

The bidding process differed between the telephony component and the other 
components:

• For the telephony component, the bidding process included a prequalification 
phase, and the areas to be served were grouped into three roughly 
homogeneous regions (A, B, and C) for tendering.

• The Internet POPs and telecentres, no prequalification was required. Internet
POPs and telecentres were to be bid and awarded individually. To avoid 
concentration, no more than 10 Internet POPs would be awarded to the same 
operator, except under certain circumstances.

The project locations and the maximum subsidy required to meet the objectives for each 
of the components were identified through a detailed study and using a cost model based 
on experience in similar OBA projects, mostly from Latin America.

Service agreements were for 5-year durations. During the agreement the operator is 
obligated to maintain the subsidised facilities and provide the service in accordance with 
the terms of that agreement, which details quality standards and reporting requirements.

For the telephony component, the subsidy is to be paid in several instalments, each one 
following the achievement of a milestone. Figure 12 summarises these milestones.
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Figure 12: Ugandan performance milestones50

Milestone Subsidy payment (%)

Service agreement signed 10%

50% of public access objectives met 30%

Other 50 % of public access objectives met 30%

Private access objectives met 20%

1 year of continuous service operation 10%

Each winning bidder is required to post a performance bond, with the amount reduced at 
every milestone in proportion to the share of the subsidy paid. For the Internet POPs 
component, a similar but more streamlined set of milestones apply. Navas-Sabater and 
Ampa (2007) noted that the rural telecentre component is currently being redesigned and 
has not yet been implemented. A revised objective is to deploy 20 small telecentres
instead of the originally planned 7 large telecentres.

5.5.2 Other African countries

Figure 13 summarises ‘hard’ US/UA targets that have been or are currently adopted in 
other African countries.

Figure 13: Summary of US/UA targets in Africa

Country US/UA Target

Botswana A phone in every village with at least 500 people.51

Burkina Faso Pay phones within 20 kilometres of ‘most people’.52

Gambia A phone in every village with at least 2000 people.53
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Country US/UA Target

Ghana A phone for every settlement with over 500 people.54

Ghana Telecom was required, as part of its contractual 
obligations, to install 225,000 new telephone lines within 5 years, 
starting in 1996.55

Kenya A phone within walking distance.56

Proposed UA basic services were:
• A rural teledensity of 6;
• One data access point per district; and
• 30-50% local content.57

By 2015, aims to increase service penetration in rural areas from 
0.16 lines to 5 per 100 people; and, in urban areas, from 4 to 20 
lines per 100 people.58

Mozambique A public telephone within less than 5 km [presumably of any 
Mozambique citizen]. At least one public telephone in each of the 
144 district centres.59

Rwanda By 2020, Rwanda projected to have:
• At least one community telecentre at the level of each 

administrative sector and at each secondary school and even 
to a large number of primary schools; and

• Telephone density of at least 20% and the hinterland 
connected to the communication network.

UA provision consists of:
• Supplying to any person who requests a connection to a 

Public network with the serviced zone at an objectively 
justifiable price;

• Providing in each large city, municipality within a radius of 2 
km maximum, at least one public access point;

• Providing in each district and trading centre at least one public 
access point, as well as the possibility of servicing the public 
and health services in the area;

• Ensuring free carriage for call to emergency public services; 
and

• Facilitating access to information technologies especially in 
schools, hospitals and other public services.60
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Country US/UA Target

South Africa Within 30 minutes travel from a telephone (interpreted as within 5 
km walking distance).61

Increasing average teledensity in South Africa from 10% to 20% 
by 2005/6. 62

SA USOs:
Telkom’s fixed service rollout targets include:
• 2.7 million new lines;
• 1.7 million lines in ‘under-serviced areas’;
• 120,000 pay-phones; and
• Access for 200,000 priority customers, 3,204 villages.
Mobile (Community Service Telephones):
• 22,000 for Vodacom;
• 7,500 for MTN; and
• 52,000 for Cell C.63

Tanzania 6 telephones per 100 population.64

Zambia Draft ICT Policy: Attainment of universal access to ICT and 
installing public facilities within 5 km of every rural community.65

Universal Access: Summary Draft Targets: Short Term Goals 18 
Months (2005 -2006):
• Community Payphone in every Village/Location with 5000 

people at an affordable cost.
• 6 telecentres as Pilot Projects in selected districts throughout 

Zambia.
• Local content to be locally hosted for above services.
• ICT Training Centre of Excellence in selected districts as Pilot 

Projects.66

Universal Access: Summary Draft Targets: Medium Term 2007-
2010:
• 50% of Zambians to have access to basic telephone service 

within 10km;
• 50% of districts to have minimum of four telecentres;
• 50% local content to be available and hosted in Zambia;
• One ICT Pioneer institution or ICT training centre in 50% of 

districts; and
• 50% of all households within digital radio and TV  

Broadcasting signal.67

Universal Access: Summary Draft Targets: Long Term 2010-
2012:
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Country US/UA Target

• 80% of Zambians to have access to basic phone service 
within 10km;

• All (100%) districts to have a minimum of 4 telecentres;
• 80% of Zambians to have access to a  online local content;
• One ICT Centre of Excellence per district; and
• 100% of all households are within digital radio and TV 

Broadcasting signal.68

Figure 14 summarises other aspects of US/UA arrangements in African countries, with a 
focus on funding and institutional arrangements.

Figure 14: Summary of USO arrangements in Africa

Country Fund name Funding source Administrator Disbursement 
of funds/ 
Comments

Cameroon69 Special 
Telecommunications 
Fund

Annual contributions 
from operators and 
telecommunications 
services providers 
(levy of 2% of total 
revenues)

Telecommunications 
Regulatory Board 
(Regulator)
Sums due for 
universal service and 
for 
telecommunications 
development placed 
in two separate 
accounts, and used 
solely for the 
development of 
telecommunications 
according to 
Government-defined 
priorities.

The approach 
was 
unsuccessful
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Country Fund name Funding source Administrator Disbursement 
of funds/ 
Comments

Kenya
(proposed)

Universal Access Fund 
(UAF)

‘Government, through 
duties and tax 
incentives; CCK -
initial seed funding 
and a 1% levy on 
gross revenue; 
Telecommunications 
operators and service 
providers - 0.5% levy 
on gross revenue; 
Donations and grants 
from development 
partners and well-
wishers.’70

Government has 
drafted an ICT Bill 
that proposes 
Universal Access 
Fund (UAF) ‘in which 
stakeholders in the 
sector will be 
expected to 
contribute’; ICT Act 
will institutionalize 
UAF: ‘Other expected 
sources of funding 
are: Contribution of 
seed capital from the 
Commission; The 
Government of Kenya 
through duties and 
tax incentives; and 
Donations and grants 
from development 
partners’71

‘New unit within CCK 
… to plan and 
oversee the 
implementation of UA 
projects; Separate 
board with 
stakeholder 
representation; 
Director/UA runs UA 
on day-to-day basis; 
CCK shall provide 
few staff dedicated to 
the new UA unit; 
Selective outsourcing 
of some of the UA 
work’72

The fund is to be 
administered by the 
CCK73

‘a number of 
initiatives have 
been put into 
motion as part 
of the 
implementation 
strategy while 
awaiting the set 
up of UA 
Fund’74

Rwanda75 The Universal Access 
Fund established by 
telecommunications 
legislation; Presidential 
decree determines its 
functioning and Public 
Operators’ contributions

‘without excluding 
other contributions’, 
Public Operators, pay 
2% turnover (as of 
2005).
The level of 
contribution is set by 
the Regulatory Board 
not later than 31st 
January of each year.

Rwanda Utilities 
Regulatory Agency 
(Regulator)

Auction, with ‘a 
priority to 
operators 
whose business 
is only confined 
to rural areas’
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Country Fund name Funding source Administrator Disbursement 
of funds/ 
Comments

Zambia
(proposed 
or 
planned)76

Telecommunications 
Development Fund

Seed fund from CAZ 
resources: Annual 
operating fees (5%), 
telecommunications 
& frequency license 
fees
Direct contributions 
from all 
telecommunication 
services providers
Government 
contribution
A portion of the 
designated revenues 
paid annually to the 
Authority by licensed 
service providers (as 
% of annual excess)

Establish a universal 
access unit in the 
Communications 
Authority (CAZ) by a 
Committee 
established by the 
Board of the 
Authority; a TDF 
administrator will 
manage the Fund

Funds 
disbursed in the 
form of non-
commercial 
competitive 
grants or 
interest free 
loans
Specific 
procedures for 
designating 
areas that will 
qualify to 
benefit from the 
Fund

5.5.3 Asia

(a) Malaysia

In Malaysia, the Universal Service Provision Fund (USP Fund) was established under the 
provision of Section 204 of the Communications and Multimedia Act 1998 (CMA). The 
Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC) controls and 
administers and USP Fund.77 The MCMC summarises the steps in the USP process as 
follows:78

1 identify & issue a notification on the list of universal service targets;

2 issuance of invitation to Submit Bid/Tender;

3 submission of USP draft plans;

4 evaluation and recommendation to MCMC;

5 appointment of designated service providers and approval of USP plans;

6 implementation;

7 submission of claims by designated USP service provider; and

8 disbursement of approved claims (USP Fund committee).

The USP programme’s main objective is to provide collective and individual access to 
basic telephony and Internet services throughout the country.79

As to funding of the USP, Intelecon (2004) notes that, when the Fund was created, 
Telekom Malaysia, the incumbent, was the sole USO operator – and, hence, the only 
operator with access to the Fund – for an interim period of 2 years, with the cost 
recovered from a USO charge on all interconnecting traffic. The interim period was 
subsequently extended to January 1, 2002 to enable the MCMC to finalise the new policy 
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framework. Contributions by all service providers commenced at the end of 2002. In 
particular, the Communications and Multimedia (Universal Service Provision) Regulations
2002 (USP Regulations) required all licensees except Content Applications Service 
Provider (CASP) licence holders, whose weighted net revenue derived from the 
designated services exceeds a minimum revenue threshold of RM500,000.00 in a 
calendar year, to contribute 6% of its weighted net revenue to the USP Fund (regulation 
27). The Communications and Multimedia (Universal Service Provision) (Amendment) 
Regulations 2003 (Amendment Regulations 2003) increased the minimum revenue 
threshold to RM2 million, effective 1 January 2004.

The contributed is calculated based on the submission of return of net revenue from 
designated services from all relevant licensees. These returns must be submitted 
annually, along with audited financial statements for the previous calendar year. The 
format of the return is set out in the USP Regulations. Figure 15 presents the factors 
used to weight net revenues.

Figure 15: Factors used to weight net revenues80

Designated Services
(1)

Weightage Factor

(2)
Up to 31 

December 2003

(3)
From 1 

January 2004

Regulated under the Communications 
and Multimedia (Rates) Rules 2002

Local call 0 0

National call 1 0

Rental on exchange lines (residential and 
business)

0 0

Operator assisted calls 1 0

Directory assistance service 0 0

Connection service 0 0

Reconnection service 0 0

Internet access communications charge 0 0

Internet access charge 0 0

Audiotext hosting service 1 0
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Designated Services
(1)

Weightage Factor

(2)
Up to 31 

December 2003

(3)
From 1 

January 2004

Not regulated under the Communications 
and Multimedia (Rates) Rules 2002

International call 1 1

Call termination service provided to foreign 
network facilities provider, foreign network 
services provider or foreign applications 
service provider

1 1

Freephone service 1 1

ISDN 1 1

Cellular mobile service 0.5 1

International roaming service 0.5 1

IP telephony 1 1

Leased lines 1 1

Such other activities subject to an individual 
or class licence

0 1

Upon derivation of the weighted net revenue, the formula of contribution is calculated as 
follows:

Contribution Amount = Weighted Net Revenue * Contribution rate

The contribution rate has been fixed at 6% of the total weighted net revenue.

Using powers conferred by section 15(1) of the Malaysian Communications and 
Multimedia Commission Act 1998 (MCMCA) 1998, the MCMC established the USP Fund 
Committee under the Commission Determination on USP (Determination No. 2 of 2001), 
to manage and disburse monies in the USP Fund.

The USP Regulations allows for the disbursement of advance payment towards the 
capital cost of implementation of the universal service provision (regulation 12). 
Designated service providers are required by the MCMC to provide supporting 
documents (e.g. purchase orders and invoices) when applying for advances. Applications 
for advances would only be approved if all the required documents are in order and in 
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compliance with the approved USP Plans. Licensees who provide USP service are 
compensated fully for all costs incurred, including capital expenditure and annual 
operating expenses, in accordance with the principle of ‘No Gain-No loss’.81

The MCMC monitors rollout progress in all USP districts to ensure projects are 
implemented in a timely manner, and in accordance with approved USP plans. Project 
monitoring includes regular visits to project sites and progress meetings with designated 
service providers and state governments. This interaction also serves the purpose of 
providing feedback on any difficulties faced during project implementation, which may be 
useful for information future rollouts.

In the past, the MCMC’s USP department was responsible for monitoring the rollout 
progress as the owner of the project. However in 2006, the responsibility was handed 
over to the six MCMC’s regional offices for more effective monitoring of the 
implementation. The MCMC plans to establish a Central Monitoring System (CMS) to 
monitor the use of every computer provided under its libraries and USP Communications 
Centre (UCC) projects. Upon completion of a USP project, an inspection will be made to 
the project site to check and verify the status of the installation and the quality of project 
delivery, in accordance with the approved draft plans.

Finally, under the CMA, the MCMC is required to conduct a full review of its regulations 
once every three years. Thus, in 2006, the MCMC conducted a review of the USP 
Regulations to ensure that it remains relevant to changing needs and developments.

As a matter of practical implementation, there have been 3 phases of USP rollout:82

• Phase 1: rollout to 89 USP districts;

• Phase 2: Focused on areas not covered under previous rollout; similar 
approach to Phase 1, with some improvements e.g. emphasis to provide 
broadband services in areas where there was consumer demand; and

• Phase 3: two districts, one where demand for individual lines was high (since 
the Phase 1 implementation had focused on providing payphones), and another 
where Phase 2 work had been put on hold.

In 2006, the MCMC introduced a program under the USP to provide collective Internet
access service to libraries located in the underserved areas. It has also sought to 
establish the UCC as part of its broadband rollout plan. MCMC’s proposed criteria for 
identifying suitable UCC suits include:83

• The site proposed shall be located at a common public location, where there is 
a good concentration of people, easily accessible and active community, 
perhaps within a town or business area;

• There shall be no other rural Internet programme (PID, MID, Kedai.Kom, etc) or 
commercial cybercafé within 5 km from the proposed site;

• The premise shall be a permanent building (preferably concrete structure), 
clean and safe with all the basic amenities already available;

• The recommended size is about 1,200 square feet to enable the provisioning of 
10 to 20 computers (minimum size should be 600 square feet otherwise too few 
PCs can be installed in the premise); and

• The premise is made available for the UCC for a minimum of five years.

(b) India

In India, USO objectives outlined in New Telecom Policy (NTP) 1999 were to:84

• provide voice and low speed data services to all villages in the country by the 
year 2002;

• achieve Internet Access to all District Head quarters;

• achieve telephone on demand in urban and rural areas by 2002;

• provision of reliable transmission system to all exchanges by the year 2002; and
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• achieve Teledensity of 7 by the year 2005 and 15 by the year 2010. Teledensity 
of 4 in rural areas by the year 2010.

Section 6 of the NTP provided the mechanism for the USF to be created via a levy, set at 
a percentage of revenue earned by all the operators under various licences:85

“The Government is committed to provide access to all people for basic 
telecom services at affordable and reasonable prices. The Government 
seeks to achieve the following universal service objectives:

• Provide voice and low speed data service to the balance 2.9 lac 
uncovered villages in the country by the year 2002 

• Achieve Internet access to all district head quarters by the year 2000 

• Achieve telephone on demand in urban and rural areas by 2002 

The resources for meeting the USO would be raised through a ‘universal 
access levy’ which would be a percentage of the revenue earned by all the 
operators under various licences. The percentage of revenue share towards 
universal access levy would be decided by the Government in consultation 
with TRAI. The implementation of the USO obligation for rural / remote 
areas would be undertaken by all fixed service providers who shall be 
reimbursed from the funds from the universal access levy. Other service 
providers shall also be encouraged to participate in USO provision subject 
to technical feasibility and shall be reimbursed from the funds from the 
universal access levy.”

The Universal Service Support Policy came into effect on 1 April, 2002.86 The Department 
of Telecommunications (DoT) issued guidelines for universal service support policy on 27 
March, 2002. The Indian Telegraph (Amendment) Act, 2003, giving statutory status to the 
Universal Service Obligation Fund (USOF), was then passed in December 2003.87 Under 
the Act, the Fund is to be used exclusively for meeting the USO. The balance to the credit 
of the Fund will not lapse at the end of the financial year. Credits to the Fund must be 
made through Parliamentary approvals.

The USO Fund is headed by an Administrator. The Administrator is empowered to 
formulate procedures for implementation of the USO and disbursement of funds from the 
USOF. The Administrator’s office functions as an attached office of the Department of 
Telecom, Ministry of Communications and IT. Rules for administration of the Fund were 
made through the Indian Telegraph (Amendment) Rules, 2004, which were notified on 26 
March, 2004.88 Rule 524, pertaining to the administration of the USOF, confers power on 
the Administrator to:

• formulate bidding procedures;

• evaluate bids called for the purposes of implementation of USO;

• enter into Agreement with the Universal Service Provider to implement the 
USO;

• settle the claim of Universal Service Provider after due verification, and make 
disbursements accordingly from the Fund;

• specify relevant formats, procedures and records to be maintained and 
furnished by the Universal Service Provider; and

• monitor the performance of the Universal Service Provider.

Rule 525 established the scope of support from USOF. In particular, rule 525(1) states:

“Financial Support from the Fund shall be provided to meet the Net Cost of 
providing the specified USO as per the procedure specified by the 
Administrator from time to time, and the period for which such support shall 
be provided and the services covered shall be governed by an Agreement 
entered into with the Universal Service Provider.”
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Rule 525(2) states that the following service streams shall be supported by the Fund, 
namely:

1 Stream I: Provision of Public Telecom and Information Services, in particular:

• Provision of additional rural community phones in villages exceeding 
population of 2000 and where there is no public call office (subject, to 
achieving initial target of a phone in every village);

• Replacement of Multi Access Radio Relay Technology VPTs installed 
before 1st day of April 2002;

• Upgrading of VPTs to Public Telecom and Info Centres (PTICs). The 
data transmission facilities are to be provided within 5 Km of a village 
with a population exceeding 2000, preferably in those villages where 
post offices are located; and

• Phasing in of High Speed PTICs in villages with a population 
exceeding 2000;

2 Stream II: Provision of household telephones in rural and remote areas as may 
be determined by the Central Government from time to time.

Rule 525(2) includes rules as to the calculation of ‘Net Cost’ (revenues minus costs) of 
providing each of the services listed in these two service streams, most notably, whether 
only operating expenses are to be included or whether some or all capital costs may also 
be recovered.

Rule 526 establishes criteria for selection of Universal Service Provider. TRAI notes that 
the selection of the USP is through a bidding process amongst the eligible operators, 
except for household Direct Exchange Lines installed prior to 1st April 2002. Eligible 
operators include “the Basic Service Operators, Cellular Mobile Service Providers and 
Unified Access Services Licensees or any other entities as may be specified in this behalf 
by the Central Government from time to time”. TRAI notes that, if the subsidy quoted by 
all the eligible operators is higher than a predetermined benchmark, there is another 
round of bidding process, under which even the operators outside this service area are 
eligible to participate in the bidding process.89

Rule 527 stipulates that the Fund be released to the Universal Service Provider “in a 
manner and at such intervals as may be specified in the Agreement”.

USO funds are raised through a Universal Service Levy (USL), currently set at 5% of the 
Adjusted Gross Revenue (AGR) of all telecommunications service providers aside from 
pure value added service providers, such as Internet, voice mail and email service 
providers.90 In addition to the USL, the Central Government may also provide grants and 
loans.

An Ordinance was promulgated on 30 October 2006 as the Indian Telegraph 
(Amendment) Ordinance 2006. This amended the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885, so as to 
enable support for mobile services and broadband connectivity in rural and remote areas 
of the country. An Act was then passed on 29 December 2006 as the Indian Telegraph 
(Amendment) Act 2006, which amended the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885. The Rules for 
administration of the Fund under this Ordinance, Indian Telegraph (Amendment) Rules 
2006 were published on 17 November 2006.

(c) Other Asia-Pacific countries

Figure 16 summarises US/UA targets adopted in other Asia-Pacific countries.
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Figure 16: Summary of US/UA targets in Asia-Pacific countries

Country US/UA Target

Bangladesh ‘the goal of Grameen Telecom in Bangladesh is to have one telephone accessible within a ten-
minute walk for every rural villager’.91

Establish at least 5 Community e-Centres in rural areas, whose financial sustainability is 
ensured after 3 years of operation.92

40,000 telecentres across Bangladesh by 2011.93

Bhutan A phone booth in every village.94

Establish at least 5 Community e-Centres in rural areas, whose financial sustainability is 
ensured after 3 years of operation.95

Establishment of Community Information Centres (CICs) or telecentres in every community 
2013.96

China One family, one telephone’ in urban areas and a telephone in every village by the year 200097

The main objective of China’s universal access policy is the provision of a voice telephone 
service to all villages:
• The short-term goal is that by the end of 2005, at least 95% of villages would be provided 

with telephone services.
• The medium-term goal is that by 2010, all villages, hospitals and other organizations be 

connected to the public telecommunications network.
• The long-term goal is that by 2020, all organizations and families can be connected to the 

public telecommunications network.98

Indonesia Concept of telecommunications facilities in every village (1 village 1 “fastel’):
• The first year of Indonesia’s USO program targeted 3,010 villages, with 3,010 lines installed 

by the end of 2003.
• The second year targeted 2,341 villages, with 2,341 lines installed by the end of 2004.
Most lines used portable fixed satellite technology, with some areas at the national boundary 
using VSAT technology. Other technologies, such as radiolink, fixed wireless access and IP-
based network, were installed by the end of 2004.99

Nepal Establish at least 5 Community e-Centres in rural areas, whose financial sustainability is 
ensured after 3 years of operation.100
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Country US/UA Target

Philippines Under relevant guidelines:
• IGF operators are required to provide at least 300,000 new access lines within 3 years of 

obtaining licences.
• CMTS operators are required to provide at least 400,000 access lines within 5 years of 

obtaining licences.
• Authorized international gateway operators are required to provide local exchange service in 

unserved and underserved areas, including Metro Manila, subject to the following: the 
requirement to provide at least 300 local exchange lines per international switch termination, 
and at least 1 rural exchange line for every 10 urban local exchange lines installed, within 3 
years of obtaining licences.

Transitory Provisions allowed existing telecommunications service providers 5 years to comply 
with the above requirements to provide local exchange service.101

Thailand Aims, by 2009, to have:
• At least 2 public telephones in each of 6000 targeted villages in rural areas; and
• At least one fixed telephone and one public telephone in each of 4000 targeted health 

centres.

Relevant Notification (2005) requires licensees to:
• Install at least 2 public telephone numbers per village in no more than 6,000 villages, to be 

completed within 30 months from the licence-granting date;
• Install at least 1 number for fixed wireline or wireless line (accommodating Internet service at 

a minimum speed of 56 Kbps) and public telephone each, a minimum total of 2 numbers, at 
each of the educational institutions, places of worship, medical facilities, and social service 
agencies, in no more than 4,000 sites within 24 months from the licence-granting date;

• Issue telephone cards for the disabled and the elderly of low income as well as the low-
income people who have registered with the Ministry of Social Development and Human 
Security; and

• Install at least 1 public telephone number within a 100-metre radius of a low-income 
community with no less than 100 households, which has submitted a request for a public 
telephone and within network range. A universal service provider must preserve spare phone 
numbers with a maximum of 2,600 numbers.102

The Ministry of ICT aims to establish learning centres in more than 800 communities 
nationwide. It established 20 learning centres in 2007 and plans to build 40 more centres in 
2008.103

Tonga Suggested that Department of Communications was to set the following targets for 
infrastructure penetration and affordability:
• Telephony penetration rates to equal the PI average within 5 years and Asia Pacific average 

within 10 years;
• Access and local call rates to achieve PI average in 5 yrs;
• Internet penetration rates to achieve PI average in 5 yrs; and
• Internet access rates to achieve PI average in 5 yrs.104
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Country US/UA Target

Vietnam US obligations pertain to the provision of standard telephony and Internet access to 180 Rural 
districts and 580 communes, serving around 19 million people overall. The program aims to 
achieve the following by 2010:
• Teledensity of 5 in areas covered by public telecom services;
• All communes to have public phone booths;
• 70% of communes to have public Internet access points; and
• Every citizen to have free access to mandatory telecommunication services.105

Figure 17 summarises other aspects of US/UA arrangements in African countries, 
focusing on funding and institutional arrangements.

Figure 17: Summary of USO arrangements in Asia

Country Fund name Funding source Administrator Disbursement 
of funds

Indonesia106 0.75% Operator 
Gross Revenue 
contributed to 
State Treasury 
through Non-Tax 
State Revenue 
collection 
mechanism.

BTIP (Balai 
Telekomunikasi dan 
Informatika Perdesaan) 
– (Authority for Rural 
Telecommunication and 
Information 
Technology), a non 
profit public service 
institution has been 
established to manage 
USO Fund.

USO Fund is
distributed 
through BTIP 
under State 
Budget 
Mechanism.
Subsidy goes to 
villages through 
Operator to 
provide Access 
and Services 
(usage 
excluded).
Under New 
scheme: 
Technology 
neutral; 
Performance 
Based Contract; 
Multiyear budget 
allocation.
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Country Fund name Funding source Administrator Disbursement 
of funds

Malaysia107 Universal Service 
Provision Fund, 
established under 
Section 204 of the 
Communications and 
Multimedia Act 1998.

All licensees 
except CASP
licence holders, 
whose weighted 
net revenue 
derived from the 
designated 
services exceeds a 
minimum revenue 
threshold of RM2 
million in a 
calendar year 
required to 
contribute 6% of its 
weighted net 
revenue to the 
USP Fund, 
effective 1 January 
2004 (per 
Amended USP 
Regulations 2003).

MCMC
USP Fund Committee 
established by MCMC to 
manage and disburse 
funds from USP Fund.
MCMC’s USP 
department previously 
undertook monitoring 
roll; transferred to 
MCMC regional offices.

Licensees who 
provide the USP 
service are 
compensated 
fully for all costs 
incurred (capex 
and opex), under 
principle of ‘No 
Gain-No loss’.

Nepal 2% levy on the 
revenues of the 
incumbent 
operator, ISPs and 
mobile operators. 
Intelecon (2004), 
ITU (April 2006)]

Nepal Telecom 
Authority (NTA)

Subsidies 
distributed 
through 
competitive 
bidding. 
[Intelecon 
(2004), ITU (April 
2006)]

Thailand108 Telecommunication 
Development for 
Public Benefit Fund

Telecom operating 
licensees have to 
implement USO or 
pay 4% of their 
annual revenue 
before expenses.

National 
Telecommunications 
Commission (NTC) 
implements the scheme.
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Country Fund name Funding source Administrator Disbursement 
of funds

Vietnam Vietnam public-utility 
Telecom service Fund 
– VTF, a State 
Financial 
Organization, directly 
under Ministry of Post 
and Telematics 
(MPT).
Operating for non-
profitable goals: 
exempt from income 
tax and value added 
tax.
[Policies of Universal 
Telecom Service in 
Vietnam (2007)]

Capital for carrying 
Program: ~ 325
million USD.
Funding 
resources: 
contributions made 
in proportion to the 
revenues from 
service provision 
(excluding 
connection 
charges): 5% of 
the revenues, for 
mobile telecom 
services; 4% of the 
revenues, for 
international 
telephone service 
and international 
lease-line 
subscription 
service; 3% of the 
revenues, for 
domestic 
telephone service 
and domestic 
lease-line service.
[Policies of 
Universal Telecom 
Service in Vietnam 
(2007)]

‘The Fund's managerial 
and executive apparatus 
consists of the 
Management Board, the 
Control Board and the 
executive board’.
[Decision of the Prime 
Minister, On the 
establishment, 
organization and 
operation of Vietnam 
Public-Utility 
Telecommunication 
Service Fund, 
November 8, 2006]

Direct funding for 
development and 
maintenance of 
public-utility tel. 
services within 
designated 
regions; and
Soft loans to 
assist tel. and 
Internet
enterprises in 
establishment, 
upgrade, and 
extension of 
infrastructure 
and facilities 
providing public-
utility tel services 
within designated 
regions.
[Policies of 
Universal 
Telecom Service 
in Vietnam 
(2007)]

5.5.4 South America

(a) Chile

In Chile, universal service projects are funded by the Fondo de Desarrollo de las 
Telecomunicaciones (FDT), which was established by a 1994 amendment to the 
telecommunications law of 1982.109 The purpose of the Fund was to subsidise the 
installation of public telephones in the marginal, low-income rural and urban areas.

The FDT is administered by a special Ministerial Council presided over by the Minister 
responsible for Telecommunications.110 The FDT’s Executive Secretary is the head of the 
telecommunications regulator, SUBTEL. The FDT is financed from the Chilean national 
government budget, with a specific allocation approved for FDT purposes each year. 
There were several underlying motives for using this form of funding, including to avoid 
economic inefficiencies that result from cross subsidisation between telecommunications 
services, as well as to reflect the government’s view that universal access was a social 
policy issue, and therefore a responsibility of government, rather than 
telecommunications operators or telecommunications subscribers.

The Fund’s original target was to provide public telephone service to around 6000 
unserved localities. This objective was achieved over the 5 year period between 1995 to 
1999. The process for disbursement of funds was as follows:111

• Each year, SUBTEL collected requests for payphones from regional and local 
authorities, neighbourhood associations, telecommunications companies, and 
the general public;
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• Requests were then grouped into projects, each typically consisting of 20 to 50 
localities;

• Detailed cost-benefit analysis was used to determine projects considered 
desirable for the general economy, but unlikely to be commercially viable on 
their own. Such projects were added to the pool of eligible projects; and

• Subsidies were then distributed through competitive bidding, which focused not 
only on the lowest proposed subsidy for a particular project, but also a 
commitment to short delivery times.

Although SUBTEL is largely responsible for implementing this process, the FDT 
Ministerial Council has input in the process in that it is selects the projects that will be 
opened to competitive bidding, based on a ranked list of projects based on SUBTEL’s 
financial evaluation.112 In addition, winning bidders must apply for a public telephone 
concession. The Ministry responsible for Telecommunications issues concessions, based 
on the recommendation of SubTel.

The Fund has since moved on to support telecentre projects. There was an initial target 
of telecentres in about 90 municipal headquarter towns with over 8,000 rural inhabitants, 
and an objective of telecentres in all 341 municipalities by 2006.113 There is no provision 
for supervising funded projects.114

(b) Peru

Fondo de Inversión en Telecomunicaciones (FITEL) is administered by the same 
Executive Council that administers the other regulatory functions of OSIPTEL, albeit 
administered separately. The Executive Council is an independent body, but its universal 
access projects have to be approved by the Ministry of Transport and Communications, 
which is the government department responsible for the sector.115

FITEL was established in 1993 (although the first project was not funded until 1998).116 At 
least initially, the purpose of FITEL was to finance new public access telephones (pay 
phones) in rural areas.117 The FITEL Regulation, issued in September 1998, set out the 
administrative procedures for FITEL’s operations. It also established the criteria for 
selecting the localities that will receive funding for service expansion. Priority localities 
included rural towns with a population of more than 400 inhabitants and less than 3,000 
inhabitants, district capitals, and towns in high social interest areas (as determined by the 
government).118 The objectives of the FITEL I, II, III, and IV Programs (2000–2004), have 
been to bring a public telephone to within 5 km of anyone anywhere in the country.119

Craddock (2001) elaborates that OSIPTEL provided technical and administrative services 
to FITEL, and approves policies and projects. In addition, it conducted policy, market, and 
engineering studies, set up a geographic information system, and defined the project 
cycle and procedures, including those for identifying target localities, tendering projects, 
and monitoring performance against targets.

As to funding arrangements, OSIPTEL collects 1% of gross revenues from the 
telecommunications sector to finance FITEL. Although collection began in 1994, the first 
project was not funded until 1998.

The process by which funds are disbursed is as follows:120

• based on a list of possible projects, FITEL determines which projects have the 
highest social benefit for FITEL’s investment, amongst other things;

• FITEL must then prepare a list of projects eligible for subsidy, and forward it for 
approval by the Ministry responsible for Telecommunications;

• once the list has been approved, OSIPTEL prepares tender documents for a 
public bidding process to select operators to implement the approved projects. 
The process is open to both domestic and international suppliers;

• the winning bidder is that with the minimum subsidy bid, and is eligible to 
receive the concession to provide the designated services; and
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• the winning bidder must to enter into a financing contract that stipulates the 
conditions under which FITEL will provide the subsidy.

The maximum subsidy is set at the ‘private NPV’ of each project. OSIPTEL regulates 
tariffs for rural public telecommunications services, although operators are permitted to 
set lower rates. Importantly, the Telecommunications Regulation Handbook (2000) 
notes:121

“FITEL will not finance past or future network expansion or coverage 
obligations imposed by the Government on telecommunications operators. 
Therefore, the incumbent operator is excluded from accessing FITEL funds 
to finance its rollout obligations. The Regulation also stipulates that FITEL 
will not provide direct subsidies to subscribers or provide funding for 
localities that already have access to telecommunications services.

Craddock (2001) elaborates on the implementation of initial US/UA initiatives, including 
the linking of subsidy disbursement with performance.122 In particular, for the purpose of 
competitive bidding, the country was partitioned into six regions, each with more than 700 
towns. Winning bidders were granted a nonexclusive 20-year renewable concession. The 
concession requires an operator to install at least one public pay phone in each rural 
locality listed in the tender, providing access to local and long-distance voice and narrow-
band data communications, and one point of public access to the Internet in each district 
capital. The operator may use its facilities to provide additional services to individual 
subscribers, such as Internet and long-distance telephony.

The operator is obliged to provide service over the entire 20-year concession, although 
the subsidy payments extend only over the first five years.

Figure 18 summarises the milestones that tie the disbursement of the subsidy to project 
implementation and service quality. As noted in Figure 18, 40 per cent of the subsidy is 
paid out in semi-annual instalments over five years, subject to compliance with service 
performance targets. These semi-annual instalments are reduced by US$1,000 a day for 
pay phone and network monitoring system outages, and by 10 percent per locality per 
week of delay in initiating service for up to one month, at which time the balance of the 
subsidy is cancelled.

Figure 18: Peruvian performance milestones

Milestone Subsidy payment (%)

Start of the project, 35%

Facilities installed 25%

Semiannual installments over five 
years, subject to compliance with 
service performance targets

40%

The operator contract also specifies indicators of performance that are not linked to 
penalties (although OSIPTEL can impose penalties for non compliance), these pertaining 
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to service grade (network congestion in peak hours), time to get dial tone, and overall 
quality of service as measured by mean opinion scores. Performance indicators are 
based on International Telecommunication Union recommendations.

OSIPTEL staff supervise project implementation, using a network management system to 
oversee system operations (traffic levels, continuity of service) in real time and a required 
dedicated data circuit in the operator’s headquarters to monitor billing, failure reports, and 
the calls placed and received by the rural pay phones. OSIPTEL assesses compliance 
with performance targets and indicators and makes recommendations on FITEL 
payments via a semi-annual report.

5.5.5 Other South American countries

Figure 19 presents information on US/UA targets adopted in South American countries, 
drawing largely upon information contained in a report analysing US and UA models in 
the context of South American telecommunications service provision – New Models for 
Universal Access to Telecommunications Services in Latin America (New Models) – as 
well as additional research.

Figure 19: Summary of US/UA targets in South American countries

Country US/UA Target

Bolivia SITTEL initiated, but never implemented, a project that aimed to put a telephone within 2 km of 
anyone living in rural areas (maximum 24 minutes walking distance).123

Brazil Following the expiry of UA obligations at the end of 2005, ANATEL negotiated a new set of 
obligations with operators, in conjunction with the renewal of their STFC (public) concessions, 
which included:
• Offering individual fixed line subscribers a prepaid regime, allowing them to manage their 

telephone service according to their budgets, and to receive calls and to access the Internet;
• Installation of telephone cabins, each with 4 payphones and 4 public access terminals, 

allowing (inter alia) access to the Internet and text messaging, in all towns of at least 50,000 
persons within the operators’ concession areas;

• Providing access for rural cooperatives;
• Making virtual (soft) telephones available;
• Providing fixed telephone service to all persons in localities with more than 300 inhabitants 

within one week of receiving a request;
• Providing a public telephone service in any locality with more than 100 inhabitants within one 

week of receiving a request; and
• Adapting 2% of public telephones for use by the handicapped, or approximately one public 

phone for each group of 750 people.124

Colombia The Compartel program (1999–2002) aimed to provide a public telephone - and subsequently 
Internet access - to anyone within 5 km of the more than 22,000 localities with more than 150 
inhabitants.125
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Cuba ETECSA is required to:
• Increase the number of fixed and mobile lines to 1,125,000 by 2008;
• Build an alternate fibre optic national backbone network by 2007, and digitalize 90% of the 

network by 2008;
• Install 50,000 payphones;
• Offer services in all population centres with more than 300 people; and
• Guarantee connection to the Internet to anyone with a fixed telephone.126

Mexico Telmex was required, from the time of its privatisation, to agree to the following obligations:
• Expand the network (number of lines) at a rate of at least 12% per year;
• Install telephone lines in population centres of 500 people or more;
• Increase public payphone density from 0.8 to 5 per 1000 population; and
• Reduce wait times for new subscribers from six months to one month.
The period over which these obligations were anticipated to be met was from between 
December 1990 (the time of privatisation) and 1995, when the market was anticipated to be 
liberalised. However, the market was not actually liberalized until 1997.127

Nicaragura The first project under FITEL, Nicaragua’s universal access fund, was to subsidise the 
expansion of cellular coverage into rural areas. The project was to include 353 localities of more 
than 400 inhabitants, and 30 municipal capitals.128

Panama Cable & Wireless Panama (C&WP) signed a concession contract in April 1997 with UA 
obligations, including to provide local basic telephone services at fixed (universal access) rates. 
Additional targets required C&WP to:
• Install a public telephone in 670 rural localities; and
• Maintain public telephones in 121 other localities by 2002.129

Paraguay For a locality to receive a payphone subsidised by the relevant universal service fund, it must 
conform to the following 3 criteria:
• Less than 400 inhabitants;
• Presence of one primary school and availability of commercial electricity; and
• Absence of an automatic telephone exchange.130
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Figure 20 reproduces a table from the New Models report, which extensively summarises aspects of US/UA arrangements in South American 
countries, including funding and institutional arrangements.

Figure 20: Summary of USO arrangements in South America (New Models)131

Country Fund name Enabling 
legislation

Est. How funded By whom and how administered Program 
definition/

Disbursement 
method

Project 
types

Telecom 
regulator

Other Nature of adm. How adm. is 
financed

Argentina Fondo 
Fiduciario del 

Servicio 
Universal 
(FFSU)

Reglemento 
General 
Servicio 

Universal 
(RGSU) = 

Decree 
764/2000

Not 
constituted

1% of 
operators’ net 
income net of 

taxes with 
possibility of 
‘pay or play’

Administration 
Council with its 

chairperson 
appointed by 

Ministry of 
Economy

Not 
determined

List of projects 
to be 

established 
biannually/ 
Minimum 
subsidy

Public long 
distance 

telephones 
in areas 
without 

service; local 
public 

telephones; 
handicapped
; education; 

health; 
cultural 

projects; etc.

Bolivia Fondo 
Nacional de 
Desarrollo 
Regional 

Art.28 Ley
Telecom.

2002* Frequency 
license fees, 

fines and 
other

Director de 
Telecommun-

icasiones

Government 
department

Government 
budget

Programa 
Pronter for 
municipal 

governments
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Country Fund name Enabling 
legislation

Est. How funded By whom and how administered Program 
definition/

Disbursement 
method

Project 
types

Telecom 
regulator

Other Nature of adm. How adm. is 
financed

(FNDR)

Brazil Fundo de 
Universaliza 

cao do 
Servicio de 

Telecommun-
icacoes 
(FUST)

Lei 9.998 
(LGT) of 

17.08.2000 
regulated by 
Decree 3.624 
of 5.10.2000

2000 1% of (private 
and public) 
operators’ 

gross 
operating 

revenues less 
taxes, social 
security and 

other 
contributions

Anatel Ministry of 
communications 
defines policy, 
direction and 
pririorities of 
FUST and 

defines 
programs and 

projects; Anatel 
implements 
projects and 

proposes 
program to 

Ministry

Budget of 
Anatel

No FUST 
funds have so 

far been 
disbursed

Local 
communicati

ons and 
other civil 

and military 
telecom. And 

for health 
and 

education

Chile FDT Ley 18.168 
Ley 19.724

DS 353

1995 National 
Treasury

Subtel Consejo de 
Administracion 

de las 
Telecommun-

icaciones

Budget of 
Subtel

Minimum 
subsidy

Payphones 
Telecenters
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Country Fund name Enabling 
legislation

Est. How funded By whom and how administered Program 
definition/

Disbursement 
method

Project 
types

Telecom 
regulator

Other Nature of adm. How adm. is 
financed

Colombia FCM Ley 142/94
(Literal 74.3)

1994 % of net 
revenues 
from fixed 
telephone, 

VAS, 
trunking, etc., 

4% of net 
postal 

revenues and 
5% of gross 
revenues of 
national and 
international 
long distance 
and cellular 

mobile 
services

A director who 
is a civil servant 
in the Ministry of 
Communication

s

Budget of 
Ministry of 

Communicati
ons

Compartel Conpes 3032
de 1999

1999 from FCM Compartel, 
independent 
entity within 
Ministry of 

Communication
s

A manager 
appointed by 
the Ministry of 

Communication
s and FONADE

Budget of 
Ministry of 

Communicati
ons

Program 
defined by 

Conpes (top 
down)/

Minimum 
subsidy

Payphones
Telecentres

Costa Rica None Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable N/A Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not 
applicable
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Country Fund name Enabling 
legislation

Est. How funded By whom and how administered Program 
definition/

Disbursement 
method

Project 
types

Telecom 
regulator

Other Nature of adm. How adm. is 
financed

Cuba None Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable N/A Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not
applicable

Ecuador FODETEL CONATEL 
Res. 380-17 
of 05.09.00

2000 1% of all 
operators’ 

annual billed 
and received 

revenues

SENATEL Administrative 
Council

Out of the 
fund

Plan 
established by 
FODETEL/with 

and without 
tenders

Community 
telecenters 

and 
residential 
projects in 
rural and 
poor peri-

urban areas

El Salvador FINET Decree 960 of 
1997

1997 98% of 
telecommunic

ations and 
electricity  

concession; 
spectrum 

license fees; 
fines

Out of Fund; 
cannot 

exceed 10% 
of subsidies 

and 
investments 

of Fund

FINET

Guatemala FONDETEL Ley General 
de 

Telecommuni
caciones, 

1996

1997 70% of 
spectrum 

license fees 
until 2003

Ministry of 
Infrastructure, 

Communication
s & Housing

Budget of 
Ministry

Ministry 
(FONDETEL) / 

min subsidy
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Country Fund name Enabling 
legislation

Est. How funded By whom and how administered Program 
definition/

Disbursement 
method

Project 
types

Telecom 
regulator

Other Nature of adm. How adm. is 
financed

Honduras none not applicable not applicable not applicable not 
applicable

not applicable not applicable not applicable not applicable not 
applicable

Mexico FCST Art.50 y 51 
Ley Federal 
de Telecom

2002 National 
Treasurey

Comité Técnico 
del Fondo de 

Cobertura 
Social

Committee 
representing 

various
ministries

Secretaria de 
Comunicacion

es y 
Transporte

Technical 
Committee/Min
imum subsisdy

Nicaragua FITEL Decreto 84-
2003; 

Reglamento 
de la Ley 

Orgánica de 
TELCOR 
(07.12.04)

2004 20% of 
TELCOR’s 

budget

TELCOR Reports to 
Director 

General of 
TELCOR but is 
independently 

run with its own 
budget and 
accounts

Budget of 
TELCOR

Projects are 
proposed by 

anyone 
(community, 

NGOs, 
operators, 

local 
governments, 
etc.). FITEL 

evaluates and 
decides.

Promote 
private 
sector 

participation 
in universal 

access 
projects.

Panama none not applicable not applicable not applicable not 
applicable

not applicable not applicable not applicable not applicable not 
applicable

Paraguay FSU Ley 642/95 de 
Telecom

1999 40% of 
operators’ 

commercial 
operating 

CONATE
L 

(FODETE
L)

Administration 
Council of 
FODETEL

CONATEL’s 
budget

FODETEL / 
auction and 
CONATEL 
decision

Telecoms 
projects in 
rural and 
marginal 
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Country Fund name Enabling 
legislation

Est. How funded By whom and how administered Program 
definition/

Disbursement 
method

Project 
types

Telecom 
regulator

Other Nature of adm. How adm. is 
financed

taxes urban areas

Peru FITEL Ley de 
Telecomunica

ciones de 
1993

2000 1% of all 
operators’ 

gross billed 
and received 

incomes; 
Other 

possible 
sources

OSIPTEL OSIPTEL’s 
budget

FITEL/minimu
m subsidy and 

directly 
awarded for 
pilot projects

Payphones 
Community 

access 
projects Pilot 

projects

Republica 
Dominicana

FDT Ley 153-98 1998 2% of 
operators’ 

bills

INDOTEL Executive 
Council of 
INDOTEL

INDOTEL’s 
budget

Proposed 
projects

Uruguay none not applicable not applicable not applicable not 
applicable

not applicable not applicable not applicable not applicable not 
applicable

Venezuela FSU Ley Orgánica 
de 

Telecomunica
ciones Ley 
36.970 de 
12.06.00 
(Art.54)

2000 All licensed 
telecommunic

ations 
operators 

must 
contribute 1% 
of their gross 
incomes to 
the Fund

Junta de 
Evaluacion y 

Seguimiento de 
Proyectos

Council headed 
by the Director 

general of 
Conatel and 

with 
representatives 

of various 
ministries and 
the operators.

Out of 
resources of 

the FSU

CONATEL; 
min. subsidy 

tender

Telecenters 
Projects of a 
socioecono
mic nature.
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ENDNOTES TO
PART C FUTURE OF COMMUNITY SERVICES

  
1 Further concessions are allowed with respect to Smaller Centre roll-out requirements. Thus, 

condition 7 states: “If a carrier considers it impracticable or inappropriate for technical or other 
reasons, to locate a base station facility within or adjacent to any particular locality specified in 
Schedule 4, it may, with the consent of the Commission (which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld), nominate an alternative location for a facility to service either that locality or another 
locality within the same province as the locally specified in Schedule 4. The carrier will satisfy the 
requirements of condition 6 if it provides network coverage to the required standard in that 
alternative locality and the overall number of localities to which it is required to provide network 
coverage under condition 6 is not less than the number of localities specified in Schedule 4.”

2 The concept of universal access is focused on the availability of network facilities and services to 
citizens and institutions within a given community.  The concept of universal service is focused on 
the delivery of services, which implies that services are both accessible and affordable with no 
practical impediments to subscription and usage.

3 T. Pullar-Strecker, ‘Joyce starts fibre talks’, The Dominion Post, 15 December 2008.  Available at 
http://www.stuff.co.nz/4793462a26513.html.

4 To be clear, throughout this summary, references to Nigerian targets are to proposed targets 
outlined in a 2006 Nigerian Universal Service Provision Fund (USPF) Non-Binding Consultative 
document.

5 This is the most recent discussion of these issues publicly available.
6 Intelecon are telecommunications and Internet strategy consultants, specialising in emerging 

markets and developing countries, as well as rural telecommunications. See 
http://www.inteleconresearch.com/pages/home.html. 

7 Submission of Telikom, 8 December 2008, p. 7.
8 Submission of ICCC, 28 October 2008, p. 29; and Submission of PANGTEL, 25 November 2008 p. 

8.
9 Submission of PANGTEL, 25 November 2008, p. 4.
10 Submission of PANGTEL, 25 November 2008, p. 9.
11 Submission of Telikom, 8 December 2008, p. 7.
12 Submission of PANGTEL, 25 November 2008 , p. 9.
13 Letter from Papua New Guinea Chamber of Commerce and Industry to Freehills, 14 October 2007. 

Other parties have commented more generally, on both the appropriate approach to universal 
access, as well as the desirability of such a regime. Thus, the Institute of National Affairs believes 
that community service obligations “should be applied fairly” (see Letter from the Institute of 
National Affairs to Freehills regarding ICT Policy, dated 15 October 2008). The National Fisheries 
Authority notes that the development of a UAS “must be encouraged for the convenience of 
travellers and visitors to PNG. This is vital for tourism development” (see Letter from the National 
Fisheries Authority to the Department of Communications and Information regarding National ICT 
Policy – Phase 2 Consultation, dated 28 October 2008).

14 Submission of Department of Treasury, 2008, p. 8.
15 Submission of Department of Treasury, 2008, p. 9.
16 ICCC, National ICT Policy Phase II Consultation Submission, 28 October 2008, p. 30.
17 ICCC, National ICT Policy Phase II Consultation Submission, 28 October 2008, p. 31.
18 ICCC, National ICT Policy Phase II Consultation Submission, 28 October 2008, p. 31.
19 ICCC, National ICT Policy Phase II Consultation Submission, 28 October 2008, p. 30.
20 Submission of PANGTEL, 25 November 2008 , p. 10.

www.stuff.co.nz/4793462a26513.html.
www.inteleconresearch.com/pages/home.html.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/4793462a26513.html.
http://www.inteleconresearch.com/pages/home.html.
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21 Submission of PANGTEL, 25 November 2008 , p. 10 – 11.
22 Submission of Telikom, 8 December 2008, p. 8.
23 Submission of Department of Treasury, 2008, p. 7.
24 Submission of Department of Treasury, 2008, p. 7.
25 PNG National Working Group on Removing Impediments to Business, Subcommittee on Import 

and Export Monitoring, Letter to Department of Communication and Information regarding the 
Review of the National ICT Policy 2008, 15 October 2008.

26 ICCC, National ICT Policy Phase II Consultation Submission, 28 October 2008, p. 5.
27 Submission of PANGTEL, 25 November 2008, p. 12; see also p. 9.
28 Submission of Department of Treasury, 2008, p. 7.
29 World Bank Presentation, Rural Telecommunications Strategy for PNG.
30 Submission of Department of Treasury, 2008, 6-7.
31 Stern, P.  and D. Townsend 2006, New Models for Universal Access to Telecommunications 

Services in Latin America, p. vii-viii.
32 Ref World Bank/IceGate Report
33 For those tables pertaining to US/UA targets, the information presented may pertain to US/UA 

targets adopted some time ago. These are nonetheless informative for the purpose of the current 
exercise, given that PNG’s market may be immature, even compared with many so-called 
developing countries.

34 Throughout this summary, references to Nigerian targets are to proposed targets outlined in a 2006 
Nigerian Universal Service Provision Fund (USPF) Non-Binding Consultative document. Similarly, 
referenced Kenyan and Zambian targets are also proposed or planned targets.

35 Intelecon, Universal Access and Universal Service Funds: insights and experience of international 
best practice, July 2005, 13.

36 Ibid. 
37 T. Pullar-Strecker, ‘Joyce starts fibre talks’, The Dominion Post, 15 December 2008.  Available at 

http://www.stuff.co.nz/4793462a26513.html.
38 Nigerian Universal Service Provision Fund (USPF), ‘Background and Preliminary 

Recommendations for the USPF Strategic Plan and for the USPF Operating Plan’, Non-Binding 
Consultative Paper 1, 2006, 3.

39 Ibid, 10.
40 Ibid, 13-14.
41 Unless otherwise noted, the discussion that follows is sourced directly from the UCC website’s 

description of the Rural Communications Development Fund.
42 Uganda Communications Commission, http://www.ucc.co.ug/.
43 For example, the World Bank. See Uganda Communications Commission (UCC), ‘Regulation of the 

Communication Sector – Case of Uganda’, presented by P. Mwesigwa at the Comesa High Level 
ICT Policy Forum, Kigali, Rwanda, 1 September 2004, Slide 11.

44 Uganda Communications Commission, http://www.ucc.co.ug/.
45 J. Navas-Sabater and M. Ampah, ‘Output-based aid in Uganda: Bringing Communication Services 

to Rural Areas’, March 2007. Note that the law allows the levy to be up to 2.5 per cent of operators’ 
gross revenues (excluding sale of equipment), although in 2000 the communications minister chose 
to set it at 1 per cent of gross revenues.

46 For example, the World Bank. See Uganda Communications Commission (UCC), ‘Regulation of the 
Communication Sector – Case of Uganda’, presented by P. Mwesigwa at the Comesa High Level 
ICT Policy Forum, Kigali, Rwanda, 1 September 2004, Slide 11.

47 The ‘arm’s length’ relationship is noted by the UCC and made clear by J. Navas-Sabater and M. 
Ampah, ‘Output-based aid in Uganda: Bringing Communication Services to Rural Areas’, March 
2007.

48 Uganda Communications Commission, http://www.ucc.co.ug/.

www.stuff.co.nz/4793462a26513.html.
www.ucc.co.ug/.
www.ucc.co.ug/.
www.ucc.co.ug/.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/4793462a26513.html.
http://www.ucc.co.ug/.
http://www.ucc.co.ug/.
http://www.ucc.co.ug/.
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49 The discussion that follows is sourced from J. Navas-Sabater and M. Ampah, ‘Output-based aid in 

Uganda: Bringing Communication Services to Rural Areas’, March 2007. 
50 J. Navas-Sabater and M. Ampah, ‘Output-based aid in Uganda: Bringing Communication Services 

to Rural Areas’, March 2007, Note 15.
51 ‘Africa in the Age of Information Technology: Building Blocks for Communications’, Africa Recovery, 

December 1999, 17-18.
52 B. Wellenius, ‘Extending Telecommunications beyond the Market: Toward universal service in 

competitive environments’, Note No. 206, Public Policy for the Private Sector, March 2000, 2; and 
P. Benjamin and M. Dahms, ‘Background paper on Universal Service and Universal Access issues’, 
Telia Telecommunications in Society 1999 Seminar, Sweden, June 1999, 15.

53 ‘Africa in the Age of Information Technology: Building Blocks for Communications’, Africa Recovery, 
December 1999, 17.

54 P. Benjamin and M. Dahms, ‘Background paper on Universal Service and Universal Access issues’, 
Telia Telecommunications in Society 1999 Seminar, Sweden, June 1999, 1; and UNCTAD, 
‘Universal Access (UA) to Services: UNCTAD Expert Meeting’, presentation by L. Puri, Director, 
Division on International Trade in Goods and Services and Commodities, 14 November 2006.

55 ITU, Telecommunications Regulation Handbook, World Bank, New York, 2000, Module 6, 6-20.
56 Communications Commission Of Kenya (CCK) ‘Universal Access in Kenya, presented by K. Alex 

(CCK)’ at Workshop On Universal Access, Nairobi, 1 March 2005, slide 4; ITU, 
Telecommunications Regulation Handbook, World Bank, New York, 2000, Module 6, , 6-11.

57 Communications Commission Of Kenya (CCK) ‘Universal Access in Kenya, presented by K. Alex 
(CCK)’ at Workshop On Universal Access, Nairobi, 1 March 2005, Slide 4.

58 UNCTAD, ‘Universal Access (UA) to Services: UNCTAD Expert Meeting’, presentation by L. Puri, 
Director, Division on International Trade in Goods and Services and Commodities, 14 November 
2006, Slide 14.

59 ITU, Telecommunications Regulation Handbook, World Bank, New York, 2000, Module 6, 6-11.
60 Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Agency (RURA), presentation at workshop on Universal Access, 1-4 

March, 2005, Nairobi, Kenya, Slides 12 and 13.
61 Turnkey Consortium, ‘Universal Service Agency: Impact Document’, Final Version, July 2005, 

submitted to South African Universal Service Agency ( USA) by AQB LLC on behalf of the Turnkey 
Consortium, 29 – 30; ‘Africa in the Age of Information Technology: Building Blocks for 
Communications’, Africa Recovery, December 1999, 17

62 Turnkey Consortium, ‘Universal Service Agency: Impact Document’, Final Version, July 2005, 
submitted to South African Universal Service Agency ( USA) by AQB LLC on behalf of the Turnkey 
Consortium, 42 - 43.

63 C. Lewis, ‘Universal Access in South Africa’, presented at Workshop On Universal Access, 
University of the Witwatersrand, Nairobi, 1 March 2005, Slide 9; consistent with objectives outlined 
in ITU, Telecommunications Regulation Handbook, World Bank, New York, 2000, Module 6, 6-20.

64 Tanzania Ministry of Communications and Transport, National Telecommunications Policy, October 
1997, 3.

65 ‘The Challenge of Universal Access: Zambia’ presented at Workshop On Universal Access, 1 
March, 2005, Nairobi, Kenya, Slide 12.

66 Ibid, Slide 17.
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid. 
69 University of Strathclyde and Cameroon Telecommunications Regulatory Board, ‘Funding Universal 

Access in Cameroon’, presented by J. Marie Noah, at the Universal Access Workshop, Nairobi, 
Kenya, 2005.

70 Communications Commission Of Kenya (CCK) ‘Universal Access in Kenya, presented by K. Alex 
(CCK)’ at Workshop On Universal Access, Nairobi, 1 March 2005.

71 Uganda Communications Commission, http://www.ucc.co.ug/.
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(CCK)’ at Workshop On Universal Access, Nairobi, 1 March 2005.
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74 Ibid. 
75 Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Agency (RURA), presentation at workshop on Universal Access, 

Nairobi, Kenya, 1-4 March 2005.
76 ‘The Challenge of Universal Access: Zambia’ presented at Workshop On Universal Access, Nairobi, 

Kenya, 1 March 2005.
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decisions, and the Director of MCMC reports directly to the Minister (PUSTRAM, 2007, p. IV-17).
78 Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission, ‘Protection of Consumer Rights and 

Convergence: The Experience of Malaysia’, presented by S. Abdul Aziz, 2005, Slide 45.
79 Unless otherwise noted, the following discussion is drawn from the MCMC, Universal Service 

Provision Annual Report 2006, 2006.
80 Amended USP Regulations 2003, 3 - 4.
81 Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission, ‘Protection of Consumer Rights and 

Convergence: The Experience of Malaysia’, presented by S. Abdul Aziz, 2005, Slide 44.
82 MCMC, Universal Service Provision Annual Report 2006, 2006, 11 – 13.
83 Ibid, 13 – 15.
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Telecommunications.
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http://www.dot.gov.in/ntp/ntp1999.htm.
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1 INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Two telecommunications regulators have oversight of the ICT sector in PNG:

• the ICCC, which has general economic powers (to regulate consumer 
protection and competition), ICT specific regulatory powers (primarily through its 
licensing functions) and oversight as principal regulator of the 
Telecommunications Act; and 

• PANGTEL, which regulates the allocation and assignment of radio spectrum 
and is the ‘technical regulator’ under the Radio Spectrum Act and the 
Telecommunications Act.

Under the terms of NEC Decision NG 21/2008, the Minister is to undertake a review of 
regulatory structures and processes and to report to the NEC with recommendations on 
any appropriate amendments aimed at securing more efficient regulatory arrangements.

Specifically, this review is to include the regulatory mandate given to each of the ICT 
Regulators and to have regard to:

1 the desirability of a distinction between:

• the policy making function of the Government; and 

• the implementation of those rules by independent regulators operating 
with transparent regulatory processes and appropriate levels of regulator 
accountability; 

2 clarification of areas of potential overlap between the ICT Regulators; and

3 the ICCC’s continued role and powers in respect of issuing, varying and revoking 
telecommunications licences.

This Chapter 6 sets out the outcome of that review. This Chapter is structured as follows:

1 Sections 2 and 3 of this Chapter identify the current legislative and regulatory 
regime (as it applies to both the ICCC and PANGTEL) and examines:

• each of the ICT Regulator’s objectives, institutional framework 
(management structure and staff), powers and functions and evidence of 
the attributes of accountability and transparency; and

• the mechanisms available to the ICT Regulators for monitoring and 
enforcing obligations.

2 Section 4 of this Chapter looks to isolate the key features which make for an
effective regulator based on international best practice in the design of 
telecommunications institutional arrangements.

3 Section 5 of this Chapter identifies the key issues and concerns that have arisen in 
PNG regarding the current institutional arrangements, such issues and concerns 
underpinning the NEC’s request for the current regulator review.

4 Section 6 of this Chapter adapts and applies the lessons from international best 
practice to the unique context of PNG in order to address the key issues and 
concerns.

5 Section 7 summarises the resulting recommendations for the Minister.

The Government’s review of the ICCC and PANGTEL’s mandate and functions now 
requires consideration of: 
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• the characteristics of each institutional body (as a regulator’s mandate and 
functions are not performed in an institutional vacuum);

• the ICT Regulators’ functions and powers, including areas of overlap;

• the nature of the enforcement powers and whether appropriate levels of 
transparency and accountability exist; and

• the desirability of vesting all ICT functions in the ICCC, PANGTEL or another 
institutional body.

2 INDEPENDENT CONSUMER AND COMPETITION 
COMMISSION

2.1 ICCC OBJECTIVES

The ICCC was established in 2002 pursuant to the ICCC Act with the primary objectives 
of:1

• enhancing the welfare of the people of PNG through the promotion of 
competition, fair trading and the protection of consumers’ interests; 

• promoting economic efficiency in industry structure, investment and conduct; 
and

• protecting the long term interests of the people of PNG with regard to the price,
quality and reliability of significant goods and services.

The ICCC Act also contains a list of facilitating objectives that the ICCC will have regard 
to in seeking to achieve its primary objectives, namely:2

• promoting and protecting the bona fide interests of consumers with regard to 
the price, quality and reliability of goods and services;

• ensuring that users and consumers (including low-income or vulnerable 
consumers) benefit from competition and efficiency;

• facilitating effective competition and promote competitive market conduct;

• preventing the misuse of market power;

• promoting and encouraging the efficient operation of industries and efficient 
investment in industries;

• ensuring that regulatory decision making has regard to any applicable health,
safety, environmental and social legislation; and

• promoting and encouraging fair trading practices and a fair market.

Under the Telecommunications Industry Act 2002 the ICCC was transferred many
telecommunications regulatory functions which previously resided in PANGTEL. This 
was, inter alia, in response to Government Policy to centralise the regulation of certain 
industries in light of the prevailing privatisation objectives. 

At the time the ICCC was considered best placed (both in terms of competency and 
independence) to become the primary regulator in the telecommunications sector,3 and 
thus it is also guided by the general objectives of the Telecommunications Act which seek 
to:4

1 ensure that the standard telephone service is supplied:

• as efficiently and economically as practicable; 
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• commercially at performance standards and technical standards that 
reasonably meet the social, industrial and commercial needs of the PNG
community;

2 ensure that the carrier or carriers achieve high levels of accountability and 
responsiveness to customer and community needs;

3 achieve optimal rates of expansion and modernisation for PNG's 
telecommunications infrastructure and network;

4 create a regulatory environment for the supply of telecommunications services 
which promotes fair and efficient market conduct; and

5 promote the development of PNG's telecommunications capabilities, industries and 
skills, for use in PNG and overseas. 

The ICCC’s ‘mission’, as set out in its Corporate Plan and Priorities 2008 – 2010
document, is to enhance the welfare of the people of PNG through:5

• encouraging fair trade and protecting consumers;

• promoting a competitive and informed market;

• regulating declared goods and services and declared industries where 
competition is restricted; and

• developing the agency to ensure efficient use of resources.

The ICCC Corporate Plan does not contain any ICT sector specific policy objectives.

2.2 ICCC STRUCTURE AND GOVERNANCE

2.2.1 Commission structure

The ICCC consists of 1 Commissioner (full-time) and 2 Associate Commissioners (either 
full-time or part-time).6 At the date of this report, the commission structure for the ICCC is 
as set out in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Commission structure of the ICCC

*Non-resident.

2.2.2 Appointment of Commission members

All members are appointed:
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• by reference to limited pre-determined appointment criteria (which includes 
considering the appointee’s personal characteristics and industry experience)
with at least one Associate Commissioner a non-resident;7

• by the Head of State, acting in accordance with the advice of the ICCC 
Appointments Committee, consisting of the Prime Minister, the Leader of the 
Opposition, the Minister responsible for Treasury (or, if such Minister is the 
Prime Minister, the Attorney General) and the Governor of the Central Bank;8

• on a staggered basis (by virtue of the first three members of the commission 
having been appointed for staggered terms);9 and

• for a 5 year term10 and on the terms and conditions (including remuneration) as 
determined by Parliament on the recommendation of the Salaries and 
Remuneration Commission.11

The terms and conditions on which a member is appointed may not be varied while that 
member is in office so as to become less favourable to that member.12

All members are eligible for reappointment.13

2.2.3 Managing conflicts of interest and achieving independence

A Commission member may not be actively engaged in politics or be politically aligned.14

Furthermore, a Commission member who has:15

• any direct or indirect pecuniary interest that he (sic) has or acquires in any 
business or body corporate in PNG or elsewhere; or

• any direct or indirect pecuniary interest in a matter being considered or about to 
be considered by the Commission,

must inform the Commission in writing of that interest and must not take part in any 
deliberation or decision concerning the matter in which the Commission member has an 
interest.

The Commission is not subject to direction or control by the Minister or any other person 
(although, importantly, the Commission must perform its functions in a manner consistent 
with Government Policy).16

2.2.4 Removal of members

A Commission member may be removed or suspended by the Court, on the application 
of the Minister on the advice of the NEC, for:17

• misconduct;

• incapacity to perform satisfactorily his (sic) functions; or

• material contravention of, or failure to comply with, the requirements of the 
ICCC Act or any other Act conferring functions on the Commission.

2.2.5 Meetings and decision making

The Commission shall meet as often as the business of the Commission requires but in 
any event at least once in every 2 months,18 and a meeting may be convened by any 
member of the Commission.19

With regard to procedural issues, the Commission shall cause minutes of its meetings to 
be recorded and kept,20 however the procedures of the Commission are as determined by 
the Commissioner prior to the first meeting of the Commission and may be amended as 
required from time to time.21

Decisions are made by a majority of votes of members present and voting. There is a 
quorum at meetings where 2 members, one of which is the non-resident associate 
member, are present.22
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2.3 ICCC STAFF AND FUNDING

2.3.1 Human resources

The Commission may engage such persons as it considers necessary on a full,
temporary or casual basis,23 subject to the Salaries and Conditions Monitoring Committee 
Act 1988 where relevant.24

As discussed in more detail below, the Commission may establish committees and may 
enter into agreements with other regulatory bodies or authorities to assist in carrying out 
its functions.25

Both the ICCC Act and the Telecommunications Act specifically contemplates the 
engagement of external consultants.26

When the ICCC was first established, it assumed staff from the Consumer Affairs Council 
and the Prices Controller.

2.3.2 Funding

The ICCC is able to receive public funding and is accountable for it in accordance with 
the Public Finances (Management) Act 1995.27

The ICCC receives annual licence fees pursuant to s19J of the Telecommunications Act 
and in accordance with the individual telecommunications licences. Annual licence fees 
are fixed from time to time by the Minister responsible for treasury matters at an amount 
which is deemed to be a ‘reasonable contribution’ towards administrative costs.

It also receives funding from fees or charges for any service rendered by it in 
performance of its functions or exercise of its powers under the Telecommunications Act,
including:28

• fees for publications made generally available by the ICCC;

• consultancy fees; and

• fees for the arbitration of access terms.

The ICCC Act provides that fees received by the ICCCC under any Act shall be retained 
for the purpose of funding its costs.29

2.4 ICT MANDATE, POWERS AND FUNCTIONS

The ICT-related mandate, powers and functions of the ICCC are set out in:

• the ICCC Act;

• the Telecommunications Act;

• Telikom’s regulatory contract; and 

• the telecommunications licences on issue.
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These sources of mandate, powers and functions are illustrated in 

Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Source of mandate, powers and functions of the ICCC

2.4.1 Key sources of ICCC powers and functions

(a) ICCC Act

The ICCC has a range of ICT, consumer protection and cross-sector competition related 
functions under the ICCC Act including:30

• performing functions relating to the administration of price regulation, regulatory 
contracts, licensing, industry regulation and other matters as conferred on the 
ICCC by or under the ICCC Act or any other Act, including, without limitation, in 
relation to issuing, administering and enforcing regulatory contracts under Part 
III of the Act;

• promoting and protecting the bona fide interests of consumers and businesses 
in relation to the acquisition and supply of goods and services;

• making available information in relation to matters affecting the interests of
consumers and businesses, including information with respect to the rights and 
obligations of persons under PNG laws that are designed to protect the 
interests of consumers;

• investigating complaints concerning matters affecting or likely to affect the bona 
fide interests of consumers and businesses in relation to the acquisition of 
goods and services and to enforce compliance with laws relating to such 
matters;

• promoting and protecting competition in the market and to enforce compliance 
with laws relating to market conduct and behaviour in PNG in accordance with 
Part IV of the Act;

• monitoring the operation of, and reviewing from time to time, codes and rules 
relating to the conduct or operation of regulated entities;
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• advising and making recommendations to the Minister in relation to any matter 
referred to the ICCC by the Minister; and 

• any other matter connected with the ICCC Act or with respect to any matter 
connected to any other Act which confers functions on the ICCC.

The powers that relate to regulatory contracts, the regulation of regulated entities or 
industries and the ability to develop codes may (depending on application) directly impact 
on the ICT sector. 

(b) Telecommunications Act

The ICCC is the principal regulatory agency in relation to the operation of the 
Telecommunications Act (with the exception of technical regulation which is performed by 
PANGTEL).31 The Telecommunications Act contemplates exclusive functions, common 
functions and ‘concurrent functions’.

The ICCC’s key exclusive functions under the Telecommunications Act include:32

• any functions that a regulatory contract issued under the ICCC Act, being a 
regulatory contract which relates to the telecommunications industry,
contemplates will be performed by the Commission for the purposes of that 
regulatory contract;

• providing economic monitoring, control, inspection and regulation of the 
telecommunications industry;

• overseeing the fulfilment by licensees of their obligations under any enactment 
and their compliance with any Commission directions;

• advising the Minister responsible for Telecommunications in the formulation of 
national policies in respect of the promotion, development and regulation of 
telecommunications and the telecommunications industry;

• developing and approving guidelines for carriers and other licensees for the 
purpose of keeping of accounts and cost allocation manuals;

• developing and monitoring a system for reviewing and responding to complaints 
by consumers in relation to telecommunications services;

• determining Codes of Practice for telecommunications carriers and licensees;

• monitoring access agreements and assisting in the resolution of any disputes 
relating thereto;

• monitoring, and reporting on, charges paid by consumers;

• the licensing functions conferred by the Telecommunications Act; and

• performing such other functions as are assigned to the Commission under the 
Telecommunications Act or any other law.

In addition, the ICCC has functions which it shares with PANGTEL (common functions) 
and functions which it must perform in consultation with PANGTEL (consultation 
functions). Section 19D of the Telecommunications Act specifies further that where the 
ICCC and PANGTEL are given ‘concurrent functions’ under the Act, such functions shall 
be carried out in consultation with each other. It is ambiguous on the face of the 
legislation whether the common functions and consultation functions are intended to be 
‘concurrent functions’ for the purposes of the Telecommunications Act. 

In consultation, neither the ICCC nor PANGTEL could confirm which functions were 
‘concurrent’.

Importantly, if there is a difference of opinion between the ICCC and PANGTEL in relation 
to the exercise of ‘concurrent functions’, the ICCC’s view prevails.33

Common functions include:34

• implementing Government Policy as notified to it in accordance with section 19I;
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• consulting, where appropriate, commercial, industrial and consumer 
organisations about any matter relating to the supply of telecommunications; 
and

• ensuring that the Telecommunications Act is implemented with due regard to 
public interest.

Consultation functions include:35

• establishing performance standards for any carrier and monitoring compliance 
with those standards;

• reporting to the Parliament on the performance of any carrier (including the 
quality of consumer service);

• determining Codes of Practice on technical telecommunications matters;

• acting as the duly appointed representative of the State at all international 
bodies or authorities which have the purpose of regulating or administering 
telecommunications services;

• monitoring the use of telecommunications services on any ship or aircraft; and

• developing and monitoring a numbering plan for PNG.

The ICCC also has a general power to do all things necessary or convenient to be done 
in relation to its functions under the Telecommunications Act and the ICCC Act.36

The ICCC must exercise its powers consistently with the requirements of a regulatory 
contract,37 and its functions in a manner consistent with Government Policy38 and PNG's 
obligations under any convention.39

2.4.2 Analysis of ICCC powers and functions

In the course of consultation, the following powers and functions were the subject of 
particular attention.

(a) Licensing
General telecommunications licensing powers vest with the ICCC. The ICCC has powers 
to issue telecommunications licences, suspend or revoke a licence, approve the transfer 
of a licence, impose conditions on a licence and issue/vary a class licence.40 The ICCC 
may also renew a licence41 or direct a carrier to recommence services.42

There are a number of limitations on these licensing powers, for example:

• an application for a licence must be refused if it would not be in accordance with 
the Telecommunications Act, Government Policy, a Regulatory Contract or any 
licence currently in force;43

• the issue of a licence must be consistent with any relevant Regulatory 
Contract;44

• the transfer of a licence must be consistent with Government Policy;45 and 

• licence conditions must be consistent with Government Policy, the 
Telecommunications Act and any relevant Regulatory Contract.46

Further licensing powers and responsibilities of the ICCC include:

• maintaining a register of private network services in respect of each class 
licence it has issued47 with the power to declare that services are unlicensed;48

• collecting information from licensees and, in some instances, disclosing such 
information to carriers, PANGTEL or other persons;49 and

• oversight of cable television service licences, including the power to issue, vary 
or cancel licences and the responsibility to maintain a register of cable 
television service licences.50
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A more complete analysis of the ICCC’s licensing functions is set out in Chapter 1 to this 
report.

(b) Power to make codes/standards
The ICCC has a broad power to determine Codes of Practice to be followed by carriers in 
the course of their operations,51 including (without limitation) an Interconnection Code of 
Practice.52

In making a Code of Practice, the ICCC must ensure that it is consistent with the 
provisions of a telecommunications licence53 and, at least one month prior to determining 
any Code of Practice, shall consult all carriers and other persons who may have an 
interest in the development of that Code.54

The ICCC is also granted a broad power to make, vary or revoke codes or rules relating 
to the conduct or operations of a participant in a regulated industry.55 There is a 
requirement that any codes or rules be consistent with the terms of a regulatory 
contract.56

Licensees are required to comply with any relevant code determined by the ICCC.57

By way of example, on 17 November 2006 the ICCC issued its Interconnection Code 
pursuant to its powers in the Telecommunications Act and ICCC Act.

Pursuant to the ICCC Act, the ICCC will review its codes and rules with a view to 
ensuring their continued relevance and effectiveness.58 The ICCC has stated that it will 
review the ICCC Interconnection Code after 17 November 2009.59

(c) Access, interconnection and consumer pricing
The ICCC has a key role in the arbitration of access terms. Where either or both carriers 
cannot agree on terms or conditions of an access agreement or a variation to an access 
agreement they can, in writing, submit the matter to the ICCC for arbitration and the ICCC 
must promptly take all steps necessary to determine the matter.60 The ICCC has the 
power to issue a determination, issue an interim determination or vary an interim 
determination.61 A determination is taken to be an access agreement between the 
carriers who were the subject of the determination.62

The ICCC Interconnection Code also provides a mechanism for arbitration of access 
terms for unlicensed access seekers and any determination operates as if it were made 
under the Telecommunications Act in relation to a licensed carrier.63

The ICCC’s interconnection and access related functions include monitoring access 
agreements and assisting in the resolution of any disputes,64 determining the content of 
access agreements,65 attending access negotiations (at the request of parties),66

arbitrating access terms and registering access agreements where they comply with 
charging principles and the Telecommunications Act.67

The ICCC has the power to determine access charging principles but only where such 
principles are not set out in the regulatory contract or licence.68 In determining the 
charges for access and interconnection the ICCC must consider a range of factors set out 
in the relevant regulatory contract, licences and, arguably, the ICCC Interconnection 
Code.69 In the ICCC Interconnection Code the ICCC included new factors it would take 
into account, in addition to those stipulated in Telikom’s Regulatory Contract and the 
relevant licences. A legal uncertainty surrounds the question of whether the ICCC, by the 
ICCC Interconnection Code, can introduce new charging principles in this way.

The ICCC will not register an access agreement which does not comply with any 
charging principles then in force and the Telecommunications Act.70

The ICCC also has oversight of tariffs charged by carriers and may disallow, vary or 
revoke any tariffs.71
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(d) Regulatory contracts
The ICCC has the power to declare an entity to be a regulated entity72 and issue a 
regulatory contract in relation to a regulated entity.73

The ICCC has issued regulatory contracts in relation to telecommunications (with Telikom 
PNG Ltd), electricity (with PNG Power Ltd), harbours (with PNG Harbours Ltd),
compulsory third party motor vehicles insurance (with Motor Vehicles Insurance Limited) 
and postal services (with Post PNG Ltd).

The regulatory contract with Telikom, although a regulatory instrument, is drafted as a 
contract between Telikom and the ICCC. Accordingly, the functions of the ICCC 
contained within its terms apply in relation to Telikom only (note, however, that the 
legislative regime contemplates the primacy of regulatory contracts).

2.4.3 Delegation

In order to effectively perform its functions, the ICCC:

• has the power to delegate all or any of its powers to a member, officer,
committee or any other person;74

• may establish advisory committees to assist it in performing any of its functions 
under the Telecommunications Act (other than its arbitration powers under 
section 84 of the Telecommunications Act);75 and

• may establish joint advisory committees with PANGTEL.76

2.5 ICCC POWERS OF ENFORCEMENT 

Under the ICCC Act, the ICCC has a general power to do all things necessary or 
convenient to be done for, or in connection with, the performance of its functions under 
the ICCC Act.77 In addition, the ICCC may enter into agreements with other regulatory 
bodies (whether in PNG or overseas) for the purpose of assisting it carry out its 
functions.78 Any such agreement may deal with matters pertaining to joint investigative 
efforts, reciprocal enforcement regimes, joint prosecutions and information gathering.79

2.5.1 ICCC Act

The ICCC enforces its powers under the ICCC Act (in some cases with the assistance of 
the Court) via the following mechanisms:

• Compliance orders: the ICCC may make a written order requiring an entity to 
comply with a regulatory contract.80 Failure to comply with a written order may 
result in a fine and/or, if a person profits from a contravention, the ICCC may 
recover an amount equal to the profit. In addition, the ICCC may require a 
regulated entity which sells regulated goods to prepare and keep such 
accounting or other records as required. Failure to comply with any such order 
is an offence.81

• Declarations: the ICCC may make declarations under the ICCC Act with regard 
to unsafe goods or product recalls;82

• Exclusionary orders: the ICCC may apply to the Court for an order that a 
person be excluded from managing a body corporate for a period not exceeding 
5 years;83

• Pecuniary penalties: the ICCC may apply to the Court for the issuance of 
pecuniary penalties where a person has contravened certain sections of the 
ICCC Act;84

• Injunctive orders: the ICCC may apply to the Court for an injunctive order 
restraining a person from engaging in conduct that would constitute a breach of 
certain sections of the ICCC Act;85
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• Divesture orders: the ICCC may apply to the Court for an order that a person 
dispose of any assets or shares which have been acquired in breach the ICCC 
Act;86 and

• Prosecutions: the ICCC has a ‘catch all’ power to prosecute offences against 
the ICCC Act and may do so either summarily or under indictment.87

2.5.2 Telecommunications Act

The ICCC enforces its powers under the Telecommunications Act (in some cases with 
the assistance of the Court) via the following mechanisms:

• Notices: the ICCC may, by notice in writing to a carrier, disallow any tariff which 
does not comply with a provision of the Telecommunications Act or any code.88

Similarly the ICCC may, by notice in writing, direct a carrier to remedy a breach 
of a licence condition, or comply with a prescribed carrier obligation;89

• Cancellation: the ICCC may cancel a customer equipment permit where a 
holder has not complied with its terms or conditions;90

• Injunctions and declarations: where a licensee has engaged, or proposes to 
engage, in contravening conduct, the ICCC may apply to the National Court 
either for an injunction or declaration91 or, where the National Court is satisfied 
that the licensee has engaged in contravening conduct, for a pecuniary penalty 
on behalf of the State;92

• Suspension and revocation: the ICCC may suspend or revoke a licence.93

Further details regarding this process are set out in section 2.5.3 below;

• Cancellation: the ICCC may cancel a cable television service systems licence 
where a holder has not complied with its terms or conditions;94 and

• Prosecutions: the ICCC has a ‘catch all’ power to prosecute any crimes,
indictable offences or other offences against the Act, with the consent of the 
Public Prosecutor.95

2.5.3 ICCC licensing oversight

The ICCC’s licensing oversight jurisdiction arises under the Telecommunications Act. The 
ICCC has broad powers to declare licence conditions and may declare in writing that 
certain conditions will affect either:96

• all licences;

• all general telecommunications licences;

• all public mobile licences;

• all value added services licences; or 

• particular specified licences.

Declared licence conditions operate from the date of the declaration until the declaration 
is varied or revoked.97

(a) Suspension/revocation
The ICCC has the ability to suspend or revoke a licence where:98

• a holder has failed to comply with the Telecommunications Act or a condition of 
its licence;

• the holder is no longer an eligible corporation; or 

• at the holder’s request.

Prior to suspending or revoking a licence the ICCC is required to notify the holder and 
allow the holder to make submissions.99 There is no requirement for this information to be 
made publicly or for public submissions to be sought.
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When the ICCC suspends a licence, it may do so either for a specified period, until 
certain conditions are fulfilled or indefinitely until further order.100

(b) Power to take over operations
The ICCC also has the power to take over a carrier’s operations where it believes it is 
necessary to ensure an adequate supply of telecommunications services to customers.101

The ICCC may do so where:102

• a carrier contravenes a condition of its licence or a requirement under the 
Telecommunications Act; or 

• the carrier’s licence has ceased, or is about to cease, to be in force.

The Head of State, acting on ICCC advice, makes the order directing the ICCC to take 
over a carrier’s operations.103

Prior to taking over a carrier’s operations, the ICCC must give the carrier a reasonable 
opportunity to make written submissions giving reasons why the order should not be 
made.104

Where an order is made, the ICCC is required to appoint a suitable operator to take over 
the relevant operations on agreed terms and conditions.105

2.5.4 ICCC powers of investigation

(a) ICCC Act
The ICCC has a range of information gathering, investigative and inquiry powers under 
the ICCC Act including the power to:

• investigate complaints regarding market conduct;106

• investigate certain goods to determine whether the goods will or may cause 
injury to any person;107 and

• conduct an inquiry into any matter necessary or desirable for the purpose of 
carrying out its functions under the ICCC Act108 or as directed by the Minister.109

The ICCC’s information gathering powers may be exercised where the ICCC reasonably 
believes the information will assist it in connection with the performance of its functions.110

An ICCC officer may summon witnesses, take evidence on oath, require the production of 
documents, books or papers111 and require a person to provide information or answers to 
any questions put to them.112 Failure to provide any such information or answers is an 
offence.113

In addition to these powers, the ICCC may enter and search premises under warrant.114

An ICCC officer may:115

• inspect any documents, books or papers;

• inspect and take sample of stocks or goods; and

• make copies or abstracts of any such documents, books or papers.

Any person who prevents or attempts to prevent the ICCC from exercising these powers 
is guilty of an offence.116

In relation to the conduct of an inquiry, the ICCC may conduct an inquiry in any manner it 
considers appropriate.117 The ICCC is not bound by the rules of evidence and may (but 
need not) involve public hearings.118 The ICCC will deliver a copy of its final report on the 
inquiry to the Minister.119

(b) Telecommunications Act
The ICCC has a range of information gathering, investigative and inquiry powers under 
the Telecommunications Act including the power to:
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• investigate matters which may constitute a contravention of the tariff
provisions;120

• investigate matters which may constitute a contravention of a condition of a 
licence;121

• investigate matters which may constitute a contravention of a provision of a 
Code of Practice, including a Code of Practice in force under section 66;122

• investigate matters relating to the supply of, or a failure to supply, 
telecommunications services;123

• investigate the conduct of carriers or other licensees in relation to any of the 
ICCC’s functions under the Telecommunications Act;124 and

• conduct a public inquiry into any matter relating to the performance or exercise 
of any of the ICCC’s functions or powers under the Act, where the ICCC
considers it appropriate and practicable to do so.125

In relation to the conduct of investigations, the ICCC has a broad mandate to conduct 
investigations in such a manner as it thinks fit126 and to obtain information from such 
persons and make such inquiries as it sees fit.127

The ICCC is required to keep a register of its investigations which shall be open to public 
inspection.128 After concluding an investigation, the ICCC has discretion to prepare a 
report for the Minister.129

In relation to the conduct of an inquiry, there are a number of procedural requirements 
which the ICCC must comply with, including:130

• informing the public about the inquiry;

• issuing a discussion paper; and

• providing a reasonable opportunity for members of the public to make a written 
submission to the ICCC.

The ICCC has discretion to hold public hearings for the purposes of a public inquiry.131

2.5.5 Enforcement by the National Court

The ICCC, PANGTEL, carriers and licensees are required to prevent telecommunications 
networks and facilities from being used in or in relation to an offence against the laws of 
PNG.132

It is an offence for a licensee:

• to fail to maintain the confidentiality of messages which come to their 
knowledge in the course of their duties.133

It is an offence for a person to:

• knowingly or recklessly connect to a telecommunications network customer 
equipment where a permit is not in force;134

• sell/supply or offer to sell/supply customer equipment for which a permit is not in 
force;135

• knowingly/recklessly perform, erect or operate a cable television system without 
a licence;136

• establish a telecommunications network without a licence;137

• fraudulently or improperly use a telecommunications network;138

• damage, remove or tamper with any installation where they are intending to 
prevent or obstruct transmission or commit mischief;139

• illegally use a radio communications station or apparatus;140

• establish a pirate station;141 or
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• supply goods in connection to the making of unapproved radiocommunication 
transmission or reception or navigation, operation or maintenance of a vessel in 
connection with unapproved radiocommunication transmission.142

It is an offence for a person engaged in supplying a telecommunications service to:

• modify or interfere with the contents of a message sent by means of that 
network;143 or

• intercept a message or intentionally disclose the contents of a message.144

Where the National Court is satisfied that a licensee has contravened a Commission 
Determination, direction, licence condition or a Ministerial Determination the Court may 
order the licensee to pay the ICCC a pecuniary penalty.145

The ICCC may also apply to the National Court to recover a pecuniary penalty, either on 
behalf of the State or by itself.146 The ICCC may apply to the National Court for either 
pecuniary penalties for contravention of Restrictive Trade Practices provisions or an 
injunction.147

Both the ICCC and the Minister may apply to the National Court for an injunction or 
declaration in relation to contraventions of the Telecommunications Act.148

2.6 ICCC ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY

A number of checks and balances exist in order to ensure the ICCC exhibits the attributes 
of regulator accountability and transparency. Examples are summarised below.

2.6.1 Reporting

The ICCC must complete an annual performance and management report pursuant to 
section 63(2) of the Public Finance (Management) Act 1995.149 This report is audited by 
the Auditor General.

Furthermore, the ICCC:

• must prepare and submit to the Minister a report of any investigations made in 
response to certain types of complaint;150

• shall review, and report to the Parliament on, the development of competition 
within the telecommunications industry and carrier performance, within 12 
months of the conclusion of each calendar year;151 and

• shall deliver to the Minister a copy of the ICCC’s final report on any inquiry.152

2.6.2 Appeals processes

Further accountability is introduced by the statutory appeal processes.153 Under the 
Telecommunications Act, an application for review to the Appeals Panel may be 
commenced by the following parties in relation to the following specific ICCC decisions:154

• by an applicant for the issue or variation of the terms or conditions of a licence 
under Part VI, or for agreement to the transfer of a licence under section 59, or 
for review of the decision of the ICCC to refuse an application for the issue or 
variation of the terms or conditions of the licence or the transfer of the licence; 

• by a carrier for review of a decision of the ICCC under Part VI to suspend or 
revoke the carrier's licence or to vary the terms or conditions of the carrier's 
licence; 

• by a carrier to whom a direction has been given under the Telecommunications 
Act by the ICCC for review of the decision to give the direction; 

• by a carrier to which a regulatory contract applies of a decision of the ICCC to 
issue a licence under Part VI that the carrier believes is inconsistent with the 
requirements of section 55; 
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• by a carrier for review of a decision by the ICCC under Part XI; 

• by a carrier or other person who made representations under section 65H, for a 
review of the ICCC’s decision to vary a class licence under sections 65F or 65I; 

• by a person to whom a declaration has been given under section 65N by the 
ICCC, for a review of the decision to give the declaration; or

• by an applicant refused registration of a particular private network service under 
a class licence under sections 65K or 65L, for a review of that refusal.

Note, however, there are a number of procedural requirements regarding the application 
for, and conduct of, any such administrative review.155

An application for review by the Appeals Panel may also be commenced under the ICCC 
Act by the following parties in relation to the following ICCC decisions:156

• by a regulated entity or the Minister regarding declaration of an entity as a 
regulated entity;

• by a regulated entity or the Minister regarding declaration of regulated goods;

• by a regulated entity or the Minister regarding the terms and conditions of a 
regulatory contract made by the ICCC;

• by a regulated entity or the Minister for review of a decision or deemed decision 
of the ICCC under any regulatory contract applying to that entity; or

• by a regulated entity for review of a decision made by the ICCC in relation to 
enforcement of a regulatory contract.

The Minister may intervene, personally or by counsel or other representative, in a review 
by the Appeals Panel for the purpose of introducing evidence, or make submissions, on 
any question relevant to the public interest.157

2.6.3 Member accountability

ICCC members are accountable to the National Court in the performance of their duties. 
The National Court, acting on the advice of the Minister in accordance with the NEC, may 
remove or suspend a member of the ICCC due to misconduct, incapacity or material 
contravention of, or failure to comply with, the ICCC Act or any other relevant Act.158

2.6.4 Consultation

There are a number of specific provisions in the current regulatory regime that require 
public consultation. For example, the ICCC Act contains a number of procedural 
requirements associated with the issue of a regulatory contract including that the entity be 
invited to provide a draft contract and submissions to the ICCC and that the ICCC should 
provide the proposed regulatory contract and other documents to the Minister, the entity,
any other appropriate people and the public.159

The obligation to consult with carriers and other persons who have an interest, also exists 
when the ICCC develops a Code of Practice in accordance with Part VIA of the 
Telecommunications Act.160

There are, of course, other obligations to consult with PANGTEL (as referred to above).

2.6.5 Transparency of decision-making

Each decision made by the ICCC pursuant to Telikom’s Regulatory Contract, in addition 
to being provided to the Minister and Telikom, must be published in the National Gazette 
and a newspaper with national circulation.161 Reasons for the decisions are also to be 
made available for inspection and purchase by members of the public.162

The ICCC maintains a register of public notices on its website (www.iccc.gov.pg) and is 
required to keep specific registers of:

www.iccc.gov.pg
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• cable television service licences, and shall ensure that the register is open for 
public inspection;163

• access agreements i.e. a carrier which agrees an access agreement with 
another carrier shall submit the access agreement to the Commission for 
registration;164 and

• any investigations carried out under the Telecommunications Act.165 Where 
inquiries are conducted by the ICCC it is required to inform the public, issue a 
discussion paper and allow written submissions to be made.166 However, the 
ICCC has discretion whether or not to hold public hearings.167

The ICCC also maintains a public competition law register comprised of complaints 
regarding unfair trade practices, authorisations for mergers or other anti-competitive 
conduct, clearances for acquisitions and undertakings. The registers allow the public to 
view information about matters, submissions and ICCC determinations.

The ICCC must also conduct an inquiry into any matters that the Minister or Parliament 
refer to it for review.168 The Government directed the ICCC to review the General 
Insurance Industry (completed in March 2007), the PNG Coastal Shipping Industry 
(completed 16 February 2007) and the Tourism Sector (completed 20 September 
2006).169

3 PAPUA NEW GUINEA RADIOCOMMUNICATIONS AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNICAL AUTHORITY 

3.1 PANGTEL OBJECTIVES

PANGTEL was established on 1 January 1997 pursuant to the Telecommunications Act
as originally enacted in 1996.

The policy drivers for the creation of PANGTEL are set out in section 32 of the original 
Telecommunications Act 1996, the clear intention of which was to create a single 
telecommunications regulator with all functions necessary to regulate the industry 
including the provision of economic monitoring and regulation, establishing and regulating 
technical standards, all licensing functions (including issuance and enforcement) and 
managing ‘Rural Development Obligations’.170

As discussed above, however, the Telecommunications Industry Act 2002 stripped 
PANGTEL of its economic regulatory role (along with its general licensing powers and 
consumer facing regulatory functions) and PANGTEL’s policy objectives (as set out in 
section 32) were amended to reflect PANGTEL’s narrower mandate. Such functions were 
transferred to the (then, newly created) ICCC leaving PANGTEL with responsibility for 
technical aspects of the industry, such as spectrum assignment and equipment 
permits.171

PANGTEL’s internal policy objectives can be found in its current Mission Statement:172

“To ensure that the telecommunications industry plays an effective role in the 
Nation’s development, in particular, that the widest range of quality 
telecommunications services and products are provided by the Carriers and 
Suppliers in the most economically efficient manner possible to all people in 
Papua New Guinea at an affordable cost; and to ensure that the radio spectrum 
in PNG is efficiently managed, taking into account the interest of the nation, the 
industry, the users and the community as a whole.”
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3.2 PANGTEL BOARD AND GOVERNANCE 

3.2.1 Board structure

PANGTEL is a body corporate established under the Telecommunications Act.173 It 
operates through a Board consisting of a Chairman, a Chief Executive and three other 
members.174 At the date of this report, the Board structure for PANGTEL is as set out in 
Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Board structure for PANGTEL

3.2.2 Appointment of board members

All board members are appointed:

• by reference to limited pre-determined appointment criteria (i.e. age and 
experience in one or more specified industries);175

• by the Head of State, acting on advice after considering the recommendations 
by the Minister responsible for telecommunications;176 and

• for a term not exceeding 5 years177 (apart from the Chief Executive who must be 
appointed for a term no less than 3 years and not exceeding 5 years)178 and on 
the terms and conditions determined by the NEC, after considering 
recommendations of the Minister responsible for telecommunications.179

All members are eligible for reappointment.180

Unlike the ICCC, political allegiances (or political office) are not specifically identified as 
relevant criteria in appointments of members.

There are no provisions to stagger the appointment of board members (thus it is feasible 
for all board appointments to expiry simultaneously). In fact, PANGTEL was without a 
board for approximately 3 years from May 2005 (with a new board constituted in June 
2008) and was briefly without a Chief Executive. 

The following additional eligibility criteria apply to the Chief Executive only:181

• a person who holds any direct or indirect interests in a telecommunications 
business or corporate operating in PNG or is involved in the manufacturer or 
distributor of telecommunications equipment anywhere in the world is not 
eligible for appointment; however
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• if a person who holds such an interest is nonetheless appointed to the position 
of Chief Executive, he or she should dispose of that interest within 3 months of 
his or her appointment.

Similar eligibility restrictions do not apply to the other members of PANGTEL.

3.2.3 Conflicts of interest

In addition to the Chief Executive eligibility restrictions referred to above, a board member 
who has any direct or indirect pecuniary interest in a matter being considered by 
PANGTEL shall disclose that interest at a meeting of PANGTEL,182 and shall not be 
present during any deliberations or take part in any decision referring to that matter 
unless the Chairman otherwise determines.183

3.2.4 Removal of members

The Head of State, acting on the advice of the Minister may terminate the appointment of 
a member of PANGTEL where the member becomes permanently incapable of 
performing their duties, is absent from 3 consecutive PANGTEL meetings, engages in 
paid employment in conflict with the role, becomes bankrupt or is convicted of an offence 
under a law with a term of 1 year imprisonment or longer.184

3.2.5 Meetings and decision making

Board meetings are to take place as often as necessary to ensure the efficient 
performance of PANGTEL’s functions and at such times as PANGTEL determines.185 The 
Chairman may call a meeting at any time and shall do so where requested by two other 
members.186 During consultations with PANGTEL, PANGTEL confirmed that:

• general Board meetings are usually held once every quarter;

• extraordinary Board meetings are held to discuss any ‘pressing issues’; and

• the Chairman generally controls (with the members) when extraordinary Board 
meetings need to be convened.

At meetings, at least three members must be present to constitute a quorum with 
decisions made by a majority vote of those present and voting.187 A casting vote is given 
to the person presiding (either the Chairman or the member appointed to preside if the 
Chairman is absent).188

3.3 PANGTEL ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE AND STAFF

For internal management purposes, PANGTEL is managed through four departments. 
Each department, in turn, has a number of branches. The departmental structure of 
PANGTEL is summarised in

Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4: Departmental structure of PANGTEL189

3.3.1 Regulatory & External Affairs Department

The Regulatory and External Affairs Department (READ) has 3 branches:

1 Licensing and Business Relations Branch: Business relations and 
development, licensing, frequency assignment and terrestrial frequency 
coordination are all handled by the Licensing and Business Relations Branch. This 
branch is also responsible for all aspects of radio frequency licensing (including 
assignment, registration and clearance) and for the creation of licensing policies 
and procedures;

2 Satellite Resources Branch: The management of all aspects of PNG’s satellite 
orbit spectrum resources are undertaken by the READ’s Satellite Resources 
Branch; and 

3 International Affairs Branch: This Branch is the arm of the READ responsible for 
international affairs and is PANGTEL’s representative in the international forums 
generally. The International Affairs Branch is responsible for, amongst other things,
the implementation of international treaties and the promotion of development co-
operation.

3.3.2 Engineering & Standards Department

The Engineering and Standards Department (ESD) has 2 branches: 

1 Radiocommunications Branch: The Radiocommunications Branch of the ESD is 
responsible for the development and enforcement of a regulatory framework 
governing the technical standards associated with all radiocommunications 
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services (in consultation with industry and government bodies). It is responsible for 
the ‘effective and efficient’ management of the PNG radio spectrum and includes 
the regulation of spectrum usage, pricing, allocation and planning. 

The functions and responsibilities of the Radiocommunciations Branch are handled 
by the following sub sections: Fixed and Mobile Aeronautical Maritime and 
Meteorological Services, Broadcasting Services (which include Narrowcasting and 
Cable Television Services) and Radio Standards; and

2 Telecommunications Branch: The Telecommunications Branch of the ESD is 
responsible for the development and enforcement of regulation surrounding the
guidelines, standards and specifications of telecommunications related services. It 
is responsible for: 

• the development of plans and guidelines associated with 
telecommunications services, systems and equipment and the 
development and enforcement of general regulatory policies “covering 
such issues as … consumers, economic regulation, market conduct,
universal service obligations and service licensing”; 

• the development and regulation of pricing and numbering schemes; and 

• the development of national telecommunications standards and 
specifications. 

The functions and responsibilities of the Telecommunications Branch are handled 
by the following three sub sections: Telecommunications Plans and Guidelines,
Telecommunications Numbering and Telecommunications Standards and 
Specifications.

3.3.3 Operations Department
The Operations Department is broadly responsible for “inspecting and surveying all radio 
and telecommunications equipment and services operating in PNG”. It comprises 2 
branches: 

1 Radiocommunications Branch: The Radiocommunications Branch monitors 
radio frequency usage, undertakes testing and develops equipment standard 
specifications; and

2 Telecommunications Branch: The Telecommunications Branch is responsible 
for, amongst other things, the licensing of cabling contractors, type approval of 
telecommunications equipment, testing cabling and PABX equipment,
implementing approved Standards and PABX policy.

3.3.4 Corporate Services Department
The Corporate Services Department (CSD) has 3 branches:

1 Human Resources and Administration Branch: The Human Resources and 
Administration Branch is responsible for PANGTEL’s ‘employee-related functions’
including recruitment, training and human resources administrative requirements. 
This Branch of the CSD is also responsible for the maintenance and management 
of PANGTEL properties, procurement and the general administrative requirements 
of the organisation; 

2 Finance and Accounts Branch: The Finance and Accounts Branch of the CSD is 
responsible for the preparation, production and compilation of the PANGTEL 
annual budget, accounts in addition to debt collection, insurance etc; and

3 Information Technology Branch: The Information Technology Branch of the CSD 
is responsible for providing industry, consumers and other interested parties with 
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information relating to the policies, decisions and general type approval and 
approved contractor data. This Branch is also responsible for the management and 
monitoring of the Local Area Network infrastructure and services.

3.3.5 Human resources

PANGTEL is free to employ such persons as are necessary or desirable for the efficient 
performance of PANGTEL.190 The Telecommunications Act also provides for the transfer 
of persons from Telikom and Post PNG (the transfer provisions applied when PANGTEL 
was first created).191

The Chief Executive may appoint such other persons as he (sic) thinks necessary,
including Senior Executives (although the latter must be appointed in consultation with 
the Board).192

PANGTEL is free to set up advisory committees and section 198 of the 
Telecommunications Act specifically contemplates the engagement of external 
consultants.

The board of PANGTEL may determine the general terms and conditions of employment 
for its staff.193 PANGTEL confirmed that it is not subject to the Salaries and Conditions 
Monitoring Committee Act 1988, and is therefore able to pay its staff private sector 
‘market’ rates.

At the date of this report, there are approximately 70 staff members employed by 
PANGTEL, including 20 administrative support staff.

3.3.6 Funding

PANGTEL is financed via sums from the National Budget, licence fees (including a 
portion of carrier licence fees received by the ICCC) and other charges payable in the 
performance of its functions, grants, donations or other contributions and loans raised by 
PANGTEL.194 The sources of funding for PANGTEL are summarised in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5 : PANGTEL sources of funding

PANGTEL also has the power to levy fees or charges for any service rendered by it in 
performance of its functions or exercise of its powers under the Telecommunications 
Act.195 This includes publications made available by PANGTEL and consultancy fees.196

PANGTEL has the option, at law, to put in place a scheme to determine rates of charges 
or fees for any service provided by it, or to prescribe fees by regulation.197
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PANGTEL is not entitled to levy any charge or fee in relation to its licensing functions 
under the Telecommunications Act (except if such charges or fees are as specified in the 
Telecommunications Act or levied in accordance with the Act).198

PANGTEL is entitled to levy any licence fees as set out under the Radio Spectrum Act 
and the Radio Spectrum Regulations.199 We understand that PANGTEL is also provided a 
portion of carrier fees collected by the ICCC.

Since the establishment of the ICCC, PANGTEL is no longer responsible for the 
collection of carrier licensing fees and cable TV licence fees which were, historically, a 
major source of PANGTEL's funding. 

We understand that PANGTEL is basically self-funded on a cost recovery basis. In the 
2007/08 financial year, most of its funding was derived through carrier licensing fees 
(collected by the ICCC) and spectrum usage fees under the Radio Spectrum Act and the 
Radio Spectrum Regulations.

We have been advised that PANGTEL does not rely on the Government as a regular 
source of funding. PANGTEL has advised that Government funding may be appropriate 
where a specific project needs to be undertaken which would normally fall outside the 
scope of PANGTEL’s operational budget however, to date, according to representations 
made by PANGTEL, no such funding has been provided.

The Telecommunications Act provides that moneys of PANGTEL may be applied:200

• in the payment or discharge of the expenses, obligations (including international 
obligations) or liabilities incurred in connection with the performance of its 
functions or exercise of its powers under the Telecommunications Act; and

• in the payment of any remuneration or allowances payable under the 
Telecommunications Act.

PANGTEL has no mandate to generate a profit. However, amounts that are not 
immediately required may be invested:201

• on fixed deposit with a bank approved by the Minister; 

• in securities of the Government; or

• in such other manner as may be approved by the Minister.

Finally, as with the ICCC, the Public Finances (Management) Act 1995 (Part VIII) and the 
Audit Act 1989 apply in relation to PANGTEL. PANGTEL is not subject to taxation under 
any other Act (including GST).202

3.4 PANGTEL MANDATE, POWERS AND FUNCTIONS

The mandate, powers and functions of PANGTEL are set out in three primary legislative 
instruments: 

• the Telecommunications Act (as amended),

• the Radio Spectrum Act; and 

• the Radio Spectrum Regulations. 
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Further rights and obligations, specific to PANGTEL’s relationship with Telikom, are set 
out in the Regulatory Contract. The sources of PANGTEL’s powers and functions are
illustrated in 

Figure 6 below.

Figure 6: Sources of mandated, powers and functions of PANGTEL

3.4.1 Key sources of PANGTEL powers and functions

(a) Telecommunications Act 
PANGTEL’s key functions are set out in section 32 of the Telecommunications Act. Its 
functions include (inter alia):

• providing technical inspection and technical regulation of the 
telecommunications industry;

• establishing technical standards for the telecommunications industry; 

• developing and monitoring safety and quality standards;

• issuing permits for the connection of customer equipment to 
telecommunications networks and the performance of cabling; 

• authorising any person to conduct such technical tests or evaluations relating to 
telecommunication as PANGTEL thinks fit; 

• controlling the importation of any apparatus capable of being used for purposes 
of telecommunications; 

• regulating types of telecommunications equipment which may be connected to
a telecommunications network; 

• granting of cabling licences under the Telecommunications Act; 
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• controlling and licensing the operations of radiocommunication stations and 
regulating the use of radiocommunication generally in accordance with the 
provisions of the Radio Spectrum Act; and

• performing functions assigned to PANGTEL under any other law.

In addition, PANGTEL has functions in common with the ICCC (common functions) and 
functions which is must perform in consultation with the ICCC (consultation functions).

Common functions include:203

• implementing Government Policy as notified to it in accordance with section 36;

• consulting, where appropriate, commercial, industrial and consumer 
organisations about any matter relating to the supply of telecommunications 
services; and

• ensuring that the Telecommunications Act is implemented with due regard to 
public interest.

Consultation functions include:204

• establishing performance standards for any carrier and monitoring compliance 
with those standards;

• determining Codes on technical telecommunications matters;

• acting as the duly appointed representative of the State at all international 
bodies or authorities which have the purpose of designating international 
technical standards;

• monitoring the use of telecommunications services on any ship or aircraft; and

• developing and monitoring a numbering plan for PNG.

PANGTEL also has a general power to do all things necessary or convenient to be done 
for, or in connection with, the performance of its functions under the Telecommunications 
Act.205

The functions and powers granted to PANGTEL are limited by the requirements that 
PANGTEL exercise its powers consistently with the requirements of the regulatory 
contract,206 Government Policy,207 and PNG’s obligations under any convention.208

(b) Radio Spectrum Act and Regulations
PANGTEL has a range of radio spectrum management related functions under the Radio 
Spectrum Act and Regulations including, granting licences to establish 
radiocommunications stations and the use of radio frequency and any relevant 
transmission and reception radio-wave apparatus.209 Further details are set out below.

3.4.2 Analysis of PANGTEL powers and functions

In the course of consultation, the following powers and functions have been the subject of 
particular attention.

(a) Licensing
PANGTEL does not issue general telecommunications licences (whether general carrier,
public mobile or value added) under the Telecommunications Act as this responsibility 
vests with the ICCC. 

It does, however, have a number of important licensing functions including:210

1 issuing licences under the Radio Spectrum Act for:

• use of radio frequency or group of frequencies;

• the establishment, erection, maintenance and operation of stations and 
apparatus for receiving and transmitting radiocommunications; 
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• the establishment, erection, maintenance and operation of stations and 
apparatus for the purpose of providing a radiocommunications service; 
and

• dealing, letting, hiring, repairing apparatus;

2 issuing permits to connect customer equipment to a telecommunications network; 
and

3 issuing cabling licences to permit cabling work.

There are many different classes of station licences set out in Schedule 1 to the Radio 
Spectrum Regulations. These licences remain on force for a period not exceeding 1 year. 
Such licence classes include:

• aircraft station;

• hand phone station;

• harbour mobile station;

• interior paging service;

• land mobile station;

• earth station;

• amateur station;

• radio dealer; and

• broadcasting station.

Importantly, in accordance with section 7(3) of the Radio Spectrum Act, PANGTEL must,
as far as practicable, give access to radio spectrum to permit the operation of a licensed 
telecommunications network under the Telecommunications Act. Accordingly, PANGTEL 
shall issue radio spectrum licences to align with the general telecommunications licences 
(including in relation to term).

A more complete analysis of PANGTEL’s licensing functions is set out earlier in this 
report.

(b) Powers to make codes/standards
PANGTEL may determine technical standards,211 and technical Codes of Practice for 
carriers which deal principally with engineering and related technical aspects of 
telecommunications networks, equipment and services, including a “Code of Practice for 
inter-carrier network connections and points of interconnect”.212 Licensees are required to 
comply with any relevant code determined by PANGTEL.213

When developing standards PANGTEL is required to have regard to the best 
international practice performance indicators available to it in the context of the 
development of telecommunications in PNG.214 Similarly, prior to issuing a technical Code 
of Practice, PANGTEL is required to consult all licensed carriers, the ICCC and any other 
interested party including, where appropriate, the State.215

During consultation, PANGTEL provided a final Multi-Carrier Interconnection Technical 
Code of Practice. Various draft codes and policies have also been provided in various 
states, ranging from ‘draft’ to ‘final’.216

In general, none of the above are published on PANGTEL’s website but are available for 
inspection if required.

(c) Access and interconnection 
The technical aspects of interconnection must comply with requirements set out in the 
PANGTEL Interconnection Technical Code of Practice.217 As stated above, PANGTEL is 
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also responsible for monitoring the connection of equipment to a telecommunications 
network.218

(d) Customer equipment and cabling
PANGTEL has a wide range of powers in relation to customer equipment and cabling:219

• it may issue, vary, or cancel permits in relation to customer equipment (or 
disconnect equipment where there is no permit) and must keep a register of 
customer equipment; and

• it may issue, vary or cancel cabling licences and must keep a register of cable 
licences.

(e) National numbering plan
PANGTEL must prepare and administer a national numbering plan for the numbering of 
telecommunications services.220 We understand that this plan has been finalised and is in 
the process of being implemented by Telikom.

3.5 PANGTEL POWERS OF ENFORCEMENT

Like the ICCC, PANGTEL has a general power to do all things necessary or convenient 
to be done for, or in connection with, the performance of its functions under the 
Telecommunications Act.221

(a) Telecommunications Act
PANGTEL enforces its powers under the Telecommunications Act via the following 
mechanisms:

• Notices: PANGTEL may issue a notice for the disconnection of customer 
equipment where there is no permit for that equipment.222 Failure to comply with 
the notice is an offence;223 and

• Cancellation: PANGTEL may cancel a customer equipment permit where a 
holder has not complied with its terms or conditions.224

PANGTEL may investigate matters in relation to technical regulations (Part XII) or
customer equipment and cabling (Part XIII). If the Minister requests PANGTEL to 
investigate a matter, it must do so.

An investigation may be conducted in such a manner as PANGTEL thinks fit and 
PANGTEL may obtain information from such persons and make such inquiries as it sees 
fit. PANGTEL is required to keep a register of its investigations which shall be open to 
public inspection. After investigating, PANGTEL has discretion to prepare and give a 
report to the Minister.

PANGTEL also has the power to enter and search premises and seize evidence,
although this power is only to be exercised in relation to possible contraventions of Part 
XIII of the Telecommunications Act. A warrant must be issued for searching of premises 
and the following other procedures must be followed when exercising this power:

• the Chairman of PANGTEL may appoint staff of PANGTEL or other people to 
be inspectors, who must be issued an identity card;

• to determine compliance with the Telecommunications Act, inspectors may 
enter at any time any premises (private residence with consent) in order to 
search the premises, take photographs and inspect books and records;

• where there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that premises will contain 
evidence as to the commission of an offence, the inspector may enter either
with consent or via a warrant and search and seize evidence from the premises;
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• warrants may be granted by a Magistrate where there are reasonable grounds 
for it to be issued and may be granted over the phone; and

• an inspector who has entered a premise may require a person to answer 
questions and to produce any books, records or documents requested.

As part of its investigations, PANGTEL may obtain information or documents from 
carriers or other persons related to the performance of PANGTEL’s functions or the 
exercise of its powers. Failure to comply is an offence.

(b) Radio Spectrum Act
PANGTEL’s enforcement powers under the Radio Spectrum Act include:

• a right to impose fines for non-compliance (in particular, sections 9 – 11 of the 
Radio Spectrum Act);

• limited rights of seizure in relation to any vessel or aircraft on which a person 
has established an unlicensed station or used unlicensed apparatus until the 
amount of any fine imposed is paid;225

• limited powers to enter and search premises and seize any apparatus which is, 
or is suspected to be, being used in connection with the commission of a 
suspected offence under the Radio Spectrum Act. Limited procedural 
requirements apply to the exercise of this power, namely a warrant must be 
issued by a Magistrate of a District Court in reliance on information, provided on 
oath, that there are reasonable grounds to suspect that the relevant apparatus 
is being used in connection with an offence against the Act;

• rights to deal with (in any such manner as PANGTEL thinks proper) any 
apparatus forfeited to PANGTEL under the Act as a result of a party breaching 
the Act.226

PANGTEL may also take possession of and maintain and operate any apparatus or (by 
order) prohibit or restrict all or any radiocommunication where, in the opinion of 
PANGTEL, an emergency exists.227

3.6 ATTRIBUTES OF ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY

Comparatively, PANGTEL’s institutional basis does not provide the same level of 
accountability and transparency that exists with the ICCC. The key checks and balances 
which are currently in place are set out below.

3.6.1 Reporting

PANGTEL’s reporting obligations do appear to be as comprehensive as the ICCC’s.

As with the ICCC, PANGTEL has audit and reporting obligations pursuant to the Audit Act 
1989 and the Public Finance Management Act 1992. In addition, under the 
Telecommunications Act, PANGTEL must:

• prepare and submit to the Minister a report of any investigations made in 
response to certain types of complaints;228 and

• include in each report prepared for a financial year, a report on the application 
of Part V of the Radio Spectrum Regulations.229

3.6.2 Appeals processes

Further accountability is introduced by administrative appeal processes.230

Under the Telecommunications Act, a person may apply to PANGTEL for a 
reconsideration of a decision in relation to customer equipment and cabling.231
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Under the Radio Spectrum Act, a telecommunications carrier under the 
Telecommunications Act, or a person seeking to be licensed as a telecommunications 
carrier, may make an application to the Appeals Panel for review of PANGTEL’s decision
under section 7(3) of the Radio Spectrum Act.232

The Minister may intervene, personally or by counsel or other representative, in a review 
by the Appeals Panel for the purpose of introducing evidence, or make submissions, on 
any question relevant to the public interest.233

If a person is dissatisfied with a licensing decision under the Telecommunications Act, an 
application may be made to the National Court for reconsideration of a decision of 
PANGTEL.234

3.6.3 Member accountability

PANGTEL members are ultimately accountable to the Head of State in the performance 
of their duties. Refer to section 3.2 above for more detail. 

3.6.4 Consultation

In performing its functions and exercising its powers, PANGTEL must, where it is 
appropriate and practicable to do so, consult with Government bodies, the ICCC and 
other relevant bodies and organisations.235

PANGTEL is also specifically required to consult with all licensed carriers, the ICCC and 
any other interested party (including the State) prior to determining any technical Code of 
Practice.236

As mentioned above, there are also a number of specific functions that require 
consultation with the ICCC.

3.6.5 Transparency of decision-making

PANGTEL maintains a register of public notices on its website (www.pangtel.gov.pg) and is
required to keep specific registers of:

• permits for the connection of customer equipment, or types of customer 
equipment, and shall ensure that the register is open for public inspection;237

• cabling licenses, and shall ensure that the register is open for public 
inspection;238 and

• any investigations carried out under the Telecommunications Act.239

PANGTEL is also required to make available for public inspection information submitted 
to it in the course of the performance of its functions (except information that is 
confidential and publication is not in the public interest).240

4 INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE

The ICT Regulators in PNG do not exist in a vacuum. Their composition, powers, scope 
of authority and institutional form necessarily reflect the legal, political and institutional 
background and national interests of PNG. 

That being said, an analysis of other jurisdictions (particularly those with similar 
demographic and economic profiles to PNG) and ‘international best practice’ principles  
are an appropriate basis for an assessment of the existing PNG regime, serving to: 

• highlight where the PNG regulatory structures and processes differ from 
international norms; and

• assist the Government to confidently assess whether PNG’s regulatory 
differences are justified in the context of PNG’s demographic profile and its 

www.pangtel.gov.pg
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policy/legislative framework (recognising that it is inappropriate to simply 
transpose what may constitute ’international best practice’ without assessing its 
suitability in the PNG context).

This section looks to isolate the key features of an effective regulator based on 
internationally acknowledged best practice, examining:

1 the fundamental regulator policy positions in transitional economies;

2 institutional regulator design options, in particular:

• single sector regulation;

• converged regulation;

• multi sector regulation; and

• non-specific telecommunications regulation;

3 institutional design options and the concept of independence, including:

• definitions of ‘independence’; and

• the means by which regulatory independence is achieved (including 
through organisational structures, financial independence and the 
manner in which commissioners and staff are appointed and removed);

4 the key elements of regulator effectiveness, in particular:

• well-defined functions and responsibilities;

• appropriate enforcement and dispute resolution powers;

• the need for flexibility and agility to respond to industry changes,
tempered by a stable regulatory framework;

• consistent, independent and timely decision making;

• accountability (through reporting and the appeals process); and

• transparency;

5 regulator competencies; and

6 capacity building.

In developing this part of the Report, we have drawn assistance from: 

• our experiences advising Governments, regulators and industry participants on 
regulator efficiency and effectiveness;

• research targeted at addressing the policy objectives set out in the ICT Policy 
2008;

• various internationally recognised resources on international best practice in 
telecommunications sector regulation, including, for example, the ICT 
Regulation Toolkit and other similar documents;241

• other relevant publications from the ITU and the World Bank;242 and 

• respected telecommunications law and regulation texts.243

4.1 FUNDAMENTAL POLICY POSITIONS IN TRANSITIONAL ECONOMIES

When considering regulator reform, or when creating a new regulatory body, the primary 
policy objective in transitional economies is to create an effective regulatory body which 
instils confidence in the management of the regime.
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Although policies in developing countries vary widely, they often contain the following 
features:244

1 an enabling environment to promote and facilitate the transition to open 
competition (often manifesting itself in technology and service neutral regulation); 
and

2 a specific ICT sector regulator (fully converged if possible) which is:

• entirely separate from the Minister responsible for communications; 

• entirely independent from industry; and

• accountable to Parliament (or a Minister responsible for economic  
development generally).

These features in turn promote private investment, a critical requirement for PNG’s ICT 
industry in order for it to keep pace with sector development and reform. It is well 
recognised that foreign and domestic private investment can greatly assist in achieving 
overall economic and social policy goals and the ICT sector is a critical enabling industry.

It is with these objectives in mind that the WTO Regulation Reference Paper (Annex to 
the Fourth Protocol to the GATS Agreement) provides:245

“The regulatory body is separate from, and not accountable to, any supplier to 
basic telecommunications services. The decisions of and the procedures used 
by regulators shall be impartial with respect to all market participants.”

The National ICT Policy is consistent with these drivers. This policy sets out the 
requirements for a phased introduction of competition and recognises that the regulatory 
agency functions and mandate are fundamental to the successful liberalisation of the 
PNG ICT sector.

4.2 INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN OPTIONS 

The Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) has identified 
the following trends in institutional ICT regulator design over the last decade:246

• regulatory responsibility has shifted from Ministries to an independent regulator;

• telecommunications and broadcasting regulatory functions have been 
combined; and

• there is a growing tendency for joint responsibility (involving both formal and 
informal co-operation and co-ordination) between telecommunications and 
competition authorities.

The ITU, in its ITU Regulation Toolkit, has identified four institutional design options:247

• single sector regulator;

• converged regulator;

• multi-sector regulator; and

• no specific regulator.

These four institutional design options are summarised in Figure 7 and considered in 
further detail below.
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Figure 7: Four institutional design options

4.2.1 Single sector regulator

A single sector regulator has a sole focus on the telecommunications (and sometimes 
postal) sector, with other entities responsible for broadcasting and IT.

This structure provides a regulator which is adequately specialised and focused. 
However, it is costly and requires significant resources to maintain such a model. It may 
also lack the flexibility required to adapt to the converging ICT industry. 

International examples include:

Egypt

The National Communication and Regulatory Authority (NTRA) was 
established in 2003 as a national authority to administer the 
telecommunication sector and act as an “independent and prudent 
arbiter among the different stakeholders in the sector, including 
industry, state and consumer”.248

Oman

The Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA)  was established 
in 2002 to regulate telecommunications services. Its functions include 
promoting the interests of telecommunications services providers and 
beneficiaries and “encouraging the development of infrastructure and 
the attraction of foreign investment into the sector”.249

Slovak Republic

The Telecommunications Office of the Slovak Republic (TOSR) was 
established in 2004 as the national regulatory and pricing authority 
operating purely in the area of electronic communications.250
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4.2.2 Converged regulator

A converged regulator oversees all communications services, including 
telecommunications, broadcasting and information and communications technology 
generally.

As with the single sector model above, this model recognises that sector expertise is 
important however it is also sufficiently flexible to meet the changing shape of the ICT 
sector and associated markets. In the continually converging ICT sector, the benefits of 
this model are clear (ie significant efficiencies which increase exponentially as 
convergence gathers pace). Further, international trends suggest this model represents 
the preferred structure in developed and transitional economies alike.

It must be recognised however that this model often requires a fundamental shift in 
existing regulatory functions and may require (a) the establishment of a new body and (b) 
complex transitional arrangements. 

Furthermore, any transition will inevitably be highly politicised. In Sri Lanka, for example,
a converged Information and Communications Commission (ICCSL) was established to 
replace the existing regulator. Although legislation to enact the change was tabled in 
2003, its implementation was put in doubt with a change in government.

Other international examples include:

India

The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) was originally 
established to regulate telecommunications services (including fixed,
mobile and satellite). In response to convergence however it was also 
tasked with regulating broadcasting and cable services in 2004.251

Jordan
Similarly, the Telecommunications Regulatory Commission (TRC) was 
established in 1995 to regulate the telecommunications and information 
technology sectors. In 2007 it also assumed responsibility for regulating 
the postal sector.252

Tanzania

The Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority (TCRA) was 
established in 2003 as an independent authority for the postal,
broadcasting and electronic communications industries. It merged the 
former (then defunct) Tanzania Communications Commission and the 
Tanzania Broadcasting Commission.253

Malaysia
The Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission (SKMM) 
was established in 1998 and is widely regarded as the first regulator to 
recognise and fully embrace converged regulation. It is responsible for 
the communications, broadcasting, multimedia, e-commerce and postal 
sectors.254

4.2.3 Multi-sector regulator

A multi-sector regulator oversees industries with common legal and economic 
characteristics, typically the utility industries such as telecommunications, water,
transportation and/or energy.

This model has historically found favour in transitional economies due to the inherent 
advantages of pooling resources where commonality exists. As ICT develops rapidly and 
moves away from a traditional utility model however the benefits of this model diminish.
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This type of model can also be burdened with utility industry mindsets and encumbered 
by a lack of ICT expertise (ideally, the ICT regulator should not only understand the 
technical issues which underpin the industry but should also appreciate the trends). This,
coupled with the need to remain agile in a dynamic industry, often leads reformers away 
from this model.

The ICCC in PNG is an example of a multi-sector regulator. Other international examples 
include: 

Gambia

The Public Utilities Regulatory Authority (PURA) was established in 
2001 to regulate the operations of utility companies in communications 
(telecom, broadcasting and postal services), energy (electricity,
petroleum and gas), water and sewerage services and transport (land,
water and air).255

Latvia

The Public Utilities Commission (PUC) was established in mid 2001 to
regulate energy (electricity and gas), telecommunications, railway and 
postal services. The regulatory system also includes municipal 
regulators responsible for district heating, water supply, sewage and 
municipal transport services. Interestingly, prior to the 2001 reforms,
the regulation of public utilities in Latvia was performed by multiple 
single sector regulators (acting under Ministerial supervision) however 
the Latvian Government considered such regulation inefficient, due to 
its fragmented nature and Latvia’s limited resources.256

Luxembourg
The Luxembourg Institute of Regulators (ILR) regulates utilities in the 
telecommunications, electricity and gas industries. Like the PUC, ithe 
ILR was set up as a single sector regulator in 1997 (as the Luxemburg 
Institute of Telecommunications) becoming a multi sector regulator in
2005. The media sector remains regulated by a multitude of bodies 
however, including the Audio-Visual Media Service, the Independent 
Commission of Radio Broadcasting, the National Council of Programs,
the Information and Press Service and the Media Consultative 
Commission.257

4.2.4 No specific telecommunications regulator

This situation occurs when the industry relies on the existing competition regime and 
there is no specific ICT regulator. 

According to Yoshikazu Okamoto of the OECD’s Directorate for Science, Technology and 
Industry:258

“Sector specific regulators have often been regarded as temporary institutions 
aimed at developing … effective competition in the sector. Once such 
competition has developed, regulators would in principle forbear from regulation 
and over time the sector would be subject only to oversight by the competition 
authority. There has been forbearance in a number of areas by regulators, but 
the development of new technologies has often led to new issues arising and 
these have often required regulatory intervention. In addition, regulators often 
deal with social issues, such as universal service, and the licensing of 
spectrum, so it is likely that there will still be a requirement for sector specific 
regulators for some time to come.”
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Given the above, examples of this type of regime are rare but include:

New Zealand

The New Zealand Commerce Commission was established in 1986 
with responsibility for competition and consumer related issues 
however its jurisdiction was extended to telecommunications and 
electricity.259

Japan

The Telecommunications Bureau in Japan, which forms part of the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC), is a quasi-
example of this type of regulation, by virtue of the fact that the MIC has 
shared jurisdiction with the Japan Fair Trading Commission in relation 
to competition issues in the telecommunications and broadcasting 
sectors.260

4.3 INSTITUTIONAL INDEPENDENCE

A key consideration with any of the institutional design options discussed above is the 
attribute of independence. This part of the report analyses independence not only in the 
context of structural design options but also considers the issue in the context of 
independent decision making, noting that the main disadvantage of independence (at 
least from the point of view of Government) is the loss of influence over the sector and 
over regulatory decisions.

4.3.1 Definitions of independence

The WTO provides that an independent Telecommunications Regulator is “a regulator 
that is separate from, and not accountable to, any supplier of basic telecommunications 
services.” 261

Similarly, in attempting to define independence, the ITU, quoting from the US FCC, states 
that: 262

“an effective regulator should be independent from those it regulates, protected 
from political pressure, and given the full ability to regulate the market by making 
policy and enforcement decisions. The regulator should have the authority and 
jurisdiction to carry out its regulatory and enforcement functions effectively and 
unambiguously. The regulator also must be adequately funded from reliable and 
predictable revenue sources.”

Further, citing Professor William Melody (a regulatory theorist), the ITU states that 
independence means “to acquire special skills, to manage without interference and to be 
accountable for results according to specific performance criteria. In principle, it is no 
different than a delegation of specific responsibilities, authority and accountability for the 
performance of specific activities, as takes place in any large organisation”. 263

Thus, independence is a term used to describe the institutional separation of the 
regulator body from both Government and industry players. It is widely agreed that 
structural independence reduces the possibility of political or industry ‘capture’ and,
accordingly, enables the regulator to operate at an arm’s length from political or industrial 
interests.

4.3.2 Achieving independence

Independence is achieved by separating the performance of the regulatory function from 
the political and operational functions in the sector. To be effective, the:264

“regulatory function [should] be exercised independently. In practical terms, this 
implies some sort of separation of the regulatory from the political (policy setting) 
and operational (ownership) functions in the sector.”
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According to the ITU Report, the key features which account for regulator independence 
are: 

• the organisation structure, including the roles of, and checks and balances 
between, the Ministry and the regulator; 

• the ability to source effective funding, if a regulator is granted inadequate 
human or financial resources, the performance of key functions (such as 
industry oversight and enforcement) is likely to be hindered;265 and

• the manner in which regulatory staff are appointed and removed (noting that 
a lack of appropriate funding has been linked to the inability of regulators to 
recruit and retain appropriately qualified staff and, structural and financial 
independence aside, the perceived independence of a regulator is invariably 
influenced by its composition and appointment processes).

These elements are discussed in detail below.

(a) Models of organisational structure
There are essentially two models of organisational structure for a regulatory authority as 
set out in Figure 8 below: 

• the single individual model; and 

• the board or commission regulatory model.

Figure 8: Models of organisational structure

Each of these models are considered in turn below:
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1 Single individual model: Single individual regulators are headed by a CEO,
president or director general (collectively, CEO) who oversees all policy,
management, and administrative activities of the regulatory authority. 

In most cases, the CEO is appointed by the central government, often the minister 
responsible for communications. 

The CEO is typically assisted by one or more deputies to whom he can delegate 
responsibilities.266

Advantages: The single regulator model has the potential benefit of a consistent 
approach to regulation and decision-making, as decision-making authority is 
vested in a single individual who may have a specific plan for the 
telecommunications sector. Moreover, single regulators can act more quickly and 
decisively, even when constrained by due process.267

Disadvantages: The single regulator is potentially more vulnerable to undue 
influence exerted by external factors, whether in the government or in the private 
sector. In addition, a single individual may not be able to match the expertise of a 
body or commission made up of individuals from different backgrounds. 

For the period 2005 to 2008 PANGTEL (in absence of a Board) effectively 
operated under this model. Other international examples include:

Germany
The Federal Network Agency (FNA) for Electricity, Gas,
Telecommunications, Post and Railway is headed by a 
President and two Vice Presidents.268

Slovak Republic
TheTOSR is headed by a President, Vice President and 
supporting Secretariat.269

Romania
The National Regulatory Authority for Communications (ANRC) 
is headed by a president, assisted by a vice-president.270

Denmark
The National IT and Telecom Agency (NITA) is headed by the 
director-general and assisted by two deputy generals.

Guatemala
The Superintendencia de Telecomunicaciones (SIT) is headed 
by a superintendent.271

2 Board or Commission model: There is ambiguity in the literature as to the exact 
difference between a board of directors and a commission. In fact, the distinction is 
a notional one, with either term being applied to analogous structures. A board of 
directors or multi-member commissions possess the following characteristics:272

• a varying number of members who jointly oversee the activities of the 
regulator; 

• one member is the chairperson or president of the commission or board;

• decisions are typically made by consensus or by a majority vote;

• depending on the appointment process of the regulator, members can be 
appointed by one single branch of government, multiple branches of 
government and/or other industry stakeholders;
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• the day-to-day management and administrative functions of the regulator 
are handled in varying combinations by an executive director, chief 
executive officer, the chairperson, and/or managing director; 

• rely heavily on professional staff and consultants for fact gathering,
analysis and recommendations; and 

• the managing director acts as a liaison between the commission or board 
of directors and the departments/divisions that comprise the regulatory 
authority.

Provided the characteristics described above are employed, there is no practical 
consequence of the regulatory body being described as a commission or board. 

Advantages: The advantages of the board or commission model include the 
following:273

• various perspectives are brought to bear on each regulatory issue;

• a board or commission is more independent than the single regulatory 
model as it is less likely all members would be influenced by the same 
external factors;

• the provision of checks, balances and support for the decision makers ie 
decisions can be more thoroughly debated and considered; and

• generates legitimacy as it is less likely a single individual is responsible 
for any particular decision.

Disadvantages: The disadvantages of the board or commission model include the 
following:

• the board or commission’s decision making ability may be delayed;

• some boards or commissions may have part time members, who usually 
find it more difficult to keep abreast of developments in the industry; 

• there is greater potential for inconsistent decision making; and

• there is greater risk of institutional failure.

International examples include:

Tanzania
The TCRA currently consists of a Board Chairman, Vice 
Chairman, Director General/member and two additional 
members.274

India
The TRAI consists of a Chairperson and no more than two full 
time members and no more than two part time members.275

Canada
The Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications 
Commission (CRTC) is composed of nineteen members (some 
full time, some part time).276

Australia
The Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) is 
composed of a Chair, Deputy Chair, one full-time member and 
five part-time members (one of which is an associate member 
and also the head of the ACCC, the competition regulatory 
authority).277
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(b) Preferred organisational structure
The number of regulators led by a single individual as opposed to a board or multi-
member commission continues to fluctuate as governments restructure their 
telecommunications regulatory frameworks. 

Based on responses received by the ITU to its annual Telecommunications Regulatory 
Survey during the past two years, approximately 75 per cent of telecommunications 
regulators use a board or commission structure with the remaining 25 per cent lead by 
single individuals as identified in Figure 9 below.278

Figure 9: Single and collegial regulators around the world279

The trend in regulator design is clearly in favour of a board or commission as opposed to 
a single individual. The reduced risk of arbitrary and subjective regulatory decisions is 
often seen as more important than the potential delay in decision making.

(c) Effective funding and financial independence
The ITU Report highlights that for true independence, the regulator needs to have 
sufficient financial resources (as well as human resources) to enable it to fulfil its 
mandate and remain independent from industry and government.

Funding options include licensing fees, spectrum fees or regulatory fees (for services 
rendered) and/or funds generated by permitted investments (which may or may not be 
controlled by government). 

International examples include:

Botswana

The Botswana Telecommunications Authority’s (BTA) finance 
department’s main objective is to “plan, organise, coordinate and 
manage the provision of Financial services to facilitate the 
achievement of the BTA’s objectives” which includes, among other 
things, “managing [the BTA’s] business investments”.280
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Uganda
The Uganda Communications Commission (UCC)281 must declare 
any surplus to the Government for investment.282

Tanzania

The TCRA deposits its surplus into a designated bank account at 
the end of the year, the accrued funds in which are used on 
special projects.283

A regulator is not usually in a position to generate significant fees based on its day-to-day 
operations and may require external Government funding. International examples include 
the regulators in Mexico, Korea and the Slovak Republic, all of which are funded solely by 
Government contributions.284 Other regulators are required to submit the entirety of their 
fees to Government and then present justification to Government for budget approbation. 
Note that in either case the regulator should have sole authority over internal budget 
allocation to ensure its independence.285

International examples include:

Estonia

The Estonian National Communications Board (SIDEAMET) collects 
some revenues but its budget is determined by the Government.286

United States

90% or more of the FCC’s budget is covered by their fees however the 
entirety of their fees are handed over to the US Government treasury 
and the FCC must present to the US Congress justification for budget 
approbation.287

(d) Appointment of Commissioners and staff
Generally, appointments to the commission should be made:288

• on the basis of professional qualifications rather than political allegiances;

• by a body other than the line Ministry (noting that, in most countries, the head of 
the regulator is appointed by the Prime Minister or the President based on the 
recommendations of the Cabinet or the relevant sector Minister); and 

• by reference to pre-determined appointment criteria.

Whichever institutional model is in place, the regulator is usually supported by a staff 
structure which divides expertise and functions. For example, in Chile the functions of the 
regulator are divided according to:

• regulatory policy and market analysis;

• legal affairs;

• licences/concessions;

• enforcement; and 

• universal access.

The success of a regulator therefore depends on obtaining appropriate staff expertise. It 
is generally agreed that the regulator is in the best position to hire its own staff.

(e) Other considerations289

• Term of appointment of the head of the regulator: the term of appointment 
of the head of the regulator must aim to strike a balance between a short tenure 
(which has the benefit of conferring on the regulator a greater independence 
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from political influence) and too long a tenure (which may result in the industry 
’capture’ of the regulator).

• Policies for removal of commissioners: vague or discretionary grounds for 
regulator members’ removal are problematic. Commissioners should only be 
removed for cause, with the grounds for removal set out in legislation. Clear and 
transparent policies for removal will also promote independence by ensuring 
that Commissioners’ decisions are not due to political or industry pressure.

• Renewable terms: there is the potential that by allowing renewals of the 
appointment of the regulator for successive terms, Governments could implicitly 
compel the regulator to conform to political pressures. For this reason some 
countries only allow the head of the regulator to be appointed for a single term.

• Conflicts: problems with a lack of independence arise not merely from 
structural uncertainty, but also due to “members of the regulator being subject 
to poor or non-existent conflict of interest controls”.290

• Commissioner and staff remuneration: Remuneration should not be 
vulnerable to Ministerial influence and a policy requiring all regulatory staff (not 
just the commissioners or board members) to have no conflict of interest which 
might affect their ability to perform their role is paramount to maintaining the 
independence (and the perception of independence) of the regulator.

4.3.3 Impediments to independence

Impediments to independence may include:

• if a Government retains ownership of an operator, it is arguable that the 
regulator has indirect links to a supplier and will, accordingly, not be 
independent;

• if a Government has previously owned and maintained telecommunications 
operating structures, it may still retain significant interests in the incumbent 
operator(s). This may give rise to a compulsion to exert political pressure on the 
regulator’s behaviour;291 and

• even if funding is guaranteed and independent of industry, a Government may 
seek to use its discretionary funding power to influence a regulator.

4.4 DETERMINING THE PREFERRED INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN

The current regulatory regime in PNG is a combination of single and multi sector 
regulation, with PANGTEL as the technical regulator and the ICCC regulating 
telecommunications more generally (along with a number of other industries) and 
administering economic regulation.

In determining which design option is preferable going forward, the ITU comments that 
“the choice depends in part on the extent to which the telecommunications sector is 
similar to (or different from) other sectors of the economy in a particular country and on 
the availability of suitably qualified staff”.292 An illustration of the process followed in 
determining the preferred institutional design is summarised in Figure 10 below.
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Figure 10: Determining the preferred design option

The most widely adopted approach is to create a regulator solely responsible for 
telecommunications. Global trends support the view that this should be a ‘converged’
regulator, with the ability to meet changing market realities in the sector.

In summary, to ensure independence, any regulatory framework should strive to:

• shield the regulator from political interference in the performance of its day to 
day activities and mandate;

• ensure that the regulator is not over reliant on external bodies, such as 
Government or specific sector interests for funding;

• ensure that the regulator is not overly reliant on the services of external 
consultants and contractors i.e. the regulator should have an appropriate 
number of qualified staff to effectively carry out its duties and mandate; and

• ensure that the regulator is free of political interference in relation to the 
remuneration of employees and the appointment and dismissal of regulator 
staff.

4.4.1 Key determinants of regulator effectiveness

The key determinants of the effectiveness of ICT regulators (as drawn from various ICT 
publications)293 include:

• well-defined functions and responsibilities;

• appropriate enforcement and dispute resolution powers;

• the need for flexibility and agility to respond to industry changes, tempered by a 
stable regulatory framework;

• consistent, independent and timely decision making;

• accountability (through reporting and appeals processes); and

• transparency.

Each of these elements are considered in turn below. A summary of the key determinants 
of the functional effectiveness of ICT regulators is set out in Figure 11 below.
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Figure 11: Determinants of functional effectiveness

4.4.2 Well-defined functions and responsibilities

The role of the regulator must be effectively delineated from Government and industry in 
order to: 

1 avoid overlap between the roles of the regulator and Ministry and between the 
regulators themselves. Regulatory theorists prefer to avoid blurring the line 
between the sector regulator and any general competition regulator. As observed 
in Satola’s report entitled Telecommunications Reform in Emerging Markets:294

“Where competition law of general application functions alongside 
telecommunications specific law, a number of substantive and 
procedural questions arise concerning their interaction and, in case of 
conflict, the prevailing law and/or regulator.”

However, a clear separation of roles “will remove any confusion about [the] respective 
functions and areas of responsibility of each institution”;295 and

2 provide certainty as to the ambit of the regulator’s powers. The ITU Report states 
“in order to ensure that regulatory authorities are effective, Governments [should] 
spell out the authority’s mandate clearly. Authorising legislation should make clear 
what the Government expects the regulatory agency to do, what it cannot do, how 
it should perform its duties, and what legal authority it has to enforce its rulings”.296

The legal framework must therefore clearly define the respective roles and powers of the 
relevant sector bodies, including the sector Ministry, competition authorities, universal 
service agencies and general telecommunication regulators. Indeed, there is now a 
recognised set of roles and powers which frequently fall solely within the ambit of 
regulator responsibility.

Alternatively, the creation of an independent ICT regulator may address overlap concerns 
(given the powers and functions will vest in a single entity). However resource constraints 
in transitional economies can often prevent the implementation of this ‘ideal’.
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4.4.3 Enforcement and dispute resolution

(a) Enforcement
A regulator’s mandate is strengthened if it has the ability to handle complaints, conduct 
investigations, enter agreements and impose sanctions. Any imposition of sanctions or 
other enforcement methods however must be non-discriminatory, non-duplicative,
protective of confidential information, transparent and reviewable by the judiciary or 
agency.

(b) Dispute resolution
As a country moves to open competition, the number and complexity of disputes will rise 
as more participants look to compete and interact with one another. The manner and 
speed at which disputes can be addressed and managed is therefore a key factor in 
regulatory design however what constitutes an appropriate dispute resolution procedure 
will depend on consideration of:

• the effectiveness of the court system;

• whether alternative disputes resolution procedures are appropriate; and

• whether an industry specific appellate body is appropriate. In India, recent 
reforms have created a totally independent dispute resolution body (outside of 
the existing regulator). Although unusual, its development was due to a concern 
about conflict with the TRAI.

4.4.4 Flexible approach tempered by a stable regulatory framework

A rigid regulatory approach is often identified as a key impediment to the effectiveness of 
telecommunication sector regulators, given the phenomenon of convergence and the 
pace at which the ICT industry is currently evolving.297 It is therefore important that the 
regulator adopts a technology neutral approach to their role, recognizing the fast-paced 
development of convergence.298

The difficulty is that whilst remaining flexible enough to respond to technological change 
as well as market forces, the regulator and the regulatory framework should strive to be 
as predictable as possible.299 The ITU Report observes that:300

“A stable set of rules governing transparency will transcend political changes 
and outlast political appointments, ensuring a continuous regulatory record no 
matter who is in charge of the regulatory agency or which political group is in 
office.”

4.4.5 Consistent, independent and timely decision making

(a) Consistent decision making
Consistency, certainty and stability in the regulator’s approach to its mandate and 
functions is critical for private sector investment and service provision. Indeed, NERA 
Economic Consulting’s Final Report for the GICT Department of the World Bank 
evaluating the effectiveness of telecommunications regulators in Africa (the NERA 
Report) cites lack of decision making consistency (in conjunction with poor 
implementation and poor enforcement of legislation) as one of the key impediments to 
effective regulation.301

(b) Independent decision making
Autonomy is not just about structural independence. The ability of the regulator to 
autonomously make decisions within its ambit of responsibility is widely considered to be 
an essential component of effective regulation. The benefits which flow from a regulator 
with autonomous decision making powers are well documented and numerous and 
include:
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• ensuring that the processes and policies of the regulator are stable and 
continuous;

• providing sector specific expertise for the regulator and staff;

• enabling the regulator to focus on market efficiency;

• competitors and investors experience a fairer and more efficient market; and

• reduction in risk that the regulator is subject to political influence.

However, autonomous decision making should not be confused with absolute and 
unfettered decision making powers. In this sense, autonomy must go hand in hand with 
the other elements of regulatory effectiveness (including transparency and 
accountability). Also, and importantly:302

“Independence does not imply independence from Government Policy, or the 
power to make policy, but rather independence to implement policy without 
undue interference from politicians or industry lobbyists.”

(c) Timely decision making
Service providers and consumers alike rely on the timely response of a regulator. To 
assist in achieving this goal:303

• decision time lines should be legislated; and

• bureaucratic processes should be minimised in an effort to reduce costs and 
streamline processes where possible.

4.4.6 Accountability (through reporting and the appeals process)

Regulator accountability is essential to inspire participatory confidence in the 
telecommunications sector. The key mechanisms through which accountability may be 
achieved are set out below:

(a) Reporting
Legislative or regulatory processes must be put in place to ensure the regulator is 
brought to account and may include regular public reporting on decision making,
consultations and reviews of regulatory powers. International examples of jurisdictions 
which require regular reporting include:

Norway

The Norwegian Post and Telecom Authority (NPT), which is required to 
report to the Ministry every 4 months, in addition to submitting an 
annual report;304 and

Australia

ACMA, which is required to report to the Legislature and the Ministry, in 
addition to posting a number of documents on its Internet website,
including Portfolio Budget Statements, Annual Reports, Compliance 
with the Senate Order on Agency Contracts and the ACMA File 
Index.305

(b) Appeal processes
The legislative regime should contain provision(s) which permit the appeal of the 
regulator’s decision to a Government entity and/or the judiciary, noting that:

• vague or discretionary grounds for the hearing of appeals from a regulator’s 
decision to a Government entity can be problematic, as the Government entity 
may be more susceptible to political pressure than an independent regulator; 
and
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• judicial review is normally limited to the procedural, and not substantive,
aspects of the regulator’s decisions. The courts do not, in general, have the 
requisite technical knowledge of the substantive issues involved.

International examples include:

Denmark

NITA’s decisions can be appealed to the Telecommunications 
Complaints Board (TCB), which has expertise in legal (including 
competition law), financial and market related fields. The TCB’s 
decisions can in turn be appealed to the courts within 8 weeks of the 
handing down of the decision.306

India

The central Government, state Government, local authority or any 
person aggrieved by any decision, order or direction of the TRAI may 
appeal the TRAI’s decision to the Telecom Disputes Settlement and 
Appellate Tribunal (TDSAT). An appeal against any order by TDSAT 
may be made to the Supreme Court of India within 90 days of TDSAT’s 
decision.307

In practice, the accountability of telecommunication regulators varies from weak 
accountability (where regulator oversight is limited to annual reports to the legislature) to 
strong accountability (where aggrieved parties may challenge the decision of a regulator 
by judicial or tribunal review).

4.4.7 Transparency

Transparency is widely considered the “foundation of regulatory accountability and 
legitimacy”308 and underpins the legitimacy of regulatory agencies. Transparency ensures 
that regulatory decisions are open, fair and objective. Importantly:

“Transparent procedures and regulatory processes are the key tool by which 
regulators can defend [their] record and shield themselves from accusations of 
arbitrariness, incompetent, bias or regulatory capture”.

According to the ITU Report:309

“For transparency to have its full effect, there must be systems and processes 
in place to allow regulators to gain valuable information, consult all 
stakeholders, render their decisions, and justify them based on the public 
interest and the facts provided to them”.

Examples of mechanisms which promote transparency include: 

• consultation procedures which allow interested parties to be informed and 
consulted prior to decisions;

• publication of responses, proposals and decisions which reflect the results of 
any consultation undertaken; 

• rules which render the regulation accountable for its decisions and the 
disclosure of lobbying before the regulator;

• direct interaction with consumers and regulator responsiveness to queries and 
complaints;

• availability of information about the regulator in more than one language (where 
applicable);

• adoption of a code of ethics (including rules relating to gifts); and

• requirements for staff to avoid conflicts of interests and disclose financial 
interests.

The NERA Report found that poor transparency can result from:310
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• ongoing personal contacts between regulators and industry players;

• inadequate consultation mechanisms for involvement of interested parties in 
decision making processes;

• over reliance on informal lobbying of the regulator; and

• failure to explain decisions to the public and to industry operators.

4.4.8 Competence

(a) Regulator competencies
The establishment of the regulatory framework is the responsibility of the Ministry. The 
implementation and administration of this regulatory framework is the responsibility of the 
regulator. 

Regulators are therefore given a wide mandate of functions via legal instruments such as 
the applicable telecommunications law (and the competition laws, in the case of PNG),
regulations or Government decrees.311

The following is a summary of common regulatory functions identified in the ITU’s world 
regulatory survey (noting that there is significant variation between different jurisdictions):

• rulemaking (issuing proposed regulations and codes of conduct);

• enforcement (oversight of the regulatory regime and ensuring compliance with 
rules);

• market entry/licensing (preparing and publishing model licences, developing 
licence applications and guidelines, establishing licence fees and licence 
renewals procedures);

• competition policy and safeguards (especially relevant in creating a level 
playing field in respect of the incumbent);

• tariff/price regulation (in most countries the type of regulation is either tariff 
approval or via a price cap although in some countries pricing is freely set by 
operators, subject to demonstrating the pricing is cost based); 

• interconnection (interconnection charges, regulation of local loop unbundling 
and dispute resolution);

• spectrum management (including spectrum allocation and ongoing 
management);

• numbering (including number allocation and ongoing management);

• quality of service;

• consumer protection;

• establishing and managing a Universal Service/Access Fund;312 and

• regulatory bodies in broadcasting and telecommunications.313

(b) Capacity building
The creation of an enabling legislative regime is not the end of the process when it comes 
to establishing an effective regulator. Capacity building (ie ensuring the regulator is able 
to operate self sufficiently) is also critical, as an under resourced, untrained or 
mismanaged regulator may undo all the benefits achieved through legislative reform.

It is expected that new regulators will rely not only on internal initiatives (such as training 
programs) but will also lean heavily on external advisers and external initiatives, such as 
the World Bank’s regional regulator initiative.
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The PNG Government should look to participate in the development and ongoing 
management of any available World Bank initiatives, as such program(s) will go a long 
way to facilitating capacity building in PNG.

4.5 MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT

In some jurisdictions, enforcement procedures are specified in an enabling statute. In 
other jurisdictions, regulatory authorities may develop and publish additional procedures 
to enable the carrying out of powers conferred by statute. Irrespective of the differing 
types of procedures in place however, most jurisdictions have in common the essentiality 
of processes which enable fair and swift adjudication of violations and complaints. 

In general, swift decisions and timely penalties will deter future violations.314

Transparency in these procedures will facilitate compliance and is necessary for the 
decisions of the regulatory authority to gain public trust and withstand judicial, ministerial 
or royal review.315

Common to many examples of best practice enforcement are the following:

• providing notice of the alleged infraction;

• providing an opportunity to respond;

• issuing interim decisions or orders; and

• imposing sanctions.

In addition, less formal methods incorporating alternative dispute resolution methods and 
practices may be adopted; these less official techniques may include:

• negotiation (voluntary, flexible and consensual);

• mediation (voluntary, flexible and consensual); or

• arbitration (adjudicatory, usually enforceable by the courts).

The above may be conducted by entities other than the regulator or a Court.

4.5.1 United Kingdom

The UK’s Office of Communications (OFCOM) employs ADR techniques where disputing 
parties have equal or similar levels of market power, as in that case, parties are more 
likely to negotiate solutions that meet their mutual or on-going needs. 

Further, investigations are generated by OFCOM in the following ways:

• by a complaint about anti-competitive behaviour;

• by a request to resolve a dispute; or

• by OFCOM’s own motion.

4.5.2 Singapore

The Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore’s (IDA) code of practice for 
competition sets out the procedures and steps that must occur before IDA can impose a 
sanction. There are five steps:

• IDA notifies the licensee in writing of its intent to take legal action. The notice 
specifies the time permitted for reply.

• The licensee has 15 days to respond in writing (time can be extended at IDA’s 
discretion).

• IDA reviews the licensee’s response and may issue a temporary cease and 
desist order.
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• If IDA determines that a violation of the Code of Practice for Competition has 
occurred it may issue a warning, cease and desist order or a directive to take 
remedial action. It may also impose a fine, suspend, cancel or shorten the 
duration of all or part of the licence.

• A licensee may appeal an IDA decision to modify its licence provided the appeal 
is filed within 14 days of the IDA decision. Pending the Minister’s decision (and 
only in cases involving licence modifications) the IDA cannot enforce its 
decision. In situations other than licence modifications, IDA’s decisions are 
generally enforceable pending appeal. The Ministry’s ruling on the appeal is 
final.

4.5.3 United States

The FCC uses a variety of methods of investigation with regard to violations including 
letters of inquiry, field inspections and investigations and administrative subpoenas. 
These tools are utilised in order to gather relevant information and to enable decision-
making with regarding to possible further enforcement action or conclusion of the 
investigation.

If a violation is determined, the Commission and the Enforcement Bureau utilise several 
methods to address the matter via:

• a letter of admonishment or warning (a response is not always required);

• a Field Office Notice of Violation (always requiring response);

• citation for non-licensees or others not usually before the FCC;

• a Notice of Apparent Liability and monetary forfeiture (fines);

• consent decrees (used when a problem is admitted and a commitment is made 
to change behaviour);

• Cease and Desist Orders;

• Orders to Show Cause (i.e. why a Cease and Desist Order should not be 
issued);

• licence revocation (following an order to show cause why the licence should not 
be revoked, and in co-ordination with the US Department of Justice;

• seizure of equipment;

• referral for criminal prosecution to the US Department of Justice (possibility of 
fines up to $10,000 and imprisonment of up to a year); or

• mediation (which is used to facilitate communication and the parties’
assessment of their positions).

4.5.4 France

The ART’s tools of regulation include but are not limited to:

• the ability to impose sanctions for breaches of the rules;

• the ability to establish mediation; or

• rules of order framed by approval of the Minister.

4.5.5 Brazil

All of ANATEL’s bureaus (with the exception of General Services) conduct enforcement 
activities for the services within their specific mandate. After an inspection is performed,
expert and other reports are issued, and if a violation of a regulation or licence condition 
is found, ANATEL may:
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• send an infraction notice to the offender describing the violation and giving time 
for the offender to provide an administrative defence; or

• send an Official Letter requesting additional information or clarification.

Based on the inspection, ANATEL may also initiate a procedure for Verification of Non 
Compliance with Obligation (PADO) to verify breach of a regulation.

Following due process (and only upon conclusion of a PADO), a penalty may be 
established. This ruling may be appealed to a court.

5 KEY ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

5.1 IMPLEMENTATION OF GOVERNMENT POLICY

5.1.1 Legislative position

Both the ICCC and PANGTEL support the fundamental legislative position under the 
Telecommunications Act (a position consistent with international best practice) which
ensures Government Policy is implemented by the regulators:

• the ICCC observes “the distinction between the policy making functions of the 
national government and the policy implementation functions of the independent 
regulator are adequately defined and dealt with in the current legislation”;316 and

• in oral submissions, PANGTEL concurred with this fundamental position.

The Department of Treasury also notes that “reform in the division of responsibilities 
between government departments and regulators is not required, and in fact the current 
arrangement is consistent with international best practice and is proving effective in 
ensuring transparent issuance of licences, consistent with Government Policy”.317

5.1.2 Changes in ICT policy

Over the past eight years there have been a number of significant ICT policy changes in 
PNG318 and, notwithstanding the ICCC’s and PANGTEL’s support for the legislative 
position, both the ICCC and PANGTEL have confirmed that shifting policy directions have 
impacted upon effective regulatory practices:

• the ICCC, in its written submission, states that potential problems could be 
avoided if Government Policy was “clear and unambiguous”.319 Furthermore, in 
oral submissions, the ICCC stated that the repeated reversals in policy have
created major issues; and

• PANGTEL also raises concerns about the policy making process itself and, in 
its written submission, states that320 “there is also a need for transparency and 
openness in the policy formulation process … it should be explicitly clear what 
the policy making process is, how it should be communicated to the regulators 
before it is binding on the regulators”.

5.1.3 Interpretation of legislation

It also became apparent during the consultation process that each regulator takes a 
different view of the legislative requirement to ensure Government Policy is “carried out”:

• the ICCC views Government Policy as only having force if it is appropriately 
notified (in accordance with the Telecommunications Act) and consistent with 
existing licence terms, Telikom’s Regulatory Contract and relevant legislation on 
foot; whereas
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• PANGTEL views Government Policy as tantamount to a ministerial direction 
which must be implemented, irrespective of whether the policy is inconsistent 
with the legislative regime. It is understood that PANGTEL began implementing 
NEC 188/2007 (the Netco/Servco model) within days of being notified of the 
policy change.

During consultation and in its written submissions, the ICCC expressed a frank concern 
about the impact its interpretation has had on relations with certain Ministries stating:321

“It is clear that there have been instances in the last two years particularly,
where there have been tensions between the Commission, as principal 
regulator administering policy, and some Ministers who have desired to change 
policy and who believed that the Commission was not giving effect to those 
policy changes which the Minister or Ministers were seeking to implement”.

Similarly, various stakeholders have also expressed concerns about the ICCC and 
PANGTEL’s divergent approaches to carrying out Government Policy, indicating:

• the ICCC’s approach enables it to act at times with too much independence 
from Government (the ICCC’s implementation of NEC 257/2005 was identified 
as an example of this), although stakeholders acknowledge that the ICCC’s 
approach has ensured it remains independent from political capture; and

• PANGTEL’s interpretation of the law exacerbates concerns that it is subject to 
political capture.

5.2 CURRENT INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURES

Figure 12 on the following page summarises the some of the key institutional features of 
the ICCC and PANGTEL.
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Figure 12: Comparative institutional features of ICCC and PANGTEL

Features ICCC PANGTEL

Management 
structure

A commission structure consisting of 3 members:
• 1 Commissioner (full-time); and
• 2 Associate Commissioners (either full-time or part-time, one non-

resident).

A board structure consisting of 5 members:
• a Chairman; 
• a Chief Executive; and 
• three other members. 

Appointment 
of members

Appointments are made:
• by the Head of State, in accordance with the advice of the ICCC 

Appointments Committee;
• for a 5 year term (on a staggered term basis); and 
• on terms and conditions (including remuneration) determined by 

Parliament on the recommendation of the Salaries and Remuneration 
Commission.

All members are eligible for reappointment.

Appointments are made:
• by the Head of State, in accordance with the advice of the Minister;
• for a term not exceeding 5 years (not staggered); and
• on terms and conditions determined by the Minister.
All members are eligible for reappointment. 

Managing 
conflicts of 
interest and 
achieving 
independence

A Commission member may not: 
• be actively engaged in politics or be politically aligned; or
• participate in decision making if it has a conflict of interest.

A board member may not participate in decision making if it has a conflict 
of interest.

Independence The Commission is not subject to direction or control by the Minister or 
any other person.
Must carry out Government Policy.

Must carry out Government Policy.
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Features ICCC PANGTEL

Removal of 
members

By the Court, on the application of the Minister on the advice of the NEC. By the Head of State, on the advice of the Minister. 

Decision 
making

Decisions are made by:
• a majority of votes of members present and voting; and
• quorum at meetings where 2 members are present, one of which is 

the non-resident associate member.

Decisions are made by:
• a majority vote of those present and voting;
• quorum at meetings where at least three members are present; and
• casting vote is given to the person presiding (either the Chairman or 

the member appointed to preside).

Human 
resources

The Commission may engage such persons as it considers necessary on 
a full, temporary or casual basis, on the terms and conditions contained in 
the Salaries and Conditions Monitoring Committee Act 1988 where 
relevant.

PANGTEL is free to employ such persons as are necessary or desirable 
for the efficient performance of PANGTEL.
PANGTEL may determine the general terms and conditions of 
employment for its staff. 
PANGTEL is not subject to the Salaries and Conditions Monitoring 
Committee Act 1988.

Funding The ICCC is able to receive: 
• public funding and is accountable for it in accordance with the Public 

Finances (Management) Act 1995 (Part VIII);
• annual licence fees charges pursuant to s19J of the 

Telecommunications Act and individual telecommunications licences; 
and

• fees or charges for any service rendered.
Annual licence fees are fixed from time to time by the Treasury Minister at 
an amount which is deemed to be a ‘reasonable contribution’ towards 
administrative costs.
ICCC is subject to Part VIII of the Public Finances (Management) Act 
1995 and the Audit Act 1989.

PANGTEL is able to receive:
• sums from the National Budget;
• fees and other charges payable in the performance of its functions;
• grants, donations or other contributions and loans raised by 

PANGTEL; 
• licence fees; and
• fees or charges for any service rendered.
Annual licence fees are fixed by the PANGTEL Board.
PANGTEL is subject to Part VIII of the Public Finances (Management) Act 
1995 and the Audit Act 1989.
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Set out in this way, it is clear to see that the institutional differences are slight but have a 
profound impact on institutional independence and effectiveness. Some attributes of the 
ICCC which distinguish it from PANGTEL include:

• the manner of member appointments;

• the staggered terms of the commissioners;

• the manner in which terms of appointment are determined; and

• accountability to parliament.

We set out below a number of observations (and outline consultation feedback) relating 
to the various institutional features identified in Figure 12 above. 

5.2.1 Management structure

(a) ICCC
The ICCC’s small three-member commission model appears to work well in the PNG 
context. It receives a significant amount of support from industry participants and is 
recognised as a fiercely independent body (at least with regard to independence from 
potential political capture or influence). The commission model appears relatively agile 
and accords with international best practice principles. 

Various submissions have commented on the robustness of the commission appointment 
process whilst the presence of a non-resident Commissioner (who brings an international 
perspective to bear on Commission decisions and is outside of the political and cultural 
constraints that may exist in PNG) has been widely considered a successful feature by 
various stakeholders. The Department of Treasury writes:322

“The structure of the ICCC, with an independent Board and clear 
accountabilities to the Minister, has proven to be a very effective means of 
achieving regulatory independence in PNG”.

Despite this fundamental support base, participants in the consultation have expressed 
certain reservations about potential ‘industry capture or influence’, particularly in light of 
the scope of the rights granted to Digicel (and, to a lesser degree, GreenCom) during the 
mobile licensing process. 

However, at this point in time, the threat of industry influence over the ICCC is not 
considered a major issue by other industry participants. The immediate benefit of open 
competition appears to have outweighed the apparent concerns.

(b) PANGTEL
Participants in the consultation process appear to have less faith in PANGTEL’s 
institutional structure. Concerns have been consistently raised in relation to the manner in 
which appointments to the Board are made and the extent to which PANGTEL is 
influenced by Government. The Department of Treasury’s view of PANGTEL is 
particularly negative. It states:323

“PANGTEL has a structure which is entirely inconsistent with any theoretical or 
practical model of independent regulation”.

Concerns about the independence and general resilience of the PANGTEL institutional 
structure are, to some extent, valid. As many in the industry are aware, PANGTEL was 
without a board for approximately 3 years from May 2005 and was briefly without a chief 
executive. We understand that this institutional failure was contributed to by the 
simultaneous expiration of all member terms of appointment. Consequently, for a 
significant period, decisions that would have otherwise vested in the board were made by 
the then Chief Executive. 

PANGTEL itself recognises the flaws in its management structure. In its written 
submission it suggests a number of reform initiatives including:

• board appointments should made by “someone other than the ministry (eg 
cross parliamentary committee)”; and 
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• terms of appointment should be ‘staggered’ to minimise the risk of institutional 
failure like that referred to above.

5.2.2 Human resources

(a) ICCC
The ICCC openly admits that it is currently understaffed and underfunded. Certainly, if the 
ICCC were to take on any additional responsibilities, it would need to be supported (both 
financially and from a human resource perspective) to ensure it had the resources 
necessary to fulfil its mandated functions.

Recent ICT staff losses (including the Manager of Prices, Regulatory Affairs and Special 
Projects in late 2008) further compound concerns about the ICCC’s ability to take on 
further responsibilities or even manage its current responsibilities in light of existing 
resource constraints. 

Further, given the constraints of the Salaries and Conditions Monitoring Committee Act 
1988, the Commission may continue to have difficulty attracting and retaining suitably 
qualified staff.

Although there is sound technical expertise at a senior level, we have observed that the 
depth of technical expertise within the ICCC is limited. Various submissions have 
suggested that the ICCC is heavily reliant on foreign consultants and does not have the 
permanent capacity to fulfil its current mandate. These submissions are consistent with 
our own observations.

This view is at odds with the Department of Treasury whose written submission states:324

“The ICCC has established significant technical and regulatory capacity that, it 
should be noted, cannot be matched elsewhere in PNG. These skills have been 
developed through sound training and investment in the skills of ICCC staff, and 
the recruitment of the necessary expertise as and when required”.

(b) PANGTEL
We have been advised that PANGTEL is not subject to the Salaries and Conditions 
Monitoring Committee Act 1988 (although this interpretation has been the subject of 
conjecture by other industry participants). In any respect, this fact, coupled with the 
flexibility the PANGTEL board has to set terms and conditions of employment, awards 
PANGTEL greater flexibility with regard to staff remuneration. 

We understand that PANGTEL staff are remunerated based on a pay scale which is 
different to those in equivalent public service positions. Additionally, we understand that a 
number of PANGTEL staff are also accommodated as part of their employment 
packages.

These factors, along with weak financial reporting and record keeping disciplines within 
PANGTEL (discussed below), make it difficult to accurately review the effectiveness of 
human resourcing within PANGTEL.

Although there are no specific restrictions on PANGTEL using external consultants, we 
understand that it looks to rely on PNG nationals wherever possible. It does, however,
utilise the advisory services made available from the ITU. Various stakeholders have 
suggested that PANGTEL’s reluctance to engage foreign consultants has hindered its 
ICT expertise development.

5.2.3 Financial discipline

Given the lack of information provided by both the ICCC and PANGTEL in relation to 
their respective licence fee assessments and financial discipline (and given that an 
analysis of financial management effectiveness is beyond the scope of this report) we 
have not made any conclusions as to the efficacy of each institution’s financial discipline. 
Furthermore, we have not sought to independently verify the manner in which the 
regulator’s assesses annual fees. 
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Notwithstanding these points, a number of observations based on the information 
received during consultation are set out below.  

(a) ICCC 
Consultation feedback has suggested that the ICCC exhibits sound fiscal responsibility:

• Audit and reporting obligations: We understand the ICCC professionally 
fulfils its audit and reporting obligations including submitting financial statements 
and operation reports as required under section 63(2) of the Public Finances 
(Management) Act 1995 and the Telecommunications Act (although, as with 
PANGTEL below, financial statements beyond 2005 are yet to be audited).

• Licence fees: In setting its licence fees the ICCC is directed by the Department 
of Treasury who in turn assesses the fees based on prior administrative costs. 
We have been advised that the ICCC also reports to Telikom on the allocation 
of its licence fee contributions. 

(b) PANGTEL
There is concern within the industry about PANGTEL’s fiscal policies and financial 
responsibility:

1 Audit and reporting obligations: We have been provided with very little evidence 
of effective financial reporting by PANGTEL. We have received only one set of 
audited reports from the Auditor General’s Office dated 17 October 2008 (in 
relation to PANGTEL’s financial year ending 31 December 2005) on which the 
Auditor General was unable to form a final opinion given the lack of quality financial 
information. It appears that:

• balances in excess of K16 million could not be verified;

• the accuracy of the debtors and creditor balances could not be verified;

• payroll records to justify salaries and wages (valued at approximately 
K3.8 million) were not provided; and

• receipt of income of over K7 million and expenditure of approximately K9 
million could not be confirmed.

We understand that the Auditor General was also unable to form a final opinion on 
the financial statements for the year ending 31 December 2004. 

PANGTEL was unable to provide details, as part of this review, of its costs in the 
financial years ending 2006 and 2007 or give an indication of likely costs for the 
2008 financial year.

Similarly, we understand that, as at the date of this report, PANGTEL has yet to 
submit outstanding reports required under section 63(5) of the Public Finances 
(Management) Act 1995 for tabling in Parliament. 

2 Licence fees: PANGTEL was also unable to provide any information with respect 
to the correlation between fees charged (including the amounts purportedly 
allocated to PANGTEL by the ICCC) and its administrative costs. Given the 
administrative costs of PANGTEL are very difficult to assess, concerns remain 
about the financial management practices in place at this time.

There is also confusion in the industry with regard to PANGTEL’s interpretation of 
certain regulations in relation to licence fees. We understand that the Board applies 
its own fee analysis principles and discounts on a case by case basis (the details 
of which are not published). 

By way of example only, PANGTEL has interpreted section 49(c) of Schedule 1 to 
the Radio Spectrum Regulations to require a fee of K20 per mobile handset. The 
mobile operators have contested this view, claiming the K20 is for the handset 
licence in its entirety. Telikom has agreed to pay K1 for each handset but Digicel is 
yet to make any payment at all.
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5.3 EXERCISE OF ICT FUNCTIONS AND POWERS

5.3.1 Adequacy of the ICCC’s and PANGTEL’s mandate

The Department of Treasury states in its written submission that “the current regulatory 
mandates of the ICCC and PANGTEL have been relatively effective”. This is a view 
supported by the ICCC which also notes that PANGTEL carries out its spectrum 
management and other radiocommunications functions “as far as the Commission is 
aware, quite adequately”. PANGTEL was equally conciliatory in oral submissions and 
acknowledged the effectiveness of the ICCC’s institutional structure. 

Participants in the industry have expressed concerns however (whether rightly or 
wrongly) about perceived political influence at play when PANGTEL undertakes its 
functions and perceived industry influence at play when the ICCC undertakes its 
functions.

PANGTEL itself also remains concerned about the impact of the 2002 reforms which 
reduced its ICT mandate. PANGTEL states in its submission that:

“The dilution of the powers delegated to PANGTEL by allocating technical and 
economic matters between two regulatory bodies undoubtedly undermined the 
telecom regulatory framework”.

Other concerns are discussed in detail below.

5.3.2 Overlap in powers and functions

There is often confusion (within the industry and between the regulators) and differences 
of opinion as to the extent of each regulator’s respective powers.

As discussed above, the Telecommunications Act requires that where the ICCC and 
PANGTEL are given concurrent functions or powers under the Act, the regulators should 
carry out such functions or powers in consultation with each other.325 It is unclear
however which functions are intended to be ‘concurrent’ for the purposes of section 19D 
of the Telecommunications Act. The term is not defined in the Act and, as if to address 
the potential for confusion, the legislation provides that the ICCC’s views are to take 
ultimate primacy.326

An attempt to illustrate the current allocation of the ICT functions between ICCC and 
PANGTEL is detailed in the Figure 13 on the next page.
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Figure 13: Allocation of ICT functions between ICCC and PANGTEL

To further illustrate the potential for confusion, and by way of example, both the ICCC and 
PANGTEL are duly appointed representatives of the State at all international bodies or 
authorities which have the purpose:

• in relation to the ICCC, of regulating or administering telecommunications 
services; and 

• in relation to PANGTEL, of designating international technical standards.

The overlap in relation to:

• licensing functions;

• the issue of Codes of Practice; and 

• enforcement,

were three other areas of confusion consistently raised in consultation.

PANGTEL adeptly summarised the view shared amongst most of the consultation 
participants. It observes in its written submission that: 

• the overlap has and will lead to duplication of regulations and require different 
authorisations for what are essentially similar services being offered to the 
public;

• the current dual licensing regime is far from satisfactory;

• regulatory costs are higher due to the two regulators operating in parallel;

• there are delays in licensing decisions due to the division of functions; and

• there is a lack of consistency in approach (PANGTEL’s submission uses the
licensing of the ISM band as an example). This conclusion is shared by the 
ICCC whose oral and written submissions provide details on the differences in 
the regulators’ approaches to VSAT licensing. 

In addition the Department of Treasury notes that:327
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• a number of issues, including overlap in roles and varying degrees of 
independence, suggest some potential for improvements in the mandates of the 
regulators;

• the overlap of mandates and functions has resulted in confusion and 
uncertainty, both highly undesirable for regulators and the industry itself. A clear 
demarcation of the mandate and functions of the regulators is essential; and

• confusion in the mandate and functions negatively impacts effective regulation 
and the monitoring of licensing, technology, pricing and standards in the ICT 
sector.

In addition to the mere fact of functional overlap, there is also a difference in opinion 
between the regulators on certain aspects of the law. In its submission the ICCC states
that the:

“Commission and PANGTEL have had different approaches on the application 
of the law”;

and:

“There have been instances where industry participants have misunderstood 
the roles of the Commission and PANGTEL”. 

This view is entirely consistent with the feedback received during consultation with other 
stakeholders. The differences in licensing approach to those participating in VSAT 
operations is a common example raised by participants and regulators alike (the VSAT 
licence issues are described in more detail earlier in this report).

(a) Licensing
Licensing is one of the key functions of both the ICCC and PANGTEL. As mentioned in 
the licensing section of this report, the bifurcation of regulatory powers and 
responsibilities appears to have created confusion within the market place and discontent 
between the regulators.

(b) Development of Codes 
A number of consultation participants have raised concerns about a lack of technical 
standards or codes on foot. We have been provided with codes (policies and plans) in
relation to technical interconnection, numbering and spectrum, all of which appear to be
robust in their content. It is understood that Telikom has accepted the terms of the 
numbering plan and is currently in the process of implementing it.

Participants in the consultation process have indicated that the Technical Interconnection 
Code of Practice is effectively ignored by the industry. PANGTEL also confirmed that it 
does not proactively confirm compliance with the Technical Interconnection Code of 
Practice and does not consider there to be a need to do so in the absence of any 
complaints from the operators.

In discussions with PANGTEL, it was evident that PANGTEL did not form codes or 
develop standards in advance of any practical requirement (again, the process is 
reactionary, rather than pro-active).

(c) Enforcement
On the whole, the legislative enforcement tools appear adequate however there is an 
alarming tendency to revert to litigation where a less drastic dispute process may be 
more appropriate. Furthermore, both regulators claim that resource constraints impact on 
their ability to proactively enforce. Accordingly, investigations are largely complaint 
driven.

PANGTEL suggests a range of additional enforcement powers are required, including 
mandatory information disclosure by all licensees, empowerment to demand information,
higher penalties for failure to comply with directions and provision of unrestricted 
interconnection information.
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5.3.3 Acting beyond powers

It has been submitted during consultation that both PANGTEL and the ICCC have, at 
various times, acted beyond their respective legislative powers (or, at the least, have 
interpreted their respective powers very widely, often at odds with the view of the 
Government) and have failed at times to exhibit the level of transparency expected of 
each institution. 

By way of example, in relation to the ICCC:

1 Licensing concerns: In implementing NEC 257/2005, it has been suggested that 
that the ICCC exceeded its expected mandate and initiated, managed and finalised 
the licence tender process with very little accountability. We note in particular:

• the terms of licence were negotiated directly between the ICCC and 
various operators. They contain provisions that have proven ineffective to 
date, including the uncertain concept of inter-carrier cooperation to meet 
the mandatory roll-out obligations. Furthermore, Digicel has a breadth of 
rights that was never intended by Government or enunciated in policy;
and

• the allocation of a mobile licence to GreenCom is yet to prove successful 
and there is little in terms of the tender and the licence conditions 
themselves that contemplate a withdrawal of this licence upon failure to 
commence operations.

2 International gateway concerns: The ICCC permitted to Digicel to use satellite-
based facilities and supply services across PNG and internationally despite the 
scope of its Public Mobile Telecommunications Licence and the specific provisions 
of the Telecommunications Act. The international gateway consent granted to 
Digicel appears to have been issued:

• as a remedy for alleged refusal on the part of Telikom to interconnect but 
in the absence of any such remedial power being prescribed in the 
regulatory regime and without the ICCC having pursued the remedies 
that are prescribed for any such refusal;

• without prior consultation with Government;

• without giving Telikom an ability to respond to Digicel’s allegations or 
remedy any perceived failings on its part; and

• contrary to section 54 of the Telecommunications Act, which 
distinguishes between general carriers who are to be primary providers of 
PNG line-based and satellite based public telecommunications and 
mobile operators which are primary suppliers of mobile services.

In fact, it appears that the ICCC’s position on international gateway changed 
between the time the tender rules were released and the issuance of the licences. 
The mobile tender documentation expressly required licensees to use Telikom’s 
international gateway.

This particular issue has lead to ongoing disputes and court actions and continues 
to undermine a key requirement of the 2008 legislative reforms (i.e. that 
international services remain the reserved right of the general carrier). Further 
analysis on this particular issue is set out in earlier in this report.

3 Codes of Practice: In developing and issuing Codes of Practice, the ICCC 
appears to follow a thorough and rigorous consultation process and is correct in its 
written submission when it states that the:

“Codes cannot themselves change the law; they merely provide 
guidance on how persons should operate in accordance with the 
relevant law”. 
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It is surprising, therefore, that the ICCC appears to have used this code making 
power to extend the scope of its mandate, for example, using the ICCC
Interconnection Code to effectively create a new licensing category in the form of 
the ’Nominated Access Seeker’ and seeking to force carriers to negotiate with 
unlicensed persons (contrary to their statutory obligations). While this may be 
viewed as a pragmatic attempt to fill a gap in the law, the end result was ineffective 
and led to further court actions.

4 Interconnection: The ICCC permitted Digicel to commence operations despite the 
fact that it had not connected to Telikom’s network, thus ignoring this mandatory 
requirement in section 16(1)(e) of the Telecommunications Act.

We note, the ICCC observes in its submission that “the current requirements for 
transparency and accountability for the regulator are appropriate, and are being fully 
observed by the Commission”.

It has also been contended that PANGTEL has over-stepped its mandate. For example:

1 Test licences: Various so-called ‘test licences’ have been issued to various 
operators and interested parties in order to operate VSAT networks. These 
licences have been issued in the absence of:

• the underlying telecommunications licence; or

• any right to operate satellite services on behalf of Telikom pursuant to 
section 50 of the Telecommunications Act; and 

• despite the fact that the Telecommunications Act contemplates that 
general carriers are the primary providers of PNG line-based and satellite 
based public telecommunications.

2 ISPs and WiFi: There exists confusion as to whether ISPs are permitted to use 
WiFi in the provision of Internet services. No ISPs have been issued with spectrum 
related licences in relation to WiFi to date however there are a number of WiFi 
hotspots in use throughout Port Moresby. It appears that all regulators have turned 
a blind eye to this practice.

3 ISM band: PANGTEL has recently promoted licensing (and an associated fee 
structure) for use of the ISM band. A contradictory position has been adopted by 
the ICCC.

4 Broadcasting functions: There is significant confusion (and related litigation on 
foot) in relation to PANGTEL’s role in the broadcasting sector. Certainly, the right 
to issue radio frequency licences rests with PANGTEL however, through this 
mechanism, PANGTEL effectively licences for broadcasting content also. The 
legislative framework does not assist in clarifying the licensing role in this area.

5.3.4 Avenues for appeal

The ability to appeal regulator decisions is critical to ensure regulatory accountability and 
transparency. 

The use of the Appeals Panel represents sound practice and provides an adequate 
‘check’ on regulator decisions. However, the Appeals Panel only applies to PANGTEL in 
limited circumstances and an aggrieved party’s recourse is often ‘internal review’ by 
PANGTEL only. The Appeals Panel is given very limited procedural freedom and must,
for example, complete an appeal within 28 days. No ‘clock stopping’ mechanisms exist to 
deal with unusual contingencies.

The ease with which participants are able to seek recourse from the national courts is 
also of concern. Litigation can be expensive and protracted and can be used as a 
commercial delay tactic. In this highly complex and technical area ensuring sufficient 
awareness amongst judicial officers is also a real concern.
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5.4 NEED FOR REGULATORY REFORM

It is now appropriate to reconsider the separation of functions between the regulators and 
consider combining the responsibilities within a single regulator, consistent with 
international best practice.

This view is shared by the vast majority of consultation participants including the ICCC,
PANGTEL, Telikom and the ISPs although no single consensus emerges as the solution:

• ICCC: The ICCC, in its written submission, acknowledges that the
“…arrangements have not worked out as well in practice as they should” and 
“…if the Commission assumes responsibility for all regulation under the 
Telecommunications Act, there should be little if any potential overlap between 
the Commission and PANGTEL”;

• Telikom: In its written submission, Telikom comments that it:

“…supports a regime which establishes a single industry-specific 
regulator with rule and code-making powers to be clearly defined in 
the ICT policy and legislation”;

• PANGTEL: In its written submission, PANGTEL acknowledges the difficulties 
associated with the dual regulator model. It states that the:

“Dual regulator regime is not efficient and has not achieved its 
objectives…and is far from satisfactory”;

• Department of Treasury: Both the Department of Treasury and PANGTEL 
highlighted the various regulatory models set out in the ICT Regulation Toolkit 
(as discussed earlier in this Chapter). Consistent with the majority of 
submissions received on this question, the Department of Treasury believes 
that oversight of the telecommunications industry should rest with a single 
regulator. In discussing the merits of each potential model, the Department of 
Treasury’s submission focuses on the negative aspects of the single sector 
regulator model and supports a regulatory model consistent with that adopted in 
New Zealand (where a telecommunications commission sits within the New 
Zealand Commerce Commission – the New Zealand competition regulator).

Indeed, the sentiment of most consultation participants is succinctly articulated by the 
ICCC when it states that:

“The telecommunications industry can best be regulated by having only one 
regulatory agency with prime responsibility and, desirably, sole responsibility for 
that industry, and which is trusted and respected by participants in that industry 
[to] provide consistency in regulatory decision making and administration”.

Not all submissions supported a single regulator model however: 

• Institute of National Affairs: The Institute of National Affairs comments that 
the current allocation of oversight between two regulators is justified. The ICCC 
is a professional and impartial body but having a separate technical regulator is 
important;

• PNG Chamber of Commerce & Industry: Similarly, the PNG Chamber of 
Commerce & Industry does not advocate changes to the current structure of the 
regulators, but urges certainty, transparency and flexibility in the regulatory 
system; and

• National Fisheries authority: While the National Fisheries Authority similarly 
supports the current institutional structures, it comments that the respective 
regulators’ roles could be more clearly defined, and a clear distinction should be 
made between the Government’s policymaking function and its manner of 
implementation.

The question therefore is not whether there should be reform but what nature and extent 
of reform is required. Many stakeholders have put forward suggestions in relation to the 
minimum regulator attributes. By way of example only: 
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• PANGTEL: PANGTEL suggests the principles of independence, regulatory 
expertise and flexibility must be kept in mind;

• ICCC: During oral consultation, the ICCC identified the attributes of good 
governance, independence, fiscal responsibility and competence;

• Telikom: Telikom is of the view that ‘transparency and accountability’ are areas 
that require improvement; and

• Department of Treasury: The Department of Treasury proposes the following 
principles must guide any changes in regulatory models: independence,
accountability, clarity, certainty and capacity (and it must be noted that the 
Department of Treasury believes the ICCC satisfies the aforementioned 
principles).

The ICCC appears to draw a somewhat arbitrary line between the functions under the 
Telecommunications Act and those under the Radio Spectrum Act in recommending that:

“All regulation under the Telecommunications Act should be undertaken by one 
regulatory agency, the Commission, with PANGTEL being the regulator under 
the Radio Spectrum Act for all radio spectrum and radiocommunications 
matters.” 

If a single regulator is not able to be established, the Department of Treasury proposes 
an alternative structure, which is identical to the ICCC’s submission. The Department 
believes the uncertainty and overlap between powers would be eliminated if PANGTEL’s 
powers were limited to those powers that are granted under the Radio Spectrum Act.

We are not convinced that this addresses the concerns of overlap set out above nor does 
it create a single regulator model supported by industry and international best practice. A
number of consultation participants have suggested the institutional model should reflect 
that of the ICCC:

• Telikom: Telikom states:

“A single industry-specific regulator must [be] structured in a similar 
manner to the appointment of the current ICCC Commissioners (to 
allow a level of independence from government), with clear and 
relevant rules on transparency of regulatory processes, and 
appropriate levels of accountability”;

• Department of Treasury: Treasury believes that the ICCC is the appropriate 
body as it has shown effectiveness, independence, accountability and 
established significant technical and regulatory capacity. In contrast, it notes 
that PANGTEL has failed to be accountable for its actions and is a costly 
organisation to run; and

• Data Nets Ltd: The submission by Data Nets Ltd concludes that:

“Maintaining the ICCC as an impartial and independent body to cover 
all licensing matters in the communications sector is very important. A 
one-stop shop offers many benefits as well as regulator certainty.”

Not surprisingly however, PANGTEL supports the “scenario [which] presents the most 
practical approach [and accommodates the] existence of PANGTEL”. PANGTEL 
acknowledges that its current structure is not without flaws and may need institutional 
reform to ensure it has the appropriate attributes (including staggering the board or 
commissioners in terms of tenure and having appointments to the board made by 
someone other than the ministry e.g. a cross parliamentary committee).

By way of summary, it would appear that industry has little appetite to maintain the 
current regime and little support for PANGTEL in its current form. 

The various institutional options discussed during consultation are set out in the table in 
Figure 14 on the following page.
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Figure 14: Various regulator options discussed during consultation328

Option Model and features Comments and consultation feedback

1. ICCC as sole regulator.

• ICCC to be the sole regulator of ICT 
(perhaps with a New Zealand style 
commission model). 

• PANGTEL to be disbanded.

• Enables efficient use of limited regulatory resources.

• Leverages off an institutional model that has proven to be largely successful in PNG.

• Leverages off existing expertise in interconnection/access/licensing.

• Addresses concerns about concurrent powers and the effectiveness of PANGTEL.

• Creates regulatory efficiencies, as compared with the dual regulator model.

However:

• International experience suggests it is a model with limited success and the benefits are often overstated.329

• Economies may not be self evident if employees from PANGTEL need to be accommodated within this model.

• ICT is often considered an industry which is significantly more dynamic than others, and agility is potentially 
hindered by less dynamic regulator cultures.

• There is a risk that ICT revenue is spread across other industries (and not reinvested in the ICT sector).

2. ICCC regulates under the 
Telecommunications Act, PANGTEL 
regulates under the Radio Spectrum Act.

• Proposal put forward by the ICCC and Dept 
of Treasury if the single regulator option 
above is not supported.

• Would require technical expertise to be 
brought across from PANGTEL or sourced 
from elsewhere.

• No functions would be shared between 
PANGTEL and the ICCC, although both 
regulators would need to consult with one 

• Leverages off an institutional model (in the ICCC) that has proven to be largely successful in PNG.

• May addresses concerns about concurrent powers (depending on the delineation of powers).

• Leverages off existing institutions (and therefore, does not require the creation of a ’new regulator’).

However:

• Fails to address the issues associated with bifurcation of licensing roles.

• Perpetuates the dual regulator regime (and does not, per se, address the concerns set out above in relation to 
such model).
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Option Model and features Comments and consultation feedback

another.

3. ICCC to regulate interconnection and pricing 
only, all other ICT functions go to PANGTEL 
(either in current form or reformed).

• Licensing functions would reside with 
PANGTEL moving forward.

• ICCC’s mandate limited to economic 
regulation (including interconnection)

• No functions would be shared between the 
PANGTEL and the ICCC, although both 
regulators would need to consult with one 
another.

• Leverages off an institutional model (in the ICCC) that has proven to be largely successful in PNG.

• Leverages off expertise that already exists within the ICCC.

• May addresses concerns about concurrent powers.

• Addresses the concerns associated with the bifurcation of licensing responsibilities.

• Leverages off existing institutions (and therefore, does not require the creation of a ‘new regulator’).

• Facilitates consistency in price regulation between industries.

However:

• Perpetuates the dual regulator regime (and does not, per se, address the concerns set out above in relation to 
such model).

• PANGTEL would require significant reform in order for the model to be effective, which is timely and costly.

• Creates somewhat of an artificial distinction/delineation in responsibilities. 

4. PANGTEL (in its current form or reformed) to 
be the sole regulator of ICT. 

• All ICT functions to be transferred to 
PANGTEL, including interconnection and 
price regulation.

• ICCC’s ICT mandate limited to general 
competition regulator only.

• Addresses concerns about concurrent powers and the bifurcation of licensing roles.

• Creates a model consistent with international best practice trends.

• Leverages off an existing institution (and therefore, does not require the creation of a ‘new regulator’).

• The reform of PANGTEL (if appropriate) would address ICCC and Treasury concerns about institutional attributes.

• Creates regulatory efficiencies, as compared with the dual regulator model.

However:

• PANGTEL would require significant reform in order for the model to be effective, which is timely and costly.

• Negative perceptions in the market about PANGTEL’s transparency, accountability and fiscal responsibility must 
be addressed as part of any reform package.

• Concern about potential institutional failure will remain unless reform is thorough and comprehensive.
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Option Model and features Comments and consultation feedback

• Unless expertise is transferred to PANGTEL, there may be concern about its ability to adequately manage 
economic matters (and the model may fail to leverage off existing expertise in the ICCC).

• Potential for risk of institutional rigidity (due to the narrow focus of the institution). 

5. Creation of a ‘new’ ICT Regulator with all ICT 
functions transferred to this new institution.

• All ICT functions to be transferred to the 
’new’ regulator.

• PANGTEL to be dissolved.

• ICCC’s mandate limited to general 
competition regulator only.

• Addresses concerns about concurrent powers and the bifurcation of licensing roles.

• Creates a model consistent with international best practice trends.

• Enables the creation of an institution that exhibits the attributes of internationally recognised best practice.

• Could leverage off the expertise evident in both PANGTEL and the ICCC in its formation. 

• Future proofs the regulator (in the face of technical and market convergence).

• Creates regulatory efficiencies, as compared with the dual regulator model.

However:

• A ‘new’, unproven regulator risks institutional failure.

• Will require significant expense to establish and the dissolution of PANGTEL will add further complexity and cost.

• Potential for risk of institutional rigidity (due to the narrow focus of the institution). 
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6 OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

6.1 REQUIREMENT FOR CLEAR POLICY

In order to create a settled basis for regulating the ICT sector in PNG, a single, clear ICT 
policy direction is required which:330

1 sets out the path to open competition, including timing and implementation details;

2 provides guidelines for the transition which (to the extent possible) ensure:

• that one monopoly is not replaced with another;

• a level playing field is created for all;

• market entry barriers are removed; and

• transition is not delayed any further due to the inefficiencies of Telikom or 
its subsidiaries;

3 reflects recent developments in international best practice (as such developments 
apply in the PNG context); and

4 is subject to consultation, including between various Ministries where necessary, to 
ensure full policy buy-in by stakeholders and Government officials alike. 

The creation of a strong, institutionally sound regulator which is independent, transparent 
and accountable should be a cornerstone policy position.

Supervision of the regulator should include parliamentary accountability, audit processes 
and fiscal control.

6.2 REFORM OF PANGTEL TO CREATE SINGLE ICT REGULATOR

PANGTEL, whatever its merits, requires reform. It should be reformed, reconstituted and 
renamed in the manner set out below to become the new, single sector-specific ICT 
regulator (ICT Regulator) which:

• has ex-ante regulatory oversight of the entire ICT sector; and

• functions as an independent, transparent and accountable body (and is 
accordingly perceived as such by current and potential industry participants).

The role of the ICCC in the ICT sector should be focussed upon ex-post (corrective) 
competition measures. At this point in time, it is not proposed to create an ICT sector-
specific conduct regime or introduce any price regulation. In fact, the merits of existing 
price regulation specific to Telikom should be reconsidered (as discussed elsewhere in 
this report).

It is proposed to structurally reform PANGTEL so that it becomes the ICT Regulator.
Importantly, this would mean that PANGTEL would cease to exist as an institution in its 
current form. The opportunity should therefore be taken to reform the organisational 
culture and corporate governance of PANGTEL to address many of the concerns 
identified earlier in this Chapter. 

Figure 15 below sets out the proposed functions of the ICCC and PANGTEL that would 
be devolved to the new converged ICT Regulator.
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Figure 15: Structural reform of PANGTEL

6.3 FUNCTIONS AND POWERS

The ICT Regulator should have ex-ante regulatory oversight of the full ICT sector in the 
manner illustrated in Figure 16 below.

Figure 16: Ex-ante regulatory oversight

Within the scope of this broad power, the ICT Regulator’s functions must be clearly 
defined and would include:

1 managing market entry (i.e. licensing) including preparation and publication of 
model licences, managing the issuance of licences, setting licence fees and 
licence renewals procedures;

2 facilitating interconnection, including managing the arbitration of access disputes 
as applicable;

3 the allocation, assignment and ongoing management of radio spectrum;
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4 the allocation, assignment and ongoing management of numbers;

5 dispute resolution (whether consumer-carrier or inter-carrier) in all areas of the ICT 
sector;

6 comprehensive enforcement powers (including the ability to police legislative,
regulatory, licence and contractual obligations (i.e. access/interconnection)) 
including:

• powers of inspection and investigation;

• the ability to impose fines up to a maximum amount (to be prescribed 
under legislation); and

• specific powers regarding the suspension and revocation of licences.

7 monitoring and enforcing universal access obligations;

8 monitoring quality of service to ensure fundamental quality levels; and

9 rule making (including issuing regulations, codes of conduct and guidelines).

In this manner, PANGTEL would be completely reformed and reconstituted into a new 
converged ICT Regulator. The new ICT Regulator would regulate the entire ICT sector
and possess all licensing functions and powers.

No functions would be shared between the ICT Regulator and the ICCC, although the 
regulators would need to consult on ICT industry competition issues, interconnection and 
price regulation in the manner illustrated in Figure 17 below.

Figure 17 : Overlapping regulatory functions

The ICT Regulator should, as its first act, look to finalise an Interconnection Code of 
Practice (including technical interconnection issues) and settle pricing guidelines. This 
issue is further discussed and is the subject of separate recommendations set out later in
this report.
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The ICCC should retain any remaining price regulation responsibilities (to the extent 
relevant) in addition to its standard responsibilities for the application of PNG generic 
competition law and market conduct rules under the ICCC Act.

In this manner, the new ICT Regulator would administer the access and interconnection 
regime while the ICCC retains jurisdiction over price regulation and generic competition 
law.

6.4 STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS

The new ICT Regulator should be governed by a small board (or ‘Commission’) of 3 to 5 
persons all of whom would be ‘ICT Commissioners’.

Given the success of the ICCC structure, it is recommended that at least one of the
Commission members be a non-resident of PNG with substantial telecommunications 
industry and/or regulatory experience.

The terms and conditions of appointment should be set out in legislation. Specifically, all 
appointments to the Commission must be: 

• awarded by reference to pre-determined appointment criteria (which includes 
considering the appointee’s professional qualifications) rather than on the basis 
of political allegiance or financial influence;

• made by Parliament (on the recommendations of a diversely represented 
appointments committee);

• on a staggered basis to ensure no two member appointments expire
simultaneously; and

• on the terms and conditions determined by Parliament.

In this manner, the ICT Regulator would be governed by a small Commission model 
which replicates, in many respects, the model adopted by the ICCC. 

The Commission should be able to elect a Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner from 
among its members.

The Commission should be responsible for the appointment of a Controller and Deputy 
Controller, on such terms and conditions as the Commission may reasonably determine. 
The Controller shall be the chief executive officer of the ICT Regulator and shall be 
responsible for the management of its day-to-day affairs. 

The proposed institutional structure for the new ICT Regulator is set out in Figure 18
below.

Figure 18: Proposed institutional structure for the new ICT Regulator

The ICT Commission members must:
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• hold office for a minimum period of at least 3 years;

• be eligible for reappointment for one further 3 year term; and

• only be removed for cause, on the grounds set out in legislation.

The ICT Commissioners must not:

• be or become a shareholder;

• have or acquire any direct or indirect financial interest; or

• otherwise participate as an applicant, employee, consultant or advisor,

in an ICT licensee (or be an immediate family member of any person who is in a position 
referred to above) whilst, or within 12 months of ceasing to be, a Commission member.

In order to encourage efficiency and consistency in decision making, and foster a 
collaborative approach, consideration should be given to institutional cross fertilisation. 

Specifically, it is recommended that at a minimum:

• a member of the ICCC should sit on the arbitral panel for all interconnection and 
access arbitrations; 

• the ICT Commissioner should be involved in all ICCC decision-making on ICT 
matters;

• the new ICT Regulator should be required to consult with the ICCC on all other 
competition and economic matters;

• the ICCC should be under an obligation to consult with the ICT Regulator in 
relation to all ICCC decision-making on ICT matters; and

• legislative obligations should require both regulators to co-operate to ensure 
efficient and consistent decision-making.

The Commission should meet regularly (at least once every 3 to 6 months) and keep 
minutes of all meetings. The Commission should otherwise be allowed to regulate its own 
procedure.

Government’s role in the Commission should be confined to industry policy only.

6.5 RESOURCES (FUNDING AND STAFFING)

The ICT Regulator must have sufficient financial and human resources to fulfil its 
mandate and maintain its independence. This remains a perennial concern given existing 
capacity constraints. Accordingly, the regime must contemplate specific capacity building 
requirements.

The ICT Regulator should only receive funding from permitted sources, which may 
include licensing fees, spectrum fees, regulatory fees (for services rendered by the ICT 
Regulator), fines and such other funds as may be provided by Parliament (although 
ideally the ICT Regulator should be self funding). Permitted sources must be set out in 
the legislation.

The ICT Regulator is in the best position to hire its own staff. Processes must be put in 
place to ensure staff have no conflicts of interest which might affect their ability to perform 
their role (including disclosure of any financial interest in the ICT sector).

Commission members’ and staff salaries must be paid from the ICT Regulator’s funding 
and should not be subject to Ministerial influence.

6.6 GOOD GOVERNANCE AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

The ICT Regulator must be open and transparent in its operations, to foster public 
confidence in any exercise of power and in its independence (and therefore legitimacy). 
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The ICT Regulator must therefore:

1 keep proper books of accounts (and other records relating to its accounts) which 
are audited annually by independent, non-governmental auditors;

2 monitor and, where relevant, keep a public register of all activities undertaken by 
the ICT Regulator including:

(a) monitoring the: 

• rates paid by consumers for services and quality of service 
benchmarks; and

• the precise application of the universal access and service 
contributions made by licensees; and 

(b) keeping registers of:

• all disputes referred to the ICT Regulator; 

• all licences issued/suspended or withdrawn by the ICT Regulator; 
and 

• all interconnection offers, interconnection agreements, access 
agreements and co-location agreements lodged with the ICT 
Regulator.

3 submit to Parliament all audited accounts referred to above and an annual report 
detailing its activities throughout the previous financial year (based on the ICT 
Regulator’s monitoring activities). This must be submitted no later than 6 months 
after the completion of the financial year;

4 put in place consultation procedures which allow interested parties to be informed 
and consulted prior to the issuance of any decisions or new rules;

5 publish (including on the Internet) the results of any consultations, responses,
proposals, decisions, public inquiries and any major studies or other activities 
undertaken by the ICT Regulator relevant to the ICT sector within a reasonable 
timeframe (and subject to confidentiality restrictions); and

6 adopt a code of ethics (including rules relating to receiving gifts).

The key requirements to ensure good governance and fiscal responsibility by the new 
ICT regulator are summarised in Figure 19 below.
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Figure 19: Requirements for good governance and fiscal responsibility

The ICT Regulator must be made genuinely accountable for its actions:

• by making all regulatory decisions, orders or sanctions subject to appeal; and

• through the imposition of comprehensive reporting obligations (see above).

Appeals to the Courts should be ‘last resort’ options. Accordingly, consideration should 
be given to extending the scope of the Appeals Panel for the purpose of hearing appeals
in the first instance. Except in extreme circumstances, the Appeals Panel should be a
step pursued prior to litigation.

Government should not be part of any appeal body decision but should continue to have 
(through the Minister) the right to intervene for the purpose of introducing evidence or 
otherwise make submissions on questions relevant to the public interest.

7 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 6.1 A new converged ICT Regulator should be the primary 
regulator for the entire ICT sector. PANGTEL should be 
reformed and reconstituted into this new ICT Regulator.  The 
new ICT Regulator should regulate the entire ICT sector and 
possess all licensing functions and powers.

Recommendation 6.2 The new ICT Regulator should administer the access and 
interconnection regime while the ICCC retains jurisdiction 
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over price regulation and generic competition law.   

Recommendation 6.3 A member of the ICCC should sit on the arbitral panel for all 
interconnection and access arbitrations.

Recommendation 6.4 The new ICT Regulator should be required to consult with the 
ICCC on all other competition and economic matters.  
Legislative obligations should require both regulators to co-
operate to ensure efficient and consistent decision-making.  

Recommendation 6.5 The new ICT Regulator should be governed by a small board 
of 3 to 5 persons all of whom would be ‘ICT Commissioners’.  
The terms and conditions of appointment would be set out in 
legislation.  The ICT Commissioners should elect the 
Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner. 

Recommendation 6.6 The ICCC should be under an obligation to consult with the 
ICT Regulator in relation to all ICCC decision-making on ICT 
matters.

Recommendation 6.7 The new ICT Regulator should have sufficient financial and 
human resources to fulfil its mandate and maintain its 
independence. The ICT Regulator should only receive 
funding from permitted sources as set out in legislation.

Recommendation 6.8 The new ICT Regulator should be open, transparent and 
accountable to Parliament and the courts in its operations.  It 
should keep audited accounts, comply with codified 
consultation procedures and be subject to appellate review. 
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CHAPTER 7

INFORMATION SECURITY
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1 INFORMATION SECURITY

1.1 KEY ISSUES AND CONCERNS

The National ICT Policy noted the following matters which are appropriate for 
consideration in the context of the implementation of National ICT Policy Phase 2. 
Specific consideration on these issues has not yet occurred and submissions are now 
sought.

• Once mechanisms for connectivity are in place and use of the Internet becomes 
more widespread, the Internet will provide an economical and simple way for 
linking citizens with industry and government across PNG and the world. 
Increased use of the Internet in PNG society will present a number of 
challenges, not merely of a technical nature but also ethical, cultural, legal,
economic and organisational.

• Telecommunications, intellectual property management models, online content,
e-commerce, and a range of other regulatory frameworks need to be in place so 
that the education and training industry can operate efficiently and effectively 
and become internationally competitive. The regulatory and technical 
frameworks will need to reflect international developments and should support 
and not impede the needs of PNG’s education and training industry.

• Security is an important component of the policy framework for the Internet. 
Developing and transitional countries must examine their laws to ensure that 
they cover cyber-crime and provide law enforcement agencies the investigative 
tools they need, consistent with privacy protection. But the criminal law is only a 
small part of the cyber-security framework. Governments and private sector 
systems need to cooperate in improving the security of those systems by 
applying sound security practices, improving sharing of information, and raising 
awareness.

• Developing countries around the world rightly see the Internet as a potentially 
powerful tool to advance economic and human development. At the same time,
however, criminals also see the potential of the Internet – as a means to 
perpetrate fraud and as a communications medium of global reach and low 
cost. Hackers find a thrill in penetrating networks and destroying data, while 
terrorists could purposely disrupt the critical infrastructures that are dependent 
on networked computers. Meanwhile, consumers hesitate from disclosing 
personal and credit card data on the Internet, with security and privacy their 
number one concern, and businesses face losses of proprietary data,
intellectual property, and online access to customers and suppliers due to 
security breaches and intentional service interruptions.

• In order for the Internet to contribute to economic growth, human development 
and democratisation, it must be trustworthy and secure. Lack of trust and 
security jeopardises development goals that could be supported by a widely 
accessible and widely trusted Internet.

• Effective public policy for the Internet is based on a mix of laws, industry self 
regulation and technical standards that give users control. Together, these 
elements create the policy environment supporting investment, innovation and 
growth. In terms of trust and security, this environment includes the criminal 
law, laws of privacy and consumer protection, and the commitment of industry 
to build and operate more secure systems.

• Consideration of cyber-crime often leads to questions about the standards 
under which the government is authorised to obtain access to the electronic 
communications and computer data that may constitute evidence of cyber-crime 
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and other types of crime. Many countries have procedural laws granting the 
government investigative powers to access information stored in computers. 
These include judicial orders for the production stored data and warrants for the 
immediate search and seizure of computers and computerised data. Many 
countries also allow real-time interception of communications and the traffic 
data or transactional data that shows the origin and destination of 
communications.

• Privacy is widely recognised as a human right. Numerous international policy 
statements and frameworks for the information age declare that individuals are 
entitled to fair treatment in the way that personal information is collected and 
used. This includes personally identifiable information in the hands of 
government agencies.

• Governments are increasingly using the Internet as a means to deliver services 
and information. This development allows users to register for government 
services, obtain and file government forms, apply for employment, comment on 
public policy issues, and engage in a growing number of other functions – all 
online.

• The trend towards e-government and the electronic delivery of services has 
further expanded government collection of personally identifiable data. In 
providing services to the public and carrying out various functions, governments 
collect and use a wide range of personal information about their citizens (e.g.,
health, education, employment and property ownership records, tax returns, law 
enforcement records, driver’s licence data, and others).

• A government’s practices in collecting, retaining, and managing personal data 
about its citizens pose a wide range of privacy concerns. With this increasing 
use of technology in government-to-citizen interactions, it is important to ensure 
that government agencies that collect personal information from citizens adopt 
and maintain adequate privacy practices.

• Trust is a crucial ingredient of any successful online program, whether in the 
field of e-commerce or in the field of e-government. Privacy and security are in 
turn key elements of online trust. Individuals will not use services that do not 
handle personal data responsibly. Privacy is often cited as a major concern of 
Internet users. It is also the main reason why many non-users still avoid the 
Internet. Citizens will not entrust sensitive personal, financial and medical data 
to the government in order to utilise e-government systems (or they will refuse 
to give accurate information) unless they are assured that the information will be 
responsibly used and protected against abuse. Therefore, countries seeking to 
facilitate the efficient online provision of governmental services must protect the 
privacy of the information they collect.

• To build trust, privacy must be addressed in the planning and design of 
egovernment systems since it is much harder to interject privacy protections 
after a system is built.

2 POLICY OBJECTIVES

To address these concerns the Government's policy is to ensure that, under the legal 
framework of PNG:

• cybercrime is not permitted;

• privacy is protected to a degree meeting International Privacy Standards

• consumers and traders who conduct business electronically are adequately 
protected;

• the Intellectual Property of others is adequately protected; and
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• critical ICT systems are protected in the event of war, disaster or civil 
disturbance.

3 STRATEGIES

The initial policy noted the following strategies to address these issues:

3.1 CYBERCRIME

PNG will adopt criminal laws against attacks on the security and integrity of computer 
systems, thereby criminalizing hacking, illegal interception and interference with the 
availability of computer systems.

3.2 LAW ENFORCEMENT AND PRIVACY

PNG will have clear procedures meeting international privacy standards for government 
access to communications and stored data when needed for the investigation of crimes. 
Such procedures will allow the government to carry out its investigations but will also 
assure businesses and consumers that the government cannot unjustifiably monitor their 
communications. These elements will be embodied in a national law for interception of 
communications (telephone calls, email and other electronic communications), and 
search and seizure orders for computer data.

3.3 CONSUMER PROTECTION

The Government will put in place procedures and laws facilitating the use of credit cards 
and electronic forms of payment, in a legal framework ensuring that a consumer or small 
business owner who transacts business online has recourse if the transaction does not 
go through or if the goods or services purchased online are unsatisfactory. Further,
consumers will be assured that data they provide to merchants will not be misused.

3.4 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

The Government will review PNG’s existing Intellectual Property Laws to ensure that they 
provide adequate protection in the digital setting.

3.5 PROTECTING CRITICAL IT SYSTEMS

PNG will have a procedure in place to take all critical systems offline in the event of a 
war, disaster or civil disturbance which might otherwise place those systems at risk.

4 SUBMISSIONS

4.1 CYBERCRIME

Submissions are invited on the nature and extent of appropriate legislative, regulatory 
and /or industry strategies required or desirable to protect against attacks on the security 
and integrity of any computer and communications systems, including the criminalization 
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of computer hacking, the prohibition of unauthorised interception and interference with 
the availability of computer systems

Options for consideration could include the create of specific criminal offences relating to:

• unauthorised access, modification or impairment of data or communications;

• unauthorised modification of data to cause impairment;

• unauthorised impairment of electronic communication;

• possession of data with intent to commit an offence; and

• producing, supplying or obtaining data with intent to commit an offence.

Further submissions are also sought in section 4.6 below on the protection of critical ICT 
infrastructure.

4.2 LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS

National ICT Policy calls for a new legal framework and procedures to ensure that the 
government has access to both real time communications and stored data whenever 
needed for the investigation of crimes. 

It is important that these procedures allow law enforcement authorities (LEAs) to carry 
out all necessary investigations while providing appropriate assurance to communications 
users that their communications cannot be unjustifiably monitored and that international 
privacy standards will be met. 

It is proposed that the required elements be incorporated into a national communication
interception law covering all electronic communications, including traditional and VoIP 
telephone calls, SMS messages, email and instant messaging. The law would also 
identify and regulate the circumstances in which law enforcement agencies could search 
for, access and seize stored computer data, including email and instant messaging 
records, from users and their service providers.

Submissions are sought on the appropriate legal framework and procedures for access to 
communications information by LEAs, including for example:

1 the formal procedure which LEAs would be required to follow in order to seek 
interception or compulsory disclosure orders and the sanction(s) for interception or 
disclosure otherwise than in accordance with those procedures;

2 the appropriate levels or thresholds required to justify the grant of interception 
warrants or other court orders allowing interception or compulsory disclosure;

3 any conditions which should or might attach to the grant of interception warrants or 
other court orders;

4 the nature and extent of content which should be subject to compulsory 
interception / disclosure requirements such as, for example:

• PSTN calls;

• VoIP communications;

• email communications;

• instant messages;

• Internet TCP/IP data packets; and / or

• other communications.

5 the nature and extent of the  technical requirements which would need to be 
agreed with, or imposed on, telecommunications carriers and carriage service 
providers to ensure an effective legal interception / disclosure regime (including 
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those technical requirements relating to the interception of live communications,
the preservation and location of stored information, and the delivery of identified 
content to LEAs);

6 procedures for determining the allocation between stakeholders (including 
government, carriers, carriage service providers and users) of the costs of 
providing any interception and compulsory disclosure infrastructure and services; 
and

7 the levels of, and mechanisms for, privacy protection appropriate with respect to an 
interception regime (as discussed in the next section).

4.3 PRIVACY PROTECTION

The requirement in the National ICT Policy for a framework to ensure government access 
to communications and stored data acknowledges that such access should be provided 
with appropriate assurances that unjustifiable monitoring will be avoided and that 
international privacy standards will be met.

Submissions are sought as to the appropriate mechanism by which these protections will 
be implemented including:

1 whether the protections should be included in communications-sector specific 
regulation, or as part of a wider adoption of general privacy protections for all 
information about individuals;

2 the appropriate international or other standards on which the privacy protections 
should or might be based including, for example:

• the Unified Privacy Principles formulated by the Australian Law Reform 
Commission in 2008 
(http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/other/alrc/publications/reports/108/_4.html);

• the 2004 APEC Privacy Framework 
(http://www.apec.org/apec/apec_groups/committee_on_trade/electronic_
commerce.MedialibDownload.v1.html?url=/etc/medialib/apec_media_libr
ary/downloads/taskforce/ecsg/pubs/2005.Par.0001.File.v1.1);

• the 2000 US / EU Safe Harbor or US sectoral approach 
(http://www.export.gov/safeharbor/SH_Overview.asp);

• the 1995 Data Protection Directive of the European Parliament and of the 
Council (95/46/EC) 
(http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:EN:HT
ML); or

• the 1980 OECD Privacy Guidelines 
(http://www.oecd.org/document/18/0,3343,en_2649_34255_1815186_1_
1_1_1,00.html),

3 the extent of appropriate exceptions and exemptions with respect to areas such as 
law enforcement and free speech;

4 the most appropriate regulator for privacy protections including whether the 
regulator should be PANGTEL or a separate body;

5 appropriate complaint handling and investigation mechanisms; and

6 the level and extent of the regulator’s enforcement powers, including whether these 
should include an ability to make declarations; to issue warnings; to accept 
informal and / or enforceable undertakings; to issue infringement notices; to seek 

www.austlii.edu.au/au/other/alrc/publications/reports/108/_4.html
www.apec.org/apec/apec_groups/committee_on_trade/electronic_
www.export.gov/safeharbor/SH_Overview.asp
www.oecd.org/document/18/0,3343,en_2649_34255_1815186_1_
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or issue civil penalties or fines; to commence proceedings and / or to order 
compensation or other reparation be paid.

4.4 CONSUMER PROTECTION

The Government’s policy includes an intention to enact necessary laws and procedures 
to facilitate the use of online electronic payment systems (including credit cards) while 
seeking to ensure that consumers and small business owners who transact business 
using those systems have recourse if the transaction is not effected, or if the goods or 
services purchased are unsatisfactory. Additional protection against the misuse of 
information provided by consumers in the course of online transactions are also 
proposed.

Submissions are sought on the elements of an online consumer protection regime 
including:

• whether online consumer protection requirements should be included in general 
consumer protection law, or specifically regulated;

• the circumstances in which it would, and would not, be appropriate or practical 
for consumers to have recourse with respect to online transactions (for example 
with respect to overseas transactions);

• whether recourse should be limited to consumers, small business or available to
all those who transact online;

• whether protections against the misuse of customer information should be 
incorporated into specific consumer protection regulations, or included as part 
of a wider scheme of privacy protection;

• whether a new regulatory body should be established with responsibility for 
online consumer protection or whether these functions should be more 
appropriately exercised by PANGTEL or another existing body, and the nature 
and extent of that body’s investigation and enforcement powers;

• the necessity for, and operation of, anti-spam and telemarketing requirements 
including the circumstances in which marketers may be able to assume consent 
to such marketing;

• the extent to which specific laws relating to identity theft are required; and

• whether existing laws relating to fraud require updating for an online 
environment.

4.5 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION

Submission are sought  as to whether existing Intellectual Property Laws provide 
adequate protection in a digital environment, including with respect to:

• copyright;

• trademarks;

• domain names;

• user generated content; and

• any other matters.

4.6 CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION

Submissions are sought on appropriate procedures required to ensure that:

• effective and accepted security standards are adopted with respect to critical 
information and communications technology infrastructure;
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• all necessary information is shared effectively and efficiently between 
government, industry and international agencies to seek to protect critical ICT 
infrastructure;

• operational and response teams and protocols are available and trained;

• any critical ICT systems are isolated and / or taken offline in the event of a war,
disaster, civil disturbance or other event which might otherwise place those 
systems at risk; and

• appropriate sanctions are available for actions which place critical ICT 
infrastructure systems at risk.

4.7 OTHER

Submissions are also sought as to whether further amendments should be made to 
PNG’s legal framework to seek to ensure more appropriate regulation of any other issues 
that may arise as a consequence of the anticipated growth in use of ICT which will occur 
as a consequence of the implementation of Phase 2 including:

1 the possible introduction of legislation concerning the use of electronic transactions 
which might:

• clarify the time, date and/or place of dispatch and receipt of electronic 
communications;

• confirm that electronic transactions are equivalent to paper-based 
transactions in all, or specified, circumstances and/or that a transaction is 
not invalid because it took place by means of one or more electronic 
communications;

2 confirm that any or all of:

• a requirement to give information in writing;

• a requirement to provide a signature;

• a requirement to produce a document;

• a requirement to record information; and /or

• a requirement to retain a document can be met in electronic form; or

3 new or enhanced protections from harmful and illegal content which might:

• establish an online content classification and regulatory authority;

• apply a graduated content classification framework (eg General, Parental 
Guidance, Mature, Restricted and Banned) to certain online content;

• provide for complaint based or other enforcement of the classification 
framework; and / or

• include the use of home or ISP-level content filters.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 7.1 Criminal laws should be enacted against attacks on the 
security and integrity of computer systems to criminalise 
hacking, illegal interception and interference with the 
availability of computer systems.
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Recommendation 7.2 Clear procedures meeting international privacy standards 
should be established for government access to 
communications and stored data when needed for the 
investigation of crimes. Such procedures should provide an 
adequate level of assurance that the government cannot 
unjustifiably monitor private communications. 

Recommendation 7.3 The new privacy standards should be embodied in a national 
law for interception of communications (telephone calls, email 
and other electronic communications), and for search and 
seizure orders for computer data.

Recommendation 7.4 Laws and procedures should be implemented to facilitate 
electronic payments and to ensure that consumers and small 
businesses who transact business online have recourse if 
transactions fail or online purchases are unsatisfactory. 
Protections should be established to prevent merchants from 
misusing consumer data.

Recommendation 7.5 PNG’s existing intellectual property laws should be reviewed 
to ensure that they provide adequate protection for digitised 
forms of intellectual property.

Recommendation 7.6 Procedure should be established to take all critical systems 
offline in the event of a war, disaster or civil disturbance 
which might otherwise place those systems at risk.
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1 TECHNICAL REGULATION 

The underlying rationale for technical regulation comprises a multitude of objectives. 
Technical standards and codes, for example, address health and safety issues,
safeguard consumer interests, assist industry development and competitiveness, and 
facilitate gains from network externalities. 

However, the changing nature of telecommunications technology and its high complexity 
make it difficulty for any government agency to devise appropriate standards. Further the 
potential costs to the industry from regulatory error are high. Yet the interests of industry 
participants are not always aligned with those of the wider public and hence the provision 
for regulatory intervention is an import safeguard.

This Chapter analyses the current level of technical regulation in PNG and its continued 
appropriateness in the context of the proposed Phase 2 reforms. Specifically, this 
Chapter:

1 identifies the existing regulatory regime in PNG relating to technical regulation with 
a specific focus on:

• numbering obligations

• interconnection obligations

• preselection obligations; and

• spectrum management obligations

2 identifies international best practice in relation to these issues by reference to 
jurisdictions comparable to PNG;

3 identifies key issues and concerns with the existing regime, including issues raised 
during public consultation;

4 undertakes an analysis to determine potential solution to these issues and 
concerns; and

5 makes a range of recommendations to implement those solutions.

2 EXISTING REGULATORY REGIME

2.1 PANGTEL AS TECHNICAL REGULATOR

PANGTEL’s power to establish technical regulation is contained in section 87 of the 
Telecommunications Act. This section provides that:

“PANGTEL may, by notice in the National Gazette, determine technical 
standards relating to telecommunications network, to customer equipment or to 
customer cabling that is connected to a telecommunications network.”

The power in subsection (1) of s 87 is limited by subsection (2) which lists a number of 
objectives which such regulation may be directed toward. These include: 

• protecting the integrity of telecommunications networks or safety of people 
working on them; 

• ensuring the interoperability of customer equipment and networks; 
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• ensuring compliance with international standards; 

• maintaining or improving the quality of services; 

• reducing interference with radiocommunications; and

• establishing adequate immunity from electromagnetic disturbance.

Pursuant to these powers, PANGTEL has so far implemented a number of technical 
standards, including the Interconnection Code, the Numbering Code and the Spectrum 
Management System. 

This section outlines these technical standards as well as a number of technical 
standards that have been implemented internationally to facilitate competition. PANGTEL 
has also commenced work on a number of additional standards and the drafts of these 
are also outlined. 

Five main areas of technical standards are discussed as they are the most relevant in 
terms of transitioning PNG’s existing regime to one that can support open competition. 
They are: 

• numbering codes; 

• number portability; 

• interconnection codes; 

• preselection requirements; and 

• various spectrum codes.

2.2 NUMBERING OBLIGATIONS

PANGTEL provide two numbering documents:

• National Numbering Plan (Revision 3, March 2007): Outlines the assignment 
of telephone numbers across a range of current and planned services

• National Numbering Code (Revision 3, March 2007): Outlines the 
procedures and rules for the allocation of numbers.

2.2.1 National Numbering Plan

Prior to the release of PANGTEL’s National Numbering Plan, the numbering plan in PNG 
was developed and implemented by Telikom.

According to PANGTEL, the revisions it has make to the Telikom plan are in the following 
key areas:

• alignment of the dialling procedure for international access to automatic 
services with ITU-T E.164;

• removal of constraints on the numbering resource for allocation of number 
ranges to new cellular operators;

• preparation of the fixed line sector for deregulation through creation of 
numbering space for multiple operators and carrier selection codes; and 

• creation of capacity in the plan to facilitate introduction of new services without 
being restrained by the numbering plan.

The National Numbering Plan provides a set of rules for the assignment of number 
ranges across the following key services:

• fixed (geographic) services;

• mobile network services;

• IP and VSAT services;

• special services (eg, operator services, premium services etc); and
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• data networking.

2.2.2 National Numbering Code

PANGTEL administers the number ranges outlined in the National Numbering Plan via 
the National Numbering Code.

The Code provides the relevant allocation rules and procedures for each service type.
Key areas include:

• criteria for application and response time;

• number reservation and usage rules;

• allocation of further numbers;

• application procedures;

• reporting requirements; and

• fees. 

2.2.3 Number portability

In PNG, number portability (fixed or mobile) has not been introduced and as such no 
technical standard or code has been written. 

However, the National Numbering Code does recognise that any implementation of 
number portability would require “significant transformation of the network” and that a 
cost benefit analysis should be completed before any determination is made on 
mandating number portability.

2.3 INTERCONNECTION TECHNICAL OBLIGATIONS

In PNG there are two Interconnection Codes of Practice:

• ICCC Interconnection Code: sets out a framework within which operators can 
negotiate interconnect agreements.

• PANGTEL Interconnection Code: sets out a framework within which operators 
can negotiate the technical aspects of interconnect agreements.

The ICCC Interconnection Code outlines an interconnection framework which covers all 
of the key negotiation terms, eg, dispute resolution, price related terms and conditions,
ordering and provisioning procedures etc.

The ICCC Interconnection Code references the PANGTEL Interconnection Code for 
technical compliance specifications. 

2.3.1 PANGTEL interconnection code

The PANGTEL Interconnection Code covers the following key areas:

• Ordering and provisioning procedures: request for access to interconnect,
demand forecasts, provisioning steps etc.

• Points of Interconnection (POI): Location principles and suggestions for 
Telikom network points of interconnect.

• Interconnection Technical Standards: Where no PANGTEL standard is in 
place, interconnection technical specifications should conform to the relevant 
ITU standard. 

• Co-location of interconnection plant: Sharing of interconnect infrastructure 
and plant.

• Network switching and transmission requirements.

• Network quality of service requirements.
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• Inter-carrier billing: Charging mechanisms, billing and settlement.

• Calling Line Identification (CLI): Code states that the CLI of the caller shall be 
transmitted to the receiving (incoming) network whenever requested by that 
network in the course of the signalling procedure and wherever technically 
possible.

• Carrier Selection: Although not currently mandated in PNG, the interconnect 
code mentions call by call and carrier preselection as a requirement for 
interconnecting parties – subject to the relevant PANGTEL and ICCC 
guidelines.

• SMS Interconnect: describes the general operation of SMS interconnect.

• Operator assist and directory services: access to each parties public 
directory services should be provided.

• Joint Technical and Operational Committee: recommendation that a joint 
committee be set up to facilitate agreement on technical, operational, planning 
and billing aspects of interconnection.

2.4 PRESELECTION OBLIGATIONS

Given the fixed telecom market in PNG has not been opened to competition, preselection 
has not been addressed and as such there are no codes or standards available.

However, the subject is mentioned in two PANGTEL codes:

• National Numbering Plan: allocates numbering assignments for override 
operator codes in anticipation of fixed competition.

• PANGTEL Interconnection Code: covers both call by call and carrier pre-
selection.

2.5 SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT OBLIGATIONS

The following PANGTEL Spectrum Management codes/policies have been reviewed:

• PNG Radiofrequency Spectrum Allocation Chart;

• PNG Table of Radiofrequency Allocations, 2008-2012. Edition 8, April 2008;

• the 900 MHz Band Plan, November 2007;

• Technical Policy for Industrial, Scientific and Medical Systems, Final Draft 10 
March 2008; and

• Automated Spectrum Management System announcement.

2.5.1 PNG Radiofrequency Spectrum Allocation Chart

The spectrum allocation chart illustrates how the radio-frequency spectrum is currently 
allocated among services in PNG. 

The chart is derived from the PNG Spectrum Band Plans and National Frequency 
Allocations Table (2007), which in turn is based on ITU Radio Regulations (WRC-2003).

2.5.2 PNG Table of Radiofrequency allocations

The PNG Table of Radiofrequency Allocations divides the spectrum plan into a more 
granular number of frequency bands and specifies the general purposes for which the 
frequency bands may be used.

The PNG Table of Radiofrequency Allocations provides an agreed framework of rights,
obligations and procedures applicable to manage and regulate the operation of 
radiocommunications services within PNG.
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The structure of radiofrequency allocations is based on the allocations table in the Radio 
Regulations appropriate to ITU Region 3 (which includes PNG).

The radiofrequency tables within the document indicate in tabular form the 
radiofrequency spectrum from 9 kHz to 400 GHz, which is divided into radiofrequency 
bands within which certain designated radiocommunications services may operate. The 
radiofrequency tables include:

• the allocations of radiofrequency bands to radiocommunications services as per 
the ITU Radio Regulations;

• the radiofrequency allocations to services in PNG; and

• remarks on specific use and users of the segment.

There are also references to other PANGTEL radiofrequency spectrum documents within 
the PNG Table of Radiofrequency Allocations document, these include:

• TR 619 Conditions for Operation and Licensing of LPD’s: which relates
mainly to low powered devices and radio transmitting toys;

• TR 603 Conditions for Operation and licensing of CBRS: which relates
mainly to Citizen Band (CB) radios;

• VHF Mid band Plan (68 – 88 MHz band Plan): which relates mainly to trunked 
systems such as Trunked Land Mobile Radiocommunication Services and 
some VHF - FM radio broadcasting;

• TR 435 Specification for low powered broadcast transmitters operating in 
the VHF – FM Band 88MHz to 108 MHz: which relates mainly to FM radio 
broadcasting;

• The 148 – 174 MHz Plan: which relates to satellite services and also some land 
mobile and fixed services. Note that it references RTSS application which is 
defined as Rural Telephony Subscriber Service and is defined exclusively for 
Telikom;

• The 400 MHz Band Plan: which relates to Mobile Satellite services, telemetry 
services and also for PSTN multi-channel links;

• Spectrum Usage in Frequency Band 960 MHz and 12 GHz: which relates to 
Aeronautical radionavigation services and amateur satellite services;

• TR 107: TDMA Rural Subscriber Systems;

• TR 701: which relates to fixed point to point links and also cover reserved 
spectrum for future GSM use;

• Technical Policy for Cable TV in PNG: which relates to Cable TV services; 
and

• Technical Policy for MMDS: which relates to Multi-channel Multi-point 
Distribution Services. This is a broadband wireless point-to-multipoint service.

2.5.3 The 900 MHz Band Plan, November 2007

The 900 MHz Band Plan outlines the services and potential demand for the frequency 
spectrum between 820 – 960 MHz – referred to as the 900 MHz Band. 

The band range is predominantly used for CMTS but the document also allocates 
frequency ranges for:

• Trunked Land Mobile Services;

• Spread Spectrum Services;

• Cordless Telepoint Service;

• Point to Point Links;

• ISM; and
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• Wide-Band Links (subject to CMTS usage and allocation).

The 900 MHz Band Plan document outlines both AMPS and GSM frequency 
arrangements for CMTS and does not yet contain any detail on the frequency allocation 
for the new GSM operators.

2.5.4 Technical Policy for ISM band

The Technical Policy for ISM band discusses the usage of the various ISM frequency 
bands in relation to:

• ISM band allocation frequencies;

• provision of information from ISM users to PANGTEL;

• radio spectrum licensing/certification conditions;

• fees; and

• Technical Specifications.

PANGTEL have also issued a public notice stating that PANGTEL has approved the
Technical Policy and asking all service providers to obtain a copy of the policy and 
registration information.

2.5.5 Automated Spectrum Management System

In order to be able to efficiently manage, track and allocate spectrum, PANGTEL has 
announced that it is putting in place an Automated Spectrum Management System

According to PANGTEL, all licence holders of various radiocommunications and 
telecommunications services including telecommunication carriers, service providers,
radio dealers, broadcasters and ISPs are required to provide updated information about 
their current use of frequencies assigned to them by PANGTEL.

This also includes information on equipment operating on frequencies assigned and 
sites/locations where they are deployed and other relevant technical information. 

PANGTEL states that the information provided will be used to update the existing 
database on the use of frequencies and associated technical information before it is 
migrated to the new Automated Spectrum Management System database. 

Once operational, the new database would provide assistance for:

• facilitating resolution of interference; 

• spectrum planning and policy matters; 

• the overall spectrum management strategy of PANGTEL. 

The dates for data collection and system activation are currently unknown.

2.6 PROVISIONING OBLIGATIONS

PANGTEL is currently in the process of drafting a technical code for various broadband 
systems in PNG titled: Broadband ICT Systems, Provisioning Technical Code, Draft 4,
April 2008.

The key objectives of this code are to:

• outline a technical code of practice to promote the uptake and deployment of 
various broadband technologies; and 

• ensure that network compatibility and interoperability results in scale and 
sustainability.

The draft document has a broad scope which includes:
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• Wireless Broadband: Need to adhere to ITU technical standards for Region 3 
and register intent with PANGTEL for approval. This includes use of the ISM 
band;

• Fixed Line Broadband: Must comply with International codes;

• Internet Gateway – Satellite: Installations must meet ITU standards and also 
require PANGTEL approval for radio frequency usage;

• Internet Gateway – Undersea Cable: Although PANGTEL has not established 
technical rules on undersea cables, operators shall engage in full consultation;

• Legacy Technologies: adequate transition notice periods for customer 
migration;

• Broadband Network Coverage: very general comments and diagrams;

• Sharing of infrastructure: not mandated but encouraged; and

• Type Approval and Inspection: must comply with standards and be available 
for inspection by PANGTEL.

3 INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE

This section reviews the international experience with technical regulation. A selection of 
developed and developing countries is reviewed to capture the range of regulatory 
approaches being employed. In the developing world, four countries that are relatively 
similar to PNG in their size, income levels and telephony penetration rates are chosen. 
These are:

• Nepal (population of around 29 million, but only 500,000 fixed-line subscribers 
and 3.5 million mobile subscribers);

• Samoa (a smaller country);

• Kenya; and

• Nigeria.

In the developed world, three countries with relatively large and complex 
telecommunications markets with well developed regulatory regimes are used to provide 
a benchmark for current ‘best-in-use’ technical regulation. These countries are the United 
Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand. 

For these countries, various aspects of technical regulation are reviewed, including 
numbering standards, number portability systems, interconnection, preselection 
requirements and spectrum management.

3.1 NUMBERING OBLIGATIONS

3.1.1 Numbering standards

Several developing countries have implemented numbering standards. These countries 
have recognised the need to properly manage what is a scarce resource as their 
telecommunications sectors grow. The ITU requests that these numbering plans be 
submitted in a specified format for public display on their website.331

3.1.2 Kenya

Kenya introduced its Numbering Plan in 2002 and phased out the old numbering system 
in mid-2003. There were a number of motivations for the new numbering standard,
including:
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• the liberalisation of the telecommunications sector resulting in strong growth in 
the sector;

• expectation of new entrants needing access to telephone numbers; and 

• the need for non-discriminatory access to numbers by incumbents and new 
entrants alike.

The Kenyan Numbering Plan allocates number ranges to different geographic areas and 
to the mobile competitors.

3.1.3 Nigeria

Nigeria has a similar Numbering Plan which allocates codes for different geographic 
areas and mobile competitors. Within each geographic area, codes are assigned to each 
local exchange and then to each subscriber within the exchange area. Hence a fixed-line 
number is made up of the trunk (area) code, the local exchange code and the subscriber-
specific code. 

3.1.4 Nepal and Samoa

Nepal and Samoa have also implemented numbering plans in 2003 and 2006, creating 
new number ranges for different geographic areas.

3.1.5 Number portability

Number portability is relatively common among developed countries as it is generally 
recognised that the benefits of implementation will tend to outweigh the costs in larger 
well developed markets.

Although most OECD countries have implemented mobile number portability, there is still 
debate whether the costs of implementing number portability in countries with low 
population or mobile penetration outweigh the benefits. By way of example:

• In Bahrain, the incumbent has commissioned a cost benefit study showing the 
costs of mobile number portability outweigh the benefits.332 The study states 
that operators would need to contribute up to USD 10 million each to cover the 
costs of implementation. 

• Similarly in Pakistan, mobile number portability is estimated to cost between 
USD 66-82 million which equates to approx USD 10-12 million contribution from 
each mobile operator.

3.1.6 United Kingdom

In the UK, mobile number portability was introduced in 1999 following an assessment of 
the likely costs and benefits of portability for the UK economy. It was estimated the 
introduction of number portability would bring a net benefit of around GBP 98 million over 
10 years, assuming a market size of around 20 million customers by 2007 and churn 
rates of 15-20% per year.333

OFTEL noted that the net benefits of number portability are likely to be sensitive to 
assumptions around service take-up and churn. Under more conservative assumptions 
(17 million customers by 2007 and 5-10% churn), the estimated net benefit fell to GBP 44 
million, less than half that estimated for the central case.

OFTEL identified a number of costs and benefits of number portability in its assessment 
of net benefits. Benefits were grouped into 3 broad categories:

• Type 1 benefits accruing to customers who switch networks and face a lower 
cost of doing so. These were further broken down into Type 1A and Type 1B 
benefits which accrue to those that would have switched without number 
portability and those that would not have, respectively. Type 1A benefits 
included the cost savings from number portability such as no longer needing to 
inform family and friends of a number change, and reduced risk of losing 
business for SMEs. Type 1B benefits included the benefits of switching 
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suppliers (such as lower price or better service) that would not have accrued in 
the absence of portability.

• Type 2 benefits accruing to all consumers as a result of more effective 
competition. These benefits were not quantified by OFTEL.

• Type 3 benefits accruing to parties trying to contact ported customers. These 
included less need for directory enquiries or changes in address books.

Type 1 and 3 benefits were estimated based on customer surveys, however Type 2 
benefits were deemed too difficult to quantify.

Costs of portability include both the upfront cost of establishing the system and the 
ongoing costs of transferring customers and carrying extra (rerouted) traffic. OFTEL also 
included the cost of new hardware for those customers who would switch networks as a 
result of portability being introduced (these costs were not included for customers who 
would have switched even in the absence of number portability). New hardware costs 
arose if these customers switched from analogue to digital networks or between GSM 
and DCS.

Mobile number portability in the UK is achieved through the Signalling Relay Function 
(SRF). This system involves the enquiry signal of the called party’s original network (the 
‘donor network’) being relayed to the location register in the new network (the ‘recipient 
network’). The enquiry signal result from the recipient network is then sent to the donor 
network which can then route the call to the called party (see Figure 20).

Figure 20: Signalling Relay for Mobile Number Portability in the UK334

3.1.7 New Zealand

In New Zealand, mobile and local number portability were only launched around 18 
months ago. Although the New Zealand Commerce Commission did not conduct a 
detailed cost-benefit analysis prior to introduction, it carefully considered the range of 
costs and benefits previously referred to by OFTEL.335

The New Zealand Commerce Commission also referred to the quantitative cost-benefit 
analyses undertaken by OFTEL and by OFTA in Hong Kong.336
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3.1.8 Kenya

Kenya has recently announced plans to implement number portability in 2009. However 
service providers have warned that “operations may become more expensive because of 
the administrative and infrastructure costs that go with it”.337 No estimates of the precise 
cost of implementation are currently available.

The Kenyan regulator had previously entertained the idea in 2004 but rejected it following 
a public consultation. During consultation, the regulator identified that the public were
concerned about losing transparency in mobile tariffs. Since there was a very big 
difference at the time in the applicable tariffs between on-net and off-net calls and since 
callers would not be able to determine the identity of the called party network, there was 
danger of callers incurring large bills without prior knowledge.338

Since 2004 the number of mobile operators has grown from 2 to 4 and there has been 
ongoing implementation of the interconnection framework.

The Kenyan regulator notes that there are a number of ways in which number portability 
could be implemented, including:339

• Query on Release, which requires the calling party’s network to send a query to 
a central Number Portability Database (NPDB) on being notified that the 
number being called has been routed away from its original network. The calling 
party’s network can then route the call to the new network.

• Call dropback (also known as Return to Pivot or RTP), which requires the called
party’s original network to send a query to an internal NPDB. The calling party’s 
network is then notified of the routing number and can route the call to the new 
network.

• Onward Routing (OR), which requires the called party’s original network to send 
a query to an internal NPDB and then route the call to the new network.

• All Call Query Centralised NPDB requires the calling party’s network to send a 
query to a central NPDB for all calls. The routing number provided by the 
central NPDB can then be used to route the call.

• All Call Query internal NPDB requires the calling party’s network to send a 
query to an internal NPDB for all calls. The routing number provided by the 
internal NPDB can then be used to route the call.

Of these, the All Call Query Centralised NPBB method is most widely used and this is 
what the Kenyan regulator plans to implement.

3.1.9 Nigeria

The Nigerian regulator has recently taken an interest in portability and has initiated a 
number of workshops on the issue. In a draft Regulation released at the end of 2007,
provision was made for the National Communications Commission to introduce number 
portability following consultation. The draft Regulation notes that any consultation on this 
issue should consider both the benefits and costs likely to be associated with portability 
and any alternatives.340 The Commission is yet to introduce portability pursuant to this 
draft Regulation.

In response to the draft Regulation, a number of industry players raised concerns over 
the possible introduction of number portability. As in Kenya, the issue of how best to 
implement portability was a key issue of concern by industry. It was submitted that routing 
through the receiving party’s old network (RTP or OR) is unlikely to be the most effective 
method and this was acknowledged by the regulator.

3.1.10 Samoa and Nepal

Samoa’s telecommunications legislation empowers the regulator to implement number 
portability and also recover the costs of implementation from service providers. However 
the Samoan regulator is yet to introduce number portability.

Number Portability is yet to be implemented in Nepal.
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3.2 INTERCONNECTION TECHNICAL OBLIGATIONS

It is common for developing nations to reference ITU standards rather than develop 
stand-alone technical codes, e.g.:

• Kenya: The Kenyan Regulations require that: “Parties to an interconnection 
agreement shall comply with all relevant service standards of the International 
Telecommunications Union and such other technical standards as the 
Commission may from time to time determine”.341

• Nigeria: The Nigerian Regulator uses ITU specifications extensively in its 
interconnection code of practice.

• Nepal: The Nepalese regulator requires licensees negotiating interconnection 
agreements to ensure compliance with international technical standards and 
recommendations where feasible.

• Samoa: The Samoan regulations require that service levels “reflect good 
interconnection practice” and that “CLI [calling line identification] and all 
necessary signalling data be passed between Interconnecting parties in 
accordance with accepted international standards”.342

In contrast, developed countries tend to develop and implement their own technical codes 
to govern interconnection. For example, Australia has a comprehensive set of technical 
codes relating to the interconnection of networks:

• End to End Network Performance for the Standard Telephone Service;

• Interconnect Signalling Specification for Circuit Switched Networks;

• Australian Network Performance Plan;

• Interconnection Model; and

• Interconnection Implementation Plan.

3.3 PRESELECTION OBLIGATIONS

Preselection is more common among developed countries with large and competitive 
fixed-line markets. 

Preselection has been available in the UK since 2000, allowing customers to purchase 
particular types of calls from different operators without the use of an override code. 
Where a customers elects to have certain types of calls (such as long distance calls) 
routed by preselection, the originating operator will prefix the customer’s dialled digits 
with a ‘CPS access code’. The CPS access code ensures routing through the originating 
operator’s network to the point of interconnection with the preselection operator’s 
facilities.

3.3.1 Developing countries

None of the four developing countries studied in detail (Kenya, Nigeria, Nepal and 
Samoa) have implemented preselection. This is most likely due to a lack of fixed-line 
competition in these countries and hence little need for such regulation.

The only developing country of note to implement carrier pre-selection is India, where 
there has been competition in the provision of long-distance services (domestic and 
international) for several years. Customers can either select an alternative carrier for 
long-distance on a call-by-call basis (using a routing code) or pre-select a particular 
carrier for all such calls. 

3.3.2 Australia

Australia implemented a range of technical codes and specifications to support 
preselection in a multi carrier environment. These include:
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• Pre-selection Code;

• Pre-selection Operations Manual;

• Pre-selection Billing Information Specification; and

• Pre-selection IT Specification.

3.4 SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT OBLIGATIONS

Generally speaking, spectrum management is one of the more developed areas of 
technical regulation across both developed and developing countries. This perhaps 
reflects the pervasiveness and importance of mobile communications technology in these 
countries. Most countries recognise that spectrum is an increasingly valuable but scarce 
resource that needs to be managed properly. 

3.4.1 Nigeria

The Nigerian regulator has recognised its role as manager of this key resource and 
notes:343

“This resource has in recent times assumed greater economic value as a result 
of its direct application in telecommunications, broadcasting, industry,
healthcare delivery and scientific research. In addition to its direct use in these 
sectors, spectrum-based applications have become important inputs to a range 
of other socioeconomic activities such as security, defence, social services,
education, transportation, etc.”

The regulator notes the importance of spectrum management and licensing for the 
purpose of:

• making adequate provision for various services based on their relative 
importance to the country’s socio-economic and security goals;

• ensuring specified levels of interference are not exceeded; and

• defining technical rules for equipment which use spectrum.

For purpose of designing an efficient spectrum management system, the Nigerian 
regulator has requested detailed information from telecommunications operators about 
their use of frequencies assigned to them and equipment operating on those frequencies. 
The regulator requests that this information be provided on an ongoing basis so that it 
can create a database on the utilisation of frequencies. This database is used to facilitate 
resolution of interference issue and allow for efficient spectrum planning.

The Nigerian regulator has recently used auctions to allocate spectrum licences among 
3G mobile and fixed wireless carriers. The regulator sets a reserve price for the spectrum 
being allocated and takes bids from potential carriers. The auction rules aim to prevent 
monopolisation of spectrum by any carrier by preventing carriers who already own a large 
amount of spectrum from bidding.

For example in the 2007 auction of spectrum in the 800 MHz band, carriers with a 
cumulative spectrum size equal to or more than 5 MHz on any or a combination of 
spectrum bands were ineligible to bid.

3.4.2 Nepal

In Nepal, the Telecommunications Authority has recently released a Discussion Paper 
outlining its plan to reform the allocation of spectrum among the various GSM, CDMA and 
Wireless Local Loop (WLL) operators.344

In the past the NTA has received written requests from operators for use of various 
frequency bands and has allocated spectrum on this basis. However it has recently been 
noted that this ad hoc allocation has led to an uneven assignment of frequencies that is 
inefficient. The inefficiency has arisen since barriers have been created to the expansion 
of wireless networks and introduction of alternative low cost technologies. Thus the re-
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allocation of spectrum aims to provide a more level playing field for competition among 
different operators and technologies.

The re-allocation of spectrum in Nepal is primarily aimed at achieving a fairer distribution 
among various operators. For example in the CDMA-800 band, currently half of the 
2X16MHz available is allocated to one operator, with 2X2.5MHz and 2X5MHz allocated 
to the other two operators. This is to be reformed so that 2X16.5MHz is made available 
with two operators receiving 2X5MHz each and the other receiving 2X6.5MHz. There is 
also some equalisation among technologies, with greater bandwidth being allocated to 
IMT-2000 (used for W-CDMA based 3G services) and slightly less to GSM-1800.

3.4.3 Kenya

In Kenya, the Communications Commission (CCK) plays a significant role in spectrum 
management. Its key tasks include:

• maintenance of a frequency use register (as in Nigeria);

• licensing of spectrum use; and

• longer-term planning of spectrum management based on projected 
requirements.

The CCK has recently conducted a consultation on a new ‘Unified Licensing Regime’ 
which encompasses the licensing of spectrum access and use. The aim of the new 
regime is to consolidate the various licensing procedures that had emerged for different 
services on an ad hoc basis. 

The regime recognises the convergence of fixed and mobile carriers and broadcasters 
and aims to regulate layers of the supply chain (such as network, applications and 
content providers) rather than separate communications technologies. Under the new 
regime, network facilities providers (including fixed and mobile network operators) would 
be required to pay both a spectrum access fee and annual spectrum fees. 

The access fee for newly allocated spectrum would be determined through a competitive 
bid process (as in Nigeria), while annual fees would be determined based on spectrum 
usage (a function of bandwidth and coverage). VSAT operators would not be required to 
pay access fees but would pay annual fees if they are using a foreign hub.

3.4.4 Samoa

Spectrum management in Samoa is the responsibility of the Spectrum Management 
Agency. This authority maintains a register of spectrum users and aims to allocate 
frequencies to minimise interference and ensure efficient use of this resource. 

3.4.5 Australia

In some developed countries regulators have been more proactive in forecasting 
spectrum requirements and planning accordingly. For example in Australia ACMA has 
developed a Five Year Spectrum Outlook 2009-2014. According to ACMA, the 5 year 
outlook:

• identifies the fundamental issues affecting spectrum demand of 
radiocommunications services over the 2009 to 2014 timeframe;

• outlines ACMA’s preliminary thoughts on how to best manage demand;

• highlights spectrum requirements that may arise beyond 2014; and

• contains ACMA’s indicative spectrum management work programs for the next 
five years.

The ACMA document also outlines other countries adopting a proactive approach to 
spectrum management. These include:

• Malaysia: The Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission 
released a spectrum management strategic review paper for consultation in 
December 2007.
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• Hong Kong: The Office of the Telecommunications Authority issued a 
Spectrum Policy Framework for consultation in January 2007.

3.4.6 Specific issues in relation to the ISM and VSAT bands

A number of countries have set aside a series of narrow frequency bands for particular 
purposes and allowed the fee-free use of these bands for the designated purposes. The 
Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band is one such band which is typically set aside 
for functions such as radio wave propagation and use of medical equipment. 

Whilst some commercial use is allowed in certain countries, this is generally subject to 
certain conditions of use, so as to avoid undermining the original purpose of this band. 
For example in Nigeria the conditions include:

• Power Limitation of 100mw-1000mw;

• Coverage distance of 200m or below;

• Antenna Height limitations; and

• Modulation type limitations.

While such conditions are adhered to in some cases and limited commercial use of the 
ISM band is allowed, in some countries there has been abuse of the ISM band. The 
Nigerian regulator has detected a number of breaches of these conditions by commercial 
users of the ISM band. 

In particular the NCC has noted signal boosting and the use of high antennas to reach a 
wider customer base. This has resulted in significant congestion in the band and poor 
services being delivered to users. As a result, in late 2003, the NCC decided to stop 
commercial use of the ISM band and force all commercial operators to acquire licences 
for other spectrum.345

Another band commonly set aside for fee-free usage is the VSAT band. VSAT services 
using this band are said to be particularly important for providing communications to 
remote users and areas affected by bad weather. 

Additionally, it is noted that unlike the use of other frequency bands, use of the VSAT 
band does not raise the problem of scarcity and hence regulation is in many cases 
unnecessary. In Kenya, the regulator has set aside 17 frequencies in the 6GHz band (C-
band) for this purpose. Use of this particular spectrum band is not subject to access fees 
as other bands are.

However as with the ISM band, some concerns have been raised around inappropriate 
use of the VSAT band by (among others) terrestrial wireless operators. It is suggested 
that where such use is allowed, it may lead to unwanted interference with VSAT services. 
Complaints of interference have reportedly been voiced in Fiji, where terrestrial operators 
have been allowed to use the VSAT band.346

4 KEY ISSUES AND CONCERNS

4.1 NUMBERING OBLIGATIONS

4.1.1 Structure and demand capacity of the revised number ranges

In general, the Numbering Plan is well structured, complies with ITU International 
numbering standards and should cater for future number demand across a range of 
services. 
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Key observations include:

• Geographic numbers have been split into 5 geographic segments (NCD,
NOMASE, Highlands, Southern and Island) each with 7 digits which supplies a 
total capacity for 5 million fixed numbers. With current fixed penetration at 
relatively low levels, the numbering plan allocation should cover any future fixed 
line demand.

• Mobile numbers have been set at 8 digits long which supplies a total capacity 
for 10 million mobile numbers. Three Blocks of 1 million numbers each have 
been pre-allocated to Digicel, Mobile Telikom and GreenCom. With the current 
mobile penetration less than 1 million services, the numbering plan allocation 
should cover any future mobile demand in the medium to long term.

• IP and VSAT based services are 7 digits long (as per the geographic numbers) 
and have been assigned a number range which can cater for 1 million numbers. 
Again, given the low fixed penetration this allocation should cater for any 
medium term demand.

• Carrier Selection Codes have been assigned a 4 digit code, 14XX, where XX is 
the carrier identification code. These codes can be used for new entrants 
competing in the fixed space. The assignment of (effectively) 99 new carrier 
selection codes should cover any future new operator demand.

• Special services such as emergency, operator, freephone and premium have 
been assigned number ranges.

• The leading number 8 code has been reserved for future use. This band would 
provide a further 1 million numbers if required.

• Data networking on the Public Switched Data Network have been asked to 
comply with ITU recommendations X.121 and X.122 which is an internally 
accepted standard.

4.1.2 Implementation of the revised Numbering Plan has not been completed

Some of the changes to the numbering plan have still not been implemented – even 
though PANGTEL expected them to be completed within 12 months from the release of 
the plan in March 2007.

PANGTEL have stated that these tasks are still being implemented with a revised 
completion date of end 2008. The changes included:

• Rearrangement of numbering blocks for 4 geographic areas. This was to be 
completed within 12 months of release of the numbering plan (released in 
March 2008). The numbering plan states that PANGTEL and Telikom will 
ensure public awareness and minimise subscriber interruption during the 
number rearrangements.

• Move the existing Telikom mobile number range from leading digit 6 to leading 
digit 7 and extend the number range from 7 digits to 8 digits. This will bring 
Telikom in line with the new numbering block proposed for the new entrants.

While these are not immediate time critical activities, they should be completed before 
further liberalisation to reduce any complexities for new operators and existing 
customers.

4.1.3 Administration of numbers

PANGTEL administers the number ranges using the National Numbering Code which 
provides the relevant allocation rules and procedures for each service type.

Key observations include:

• Criteria for application and response time: Only licensed carriers and service 
providers may apply. Applications must be submitted to PANGTEL 3 months 
before expected use and PANGTEL will respond within 45 calendar days as to 
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whether the application has been granted or not. We believe the PANGTEL 
response time could be improved and would expect this to be able to be 
completed within at most 21 calendar days.347

• Number reservation and usage rules: rules are in place to govern the use 
and allocation of numbers. For example, PANGTEL requires a 5 year forecast 
to be provided on application for a number block but will only allocate sufficient 
numbers to meet the first 12 months demand requirement. Given the principle 
below on subsequent number allocations, supplying a 5 year forecast seems 
unnecessary.

• Loss of numbers: Although there is no ‘use or lose it’ process in place,
PANGTEL do state that no new numbers will be allocated until the current 
allocation exceeds 50% usage. We believe this is an adequate way of 
managing number allocation to operators and one which minimises 
administrative work, for example ACMA (Australia) states that numbers must be 
used within 12 months and conducts the relevant information collection and 
management.

• Application Procedures: procedures exist for the assignment of geographic 
numbers (in 10,000 number blocks), mobiles numbers (in 100,000 number 
blocks), Freephone & Premium numbers (in 1,000 number blocks). Given the 
total allocation space and current level of demand we believe the number block 
sizes are reasonable.

• Reporting requirements: Licensees shall submit a 6 monthly report detailing a 
record of the percentages of number blocks in use, numbers reserved for 
planned growth, five year forecast etc.

• Fees: The annual administrative cost for numbering is not defined in the 
PANGTEL numbering plan. Further, there is no certainty around the criteria 
used to determine the annual cost. PANGTEL states that while the fee is 
currently calculated based on a cost recovery approach, this may change in the 
future to “recognise the real economic value”. We believe more certainty needs 
to be provided by PANGTEL in relation to the annual numbering fees.

Figure 21: Summary of PANGTEL fees348

S/No. Description of Type of 
Fee

Amount of Fee to be 
charged

Additional 
information/comments

1 Annual Administrative 
cost

To be determined by 
PANGTEL annually

Non refundable and to 
be paid in advanced 
annually

2 Application fee K100.00 Non refundable and to 
be paid with the 
application

3 Application 
processing

K500.00 50% refundable if 
application is rejected 
and to be paid with 
the application
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S/No. Description of Type of 
Fee

Amount of Fee to be 
charged

Additional 
information/comments

4 Use of golden 
numbers

5% of total fee 
charged to customer 
by licensed operators

To be paid in 
advanced annually

5 Non compliance To be determined by 
PANGTEL

To be paid within 30 
days of notice

6 Number Reservation To be determined by 
PANGTEL

To be paid in 
advanced to confirm 
reservation

• Directory Services: the Numbering Code states that Directory Services shall 
be provided by the incumbent and made accessible via the other networks. All 
other operators shall provide customer numbering details to Telikom on the 1st

day of October annually to be included in directory services for the following 
year.

While the yearly timeframe should be acceptable for the publishing of 
numbering directories (such as the white pages), an annual timeframe is not 
suitable for real time directory services such as directory assistance, law 
enforcement etc. To enable real time directory enquiries for new numbers, there 
is a requirement in the Interconnection code of practice349 stating that each 
party shall provide access to its Public Directory Services for the other Party’s 
subscribers at mutually agreed terms.

As new numbers are added across competing networks, a streamlined 
approach to directory information will be necessary to reduce the potential 
complexity of having multiple directory services across operators. We believe 
this is an area which will require further clarification by the technical regulator 
and industry.

For example, in Australia an integrated directory service (Integrated Public 
Number Database (IPND)) is managed through the incumbent Telstra so that 
an up to date database exists of all customers attached to numbers. The 
technical regulator (ACMA) has produced relevant codes to support the 
management and collection of the customer/number details.

4.1.4 Number portability

Fixed or mobile number portability allows end customers to move between service 
providers yet still retain their existing number. As such, number portability removes a 
barrier to churn and stimulates competition between service providers. However, number 
portability can be costly to implement and requires a minimum subscriber penetration in 
order to cover implementation and ongoing costs.

In our review of the market situation in PNG and the relatively low levels of fixed and 
mobile penetration, we agree with the cost benefit approach recommended in the 
PANGTEL Numbering Code.

In particular, we believe any cost benefit analysis (across fixed or mobile number 
portability) would need to consider:

1 the costs (implementation and ongoing) and relative merits of the various technical 
solutions available, for example: 
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• central database solution: This is a clearing house approach which 
uses a central database which all operators’ access. This provides 
simplified operator processes and management and provides a more 
reliable network solution but tends to have large up front costs;

• call redirection/routing: This requires a bi-lateral approach between all 
operators to setup and manage number portability. The up front costs are 
lower than a centralised solution but the implementation tends to be less 
reliable.

2 the expected demand for churn between operators over time and across the 
relevant services such as mobile prepaid and mobile postpaid.

3 timing of the introduction of number portability, ie, what is the optimal level of 
service penetration versus ability to cover implementation and ongoing routing 
costs.

Given the high implementation costs, getting the right level of demand is a crucial 
sensitivity to the cost benefit analysis. As such, delaying number portability until the 
demand is confirmed may be a valid interim option. During that period, operators could 
offer a call forwarding service for a limited (say 3 months) period after the customer 
moves networks. 

4.2 INTERCONNECTION TECHNICAL OBLIGATIONS

Interconnection technical codes outline the procedures, rules and standards which 
interconnecting parties must meet in order to satisfy the relevant technical criteria used 
for physical interconnection.

Unresolved technical issues or unclear processes can result in major delays to the 
interconnection process and can therefore hinder the entry of new operators.

Important areas for clarification include:

• technical interface specifications and equipment architecture; 

• location of the points of interconnect;

• access to interconnection facilities;

• billing interface specifications;

• quality of service standards and metrics; and

• traffic forecasts and interconnection dimensioning.

Interconnection standards may require network transformation to the incumbent’s 
switching network. Therefore, the degree to which the regulator sets the technical 
standards needs to be weighed against the ability of the parties to set and implement 
their technical requirements bilaterally.

4.2.1 Alignment of PANGTEL and ICCC Interconnection Codes

The PANGTEL and ICCC codes do not appear fully aligned in places which could result 
in confusion for operators. For example:

• Cancellation charges: The PANGTEL code states that the ICCC will specify 
cancellation penalty charges. However, this is not referenced in the ICCC code 
and the ICCC will only determine charges for access and interconnection where 
the Access Provider and the Access Seeker fail to reach agreement on a 
commercial basis.

• Application assessment timeframes: The ICCC code states that following 
receipt of an application from an Access Seeker, the Access Provider must 
inform the access seeker of its receipt within 10 days and request additional 
information within 15 days and provide a response within ‘a reasonable 
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timeframe’. The PANGTEL code states acceptance or alternative proposal 
should be provided within 30 days.

• Reference Interconnect Offer (RIO): The ICCC code makes extensive 
recommendations on the use of a RIO by an access provider to provide 
information to access seekers on various operational aspects such as POI 
locations, ordering and provisioning procedures, technical specifications etc.
While the PANGTEL document references the use of a RIO in its interconnect 
principles, its use is excluded within the provisioning procedures it sets out to 
access seekers and providers.

• Cost tables for Interconnect Charges: The PANGTEL document contains two 
schedules (5 & 6) for working out average cost based interconnect usage 
charges. Schedule 5 asks that the table be submitted by both parties to the 
PANGTEL and ICCC. It is not clear why the cost schedules are contained within 
the technical code and whether the data tables would actually conform to any 
pricing principles which the ICCC may determine in arbitration.

4.2.2 Industry compliance with PANGTEL Interconnection Code

The objective of the PANGTEL Interconnection Code is to provide guidance to Access 
Providers when drafting Access Agreements and to Access Seekers when assessing the 
technical terms and conditions of an Access Agreement or a bilateral agreement 
proposed by an Access Provider.

In the case of the recently negotiated interconnect agreement between Telikom and 
Digicel, PANGTEL have not received the following information:

• Reference Interconnection Offer: Telikom did not produce a RIO as 
recommended by the ICCC and PANGTEL interconnection codes of practice.

• Final interconnection agreement (Telikom/Digicel): This goes against the 
ICCC interconnection code which states that a copy of the access agreement 
should be made available to the ICCC and PANGTEL.

• Access Seeker interconnect information: PANGTEL state this information 
should be provided to the access provider and PANGTEL simultaneously. Note 
this request is also confusing since PANGTEL has stated that the code is a 
guide for Access Seekers who should use commercial negotiation as their first 
mechanism.

Without access to either a RIO or the final interconnect agreements, PANGTEL is unable 
to proactively determine whether the technical aspects of the interconnection agreement 
(or RIO if produced) meet PANGTEL’s recommended standards for interconnection and 
quality of service.

While the PANGTEL code states that a licensee must provide PANGTEL with all 
technical information that PANGTEL may require to carry out its functions under the Act,
it’s not clear that PANGTEL is actually seeking this information. Indeed, in discussions 
with PANGTEL350 they have stated that the code was there as a guide and would be used 
when a party reports a dispute. In the meantime, if no disputes are reported, PANGTEL 
would not get involved in the interconnect arrangements.

We believe there is an opportunity early in the interconnect regime to review and improve 
the interconnect codes. 

A review would:

• lead to decreased review times by PANGTEL in the event of a technical 
dispute; and

• allow PANGTEL to revise, align and improve sections of the technical 
interconnect code with industry.
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4.2.3 PANGTEL Interconnection Technical Standards

PANGTEL states that where no existing PANGTEL standard is in place, interconnect 
technical specifications should conform to the relevant ITU standard. Figure 25, (taken 
from the PANGTEL Telecommunications Numbering Code of Practice) outlines the 
recommended codes.

We note that some sections of the table extracted below have not yet been completed by 
PANGTEL.

Figure 22 : Interconnection Technical Standards351

S/No. Item Specification Remarks

1 Switching Interface ITU-T E770 (PSTN and Mobile)

(PSTN & Private basic 
operators)

2 Transmission 
Interfaces

ITU-T G.703/ G.707

3/96)

G.782/G.783

G/VAN-02/01 Sept, 96

2/8/34/140/ 155 Mbps

For V 5.2 interface

3 Signalling CCS 7 ITU CCS7 Plan

MTP & ISUP

SCCP

STP

4 Synchronisation As per National 
Synchronisation Plan

5 Junction Traffic Maxium loading = 0.7 
Er

6 Junction Testing

7 Higher Layer Protocols

8 Interface with IP 
Network

Remote Access Server 
TCP/IP Internet user 
devices

9 Electrical Safety 
requirements
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S/No. Item Specification Remarks

10 Quality of telecome 
services

Regulations ITU-TE 800

11 Terms and definitions ITU-T B.13 All the definitions shall 
be considered as per B 
series of ITU-T 
Recommendations

4.3 PRESELECTION OBLIGATIONS

Preselection is not mandated in PNG and as such there are no codes or standards 
available. However, the PNG numbering plan does allocate numbering assignments for 
override operator codes.

Preselection usually occurs when carriers enter the long distance call market and use 
preselection to offer national calling services to customers. These operators typically 
have an international gateway and include international calls in the preselection basket. 

There are three types of preselection available for implementation:

• over-ride for new entrants: The customer dials a carrier preselection code on 
a call by call basis. If no code is dialled the incumbent network carries the call;

• over-ride for all operators: The customer dials a carrier preselection code on 
a call by call basis for all operators; and

• carrier preselection: The customer’s line is automatically preselected to the 
carrier of their choice so all preselectable calls are routed to the preselected 
carrier. 

The following services are typically available via preselection:

• national calls;

• international calls; and

• fixed to mobile calls.

To implement preselection or call override the incumbent may need to modify its 
switching network so that its exchanges recognise the carrier routing prefixes. The costs 
are greater for carrier preselection as information systems need to be established on a 
customer by customer basis. 

Given the implementation costs, a cost benefit analysis should be conducted which takes 
into account:

• expected level of operator entry across the various preselected services;

• expected demand for preselected services;

• expected price points for call scenarios;

• different implementation scenarios (override vs carrier preselection); and

• different basket scenarios of preselected services.

4.4 SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT OBLIGATIONS

Spectrum management is important for:
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• ensuring compliance with licence requirements;

• managing and planning to avoid interference issues;

• managing and planning for future spectrum demand; and

• testing equipment through compliance programs.

In developed countries demand for spectrum is growing as demand for wireless mobile 
and broadband services continues to grow. In developing countries with low population 
and limited competition, spectrum scarcity is not usually a problem. However, spectrum 
issues can occur if:

• There are no clear guidelines on spectrum usage and licensing arrangements –
which can lead to interference issues.

• The allocation of spectrum or spectrum planning has not been adequately 
thought through – which can lead to a mismatch between actual customer 
demand and allocated spectrum availability.

• Technical constraints have been placed on equipment/technology which can 
lead to inefficient use of spectrum and/or interference.

4.4.1 Spectrum Planning in PNG and proactive regulation of frequency bands

A well planned frequency plan is crucial for meeting customer demand and allowing new 
operators to enter or offer new services in to the market.

While there are global ITU standards for the various frequency bands, individual countries 
are still free to assign or reserve spectrum to particular radio services or users. If done 
incorrectly, lack of spectrum availability could delay entry for new players or lead to 
congestion/interference issues between services.

There will be several drivers for spectrum demand in PNG:

• Growth in wireless mobile services: Introduction of mobile competition in 
PNG will increase spectrum use of these services.

• Emerging wireless access technologies: New services such as WIMAX can 
become a key economic enabler through the introduction of broadband access 
services in areas which have limited fixed infrastructure.

• Growth in fixed wireless infrastructure: as the demand for wireless access 
and mobile services grows, so to will the demand for wireless backhaul 
transmission links (eg, microwave links) which connect the mobile base stations 
and regional switches.

• Community service obligations: wireless access networks will be the likely 
form of technology to meet this demand.

There will also be opportunities to free up spectrum bands and which will need to be 
further monitored. By way of example:

• In the 900 MHz band, the ITU frequency allocations have reserved part of the 
spectrum for CT2 – which is now an aging Digital Cordless telephone service 
that has failed to gain acceptance in most parts of the world. In its consultation 
paper, ACMA (Australia) has recognised this and has put in place an embargo 
to support possible replanning of the spectrum. 

• In comparison, PANGTEL’s 900 MHZ Band Plan (which clearly needs 
updating), suggests this may be suitable for rural locations and in particular the 
tourist industry.

PANGTEL lists several cases of allocated spectrum to Telikom services. It is not clear 
whether these services are active, unused or reserved for future use. Examples include 
Rural Telephony Subscriber Service (RTSS) and PSTN multi-channel links.
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Given the lack relative of competition, PANGTEL has not had to establish a use it or lose 
it policy but moving forwards, this sort of mechanism (or tying spectrum to roll out 
obligations) will prevent spectrum from being sat on by operators.

Managing spectrum requires a forward looking view of future technology drivers and the 
likely areas of demand increase/decrease. Regulators usually achieve this through 
consultation with Industry, such as in Australia, Hong Kong, Malaysia who have all 
conducted detailed industry consultations to establish the right spectrum policy 
framework. With further liberalisation we believe PANGTEL would need to conduct a full 
review of future spectrum use.

(a) ISM Band
The ISM radio bands cover a range of radio frequencies that are used for a number of 
radio applications such as Wi-Fi, cordless phones, bluetooth devices etc.

The ISM bands are ITU defined with individual countries adopting their own policies for 
uses within specific bands. 

The ISM bands are typically designated to allow unlicensed operation, hence the devices 
which operate in these bands need to be tolerant of interference from other devices in the 
same band. 

WiFi is typically used for wireless local area networks (WLAN) in the 2.4GHz ISM band. 
Many ISPs like to use the unlicensed ISM bands because they are free and services can 
be quickly established. Although Wi-Fi services have limited reach, we understand there 
are a number of ISPs offering these services in PNG and that some of these may operate 
at higher power settings which could cause interference – PANGTEL are monitoring this.

Wimax is the next evolution of Wi-Fi and has a far greater reach than Wi-Fi services. 
Given its long reach (up to 50km) it is used to provide last mile broadband access to a 
large number of customers and avoids the high infrastructure costs associated with the 
installation of wireline services. 

Wimax services are yet to be rolled out in PNG but, in order to minimise interference with 
existing Wi-Fi networks we would expect PANGTEL to allocate separate, licensed 
frequency bands for these services.

(b) ICCC – PANGTEL ISM Band Licensing
The ICCC has written to PANGTEL stating that entities (ISPs) may deploy services in the 
ISM spectrum after advising PANGTEL of their intentions.

In its ISM Technical Policy document, PANGTEL state that they believe only Telikom is 
legally able to deploy outdoor services and has therefore adopted a ’permit’ arrangement 
to allow entities to deploy services without being in breach of the legislation.

PANGTEL have made two usage classifications in the technical policy:

• indoor: Low Power devices which are exempt from any form of licensing but 
which require equipment type approval by PANGTEL (or other recognised test 
centers).

• outdoor: High Power devices which must be authorised by PANGTEL via a 
permit arrangement.

The interplay between the ICCC and PANGTEL was noted as confusing in Telikom’s 
response to the consultation feedback on the review of the National ICT Policy:

• Telikom considers that a single industry-specific regulator to handle all 
economic and technical regulatory functions eliminates confusion such as is the 
case with the ISM band determination and the issuance of “restricted general 
carrier licences”. 
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(c) ISM Band Fees
The PANGTEL ISM policy document does not list the fees for outdoor usage permits 
other than by stating that “ISM equipment shall be accorded a 50% discount off the 
normal spectrum charges for systems within those bands approved by the PANGTEL 
board”.

In its response to the consultation feedback on the review of the National ICT Policy,
Data Nets Ltd stated that “PANGTEL charges unsubstantiated and exorbitant fees (as in 
the ISM band)”.

4.4.2 VSAT services and spectrum licensing

In terms of frequency planning there appears to be adequate allocation of Fixed-Satellite 
frequency bands in line with ITU recommendations. However, the application of VSAT 
spectrum licences does not appear consistent and involves both PANGTEL and Telikom 
in the decision making process.

PANGTEL state352 that the operation of a VSAT service requires a carrier licence which 
only Telikom holds. Therefore if a company wants to operate a VSAT is must seek 
permission from Telikom for a section 50 assignment, i.e.: the right to operate the service 
on behalf of Telikom. Once this has been given, PANGTEL will then issue a spectrum 
licence for the VSAT terminal.

4.4.3 Fixed Wireless Backhaul Links

Fixed wireless links are point to point or point to multi-points links which are generally 
used for backhaul transmission between base stations and across long haul regional 
routes. They have frequency bands allocated across the radio frequency spectrum.

As the capacity of fixed wireless routes increases, operators typically replace them with 
high bandwidth cables. However, given the terrain in PNG, the lack of existing cable 
capacity and the expected growth in mobile and wireless broadband traffic, we expect the 
demand for fixed wireless links to increase over time.

Managed well, we do not expect there to be bandwidth issues for backhaul transmission.

5 OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

5.1 COST RECOVERY BY PANGTEL

There are several examples where the fees and/or criteria to set fees for PANGTEL 
services are not clear within the codes. By way of example:

• annual administrative cost for the assignment of numbering blocks is not 
defined by PANGTEL in the numbering code fee table;

• the criteria used to determine numbering fees is subject to change in the future 
to “recognise the real economic value”; and

• ISM band fees are not contained with the ISM policy document.

Areas to consider include:

• regulator should clearly set out all relevant fees for the services PANGTEL 
provides; and

• regulator should clearly establish the pricing or cost methodology used to set 
the fees.
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5.2 NUMBERING OBLIGATIONS

The numbering plan has been well structured and should adequately meet the needs of 
additional number ranges through the introduction of increased competition. There are 
some management areas which PANGTEL could improve on but these are relatively 
minor. By way of example:

• ensure the numbering plan changes are completed; 

• reduce the current PANGTEL response time for number block applications from 
45 calendar days to (at most) 21 calendar days; and

• relax PANGTEL requirements for a 5 year forecast to be provided on 
application for a number block given that it only allocates sufficient numbers to 
meet the first 12 months demand requirement and no new numbers will be 
allocated until the current allocation exceeds 50% usage.

The Numbering Code states that Directory Services shall be provided by the incumbent 
and made accessible via the other networks. However, the technical interconnection code 
of practice states that each party shall provide access to its Public Directory Services for 
the other Party’s subscribers at mutually agreed terms.

As new numbers are added across competing networks, a streamlined approach to 
directory information will be necessary to reduce the potential complexity of having 
multiple directory services across operators. We believe this is an area which will require 
further clarification by the technical regulator and industry.

5.2.1 Number portability

Now that mobile competition is developing, the regulator should plan for an industry 
consultation and cost benefit analysis on the pros and cons of introducing mobile number 
portability. This will allow:

• the market to become aware of the benefits; and 

• the operators to factor in (or rule out) any potential implementation costs.

5.3 INTERCONNECTION TECHNICAL OBLIGATIONS

While the technical interconnection code has been written by PANGTEL and an 
interconnect agreement has been negotiated and implemented between Telikom and 
Digicel, PANGTEL has not taken the opportunity to ensure its interconnect code is 
relevant with industry.

This position will not help future operators establish timely interconnect agreements with 
Telikom nor will it help PANGTEL in the case of technical disputes.

Areas to consider include:

• mandating the completion of a RIO from Telikom;

• proactively reviewing the existing interconnect technical arrangement between 
Telikom and Digicel and make any necessary amendments to the PANGTEL 
technical code (or the interconnect arrangement); and

• ensuring application timeframes in both the ICCC and the PANGTEL 
interconnect codes are consistent and references to cost tables are removed 
form the PANGTEL code.

We believe there is an opportunity early in the interconnect regime to review and improve 
the interconnect codes. A review would:

• lead to decreased review times by PANGTEL in the event of a technical 
dispute; and

• allow PANGTEL to revise, align and improve sections of the technical 
interconnect code with industry.
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5.4 PRESELECTION OBLIGATIONS

If preselection is to be implemented then, given the potentially high implementation costs,
a cost benefit analysis should be conducted which takes into account:

• expected level of operator entry across the various preselected services;

• expected demand for preselected services;

• expected price points for call scenarios;

• different implementation scenarios (override vs carrier preselection); and

• different basket scenarios of preselected services.

5.5 SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT OBLIGATIONS

In general, the management and allocation of the frequency (spectrum bands) in PNG 
appears to be adequate and in line with ITU spectrum policy.

However, the application of VSAT spectrum licences and operating permissions does not 
appear consistent across users and the implementation of the ISM band policy does not 
appear to be well coordinated between ICCC and PANGTEL.

As competition increase and demand for wireless mobile and fixed wireless spectrum 
increases, the spectrum regulator will need to stay one step ahead of market 
developments and operators requirements to ensure the efficient use of available 
spectrum bands. 

Areas to consider include:

1 The regulator should review existing spectrum band codes and technical 
specifications to ensure they reflect current usage (including VSAT and Wireless 
Networks) and to query actual usage where spectrum has already been assigned.

2 The regulator should outline clear spectrum policy objectives and consult with 
industry on future spectrum demand scenarios including:

• technology advancements and their likely spectrum demands, in 
particular, how to efficiently allocate wireless broadband access;

• customer demand forecasts;

• increased number of operators;

• justification for existing band allocations;

• methodology for assigning scarce spectrum (eg, spectrum auctions); and

• universal service demands.

3 Implement use it (within designated timeframe) or lose it policy.

4 Ensure a consistent and transparent approach to the allocation of spectrum 
licences to applicants.

5 Bring on line (if not already) the planned Automated Spectrum Management 
System to efficiently manage, track and allocate spectrum.

Various recommendations relating to spectrum licensing are also set out in Chapter 1 of 
this report.
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 8.1 The proposed numbering plan changes should be completed, 
numbering forecasting requirements relaxed and response 
times to applications improved.

Recommendation 8.2 The new ICT Regulator should undertake industry 
consultation and a cost-benefit analysis in relation to the 
introduction of mobile number portability.

Recommendation 8.3 The ICCC and PANGTEL Interconnection Codes should be 
consolidated within one interconnection code as part of a 
review of interconnection technical arrangements.

Recommendation 8.4 The new ICT Regulator should undertake industry 
consultation and a cost-benefit analysis in relation to the 
introduction of preselection.

Recommendation 8.5 All fees for services provided by the ICT Regulator should be 
clearly set out and determined in accordance with a 
transparent cost-recovery methodology.

Recommendation 8.6 The existing spectrum radiofrequency band codes and 
technical specifications should be reviewed to ensure they 
accurately reflect current usage. 
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1 TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

The various Chapters of this report have identified a set of recommendations for the 
reform of the existing regulatory and institutional framework for the ICT Sector in PNG in 
order to implement a policy of open competition.

While the move to open competition should be comprehensive and implemented on a 
timely basis, time is required for the proper formulation and introduction of new regulatory 
structures.  

Furthermore, the move to open competition cannot be implemented in a vacuum and 
must therefore have regard to the existing regulatory and institutional regime and the 
various existing rights and obligations of industry participants.

This Chapter of the report identifies the issues associated with the transition from PNG’s
existing regulatory and institutional framework to the proposed new regulatory and 
institutional framework.  The report makes a series of recommendations for the adoption 
of transitional arrangements that are intended to maximise efficiency and minimise cost in 
the implementation of the remaining recommendations in this report.

The majority of the transitional issues arise in the context of two key areas:

• the implementation of the proposed reforms to the existing licensing regime; 
and

• the implementation of the proposed new institutional arrangements.

This Chapter focuses on these two key areas.

2 INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE

2.1 Transitional arrangements for licensing

2.1.1 Transitional and migration arrangements

PNG has an established telecommunications industry with market operators exercising 
rights conferred by licence.  Any reform of the PNG licensing system therefore raises 
important issues relating to the migration of existing licences.  Specifically, whether, and if 
so to what extent, the proposed new licences will replace existing licences.

Such licence migration issues can be highly complex.  Migration issues are particularly 
complex where the scope and nature of the new licences differs fundamentally from the 
scope and nature of the licences that already exist. To some extent, this situation will 
exist in PNG given the recommendation in this report to move from vertical to horizontal 
licensing.

The international experience to date identifies four key approaches to the migration of 
telecommunications licences:

1 Maintain a dual licensing regime: Under this first option, horizontal 
licensing will apply to all new licensees, but vertical licensing will continue to 
apply to existing licensees.

2 Modify existing licences: This second option is a variant of the first option, 
but involves the licensing authority exercising powers to amend certain terms 
of existing licences to bring them into conformity with new licences.  In this 
manner, a dual licensing regime is maintained, but existing licences are 
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amended so as to avoid potential distortions in the regulatory regime.  This 
transitional approach was adopted in Nigeria as discussed in further detail 
below. 

3 Replace existing licences: Under this third option, a government will
require existing licences to be replaced by the new licences. Usually, a
transitional period will apply following the introduction of the new licensing 
system to allow licensees sufficient time to take whatever steps are required 
to comply with the new licences.  This time period varies widely from as little 
as a month to over a year. This transitional approach was adopted in Hong 
Kong and Rwanda as discussed in further detail below.

4 Voluntary migration to new licences: Under this fourth option, existing 
licence holders are encouraged to voluntarily migrate to the new licences. 
This transitional approach was adopted in India as discussed in further detail 
below.

International best practice suggests that the most efficient means of migrating to a new 
licensing regime is to replace existing licences with new licences, ordinarily after a 
specified transition period (i.e., the third option). 

A voluntary approach is recommended (i.e., the fourth option), particularly where existing 
licensees have concerns regarding any loss of benefits under their respective licences. 

The maintenance of a dual licensing regime has been criticised as overly complex and 
inefficient so is generally not recommended as a long-term solution to licence migration 
issues (i.e., the first and second options).   However, a dual licensing regime may be an 
appropriate solution on a short-term basis as part of transitional arrangements associated 
with the second or third options above.

2.1.2 International case studies 

(a) Nigeria – option 2
In Nigeria, transitional licensing arrangements provided that existing licences continued to 
operate in parallel with new licences. 

However, the Nigerian Communications Commission (NCC) was specifically granted a 
right in the Nigerian Communications Act 2003 to modify existing licences at any time. 
This broad power effectively allowed the NCC to convert existing licences to new 
licences. 

Section 158 of the Communications Act 2003 provides:

“(1) Subject to subsection (2) of this section, licences issued under the 
repealed Act ("old Licences") must continue to have effect under this 
Act.

(2) The Commission must, upon the commencement of this Act, have the 
powers to modify old licences to conform to the provisions and 
objectives of this Act.''

(b) Hong Kong – option 3
Hong Kong’s Unified Carrier Licensing (UCL) regime commenced operating on 1 August 
2008. The implementation of the UCL followed an extensive consultation process dating 
from 2007. 

Public consultation included separate consultation by the Secretary for Commerce and 
Economic Development (SCED) as well as the Telecommunications Authority, both 
consultations ending on 4 March 2008. 

After considering the submissions received, the SCED decided to proceed with the 
necessary amendments to the existing regulations for creation of the UCL. 
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Migration to the UCL regime in Hong Kong occurred in the following manner:

• New applications: All new licences issued by the Telecommunications 
Authority will be UCLs.

• Replacement of existing carrier licences: The Telecommunication Authority 
proposed to replace existing telecommunications network service / fixed carrier 
licences when they expire in 2010. The rights under the existing licences to use 
radio spectrum, numbers, road opening and building access are to be largely 
preserved under the replacement UCLs. However, some existing obligations 
(including universal service obligations for PCCW-HKT Telephone Limited) will 
be retained in the new UCLs. Specifically:

• Conversion of an existing carrier licence with no change of scope:
Holders of carrier licences may voluntarily convert their existing licences to 
UCLs. Legacy obligations, such as the payment of a spectrum utilisation fee 
and performance bond will be transplanted to new licences.

• Conversion of an existing carrier licence in other cases: Holders of mobile 
carrier licences may voluntarily convert their existing licences to UCLs. All 
existing spectrum assignments and number allocations in the original licences 
would be maintained, although the rights of opening and building access would 
be removed as the UCL allows the provision of mobile services only.

(c) Rwanda – option 3
In 2001 Rwanda established a new licensing system which replaced a system of 
concessions. The transitional arrangements provided that existing concessions would be 
replaced automatically one month after the commencement of the new regime:1

"Any concession granted under the provisions of Law n° 8/92 of 19 November 
1992 ... continue in force only until these have been replaced by licences under 
this Law. licences will be granted one month after the commencement of this 
Law."

(d) Kenya – hybrid of option 1 and option 4
The Communications Commission of Kenya (CCK) implemented a unified technology 
neutral licensing framework (ULF) from 1 July 2008. The CCK announced its plan to 
adopt a unified licensing regime in September 2004. Public consultation commenced in 
February 2008, whereby stakeholders were invited to give their contributions on the 
proposed market structure as well as the set of principles and guidelines to regulate the 
ULF.

In transitioning to the new licensing regime, existing licence holders were given the 
choice to either voluntarily migrate to new licences or retain their existing licences:

• Voluntary migration: current licensees were encouraged to voluntarily migrate 
to the new framework by seeking a new modified licence. The terms and 
conditions of the modified licences under the ULF are to contain the same or 
more favourable terms, and will protect access to scarce resources for the 
entire duration for which the numbers or spectrum were assigned.

• Retain existing licences: existing licensees were given the ability to retain 
their licences under the original terms until their expiry.

(e) India – option 4
Existing licensees in India were given the choice of either continuing to operate under 
their current licence or exchanging their licence for one of the Unified Access Services 
licence (UASL) now being issued by the national regulator TRAI.
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India's Guidelines for Unified Access Services licences state:

"The existing operators must have an option to continue under the present 
licensing regime (with present terms and conditions) or migrate to new UASL in 
the existing service areas, with existing allocated / contracted spectrum.''

This approach effectively involves a slow phasing out of the original licences, as each of 
their terms expires.

Figure 1 on the following page provides an overview of the lessons from India’s migration 
to a unified licensing regime:

• Step one - identify current licence parameters: the relevant licence fees, 
spectrum assignment regime, service areas, roll-out obligations and numbering 
plan considerations need to be identified, as well as the legal rights that enable 
migration.

• Step two – consider specific factors: the current market issues, stakeholder 
views and reasons for migration should be considered.

• Step three – consider the overall objective: objectives include technological 
neutrality, service neutrality and the creation of a level playing field. 

• Step four – consultation: consider stakeholder views on the proposed licensing 
regime.

• Step five – final recommendations: seek stakeholder views on final 
recommendations.

Figure 1 : Lessons from India’s migration to a unified licensing regime
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2.1.3 Lessons from the international experience
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Our analysis identifies a number of key lessons that can be drawn from the experience in 
implementing licensing transitional arrangements in other countries.   These lessons are 
listed and discussed below.

(a) Consultation with market participants
Industry consultation is an important consideration in the implementation of a migration 
strategy.

While different countries have adopted different transition plans, it is standard practice to 
use public consultation as a forum to identify issues and fine-tune transitional 
arrangements. 

Typically, feedback on transitional issues is sought by industry stakeholders on a variety 
of matters, including: 

• the proposed licensing framework; 

• the types of licences to be issued in the new regime; 

• the terms and conditions of the proposed new licences; 

• the proposed process for issuing licences; 

• the schedule for implementing the new regime; and 

• the transition to the new licensing regime.

A multi-stage consultation process may also be used, depending on the complexity of the 
licensing issues involve.  A multi-stage consultation process occurred in Hong Kong,
China, Kenya, and India.

(b) Maintenance of existing rights and obligations
In order to avoid compensation claims and disputes, international best practice favours a 
practice in which existing licensees receive benefits under a new licence that are 
sufficient to offset any detriments incurred by loss of their old licence.   In this manner, 
existing licensees are left no worse off on a net basis in migrating to the new licensing 
regime.   

Such an approach also means that a voluntary migration approach can be adopted given 
that existing licensees will have a clear economic incentive to migrate to new licences.

As part of an analysis of transitional issues in a licensing context, it is important to 
analyse the type of benefits that existing licensees may lose in the context of migration 
and the potential economic value of such benefits.  

(c) Incentives to migrate
Where licensees are able to voluntarily migrate to the new licensing regime it is important 
that there are the requisite incentives in order for them to do so. 

Where the new regime is a technology neutral converged licensing regime, the 
opportunity to provide additional services is likely to provide the incentive to migrate.

(d) Consider the appropriateness of licensing fees
The transitional arrangements for licensing should address the issue of whether a 
migration fee will be charged to operators, including as a means of financing reforms to 
the change in the licensing system. Such fee might be limited, for example, to those 
operators who gain rights as a result of the licence migration.
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2.2 Transitional arrangements for institutional reforms

2.2.1 Transitional and migration arrangements

Institutional reforms are required in PNG to give effect to the transition from the existing 
regulators to the new ICT Regulator.  

International best practice favours a new regulator being established via a legislative 
instrument which details such matters as the name of the regulator, establishment and 
membership powers and functions, financing and oversight.

Where a new regulator is taking on functions carried out by an existing regulator, 
additional clauses will need to be incorporated into the relevant legislative instrument to 
address all relevant transitional issues.  Typical clauses, for example, identify that:

• the existing and new regulators must co-operate to facilitate the transition; and

• the new regulator must carry out its remaining functions in such a way to ensure 
that the old regulator is still able to effectively carry out its remaining functions.

2.2.2 International case studies

(a) Australia
A merger of regulators recently occurred in Australia in the context of the merging of the 
broadcasting functions of the Australian Broadcasting Authority (ABA) with the 
telecommunications functions of the Australian Communications Authority (ACA).  The 
resulting converged regulator is now known as the ACMA.

A range of possible options were considered pertaining to the possible merger of the ABA 
and the ACA. These options included a full merger, retention of the status quo and the 
transfer of some functions between the ACA and ABA. 

Stakeholders were consulted on these options in August 2002 and August 2003 through 
public discussion papers. The Australian Government announced in May 2004 its 
intention to fully merge the ABA and the ACA 

The Australian Communications and Media Authority Act 2004 (Cth) established the 
ACMA and addressed matters such as functions, membership and meeting 
arrangements. 

The Australian Communications and Media Authority (Consequential and Transitional 
Provisions) Act 2004 contained transitional provisions and consequential amendments 
related to the establishment of the ACMA.  For example, the transitional legislation
amended references to the ABA and ACA to references to the ACMA in other 
Commonwealth Acts. 

Specifically, schedule 4 to the latter Act contained transitional provisions, including 
provisions dealing with the vesting of assets and liabilities of the ACA and the ABA in the 
Commonwealth, and provisions for the continuing operation of ACA and ABA instruments 
after the commencement of the Bill:

• The effect of the Act was that on the day on which the Act commenced, those 
assets of the ABA and ACA that were covered by the definition of `asset', 
automatically become the Commonwealth's assets without the need for any 
conveyance, transfer or assignment. 

• The Commonwealth became the ACA's and the ABA's successor in law in 
relation to those assets. The assets of the ACA and ABA would vest in the 
Commonwealth because the ACMA could not hold certain assets. However, this 
mechanism would not affect any statutory rights of the ACA and ABA vesting in 
the ACMA.

• The definition of ‘assets' was broad in scope and covered any estate or interest 
in real or personal property, whether actual, contingent or prospective.  It also 
covered any right, power, privilege or immunity, whether actual, contingent or 
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prospective. However, ‘asset' is defined to exclude any right, power, privilege or 
immunity conferred by an Act or by regulations or other subordinate legislation 
made under an Act. 

• Similarly, ’liability' was defined to mean any liability, duty or obligation, whether 
actual, contingent or prospective but would not include a liability, duty or 
obligation imposed by an Act or by regulations or other subordinate legislation 
made under an Act.

• Various exclusions in the definitions of ‘asset' and ’liability' were intended to 
ensure that statutory rights, powers, privileges and immunities, liabilities, duties 
and obligations of the ACA and ABA would become those of the ACMA as a 
result of the consequential amendments.

The transitional legislation also contained various provisions directed at investigations, 
inquiries, hearings, and instruments that were in the process of occurring at the time of 
the transfer.

(b) Tanzania
The Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority (TCRA) was established in 2003 as 
an independent authority for the postal, broadcasting and electronic communications 
industries. The TCRA merged the former Tanzania Communications Commission and the 
Tanzania Broadcasting Commission.2

The TCRA was established via the Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority Act 
2003 (TCRA Act). The TCRA Act listed the specific functions of the TCRA, included in 
that list is the requirement to take over and continue carrying out the functions formerly of 
the Tanzania Communications Commission and the Tanzania Broadcasting 
Commission.3

(c) United Kingdom
In the UK, the implementation of the EU Authorization Directive led to the establishment 
of OFCOM. The directive required the introduction of a unified authorization, known as 
the electronic communications authorization.  

At the time of the directive there were five existing regulatory agencies in the UK whose 
authority touched upon one or more of the services and networks that came within the 
scope of the electronic communications authorization:

• the Broadcasting Standards Commission;

• the Independent Television Commission;

• the Office of Telecommunications;

• the Radio Authority; and 

• the Radiocommunications Agency. 

Accordingly, the UK created a new regulator, OFCOM, to regulate the electronic 
communications sector.  

OFCOM replaced and assumed the responsibilities of the five regulatory agencies that 
previously had jurisdiction over various electronic communications networks and 
services.

OFCOM was initially established in the enabling device, the Office of Communications 
Act 2002 (OFCOM Act), but received its full authority from the Communications Act 2003. 

The OFCOM Act provided that the Secretary of State may make a proposal to transfer 
functions to OFCOM from the existing regulators, relating to telecommunications, 
wireless telegraphy, broadcasting, radio and television services.4 These proposals must 
be approved by Parliament. The Secretary of State was also granted the power to issue a 
direction, requiring the existing regulator to prepare a draft scheme setting out the 
existing regulator’s proposal for the transfer of property, rights and liabilities from that 
regulator to OFCOM.5
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3 OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

The move to open competition should be comprehensive and implemented on a timely 
basis, subject to transitional arrangements and the time required for proper formulation 
and introduction of new regulatory structures. Detailed transitional arrangements are 
required for the implementation of the proposed new licensing system and for the 
proposed new institutional arrangements. 

3.1 Transitional arrangements for licensing

If a new licensing regime is to be introduced in PNG, the manner in which existing 
licensees are to be migrated is critical.

In its written submission, the ICCC raised potential migration issues as a key reason for 
maintaining the current licensing categorisations. However, international best practice 
illustrates that it is possible to implement new licensing categorisations in a manner which 
addresses the range of potential migration issues.

The translation of vertical licensing to horizontal licensing is best illustrated in the diagram 
below:

Figure 2 : Translation of vertical licensing to horizontal licensing
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Given the complexity and sensitivity associated with licence migration, all transitional 
issues must be carefully managed and industry participants must be fully engaged.  

This report therefore seeks feedback from industry participants on any issues or concerns 
they may have in relation to transitional arrangements for licensing.  A more detailed set 
of transitional arrangements will be developed in light of that feedback.

However, based on initial analysis, international best practice suggests that the following 
approach is likely to be optimal for PNG:

1 Timing: Licence migration cannot and should not happen overnight. While 
licensing reforms are an important step in the path to open competition, they will 
not succeed unless the package of reforms (and, in particular, institutional 
reform) is carefully implemented. Migration issues are critical feature of 
licensing reforms to ensure all licensees are treated on an equitable basis.
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International best practice suggests that the ICT Regulator should aim to 
complete migration of licences from the old regime to the new regime within 12 
months of commencement of the new regime.

2 Voluntary migration from existing licences: If the benefits of horizontal 
licensing are to be received by licensees, full migration should be required.  
However, international best practice suggests that existing licensees should not 
simply be deemed to have horizontal licences and should not (at least initially) 
be obliged to migrate to the new licence regime. Rather, licence migration 
should be undertaken on a voluntary basis under the fourth option identified 
previously.  

3 Maintenance of existing rights and obligations: Existing licensees should 
receive sufficient benefits under the new licensing structure to offset any 
detriments they receive by surrendering existing licences so that their net 
position is unchanged.

As part of the migration arrangements, the default position should be that any 
material obligations under the current licences (including mandatory roll-out 
requirements) should automatically become conditions of the replacement
licences. However, analysis will be required on a licence-by-licence basis of 
the appropriateness of carrying across all existing licence conditions.

4 Incentives to migrate from existing licences: Important to a voluntary 
approach to licensing is the need to create incentives to encourage timely 
migration.  In this regard, a key incentive for holders of existing licences to 
migrate will be the ability to provide a range of new services pursuant to the 
new licensing regime. 

Further incentives to migrate should be considered including: 

• waiver of application fees for those who migrate; and 

• the recommencement of the licence term.

5 Issue of new licences: New licensees should only be issued under the new 
licensing regime as from a specified implementation date.  However, that date 
will need to be determined with regard to the establishment of underlying 
institutional arrangements. Ideally, the new licensing regime should not 
therefore be implemented until the new ICT Regulator has been established.  

In issuing new licences the new ICT Regulator should have regard to:

• any rights held by existing licensees, including any commitments 
given to current operators; and

• Government Policy.

3.2 Transitional arrangements for institutional reforms

The transition from a bifurcated regulatory structure to a single telecommunications 
regulator is fundamental for the success of PNG’s new telecommunications regime.

In PNG, changes to the regulators have previously been implemented via amendments to 
the Telecommunications Act, the Radio Spectrum Act and the ICCC Act. The historical 
experience in PNG will provide an important precedent for the implementation of the 
proposed institutional reforms.  Many of the issues regarding institutional reform in a PNG 
context were canvassed in Chapter 6 of this report.

The transition to a new ICT Regulator should occur by reforming the governance and 
institutional structure of PANGTEL in the manner proposed in Chapter 6 of this report.  
However, in doing so, the Government should be mindful that it does not incur 
unnecessary costs in relation to the transfer and reform underlying organisational 
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structure.  In effect, the transaction costs associated with institutional reforms should be 
minimised to the extent possible.

Specifically, the ICCC Act and Telecommunications Act should be amended such that the 
key functions carried out by the ICCC in relation to such matters as licensing, ICT code 
development, guideline making, interconnection and access are specifically stated as 
functions of the reformed PANGTEL as the new ICT Regulator.

Additional legislative amendments should also be considered that are consistent with the 
previous experience with institutional reforms in PNG and that draw from international 
best practice.  For example, amendments could ensure:

• full co-operation occurs between ICCC and the ICT Regulator during the 
transitional phase (including in respect of access arbitrations underway at the 
time of the transition);

• that the ICT Regulator is subject to specific obligations regarding transparency, 
independence and governance as identified in Chapter 6 of this report; and

• various mechanisms are included that address investigations, inquiries, 
hearings, and other instruments or processes that are in the process of 
occurring at the time of the transfer.

Transitional arrangements will be required to transfer assets and liabilities, as necessary, 
and to address the transfer of powers and functions from the ICCC and PANGTEL to the 
new ICT Regulator.

4 TIME-LINE FOR TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Indicative date Milestone

March 2009 Ministerial submission to the National Executive Council.

March-June 2009 Drafting and public consultation in relation to implementing 
legislation and transitional arrangements.

Enactment of implementing legislation (subject to Parliamentary 
processes and timing)

Initial steps are taken towards the creation of the new ICT 
Regulator.

1 July 2009 Commencement of implementing legislation and transitional 
arrangements, pending formal commencement of the new 
regime from 1 October 2009.

The new ICT Regulator is established and assets, liabilities and 
transitional (shared) responsibilities are transferred to it 
pursuant to institutional transitional arrangements.
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Indicative date Milestone

July-September 
2009

Drafting and public consultation is undertaken in relation to 
subordinate regulation and licensing arrangements. 

Preparation for commencement of the new regime including 
preparation of regulatory instruments by the new ICT Regulator, 
training of personnel and education of the industry and public.

1 October 2009 Formal commencement of the new regime.

The new ICT Regulator assumes all powers and functions 
under the new regime. The institutional transitional 
arrangements will end.

The new licensing regime commences for the issue of new 
licences.  Existing licensees are encouraged to migrate to new 
licences and licensing transitional arrangements commence.

The new access regime commences, including deemed 
declarations.

International gateway liberalisation occurs.

October-December 
2009

Establishment of the UAS scheme, pending implementation.

Implementation of regulatory instruments to give effect to the 
new regime, including pricing principles.

Review of retail price regulation by new ICT Regulator.

1 January 2010 Implementation of the UAS scheme.

Removal of redundant retail price regulation.

30 June 2010 The licensing migration process is completed for existing 
licensees.

Licensing transitional arrangements end. 

31 December 2011 First periodic review of remaining exemptions from international 
gateway liberalisation.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 9.1 The move to open competition should be comprehensive and 
implemented on a timely basis, subject to transitional 
arrangements and the time required for proper formulation 
and introduction of new regulatory structures.
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Recommendation 9.2 Licence migration is to be undertaken on a voluntary basis. 
Existing licensees should receive sufficient benefits under the 
new licensing structure to offset any detriments they receive 
by surrendering existing licences so that their net position is 
unharmed.

Recommendation 9.3 New licences should only be issued under the new licensing 
regime.  However, in issuing new licences, the ICT Regulator
should have regard to Government Policy and any rights held 
by existing licensees.

Recommendation 9.4 The ICT Regulator should aim to complete migration of 
licences from the old regime to the new regime within 12 
months of commencement of the new regime.

Recommendation 9.5 The transition to a new ICT Regulator should occur by 
reforming the governance and institutional structure of 
PANGTEL, but without incurring unnecessary costs in relation 
to the transfer and reform of underlying organisational 
structure. 

ENDNOTES TO 
PART E TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

  
1 Rwanda's Law n° 44/2001 dated 30 November 2001 governing telecommunications,  Section 71.
2 TCRA website (http://www.tcra.go.tz/about/profile.php) accessed 19 November 2008.
3 Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority 2003, s. 6(1)(e).
4 Office of Communications Act 2002, s. 2(3).
5 Ibid, s. 4(2).
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